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I. The Mode of Conduction in Gases illustrated by the 

Behaviour of Electric Vacuum Valves. By Sir OLIvER 
LODGE *. 

a to by Mr. E. HE. Robinson, I have during the 
ast few years made many experiments in connexion 

with Biattic vacuum valves, and have arrived at a view or 
theory concerning their action which may be worth setting 
down with as much brevity as is consistent with clearness. 

The main points to bear in mind are three :— 
(1) One is that the current in vacuum-tubes is mostly con- 

veyed unobtrusively by positively charged carriers or 
atoms, which travel from anode to cathode as best they 
can —readily taking a roundabout path if necessary, 
2. e. if any serious ‘obstruction exists in a more direct 
ath. 

(2) The second point is quite familiar, and is that from the 
surface of the cathode a bombardment of negative cor- 
puscles or electrons occurs from every place at adequate 
tension, and issues everywhere perpendicular to the sur- 
face without regard to destination. 

At high vacua these projectiles travel with prodigious 
speed for a considerable distance, and they have the 
effect of blocking the path by driving back any small 
bodies such as atoms advancin g inan opposite direction. 

* Communicated by the Author. 

Phil, Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 22. No. 127. July 1911, B 



bo Sir Oliver Lodge on the Mode of Conduction in Gases 

The negatively-charged projectiles carry only an insig- 
nificant proportion of the whole current, though the 
may assist in propelling uncharged atoms towards the 
anode, where they can become positive ions, 

(3) The third point essential to an explanation is that 
circulation of material in the tube is necessary, so as to 
maintain a constant supply of positively charged ions, 
and to enable them to act as carriers. 

This last statement needs expansion :— 
However plentifully electrons are supplied to the cathode 

by the source of current, they do not spontaneously escape 
from the metal (except under some stimulus such as ultra- 
violet light provides) unless positively charged ions are in 
their neighbourhood, 7. e. unless the tension 27e? rises to a 
eritical value. 

In an active vacuum-tube the continual presence of such 
ions near the cathode depends on their having been able to 
travel from the anode ; nevertheless they are not atoms of the 
anode itself, but are gas atoms which have become positively 
charged by contact with it,— each of them having presumably 
giver. up an electron to the metal. 

It is at the surface of the anode therefore that the sepa- 
ration of electricities really takes place, under stress of the 
applied .M.F. The ions then migrate to the cathode, and 
extract from it an electron apiece, thereby becoming neutral 
again. 

A constant diffusion of uncharged atoms towards the anode 
and of positively charged ions away from it is therefore 
essential to the passage. of current. The cathode bombard- 
ment roused by the presence of the advancing ions can be 
so planned or directed as to assist or to oppose the necessary 
circulation. ‘The projectiles may assist by mechanically pro- 
pelling uncharged atoms towards the anode, or they may 
oppose by mechanically driving back charged ions which are 
trying to advance away from it. 

In doing the latter it would seem as if they ought to 
neutralize opposing charges and thus convey some current ; 
but the evidence points to the supposition that such flying 
neutralization is rare,—it either does not occur or is but a 
small fraction of the whole. The impacts shake, but perhaps 
do not electrify or discharge, the ions: most of the inter- 
change of electricity seems to go on only at or close to the 
metal surfaces. 

If now a cathode is mounted so as to fire down a narrow 
tube along which the positive carriers must come, it acts like 
a park of Maxim guns obstructing a troop of infantry ; and 
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ulustrated by the Behaviour of Electric Vacuum Valves. 3 

the passage of the current is rendered impossible, unless 
some supplementary—some tortuous or indirect route is pro- 
vided, whereby a stream of positive carriers can reach the 
cathode after travelling through a region in which the 
bombardment is less vigorous. 

The general direction of the whole bombardment depends 
on the shape and aspect of the cathode. From all flat sur- 
faces it must be intense and in nearly parallel lines; from a 
concave surface it is well known to concentrate to a focus ; 
from a convex surface it is divergent, and therefore feebler ; 
and from a very convex surface, like an edge or still more 
a point, it is distributed in so many directions that part of 
the opposite procession of heavy atoms has a chance of 
eluding the projectiles. 

Consequently to any edge or point of the cathode positive 
charges may be seen streaming in; evidence of the stream 
being a local manifestation of the colour due to the chemical 
nature of the gas, owing to a certain percentage of the atoms 
being struck as they come along in the teeth of the diffuse 
bombardment. It would appear ‘that uncharged atoms, even 
if struck, do not glow perceptibly. Perhaps because they 
are all driven out of the field—the region of the dark space— 
at once. 

If the cathode contains a hollow space into which the 
positive carriers can find their way, this space becomes filled 
with the chemical glow,—i. e. the glow characteristic of the 
chemical nature of ate eas —which j is presumably caused by 
radiation from its positively charged atoms when they are 
struck by the flying electrons. 

If the cathode is a long cylinder or wire, the lateral 
radiation is sufficiently diffuse to allow some obstructed access 
to its curved surface ; and if the wire is coiled up into a 
spiral, access is much easier, for then the space in the interior 
of the spiral becomes practically a hollow space into which 
some of the positive carriers contrive to enter and rest till 
they have lost their charges. 

But if the cathode is made spherical and quite smooth, it 
must be extremely difficult for the positive carriers to find 
any means of access. Still more dificult will it be if the 
cathode is a small flat surface at the mouth of a narrow tube 
so arranged as to furnish the only means of approach. 
A cathode shaped like a tetrahedron or triangular pyramid 

with its edges not completely closed (made by folding over 
the corners of an equilateral triangle and leaving millimetre 
chinks) is an instructive shape, To each point of the 
pyramid the positive stream is seen going, because thence 

B 2 
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the projectiles radiate divergently so that they become places 
of minimum bombardment; while the interior hollow space 
is filled with light,—the carriers there delivering up their 
charges, or remaining long enough to have it bombarded out 
of them by the electrons. 
A “valve” is a contrivance which permits the passage of 

electricity in one direction only, or at least very much more 
readily in one direction than the opposite. The special 
feature or desideratum of anything which is to act as a valve, 
therefore, is to have one terminal situated so that it can fire 
down a constricted space and stop any procession coming along 
it, while the other terminal should be in a roomy chamber ; 
moreover this latter terminal should have points er edges 
whence the bombardment will be diffuse. It may likewise 
have interstices or hollow spaces wherein the bombardment, 
apart from the presence of positive carriers, would be either 
weak or non-existent. It should have no part of its surface 
arranged so as to fire down the tnbe leading to the other 
terminal, but free and open means of access should be pro- 
vided in every direction. In other words, one terminal 
should be near the centre of a large bulb, while the other 
-terminal is in a narrow tube. 

With such an arrangement the constricted terminal can 
easily act as anode and supply the current to the other one; 
but if it is made to act as cathode, its cannonading activity 
stops the advancing carriers and checks the current almost 
entirely. It will also heat and crack the glass unless suitable 
precautions are taken. . | 

Although it is thus easy to understand the principle upon 
which valves are based, it is not at all easy to construct them 
so that they shall work well and permanently; many things 
may go wrong, and a good deal of experience is needed for 
their manufacture and right exhaustion. very valve ouglit 
to be tested and adjusted, if it is to be satisfactory. At 
present they are made for me by Mr. Cossor in London and 
tested in my laboratory. 

Lllustrative Kaperiment. 

Selected out of a great number of experiments, the following 
sample may serve compactly to illustrate the principles here 
laid down :— 

A tube was made in accordance with the drawing, a 
supplemental path being provided with a tap, the terminals 
being A and B; and with it the following tests were 
-made— 
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1. With the tap closed, so that nothing could pass by the 
supplementary path, A was made negative and B positive. 

| enn 

V 
Cathode rays are then given off strongly from the end of 

the rod A and make the glass glow up to about where the 
tube above widens. ‘They excite phosphorescence also up 
at the top near B. There are practically no cathode rays 
from any other part of the rod A, and there are none in the 
small bulb round it. Hardly any positive glow is visible, 
and the resistance of the tube, thus connected, is very high. 

2. [ne connexions were reversed, so that A was positive 
and B negative ; the tap being still shut. 

Strong cathode rays now emanate from the bottom end of 
the spiral, heating the glass there vigorously and threatening 
to destroy it; but there are no cathode rays in the bulb 
above, outside the spiral, showing that they do not start in 
all directions without regard to where positive charges can 
be found. It is well known that they do not pay any 
attention to the position of the anode, but they do to the 
position of the positive carriers. 

There was little or no luminous glow, apart from the 
phosphorescence of the glass, in either of these two first 
cases, 2. e. with the tube shut. 
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3. Next test. The tap was opened so as to enable 
the current to pass by the supplementary path. If now 
A is made negative and B positive, cathode rays emanate 
from all parts of the rod A and drive along both the vertical 
and the horizontal tube. The resistance at high vacuum is 
therefore very great, and there is practically no positive glow 
visible. 

4. The connexions were now reversed, so that A was 
positive and B negative. Cathode rays are now manifest 
and plentiful in the bulb outside the spiral, whereas few or 
none are perceived at the bottom of the spiral, and no strain 
is there noticeable. In fact everything is easy, and there is 
very little heating effect. The luminous glow is strong in 
the vertical part of the tube between the rod A and the spiral, 
and inside the spiral: it is also visible, though rather weak, 
along the supplementary path. The resistance of the tube 
thus arranged is low, it conveys a considerable current 
easily. Itis in fact evident that the main current travels 
upward fairly freely from rod A; the bombardment opposed 
to it being considerably relieved by the fact that negative 
projectiles from the sides of the spiral are now possible, 
owing to the positive carriers which come along the supple- 
mentary path in sufficient quantity. The constant supply of 
such positive carriers is presumably assisted by the driving 
down of neutral atoms towards the anode, whence they can 
pass through the constricted space round it, can enter the 
little bulb and so make their way up the supplemental path 
through the tap, as required. 

Comment. 

If it be asked how it happens that the bombarding electrons 
convey so little current, though their mechanical effort is so 
energetic, the first answer that suggests itself is that it is 
because their velocity is so high, approximating to the order 
of the velocity of light. The slow moving positive charges 
would seem likely to have but little kinetic energy, though 
they can convey much current; the quickly flying electrons 
would be in the opposite plight. 

The mechanical energy depends upon nmu?, the onanent 
conveying capacity upon neu. Hence sufficient carriers at 
low speed would be effective conveyers of current, though 
without energy enough to Pee in the teeth of projectiles 
moving at anything like the velocity of light. 

But “considering the matter further, it can be argued that 
the positive carriers must sooner or eee be all neutralized by 
meeting an electron ; wherefore in the last resort the total 
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carrying power of positive and negative ions will be equal : 
that is to say, neu will be the same for both. And, since e 
is undoubtedly the same for both, this means that m= U, 

Le mu __ mae 

ee NM MU’ 
is the same as the ratio of their individual momenta. 

If the same propelling force acts on both sets for the same 
time, it may - supposed that the individual momenta are 

LG 

ne Fail 
Now if the gas Be (say) nitrogen, the ratio of the mass of 

an atom to that of an electron is M/m=14 x 1700=23,800; 
or the speed of the atoms is less than the twenty thousandth 
of that of the electrons, though they are more than twenty 
thousand times as numerous. 

But though the individual momenta of opposing bodies— 
electrons and atoms—are equal, so that they can stop each 
other on collision, it is plain that the aggregate electronic 
momentum is the awaller of the two, and that matters can 
be so arranged that a large part of it can be absorbed close 
to the cathode, or can be coaxed into regions, such as the 
interior of hollow spaces, where its violence will be mecha- 
nically inoperative, while a fairly unobstructed path is left to 
the effective carriers; and this is what is arranged in an easy 
tube, or in the easy direction of a valve. 

Although the positive carriers are spoken of as compa- 
ratively leisurely, it is not to be supposed that they are what 
in ordinary speech is called “slow.” ‘Their speed appears to 
be of the order of a kilometre per second. 

while the ratio of their aggregate ene 

equal. If so, 

General Remarks. 

Incidentally it may be worth explicitly noting that whereas 
in vacuum-tubes the bone ge aanece atoms are the main 
conveyers of the current, in metals the conduction is almost 
certainly due to the es migration of electrons ; while in 
liquid electrolytes the conduction is distributed in approxi- 
mately equal proportions, or rather in perfectly known nume- 
rical proportions, between the positive and negative ions. 

The fact that the conveyers of electricity have to change 
in sign when a current passes from a metal to a gas, or 
vice versa, which exchange can only be effected by a neutrali- 
zation or combination of the opposite charges at the bounding 
surface, suffices to account for some of the heat which is there 
developed. 

University of Birmingham. 
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II. On the Coefficient of Absorption by Air of the Beta 
Rays from Radium C. By A. 8. Evz, M.A., D.Sce., 
McGill University, Montreal *. 

(ie object of this paper is to describe a new method of 
finding the value of yw the coefficient of absorption 

of the 8 rays from radium C in their passage through air 
at atmospheric pressure and at room temperature ; and to give 
the value of » obtained in a series of experiments. 

The general method employed is simple. A very thin- 
walled electroscope was suspended by fine wires at a 
considerable distance from surrounding objects. A test- 
tube containing radium bromide was “also suspended at 
various distances from the electroscope. The ionization 
current in the electroscope, measured in divisions per minute 
of the observing microscope, was due to the joint effects 
of the @ rays, y rays, and natural leak. The 8 rays were 
then cut off by screens, or by a strong magnetic field, 
or, better still, by both methods, and the ionization due to 
y rays and natural leak measured. As the natural leak is 
known, by subtraction measurements are obtained of the 
ionization due to the 8 rays alone, I, and to the y rays 
alone, I’. 

As the distance 7 between the radium and electroscope is 
increased, the value of I falls off sharply, not only on 
account of the law of inverse squares, but also on account of 
the absorption by air of the complex 8 rays of radium C 
which, as these experiments will show, obey closely the 
exponential law. Thus we shall see that the experiments 
justify the assumption that the ionization in the electroscope 
I varies inversely as r’e”" or 

IS Aer™ 

where A is a constant, and yp is the coefficient of absorption 
by air. 
“tf the ionization current, multiplied by the square of the 

distance, is plotted against the distance, an exponential curve 
is determined. Or, on taking logarithms, 

log? =B—pr, 

and when this is plotted with log,I7? as ordinate, and 7 as 
abscissa, a straight line is determined, whose slope is p. 

It will be observed that the. multiplication by (a4 as 
equivalent to a handicap for loss of distance. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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A similar process for the ionization due to the y rays 
gives I’r? a constant, because of the minute absorption which 
the y rays undergo, over a range of a few metres in alr. 

Electroscopes. 

One electroscope (20x 10x10 em.), fig. 1, was built of a 

Rie: Tf 

framework of light steel knitting-needles. This was covered 
with tissue-paper, blackened inside with pencil, weighing 
"002 gram to the square centimetre, so that the stopping 
power of the wall was less than that of 2 cm. of air. The 
framework was suspended, and held firmly by light steel 
wires to a wooden frame near the middle of the room, well 
removed from other bodies. The observer approached the 
electroscope only for a few seconds at the beginning and 
towards the end of a reading. The microscope could be 
similarly removed and replaced, but this proved to be 
unnecessary as the correction was negligible. The mica 
windows were exceedingly thin, and the light aluminium 
leaf system was charged through a trap-door in the paper. 
Considerable variation in the natural leak occurred at first, 
and was traced to daylight entering the tissue-paper, and 
making the sulphur insulator a partial conductor. ‘This 
trouble was obviated by working in a darkened room, and 
subsequently by using amber insulators. The effect of 
daylight on sulphur was first discovered by Bates of 
Macdonald College, and it has been suggested that sulphur 
shares to a small degree the well-known property of selenium. 
In the usual thick-walled electroscope the eftect is slight, 
and may escape notice. 

Another electroscope consisted of a framework of thin 
knitting-needles mounted on tall light wooden pillars. In 
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this case the framework was covered with aluminium leaf 
"0003 em. thick, weighing about ‘0008 gram to the square 
centimetre, with a stopping power of about 7 mm. of air. 
It is easily shown by experiment that when the walls are 
covered with two or three times this thickness of aluminium 
leaf, neither the 8 nor the y ray ionizations are altered to an 
extent which can be detected. 

Thus the experimental conditions ensure the desired 
result, that is, the investigation of an elementary volume of 
air, practically removed from any important modification 
due to reflected or scattered or secondary radiation from 
surrounding bodies, excepting the air and radiating source. 

Long Range Experiments. 

It was found possible to detect the direct @ radiation 
from 14°6 mg. of pure radium bromide (8°5 mg. of radium) 
placed within two test-tubes, at a distance of 7 metres, and 
to make fairly accurate measurements at 6 metres. The 
test-tubes reduced the 8 radiation from radium C to about 
half value, and the radiation from radium B was negligible. 

A single experiment may be given in detail where the 
ionization from § and vy rays together was measured at 
ranges from 1 to 6 metres. ‘he § rays were then cut off to 
a great extent by two sheets of aluminium, each 1°7 mm. 
thick, placed at the radium. These would permit about one 
per cent. of 8 rays to pass through them, and would reduce 
the y radiation by about two per cent. 

After deducting the natural leak, the readings in divisions 
per minute were taken and the results obtained are as 
follows, where I is the ionization due to 8 rays, and I’ to 
y rays :— 

TABI 

iletresaiel deh Ws. Ips ie logelr®. pL. | 

1 69 2 nels vl oGs 4:03 
aM epare se Wied a0 2 "0029 

2 14:3 SHO ale al OPO 
Se SS AO a 0048 

3) AAA Meg.) abs 2:90| 3:26 
Retest alee RAC coll I A 0042 

4 1:94 | 87| 13:9 EO 2a 
Le re ener 0041 

5 1-02 i Seba 45) 2-48 
| Palla. SO ARANDA a Oe ‘0051 

6 58 89) 14:0 TON Pe 92 

p= 0044 em, } 
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These results are also shown in fig. 2, where the abscissze 
are given in metres and the ordinates are the logarithms 

4-2 
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of I in divisions for one minute, multiplied by the distance 
squared in metres. The upper curve represents the @ ray 
measurements. At one metre the ordinate appears to be too 
small, possibly because of insufficient voltage to secure 
saturation, or because of some other effect requiring a 
special investigation. The average slope for distances most 
favourable to accurate measurements gives ~='0044 cm.~* 

The lower curve is for y rays, and a straight line is 
anticipated. The initial rise is not easy to explain; the 
point at 2 metres is too high owing to accidental conditions. 
In this experiment it is certain that some £ particles 
passed through the aluminium screens, and that others were 
produced by the y rays at emergence from the screens near 
the radium. 

Therefore, some experiments were made in which the 
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test-tube containing the radium was placed inside a cylinder 
of zinc between the poles of a powerful electromagnet, and 
the magnetic field was increased in strength until the 
B radiation was eliminated. After measuring the ionization 
due to the y rays, the electromagnet was run back, the 
zinc cylinder removed, and the joint @ and ¥ ionizations 
determined. 

It is difficult to remove the @ radiation by screens alone, 
or by a powerful magnetic field alone, but a combination of 
screens and field is very effective. 

The values of » found for distances from 2 to 5 metres, 
under various conditions, were as follows :— 

4-4. 4°5, 3°9, 5-0; em.-? x 10, 

and the mean value was w=‘0045 em.7’ 
Eleven milligrams of radium bromide in solution in a 

thick-walled glass bottle emitted some #8 radiation, which 
could be screened off by aluminium and zine sheets placed 
near the bottle. The values of w for these 8 rays were :— 

distance 1 to 2 metres w=°00385, 

” Ba ” p=0041, 

Mean p=:0040 cm.7! 

It is concluded that for absorption at distances from r=2 
to r=5 metres the value of w is approximately 0045 em. 

Short Ranges. 

Some weaker specimens of radium were next tested at 
shorter distances. The specimens chiefly used were, (1) a 
capsule with a thin mica cover containing 0°56 mg. of 
radium bromide (0°33 mg. of radium), and (2) some radium 
bromide in a thin-walled small glass tube, containing 
‘53 mg. ci radium, the preparation being at about one- 
quarter of full strength. The latter specimen was kindly 
lent to me by Professor H. A. Wilson. 

The radium tube was hung by a thread at distances 
varying from 40 to 160 cm. from the electroscope, and 
readings were taken both when advancing and retiring 
the radium. When measuring the joint 6 and ¥ ionization, 
it was necessary to withdraw the large and massive electro- 
magnet to a distance, otherwise the effect of “reflected ” 
radiation was stron ely marked. The 8 rays were then cut 
off by screens and a strong field, and the ionization due to 
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y rays alone was determined. It has been shown by 
Schmidt, and by Kovarik, that the value of pw is affected 
by the material behind the radioactive source. The experi- 
ments may be divided into two series: those in which there 
was air, or carbon, or solid paraffin behind the radium tube, 
and those in which lead plates were placed behind. The 
values for # in cm.~! x 10* were :-— 

Ave bemmd: ...... Dopoo,ole ,Paratia- behind... 35, 38. 
Carbon behind... 31. Lead behind ...... 31, 37, 40. 

As r increases from 60 to 140 em. the value of wp is about 
°0033 with air behind, and about -0038 with lead behind. 

In fig. 3 are shown graphically the results of two typical 
series of experiments with air and with lead behind the tube 
of radium. 

go Cm gO /20 160 

The “reflected” radiation from lead can be determined by 
subtraction, and on multiplying by the square of the 
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distance and taking logarithms for ordinates, a curve is 
obtained indicating the difference between two exponentials. _ 
The straighter portion gives a value of w=*0058 em.~! In 
some cases the lead reflexion increased the ionization 
88 per cent., and copper 64 per cent. We may compare 
the results of Kovarik, when aluminium absorbed the @ rays 
from radium H, namely : 

ain beluimd Gan: p=42 4 cm} 

eadare Nee. pee AMES tae. 

lead minus air. j2=olO0 |... 

Discussion. 

So far as I am aware, no previous measurements have 
been made of the value of the coefficient of absorption of 
8 rays in air. 

Rutherford * has given an estimate for the value for the 
8 rays from uranium, namely, ‘0066. This is based on the 
value of w/density, for various metal sheets, which is about 
5. Itis not surprising that my value for air is less than 
this, since «/D decreases with D; thus, for Jead 10, silver 7, 
aluminium 5. My value for «/D for air is between 2°6 and 
3°4, according to the experimental conditions. 

It is remarkable and contrary to expectation, that the 
above described experiments give w=°0033 for short ranges 
and w=0048 for long ranges. With metal screens the 
reverse order is usually observed, the less penetrating rays are 
first absorbed, and then mw decreases for the more penetrating 
rays. Moreover, in the present case it is possible that some of 
the 8 rays of radium D at the shorter distance may reach the 
electroscope. Some large values of w found with the capsule, 
not recorded here, may find their true explanation in this 
fact. 

Two different causes may be suggested to account for the 
paradox. 

Hither the 6 rays ionize more efficiently towards the end 
of their path when their velocities have been somewhat 
reduced; or at the longer ranges the scattering of the 
particles by air has caused the distances, which were 
ineasured on the straight, to be largely in defect of the 
actual total distances traversed by the electrons in their 
zigzag flights. 

. The first explanation suggests a relative increase of I 
at the longer ranges, due to increased ionization of lower 
speed 8 particles. The second explanation suggests that any 

* ‘ Radioactivity, p. 197. 
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point on the curve should have its abscissa r multiplied by 
some function of 7, f (7), which increases with r ; whilst the 
corresponding ordinate should have added to it 2 log, f(r). 

Without entering further into these obscure points, it 
may be stated that the curves and values obtained represent 
the facts and results usually most required, and that the 

8 rays are absorbed by a law almost exponential, but with 

mw increasing, probably gradually from ‘0033 cm.7! to 

-0045 em.~1, as 7 increases from 60 to 600 cm. 
If a mean ‘004 is selected, it is possible to estimate 

the value of the coefficient of absorption w’ by air of the 
y rays from radium C. 7 

Thus for aluminium, with @ rays from radium C, 
Kovarik * finds »=13 cm.~1, and with y rays McClelland 
finds w’=103. If it is assumed that the same proportion 
holds for 8 and for y rays in passing through air, it follows 
that 

p’/004=:103/13, 

so je = "000032. 

This is less than the result obtained from the value of 
w'/D found by McClelland f, namely, -034, which leads to a 
value 

p' = 000044. 

Soddy and Russell’s { value for w’/D gives a still larger 
result, so that until further light is obtained, the intermediate 
value °000044 may be adopted. 

Just as when the radioactive constant is X, the average life 
is 1/X, so we may say that when the coefficient of absorption 
is w, the average distance reached is 1/y. But it will be 
remembered that the distance is measured “as the crow 
flies,’ whilst the actual path is zigzag. 

If in a parallel pencil of 8 rays, No electrons start their 
flight, then at a distance 2, only N remain effective for 
ionization, so that —dN have a range between x and «+d. 

0 Hence ODE, 

«No 

No 

is the average distance attained from the source. 

* Phil. Mag. Nov. 1910. 
+ Phil. Mag. Aug. 1904. 
t Phil. Mag. Oct. 1909. 
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It follows that the average range is the area below the 
curve, divided by No, or 

j Nda/No= \ e-“*da=1/y. 

Thus, the 8 particles reached an average distance from 
the source in air= 1/-004, or 2°5 metres. 

If it is correct to regard a y ray as an entity, with a 
linear path, then its average range is the inverse of 00004, 
or 250 metres. 

If the 6 rays were ejected all with the same velocity, the 
above statement would have a conciseness which is lacking 
in the case of the complex rays from radium C. : 

The writer proposes to employ the method above described 
to determine the value of » for the 8 rays from radium BE, 
and for Rontgen rays. 

: Summary. 

1. By varying the distance r between some radium and a 
thin-walled electroscope, the law of absorption by air of the 
complex rays from radium © has been established as approxi- 
mately exponential. 

2. If Lis the ionization due to @ rays in the electroscope 
at a distance 7 from the radium, then I7? varies as e~#*" nearly, 
where y is the coefficient of absorption by air of the B rays. 

3. The values of » have been found as ‘0033 em.7! at the 
shorter range 60 to 160 cm., and °0045 at longer ranges 
2 to 9 cm. 

4, If air absorbs B and y rays respectively in the same 
proportion as does aluminium, the coefticient of absorption 
of the y rays by air is between 000021 and -000031. 

). With limitations, the average effective range of the 
& rays from their source may be stated as 2°5 metres. In 
the same sense, the average path of the y rays is 250 metres, 
if the y rays consist of entities with linear paths. 

April, 1911. 

Note added May, 1911. 

Measurements have recently been made to determine the 
value of w, when 8 rays, from the active deposit of radium 
on thin aluminium foil, pass to a thin-walled electroscope 
through air. The method employed was that given above, 
and the range was from 40 to 100cem. The values of % found 
in a number of experiments were from ‘012 to ‘013, about 
three or four times as large as when radium in a glass tube 
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was employed at longer ranges. The explanation appeared 
at first to be simple, and the increased value of w was attri- 
buted to the @ rays from radium B. I found, however, that 
this large value of the coefficient of absorption persisted from 
14 to 90 minutes after the thin foil was removed from the 
radium emanation, during which time the proportion of 
radium C to radium B was increasing. This point requires 
special investigation, but at present it appears that radium C 
emitg a considerable proportion of slow & rays, comparable 
to those from radium B. 

The active deposit of thorium was examined for distances 
from 20 to 30 em. from the centre of the electroscope. In 
this case the 8 raystrom Th A and Th D pass into and through 
the electroscope. The value of w for air was between ‘024 
and ‘025, but the intensity of the radiation at my disposal 
was insufficient for a good determination, and further mea- 
surements are in progress. ’ 

—— —— ———— —— as - Z 

III. On Weak Electrolytes and towards a Dynamical Theory 
of Solutions. By WILLIAM SUTHERLAND *, 

| ave chief defect of the prevalent theory of solutions is its 
want of a dynamical foundation. This can be com- 

pletely removed only when we have a kinetic theory of 
liquids as adequate as the kinetic theory of gases. Mean- 
while the valuable inductions associated with the names of 
Arrhenius, Ostwald, van’t Hoff, and others are interpreted 
by the simplest chemical theory that will explain them, the 
manifest physical difficulties being simply ignored. Hence 
has arisen the critical attitude of physicists like Kelvin and 
Helmholtz towards the working hypotheses of a large part 
of theoretical physical chemistry. Take for instance the 
principle of partial ionization as applied to the simplest case 
of a binary electrolyte like NaCl in water. It is assumed 
that the degree of ionization is controlled entirely by the 

law of mass action, the ionizing force of the water and the 
electrical attractions of the oppositely charged ions for one 
another being completely ignored. One result of this 
method of proceeding is to reach a theoretical conclusion 
which is not verified for a typical electrolyte like NaCl. 
Another result, however, is to find the theoretical conclusion 
beautifully verified in the case of electrolytes like acetic 
acid. The expounders of the prevalent theories of physical 

* Communicated by the Author. 

Phat. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 22. Non 12 Co Fuly, TOIT: Ci 
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chemistry fix attention on this successful verification, and 
proceed to discuss the whole of electrolysis and related 
phenomena as if ionization were ordinary dissociation un- 
complicated with any electrical phenomenon. I have sought 
to show in “Jonization in Solutions and Two New Types 
of Viscositv’’ (Phil. Mag. [6] xiv. p. 1, 1907) that with 
ordinary electrolytes the lonizing action of the solvent is so 
powerful that it holds the tendency of the ions to recombine 
quite in check notwithstanding the strong electric attrac- 
tions between them. But these electric forces introduce 
two sorts of viscous resistance which make the mobility of 
the ions a function of their concentration. This change of 
mobility is what the prevalent theory interprets as change of 
degree of ionization in strong electrolytes. In reality 
ionization is always complete in strong electrolytes at all 
concentrations. On these grounds it is plain why the 
current theory of physical chemistry fails to account for the 
variation of the conductivity of ordinary solutions with 
concentration, since the law of mass action is not in opera- 
tion, being suppressed by the ionizing action of the solvent. 
The “dilution law” of Ostwald for the electric conductivity 
of aqueous solutions of acetic acid and similar weak electro- 
lytes must have a different interpretation from that given to 
it in the text-books of physical chemistry, and seemingly 
accepted by a theoretical physicist like Planck (Aché Vorles- 
ungen tiber Theoretische Physik, 8. Hirzel, Leipzig, 1910). 
I have already suggested that in the case of such a weak 
electrolyte as acetic acid, the double molecules (CH;COOH), 
are partly dissociated in water into CH;COOH, all of which 
is entirely ionized in accordance with the general principle 
stated above. On this view, the dilution law of Ostwald 
would express the equilibrium between the ions H# and 
CH,COOp acting as CH;,;COOH, on the one hand, and 
(CH,;COOH), on the other. 

Here it may be objected, as by Walker at the Faraday 
Society’s Discussion on the Constitution of Water (Trans. 
Faraday Soc. vi. 1910), that the molecular lowering of the 
freezing-point of water brought about by acetic acid shows that 
in dilute but only shghtly ionized solutions of acetie acid the 
acid exists as CH,;COOH and not as (CH;COOH),. Here, 
again, | think we have to do with the application of an induc- 
tion to acase which lies outside of its limits. It is easy to see 
that there are limits to the applicability of the lowering of 
freezing-point to the measurement of molecular mass. ° For 
instance, a little of a solvent added to itself does not lower the 
freezing-point. Consider next the case in which to a solvent 
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is added an isomeric form of itself having the same freezing- 

point. Here it is not to be expected that the rule of 

the molecular lowering of freezing-point will apply. The 

difference between the molecule of solute and of solvent 

must reach a limit of some sort before the rule applies. 

Similarly in another direction we must expect a limit to 
the applicability of the rule of molecular lowering of freezing- 

point. Imagine that in (CH;COOH), each of the CH;COOH 

croups is so loosely attached to the other that they are just 

on the verge of parting company, then in relation to the 

molecules of solvent each CH;COOH group has almost as 

much freedom of motion as if it were detached from the 

other. In such a case, until we have dynamical proof to 

the contrary, we may expect that the method of the lowering 
of the freezing-point will give the molecular mass as that of 
the nearly free CH;COOH instead of its double. The 
difficulty seems to me analogous to that which arises in 

acidimetry when working with acid of strength comparable 

with that of the indicator. The lowering of freezing-point 
is generally a good indicator of molecular mass, but near 

the limits of its applicability, its results need careful col- 
lating with those from other sources. It seems to me that 
the theory of the physical chemistry of electrolytes has gone 

astray by accepting for a foundation the simplest chemical 

hypothesis which would account for Ostwald’s dilution law 

for weak electrolytes, and also for the molecular lowering 

which they cause in the freezing-point of water. Originally, 

the primary object of the present paper was to test criticaily 

my suggestion as to the meaning of Ostwald’s dilution law 

with weak electrolytes, but in the course of the work it 

seemed better to widen the scope of the inquiry, and to 

investigate a few typical solutions from the molecular 

dynamical point of view as far as seemed likely to he 

profitable in the absence of a kinetic theory of liquids. The 

solutions chosen are mixtures of ethyl alcohol and water to 

represent non-electrolytes, and mixtures of water with acetic 

and other fatty acids to represent weak electrolytes, all of 

which have been elaborately investigated by experimenters 

whose results have not received a correspondin gly dearer gh 

study from the dynamical point of view, so that the theory of 

physical chemistry has been kept too narrow for the facts. 
‘To these solutions the supporters of the hydrate theory 

of solutions have devoted some attention, tracing their 

salient peculiarities to the existence of hydrates, such as 

C,H;,0H+3H,0 in the case of alcohol, and CH;COOH + 

H.0 in that of acetic acid. It has been suggested that the 

C2 
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latter is even CH,C(OH),. Long ago Graham found that 
the mixture of acetic acid and water having the composition 
CH,;,COOH+H,0 is the solution of maximum viscosity as 
well as of maximum density. Moreover, C,H;0H+3H,O 
has been isolated in the solid state like crystals with water of 
crystallization. But here again I shall try to show that 
there is excessive chemical simplification in the hypothesis 
that these hydrates exist as detinite molecular structures in 
the solutions, and that a broader dynamical interpretation 
is to be given to the facts. The scheme of the following 
work is this :— 

1. Formulation of the kinetic principle by which the 
properties of mixtures ought to be investigated. 2. Detailed 
examples of its application to the densities of solutions of 
ethyl alcohol and acetic acid in water and the contraction 
which occurs in their formation. 3. Similar results for all 
the other chief physical properties of mixtures of water with 
ethyl aleohol and with the first four of the series of fatty 
acids, namely molecular refraction and dieleciric capacity, 
viscosity, specitic heat and heat evolved on mixing, surface 
energy. 4. Conclusions to be drawn from these results. 
5. Electric conductivity of solutions of the fatty acids. 
6. Summary and general conclusions. 

1. Formulation of the Kinetic Principle by which the 
Properties of Mixtures ought to be investigated. 

For the particular case of potential energy this principle 
has been already stated in ‘ Molecular and Hlectronic Poten- 
tial Energy” (Phil. Mag. [6] xx. p. 249, 1910), and now it 
will be made generally applicable to all the properties of 
mixtures. ‘The principle is fundamentally necessary in the 
theory of molecular potential energy advanced in many of my 
papers. Hach molecule is simplified to an electrized sphere, 
similar to the Harth as a magnetized sphere, having a certain 
electric moment. The axes of electrization of contiguous 
molecules tend to adjust themselves in such a way that a 
molecule has its axis similarly directed to those of its two 
next axial neighbours, and oppositely directed to those of its 
four next lateral neighbours. In other words, the lines of 
electric force pass from an electrized molecule partly in 
almost straight lines to its two axial neighbours, and partly 
in closed curves through its four lateral neighbours, few 
lines wandering to any molecules beyond the six immediate 
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neighbours of a supposed cubical arrangement. If the 
arrangement were strictly and permanently cubical, then 
the axial lines of force would run on in continuous straight 
lines from molecule to molecule, as perhaps they do in 
crystals. But there would be no detectable free charge at a 
surface, because as many axial lines are directed in one way 
as in the opposite. In liquids it is better to imagine the 
axial lines at any instant not running far as nearly : straight 
lines, but as closing their circuits by all sorts of interlaced 
paths. From this point of view it appears that if a few 
molecules of a liquid 1 are evenly distributed amongst many 
of liquid 2, the cohesive force between the molecules of 
liquid 1 cannot come ae play, because the six immediate 
neighbours of a molecule of 1 arealways molecules of 2. But 
experiments on the sarface-tension of’ mixtures show that in 
this case the cohesional forces between the molecules of 
liquid 1 do come into operation. Hence we conclude that 
the molecules of liquid 1 are not evenly distributed, at any 
instant, amongst the molecules of 2, though they are e evenly 
distributed on the average for a large number of instants. 
The most natural explanation of this fact is that the motion 
of the molecules causes a molecule of 1 to have another 
molecule of 1 for an immediate neighbour for a time which 
is a function of the properties of the two sorts of molecules. 
Thus we have a kinetic principle applying to all those 
properties of mixtures which depend on the relations of a 
molecule to its immediate neighbours, such as cohesion, 
density, viscosity, and the like. Let wu, be the amount of 
some peperty of unit mass of a pure liquid 1, wu that of 
pure liquid 2, and let uy. be the amount for liquid 1 when a 
molecule of 1 is in contact with molecules of 2, and wo, the 
amount for liquid 2 when a molecule of 2 is in contact with 
molecules of 1. In general, w. and w,; are functions of 
the concentrations, though they may become constants. 
Consider a mixture containing n, molecules of 1 per unit 
volume and ny of 2, np; and mg being the numbers for the pure 
substances. Then in the mixture a molecule of 1 may be 
assumed to be in contact with another of 1 as an immediate 
neighbour for the fraction ,/n of its time: so being of 
mass m, lt carries the amount myw,n,/no, of the property 
into the mixture, and the n, molecules contribute my224747/1791. 
Thus for the whole amount pw of the property in unit volume 
of the mixture we get 

PU=MyUyN77/ Noy + NyNq(Mytly9/ Ng + MgUy1/ 7291) # Mgtlgn?/Ngg. (1) 

G 235 6 
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It is assumed that we have properly chosen the measure 
of the property so that its amount is obtained correctly by 
the additive process. This mixture formula (1) being 
of the second degreé in n, and ny is markedly different from 
the usual empirical mixture formula linear in 7, and 1p. 
Let p denote density, and p mass of pure liquid per unit 
mass of mixture, then 

NM, =Pi, NoQM2=Pox, M4M,=pPip, and nyM_,—=—Pp, 

So pu==Uyp"p"/p1 + Pipe” Ur2/P2 + U2i/P1) + Usp2'P'/p2- (2) 

To see how this formula of the second degree in p can 
reduce to the usual empirical formula of the first degree, 
let us suppose that 

Uy2/02 + Ua1/P1=Us/p2tu2/p1 » + « « (3) 

with w=, and v=, as the simplest case of all, then 

pu=p"( pita + patta)(pi/prt Po/p2) + + » G) 

If »,/p1+2/p2=1/p, that is to say, if there is no contrac- 
tion on mixing, the last formula takes the usual empirical 
form of the first degree in p, namely 

U= Pill + Poly . «au nee) 

Our kinetic principle gives us, as it ought, the ordinary 
result when each molecule is supposed to carry all its 
properties unaltered into the mixture. Thus (1) and (2) are 
the equations that we need for investigating the changes 
occurring in the properties of molecules when they mingle 
with others of a different kind. A convenient way of using 
them is to write in general 

Ujyg =U, + Ly, Ug] =Uy + Lo, Pi/P1+ P2/P2—1/p=A, 

thus fixing attention on the unknowns 2, and «a, which are 
the changes of w and w, on mixing, and on A which is the 
contraction per unlt mass on mixing, we write (2) as 

w= yy + pote + pAC pitts + pata) + pipop(“s/p2+ x2/p1). (6) 

This equation separates the change of wu from the value 
Pit; + pote given by the linear mixture formula into two 
parts, that depending on the contraction, and that depending » 
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on w,and x. The latter term contains the factor pp», and 
as we shall see that A depends chiefly on a factor pip, we 
have u—pyuy—p22 nearly containing a factor Pipa This 
result reminds us that the law of mass action comes in with 
physical as well as with chemical change. If the closest 
packing of two sets of molecules is obtained when their 
numbers stand to one another in the ratio of two small 
integers, then we should have the two main conditions for 
chemical combination between them satisfied ; we might, for 
instance, deduce the existence of hydrates, whose structure 
indicates the merging of chemical energies into physical, 
of intramolecular energies into intermolecular, rather 
than typical chemical combination. It is often forgotten 
that ina large part of the theory of solutions we are on a 
border where the separation between chemistry and physics 
becomes arbitrary, where we need to express ourselves in 
more general terms that will assume a mutual interdepen- 
dence between intramolecular and intermolecular phenomena. 
Chemists have long been confronted with the same need in 
regard to water of crystallization. Molecular dynamics 
furnishes the appropriate means of expression. 

2. Detailed Hxamples of its Application to the Densities of 
Solutions of Ethyl Alcohol and Acetic Acid in Water 
and the Contraction which occurs in their Formation. 

Here we concentrate our study upon A and put w=1/p, 
whereupon (6) becomes 

A+ pA%/2=—pipop(m/psta/py/2. . - (7) 
and the immediate subject of investigation is 

(A+ pA*/2)/pipop = —(ei/p2+ar/p)/2 «+ (8) 

Here x, and wz, are not determined separately by means of 
the values of A for each value of p,. In the following table 
are given the data for ethyl alcohol and water, with dhe 
values of A the contraction calculated from them and also 
those of (A+ pA*)/p,pop on the left hand of (8) to serve for 
the study of —(#,/p2+2,/p;) on the right. 
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SABLE: 

Contraction on making one gramme of mixture of Hthyl 
Alcohol and Water at 15°C. Alcohol as liquid 1, water 
as liquid 2, p,=0:79356, p.=0°999216.  100p;\ 1s¢eme 
percentage of alcohol by weight. 

LOOpr seem ee 1 2 3 4 5 6 “ 
LOsphe ee 99725 99543 99367 99198 99034 98877 98726 
LOAM a, 70 147 (928° 815 407) nO7 ome 

10'(A+pA?/2)/p,p,0... 708 752 789 827 866 910 954 

LCD ee 8 9 100 10 aes ee! 
MOsoa ec vans 98581 98442 98307 98176 98050 97925 97803 
OWN cle te 722° 888 . 958 1082 1210)" 339) ) Gaga 

10*(A+pA2/2)/p,p,0... 997 1044 1086 1181 1175 1216 1257 

HOO p ees cscs, as 15 16). 17) 18. do Soman 
Oro pee y ux): 97683 97563 97448 97323 97202 97079 96429 
MORAG OE ck 1604 1788 1871 2004 2135 9965 2865 

10'(A+pA?/2)/p,p,9 ... 1296 13828 1371 1407 1441 1473 1607 

HOODY yee) 2k 30.85. 40°) 41 4a a ee 
Horner ict Ste 95686 94837 93891 93691 98488 93283 93076 
[C2 3357 38717 3951 3983 4012 4036 4055 

10*(A+pA?/2)p,p,9 -.. 1698 1753 1785 1791 1795 1798 41801 

MOO pe oe. sides ce 45° 46 47 48 40) 
MOsp Mite scecs 538 92866 92653 92488 92222 92005 91785 91564 
HON cae oe. 4072 4084 4093 4098 4102 4100 4087 

10'(A+pA?/2)/p,p,o... 1805 1807 1810 1814 1818 1821 1820 

HOOD. ee ee hs 52 BR 60. 65. 70) ee 
HOS eh as. 91341 90667 89526 &8366 87189 85995 84778 
MOSHae Mie cue 4090 4053 3944 3774 3548 3246 2874 

10'(A+pA?/2)/p,p,o ... 1827 1840 1867 1908 1965 2041 2145 

NOW race tee ete 85 «90. | 91 92), NOS Guanes 
Ngan ae ea 83531 82232 81964 81692 81417 81136 80852 
ORNS a 2409 1815 1677. 1525 1875 1209 eee 

10*(A+ pA2/2)/p,p,p... 2285 2473 2514 2549 2607 2651 2706 

LOOp Mei 96 97 98 99 
LOS etait. B 80564 80269 79970 79665 
OWA Gee nee 853 656 449 230 

104(A+pA2/2)/p,p,p ... 2768 2813 2868 2917 

On account of their typical importance the data of this 
table have been given in great detail, especially near the 
decisive values of p,, where, the mixture is a dilute solution 
of alcohol in water, or of water in alcohol, or where p, is 
nearly 0°5 and A is ‘close to its maximum. ‘The densities are 
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derived from the German standard alcohol tables as given 
in the Physikalisch- Chemische Taéellen of Landolt and 
Bornstein, 3rd edition, from which source most of the sub- 
sequent data used in this communication will be derived. 
It will be noticed that 104(A + pA?/2)/p;p.p passes through a 
point of inflexion, which is actually, or almost, a minimax 
point near p,;=0°d. Its values show a certain sy minetry 1n 
relation to that at p,=0°5; for, if this be subtracted from 
the values for p,;=0'9 and 0°1, the remainders are 652 and 

_ 735, for py =0°8 and 0:2 the remainders are 324 and 348, and 
so on. At first this seemed to me to be a fact of perhaps 
fundamental significance, but we shall see that it is not so. 
After much study of the data in this table and related facts, 
I have been led to the following explanation of them. As 
alcohol is added to water it changes more and more of its 
trihydrol (H,O); into dihydrol (H, 0)», the conversion being 
practically complete when pi =0°5. If this is so, we can 
calculate the contraction A for p;=0°5 by means of the data 
of “The Molecular Constitution of Water ” (Phil. Mag. [5] 
]. p.460, 1900). At 15° C. water isa mixture of 0°333 parts of 
(H,0); of density 0°88 with 0°667 parts of (HO), of density 
1:09, so that the contraction caused by changing 1 part of 
water into pure (H,O). is 0°333 (1/0° seers 09) =0°0728. 
If then 4 part of alcohol on mixing with 4 part of water 
changes it all into (H,O),, the Pyaiiaenon must be 0°0864, 
the corresponding tabulated number for the actual contrac- 
tion being 0-0410. We shall look more closely into this 
soon. Consider now the case where the value of / is nearly 
1, say 0°99, a little water being dissolved in a vreat excess 
of alcohol. We know that when water evaporates into the 
gaseous state it changes into hydrol H,O. It is likely then 
that when a dilute solution of water is made in a solvent like 
alcohol, the water is changed for the most part into hydrol. 
Now in a contribution to the Faraday NSociety’s Distaay 
on the Constitution of Water (Trans. Far. Soc. vi. 1910), I 
have shown that water of crystallization is hydrol having a 
density 1°26 in the liquid state at 0° C. If then 0:01 part 
of water on m'xing with 0:99 part of alcohol is changed 
from density 1:0 to density 1°26, the contraction must be 
0-01(1—1/1- 26)= 000206 at 0°, the tabulated value being 
0°00230 at 15°. Thus then we can give a fair account 
of the phenomena recorded in ‘Table I. by the statement 
that as alcohol is added to water, it first converts its tri- 
hydrol into dihydrol, the change being nearly complete 
when the alcohol is nearly 50 per cent. of the mixture, and 
then when the alcohol is present in sufficient excess, it causes 
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the whole of the water to change into hydrol. Probably 
the two processes overlap a little. Nevertheless this ex- 
planation of the facts in Table I. implies that there is no 
significance in the symmetry pointed out above. From 
pi=0 to 0d the process is the change of trihydrol into 
dihydrol, from p,=0°5 to 1 it is the independent change 
of the dihydrol into hydrol. From the table we can now 
derive the laws of these changes. As Mendeléef froze out 
a mixture of alcohol and water having the composition 
C,H;0H +3H,0, which we shall see would be better written 
(C,H;OH).+3(H,O0)., it seems to me more prudent to 
assume that the potential energy conditions cause the whole 
of the change of trihydrol into dihydrol to be almost com- 
plete when a gram molecule of alcohol, that is 46 grams, 
is mixed with 3 gram molecules of H,O, that is 54 grams. 
Thus we suppose the first process to end when p,=0°46. 
The contraction due to the change of trihydrol into dihydrol 
in 0°54 parts of water is 

0°54 x 0°333(1/0°88 — 1/109) =0-0393, 

the tabulated value for p;=0°46 being 0:0408. The agree- 
ment between these two numbers is close enough to show 
the strong probability of the explanation now being proposed. 
It is reasonable to assume that the minimax in (A+ pA?/2)/ 
Pipe hear p;=0'5 is a maximum of the first process, that of 
converting trihydrol into dihydrol, at p,=0-46, merging 
into the minimum at the commencement of the second 
process, that of changing the dihydrol into hydrol. 

These considerations suggest the form 

(A+ pA?/2)/p pop =atbp\(0'92—p,) . ~. (9) 

up to p,;=0°46, and with p,(0°92—,) as abscissa and the 
term on the left as ordinate a locus is obtained which is 
nearly a straight line with a=0-0655 and 6=0°5445, though 
the two halves of the locus have slight opposite curvatures. 
The maximum error of the contractions A given by (9) is 
3 per cent. As the maximum contraction is about 4 per 
cent. of the volume before mixing, it may be said that 
(9) gives the density of mixtures of alcohol and water up to 
»,=0°46 with a maximum error of the order of 1 part 
in 1000. We can take account of the curvatures just 
mentioned by using the more elaborate equations 

from p,(0°92—p,)=0 to 0°104 

(A + pA?/2)/p pop = 0'0655 + 0°5445p , (0°92 —p,) —0:0027 

+ {p1(0'92—p,) —0°052}? . . (10) 
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and from p,(0°92—p;) =0°104 to 0°2116 

= ()'0655 + 0°5445p,(0°92 — p,) + 0-0040 

—1°5{p,(0°92—p,)—0°155}? . . C1) 

With these equations the density of mixtures of alcohol 
and water up to p,=0°46 is given with a maximum error of 
the order 2 in 10,000. 

If the process we are studying is really the conversion of 
the trihydrol of water into dihydrol by alcohol up to 
pi=0°46, then in interpreting (A+ pA?’/2)/p; p29 as —(«/p2 
+ 2,/p,)/2 we shall have to give a somewhat complicated and 
arbitrary meaning to 2», because, as the trihydrol is com- 
pletely changed into dihydrol, the constituents of water 
when they come together in a mixture containing 46 per 
cent. of alcohol have never time to form water again, the 
effects of alcoho! continue even when contact with alcohol 
has ceased. Hither we must return to our original equation 
and treat po as a variable, or we must regard a, as including 
changes caused remotely as well as immediately by contact 
with alcohol. It is simpler to interpret (9) in the following 
direct manner. Let water consist of a trihydrol and 1—a 
dihydrol, and let m denote the contraction when a gram of 
trihydrol changes into dibydrol. Let p, of alcohol convert 
the fraction f of the trihydrol ap, in p2 of water, then the 
whole contraction on mixing is fapow=A, which from (9), 
neglecting the small term pA?/2, is of the form 

Pipop{b + cp;(0°92—p,)}. 

For the moment treat 0°92 as 1, then this becomes 

P, p2p(0 + cpips), 

that is to say, fap, the mass of trihydrol changed into 
dihydrol by p, alcohol consists of two parts, one proportional 
to pipe due to the direct action of p,; alcohol on ap, tri- 
hydrol, and the other proportional to p;’p,? and so due to a 
conjunction of two molecules of alcohol near two molecules 
of (H,0)3; in such a position as facilitates the change to 
3(H,0).. We may take the change from 1 to 0°92 to be 
due to a small term caused by the same conditions as make 
the potential energy a minimum when alcohol and water are 
in the proportion C,H;OH to 3H,0, that is 0°46 to 0°54 
rather than 0°5 to 075. 
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So far we have neglected possible changes in the alcohol 
as cause of part of the contraction. The various empirical 
methods of determining the factor of association for alcohol 
at 15° C. give values ‘of the order 24-0°2. For the most 
part then alcohol consists of (C,H;0H),. Possibly some of 
this changes into C,H;OH. But my reasons for treating 
the amount of this change as negligible are first that the 
change of trihydrol into dihydrol accounts for the maximum 
contraction, that at the value of p,; for maximum contraction 
a hydrate separates out which must have the composition 
(C,H;0H).+3(H,0). because only dihydrol is present. 
At this concentration of alcohol then there is probably no 
C,H;OH present ; sc it seems safe to assume that C,H;OH 
is not present at ordinary values of p,. Perhaps in very 
dilute aqueous solutions of alcohol it may be found. But by 
the method of the lowering of the freezing-point it is 
currently held to have been ascertained that in all aqueous 
solutions of alcohol from p,=0°0000185 up to 0°46 the 
formula of alcohol is C,H;O0H. If my previous arguments 
are sound, the contradiction here shown proves that the 
method of the lowering of the freezing-point breaks down 
for measuring the mass of the associated molecules of 
alcohol. It appears that in water the two C,H;0H groups 
are so loosely joined in (C,H,OH), that hee lower the 
freezing-point as if they were free. Useful as the method 
may be in other ways, it is not adequate to decide whether | 
the molecules of solutes in water are loosely associated or 
not. In connexion with acetic acid we shall see that the 
matter is important. 

From p,=0°46 to 1:0 the law of the second process, the 
conversion of (H,O). into H,O is given by the equation 

(A + pA?/2)/pip2p =0°2979 —0°59p9(py2+0°29p2). (12) 

The coefficients in this equation are so related as not to 
give a real value of p, for the minimum value of the left 
side, but they nearly allow a minimum close to ps=0°S7 to 
join on to the maximum of (9) at py=1l—p,=0°46. The 
equation gives the values of (A + pA?/2)/p,p.p with a maximum 
error of the order 0°8 per cent., and the densities with a 
maximum error of 3 in 10,000. Its interpretation in a 
general way is that when p, is greater than 0:46 the 
equilibrium between dihydrol and hydrol is determined by 
the occurrence of favourable conjunctions amongst the 
molecules. A broad approximate way of summarizing the 
information in Table I. is to take the mixture containing 
50 per cent. of alcohol asa standard in which the water all 
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exists as dihydrol and (A+ pA?/2) /pip2p =0°1821, and to write 

(A + pA*/2)/pi pop 
= 0°1821—0°414(0°25— pp.) for 7, <0:o) eae) 

= 0°1821+0°375(0'25 — py pz) for po>0°5 . (14) 

These equations probably tell us that in all cases the chief 
action between alcohol and water consists of two parts, cne 
proportional to p,p2 and the other to p,’p.2*, which indicates 
that an important part is played by molecular conjunctions 
of two elements of alcohol and two elements of water. The 
net result is approximately that all the water is changed 
to dihydrol when p, reaches 0°35 and to hydrol when p, 
nearly reaches 1. ‘theoretically we must contemplate the 
coexistence of (H,0);, (H,O)., H,O,(C,H;OH),, and C,H;0OH. 
‘'o keep the complications manageable for present purposes, 
I have neglected the amount of C,H;OH in all cases, the 
amount of H,O when p,<0°46 or 0°5, and the amount 
of (HO); when p,>0°46 or 0°5. If we calculate from 
A when p; is 0°46 the density of the trihydrol changed by 
alcohol into dihydrol of density 1:09, taking water at 15° C. 
to contain 1/3 of trihydrol, it comes out 0°873 at 15° in 
place of 0°88 at 0° deduced from the density of ice. So 
too, if we use (12) to find A/p, when pz, is small and find the 
density of hydrol with that of dihydrol 1-09, the result is 
1°31 at 15° in place of 1°26 deduced from the densities of 
salts containing water of crystallization. 

The case of acetic acid and water can now be presented 
briefly. 

Tasue II. 

Contraction on making 1 gramme of mixture of Acetic Acid 
and Water at 15°C. Acetic acid as liquid 1, water 2. 
i—i0009, po—O0' 9992. 

iC ae 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 
a 10007 10022 10037 10052 10067 10083 10113 
ee ee TOO" 4190.9 /5290),/. B80" 480" Yeah 70 

10(A+pA2/2)/p,p2 1009 967 993 1010 i003 1020 1034 
a calc. 1003 1008 1012 1017 1021 1026 1035 

ROOMe ee). LUO eget ie alia (0 haa aa 5 0 a ae 
iO, ae OR 10142 10284 10412 10523 10615 10885 10733 
HORAN Vee ees 948 1778 2441 2922 3214 3299 3185 

104(A-+pA?/2)/p,p30 1044 1090 1128 1175 1231 1309 1487 
i calc. 1044 1089 1184 1179 1224 1275 1428 

UOQjorecct eee SO POO nL GO. 7 5 Oy 96 98 
HOE A. aca 10748 10713 10696 10674 10644 10604 
Opa West ee 2784 1947 1700 1390 1020 570 

10A+pA?/2)/p,p,9 1688 2040 2173 2326 2496 2743 
‘ eale, 1682 2038 2122 9209 2300 2396 
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These data are represented by the equations 

(A + pA?/2) /pypop = 00999 + 0:045p; } 

from p;—0 to 0:3 -) aia 

= 0°1224+4 0°509(0°25 — pip) 

from p,=0°5 to Ly 2 ie) 

the values of (A+pA?/2)/p:p.p given by these having been 
entered in the last line in Table IJ. Even ina 1 per cent. 
solution of acetic acid only about 1 per cent. of the acid is 
ionized, so that within the limits of Table II. we do not look 
for any appreciable effect of ionization on A. Up to p,=0°10 
the small irregularities in (A+ pA?/2)/pip.p are due to the 
want of sufficient refinement in the experimental data, the 
value of A for »,=0°01 being obtainable ccrrect only to 
1 partin 10. But at the other extreme when p;>0°9 there 
is a progressively increasing discrepancy between the results 
of (16) and experiment, reaching 14 per cent. when p,=0°98. 
To obtain the limiting value of A/p, when pz is small, that is, 
p,=1 nearly, the following three equations have been found 
to summarize Table LI. more accurately than (15) and (16) 
do, namely : 

(A+ pA?/2)/pipop = 0°1000 + 0:044p, 

from p;=0 tol0;5) eee 

=0°1011 + 0°044p, + 0°3(0°25 — pp) 

from p,=0°5 to0°77 . (18) 

= 0°1227 + 0-044, + 2°39(p, —0°77)? 

from p,=0'77 tome), 

When »,=0°769 the acetic acid and water are to one 
another as CH,COOH to H.O, the mixture being one of 
maximum density and maximum viscosity, though not of 
maximum contraction. It is probable that here the relations 
between acetic acid and water are such as give a relative 
minimum of potential energy helping to determine the 
chemical state of the water. I think that when p,=0-°77, 
for n molecules of (CH;COOH), there are n of hydrol and 
n/2 of dihvdrol, so that the mixture might be denoted by 
(CH;COOH), + H,0 +43(H.20)s, the reasons being that there 
is good evidence that at 15°C. acetic acid is (CH;COOH),, 
and that the contraction A given by (18) and (19) for 
p= 0°77 is 00294, while that deduced from the formula just 
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given is 0°23 (1— 1/1:09+1—1/1-26)/2=0-0332, which, in 
the circumstances, I take to be near enough to 0:0294 to 
justify provisionally the opinion that the maximum density 
and viscosity arise from the packing of the molecules of 
acetic acid and water as (CH,COOH),+H,0+4(H,0)s. 
If this is so, then the chief difference of the action of acetic 
acid on water from that of alcohol on water is that from the 
very beginning acetic acid both destroys trihydrol and pro- 
duces hydrol, whereas alcohol changes trihydrol to dihydrol 
first. So we should expect in both cases, when there is a 
large excess of alcohol or acetic acid, that the contraction will 
be that due to the conversion of all the water into hydrol. 
So the limiting value of A/p, for small values of p, should 
be the same with alcohol and acetic acid and equal to 
1—1/1:26=0°2064. For alcohol from (12) this limiting 
value is 0°2364, and for acetic acid from (19) it is 0°3072. 
The discrepancy in the case of alcohol is not necessarily 
serious, as we are dealing with a limit, but in the case of 
acetic acid the difference between 0°3072 and 0:2064 is so 
large as to require scrutiny. The value 0°3072 would mean 
that in a large excess of acetic acid hydrol has a density 
1-443 instead of 1°26, which is the equivalent in the liquid 
state of 1°31, the mean density of solid hydro] in crystals 
having water of crystallization. The largest density found 
for solid hydrol is that in CuCl, + 2H.O, namely 1°440, and 
the smallest is that in Na,CO;+10H,O, namely 1-200. 
Thus we see that the discrepancy found in the case of acetic 
acid is only a little larger than that already observed with 
CuCl, in relation to its water of crystallization. So it 
cannot be said that the discrepancy makes untenable the 
hypothesis that in excess of acetic acid water is changed 
into hydrol, but we must seek for further proof elsewhere, in 
connexion with other physical properties. 

For mixtures of propionic and butyric acid with water 
densities at 25°C. are given by Liideking (Wied. Ann. 
xxvil. p. 72, 1886). These give for propionic acid and water 
with water as liquid 2 and p,=0°9873 :— 

(A + pA?/2)/pipop = 0°100 + 0-026 7, 

from p,=0 to 05 . . (20) 

or =O irom p;=0 to0°5 . . (21) 

and = 0113 -+ 0°38 (0°25— pp.) 

mons pp Or 5.to ls). 1 (22) 

These give p with a maximum error of the order 13 in 
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10000. For butyric acid and water the equations are with 
ey 0:9oc. 

(A+ pA2/2)/p,p,p=0:089 from p,;=0t00°5. . . (23) 

= 0°089 + 0°5(0°25 — p,p,) 
from »,=0'5 tol 3) Se) 

These give p with a maximum error of 8 in 10000. Tor 
neither propionic acid nor butyric do the data extend beyond 
7, =0°'91, so that it is not possible to say whether (22) and 
(24) like (16) for acetic acid give a limiting value of A/pz, 
when p, is small, which is rather less than the real limit. 
From (22) for propionic acid the limiting value of A/p, 
is 0°2053, and from (24) for butyric it is 0°2037, which are 
both close to 0°2064 for the change of all the water into 
hydrol of density 1:26. But equation (16) for acetic acid 
gives A/p.=0°2633 in place of 0°3072 from the more accurate 
equation (19), so the values of A/p, just found from the 
data for propionic and butyric acids may be in error in a 
similar manner. It seems as though when acetic, propionic, 
and butyric acids are added to water in small amount, they 
first convert some of its trihydrol into dihydrol according 
to the simple formulas (15), (20), (21), and (23), and then 
when more acid is added, the conversion of dihydrol into 
hydrol becomes prominent, being completed when the mix- 
ture becomes a dilute solution of water in acid. 

The case of formic acid and water requires some special 
attention on account of the known singularities of formic 
acid as the first of the fatty series. The densities in Table III. 
were found by Richardson and Allaire (Amer. Chem. Journ. 
xe. AY, 1597) 

TaBLeE III. 

Contraction on making 1 gramme of mixture of Formic 

Acid and Water at 20°C. 1Formic acid as liquid a 
water 2, py=1°2213, pp=0°9983. 

LO Ojai eee eta 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
CELE eas 10020 10045 10071 10094 10116 10142 10171 
IDEAGG Ns asset Oe wee e188 37. 4 

10A-++pA?/2)/p,p,p 1910 1270 11830 950 850 820 86 

NOGA ate 8 9 10 20-30 40a 
TO pee otk vee 10197 10222 10247 10489 10730 10964 1120 
MOU Nos. 4c aoe 64 69, 75 117s: 148 ee 

1O{A-+pA7/2)/p; 7,0 850.820 813. 703. (661 ia ets 
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Table IIL. (continued). 

1 Le ee tee Stn dys eo Ve | Ob 92h Saves 
Bee iden a 11425 11656 11861 12045 12060 12079 12100 
MANN ie! eit 2 ape ae? © 5023.40. 6 BL Beep ee 

10“ A+pA2/2)/p,p,.9 616 649 653 636 620 620 660 

WOO py ore ss. Sy oe. eet | ae 8 8D 
ee 12118 12141 12159 12171 12184 12203 
lo eth 5 LE AsO et Sa) tA SYS 11 

10A+pA?/2)/p,p,0 670 740 790 760 750 910 

Here we see that as with alcohol the contraction is a 
maximum near p,;=0°5, though it is less than half the 
maximum contraction with alcohol. The most noteworthy 
fact is that 104(A+pA?/2)/pipop between p,=0'3 and 0:94 
varies in an irregular manner between 700 and 600, so that 
we may write 

(A + pA?/2)/p:p,p=0°0642 from p,=0'3 to 0°93... (25) 

As p; diminishes from 0°3 to 0°01 the value of (A + pA?/2) / 
Pipxp Vises. Some densities given by Traube (Ann. der 
Chem. ecelxv. 1891) for dilute formic acid solutions at 15° ©. 
show a similar rise, but less, as shown in the following 
supplement to Table III. 

D> he 0-574 1-148 9288 4-547 
eh a ee 100086 100237 =100545 + ~=—- 101174 
Bes 2) Sa 67 111 204 401 

10#(A+pA2/2)/p, pp... 117 98 91 92 

This increase of (A + pA?/2)/p,p.p with diminishing small 
values of p, did not appear with the other fatty acids or with 
alcohol. It cannot be ascribed to ionization, because, when 
p,=0'1, only 1 per cent. of the formic acid is ionized, while 
(A+ pA?/2)/pipop has gone up to 0°081 from 0°0642. With 
formic acid some special action takes place when p,<0°3, 
perhaps the reduction of some higher polymer of HCOOH 
to (HCOOH)... This requires special investigation. At 
the other limit when p,>0°93 the ratio (4 +p? /2)p1 pop 
rises, but its values are hardly consistent enough to let us 
estimate a limit for comparison with the limits for the other 
fatty acids and alcohol. If a little water in excess ot formic 
acid is being changed partly into hydrol, the amount of 
change for a 1 per cent. solution of water in formic acid 
is only half of that for the other acids. A special experi- 
mental inquiry would be necessary to ascertain whether at 

iil. Mags. 6. Vol, 22, No. 127, July 1911. D 
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infinite dilution A/p, reaches the same or nearly the same 
limit with formic acid as with the next three acids of the 
fatty series. Probably the chief cause of the difference 
between the action of excess of formic acid on water and 
that of the other three acids is the fact that the dielectric 
capacity of formic acid is much nearer to that of water than 
is the case with the others. The dielectric capacities are 
about 80 for water, 60 for formic acid, 10 for acetic, 5 for 
propionic, and 3 for butyric. When a dilute solution of 
water is made with acetic, propionic, or butyric acid, the 
water is surrounded by substance of very different dielectric 
capacity from itself, and this difference seems to promote the 
splitting of dihydrol and trihydrol into hydrol. In formic 
acid the water is surrounded by a substance of more nearly 
its own dielectric capacity, and so dihydrol and trihydrol 
have more nearly the stability which they possess in water. 
In regard to ethyl alcohol similar considerations apply, as 
its dielectric capacity is 25. Of course dielectric capacity 
is only one of many factors controlling stability in such 
mixtures. By (25) for formic acid, if we neglect the smali 
term pA?/2, we have A proportional to ,p.p, which, except 
for the entrance of p, is the law deduced in “ The Mol. Const. 
of Aqueous Solutions” (Phil. Mag. [6] xii. p. 1, 1906) for 
the contraction that occurs in the formation of aqueous electro- 
lytic solutions. As solutions of formic and the other fatty 
acids at the dilutions we are studying are aimost completely 
non-electrolytic, it is interesting to find a similar law for 
part of their contraction to that which holds for electrolytic 
solutions. It was shown in that paper that positive ions 
change trihydrol into dihydrol while negative ions change 
dihydrol into trihydrol. A gramme-equivalent of positive 
ion changes between 1°3 and 2°5 gramme-molecules of 
(H,0)3 into (H,O)., while a gramme-equivalent of negative 
ion forms out of (H,O), a number of gramme-molecules of 
(H.0), which ranges from 0°25 for CO, to 1°57 for CH;COO 
the acetic ion. From (15) tor acetic acid, neglecting the 
small terms pA?/2 and 0:045p, it 1s easy, neglecting hydrol, 
to calculate the number of gramme-molecules ot (H,O), 
converted into (H,O), by a gramme-molecule of (CH;COOH),, 
namely 1:014, say 1°0. Thus the action of (CH,COOH), in 
changing tri- into di-hydrol is nearly equal to that of a 
monovalent positive ion. We see clearly the importance of 
molecular and ionic electric fields in the causation of chemical 
change. 
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3. Similar Results for all the other chief Physical Properties 
of Mixtures of Water with Hthyl Alcohol and with the 
jirst four of the series of Fatty Acids, namely Molecular 
Refraction and Dielectric Capacity, Viscosity, Specific 
Heat and Heat evolved on mixing, Surface Energy. 

As a rule molecular and atomic refraction are not con- 
venient indicators of molecular change, for the chief 
generalization in relation to them is that each molecule and 
atom carries its molecular or atomic refraction unchanged 
through all physical and chemical changes. But there are 
notable exceptions to this rule, and in working out the 
molecular constitution of water the fact that (n?— 1)/ (+ 2)p 
for the D line at 0° C. has for trihydrol the value 0°20968 
and for dihydrol 0°20434 proved helpful. Moreover, the 
average value for hydrol as water of crystallization is only 
about thr ee-quarters of these. These facts suggest that the 
study of molecular refraction in the mixtures we are dis- 
cussing should be expected to yield decisive results at once. 
But this expectation is disappointed in a very interesting 
manner. Let us first go back to the fundamentals of the 
subject. When Maxwell discovered his law K=n?, he was 
confronted with remarkable exceptions in the commonest 
substances, K for water being of the order 80 and n? of the 
order 2. The substances whose mixtures we are studying 
furnish marked exceptions to the law of Maxwell. I have 
suggested that in the case of water the large value of K, the 
ordinary dielectric capacity, is due to the pairs of electrons 
#p uniting the H,O groups in (H,0); and (H,0),. The formula 
for tetravalent oxygen may be written Ops, in which ¢ and b 
may form a doublet Zp of small moment and cause O to become 
practically divalent Ob». But on the other hand, $p may be 
opened out so that joins with p from another opened out 
doublet, and the doublets become effective in building up 
(H,0); and (H,O),. When electric force acts upon these 
doublets, the effect is the same as that of magnetic force on 
ma onetic material, and water has a large dielectric capacity 
for a reason similar to that which gives iron a large mag- 
netic permeability. Why then does not this large dielectric 
capacity of water give it a correspondingly large index of 
refraction of the order 9 instead of the actual 4/3? The 
reason is that these valency electrons on account of their 
special chemical relation to the atom are constrained in such 
a way that they take but little part in the rapidly alternat- 
ing movements of light. In the same way the other 
exceptions to Maxwell’s law are to be ascribed to the 

D2 
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presence of doublets acting as chemical bonds. These 
doublets have an electrig moment whose relation to the elec- 
tric moment causing cohesion must be considered. In 
various papers on molecular attraction I have traced cohesion 
to the electrization of atoms, an atom being regarded as a 
sphere electrized in the same way as the earth is magnetized. 
It has an electric moment derived from the summation of 
the electric moments of the pairs of electrons Zp out of w hich 
it is formed. According to the principle of minimum poten- 
tial energy the axes of electrization of molecules adjust 
themselves so that the direction of the axis of a molecule is 
the same as that of its two axial neighbours and opposite to 
that of its four lateral neighbours. Hach molecule attracts 
ifs six nearest neighbours, its alternate attraction and repul- 
sion on remoter molecules being negligible in comparison 
with this concerted attraction on the six nearest neighbours. 
The attraction between two neighbour molecules is propor- 
tional to the product of their electric moments and inversely 
as the fourth power of the distance between their centres. 
It follows then that the electric moment of these doublets 
which act as special chemical bonds must modify cohesion, 
It is well known that associative liquids like water and ethyl 
alcohol are more cohesive than wouid be expected by analogy 
with the non-associative liquids, whence many of their excep- 
tional properties. But in the case of water the cohesion is 
not increased nearly so much as we might be led to expect 
from the contrast between K of the order 80 and n? of the 
order 2. The reason for this is again the fact that the 
special doublets acting as chemical bonds are subject to 
special constraint. The constitutive electron pairs in H,O 
swing their axes round so that each molecule attracts its 
six nearest neighbours, but the three doublets in (HO); and 
the two in (H,0). are not free to swing into position for 
attraction so quickly. They tend to do so where possible. 
Thus they increase cohesion, but not to me extent to be 
expected from the contrast between K and 22, From these 
considerations it appears that the study of dielectric capacity 
in these mixtures is imperative if we are to understand the 
part played by atomic and molecular fields of electric force 
in determining the properties of our mixtures and the whole 
theory of solutions. For the normal dielectric capacity K 
which is equal to n’, I have sought to show the dependence 
on electric moments in atoms (“ The Fundamental Constant 
of Atomic Vibration and the Nature of Dielectric Capacity,” 
Phil. Mag. [6] xix. p.1,1910). We shall now investigate as 
due to special electric moments in molecules those large 
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dielectric capacities which form the conspicuous exceptions 
to the law of Maxwell. Let e be the charge of # and p, and 
let s be their distance apart in 4p which forms each of the 
three bonds in (H,O); or of the two in (HO). On the 
average the directions of the moments are uniformly distri- 
buted, so that we may replace each in imagination by one of 
electric moment es/2 at right angles to any electric intensity 
X which is applied. The force on an electron is eX, which 
is equivalent to a tractive force eX/4a? per unit area, if 8a? 
measures the share of space, or the domain, of Sp. If w is 
the rigidity of the molecule under this type of traction, each 
average pair of moment es/2 has its axis sheared through an 
angle d=eX/4a?w, so each electron at distance s/4 from the 
centre of the pair is moved through a distance 6s/4 and the 
electric moment produced by X is e@s/4 equivalent to an 
intensity of electrization e9s/32a’, which is often written kX 
with the relation dak+1=K. Hence 

K—1=4rk=mes/32a5w. . . « (26) 
I shall apply this equation first to the case of ice with the 

simplifying assumption that w is equal to the rigidity of ice 
at its melting-point. In “The Molecular Constitution of 
Water” it has been shown that the melting of ice is not an 
ordinary melting at all, it is the sudden breaking down of 
(H,0); into a solution of (H,O); in (H,O),. Itis reasonable 
to assume then that the rigidity of ice at 0° C. is partly the 
rigidity of each (H,O)3; due to the bonds Sp, and may be 
roughly taken for w. The Young’s modulus of ice was 
found by Reusch acoustically to be 23632 ke. weight/cem.’, 
and by Hess (Ann. d. Phys. viii. p. 405, 1902) on the average 
294X10" c.c.s. So we assume 3w=2°5x10" If we 
take 8a? as the sum of the values of H, and O, namely 
10 (2°17? + 2°717/2) and e=4°65x 10-” with K—1=80, 
we get s/2a=0°5, that is to say, that our simplifying assump- 
tions make s of the order of magnitude of 2a the diameter 
of H,O. This result shows that our general principle of 
accounting for the large K of ice and water by the electric 
moment es is probably sound. We expect s to be actually 
only a fraction of 2a, a result which we should have obtained 
if we had assumed w to be only a fraction of the rigidity of 
ice, which is more likely to be true than our assumption that 
w is equal to the rigidity of ice. As K is nearly the same in 
water and in ice, we obtain the interesting result that on 
account of the bonds 2p in (H,O); and (H,O), each molecule 
of water has a rigidity of its own. 
We can carry the inquiry a step farther by treating the 
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rigidity was due to the same electric doublets #p as cause 
K—1. By “The Electric Origin of Rigidity, &c.” (Phil. - 
Mag. [6] xvil. p. 417) w=(27/3K) (e’s?/2°a®), in which K 
may be put equal to 1. In this case then 

K—1=30/s, . ... 2 2a een 

and s/2a is only about 0°02. Thus, if the rigidity resisting 
displacement of the average doublet has its origin in that 
doublet, K—1 varies inversely as s, that is, inversely as the 
electric moment of the doublet, whereas if the rigidity is of 
independent origin, we saw by (26) that K—1 is directly 
proportional to s. In intermediate cases we have an inter- 
mediate relation between these Eye: These principles then 
along with those established in “The Fundamental Constant 
of Atomic Vibration and the Nature of Dielectric Capacity ” 
give a theory of dielectric capacity in general, whether con- 
forming to Maxwell’s law or exceptional. 

Concerning large exceptional dielectric capacities, great 
importance seems to me to belong to Abegg’s discovery 
of the law of their variation with ‘temper ature, a law to be 
ranked with the corresponding discovery of J. Curie con- 
cerning paramagnetism. The law of Abegg (Wied. Ann. Ix., 
Ixv., Zischr. f. ph. Ch. xxix.) is that the “five alcohols ftom 
methyl to amyl, nitrobenzol and water have the same value 
of —dK/KdT from ordinary temperatures T down to the 
point of sclidification, namely oe Probably a better 
statement would be that —d(K—1)/(K—1)dT is constant 
and the same for ihecotiMeneeh substances ine to tempera- 
tures near those of solidification. This law makes it appear 
that the large exceptional value of K—1 has a similar 
origin in these different substances, and this origin I take to 
be the pair of electrons tp effective in causing association of 
their molecules. If we neglect the small variations of a with 
temperature, we get from (27) that —d(K—1)/(K—1)dT 
==ds/sdT, which by the law of Abeeg must be ne same for 
these different substances. If we regard dT as measuring 
increment of kinetic energy of the oxygen atoms bound by 
#p, then the law of Abegg means that the increase of the 
electric moment es of $p due to dt is proportional to s and to 
dT. This gives a clue to the connexion between the potential 
energy of the doublets Zp and kinetic energ gy in the molecule. 
In applying these considerations to our mixtures we shall 
begin with 

Molecular Refraction. 

Both (n—1)M/p and (n?—1)M/(n?+2)p may be used 
as the measure of this. For present purposes too we may 
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drop out M and denote (n—1)/p by 7 and (n?—1)/(n?+2)p 
by 7’. In (6) we put u=r or r’ and get 

PS Piri + pote t+ (piri + pate) pA + pipap(ni/p2+22/pr). (28) 
In the simplest kind of mixture A=0 and r=p,7,+ pore, 
so that 2,/p.+4./p,=0, probably because 2, =0=2,. But 
when A does not vanish, as in the mixtures we are studying, 
then we see that an important part of r-—p,r,—pyr, is directly 
proportional to the contraction pA on forming unit volume of 
the mixture. If we denote »7;+p,r2 by 7, to indicate that 

it is a value of r calculated by the simple rule of mixtures, 
we can write (28) thus: 

ie 

r 7 pA + Pi P2p (xy/p2 + v2 Pi)/t eve. (29) 

Pulfrich has shown that in such cases (r—r,)/r, is pro- 
portional to pA, and Hess has devoted a paper chiefly to the 
investigation of Pulfrich’s formula with mixtures of water 
with alcohol and acetic acid (Ann. der Phys. xxvii. p. 589, 
1908). He finds that on the average with alcohol (r—r,)/r, 
=0°977pA, the coefficient ranging from 0°929 when p,=0°2 
to 1:04 when p,;=0°8. In (29) for alcohol we may say that 
#1/P2+22/py=0. With acetic acid according to the investi- 
gation of Buchkremer, quoted by Hess, the mean numerical 
coefficient is 1°11, ranging from 1:04 when p;=0°14 to 114 
when p,;=0°7. With acetic acid too 2,/p.+ x2/p; is nearly 0. 
With 7’ the results are similar, the numerical coefficient for 
alcohol being 0°8852, and for acetic acid 1:0033. Having 
found in this survey of the broad facts that the term in p,p 
in (29) cannot at present be detected in a useful manner, we 
can investigate molecular refraction in a different way if we 
use the ideas gained in studying contraction, The chief 
idea is that all the change takes place in the water, none in 
alcohol or acetic acid. I£ then we assume that r or 7” is 
unchanged for liquid 1, we can calculate from the data for 
any mixture the value for 72 or 7.’ for water as the changed 
liquid 2, I shall use 2’, having already used it in investi- 
gating the molecular constitution of water. In 

r= pyri + pore 
that is (#’—1)/(n?+2)p=p,(ny—1)/(ny?+2)p, \ (30) 

: | + po(m2"—1)/(ng* + 2)p2 

we know 7, and also r’ for each value of p,, or ny and n 
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for each value of p;, so we can calculate r,', that is (m?—1)/ 
(n?+2)po for the changing liquid 2, water, the change in ~ 
the constitution of the water showing itself by small changes 
in the value of 7)’. For alcohol and water the data are 
those of Hess at 15°C. for the line F of the spectrum. 
From the density 0°80889 at 15°C. of Hess’s alcohol it 
appears that it was a 95 per cent. spirit by weight. This 
fact will not interfere with our method of inquiry, whieh is 
the main thing at the present stage. With alcohol (95 per 
cent.) as liquid 1 and water as liquid 2 the results are : 

NOS orescence: i) 20751 40890 59993 79865 

OP. Gisietcene ers 20854 20783 20738 20751 20879 

If these data are represented on a graph they show a 
minimum of r,’ near p,;=0'5, perhaps at 0°46, having a 
value 0°20733. Since at 15° C. water is two-thirds (H,O), 
and one-third (H,O);, and at 0°C. r'=0°20968 for the D 
line of the spectrum with (H,O), and 0°20434 for (H.O)>, we 
find by proportion that at 15° C. with the F line r'=0°21214 
for (HO); and 0:20674 for (H,O),. Thus the decrease in 
r,/ with increasing p; from p;=0 to 0°5 means that as the 
alcohol is increased it converts more and more trihydrol 
into dihydrol, as we found to be the case in studying con- 
traction. If the conversion were complete and uncomplicated 
by any other change when p,;=0°46 and the mixture is 
(C.H;0H), with 3(H,O)., then the minimum found for 7,/ 
ought to be 0°20674 tor (H,O), instead of 0°20733 as esti- 
mated from the graph of the above data. On the whole 
refraction confirms the conclusion from contraction, that up 
to p:=0°5 or 0°46 the chief action of aleohol on water is to 
change all its trihydrol into dihydrol. The refraction data 
would make it appear that the change is never complete, 
but the increase of 7, when p,>0°5 shows another action 
taking place, and perhaps part of this action occurs before 
p,=0°5 and so masks part of the change in 7,’ due to change 
of (HO); into (H,0),.. This other action we identified in the 
study of contraction as the change of dihydrol into hydrol. 
If this is correct, it appears that r’ for hydrol is greater than 
for dihydrol. This raises a temporary difficulty, because in 
my contribution to the Faraday Society discussion I found 
that hydrol in the form of water of crystallization has a 
much smaller 7’ than dihydrol or trihydrol. The last little 
table makes it plain that here we have to do with hydrol 
possessing a larger r than dihydrol. A graph of the data 
shows that for an infinitely dilute solution of water in 
alcohol r;! has a limiting value like 0:2107 or 0°2110. 
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Lorenz’s value for the D line for vapour of water, hydrol, is 
02068 equivalent to 0°2092 for the F line. Refraction then 
confirms the result obtained from contraction that the action 
of alcohol on water may be divided into two processes: first 
the conversion of trihydrol into dihydrol, and second the 
conversion of dihydrol into hydrol, whose optical properties 
are nearly those of vapour and not of water of crystallization, 
but refraction makes it appear that the two processes over- 
lap. For the complete investigation of these interesting 
problems we require at definite temperatures the most 
accurate obtainable measurements of density and index of 
refraction for mixtures of absolute alcohol and water. Let 
the water in any mixture contain in 1 gramme 23 gramme of 
hydrol, wv, of dihydrol, and 2; of trihydrol, then we have the 
equations } 

l=2,+ 144+ x 

1/p=p1/pit po(#s/p3+ 4/py + 25/p 

P= Py + Po(a30°3 + Uys t L575) 

: 

) | 
tes Wiel oes) 

| 
1=p\ +P» J 

By special experiments carried towards an infinitely 
dilute solution of water in alcohol a, and «w; may be made 
negligible so that ps; and 73 may be found, and then the 
equations give from the experimental data the values of «3, 
a4, and «; for each value of p, at each temperature. In some 
such way, no doubt, the whole of the phenomena will be 
investigated, so I shall not try to push farther at present 
with the published data for alcohol and water. 

Treated in the same way the data of Buchkremer for 
acetic acid and water at 20°C. with the D line of the 
spectrum yield the table 

10 Eee 0 15077 982125 45686 61948 72223 84504 

1057,’ ... 20612°5 20605 29606 20648 20664 20704 20717 

For acetic acid 7,/=0°21675. Here as with alcohol we 
have first a decrease of r,' with increase of p,, a graph 
showing a minimum of value 0°20597 about p,;=0°25 and 
a maximum estimated as 0°2077 for an infinitely dilute 
solution of water in acetic acid. To compare this limit for 
the D line with 0:2107 or 0°2110 obtained from alcohol 
with the F line, we notice that for water the difference in 
r for D and F is 0:206125—0-20854= —0°002415, so that 
0°2077 for the D line with acetic acid means 0°2101 for the 
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F line, which is near to the two alternative values for water 
dissolved in an infinite volume of alcohol. This tends to 
confirm our conclusion from contraction that water in an 
infinite volume of acetic acid is changed into hydrol. 
Returning to the minimum, we see that it is caused by the 
conversion of trihydrol into dihydrol which lowers 7,’ until 
the process of changing dihydrol into hydrol with larger 2’ 
brings the diminution to an end and gives the minimum. 
In the study of contraction we concluded that with acetic 
acid the process of forming hydrol makes itself apparent 
at much smaller values of p, than in the case of alcohol. 
Refraction confirms this result. I shall not analyse existing 
experimental facts in greater detail as I think we need, as 
with alcohol, a special set of experiments for p and 1’ at 
ditferent temperatures, the data to be handled by means 
of equations (31). 

Dielectric Capacity. 

Here the experimental and theoretical difficulties are well 

known in connexion with mixtures. I shall make (K—1)/p 
the subject of study with the supposition that for an ideally 
simple mixture 

(K —1)/p=p,(Ky—1)/p14po(B2—1)/po- - (82) 

In our exceptional mixtures we shall regard (K,—1)/p» as 
varying with p; on account of the changes occurring in 
water as liquid 2, and shall calculate values of (K,—1)/p. 
from those of (K—1)/p. by (32). For alcohol and water we 
have the data of Nernst (Tabellen) from 19° C. to 20°, 
say 20°, and those of Thwing (Zétschr. f. ph. Chem. xiv. 
p- 286, 1894) at 15° C. Thwing’s results for mixtures of 
associating liquids and for water showed some remarkable 
singularities, which in the case of mixtures he interpreted as 
due to hydrates or similar compounds. In the case of water 
he found a sharp maximum for K at. 4° C. This maximum 
was specially looked for by Vonwiller (Phil. Mag. [6] vii. 
p- 655, 1904) but not found, nor have Thwing’s singularities 
for mixtures been found by other experimenters. Yet 
Thwing’s values for pure substances and for water not near 
4° C, agree well with other determinations and the general 
course of his values for mixtures of associating lquids 
agrees with that of other observers. Nernst’s data give the 

results :— 

LOO pA MS ete. TOOK 00 SO 7: 60) aS OR aan 
KO tae, 26... 29°38 8857) 880, 43a pera 
CE Seema we BLO 65:3) 687. 70-2) aimee 
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From the measurements of Drude and Heerwagen we 
know that at 20° C., K for water is 80, so that in the limit 
with pure water (K,—1)/p, is 79. So it appears that 
50 per cent. of aleohol in a mixture reduces (K.—1)/p, from 
79 to 72, while 90 per cent. of alcohol reduces it to 61. 
Since (K—1)/p for ice and for water at 0° ©. are nearly 
equal, they are nearly equal for trihydrol and dihydrol. 
Hence as the change caused by alcchol as it is increased 
from 0 to 50 per cent. is chiefly that of trihydrol into 
dihydrol, the value 72 for (K,—1)/p, when p,;=0°5 is but 
little different from 79, a result confirming our general 
conclusion as to the first process when alcohol is mixed with 
water. As p, is increased from 0°5, the second process of 
changing dihydrol into hydrol goes on. It appears that 
(K—1)/p for hydrol must be less than for dihydrol, since 
(K,—1)/p. in the above table diminishes with increase in the 
amount of hydrol. 

Thwing’s values at 15° C. are :-— 

1009, 2... HOM COSMECOM Li MiOn'S GO HbbOwis (40-80 e200) ae 
ee iL 25:02 2571 28:15 33°66 3631 4411 4840 59:55 61:79 67-95 
Mot)... 28 | 30 547. BBQ » 638: 640 | 743.707. 14d 

Thwing found K for water to be 75°5 at 15° C., so that with 
his data the limiting value of (K,—1)/p, for pure water 
is 74°5. Mixtures containing 10 per cent. of alcohol and 
30 per cent. give practically the same result with a fall to 
about 64 when p;=0'5. The conclusion to be drawn agrees 
with that from Nernst’s datum for p,=0°5. For larger 
values of p, the value of (K,—1)/p, diminishes as it did 
before, but in a more pronounced manner. ‘The chief dif- 
ferences between Nernst’s and Thwing’s results might be 
explained on the supposition that under the conditions of 
the experiments hydrol had a much smaller K in Thwing’s 
than in Nernst’s. In Nernst’s experiments with 79 for the 
limit of (K,—1)/p. for pure water 79—(K,—1)/p, is nearly 
proportional to A/p, the corresponding contraction of unit 
mass of water, obtainable from Table I., thus :— 

HOOD eee 90 80 70 60 50 
TOI oWe) ) 18 135 10:3 8:8 7 
OPA on eel: 1815 1437 1181 986 820 

We have nearly 

and more roughly for Thwing’s results 

74:5— (K,—1)/p.=214A/po- 
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If we regard the water in 50 per cent. alcohol as dihydrol 
which is changed by more alcohol into hydrol, and if we 
take A/p.—0:082 to measure the amount of this change, the 
relation tor Nernst’s data becomes 

and for Thwing’s 

(IX,— 1)/p2— 63°8 =375 (A/p.—0°082). 

An observation of Abegg’s is of great interest. He found 
his law hold for a mixture of 10 volumes of ethyl alcohol 
with 1 volume of water down to —83°:6 C., K for the 
mixture being given by 145e—-7/9. He found, moreover, 
that if he applied the simple mixture formula (32) to his 
results, he got for water in alcohol below 0° C. 

Kee ieee 

a formula which applies excellently to the experiments of 
Heerwagen and Drude on water up to 76°C. It is very 
remarkable that, though water is a mixture whose com- 
position varies with temperature, it should have K given by 
this simple formula, which confirms the conclusion that K 
for trihydrol is nearly equal to K for dihydrol and is pro- 
duced by the same mechanism in both substances, the ¢)D 
bond joining O to O in (H.O); and (H,O),. In the same 
way Abeggo’s discovery that K for a mixture of alcohol and 
water conforms to his law, shows that in alcohol and water 
the same mechanism confers the large abnormal K. But 
Abegg’s result for the mixture brings in a seeming difficulty. 
In his mixture p,=0°89. But we have seen that in Nernst’s 
experiments 90 per cent. of alcohol changes (K,—1)/p. for 
water considerably, and in Thwing’s much more, whereas in 
Abegg’s 89 per cent. alcohol causes no change. It appears 
then that liquid hydrol has a K which varies much with the 
experimental conditions, being equal to that of K for water 
under those of Abegg, but much smaller under those of 
Thwing. Nowat the Faraday Society’s discussion I brought 
out the fact that in water of crystallization hydrol has a 
value of K about 6. As water of crystallization is hydrol 
in the solid state, this recalls Abegg’s observation that when 
the alcohols solidify, the large value of K for the liquid 
changes to a value nearly equal to n? in accord with the law | 
of Maxwell. It appears then that the whole of this subject 
is full of interesting clues to the functions of electrons in 
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molecular architecture. With Thwing’s experiments on 
acetic acid and water the results are :— 

7 re? ie aad) 60). 62:5; 70... Te | Tia eee 
ey eo, 104. 12757 is 99. 102) 116 ae 

For water (K,—1)/p. is 74°5. It appears then as though 
in these experiments, except when p,=0°8, (K,—1)/p. for 
hydrol is larger than for dihydrol. 

Viscosity and Fluidity. 

For the adequate treatment of this subject a dynamical 
theory of the viscosity of liquids is most desirable. Though 
Jaeger and Brillouin among others have prepared the way 
for such, deductive methods have not yet led to a rational 
formula connecting the viscosity of a mixture with that of 
its ingredients. On the experimental and empirical side it 
has been found that a formula 

N=PiM1 + P22 

for the viscosity of a mixture is often too rough an approxi- 
mation to the truth. Sometimes 

n/p =pPim/ pi t+ P2Ne/ Pe 

performs better, in other cases worse. Bingham has found 

that 1/n, the fluidity, can be fairly well represented by the 
simple mixture formula 

Lop pel aig s%y. \w vs aig ks le fae) 

and leads to general relations between viscosity and chemical 
structure (Amer. Chem. Journ. xxxv. p. 195, 1905; Zéschr. 
f. ph. Chem. Ixvi. p. 1 & p. 238, 1909). So with our abnormal 
mixtures I shall investigate viscosity m through its reciprocal 
1/n the fluidity. Though the viscosity of liquids is not far 
advanced on the theoretical side, its experimental contribu- 
tions to our subject are most helpful. Ever since Graham 
found a maximum viscosity in mixtures of water and aleohol 
corresponding with its maximum density, and a similar result 
was established for mixtures of water and acetic acid, many 
experiments have been devoted to the phenomenon, because 
it brings out so emphatically the occurrence of rather pro- 
found molecular re-arrangements. For instance, at 25° C. 
the viscosity of water is 0°00891, of alcohol 0°01113, while 
the maximum viscosity, when m=0" 46, is 0°02368. 

In **The Mol. Gmee of Water” I Ihece shown that the 
viscosity of water is chiefly due to its trihydrol, having 
estimated that at 0° C. 7 for trikydrol is 0:0381 and for 
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dihydrol only 0°0030. This is rather an unexpected result 
that the less dense form of a substance should have the 
larger viscosity, but it is due to the fact that the normal 
physical melting-point of trihydrol, if ascertainable, would 
be found to be above the melting-point of ice, and that of 
dihydrol to be below it. This being so, it might seem that 

_ the effect of adding alcohol to one. if it changes trihydrol 
into dihydrol, would be to lower the viscosity below, or raise 
the fluidity above, that given by the simple mixture ‘formula, 
to give a minimum of viscosity and not a maximum. ere 
then we encounter another difficulty which may prove 
instructive. We must remember that viscosity in a liquid 
is determined largely by the conditions ruling in the inter- 
space between neighbour molecules. Thus alcohol, though it 
changes trihydrol into the less viscous dihydrol, may at the 
same time have its molecules brought nearer to the other 
molecules of the mixture in such a way as to increase the 
viscosity due to their mutual relations. If this: increase 
exceeds the decrease due to change of trihydrol, the viscosity 
may rise toa maximum. Here then is a case where (6) is 
useful, because in 2, and wy it provides measures of the 
changes brought about by the changed relations of molecules 
of land 2 as neighbours. In that equation we put u=1/n 
and study 

{1/n —p,/ UB — pol UP (pi/ 1+ Po/n2)0 A }/piPop = 24/p2+ /P1. (34) 

The data in the next table for ethyl alcohol and water are 
those of Dunstan (Journ. Chem. Soc. Ixxxv. p. 817, 1904), 
from which the left-hand member of (34) is calculated to 
enable us to study the right-hand. 

TABLE IV, 

Viscosity of Ethyl Alcohol and Water at 25° C. 

OO 00 36 509 1250 1600 2466 29:63 
ROS 891 9596 1013 1856 1552 1e5l | pie 
—w,/0,—2,/p, sea 215 268 346 300 3ll 312 

nO Ta aaennee 32:40 37:39 8826 41:21 4617 47-72 50:20 
TUG? i Cad is 2162 2290 2301 2527 2368 2354 2aar 

ip ajo, .. 286 291 89 «88 78 eles 
LOO need te ae BB38 «583 5751 6015 60-17 6049 61-06 
7 eee 92973 2973 2247 2243 2940 9996 9912 
ep, 268-268 67 «O71 = 270 eae 
Tian soem 65°36 6585 7054 7390 80:20 100 
OA ie metecnccehs ince? 2104 2112 1995 1957 1744 1113 

—2,/g—2,/0, ... . 268 291 275 287 294 
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The requisite values of A and p for use in (34) have been 
obtained from Table I. by interpolation, (p;/7;+ p2/n2)p& 
being at the most only 6 per cent. of 1/7 —p,/n;—p2/n 2. The 
table shows that 2;/p2+4,/p; is nearly constant throughout, 
though it starts with a small value and rises to a maximum 
when p,=0°16, increasing again at the largest p,. The main 
fact then is that «;/p.+.,/p,, during the change of trihydrol 
into dihydrol, is not much different from its value during 
the change of dihydrol into hydrol. Thus, while the course 
of viscosity emphasises the total change, it does not differen- 
tiate sharply the two chief processes of which the change 
consists. | 

The data used for viscosity of the fatty acids in the next 
table are those of Tsakalotos (Comptes Rendus, exlvi. p. 1146, 
1908). 

TABLE V. 

At 20°, Viscosity of Water and 

Formic Acid. 
a 0 202 406 G11 684 745 772 871 100 
LS 998-2 1049 1098 1143 1159 1171 1176 1192 1216 
‘i ... 1003 1108 1246 1420 1480 1535 1576 1669 1780 
Seep | 10; 13 eB, 

Acetic Acid. 

yt} ee 0 223 407 504 622 71:2 77:9 856 100 
ti 9982 1026 1046 1055 1064 1068 1069 1067 1052 
1 1002 1502 1930 2188 2404 2617 2716 2344 1286 
mye ajo,. ... 169 165 174 190 222 262 306 

Propionic Acid. 
MAB eee kt 0 346 689 742 798 90 100 
7 ae 9982 1022 1025 1023 1020 1012 994° 
Tyee. 1008 1982 2752 2794 2973 2622 1114 
—a/o,—ay/p,.. .. 209 270 302 367 596 

Butyric Acid. 

HOO) py ies 0 295 49 682 746 822 891 100 
GR ere 9982 10060 9986 9933 9889 9856 9779 9652 
Maes kclaes 1003 2186 3091 3560 3576 3404 3015 1555 
Sola oes meatan NG. (207 ¢ (298) (25D 1206." 879 

This table comprises a helpful range of facts. While 
formic acid shows no maximum of viscosity, acetic acid has 
a marked maximum at the same value of p, as gives a 
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maximum of density, and propionic and butyric acids show 
a decided maximum of viscosity at a value of p, different 
from that of maximum density. The viscosity of mixtures 
of water and formic acid is nearly given by the simple 
mixture formula, and the fluidity also, so 1/n—p,/m1— po/no 
is small and negative and of the same order of magnitude as 
(1/91 + po/n2) pA, so that x;/.+x2/p;, which stands for 

{1/9 — pi! — P2/n2— (rl + Pa/n2) pA} [pipep 

has small values for formic acid compared with those for the 
other acids. For acetic acid and water the tabulated results 
can be expressed by 

{i/n — pi/n1 — P2/n2— (pi/m + Po/n2)p&}/Pipsp= = 169 
from »,=0 to 0°5 

= — 169 —1150(0°25 — p,p.) 
| from p,=0°5 to 1 

Retaini :g the same forms, we can write for formic acid 

= —]3 from p,;=0 to 0°5 
= —134+50(0:25—pypp) 

from p= OD to Ih 
ee S—+ 7 

(35) 

(36) 

for propionic acid = — 209 from p,;=0 to 0°5 \ 

= — 209 —2040 (0°25 — pip.) > (37) 
from p,;=0°5 to 1) 

and for butyric acid = —210 from p,=0 to 0°5 \ 

= —210—900(0:25 — pip.) § (38) 
from p,=0°5 to 1) 

These equations show a certain similarity of form to those 
for (A+ pA?/2)/p,v.p for the fatty acids. The maximum 
contraction with formic acid is only about half the maximum 
with acetic acid. Yet with half the contraction there is 
hardly any departure from the simple mixture rule for 
viscosity or fluidity in formic acid and water. This fact 
suggests that there are two opposite tendencies as regards 
the connexion between contraction and change of fluidity, 
the one increasing fluidity beyond that given by the simple 
mixture rule, the other decreasing it. In formic acid the 
contraction goes so far that these two tendencies almost 
neutralize one another, so that in spite of the contraction on 
mixing formic acid and water, the resulting fluidity is the 
same as if the liquids mingled like a pair of ordinary non- 
associating liquids. ‘This fact confirms the suggestion | 
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offered above in connexion with alcohol and water to account 
for the fact that the reduction of viscosity which ought to 
accompany the change of trihydrol into dihydrol does not 
appear, that it is masked by a greater increase of viscosity 
of mutual origin. With formic acid this increase of mutual 
origin is almost equal to the decrease, and so as regards 
viscosity, formic acid and water behave almost as if no 
molecular changes were going on at all. On the other hand, 
the other acids, like alcohol, show the increase of viscosity 
preponderating over the decrease and producing the con- 
spicuous maximum. The two equations for the fluidity of 
each acid are further evidence for the two processes when 
these acids are mixed with water, first a change of trihydrol 
into dihydrol along with production of hydrol, and second 
a process which is chiefly production of hydrol. In ‘* The 
Mol. Const. of Solutions ” it is shown that most electrolytic 
solutes change trihydrol into dihydrol and therefore sroduce 
contraction on solution. But they generally produce crease 
of viscosity. Probably with them also there is an increase in 
the mutual part of the viscosity which is greater than the 
decrease due to change of tribydrol into dihydrol. Probably 
the chief reason for the difference of the action of formic acid 
from that of the other acids is the closer approach of its 
dielectric capacity to that of water. 

Specific Heat ; Heat evolved on mining. 

Dupré and Page (Phil. Trans. clix. p. 591, 1869) found 
that a mixture of alcohol and water containing 20 per cent. 
of alcohol has a specific heat 1-044, although that of 
alcohol is 0°604, a result which led them to investigate the 
specific heat and other physical properties of such mixtures 
systematically. They discovered that the heat evolved on 
mixing alcohol and water is proportional to the change of 
specific heat which occurs on mixing. This remarkably 
simple relation between heat evolved and change of a 
physical property was not verified by Winkelmann (Pogg. 
Ann. cl. p. 592, 1873), who obtained values for the heat 
evolved agreeing well with those of Dupré and Page, but 
values for the change of specific heat diverging from those 
of Dapré and Page with increasing percentage of alcohol. 
At first then we shall use quite recent data for the specific 
heat of mixtures of alcohol and water, namely those of 
Bakowski (Ann. d. Phys. Beibl. xxxiii. p. 858, 1909) between 
22° and 99° C. He summarises his results in the following 

Pin, Meg. S.6.N ol. 22. No, 127, July-1911. EY au 
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formulze with the mean specific heat of water between Se 
and 98° taken as unity :— 

c=0°6628+0°7945p,—0°45,.? from po=0 to 05. . (89) 

=0°9475 + 0°5164(p,—0°5) —0°625(p.—0°5)? 
from p,=0°5 to 0°8 . (40) 

=1-0455 —0°104(p.—0°7991) —0°482( p.—0°7991)? 
from p,=0°8 to 10 . (41) 

From these we derive the following values of c—,cy— pots 
the increase of specific heat on mixing, with c,=0°6628 and 
(g=1, namely 

0°4573 p,—0°45.p.” or nearly O'458p ip from py »=0 to 0-5 

0446 p1p2—-0°179 py? + 0°049 from p,=0'5 to 0°8 

0°482 pip, +0°153p, +0°005 from p.,=0°8 to 1:0 

It will be noticed that in each case the most important 
term is nearly 0°45 p,p., a result which, by itself, would 
make it appear that there is only one main process in the 
reaction between alcohol and water. At the limit when p, 
is small we have 

(C—p1Cy —13¢9)/ps = 0-458 p, =0°458. 

But if in this case p, water is changed into p, hydrol of 
specific heat c.', we can write the last expression 

(€ — pry6y— Pale! — Pola + Pote')/ po, 

in which, by the simple mixture formula, 

C— 101 — Pol’ = 0, 

so that the expression becomes 

6 —C,=O0A06, -and -¢,=1l4aar 

But at the Faraday Society’s discussion I found 0°513 to 
be the average specific heat of solid hydrol as water of 
erystallization. It appears then that ¢,' is only hypo- 
thetically a specific heat of hydrol to which the simple 
mixture formula applies, that it includes both the specific 
heat of hydrol and the rate of change of its heat of solution 
in alcohol with temperature. At the other limit when p, is 
small and ps nearly 1, 

(6 —p1¢1— pote) /po=0°635 p, + 0°005(1 + py), 

where the difference between 0°640 and 0°458 indicates a 
certain difference between the reactions at the two Nmits, 

but not a very pronounced one. The specific heat of dihydrol 
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is 0°8 and of trihydrol 0°6, so that the change of trihydrol 
into dihydrol causes on that account a decrease of specific 
heat. But the rate of change of the remaining trihydrol may 
be affected and the heat of solution of the mixed trihydrol 
and dihydrol may also be changed. Thus, notwithstanding 
the one known cause of a reduction of specific heat when a 
little aleohol is added to water, the total result is an increase, 
which in the limit when 7, is small amounts to 0°640p, 
neglecting 0:005. From the data of Winkelmann at 0° C. 
I have obtained the equations 

C— P1601 —P2C2 
=9'°78 pypo from j2=l to 0°8 | 

= 0°78 pp2,—(0°38 — po) pipe from p2=0°8 to 05 }$ (42) 

= 0°33 pyp2 + 0°5( pro — 0"2) pipe from p,=0°5 to 0-2 

=(0°33 pip. from p,=0'2 to 0 

Thus (¢—pyc;—p2¢9)/p2, When p, is nearly 1, has the 
limiting value 0°640p, nearly at 60° C. and 0°78, at 0°, 
while when p, is small the value is 0°458 at 60° C. and 
0°33 at 0°. ‘The opposite changes with temperature at these 
two limits are further evidence that there are two main 
reactions of alcohol on water. The data of Dapré and Page 
at about 17° C. make the large limit a little larger and 
the smaller limit smaller than the values just given from 
Winkelmann’s, but they confirm the result that the change 
with temperature at the two limits takes place in opposite 
directions. As the experiments of Winkelmann are of later 
date and carried out as a check on those of Dupré and Page, 
it is necessary to take as disproved the remarkable conclusion 
of Dupré and Page that the heat evolved on mixing is pro- 
portional to the change of specific heat. But as the values 
found for the heat evolved agree well in the two sets of 
experiments, these can be investigated on an assured basis. 
The following table gives Winkelmann’s values for H, the 
heat evolved in forming 1 gramme of mixture at 0° C., and 
also H/pp.:— 

MADO) I) 'saice ae 10 20 30 40 50 60 79 80 80 

UN 5 A eee 64 107 120 110 91 ral 52 33 18 

BD Di, ease ss o\> fuls 67 oT 46 36 30 25 21 20 

It appears that H/p,p. tends towards a limit near 70 when 
Pp. is 1, and towards a limit about 20 when p, is small, its 
values for intermediate cases being expressible by simple 
linear forms. The difference between the two limits is great 
enough to confirm the idea that they belong to two different 

Hj 2 
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reactions of alcohol upon water. I find with the data of 
Winkelmann that the following empirical relation takes the 
place of the simpler one of Dupré and Page: 

H=95 (¢— pie — p2t2) — 9(p —pipi— P2p2) ~ « (48) 

For the first four fatty acids the data for ¢c and H were 
obtained by Liideking (Wied. Ann. xxvii. p. 72, 1886), 
c between 50° C. and 20°. Ignoring some marked pecu- 
liarities at certain values of p;, we can summarise the 
experimental results for c in the following statement :-— 

Acid. C—P1C, — Poly from 9,= $0 \p,= 

Boreas elapsed: 0:0569 | 0:836 0-836 
0:0297 0719 0-719 

—003 p, pp 0-630 0389 
—0:07 pp, 0°338 0-242 

| — {0-07 +0°8(0-242 ~ p,) bn, p, 0-242 0-0 
PNCCLICH te tan ad c,, —0-:0074 0-869 0-869 

0:08 p, Dp 0-769 0-625 
0:12 7, p, 0-526 0:260 

£0:124.0°7(0°25 - p,)} pp, 0:250 0-0 
PKOPIOMIC h.3.c4e- 0-16 0-891 0891 

0-25 9, p, 0-804 0-406 
{0:25 +0:2(0:406—p,) tp, p, 0-406 00 

TBEIATEIS Ghee 40:35 —0:4(0:907 —p,) +p, ps 0-907 0-379 
{0°15-+0:2(0:°379—p,)} pip, 0-379 0-0 

Formic acid stands apart from the others by having 
C—p1C;— Px. Negative except for the two highest values of 
p, Where it assumes a large positive value. In all other 
Cases C—P)C;—P2Co 18 positive except at the highest value of 
py for acetic acid. The distinction between formic and the 
other acids recalls the fact that A is smaller for formic acid 
than the others. The limit of (¢—p ¢,—pote)/pip_ for small 
values of p, is not obtainable from these experiments. When 
py=1it seems to be about —0-26 for formic, 0°3 for acetic, 0-3 
for propionic, and 0-2 for butyric acid. These limits indicate 
similar reactions for the three latter acids upon an excess of 
water. The facts all point to more than one actien, but the 
conditions are so complicated that it is not possible at present 
to demonstrate two main processes, that of change of trihydrol 
into dihydrol and that cf change of dihydrol into hydrol. 
The chief complication is the heats of solution of the varying 
amounts of hydrol, di- and tribydrol in the different acids. 

The values of H run characteristic courses with the four 
acids. With formic acid H is positive except for a small 
region of p; near 0-1 and attains a maximum value of 2-14 
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calories per gramme cf mixture when p,=072. For the 
other three acids H is for the most part negative ; that 1s, 
there is an absorption of heat on mixing, except that when 
p,:=0'18 for acetic, 0°17 for propionic, and 0°10 for butyric 
acid, H becomes positive and remains positive for smaller 
values of p,. Here we meet a similar contrast between formic 
acid and the others to that we found in c—p,cy—pocg. I have 
found the following empirical relation to hold for the four 
acids as well as for alcohol except when p;=0°836 for formic 
and 0°869 for acetic acid : 

H—a(e—pie1 — P22) =0(p —pipi— P22) + + (44) 

with the following values for a and b :-— 

Acid... Formic, Acetic. Propionic. Butyrie. Aleohol. 

Bi bhas sip as 30 --50 — 140 —210 —95 

in ea 76 —83 — 396, —549 — 5 

It will be noticed that the successive differences in a for 
the acids are 80, 90, and 70, while for } they are 159, 313, 
and 153. Thus the formula (44) links up the complicated 
phenomena for the four acids and alcohol in a way that shows 
the chemical structure of the substance added to water to 
have a definite influence on the energy changes it produces 
in the water, for I take the term b(p—p,p;—pzp2) to be a 
rough measure of a change of potential energy. for the 
general study of potential energy in our mixtures we would 
need a kinetic theory of liquids. With surface energy, 
measured by surface tension, we can make some progress 
at once, 

Surface Energy. 

In “The Mol. Const. of Water” it is shown that from 
0° C. to 40° the surface film of water in contact with air or 
its own vapour consists of trihydrol. There is evidence that 
at temperatures above 60° the diminution of the surface 
tension allows some dihydrol to exist in the surface layer. 
At temperatures near 15° GC. then in the surface layer the 
problems of surface tension reduce to those of a binary 
mixture, unless the substance added to water has the power 
of See ming the trihydrol of the surface film into dihydrol 
or hydrol. The best and simplest assumption to begin with 
is that in the surface of a mixture the tension enables the 
trihydrol to exist just as in the surface of pure water. If this 
assumption were sufficient, then the surface tension of our 
mixtures would not be exceptional, it would conform to the 
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rules for surface tension in normal mixtures. But it is well 
known that the surface tension of mixtures of water with the 
alcohols and fatty acids is exceptional. The abnormality in- 
creases with increasing molecular weight of alcohol and acid, 
for instance, while water has a surface tension 71 dynes/em. 
and isoamyl alcohol 24, a mixture containing 2 per cent. of 
isoamyl alcohol has a surface tension 30, almost that of the 
pure alcohol, while 24 per cent. of isovaleric acid reduces 
the surface tension of water to 36, that of the pure acid 
being 26. Probably then isoamyl alcohol and isovalerie 
acid are far more concentrated in the surface film than in 
the bulk of the mixtures. Similar causes to those which 
convert the water of the bulk into trihydrol produce a higher 
concentration of the alcohols and fatty acids in the surface of 
mixtures than in the bulk. So we shall now investigate the 
ratio 7 ,/p,; of concentration in the surface film. to that in 
the bulk. The fundamental equation for the surface tension 
a of a mixture is (Phil. Mag. (6) xx. p. 262, 1910) 

ap? = (pian? tpg)? = 6 2). ee 

With p,+p,=1 this becomes an equation for finding p, 
aS is; the value in the surface film when the «’s and p’s are 
known. The surface tensions of mixtures of water with 
alcohols and fatty acids from 15° C. to 20° have been 
measured by Traube (Journ. f. prakt. Chem. xxxiv. p. 292, 
1886 ; Ann. der Chem. cclxv. 1891). At each temperature 
a, for water is a for trihydrol 72 dynes/em. at 15° and 71:7 
ut 20° according to Traube’s data, while p, at 0° is about 
0°88, say 0°877 from 15° to 20°. For ethyl alcohol at 177-5 

a= 22:0 and p00 or 

From his data for « and p the following values of p,./p, have 
been calculated :— 

POOF eet eos 10 20 30 40 50 60 80 

3°90 2°91 2°36 1:95 1:66 1-435 1-15 

A mixture of ethyl alcohol and water containing 10 per 
cent. of alcohol in the bulk has a strength of 39 per cent. in 
the surface film. These ratios can be expressed by the 
formula 

PilPis= 0 16034038 pp, . a een) 

with a maximum error of 1:2 per cent. when p,=0°3. This 
simple formula shows how alcohol is distributed between 
water in the bulk and trihydrol in the surface, when p, has 
values between 0°1 and 0°8.. 
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The interesting limiting case when 7, is nearly 1, when 
water is added toa large excess of alcohol, has not, to my 
knowledge, been studied experimentally. It might show the 
tribydrol in the film being changed by the alcohol. If (46) 
is carried to the limit p,=1 it makes p,,/p,=0°96, which is 
near enough to L to show that probably (46) holds nearly up 
to py=1. At the other limit when 7, is less than 0-1 equation 
(46) begins to fail. Down to Traube’s lowest p,, namely 
0:00288, the following equation holds from p,;=0°068: 

ie Ures p+ 0 230+0°06 logigp,. .---s «+ (47) 

For acetic acid and water the equations corresponding with 
(46) and (47) are with a maximum error of 4 per cent. : 

Pi/Pis=9°195 + 0°93 p, when p,>0°35 . (48) 

= 0°93 p,+0°220 + 0:055 logig p; when p,< 0°35 . (49) 

These equations may be wrilten 

pilprs=at bp, when p,>9 '.° >) (50} 

=bp,teot+flogip; when pj<g,. . (91) 

values of a, b, c, f, and g being gathered in the next table. 

Alcohol : a b C We g 

BMD Grekebs sees stone 0334 O77 0°390 0:08 0-2 

BAEIGA Meas csv geen owc'end ss 0165 0°88 0°235 0-06 0:07 
HEMODY Wases dave: ac +s: snes 0-04 0:97 

15591) eee a 0-019 0-87 
PSOaMMIL © 5 ..!.22 cts cene 0007 0:90 

Acid: 

BENIGN “cel. ses ers oes ose 0°322 0°86 0417 0-14 0-21 
BMG SULCME ticle niacss ws atiee 0195 0:93 0:220 0°055 0°35 
IEONALOMIC. ss. 6...55.25%. 0-071 1:03 0084 0:0167 0-17 
ABOUUV IC cya. cnasow ae 0-009 1:03 0:0217 00066 0-01 
PSODUBY TIEN las ics .a~ 0-012 1:00 00217 00066 0:03 
MSOVALERICH Jaitcsie eos s- 00123 0-81 0-0206 00050 0-02 

The values of 6 all lie between 0°77 and 1:03. Alcohol 
and acid containing the same number of carbon atoms in the 
molecule have nearly equal values of a and also of c, these 
diminishing rapidly with increasing number of carbon atoms 
in the molecule. Here we have evidence of an interesting 
relation between molecular structure and the relations of 
these alcohols and acids to trihydrol under surface tension. 

If we take 6 to be 1 and a to be negligible, then (50) 
makes pjs=1, the limiting case for the higher alcohols and 
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acids which on being added to water form a surface film 
of their own pure substance. This remarkable tendency 
amongst the alcohols and fatty acids confirms the theoretical 
deduction that the surface film of water at low temperatures 
jrom 0° C. to 40° consists of trihydrol. Otherwise this 
investigation of the exceptional surface tensions of our 
mixtures does not advance the immediate subject of our 
inquiry except that it shows a contrast between the simple 
course of the equation (50) applying over a wide range of »; 
to the pure trihydrol of the surtace film and the frequently 
double course of the equations required to express the 
changes of other properties in the bulk consisting of both 
trihydrol and dihydrol. 

4. Conclusions to be drawn from these Results. 

In the study of contraction it was found that its course in 
mixtures of water and alcohol could be fairly well separated 
into two processes, that of conversion of the trihydrol of 
water into dihydrol, which is completed when the percentage 
of alcohol has risen to 46. At this point the experimental 
contraction 1s 0:0408, and that calculated from conversion of 
trihydrol into dihydrel 0°0393. When p, is 0°46, the con- 
traction gives 0°873 for the density of liquid trihydrol in 
place of 0°88 deduced from the density of ice. When p, is 
0-99 and pz is 0-01 the contraction for the change of 0-01 
water into hydrol of density 1°26 would be 0:00206, while 
the experimental contraction is 0°00230. In other words the 
hydrol produced by alcohol would need to have a density 
1°31 in place of 1:26 deduced for liquid hydrol from the 
density of solid hydrol in water of crystallization. With 
acetic acid and water contraction does not proceed so rapidly 
with increasing amount of acid as in the case of alcohol. 
Both processes seem to go on together. But when py is 
small the contraction is such as would give a density 1:443 to 
hydrol instead of 1°26. 

This confronts us with the difficulty of having to regard 
hydrol as a highly variable substance. When we turn to 
the case of 0°01 water in 0:99 of formic acid, we find a 
contraction only half of that occurring with 0:99 of acetic, 
propionic, and butyric acid. All through, the action of 
formic acid on water is less vigorous than that of the next 
three fatty acids. With formic, propionic, and butyric acids 
the experimental data for small enough values of p» are 
lacking to enable us to ascertain whether the density of 
hydrol in an excess of these acids is the same as in excess 
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of acetic acid. The exceptional behaviour with formic acid 
is traced to its dielectric capacity’s having a value 60 near 
to the 80 of water. Molecules of water in formic acid are 
nearly in the same electrical environment as in water, 
whence the less vigorous action of formic acid. On the 
whole, the available data for propionic and butyric acids 
corroborate those for acetic acid, though, so far as they go, 
they indicate for hydrol the same sort of density as those for 
alcohol. 

As regards refraction the value of (?—1)/(nq?+ 2) p2 for 
water as a changing substance is calculated from the values 
for mixtures of oe and alcohol on the assumption that 
alcohol is an unchanging substance. As the amount of 
alcohol increases from "0 to pi=0'5, the values diminish to a 
minimum, in qualitative agreement with the fact that 
(n?—1)/(n?+2)pe has a smaller value for dihydrol than for 
trihydrol. The minimum value 0°20733 is not so small as 
020674 for pure dihydrol, so that the optical results do not 
fully confirm onr conc Sealer from contraction that the change 
from pPix=0 to p,;=0°5 may be considered to consist Almost 
wholly of change of trihydrol into dihydrol. Indeed with 
the contraction it appeared that rathér more contraction 
occurs than is accounted for solely by change of trihydrol 
into dihydrol, perhaps a little change to ‘hy drol having 
occurred. With the optical results we can suppose the 
difference between 0°20733 and 0°20674 to be accounted for 
by change of a little dihydro! into hydrol having a larger 
Gy —1)/( (n?+2)p. Bey ond p,=0°) the results show that, if 
hydrol is produced, it must have (n?—1)/(n?+ 2}p larger than 
for dihydrol. But in water of crystallization (n?—1)/(n?+2)p 
has a value only 2 that for dihydrol. On the other hand, in 
vapour of water “this has for hydrol a value 03 per cent. 
greater than for dihydro]. Here we encounter again the 
difficulty that hydrol is a substance of variable properties, a 
fact which I would ascribe to the variable electric moment of 
the doublet #p latent in its oxygen atom. Hydrol in excess 
of alcohol has a value between 0°2107 and 0°2110 for 
(7? —1)/(n? + 2)o and in vapour of water the value 0°2092. 
In BO of acetic acid it is 0°2101. In the case of acetic 
acid (m2? —1)/(ng*+2)p. with increasing p, reaches a minimum 
when p,;=0°25, a result in harmony with the view that with 
acetic acid ie changes of trihydrol into dihydrol and of 
dihydrol into hydrol occur ecncurrently. On the whole then 
the optical results confirm the theory advanced to account for 
contraction. 

With (K—1)/p for mixtures of water and alcohol we 
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found the results consistent with the idea that when 7, 1s 
less than 0°5 alcohol changes the trihydrol of water into. 
dihydrol, and when 7, is greater than 0°5, dihydrol is changed 
into hydrol, which in the experiments of Abegg has a 
dielectric capacity equal to that of dihydrol, in those of 
Nernst less and in those of Thwing still less. In the solid 
hydrol of water of crystallization K is much less again, being 
of the order of magnitude of 6. In Thwing’s experiments 
with acetic acid and water K for hydrol and (K—1)/p appear 
to be larger than for dihydrol. Here again we have evidence 
that the properties of hydrol are very variable with environ- 
ment. Krom the study of fluidity we get good evidence of 
molecular changes, probably two main changes, but the 
alterations of fluidity involve changes of the mutual relations 
of unlike molecules in contact as well as changes of indi- 
vidual properties caused by change of molecular constitution. 
A kinetic theory of the viscosity is needed for interpreting 
the experimental results definitely. 

In interpreting the change of specific heat on mixing we 
encounter the same difficulty, that there are changes of 
mutual relation as well as of individual property. In 
mixtures of alcohol and water the change of specific heat 
occurs nearly as if it were caused by only a single melecular 
change, (¢—p4¢1— P22) /2, at 60° C., ranging nearly from 
0°640 p, to 0-458 p, as p, passes from 0 to 1. At 0° the 
corresponding range is from 0°78 p,; to 0°33 p,, this contrast 
supplying evidence that probably here there are two main 
molecular changes really occurring. With the heat H 
evolved on making a gramme of mixture it is found that 
H/p,p2 tends to two different limits 70 and 20 when p,=0 
and 1. From the specific heats of mixtures of water with 
the fatty acids no definite conclusions are drawn. The 
surface energy of mixtures is investigated from the point of 
view that the surface of water below 40° ©. consists of tri- 
hydrol and the surface of a mixture of trihydrol and the 
other ingredient in different proportions from those of the 
bulk. Simple relations are thus obtained for p;,/p;, but 
the results do not bear directly on our problems of the 
molecular constitution of the mixture in the bulk. 

It is fairly well established that at ordinary temperatures 
the liquid alcohols and fatty acids have molecules double 
of those represented by their usual chemical formulas. 
Throughout the present discussion it has been assumed that 
on mixing with water these molecules are unchanged, the 
ionization of the fatty acids having a negligible effect on 
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the physical properties at the concentrations we have been 
studying. Hven in fairly dilute solutions, such as 1 per cent., 
alcohol exists as (C2H;OH), and acetic acid as (CH;COOH),. 
Yet by the method of the lowering of the freezing-point it 
has been accepted as proved that in such solutions alcohol 
and acetic acid exist as C,H;OH and CH,COOH. I think 
that the method of the lowering of the freezing-point fails 
here to give the whole molecular weight and yields the 
weight of the nearly free halves of the double molecules. 
According to the theory of the present paper it is assumed 
on the contrary that the trihydrol and dihydrol of water in 
excess of the alcohols and fatty acids are converted into 
hydrol consisting of single molecules of H,O. But water in 
all solvents at small concentrations gives only molecules of 
the form H,O (the latest reference is that of Walden to 
Bruni & Amadori, Trans. Faraday Soc. v. 1910). For the 
reason just given we cannot accept this as proof that water 
at low concentrations in other solvents exists as hydrol, 
because the methods hitherto used involve the assumption 
objected to in that of the lowering of the freezing-point. 
At all events, I can discover no evidence against the view 
that in a dilute solution of water in alcohol and in acetic 
acid the water is changed into hydrol, as in the vapour of 
water. 

According to the principles of the present paper, the 
ionization of weak electrolytes takes a new aspect. If the 
two groups in (CH,;COOH), are so nearly free that each acts 
as if free in the lowering of the freezing-point of a solvent, 
then in that solvent the conditions are favourable to the 
occurrence of dissociation amongst the double molecules 
according to the laws of probability. It is to be expected 
then that at infinite dilution in water alcohol (C,H;OH), is 
dissociated into C,H;OH. To follow the process there would 
need to be very accurate measurement of the physical pro- 
perties of dilute solutions of alcohol. In the ease of the 
acids the single molecule like CH,COOH is ionized into ions 
like Hf and CH;COOb, and electrical methods of easy 
application become available for studying the changes taking 
place. It appears that the double molecule of the fatty and 
other organic acids is not an electrolyte, but that the single 
dissociated molecule is an electrolyte. To it applies the 
principle which | have stated for electrolytes in general, that 
their ionization is always complete. Hence ina dilute solution 
of acetic acid the equilibrium is between (CH;COOH), on 
the one hand and Hf and CH,COOp on the other. The 
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degree of ionization of a weak electrolyte in the definition of 
van *t Hoff, Arrhenius, and Ostwald is really a measure of the 
dissociation of its double molecules and of the ionization of 
the single molecules resulting therefrom. For these reasons 
the electrical conductivity of solutions of the fatty acids will 
receive special study in the next section. 

D. Electric Conductivity of Solutions of the Fatty Acids. 

The fatty acids will be investigated here as typical weak 
electrolytes. Let a gramme-molecule (for a single molecule, 
such as CH;COOH for acetic acid) be dissolved to make V 
litres of solution, and let the molecular conductivity of the 
solution as hitherto defined be >, and its viscosity be 7, Xo 
and 9) being the values when V is infinite. Then, according 
to the usual notation of Ostwald’s theory for weak electro- 
lytes X/Ap=a or 2 the degree of ionization. As a rule the 
investigation is confined to values of V so large that it may 
be assumed that n=. It is better to provide for a 
difference between 7» and m by writing Ay/Apnj=e or 2. 
The simple theory of Ostwald is that the non-ionized electro- 
lyte 1—a is ionized at a rate k(1—a)/V, and that the two 
sets of ions recombine at a rate k’a?/V?,so that for equi- 
librium 

kd—a)/VSkh'e(V? 2. 2/1 —2)VH=h eae) 

This is the equation which is in beautiful accord with the 
experimental facts, 10°K having the following values near 
15° C., those of Ap at 18° being added from the data of 
Kohlrausch. 

Acid ... Formic. Acetic. Propionic. Butyric. Isobutyric. Valeric. Caproic. 
sO eTGe eee 1. 214 18 13 15 14 16 14 

Neen O02 Bodie 34973 346° 

For dilute solutions of the fatty acids, then, we have 

(An/ doo)? =KV(1—Ay/Aom)- «= + - (08) 

I propose to give a different interpretation to this formula 
from that current in the text-books of physical chemistry 
after Ostwald, van ’t Hoff, and Arrhenius. It is important 
then first to pass to the case of solutions which are not dilute. 
With acetic acid between p,=0'4 and p,=0°9, Grunmach 

(Ann. d. Phys. [4] xxviii. p. 217, 1909) noticed that r* 
is nearly linear in the concentration pp,/M,=1/10?V. With 
this clue I have found that in not dilute solutions of the 

first four fatty acids (Am)* is linear in p,. To illustrate this 
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relation we can use the data of Otten from the Vabellen for 
A at 18° ©. for formic acid and propionic acid, using for 7 
the values found by Tsakalotos at 20°, which in the case of 
water differ by about 2 parts in 1000 from the mean of the 
best experimental values at 18°. For formic acid 

(An)? =0°3308 — 0:2386 py Sho 7 st cat oes) 

as shown by the comparison 

HOt cee. 955 2034 2983 3995 5002 5996 7006 8902 9853 
} 104(An)F exp. ... $846 2863 2599 2343 2116 1884 1638 1107 572 

, eale.... 3080 2823 2597 2355 2114 1877 1636 118% 957 

For propionic acid 

(An)? = 22 10 "2251 p},.- = a, Ue OD 

the comparison bein g 

MUP 211 ses. 3 1007 2001 3004 #5004 7001 8997 10000 
10“An)s exp. ... 2190 1820 1542 1086 626 347 180 

meercolc,... 1992 1770" . 1547 = 1100 656 ten ae 

The case where p,;=1 does not rightly enter into the 
comparison, it is added for information only. 

For acetic acid with the data of Kohlrausch 

(An) * )*=0°2366—0: 229 Dis =. koe) 

and for butyric acid with the data of Otten 

(An)? =0°2376—0'245p,.' . (57) 

For propionic acid (55) can be simplified to 

(ha)? =0°925 pa ek BO GB) 

and for butyric (57) to the same. Our essential theoretical 
paaeiem is to interpret the meaning of the simple form 

Qn)? =ap, ina manner harmonious with the interpretation 
f (53). It becomes (An/Agno)?=a5p08/Ao’no? which may be 
foanded as an approximation derived from 

(Nay! Nowa)? = 4" pop’(L—An/Agto)/Ac on - = (09) 

in which Am/Apn is small. It may be said that (53) in the 
fatty acids holds from p,;=0 nearly, to 0-1, and (58) from 
0-2 to 0°8 or 0°9, a transition form being pequured for values 
of », between 0-1 and 0°2. When p,;=0°2, An/Ayn has a 
value about 0°006 for formic acid and 0:002 dee the others. 
We can now interpret (59) and (53) together. 

If there are a double molecules per unit volume, of which 
w are ionized, there are 2x7 ions of each sort ‘uniformly 
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distributed through unit volume. On the average these may 
be assumed to be at the angles of a division of the unit 
volume into 2.x equal cubes. A typical sample set of these 
neighbour pairs of ions for acetic acid may be represented by 
the large square ABCD, and by the small square abed if 
they have re-combined to form a double 
molecule. This re-combination might i b 
be a quadruple event resulting from the A 
fourindependent incidents of the journey B 
of A to a and so on, in which case its ab 
probability would be proportional to a‘. de 
But it may be that there needs only a f) Ge, 
favourable conjunction of the pair AB bs 
with the pair DC to cause recombination, . a 
so that, as there are 27 of such pairs, 
the probability of recombination will be proportional to «2. 
From the empirical success of the formula known as 
Ostwald’s dilution law, we conclude that the probability is 
proportional to w? and not to a*, unless indeed the rate of 
dissociation were proportional to (a—wz)’, in which case the 
probability measured by 2* would lead to that formula. 
I shall assume that in dilute solutions the rate of dissociation 
is proportional to a—w, and that of recombination to 2. 

Turning to solutions which are not dilute as regards 
double molecules we can interpret (59) as a more general 
form of the relation 

w?=k'(a—#)/k or (An/Agny)?=K(1—An/rono)Mi/pip. - (60) 

Apparently then k'/k, instead of being a constant in (59) 
takes the form a®(pop)*p,p/MyA,29? which causes pip to 
disappear from the equation. This implies that (a—«#)? in 
the general case takes the place of a—w in the special case 
of dilute solutions. The form (p.p)*(a—.)* means that dis- 
sociation is brought about by a certain conjunction of six 
molecules of water with two double molecules of acid. No 
doubt other similar conjunctions promote dissociation, and 
the probability of dissociation is expressed by a series whose 
sum is equivalent to the probability of a conjunction of six 
molecules of water with two of acid in a position making 
the double molecules unstable. In the transition from one 
equation to the other (p.e)°»,o becomes constant. Dis- 
regarding p which does not vary much with py, let us find 
the value of p, which makes (1—p,)°p, a maximum. It is 
pr=W7=0:148. We have already seen that the transition 
occurs at a value of p, near this. The form (p.p)®pp applies 
from p,;=0°'8 or 0°9 to p, =0°143 which makes it a maximum. 
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What occurs at the transition is this: as p, diminishes below 
07143 and p, increases above 0°857, the water molecules 
surround the double molecules of acid so freely and make 
destructive conjunctions with each separately so often, that 
the special conjunction of six molecules of water with two 
double molecules of acid sinks into comparative insignificance. 
Since in these theoretica! considerations we have introduced 
pp the mass per unit volume, it is desirable to amend the 
equation (58) to the following form : 

; CN eae” aA tein tw? at atahns (Ob) 

in which a has the value 0°242 for acetic acid, 0°216 for 
propionic, and 0°235 for butyric. For formic acid the 
corresponding equation is | 

(A)? =0°254( po +0°25)p.. . . « (62) 
The close approach of 0°254, 0:242, 0-216, and 0°235 to 

equality is noteworthy, being due probably to the fact that 
in each case the formation of the double molecule is due to 
the junction of COO with COO by the bonds =p between 
Oatoms. It is interesting to notice that formic acid, which 
is exceptional for its large molecular conductivity in dilute 
solutions and its large K in Ostwald’s formula, is also 
exceptional for its larger molecular conductivity in solutions 
which are not dilute and in having (62) in place of (61). 
This continuity in the exceptionality of formic acid confirms 
the theoretical attempt above to explain the nature of the 
continuity connecting the two types of equation for molecular 
conductivity. This continuity is evidence in support of the 
view that throughout the solutions of the fatty acids we have 
to do with double molecules. In the pure acids we have to 
do with such, probably therefore with a preponderance of 
such in their aqueous solutions containing 80 per cent. of 
acid. The nature of the continuity is most simply explained 
by the assumption that in an 80 per cent. solution of a fatt 
acid, as in its solutions of all other strengths, the molecules 
are all double. Otherwise, according to the current theory 
of weak electrolytes we need a law for the dissociation of the 
donble molecules and a law for the ionization of the resulting 
single molecules. To give the broad similarities and sim- 
plicities we have just been discussing, these two laws would 
need to be brought into simple relations. In view of all the 
facts it seems to me that the better hypothesis is that the fatty 
acids in their aqueous solutions exist as double molecules, the 
Ostwald dilution formula giving the law of the equilibrium 
between the double molecules and the ions derived from 
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them. This is in other words the hypothesis which I 
suggested in discussing strong electrolytes, namely that 
water dissociates a certain number of double molecules into 
single molecules, which as strong electrolytes are immediately 
completely ionized, so that the solute is present only as 
double molecules and ions. 

It is usually assumed that the molecular lowering of the 
freezing-point of water caused by acetic acid proves that 
the acid is present as singie molecules. In 100 grammes of 
water 0°00571 of acetic acid give a molecular lowering of the 
freezing-point of 2°05, the normal being 1°°85, 1°66 grammes 
sive 1°86, 13°45-er. 19-75, 25 gr. 17:63; 1G ones: 
It is usually assumed that when 25 grammes of acetic acid 
are mixed with 100 of water, the greater part of the acid is 
dissociated into single molecules of which only a minute 
fraction are ionized. But in our examination of the physical 
properties of mixtures of water and acetic acid we have 
found no phenomena indicating that nearly up to p,;=0°25 
the greater part of the acetic acid undergoes one simple 
change. Almost all the evidence pointed to change in the 
water. The facts for the other fatty acids are similar. In 
the case of ethyl alcohol 86 grammes mixed with 100 of 
water give a molecular lowering of the freezing-point 
1:81 degrees. We found no evidence in the physical pro- 
perties of mixtures of water and alcohol to support the 
hypothesis that all the alcohol undergoes a simple change to 
the state of single molecules. The method of the molecular 
lowering of freezing-point for determining absolute mole- 
eular weights (masses) breaks down completely when applied 
to the delicate problem of the double molecules we are 
considering. This being so, there is no valid ground for 
assuming the existence of single molecules of the fatty acids 
in their aqueous solutions, and the current theory of weak 
electrolytes becomes virtually untenable. Its chief fault is 
that it draws attention away from the vastly important 
electric fields between an ion and its neighbour and therefore 
from the even more important ones in and around atoms. 
In Nernst’s theory of the concentration cell one aspect of 
these fields is considered. In “ Ionization in Solutions and 
Two New Types of Viscosity’? and in “The Molecular 
Constitution of Aqueous Solutions” (Phil. Mag. [6] xiv. 
p. 1, 1907, xi. p. 1, 1906) I have sought to oiemdue 
prominence to molecular and atomic electiic fields. The two 
new types of viscosity have not made their appearance in the 
present discussion because with weak electrolytes the con- 
centration of the ions is too small to bring in the viscosity 
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that has its origin in the mutual electric energy of neighbour 
ions. The other viscosity derived from the energy of ion 
and molecules of solvent is implicitly taken into account in 
the values of A, which it helps to determine. In all catalytic 
actions these electric fields must play a prime part. Take 
such an instance as the optimum strength of solution of HCl 
for the digestion of protein by pepsin. It looks very much 
as if this strength determined the best adjustment of electric 
fields between the ions of HCl to promote the catalytic 
action of the enzyme on the protein. In a similar way 
Hmil Fischer’s likening of the relation between enzyme and 
substrate to that between key and lock may perhaps be made 
more definite by replacing both key and lock by electric 
fields adjustable to one another in the manner of key and 
lock. | 

In the present section I have tried to bring the theoretical 
conception of the mode of action of weak electrolytes into 
line with the theory of strong electrolytes given in previous 
papers. 

6. Summary and General Conclusions. 

Section 4 contains a summary of the part of the paper 
previous to it. In section 5 it is shown how Ostwald’s 
dilution law for the molecular conductivity of weak electro- 
lytes, such as the fatty acids, expresses the equilibrium 
between the double molecules and the ions of these acids in 

water. A formula (An) =apop is developed for molecular 
conductivity in strong solutions (20 to 90 per cent.) and is 
shown to merge continuously into the formula of Ostwald 
with a short region of transition near p,=0'15. This region 
is not investigated, but it is argued from the continuity and 
from the close equality of the values of a for different acids 
that single molecules of the acids do not exist in aqueous 
solutions of any strength, only double molecules and ions 
being present. Thus the study of conductivity confirms the 
basis of the rest of the present investigation, namely the 
assumption that when alcohols and fatty acids are mixed 
with water their molecules are double those represented by 
the usual chemical formulas. In the case’ of the acids the 
ions are too few to affect the other physical properties of 
the mixtures to an extent worth investigating without 
specially delicate experiments. The outcome of the whole 
inquiry is that the changes in most of the physical properties 
occurring when alcohol or fatty acid is mingled with water 
happen in the water through changes of its trihydrol into 

Phit. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 22. No. 127. July 1911. EF 
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dihydrol and of dihydrol into hydrol. The main difficulty 
encountered in the inquiry is that the physical properties of 
hydrol are not so nearly constant as those of ordinary sub- 
stances. In connexion with solid hydrol in water of 
crystallization this has already been found to be the case. 
Hydrol dissolved in a great excess of alcohol seems to have a 
different density from that when it is dissolved in excess of 
acetic acid or that deduced for it in the liquid state from its 
density as a solid in water of crystallization. When hydrol 
is dissolved in alcohol and in acetic acid it has a different 
(n?—1)/(n?+2)p from that found in water of crystallization. 
This variation in the properties of hydrol I ascribe to the 
fact that the O atom in H,O has at least one electric doublet 
#p of variable moment, variable according to the electric 
properties of the molecules surrounding it. The properties 
of the hydrol molecule are more dependent on its environ- 
ment than is usually the case. The view that H,O#p has 
varying properties according to the relative positions of 
# and p is one that should make the investigation of hydrol 
of representative importance in the study of molecular and 
atomic architecture. | 

Melbourne, March 1911. 
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$1. Resutts anp INTRODUCTION. 

ORENTZ’S theory of complete radiation is here extended 
to all wave-lengths. The negative electrons, moving 

in any conservative field of force due to the positive 
charges, absorb energy from the external radiation and by 
their motion return energy to it. Their velocities need not 
be small compared with the velocity of light; the pressure of 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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radiation, the Doppler effect and the change of mass are all 
allowed for. In the present paper, however, the negative 
electrons are not supposed to influence each other and the 
positive charges remain at rest, as in Lorentz’s own work. I 
hope to prove elsewhere that these restrictions can be re- 
moved without altering the character of the results. Here, 
too, the radiation is simply assumed as an external field in 
addition to the other forces. I hope also to show how the 
radiation may be defined as distinguished from the forces of 
interaction of the charges, positive or negative, at any in- 
ternal point of a hot body. 7 

Let the number dN of electrons having their coordinates 
xyz within the volume element dz dy dz, and their momenta 
pqr within the triple element dp dq dr, be given by 

dN = f(A) dpdqdrdedydz. . . . . (A) 

{(fZ) is any function of HH, the energy of the electron at 
that point of the field. Let H,dX be that part of the com- 
plete radiation per unit volume for which the wave-length is 
between 7 and A+dn. It is shown in this paper that 

2 

BY — 4 jtloe f(H)}®()dH = sm“ D(a)dIf. . (2) 

@(X) is a function of X and of H depending upon the 
nature of the forces. 

H 
f(H) varies as e Re in the distribution required by the 

kinetic theory, and (2) reduces to 

Fi = 87ROA-4, ° - - ° . ° (3) 

which is Lorentz’s result. If, for any cause, (7) decreases 
H 

more rapidly than e xe, FE, has a smaller value than (3) 
assigns to it. 

The distribution of energy given by (3) is verified only for 
large values of XG. (3) must therefore be replaced by some 
such formula as that of Planck : 

ch ZY 
Ey = 8rcka-5( am —1) se eat i ole bib ie 

(4) is not deduced from the recognized principles of 
dynamics. These, applied to the problem of complete 
radiation by the general statistical methods of Maxwell and 
Boltzmann, give us always (3) and nothing else. Lorentz’s 
formula merely expresses the law of equipartition in the 
form it takes for radiant energy. It involves the same con- 
sequence : any configuration of a system obeying dynamical 

F 2 
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laws, and any distribution of its motion, must be regarded 
as equally probable with any other in which the total energy 
is the same. Planck begins with the counter assertion that 
all distributions are not equaily likely, and deduces (4) by 
reasoning in which ordinary dynamics is ignored. 

The kinetic theory is statistical, and statistics do not 
necessarily throw any light on an individual case. In our 
actual world, energy is not, in fact, distributed as (3) would 
suggest. It may perhaps be maintained that though 
dynamical laws do not reguire (4), yet they may permit 
the distribution it represents. Hence the importance of 
Lorentz’s method. He deals with a process of radiation 
and absorption almost certainly at work in metals-—a process 
which does actually bring about for long waves the distribu- 
tion of energy his formula requires. In metals there are free 
electrons, and Richardson’s experiments even indicate that 
as between them the distribution of energy is approximately 
at least that required by the kinetic theory. I have here 
shown that, in so far as these electrons obey the laws of 
dynamics and are distributed in the manner required by the 
kinetic theory, they must produce equipartition of the radiant 
energy. ch 

It has often been suggested that the factor e*? in (4) 
may arise somewhat thus. Radiation requires a force acting 
upon the electron during its collisions with the positive 
charges. In such a collision the force and the acceleration 
will reach a maximum and decrease again. For a simple 
example, take them proportional to (a?+¢?)-1, where ¢ is the 

e e e ° TT ° 

time. ‘The radiation of period — varies as 
P 

+00 +a 

{ em(a-+ et) taex | e~ P(x? + t7)—l dt, 

and this, it can easily be proved, contains the factor e-e, 
We need only choose such a law of force as will make « a 

multiple of 6-1, and we have the factor required for such 
formule as (4). The result of this paper shows, however, 
that the absorption also contains this factor e-2*, and that 
it disappears from the expression for the complete radiation, 
depending as that does only upon the ratio of emission to 
absorption. Whoever wishes to avoid the conclusion must, 
it seems to me, resign the whole system of dynamics from 
which it is here deduced. 
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§ 2. Tur DisturBED Morion DUE TO RADIATION. 

The restrictions assumed in this paper are for the most 
part unnecessary. It is, however, essential that we should 
be at liberty to treat the radiation as a small disturbing force 
which gradually takes the electron out of the orbit it “would 
follow under the internal forces alone. That ensured, we 
can use the theory of varied motion. The displacement 
due to radiation must be small during the time of describing 
a free path—small not only by comparison with the length 
of the path, but also a small fraction of any wave-length 
dealt with. 
By a free path I mean the average distance moved by the 

electron before the direction of its velocity is completely 
altered. The extent of the deviation actually produced by 
radiation distributed according to (4) can easily be estimated. 

Let the electric intensity 

Meow DSi ge) se ee 

act upon a particle of mass mand charge e. Then, if r be 
the vector whose components are the coordinates of the 
particle 

2 

m 73 = ea cos pt + eb sin pt ; 

and on integration 

r—ty)— (G\ =- a (cos pt—1)— fa Ein pt—pt). 

tv and (5) are the initial position and velocity, and the 
LEDER) 

time ¢ is for the free path. The left-hand side of the last 
equation is the deviation due to the force. Write rp for this, 
and denote average values by a bar : 

era? epee 
ty = mph (cos pt—1)?+ mph (sin pt— pt)?. 

The average value of the total energy, electric and 

magnetic, due to (5) is (# +?) in unit volume. If that 

represents the energy in the interval between p and p+dp, 
then ae to (4) 

5a(# +8) = 
Sire h 
Carol (en — 1)7 ‘dp 3 ; 

and of course a? ee 
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The average square of the total deviation in a given time ¢ 
is the sum of such terms as ry’. If we denote it by 6, 
then | 

ah Mi du o/s ee fe 
P= (— a emo ane cos u—2usin u+u*)(e"—1)-}, . 

U =o and) a = hime. 

In metals, it would seem *, the length of the free path 
varies inversely as the square root of the temperature, 
while the average velocity with which it is described varies 
directly in the same ratio. ¢ is therefore inversely pro- 
portional to @, and 6 is a constant. 

The following numerical data are available :— 
For §=300 the free path =10-°. Large as this seems, 

if we suppose the collisions to be with single atoms, it is 
the result obtained from the measurements of conduction in 
metals. Since the average velocity of the electron is 10’, it 
follows that tis 10-8. Put R= 10%, ht ales (Planck), 
and a appears to be of order unity. 

Also = = 6x10", e=3x 10". 

Hence (6) reduces to 

& = 10-# { One cos u—2u sin u+u?) (e—1)-1. 
0 

& is of the order 10-23, and the mean deviation is of 
order 10-1 at most, for the time of a free path. 

§ 3. SIGNIFICANCE oF WiEN’s Law. 

If the time required to describe a free path is really 
inversely proportional to the absolute temperature, an obvious 
explanation of Wien’s law suggests itself. Wien’s formula 
for complete radiation in spite of minor differences agrees 
with Planck’s in making Hh, le ratio of the emission and 

absorption, contain a factor e “iad when A@ is small. We 
cannot without further evidence decide if this factor is 

ch 

to be assigned to the emission or the factor eRA® to the 
absorption. Actual experiment leaves no doubt on the 
matter. 

Yor by Planck’s formula, the ratio of emission to absorp- 
tion begins to differ from its long-wave value so soon. 

* See Riecke, Phystkalische Zeitschrift, 1909, p. 512. 

(6) 
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as eRA@ is sensibly different from unity. For the wave- 

length 4 or 4x 10-4 cm. and @= 300, o. is about 17, 

and the complete radiation is infinitesimal compared with 
what it would be did Lorentz’s formula (3) represent reality 
Yet Hagen and Rubens found that for these waves there was 
no corresponding increase in the coefficient of absorption over 
that for very much larger values of A. It is, therefore, the 

h 
emission which decreases by containing e BA# as a factor. 
What the numerical data of last paragraph show, is that 
this factor is of order unity when the period of the 
wayes is the same as the time spent by an electron on 
its free path. For greater wave-lengths and longer periods 
than this, Lorentz’s formula (3) will hold; for smaller 
periods we shall require (4) to represent the facts by 
reason of the rapid decrease in the emission. 

The notion of free paths and collisions is not altogether 
helpful when we have to do with electrons moving in a 
metal. If we think of the electron as completely deflected 
by its collision with a molecule, and remaining after that 
with unchanged velocity till the next collision follows, it 
becomes impossible to account for the actual nature of the 
radiation. Quite apart from all questions of dynamics as 
a mere matter of Fourier analysis, it is certain that the vast 
mass of the energy emitted would be of the same period as 
the time of a collision, and that is about 10~¥ of a second, 
taking the diameter of a molecule as 107°. Up to waves of 
this period the emission ought to increase, not decrease, with 
decreasing wave-length. 

The diificulty may be escaped by abandoning the notions 
of free path and collision in sharp contrast. The free path 
will be defined as the average distance an electron moves 
before its velocity is so changed that it retains no observable 
connexion with its original velocity. The length of this free 
path, the distance within which the original direction of 
motion still persists, measures the mobility of the electron. 
It is with that we deal in experiments on conduction. 
The main part of the energy emitted must be of periods 
not small compared with the time spent on a free path 
thus defined. The Fourier analysis can predict that con- 
sequence and it is independent of any dynamical theory 
whatever. Wien’s law therefore, which makes the wave- 
length A, of maximum radiation vary inversely as 0, may 
be interpreted as a direct consequence of the experimental 
fact that the time for a free path varies in the same ratio. 
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But to go beyond this point is to meet the great stumbling- 
block in the way of all theories of radiation. We may. 
construct laws of force which make the emission a function 
of X@, and so treat the problem as an exercise in the 
dynamics of a particle. To proceed thus is to ignore the 
fact that on all dynamical principles the absorption is a 
function of the same type as the emission and that the final 
conclusion is only the unwelcome paradox of equipartition. 

§ 4. Tue DisturBED Onsits. 

In what follows I treat the electron as a dynamical 
particle moving in a conservative field of force. The equa- 
tions of motion used are Hamilton’s, and the momentum may 
depend in any way upon the velocity or even upon the nature 
of the field. The vector notation is employed throughout. 
The problem is to find the deviation produced by the 
radiation. 

Let r=(a, y, z) denote the vector whose components are 
the coordinates of the electron at time ¢t, supposing its orbit 
undisturbed by radiation. 

moar 
maar 
D=(é&, 7, €) is the displacement due to radiation. 
p=(p, 9, 7) stands for the momentum of the undisturbed 

motion. 
P=, p, v) the increase of momentum due to the radia- 

tion. 
Thus r+ D and p+ P are the position and momentum of the 

electron in the actual motion. 
The equations of motion of the electron written in Hamil- 

ton’s form are 

Cp+V,H=0 « Gee 

a—V,H=0 . Mee CO) 

These are for the undisturbed orbit. WyH and VyH 
indicate the vectors whose components are 

dH dH dH dH dH dH 
da’ dy’ dz ha dp’ dq’ dr° 

The mass of the electron may depend in any manner 
whatever consistent with (7) and (8) both upon its velocity 
and the external field. / is the total energy. : 

Let H’ be the electric intensity on the moving electron 
due to the radiation. To find the deviation due to Hi’, write 



ae 

r+D for vr and p+P for p in (7) and (8) and expand, retain- 
ing only first powers of the displacement. 

Then 
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ee grr | 
dt ay 7M da ie | 

du n—6 @wH Mie ral | 9 
Wi a fel dy dp, ieee . . ° . ( ) 

dy "SPH  _ on, | 
dt mae dz dp,, ie 4 

EES PTS TI 5 
dt n=1 dp spa Bs | 

dn "=8 @H | i 
—_— Sees Pe Pe OO MG 
Hn apap c oe 

n=6 2 | a ee, a, | 
dt adr dp, a ‘J 

In (9) and (10) p, takes in succession the six values 
zyzpqrand co, the values En Crp v. 

i’ = Ci. Ey’, EE). 

(7) and (8) determine implicitly the values of r and pas 
functions of the time and of six arbitrary constants, say the 
initial values of the coordinates and momenta. Denote these 
constants, however specified, by x, Kg K3 Ky K5 Ke Differen- 
tiate (7) and (8) with respect to any one of the «’s: 

d (2 n=6 G27] do, Bay D 

dt\dx) ° n=, dadp, de 

0 
dt 

us = gal dp, | 
rr gaan ‘it 

ag) aa dPn dk aie r ( ) 

d (dr LANG bel dp, ie | 

alae) * 2dedp, ae ae 

d dey "3° @I Ap, 9) 
dt te) dp dp, Cire | 

s* @U dp, 42) 
red idqdp, de he r 

J AG. "=o @H ap, 
dk Pe oan rol dp, dt 
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There are altogether six sets of equations such as (11) 
and (12), where « takes in succession six different values.. 

Multiply the first of the group (9) by = and the first of 

(11) by € and subtract : 

aide ied ‘) n=6 D2 FT le pa 
We alae ae ce ee Oi: ie “ 

Similarly from the first equations in (10) and (12) 

dé dp OCI ISL ap Pn) — 
dt dk cat bale ane ip dpn (o, 22 dk oa 

There are altogether three equations, of which (13) is the 
first, and three represented by (14). Add together the first 
three and subtract them from the sum of the three others. 
Then it can easily be shown that the terms involving // all 
vanish, a well-known result in the theory of varied motion. 
And 

d dp 10) 5(p¢ - po)y=- —cB/ =, . (15) 

(15) represents six equations got by taking the six particular 
values for «. On integration 

d gi pe 
DTP ae gran e( we eee.) 

The question arises how ¢,, the lower limit of integration 
in (16), is to be deter mined. 

The deviation of an electron from the orbit it would 
describe were there no disturbing force is continuous. In 
order, however, to find the absorption produced, it is necessary 
to take a section across this indivisible process. I shall 
deal with the absorption between the times ¢, and ¢,. Take 
the lower limit ¢, in (16) such that t,—t, is at least of 
the order of the time in a free path. The deviation as given 
by (16) is then reckoned zero at ¢,, and between the time ¢, 
and ¢, it is due wholly to the radiation which has acted from 
the time ¢,. Also the position and momentum in the undis- 
turbed orbit between ¢, and ¢, bears no relation to the forces 
of radiation which have produced the deviation. For this 
erbit is the prolongation of that which the particle began 
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to trace at ¢,,andfrom ¢, to ¢, it has been completely domi- 
nated by the internal forces of the field. 

On solving the six equations for which (16) stands, 

| n=6 M (” dv 
D= — Sak KY’ — dt. Sh ex on if 

Pail Tx ea a dk,, : ( ) 

n=o MI (* p= s 2) en a Dek Cg) 
na=1 vty dk,, 

dp dq dr dx dy dz 
dk, dk, dk, dk, dk, dry, 

(19) 

3 

1) (GL Oe a mh me C9 1729 

M. 
5n? 

M/ = (Uf he AY, Neg ved) ae ean Aiea) 

Here M,, is the minor of the first column and nth row in 

A, and the other symbols in (20) and (21) have like mean- 

ings. Itis well known that A is a constant independent of 
the time, and if the constants « are the positions and 
momenta at any one time A=1. 

The radiation is defined by the electromagnetic equations : 

aw 29° = ae — Curl lel. ° . . ~ . (22) 

1 dH 1 ¢ 
z ue == = (mr K. ° ry ° ° « (2a) 

WeEH2(H} 2) ed) 
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E may be supposed given by a series of terms of the 
simple harmonic type. Taking one of these, : 

H=1{@+ip)e +p" ee 

ij=t—It/c, . . . = 

where a+78 and «—78 are conjugates, and 

1m; 2), Lh =(h, 74, m%), 1 =O) eee 

(25) represents a wave travelling parallel to the lines whose 
direction cosines are 1mn, the components of 1, and polarized 
in the perpendicular direction 1,. 

From (25) and (23) 

= [Ih] {(a+ip)e?" + (a—ipyeW*"}; 

1D) {1+ [- ee 7 Oh] | jG +iB)e"" + Conjugate; 

={(-14 ; at (U5) )1 ba+igyet + Con. 
and 

qe {(1- le in fot iB)é?* + Conj. 
- ak, : kl 

or 

at ees (ye ett) — atip all dr cet) ‘ 9 
me ap Eigen ip ak si des aang. ee 

Using (28) in (17) and (18) 

(ati) S at tothe is 

=— 1 erty 
s Nip = Sel eae 

+e oar =, de. fae Lik ie ndt | +Conj. (29) 

»(etiB) 'S ar ee 1 ee ipa 
shee Ap n= = : ne to 

S "Mr 

— 'S MY de ayy lL, aq emat +Conj. (80) 
7 

The first terms in (29) and (30) result from an integration 
between the limits ¢, and ¢, and the values at the lower limit 

must be subtracted from those at the upper. The complete 
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expressions for D and P require the terms conjugate to those 
written. Remembering (19), (20), and (21), 

pe ,betiB)"S = M,(h dy een) 

Aip n=1 ‘de, 

S MI 
+S Me aff 1 Gemadt | +.Conj, Cad} 

n=6 

P=— pet ‘B) > M,! (1:5 ee dm) + edie) Ler 
Ap pe IK, ap 

n= = 

ENS = MM,’ de thee Lai "cine dt } +Conj. (32) 

Where fy — ee) denotes the value at f,. 
dk, 0 

§ 5. Tar ABsorPrion OF RADIATION. 

The rate of absorption of energy is the electric force multi- 
plied by the velocity. In the undisturbed motion this is 

dy 
eH Ai or eHV y A, 

and, on the average, it is zero between ¢t, and ¢,, because 

ste by the deviation produced is energy Sb Write 

Ga ee ee Whe aan 
¢ is therefore expressed asa function of the time momenta 

and position, the time entering explicitly through HK. If 
in the disturbed motion ¢ becomes $+ 6¢, the total absorp- 
tion between t, and ¢, is 

t is t, 
cf" od argh DV r ieee PV y d dt, 2 (54) 

b b vty 

and in (34) the values of D and P given by (31) and (32) 
are to be used. 

It is plain that only terms which contain the product of 
the conjugates a+78 and a—7i8 will contribute to (34). 
The first terms in (31) and (82), those which involve ¢o, will 
yield nothing, for the time ¢, antedates t, by at least the 
length of a free path. Even if we are considering light 
waves whose period is long compared with the time t—¢p, 
our definition of free path requires that there should be 

no correlation between the factors M, and iS a) For 
Kn 
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waves of period greater than this the product e?%~” is 
accidental in sign. The second term on the right of (32) and. 
its conjugate also contribute nothing to (34). They give 

2 2 : ; : 
g ena ea n(lien 2X7, 2!) + Conj. 

_ 2(e +8") ° 
=€ a ee ae, ff) + Conj., 

since t, does not contain p. This last expression consists of 
two conjugate imaginaries and reduces to zero. The whole 
ee therefore is derived from the last set of terms in 
(31) and (32). It is at the rate 

2 (et uB)” Ph . x ve BICAT Me Vigil, Wet tbe x dt} +Conj, (35) 

It is easily cat from the form of A that 
n=6 d 

ee, —() and) > ——— Me 0 
== dky Ue, 

(35) eh: 

a +t Ma de e 1 

war 1 Vib ze( (M, eat i ee 

pee) "5 a 

Now, ae econ ‘ may i : the coordinates and 
momenta, 

dvr LS ON Ce de Yy dip dy | dw dz 

Ta Ges ky dy dk, dz adkp 

on, OMe dp is diy dq , dw dr 
ap dk. dg dk, 4 ar dime 

And on solving these equations 

Vhe SMe ee 3 

Vav= ="5 ue 85) 
(36) can be written i 

my 

(Vip M.—V po!) x) 1 
2 (#478) "S - o! a 

a Ap ee Sat ; aus 

_ 9 ebiB)"S aes ; dd t) dt png 39 

Aip 3M. de 1 ae (i TF Kp (79) “fis
 er (hip ( ) 

to 
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Now 

_@ | id , ay 
SM! (Vp h)= dz dp 1S me de Pee, 

And 

is Cp , Ch, 
(Ve) = ie i T dg dy © dr 3% ee 

Thus the expression (39) reduces to its first term only 
and the absorption between the time ¢, and ¢, is 

as n=6 

gare’ Pie. {{" (M,-Vre-M,'V y¢) Bhi tt } ern ineaes (40) 

where ipt; ye 
Vin) = i ee ‘dé. 

This cannot be reduced further without assuming a certain 
average distribution of the electrons. I take now for the 
six constants x the coordinates and momenta in an un- 
disturbed orbit. Since the radiation causes only an infini- 
tesimal deviation, the distribution is that brought about by 
the internal forces. Choosing the «’s thus A= rik and T shall 
suppose that the number dN in the sextuple element is 

dN =f(H,) dey dky dk3 dn, dk; dk. 

Then the absorption between ¢, and ¢, is for all the electrons 

aga NM) : Se {. Rese ah 
ee M, up t baN +Conj. (41) 

Through the undisturbed orbit the total energy is constant, 

ET'= #,. 

And as in (37) and (38) 

VeT= = Mae 
dk, 

dH TES = Ma 

If we integrate (41) by parts, remembering the value of 
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dN above and using these last results, it becomes 

sO (Ps 4 L(+, OWS 21" yen v9, 
— f(T yoM,'}y,dt - dv,dV, + Conj. 

UNM. cence 708 
—VyH.Vyb}y,,dtdvlV, + Conj. (42) 

dv,=dk,dkodk3, dV, =dkydksdkg. 

Also dvdV =dv,dV,; 

Ky, Ko, K3 are the coordinates at t,; 

and 44, Ks, K, are the momenta. 

If the equations of dynamics hold everywhere, then these 
coordinates of position and the momenta are extended at any 
time all over the radiating body. ‘The first set of terms in 
(42), being perfect differentials, vanish. 

In the second term of (42) 

Vp. Veh —-Vr LV 9b=Vr9. - +Vy$S ® from ( (7) & (8). 

a oP an dd 

Ou iiudex 

where of is the total differential of ¢ with respect to t, and 

= is the explicit differential. 

ae = (a+ ip)” fh (us le eet ‘) + Conj. by (25) and (83). 

And inserting this in (42) it reduces to 

2 
ge ue mead m{", ~ipt (ag dt cP") dp dt de dV + Con}. 

: Lae ie (cea 
is integration by parts (43) becomes 

ones ea i lle <9 i 

a e?( a" + 3°) on Aen \, La = one Wp) dt dv dV + Conjugates. (44) 
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The average value of the first two terms in (44) is zero, 
but in any case in a steady state they will cancel, since ty is 
taken so far back that all the terms in the integral 

it j eas 
a 1° dt, 

j Z i} eee : 
which are correlated with a" 16 ore included. 

‘ b 

Thus the absorption between ¢, and ¢, reduces to 

2a? 2 (\\\Wrw he i er Win dtdvdV. (45) 

Or if we integrate for all orbits in which the energy is 
between H and H+dH, the absorption can be expressed as 

Sha (2) 7 MRO ght 2 e?(a?+ 8 if AD 1G, cid ot ESR ainda Cs 7.) 

H 
or, if we suppose f(/7) to vary ase Bé, 

Ré 

@() being a function of H/, and the wave-length 2X. 

a(t tB)( oa) diy, Men EE 
a 

§ 6. THe Emission oF RADIATION. 

Turn now to the question of emission. Take a point in 
the direction 1 from the origin and at the distance R, which 
is very great compared with the distance r of the electron. 
The vector and scalar potential at this point at the time ¢! are 
given by 

e dt de \-} F=79 (1-15) GT a as 

e av e=_(I-15) abe rey aay yc Ay 

See for (48) and (49) (Bucherer, Einfithrung in der 
Electronen Theorie) 

pe 
C C C 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 22. No. 127. July 1911. G 
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In (48) and (49) only the first power of R-! is retained. 
The electric and magnetic intensities are given by 

= ——=—_— Vo... A=Corl @ 

Then the flux of energy per unit time across unit area is 

- [EH] Aa ; 

The energy of waves polarized in the direction 1, which 
cross an element dS of area on the sphere of radius R is 

as 
ae ere Dees W)dS. 5 a ee aero) 

In the first factor of (50) V@ is omitted, since it is of 
order R~?. 

Also d 

ae DP) = op ON). 

The energy of period > involved in (50) is found by the 

Fourier analysis. There is emitted in any interval of time 
T the amount 

dS dp Ene ea 
Bee | a a | (1, F )e pt dt' x {" Skat 

On integration by parts this becomes 

2 T m 

eae i 1,Fe7 ux) re a 
0) Aqr¢ dt 

or : 

dSp "dp é dv pe dv Pt i 

Rin ener |, meee ne ue ‘l ae 
or 

R? 4?c3 d 

And between the times t, and ¢, on the average the amount 

of emission is 

2 %d]y CT 
ds eel 1, ie me Ba dt + Conjugate. 

dS e? 2d ta 

R2 =~ ay Ge eW Puy, dt + Conjugate. aD) 
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This is the part of the emitted energy which travels within 

the solid angle a in the direction 1 and is polarized along ],. 

Put dS 

R? 

The total emission for all electrons is found by integration 
of (51), it is 

en dp ({ 

iY ja 
i Mat) apis ae 

WWWrent 1, - e se N dt dvdV + ee, 

its 

ee 

or using the same notation as in (46) or (47) 

e*p’dp ue BS 
(dO. a DON) lela s Nemip ae (52) 

§ 7. THe CoMPLETE RADIATION. 

In complete radiation there must be equality in the emission 
and absorption of energy in any direction. Where (47) 
represents the emission (52) shows that 

paws 

PRE EO yisiolox WIS) 
4cr?08 

The total energy per unit volume in the wave train (25) is, 

1 2 2 
oor (a +B ,. 

And the whole energy per unit volume in the interval dp is, 
according to (53), 

2 2 

=) Rot ED ps HOLE 
VEE 2G 4728 

allowing for two waves polarized at right angles and both 
travelling along 1. 

Since A= 202 this gives Lorentz’s result 

Om UN 

If (46) gives the absorption instead of (47) we have no 
longer (53), and instead of Lorentz’s formula 

i) 1 . re Too 

ra Seep ne f(H)} ®(A) dH=8rr 4) @() dH. 

Feb. 2, 1911. 
G 2 
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V. The Relation of Temperature and Molecular Attraction. 
By J. BE. Mitis*. - 

Part I.—The Law of Molecular Attraction. 

N a series of paperst in the Philosophical Magazine 
Dr. R. D. Kleeman has investigated a possible fi/th 

power law of the molecular attraction, and in this investi- 
gation he has used data taken from a paper by the author. 
Dr. Kleeman seems entirely to have overlooked the fact that 
the data were used by the author to prove the truth of an 
equation of the form 

L—KE. 

Vd— /D 
Here L is the heat of vaporization of one gram of the 

liquid, E. is the energy spent in overcoming the external 
pressure as the liquid expands to the volume of the saturated 
vapour. L—He is therefore the so-called internal heat of 
vaporization, and is called >. d and D are the densities of 
the liquid and saturated vapour respectively at the tempe- 
rature of the vaporization. The constant given by the 
equation is called p’. 

This relation was theoretically derived on the supposition 
that the molecular attraction varied inversely as the square 
of the distance apart of the molecules, that it did not vary 
with the temperature, and that the total force proceeding 
from a molecule was a constant for any particular molecule. 
The equation has been extensively studied and discussed by 
the author f, and it is certain that if the equation is true 
many of the conclusions of Kleeman are erroneous. 

There is no doubt whatever that the equation is true. The 
fact that the proof has been so completely overlooked by 
Kleeman is a sufficient reason for republishing here a very 
brief summary of the results obtained for comparison with 
his results. J give such a summary in Table I. below. A 
mean value of the constant rather arbitrarily chosen for each 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Phil. Mag. xix. p. 795 (1910), and later articles. 
t Journ. Phys. Chem. vi. p. 209 (1902) ; viii. p. 388 (1904); viii, p. 593 

(1904) ; ix. p. 402 (1905); x. p. 1 (1906); xi. p. 182 (1907); xi. p. 594 
(1907) ; xiii. p. 512 (1909); Journ. Amer. Chem. Soe. xxxi. p. 1099 (1909); 
Phil. Mag. Oct. 1910; Journ. Phys. Chem. May 1911. These papers need 
revision badly. The eighth paper should be read first, then the last two 
papers mentioned. The remaining papers can then be briefly examined 
in the order in which they were written, making allowance for some 
necessary changes. See also Mills and MacRae, Journ. Amer. Chem. Soc. 
xxxii. p. 1162 (1910). 

= constant. Or A= Jaa / D). a (1) 
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TABLE I. (continued). 

Normal | Normal 
heptane | octane 

Mean p’...... 98°2. 92°78. 

Temperature + * 
0° C. 99°6 975 
10 _— == 
AD == = 
30 an = 
40 = = 
50 — = 
60 == = 
70 98°7 = 

80 99°3 — 

90 99°2 — 

100 98°9 ae 
110 98°6 — 

120 98°2 92°6 

130 et 92°9 

140 97°4 92°7 

150 97:2 92:5 

160 97-4 92°7 
170 97-7 92:4 
180 98°5 92-7 
190 98°9 92°83 
200 99:2 | 93:0 

+ 

210 99-7 93°9 
ate 

220 99°7 93°6 

230 99°8 93°9 

240 99°8 93:7 
++ 

250 99°3 94-2 

260) 96°6 94:6 

270 == 94°3 

280 aaa 93°4 

290 = 91:0 

Critical tem- 
perature ...... 266°:90 | 296°-2 

Average p’ ...... 98:64 | 93°16 
pb’ from . 

| ag : 908 | 842 
Gl mee 

Hexa- 
methylene 

103°63. 

_— S t or) 

[oleae le le 

104°2 

1046 

1046 
+ 

104:9 

104-7 

103-4 

Benzene 

288°°5 
109°26 

110°5 

109°23 
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Fluor- 
benzene 

85°65. 

Chlor- 
benzene 
81°42. 

oot 

Te eee 

Pl pe 

286°°55 | 359°°1 
85°69 

85:2 

81°66 

81:3 
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TABLE I. (continued). 

Carbon | 

Bromo-| Jodo- | tetra- | Stannic| Methyl} Ethyl 
benzene | benzene | chloride| chloride’ formate | formate 

Mean p’....-- 55:37. | 43°46. | 44-29. | 26°51. | 119:86. | 10714. 

Temperature — = Lae ge EL 
0° C. za us 43°5 262 | 1239 | 1088 
10 = an ax we iar <3 
20 = ss ee er = 

ae 4) As ln 
30 57°6 44-2 2 ae 122-1 ae 

| ss 
40 a4 = a ee 1214 on 

+ 

50 ot a = eas 121-0 | 1085 
= 

60 as es i =. 120°3 | 108-4 

70 am ze 43-5 — |1196 | 108-2 

80 me aa 43-5 fae 119-4 | 1078 
90 ” ait 43°6 — | 194 | 1075 | 

100 = us 43°5 26'7. | 1191 | 107°4 

110 Mea ite 43°5 26°7. | 119-7 | 107°3 

120 eee = 43:5 26°7 | 1201 | 107°1 

130 = — | 434 | 267 | 1198 | 1069 | 

140 mm i) Pgs) Bebe. || 119894) Lome 

150 54:6 . 43°5 96:5 | 1197 | 1065 

160 54-6 il 43°8 265 | 119-2 | 106-5 

170 548 sis 44-0) 26:5 |119:1 | 106:0 

180 55:0 42-7 43-9 2965 | 1181 | 106-4 
_ _— * — 

190 5b2 42°9 44-0 264 | 1164 | 1060 
— zz — 

200 55-4 43-1 44-2 963 | 1133 | 1051 
— * _— * 

210 55-7 43°3 44-3 26-4 | 1066 | 1038 
+ = * 

220 559 43°5 44-5 26:4 sat 101°3 
+ —- +£ 

230 56:0 436 44:8 26°5 “s 97-6 
+ 

240 558 43°6 44-9 26°5 Ee he 
— 

250 558 436 45-2 26:5 _ = 
+ + 

260 56'1 43:4 45:0 26:5 us = 
+ + 

270 56-2 432 de en2G ane) oe 
280 — | — (IBS) OR bat == — 

Critical tem- | 
perature ...... | 397° 4480 985°-15 | 318°°7 | 21490 | 235-30 

Average p' ...... | 55:47 | 43°37 | 44-01 | 26°51 | 119:86 | 107-14 
dP 2R | | 

Ei SOUw api |. DO'S 438 453 | 259 | 1198 | 1039 
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TABLE I. (continued). 

Methyl] Propyl Ethyl Methyl | Propyl 
acetate formate acetate |propionate| acetate. 

Mean p’'...... 108°8. 98:79. 98:0. 99:02. 92°30. 

Temperature + © |4+ * -- + * 
OTIS: 110°7 100°8 102-2 97°38 97-1 
10 = == = = : = 
20 = = = = a 
30 = | = _ ae = 
40 = a — = = 
50 110°3 = = sae = 
60 10-7 ae a = 

a 

70 1106 100°0 99°3 99°9 se sone 

80 1105 100°3 99°6 99°8 = 
90 109°9 99°5 99°8 99°8 94:0 
100 109°7 99°1 99:9 99°3 93°8 
110 109°6 98°38 99°9 99-2 94:0 
120 109°6 98°5 99°7 99°1 93:9 
130 109°6 98°4 99°2 99°] 93°5 
140 109°7 98°5 99°2 98°9 93°2 
150 109-9 98:0 98°6 98:9 932 
160 1098 97°8 98-2 98°9 93°3 

i70 109°5 76 98°6 98°6 93:0 
180 108°8 97:8 98°6 98°8 93°2 
190 108°5 98°5 98°7 99:1 93-2 

200 1082 93°5 98°9 99°5 93°2 

210 1070 . 98°4 98°7 99°4 93°3 
_ * —_ 

220 1050 99°2 97°7 99°4 93°2 
— * — 

230 100-4 99°5 96°5 98°8 92°8 
— x% — 

240 = 99-0 94°0 97:1 92°5 
— — * 

250 = 97°6 oF 93°9 92-2 
— * — 

260 == 95°0 —— ag 90°7 
— * 

270 == = ae == 86°5 

Critical tem- 
perature ...... 233° 7 264°°85| 250°1 | 2579-4 276°°2 

Average p’ ...... 109-59 98°79 98°88 99°02 93°12 
p’ from | 

dP 2R 
qo V 1036 23°7 91°7 92°4 84°1 
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Ethyl | Methyl; Methyl Methyl { Kthyl 
propionate, butyrate| isobutyrate Water | alcohol | alcohol 

Mean p’ ...... 91:97. 91-17: 87°78. 558°1, 302°3. | 2401. 

Temperature + % + % + * + * — * 

OC. 96°1 96°5 92°5 574-7 304°7 232°8 

10 — — — 571°4 306-0 235'4 
} me a 

20 == — — 567°5 306°6 237°4 
+ 

30 = = — 564°1 307-9 239°9 
+ 

40 _—: == — 561'5 307 "4 241°7 
+ 

50 _ — — 559°1 308°3 242°4 
| | = i 

60 | — — — 556°7 308°0 243°6 
| aS 

70 — — — 554°9 308°1 244°] 
— 

80 — — -— 553°4 3078 2449 
=f 7 

90 93°1 — 89:2 552°4 307°1 244°6 
oF Se 

100 93°5 90:9 89°3 551°3 306'3 244°8 
+ 

110 93°2 90°8 83:0 550°0 306°0 242-7 
Je oi 

120 93:0 90:8 88:7 548°4 3054 242°1 

130 925 90°6 88:8 547°5 304°5 241°0 

140 91°F 91:0 88°8 547°1 304°1 241°0 

150 91°3 91:0 88'6 547°1 3013 241°1 

160 90:9 90'8 884 547°4 303°1 239°8 

170 90°6 90°7 88°3 548°6 302°3 238°2 

180 90-4 90:9 88:3 549°9 300°9 236°5 
_ — _ * 

190 90°6 91:2 88°5 552-0 300°8 233°3 
_ —- * 

200 90-7 91-7 889 5543 299°3 230°0 
= * -- * 

210 Oist 919 &9-0 954°8 | 295°4 226°3 
—- *|/— #* 

220 91°4 91°8 88-9 560°4 287°6 223°0 
a ste Sl RRS oe 

230 91:4 92:3 88:8 561:0 276°5 219°7 
+ + —- *|—-— * 

240 91:5 92°4 883 562°1 237-4 209°2 
| + + 

250 91°4 93:0 Sige 560°9 -- — 
we he a 

260 90-4 92°5 86:2 558'3 — = 
=: ao 

270 867 91-2 — 561°2 -- — 

280 a bisa, ins tu ii fh 
Critical tem- ws 

perature ...... ee ON elo 267°°55 370° 240°-0| 243°-1 
Average p'...... 91°59 91°31 88°45 555°1 305°04| 240:90 

dP 2R ” pb’ from ails 80°8 84:3 82:0 — 262°4 179-9 
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Propyl 
alcohol 
199°2. 

Acetic 

acid. 

321°°65 

150°7 

Carbon 
disulphide 

82°41. 
a | a 

2738°°05 
82°41 

98°8 

Chloro- 
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57°97. 

| 

S') 1) 855 33458 } COOK DMMDS 
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TABLE I. (continued). 

| Sulphur dioxide. 
Ammonia | _ | Carbon | Nitrous 

| dioxide oxide 
Mean yp’ ...... 381°9. 85°80. 85°80. | 95:2. 88'3. 

Temperature 
—30° C. 88lo | — — | 94-6 = 

-- —- * 

—20 oo ad a! ORS 82°5 
= sie. at = 

—10 380°6 87°4 88°6 95'°8 87:0 
su — Tees 

0 3805 | 868 87:0 95°4 90°7 
= oe * 

10 381-1 84°2 855 9ST SS 
_ — * — * 

20 3822 | 841 843 905 | 84:9 
| — #* Sie ie —- * 

30 3832 | 844 82-7 61°4 62°5 
— * | 

40 3851 | 846 id algae a =e 
| —- # — * 

50 _ 81°6 80:1 — — 
— * — «x | 

60 zl 83:0 ne = ea oe 
70 — 85'8 — = £ 

+ * 

80 — 88°1 — ee ae 
+ x 

90 — 88'9 — eur ah | a% 
arte 

100 — 87°5 — —_— = 
re 

110 — 86°6 — pad um 
+ * 

120 — 87'6 = ou we 
+ x 

130 — 89-2 — = — 
+ x 

140 -- 91-4 — — — 
+ * + * 

150 — 94:2 95°3 — = 

Critical tem- 
perature ...... 13100) 156°:0 LOGO" he SIS-25 | Bees 

Average p'...... 381°86 85°48 83°61)" 8S16 _ 
ph’ from 

de oR a ' 
ant = W — 85°4 85°4 | 91°8 93°6 

substance is shown at the top of the table. All divergences 
of more than 2 per cent. from the mean value given are 
marked with a * above and to the right. All divergences of 
more than | per cent. are marked above and to the left with a 
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+ or — to indicate the character of the divergence. The 
average value of the unstarred results is shown at the bottom 
of the table. 

The most casual examination of the table verifies at once 
the substantial truth of the equation for most of the sub- 
stances examined. A detailed discussion of the data and 
results is given in the papers above cited. Here I would 
only point out that in the first twenty-six substances shown 
in the table, for which the very accurate measurements made 
by Dr. Sydney Young* and his co-workers were available, 
there is not a single divergence from the mean value of the 
constant greater than 2 per cent. except at 0° C. and near 
the critical temperature and with di-isobutyl. Hight of the 
substances show not a single divergence within the limits 
stated greater than 1 per cent. Di-isobutyl was quite 
possibly impure when measured. At 0° (30° for brom- 
benzene and iodo-benzene) and near the critical temperature, 
unusually large errors, for a discussion of which see the 
papers cited, are unavoidable in obtaining the values of the 
constants. The errors of measurement are always com- 
pounded and often multiplied in their effect upon the con- 
stant. The associated substances, water, the alcohols, and 
acetic acid, should not give a constant and do not. For the 
last seven substances shown in the table the data obtainable 
are not always trustworthy. After careful consideration of 
the facts upon which these statements are based (see the 
papers cited) I have no hesitation in saying that the constant 
is as near a constant as the errors of observation in the 
measurements used will permit, and I regard the substantial 
truth of the equation as established beyond question. 

It would be quite impossible within the limits of this paper 
to discuss the data used in detail and the important con- 
sequences that follow from the equation. Most of the data 
used were obtained from the measurements of Dr. Sydney 
Young and his co-workers, and I am deeply indebted to 
Dr. Young for extensive information regarding the data and 
for obtaining in advance of their publication (see reference 
cited) his extensive revision of much of the data used in my 
earlier papers and by Kleeman. The series of papers cited 
contain the details and the discussion and a complete re- 
publication of all of that work is contemplated some time in 
the future. Suffice it to say here that a comparison of the 
results of equation 1 with the corresponding equation pro- 
posed by Kleeman on the supposition of an inverse fifth power 

* Sci. Proc. Royal Dublin Society, xii. p. 374 (1910). 

os! 
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law leaves no room whatever for doubt that the relation of 
Kleeman is not supported by the facts. The variation in the 
constant of Kleeman’s equation cannot be attributed to the 
data, which are far too accurate to permit of the variations 
noted, and it is not due (as Kleeman supposes) to the influence 
of temperature upon the attraction. ‘The possible influence 
of temperature upon chemical affinity has been specially 
studied by the author* for the reaction H,+0O=H,0, and 
the evidence is overwhelmingly against the idea that tempe- 
rature changes the chemical attraction. The constancy of 
the results detailed in Table I. is itself evidence that tempe- 
rature is without influence on molecular attraction, and. this. 
fact will appear more clear when the extensive discussions 
cited are considered. The probable mutual relation of tem- 
perature and molecular attraction is discussed in Part III. 
of this article. 

Part Il.—The Relation of Dieterici, x= CRT es 

In this relation C is a constant, nearly, but not quite, the: 
same for all substances; R is the usual gas constant; T 
denotes absolute temperature; the other symbols are as. 
given before. 

This relation was proposed and discussed by Dietericif 
and later by Richter f, and has been thoroughly investigated 
by the author§. Kleeman investigated this equation ||, using 
data (which data have since been subject to some corrections. 
by Young) from an earlier paper by the author, and has. 
overlooked entirely the discussion of this equation by the 
author. (Perhaps I was at fault in publishing these physical 
relations in journals devoted mainly to chemistry.) I there- 
fore republish in Table II. a summary of the results obtained.. 

In this table all values of C differing by more than 2 per 
cent. from the average value of the uncrossed results shown 
at the top of the column are marked with an asterisk above 
and to the right. All values of C differing from this average 
value of © by more than 1 per cent, are marked with a plus. 
or minus, above and to the left, to show the nature of the 
divergence. . 

# Trans. Amer. Electrochemical Soc. xiv. p. 35 (1908). 
+ Ann. der Physik, (4) xxv. p. 569 (1908). 
t Inaugural-Dissertation, Rostock, 1908, “Ueber die innere Ver-- 

dampfungswarme.” 
§ Journ. Amer. Chem. Soc. xxxi. p, 1099 (1909). 
|| Phil. Mag. xx. p, 665 (1910). 
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Tas.e IT.—-Values of C (continued). 

ih ; Sulphur | Carbon Nitrous 
Sean a duexide. dioxide. oxide. 

Ay. C. 1-622 1-707 1-762 1-513 
Temp. = 
—30° 1-608 1°738 

a 

—20 1615 1-789 1-503 

—10 1-712 

0 1-622 1-712 1-760 1-637 * 

20 1:629 1-679 1-682 * 1-521 

40 1-634 1697 

BDin ai | 1-670 * | 
: | 80 | page | 

Fy ake 
| 109 ;  ba4 
| aE | | 

120 1°736 
ut 

140 1:818 * 

| Crit. temp... 181°0 | 1560-0 | 310-35 | 38°8 

The results shown in Table II. justify the conclusion that 

at very low vapour pressures the equation A=CRT In Dp Pf 

posed by Dieterici is not exactly true. The remarkable, and 
apparently exact, agreement with the facts given by this equation 
at higher temperatures deserves the closest attention and study. 

For a discussion of this equation the papers by Dieterici, 
Richter, and the author, already cited, should be consulted, 
and a later study by W. Steinhaus* has just appeared. The 
equation undoubtedly marks an important step forward, and 
must aid greatly in understanding the theory of liquids. 

Part IIll.— The Relation of Temperature and 
Molecular Attraction. 

In the series of papers cited I have held that the most 
direct and natural interpretation to give equation I is that 
it is caused by a force among the individual molecules 
following the law 

mv 
Ber yl Witt el oki) 

* Inaugural-Dissertation, Kiel, 1910, “Studien zum Problem der 
Zustandsgleichung.” 

Phil. Mag. S. 6. Vol. 22. No. 127. July 1911. H 

bo 
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where pw is a constant for any given species of molecule, m is 
the mass of the molecule, and s is the average distance apart 
of the molecules. This interpretation considers the attractive 
force of a given molecule as a definite and constant property 
of the molecule, not capable of indefinite multiplication by 
the introduction of other molecules into the surrounding 
space. This definite force is absorbed or used up at an 
average distance s depending upon the distance apart of the 
molecules. This view is fully discussed in the article in the 
Journ. Phys. Chem., May 1911. 

If the law of the molecular force is known it would seem 
on first. inspection a simple matter to write the general 
equation of state for any substance, but such is by no means 
the case. Temperature has per se no influence upon the 
molecular attraction. The constancy of the results shown at 
different temperatures in Table I. for the substances examined 
is conclusive evidence upon that point. But it should be 
noted that while equation 1 is tested for each substance over 
a very wide range of temperature, yet during each individual 
test the temperature is constant, since the substance tested 
each time simply changes from liquid to vapour under a 
definite pressure and at a definite temperature. While, there- 
fore, the constancy of the results at different temperatures 
as shown in Table I. is conclusive evidence that the change 
of temperature in the substance has not changed the attrac- 
tive force operating between the molecules, yet the temperature 
has been one factor determining the vapour pressure and the 
densities of liquid and vapour at each temperature. The 
question to be now considered is, In what way does the effect 
of temperature combine with the law of molecular attraction 
in order to produce a given density under a given pressure ? 

The problem is by no means easy of solution for reasons 
that will later appear. It seems best, therefore, first to 
consider carefully and fully the energy relations of two 
masses governed by the law of attraction given. Then later 
to apply the knowledge obtained, so far as can be done, to 
nm masses. 

The law given in equation 2 for the molecular force differs 
in some respects from the law of gravitation, and yet I have 
stated at length* reasons for believing that both the molecular 
force and the gravitational force are identical in origin and 
character and are governed by the same law. It is not 
possible to go into this discussion here further than to say 
that the law given in equation 2 deals with the totality of 
the force of a given molecule or mass, while Newton’s law 

* Journ. Phys. Chem., May 1911. 
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of gravitation shows how this total force is distributed among 
various masses. In considering the problem of two bodies 
it will greatly shorten the necessary discussion to consider 
that they are governed by the gravitational law of force, 
since the consequences of both laws, so far as they concern 
the point under discussion, are identical. The problem of two 
bodies under the influence of the gravitational attraction has 
of course been completely solved, and the relations pointed 
out below are therefore not new. But certain of the appli- 
eations made of these recognized mechanical consequences 
are new so faras [am aware. At any rate it is certain that 
the idea that molecular attraction is affected by temperature 
is so widespread, and has been considered such a necessary 
deduction from so many facts, that every precaution must 
be taken to set forth clearly their true rejationship. For 
this reason I state the various steps involved, though leaving 
the reader to obtain the proof of the more fundamental 
statements from any suitable work on analytical or celestial 
mechanics. 

It will be assumed that the two bodies are spheres and 
homogeneous in concentric layers. It will also be assumed 
that the two bodies, and every particle of the two bodies, are 
subject to the action of a force f, which obeys the law of 
gravitation as proposed by Newton : 

M1 My 
ee heron 7 . e . . ° ° (3) 

where m, and mz, are the masses of the two attracting particles, 
s is their distance apart, and & isa constant. It can then be 
shown that :— 

1. The attraction of the two bodies will act as though it 
proceeded from the centres of the spheres, and will be pro- 
portional to the respective masses of the spheres, and will 
vary inversely as the square of their distance apart. 

2. Whatever the relative motion of the two spheres may 
become, the centre of mass of the two spheres will retain its 
original condition, remaining either at rest or moving ina 
straight line with constant speed. 

3. The force of attraction will cause the two bodies to 
describe similar conics around their common centre of 
eravity. 

4. The motion of one body with respect to the other is in 
a plane passing through the centre of the other. 

5. The mass m, will move with reference to the centre of 
mass m, precisely as if its mass had been added to the mass 

H 2 
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of my, while itself had become a mere particle. This relative 
orbit will in all respects be like the actual one around the 
centre of gravity, only magnified in the proportion 
M+ Mg 

a 
orbit, the proportions of the relative orbit must therefore be 

To reduce the relative orbit of m, to the true 

Ms 
M,+ M2" 

any point of its relative orbit must be multiplied by the same 
factor in order to obtain its true velocity. In order to obtain 
the true energy HE, of mz, its velocity squared at any point of 

The velocity v, of m, obtained at multiplied by 

mM" 

(m,+m,)?" 

relations hold for the motion of particle m, around the centre 
of m4. 

6. The force governing the motion of the two bodies can 
therefore be regarded as proceeding from the centre of either 
body, the other being reduced to a mere particle, and the 
force would be measured by 

Similar 
: : | IMs 1 

its relative orbit must be multiplied by S 

fof _ Ses 
2 8? 

e isused to denote k(m,+m,). Later in this article I speak 
of this centre of force as the centre of mass. This is not, 
strictly speaking, correct, but the transformation is easily 
made as already described. 

7. Since energy = \ f.ds, the energy changes involved in 
bringing the particles from distance s, to distance s; 1s 

S 
"1 My Leal 

< { k + .ds=kmym, (-- } wi Payal) 
a So Sy Se) 85 

If ss=« then this expression becomes That is to 
kmyms 

say, the energy given out as two bodies approach each ether, 
multiplied by the distance apart of the bodies, is equal to a 
constant which depends on the product of the masses of the 
two bodies : 

Ho. SSE ina. sa OP) 

8. If we consider the mutual interaction of two bodies in 
space we might consider that the force acting between these 
bodies was of a mutual character, and that it acted con- 
tinuously on both bodies. The question, Will the same 
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force acting for the same time on two different masses 
produce in the masses the same amount of kinetic energy ? 
would therefore seem to be a perfectly proper question. But 
on analysis it will be seen that the question cannot be 
directly answered from the usual standpoint. For fs= Ei and 
jt=mv, é denoting time. When using the usual nomen- 
clature we can therefore only speak of the force between the 
bodies as acting through a certain distance when producing 
energy, and can consider it as acting for a certain time only 
with reference to the momentum produced. 

As two bodies come together from an infinite distance 
under their mutual attraction, kinetic energy is not developed 
equally in the two bodies. For the force acting on the two 
bodies is the same. Now f=ma, where a is the acceleration 
produced, and ft=mat. Sinse a=v/t, we have ft=mtv/t =mv. 
But 7é is the same for each body. Therefore 

Ui Maou (oa / Anca a ere 

Now the energy of mass m, when moving witli velocity v, 
is 1/2m,v,?, and similarly for the energy of mass m, we havo 
1/2movo", and 

km Jt 
. ¢ } D 

1/2my,v,? + 1/2mgv,.? = —— . 
s 

Substituting for v, its value from equation 7, we have 

M+ Mz km, mg 
1/2myv,? (™="2) a a 

Ms s 

and therefore 

Y Sen aye ee 
is 1/2myv,? a Mo , km my sel kinynry 1 

My + Mg 3S Mm +mM, S$° (8) 

He mus — my hinyms ie km mg é 1 

2 Wimp ile eS m+ Ms, $° 

It should be noticed that we have answered the question 
above asked only by introducing an experimental fact, namely, 
that masses mutually determine in each other accelerations 
inversely proportional to the masses accelerated. From 
equation 8, K,m,=H,m,, a result that follows at once from 
equation 7. 

9. It is convenient to consider the orbit of the smaller 
body with reference to the centre of mass of the larger body. 
Considering the most general case, that is where the body 
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has an initial velocity of projection, v3, the velocity acquired, 
v, is governed by the following law :— 

Le st il 
Paret2e(= ~~). Me 

The path pursued by the body with reference to the centre 
of mass chosen (the centre of the larger body) will be an 
ellipse (or its limiting case a circle), a parabola (which marks 
the boundary between the ellipse and the hyperbola), or 
hyperbola (or its limiting case a straight line), according as 

v3” 1s less than, equal to, or greater than The increase 

of velocity caused by the approach of the body towards the 
centre from any distance is independent of the initial velocity 
of the body, or of the path pursued between s, and s,, but 
depends solely on the magnitudes s, and s, and is given by 
the expression 

ontare( ~~) | SR ENGEED)) 

10. Assuming that the body is initially at rest at an infinite 
distance from the centre of mass, equation 10 takes the form 

ge ee 
Ss} 

If s, becomes zero, then the velocity acquired would be 
infinite. The distance between the centres of the bodies 
could not become zero. It is probable that the speed gained 
by the bodies as they approached would cause Newton’s law 
to be disobeyed, and that even the surfaces of two ordinary 
particles could not come into actual contact with each other. 

Jf sy=2s,, then equation 10 gives 

oe 9 ol (12) 

That is, a body acquires as mucl: energy in falling from 2s, 
to s; as in falling from infinity to 2s). 

11. The energy abstracted from the ether is proportional 
to the square of the velocity which the bedy gains due to the 
action of the attractive forces, and is equal to one-half the 
mass of the body times the square of the velocity gained. 
It is perhaps hardly necessary to point out that if the body 
starts at an infinite distance trom the centre of mass it cannot 
follow an elliptical or circular orbit in approaching, or with 
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reference to, the centre of mass, unless the body loses to 
some third body some of its kinetic energy. This follows 

(4 

because if its total velocity at any point is so great as as 
1 

it will, as remarked under 9, necessarily follow a straight 
line, parabola, or hyperbola, as its path, and will eventually 
return to the infinite distance at which it started. If, there- 
tore, the body starts from rest at an infinite distance from the 
centre of mass, the total velocity gained by the body, due to 
the action of the attractive force, is given by equation 11, 
and this equation is equally true for any path (parabola, 
hyperbola, or straight line) which the body may take in 
approaching the centre of mass, as can be seen from equation 
10. The statement already made under section 7 holds good, 
therefore, under all circumstances, and is quite independent 
of the paths pursued by the bodies during their approach. 

If two bodies under the action of Newton’s law of gravitation 
start originally at an infinite distance apart, the total amount 
of potential energy of the ether which may be transformed into 
kinetic energy by the approach of the bodies ts, under all 
‘curcumstunces, inversely proportional to the final Wistanes of the 
bodies from each other , and is given by the equation 

kmym, 
ar Pala Wey Mase edhe al) EO) 

. From section 11 it follows that in order that a body, 
acting under gravitational attraction, should move in a 
circular, or elliptical, or limited linear “orbit, it is necessary 
that it should part with some of the energy w ‘hich it would 
have attained had it assumed its position in the orbit by 
falling from an infinite distance. Since only mathematically 
ean two bodies with infinite orbits be regarded as forming a 
stable system, we may further state : 

Any two bodies forming a stable system under the action of 
gravitational attraction must have lost to some third body a part 
of the kinetic energy which they obtained from the ether in 
assuming that position of equilibrium. 

13. The amount of energy surrendered to a third body 
may easily be found for any particular orbit from the 
following considerations :— 

The period of a body is the same whether it moves in a 
circle, in an ellipse, or in a straight line, and is given by the 
expression 

2 eee he a eae 
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where a denotes the radius of a circular orbit, or the major 
semi-axis of an elliptical orbit, or one-half the distance from. 
the centre to the point of return on the linear orbit (one- 
fourth of the total orbit). 

14. Since the circumference of a circular orbit is 27a, and 

the velocity = ereunite =uc® it follows that for a body 
period 

moving in a circular orbit 

ps and =<... (14) 
27a? a 

Now the velocity squared, acquired by the same body in 
falling from an infinite distance to its circular orbit is given 
by equation 11 and is 2e/a. Evidently, therefore, one-half 
of the total energy acquired by the body must have been 
transferred to some third body before it could assume its 
stable circular orbit, and we can state: 

Two bodies moving in circular orbits around their common 
centre of mass under the action of gravitation before they could 
assume this position of stable equilibrium must have surrendered 
to some outside third body one-half of the kinetic energy which 
they gained from the ether by their approach. 

15. The speed cf a body moving in an ellipse is at every 
point equal to that which it wouid acquire in falling from 
the circumference of a circle, with centre at the origin and 
radius equal to the major axis of the conic, to the ellipse. 
For the velocity when moving in an elliptical erbit is given 

by 
(Oe aie fe 4 : 
a) +p) -?=<(,- 2 

where s; is the distance from the origin and a is the major 
semi-axis, From equation 10, making the velocity in the 
orbit equal the velocity acquired in falling from s», we have 

Deas Wal ipa a 
ee == Y —_— —- ONO . ry e 1 ) 
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Therefore the energy retained by a body moving in an 
elliptical orbit is equal to the energy that it would acquire 
in falling into its orbit from a distance from its centre of 
mass equal to the major axis, 2a, of its orbit. The body 

must have previously surrendered to some third body an 
amount of energy equal to that which it would acquire in 
moving from an infinite distance from the centre of mass to 
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the distance 2a. The velocity acquired by such motion is 

given by equation 11 as v?= = , and the energy acquired by 

the body and surrendered to some third body before it could 
me 
2a 

amount of energy must be abstracted from a body in order 
that it shall move in a circular orbit of radius a. We may 
therefore state : 
A body moving in an elliptical orbit under the action of 

gravitational attraction can be made to move tn a circular orbit 
whose radius is equal to the major semi-axis of the elliptical 
orbit without adding to, or subtraciing from, the kinetic energy 
of the body. 

16. The limited linear orbit is a special case of the ellipse, 
just as the infinite line was a special case of the hyperbola. 

273? 
The total length of the orbit is 4a, the period is Dihee , and 

assume its stable elliptical orbit is But exactly this 

therefore the average velocity (as regards time) in the orbit 

paged € : : 
is — a The actual velocity has varying values from 

zero ha infinity. The body in falling from infinity to the 
distance 2a from the centre of mass must have received, 

! © i 
according to equation 11,a velocity such that ?=—. Now 

a 
in the linear orbit, conceived as commencing at 2a and ex- 
tending to the centre and then returning, its velocity at the 
point 2a is zero. By equation 12 the body will have regained 
as much velocity in falling from 2a to @ as it gave out in 
falling from infinity to 2a when it was brought to rest at 2a. 
Clearly, therefore, we can substitute for a linear orbit a circular 
orbit of radius equal to one-fourth of the total linear orbit 
without changing the energy conditions of the body. 

17. The arithmetical mean distance of a body from the 
centre of mass, when the body is moving in a linear orbit 
whose origin is distant 2a from the centre of mass, is a. 
Similarly = ahen the body is moving in an elliptical orbit the 
arithmetital mean distance from the centre of mass is the 
major semi-axis a. Therefore we can state as the result of 
the discussions under 14, 15, and 16, that 

Phe energy gwen out by any two bodies originally at rest at 
an infinite distance apart in forming any stable configuration 

under the action of gravitational attraction is equal to the kinetic 
energy which they retain and ts, for either body, inversely 
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proportional to its mean distance from their common centre 
of mass. ; 

If we designate the kinetic energy of motion in its orbit at 
this mean distance from the centre of mass retained by 
particle m, as Eyo and the energy lost as yz, and similarly 
for particle m,., we shall have, when EH, denotes the total 
attractive potential energy obtained from the ether: 

kiny Ms 

Ha= Eyo + Eyy, + Boo + Hop = ae = NIE) 

M,+ mM, § 

, 2 
By, =Eo= 1/2 «by 

\ e e ° . 18 

km? ms | | ( ce) 

Wain & 2 
Bop = Fao = 1/2 

These equations govern the energy relations of two masses in 
stable equilibrium under all circumstances. 

18. Jf we supply a given amount of energy, say Hi, to a 
system with a circular orbit, or in fact with any orlit, then the 
evact orbit followed will depend upon the exact way in which 
the energy is added. Since the amount of “lost” energy is 
decreased by this addition of energy to the system, and since 
Ho=Hyz, the amount of orbital energy must also be decreased. 
That is to say, the major semi-axis, or the radius, must be 
increased, and the potential energy must be increased by an 
amount equal to 2K, one- half of this amount being added to 
the system and one-half coming from the decrease of the mean 
orbital velocity in the system. The mean orlital kinetic energy 
of the system can only be increased by abstraction of energy 
—not by addition of energy. This remarkable fact may be 
a well-known mechanical consequence of the motion of two 
bodies under the gravitational law of attraction, but its 
significance does not seem to have been appreciated by those 
trying to express the relationship between temperature and 
molecular attraction. For the above fact leads at once to 
the question: How can the temperature of a system of two 
bodies be increased hy the addition of energy, since addition o 
energy seems to necessitate a loss of mean orlital velocity ? 
We might as well go to the bottom of the trouble at once. We 
have no generally accepted definition of tempefature, or 
better, perhaps, no generally accepted idea of temperature 
that will apply to a system under the influence of attractive 
forces. If there are no attractive forces then what we call 
temperature is proportional to, and is measured by, the 
kinetic energy of the moving - particles (molecules). But if 
attractive forces exist, this definition of temperature no longer 
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holds good. Some few people have been misled into thinking 
that Clerk Maxwell’s investigation of the distribution of 
velocity in a system of moving particles applies to a system 
under the influence of attractive forces, but such is not the 
case. The mistake has arisen because the investigation is 
sometimes quoted with no very clear statement of the funda- 
mental suppositions of the mathematical investigation, and 
because the investigation has been shown to apply to compo- 
site molecules if there is no residual attraction between the 
molecules. Butif there is molecular attraction, Clerk Maxwell’s 
investigation will not apply. 

It is worthy of note that if, after the addition of energy 
amounting to Hz, the new orbit assumed be spherical, ‘hie 
new velocity will, as stated, be less than it was before by Ex. 
Now if, by any arrangement, the body could be held in its 
new orbit, and its temperature (velocity squared) increased 
to HE; greater than its original temperature (velocity squared), 
then the total energy necessary for this purpose would be 
3H; I mention this because it might have some connexion 
with the fact that the total energy required to bring most 
metals into the molten condition at their melting point is 
very approximately three times the energy that would be 
necessary to raise a perfect monatomic gas of the same 
molecular weight to the same temperature. 

19. The absurdity of trying to define temperature as the 
kinetic energy of the particles in a system under the influence 
of attractive forces can be seen if the chemical reaction 

H,+O=H,O is considered. I have shown* that the 16 
grams of oxygen and the 2°016 grams of hy drogen taking 
part in the above reaction, together at —273° C. occupy 
34°78 c.c., and when occupying this volume at that tempera- 
ture they contain 67,300 calories more of energy than does 
the 18°016 grams of ice which they form if united, and which 
occupies a volume of 19:21 c.c. 

There is no supposition whatever connected with this fact, 
except the slight uncertainty due to the measurements and 
their extrapolation, and this uncertainty is probably not 
ereater than 100 calories. The total energy possessed by 
the hydrogen and oxygen at — 273° C. is probably very much 
more Ahan 67,300 eilonies: and may be many times that 
amount, for we have no evidence whatever as to the energy 
which the ice possesses at that temperature. We only know 
that the energy of the ice is 67,300 calories less than the 
amount possessed by the equivalent hydrogen and oxygen 
before the combination. The ice may, and in our opinion 

* Trans. Amer. Electrochemical Society, xiv. p. 85 (1908). 
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certainly does, possess a vast store of energy. Its store of 
energy is perhaps comparable to that possessed by radium. | 

In what form does the 67,300 calories of energy possessed 
by the 34°78 ¢.c. of hydrogen and oxygen at —273° C. 
exist ? Jf the same mechanical laws which govern larger 
masses of matter and energy at higher temperatures apply 
to the hydrogen and oxygen at —273 C., then a stable 
system could not exist if all of the energy were kinetic, or if 
all of the energy were potential, but some portion of the 
energy must be potential and some portion must be kinetie. 
There has never been the slightest evidence produced to show 
that these mechanical laws do cease to hold at —273° C., or 
with small subdivisions of mass, and therefore I think it 
probable that at —273° C. the small particles—atoms if you 
please to call them so—of hydrogen and oxygen are in 
exceedingly rapid motion around their common centre of mass. 

Considering the two bodies under discussion it seems clear 
that when they are moving in circular orbits around their 
common centre of mass, their orbital velocity does not con- 
stitute ‘‘temperature’’ motion. ‘Two particles in such motion 
would constitute a stable system such as a hydrogen, Hg, or 
oxygen, O,,molecule. The temperature of the system would 
be zero if the centre of mass were stationary. 

20. If we attempt to consider how three bodies attain and 
maintain a system in stable equilibrium under the assumed 
law of foree—the gravitational law—we find that mathema- 
tical analysis has as yet failed to completely solve the problem. 
And yet the energy relations involved can hardly be supposed 
greatly different from those already discussed for two bodies. 
It would seem fairly certain that each body in order to form 
a stable system would have to surrender some of the energy 
which it would acquire from the ether in coming into its 
orbital position from an infinite distance, and would retain 
some of this energy. The problem of four bodies is yet 
greatly more complicated, and it will always be impossible 
for mathematical analysis to follow n bodies through their 
mutual individual actions and orbits. 

While leaving the safe ground of mathematical analysis 
we are yet experimentally certain that n bodies in coming 
together do give out a certain amount of energy, and I have 
shown in the papers cited* that the energy given out (“lost”’) 
by these n bodies on coming together follows exactly the 
same law shown to hold for two bodies, namely :— 

iy.) s= constant. °.° eee 

* See the eighth and ninth articles in the Journ. Phys. Chem. or the 
article in the Phil. Mag. 
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(The constant in this equation may not be the same constant 
as in equation 6, but there is no way of comparing the 
absolute values of the constants. Otherwise the equations 
are identical.) I have as yet tound no satisfactory way of 
determining the “mean orbital”? energy retained by the n 
molecules in coming together, but it seems certain from the 
constancy of the results shown in. Table I. that the amount 
of orbital energy retained is either zero or proportional to 
the amount of energy given out. (In my earlier papers I 
expressed the opinion that the total kinetic energy of a mole- 
cule in the liquid and in the gaseous condition were the same. 
This statement I am now convinced was an error. ‘The 
liquid molecules retain, in addition to their temperature 
energy, an “orbital” energy, which being proportional to 
the energy given out, that is to the internal heat of vaporl- 
zation, was ‘at the time undetected.) 

Although certainty 1s ini possibite: it would seem pretty 
safe to guess that when n bodies are drawn together under 
the influence of their mutual attractions according to the 
eravitational-molecular law that :— 

a. Whatever energy is lost is lost equally by the n bodies. 
b. Whatever energy is retained is retained equally by the 

n bodies. 
When the bodies are close together, as in a liquid, the 

average attraction on an interior particle is balanced, but 
this balance of attraction is destroyed many times in a second. 
Any molecule is continually under the action of enormously 
great attractions. Its velocity must therefore be continually 
changing—at one instant nearly zero, at another instant 
probably very great. If its motion is viewed as a whole, a 
molecule of a Tiquid probably proceeds with great velocity 
around a more or less changing centre of mass. 
We might, in line wi ‘th the last sentence of section Eo 

consider temperature motion to be the motion of the centres 
of mass suggested in ¢ above. But these centres of mass 
would usually be mere mathematical points only occasionally 
coinciding with a real mass. A motion of these centres of 
mass would therefore be in reality a motion of the individual 
molecules above the motion required for maintaining fe 
equilibrium under the given attractive forces. Probably 
clearer idea of the true situation can be obtained En a 
different standpoint. 

21. Consider a circular orbit and a corresponding ellip- 
tical orbit. (By a corresponding orbit I mean an orbit that 
could be substituted without adding to or subtracting from 
the energy of the system.} The amount of energy retained 
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by each system is the same and the amount given up is the 
same. In order, therefore, to reduce either system to an 
unstable configuration the same amount of energy would 
have to be added, and it would seem that the systems must 
be equally stable. The area of the circle is ra? and the area 
of the ellipse is zab. The volumes of the corresponding 
sphere or ellipsoids of revoiution are 4/37a*, and 4/37ab? or 
4/37a*b. Now b is less than a, and zf we consider the system 
to occupy the corresponding solids of revolution, the energy of 
the circular system takes up more space than the energy of the 
elliptical system. This will appear yet more clear if we 
consider that the limit of the elliptical orbit, as b approaches 
zero, 1s the linear orbit. 

The energy retained by the system per unit of space is 
therefore greater the more elliptical the orbit. In a system 
of n particles it seems to me therefore that 2f we have a system 
with a certain amount of energy the orbits will be circular of 
the endeavour is to have the energy as little concentrated per 
unit of space as possible. If the system endeavours to concen- 
trate the energy per unit of space as much as possible then 
elliptical orlits will result. 

Increase of temperature might be viewed as an increased 
concentration of kinetic energy in space, and we have seen 
that the more elliptical the orbit the more concentrated the 
energy per unit of volume. Apparently, therefore, only in 
one way could the addition of energy cause an increase of 
kinetic energy per unit of volume in the system and yet 
cause a decrease in the mean orbital energy, and that is by 
causing an increased ellipticity of orbit. 
A rise or fall of temperature does not change the nature or 

the amount of the molecular attractive force. It merely deter- 
mines the orbit that the molecules will follow in obedience to the 
attractive force. 

22. Some light is thrown upon the relation between 
temperature and molecular attraction by a study of the 
relations at the critical temperature. In a gas indefinite 
expansion takes place as the pressure is decreased. This 
shows that the attraction between the molecules cannot be 
great enough to make the paths of the molecules closed 
eurves. In a liquid, while undoubtedly many molecules 
whose velocity is above the average molecular velocity are 
continually flying away from the surface, yet it must certainly 
be the case that most of the molecules are drawn back by 
the molecular attraction. There must be for each substance 
a certain temperature at which the molecules attain suf-- 

ficient. velocity to fly apart to an infinite distance, without 
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condensation, if the pressure were suddenly released. This 
point would mark the change from elliptical to hyperbolic 
orbits among the particles. From section 9, for two particles, 
the relations between the molecular velocity v, the absolute 
force between the moleenles which I will here eall », and the 
disiance apart of the molecules s, is given by the relation 

Di 

PALIN EDL nearly eae aan, 9 
Sy 

For a system of n particles, in accordance with the ideas 
expressed in section 20, I believe the same relation would 
hold. 

Now it is a common idea that at the critical temperature 
the kinetic energy of the molecules of a liquid (gas) under 
the critical pressure just balances the attraction. The idea 
rests on the diminution and final disappearance of surface 
tension at the critical temperature, and the fact that a liquid 
at its critical temperature may be changed to a gas without 
the addition of external energy, that is by an infinitesimal 
change in pressure, the heat of vaporization being zero. It 
must, then, be at this point that equation 20 will hold good. 
If we proceed on the supposition that the total molecular 
velocity at the critical temperatare can be calculated as for a 

: 4 Sy : 
perfect gas, then the velocity v is equal to ahs —, where cis a 

: m 
constant. The distance apart of the molecules s is equal to 

3 f/m : 7 
C9 a where ¢, is a constant. The absolute force pu 

c c 

between the molecules can be obtained from equation 1, and 

is, as I have shown in the papers cited, equal to c; Vv mp’ 

Substituting these values in equation 20 we have 

4 by 3 Tae af ; Bi 

Peon as. 2c. / ML my’ Vd, 
on. Noe a can =constant. . (21) 

Cc 

This equation is tested for the substances under examina- 
tion and the results of the test are shown in Table IJI. The 
data for the twenty-six substances shown were obtained from 
the excellent measurements by Young already cited. The 
approximate truth of equation 21 is abundantly confirmed, 
aithough the variations in the constant shown are con- 
siderably greater than can be attributed to the error of the 
measurements used. 
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Tase III. 

m a amp! s/, de 
Substance. T p! / de. eas 7 Ey C. 

Equation 21.| Eq. 24. | Eq. 26. 

Mth oxrdere csr enacdco.: "1587 66°42 10-5 18°79 1-767 
Dirisoprepyd cess s. = 1721 60°70 10-4 17:33 1-751 
Dicisobutyl sce ts. soe. “2076 54:17 11-2 14:36 1886 
Hsomentane senescence) "1565 65-01 10:2 19-06 1-705 
Normal pentane ......... | °1534 | 67°58 10:4 19-45 1737 

Sear NOK Ora cnt oe tee: "1696 63°39 10-7 17-58 1803 
Aor | heptane: (e004 42 1854 60:79 ies 16:08 1-890 
bh GEA» 00t..heou! "2005 57:3 IES) 14:87 1-926 

Hexamethylene............ | “1521 67:27 10-2 19°61 1-715 
Wenizemel. eke es ecssacng a: fo PISO) 73°49 10:2 21°45 1-713 
Fluor-benzene ............ iohaseas Wells 60°60 10°4 17°36 1-745 
Chlor-benzene ............ “1780 58:38 10-4 167 1-743 
Brom-benzene ............ "2344 43°59 10:2 12°72 Lye 
Todo-benzene............... "2828 36°20 102 10 54 1717 
Carbon tetrachloride ...| +2765 36 22 10-0 10°78 1680 
Stannic chloride ......... 4407 24:00 10-6 6°76 1775 
Methyl formate ......... PPI ay Ih teeemis) 10°4 2419 1-744 
Ethyl formate ............ | +1457 73°52 10-7 20°47 1-796 
Methyl acetate ............ 1461 75°35 11-0 20°41 1:846 
Propyl formate...........: "1637 66°81 10°9 18-21 1834 
Ethyl acetate ............ 1684. 66°75 11:2 bear 1885 
Methyl propionate ...... 1660 | 67:18 V1 Ss a eee 
iPropyliacetaie yc saeeese- 1859 62°04 11°5 16:04 1954 
Ethyl propionate ......... "1870 61:07 11-4 15°95 1-914 
Methyl butyrate ......... "1842 | 61:14 113 16°19 1°888 
Methyl isobutyrate ...... "1889 | 59-29 11-2 | 1579) Sai 

The relations are, however, not so simple as the above 
argument would seem to indicate. For equation 21 can be 
immediately obtained by combining equation 1 and the 

relation of Dieterici, X=CRT es and obtaining the limit 

of the resulting equation at the critical temperature. Thus 
we have, when v and V denote volumes of one gram of liquid 
and vapour respectively : 

CK OILS CM (22) 
URTV ie) eR ln Ve Vor? + Vc a e 

which at the critical temperature becomes 

eit he je Ne gi eae Cae my ae (23) 

oh. eed, 3x 1-936 

Now the kinetic energy, Ez, of the molecules of one gram 
of a substance at the critical temperature is 

1 

B= 3/2RT.=2979— calories,’ 20 aaueeues) 
1 
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and the energy necessary to overcome the molecular attraction 
and cause the molecules to fly apart to an infinite distance is, 
from equation 1, since D=0, 

ee eCalTiese e)4:, (oe te am 

Hquation 23 may therefore be written: 
/ FF : 

_ wx/de _ energy necessary to overcome molecular attraction 
C— 

2 Ex 2x kinetic energy of molecules 

(26) 
I give the values of H; obtained from equation 24 and of 

C as obtained from equation 26 in Table IIL. If the values 
of C there shown be compared with the average value of C 
for the substance in question as given in Table II. a satisfactory 
agreement will be noted. 

I have cited these relations because they indicate some 
simple and deep-seated relation between the energy of mole- 
cular attraction and the temperature energy. Ido not pretend 
to understand the significance of these relations clearly myseif. 
But of this I feel sure, the fact that it is possible to dis- 
tinguish and find a simple relation between the energy of 
molecular attraction and the kinetic (temperature) energy of 
the molecules at the critical temperature points to the correct- 
ness of the conclusion formerly reached, namely : Change of 
temperature does not change the nature or the amount of the 
molecular attractive force. The temperature merely determines 
the orbit that the molecules will follow in obedience to the 
attractive force. 

Camden, S. C., U.S.A., 
Dec. 9th, 1910. 

VI. The Pianoforte Bridges. By G. H. Berny™. / 

[Plate I.] 

ia every pianoforte there are two bridges: one of which 
we may call the fixed bridge, which is the higher in 

the Upright pianoforte and nearer the key-board in the 
Grand ; and the other we may call the free bridge, which is 
glued and screwed direct to the sound-board in both types 
of instrument. 

The fixed bridge is usually of metal and forms part of the 
framing of the pianoforte. It is practically rigid and not 
directly connected to the sound-board, and therefore plays 

* Communicated by Prof. E. H. Barton, D.Se., F.R.S.E. 

iene. Mag. S. 6. Vol. 22. No. 127. July 1911. if 
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no part in communicating the vibrations of the string to the 
sound-board. It is used to determine the vibrating length 
of the string and the striking-point of the hammer. 

Some experiments with the other or free bridge are recorded 
in this paper. 

The construction of the pianoforte may be illustrated by 
fig. 1. The iron frame is omitted for the sake of clearness. 
A isa heavy beam of wood, holding B, B’, 
pieces of beech into which the tuning-pins 
C, C’ are driven. OD is the sound-board, 
supported by the fillets H, H’. The sound- 
bar F is glued to the back of the sound- 
board. Gris the fixed and H the free bridge. 
The steel string K passes between two iron 
pins driven into the free bridge H : these 
pins are not parallel but dip towards one 
another, and hold the string on the bridge 
but do not prevent it from sliding over the 
face of the bridge when the string is being 
tuned. The part of the string between H 
and C is technically called the back-wire, 
and is permanently damped by a piece of 
baize. The vibrating length of string is 
that portion between G and H, and when 
struck with a pianoforte hammer it is forced 
towards the sound-board. 

There are three different ways in which 
the vibration of the string may be trans- 
mitted to the sound-board through the free 
bridge. 

(1) Any deflexion of the string will ob- 
viously cause a pull upon the free bridge H 
in a direction parallel to the string and 
towards the fixed bridge G. The move- 
ment of the bridge will be transmitted to 
the sound-board, deflecting it towards the 
back wire in the upper half and away from 
the string in the lower half. As the string 
comes back to its normal position the bridge and sound- 
board will also be allowed to return, but as the string swings 
out and away from the sound-board the bridge will again 
be subject to a pull parallel to the string, and the sound- 
board will be deflected in the same way as during the first 
movement of the string. In this way, the bridge and sound- 
board will have a frequency twice that of the string but, 
as the sound we hear comes from the sound-board and not 
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from the string, this is contrary to all experience, and a little 
consideration will show that the vibration of the string may 
be transmitted to the sound-board in two other ways. 

(2) Suppose the bridge to be capable of a small movement 
in a direction parallel to the string and to have a frequency 
double that of the string ; then it is possible to imagine the 
sound-board set in vibration by this movement of the bridge 
and to move towards the string on one downward motion of 
the bridge and away from the string on the second motion 
of the bridge, and thus the frequency of the sound-board 
would be in agreement with that of the string. (Melde’s 
experiments with tuning-forks and strings will occur to the 
reader.) If the sound-board and string were flat, any such 
motion of the bridge would mean a corresponding extension 
of the material of the sound-board and back-wire, and, con- 
sidering the high elasticity of pianoforte steel wire, whatever 
motion was possible would be exceedingly small. In practice, 
the sound-board is always curved like the belly of the violin 
and the string always passes at less than a right-angle over 
the edge of the free bridge. Leaving this movement of the 
bridge for the moment, let us consider the third way in which 
the sound-board may be set in vibration. 

(3) The string, as it vibrates, not only has a tendency to 
pull the bridge down parallel to itself but it presses and 
pulls the bridge during each vibration in a direction at right- 
angles to the string, thus setting bridge and sound-board in 
vibration with a frequency the same as that of the string, 
and also the two halves of the sound-board will be in phase 
with one another. 
A movement of the bridge and sound-board at right-angles 

to the string will increase or lower the tension in the back- 
wire, and when the tension is lowered will allow the bridge 
to move down slightly, parallel to the string, and in this 
way a vibration of the sound-board set up as in (2) above 
is made possible. 

Heperiments on Monochord. 

The following experiments were carried out on a monochord 
constructed as shown in fig. 1. The string used was 99 cm. 
long and was heavily spun with copper. It was taken 
from the last note on a pianoforte and was tuned to B,, 
(31 vbns/sec.). The sound-board was 15 cm. wide, 0°7 em. 
thick, and 86 cm. between the fillets. The sound-bar was 
2:0 em. thick and 2°16 cm. wide. The bridge was at the 
middle of the sound-board. 

The resistance offered by the free bridge to a horizontal 
er 
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‘and vertical deflexion was obtained in the following way :— 
A 6 lb. weight was attached to the middle of the string by a 
thin cord passing over a pulley and pulled the string towards 
the sound-board. The movement of the bridge was measured 
with a vernier microscope. Half the weight or 3 lbs. may 
be considered as acting on the free bridge. The observed 
mean deflexions of the free bridge were 0:060 cm. at right- 
angles to the string and 0:003 em. parallel to the string. 
When a force is applied at the middle of the string and at 
right-angles to it, the corresponding movement of the free 
bridge is therefore 20 times greater in the direction at right- 
angles to the string, or horizontally, than it is vertically. 
Tt would therefore seem that the horizontal motion of the 
bridge setting the sound-board in vibration, as in (3), is likely 
vo be much greater than the motion of the bridge parallel 
to the string and setting the sound-board in vibration as 
in (1) and (2). 

Photographic Curves. 

The next step was to obtain photographic time-displacement 
curves by means of the optical lever. 

A beam of light from an electric arc passes through a 
narrow vertical slit and falls upon a small concave mirror 
mounted on a tiny three-legged table. One leg of the table 
is connected to the face of the bridge, and the other two 
rest ina hole and slot respectively on an independent support. 
The table is held in place by elastic bands. Any movement 
of thebridge at right-angles to the string causes the beam 
of light reflected by the mirror to vibrate horizontally. The 
image of the slit is focussed on a strip of photographie film 
fastened round the drum of an ordinary phonograph. A 
horizontal slit is fastened immediately in front of the film, 
this allows a small square of light only to fall on the film. 
In front of the film is also a 1/1 plate shutter with pneumatic 
release. ‘To obtain the photograph of ths vibrations of the 
bridge parallel to the string the optical lever is mounted 
with one leg attached to the lower side of the bridge, and 
the vibrations of the beam of light being then vertical, the 
drum of the phonograph and the two slits have to be arranged 
accordingly. 

The distance of the leg of the optical lever attached to the 
bridge from the line joining the other two legs was 0°35 em., 
and the distance between the mirror and the film was 
127 cm. Thus the magnification would be 360. 

The speed of the film was 67:7 cm. per second. 
The string used was 99 cm. long between the bridges, was 
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heavily spun with copper, and tuned to B,, giving 31 vbns/sec. 
It was struck at 4 of its length from the fixed bridge by a 
pianoforte hammer. The force of the blow was made the 
same in all cases by a small weight being allowed to drop 
from a constant height on the key working the hammer. 
The exposure was made 3 seconds after the string was struck. 

No. 1 Pl. I. shows the optical lever mounted to record the 
horizontal vibrations of the bridge. 

No. 2 the same lever mounted to record the vertical 
vibrations. In both photographs L is the cross-bar carrying 
Bathick brass plate. Two legs of the optical lever T rest 
in a hole and slot respectively in the plate B. M is the 
mirror and § the straw. The latter, together with a small 
wooden base and a needle, acts as the third leg of the lever 
and forms the connexion with the bridge A. K is the sound- 
board. The three steel strings W were replaced in the expe- 
riment described by one steel string heavily spun with copper. 

No. 3 shows the curve for the vibration of the bridge at 
right-angles to the string. 

No. 4 shows the curve for the vertical vibration parallel 
to the string. 

The amplitude of No. 1 is about 5°3 times as great as that 
of No. 2. Although considerably greater the difference is 
not so much as the experiment with the weights described 
above would lead us to suppose. It will be noticed that the 
octave is prominent in No. 3, and in No. 4 we get only the 
octave as we should expect. 

Returning to the consideration of the vibration of the 
sound-board as set up in the manner described in (1), we 
saw that the bridge acting asa lever upon the sound-board 
would set the latter in vibration with its two halves in 
opposite phase. 

The optical lever gives usa means of testing this. Two 
levers were set up one on each side of the free bridge and 
about 7°5 cm. distant from it. A mirror on each lever 

_ threw images of the slit on the film, and a simultaneous 
photograph of the vibrations at these two points on the 
sound-board were thus obtained. 

Nos. 5 and 6 show this. Three steel strings, No. 18 gauge, 
137 em. long and tuned to A# 116, were used. It will be 
seen that the phase of the two is the same, and this shows 
that the sound-board is not set in vibration as described in (1). 

Soundless Vibrations of a String. 

An interesting little experiment which may be performed 
on any pianoforte may be here described. Place on the 
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lowest key of the instrument a small weight sufficient to 
keep the damper off the string. Then set this string vibra- 
ting by plucking it with the fingers. The sound thus 
produced will last about 10 or 15 seconds, but the string 
will continue to vibrate for another 30 seconds or longer, 

and during the latter part of the time no sound will be 
audible. 

The string vibrates in two planes: one parallel to the 
surface of the sound-board, and the other at right-angles to 
it. We have seen that the vibration of the string is trans- 
mitted to the sound-board most effectively by the pressing 
and pulling of the string on the bridge at right-angles to 
the surface of the sound-board. The vibration of the string 
in this plane is rapidly absorbed by the sound-board and 
therefore the audible sound rapidly ceases, but the vibration 
parallel to the surface of the sound-board does not set the 
latter in vibration to any appreciable extent, and therefore 
the vibration in this plane continues a much longer time and 
no sound is heard. By sliding a straight-edge along the face 
of the adjoining strings and gradually bringing it over the 
vibrating string, it will be found that the latter will hardly 
touch the straight-edge, thus showing the vibration to be 
in one plane. 

14 City Road, London, E.C. 
March 23, 1911. 
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VIL. Elliptic and other Interference with Reflecting Gratings. 
By C. Barus, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Physics at 
Brown University, Providence, U.S.A.™ 

1, FURST METHOD.—There are two or three typical 
cases in the use of reflecting gratings for the pro- 

duction of interferences in the spectrum, each of which 
shows peculiarly interesting features. The first of these is 
given in fig. 1, and corresponds closely to the method 
described for transmission gratings in a preceding paper f. 
If L is the source of light and M a glass plate grating, it 
was shown that plane mirrors in the positions G» and G,, 
each reflecting a spectrum from M, produce elliptical inter- 
ference whenever the rays returned after passing M by 
transmission and reflexion, respectively, are made to overlap 
in the spectrum, under suitable conditions. 

* Communicated by the Author. Abridged from a Report to the 
Carnegie Institution of Washington, D.C. Cf. Note in ‘Science,’ 
January 20, 191i. 

+ Phil. Mag. July 1910. 
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The present method is the converse of this, since the 
gratings and the opaque mirrors change places. Parallel 
rays from L strike the plate of glass M and the component 

Fig. 1. 

rays reach identical reflecting gratings G,, and Gp, placed 
symmetrically with respect to M at’an angle 7 to the E and 
L directions. The undeviated rays pass off eccentrically at 
R and are not seen in the telescope at HE. They may, 
however, be seen in an auxiliary telescope pointed in the 
line R, and they then facilitate the adjustments. Rays 
diffracted at the angle 27, however, are respectively trans- 
mitted and reflected by M and interfere in the telescope in 
the line E. Similarly rays diffracted at an angle @' >: 
interfere in the line D. 

To make the adjustment it is sufficient to bring the 
Fraunhofer lines in the two spectra seen at E into complete 
coincidence, horizontally and vertically. Coincidence of slit 
images at R (at least vertically) aids in the same result. It 
is also necessary that the rulings on G,, and G, and the slit 
should be parallel, or that the images of slit and spectra shall 
lie between the same horizontals in the field. One of the 
gratings, G,, may now be moved parallel to itself by the 
micrometer screw until the elliptic interferences appear. If 
the plate M is not half silvered there are three groups of 
these, as described in the preceding paper. Hach group 
passes from the initial degree of extreme fineness, through 
maximum size, to a final degree, for a play of the screw of 
about 1mm. There is the usual radial motion of the fringes, 
together with the drift through the spectrum as a whole. 
To bring out the set of solitary ellipses, the silvered surface 
of M should be towards the light and remote from the eye. 
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As a rule the adjustment is difficult, as an extra condition is 
imposed in the parallelism of the slit and the rulings of the. 
gratings. The ellipses are liable to be coarse with their 
axes oblique, clearer in some parts of the spectrum than in 
others, unless means are provided for placing the rulings 
accurately parallel. Even when well adjusted they are rather 
polygonal than rounded in their contours. They are about 
as strong with non-silvered glass M as with half-silvered 
glass ; but in view of the multiple spectra, the adjustment is 
much more difficult in the former case. 

It has been suggested that the white slit images must 
appear eccentrically in the direction R. Hence, if a special 
telescope is directed in this line, the final adjustment is. 
reached on coincidence of the proper slit images, provided 
the rulings of the gratings and the slit are parallel. 

For 6’ >1 the second series of interference spectra occurring 
at D eccentrically are broader, but only on perfect adjustment 
do they occur simultaneously with the other set. In fact, 
since for the preceding case i=86, or 

2 sin2z=)/D, 

and in the presen case 

sin 6'— sini=A/D, 
therefore 

sin 6’=3 sini=3 sin 6. 

There is also an available set in the second order to the 
left of E. In the gratings used above, D lies in front of Gn, 
being nearer the E than the L direction. 

2. Inversion of the Method.—The occurrence of the un- 
deviated ray R suggests another method. For if the white 
ray R is reversed, i. e. comes from an eccentric collimator, 
slit images will be seen in telescopes at L and EH, whereas 
overlapping spectra will appear in the direction D' eccentri- 
cally and in the lines Rand R’. One of the latter may be 
lost in the collimator. ‘The former occurs for the same 
angle 6’, so that 

sin 0’ =3 sin?. 

Moreover, if [=45° is the angle of incidence of L upon M 
when sodium light is taken, so that 

Cipla a 28. 

the R, D, D’ rays make angles 2i, 6’+i, 0’—2, respectively, 
with the E direction ; or the sum cf the angles at D and D’ 
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with the E line is 26’, their difference 27, and the rays D,. 
R, D’ intersect at a common centre on G,,. Hence, if we 
place the plane of G,, at the centre of the spectrometer and 
arrange M and G, eccentrically, the angles may be measured 
as before. 

3. Resolution of the Slit Image.—If the sharp white images. 
of the slit in a Michelson apparatus for the case in which the 
incident light consists of parallel white rays from a colli- 
mator, be accurately superimposed, and the opaque mirrors. 
be set at the proper distances from the semi-transparent 
mirror by the micrometer, the slit image may itself be viewed 
through a grating and will then show elliptic interferences 
in all the spectra. The apparatus is here eccentric, while 
the grating (either transmitting or reflecting) must be at the 
centre of the spectrometer, if angles are to be measured. 
The same is true for any of the other superimposed white 
slit images in the above or the earlier experiments, and may 
even be repeated with successive transmitting gratings. It 
is interesting to note that the position of the centre of ellipses. 
is at the same wave-length in all the spectra, though the form 
of ellipses may differ enormously. The same phenomenon 
may thus be seen by a number of observers at the same time, 
each looking through his own telescope. 

4. Third Method. Parallel Gratings——In this case the 
two halves of the grating treated are displaced parallel to 
themselves, from their original co-planar position in the 
erating, from which they are cut. Their mounting is thus 
something like the case of the two black plates of Fresnel’s 
mirror apparatus, one of the plates being adapted for dis- 
placement parallel to itself. 

In fig. 2, g and g' show the two halves of the reflecting 
grating, cut along the plane S, normal to the plates and 
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parallel to the rulings. The half g’ is provided with a micro- 
meter screw, so that it may be successively moved from the © 
position g’ in fig. 2 to the position g’ in fig. 3, through all 

intermediate positions, while the half g remains stationary. 
Each of the halves g and g’ is controlled by three adjustment 
screws (horizontal and vertical axes of rotation), to secure 
complete parallelism of the faces of the grating. Hach, 
moreover, may be rotated around a horizontal axis to place 
the lines parallel to the slit of the collimator. The duplex 
grating is mounted ona spectrometer as is usual for reflexion. 
Finally, each half may be raised and lowered and moved 
horizontally to and fro, parallel to itself, so that the half 
gratings when coplanar may approximately reproduce the 
original grating. ; 

After each of the spectra is clear as to Fraunhofer lines, 
the interferences here in question are produced by bringing 
these lines (the D lines for instance) into perfect coincidence, 
horizontally and vertically. Under these circumstances if 
the distance apart, e, is suitably chosen, the interference 
fringes will appear throughout the spectrum. These consist 
of an approximately equidistant series of lines parallel to the 
slit, 7. e. vertical lines, which are finer, cet. par., as the breadth 
of the crack at S between the gratings is larger. They may 
be increased from the extreme fineness as they enter the 
range of visibility, to a maximum coarseness (in the above 
experiments) of about 3 to 5 minutes of are per fringe, after 
which they vanish. They cannot in practice be passed through 
infinite size ; neither can they be produced symmetrically 
on the two sides of the adjustment for infinite size. They 
cannot, in other words, be changed from the positive to the 
negative condition of appearance. 
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The occurrences are in fact as follows: if, as in fig. 2, 
2>@ (parallel white rays coming from L and L/, R and R’ 
being reflected, D and D’ diffracted rays for the normal n), 
the grating g! must be in advance or forward of g. If now 
the airspace e is reduced micrometrically, g’ retreating, the 
lines travel in a given direction (from left to right) through 
the spectrum, while at the same time they grow continually 
larger until for a minimum value of e still positive, they 
vanish as a whole. The period of indistinctness before 
evanescence is not marked. 

On the other hand, if 6’>z7, as in fig. 3, the grating y’ 
must be to the rear of g and the airspace e is throughout 
negative. If this is now decreased numerically the lines 
travel through the spectrum in the opposite direction to the 
preceding case, while at the same time they coarsen until 
they vanish as a whole, as before. The grating g’ is still 
behind g when this occurs. 

Finally, if for any suitable value of e the grating g’ is 
moved in its own plane without rotation away from g, so as 
to widen the crack at S between them, the fringes grow 
continually finer until they pass beyond visibility, and vice 
versa; 1. ¢€., as the crack at S is made smaller the lines 
continually coarsen. 

5. Nature of the Evanescence——The fact that the lines 
vanish as a whole and almost suddenly after reaching their 
maximum distance apart is very peculiar, as is also the fact 
that they cannot be passed through infinite size or appear 
symmetrically on both sides of this adjustment. ‘To investi- 
gate this case | provided both the collimator and the telescope 
with slits so that the parts of the grating g and g' from which 
the interfering pencils come might be investigated. 

If a single vertical slit about 1 mm. wide is passed from 
right to left towards the objective of the telescope, a black 
line passes across the field of the spectrum, which line is 
merely the image of the crack at S. Let the green rays, fer 
instance, come from the edge of both gratings gy and g’, 
whereas the red rays and the violet rays come from but a 
single grating. Now when the space e is diminished, the 
black band in the green gradually vanishes, and in its 
place appear the coarsest fringes producible. When the 
slit Fis removed these coarse fringes disappear. The fringes 
visible through the slit have, however, both an inferior and 
superior limit in e and in angular size. When e is diminished 
to zero they vanish and when e is sufficiently increased they 
again vanish, though they now appear when the slit is either 
removed or widened. From this it follows that the coarsest 
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fringes come from the edges of the crack S of the gratings, 
and that the remainder of the grating will not produce coarse - 
fringes. By moving the slit the fringes may be made to 
appear in any other part of the spectrum. 

The same fact may be proved by putting a vertical slit 
over the lens of the collimator and allowing white light 
to fall on the edges of the grating at 8. Coarse fringes 
limited as to range and size are then seen throughout the 
spectrum. 

Whenever the slit or vertical stop is used, the fringes are 
exceptionally sharp and easily controlled for micrometry. 
It is not even necessary to adjust the two spectra horizontally 
with the same care as when no slit is used; but the vertical 
coincidence of spectrum lines must be sharp. Naturally the 
use of the slit has one drawback, as the resolving power of 
the grating is decreased and the spectrum lines are only just 
visible. The adjustment, however, may be made before the 
slitis added. A few examples may be given: For a slit 
1 mm. wide over the telescope or collimator, only the imme- 
diate edges at the crack S, about 1/2 mm. each in breadth, 
are active. A narrow range of large fringes is seen in the 
field easily controlled by the micrometer screw. With a slit 
3 mm. in width the lower limit is much increased, the upper 
diminished, to a size of about 3’ of are per fringe. In the 
absence of the slit the field is free from fringes. With a slit 
6 mm. wide, the upper limit is again decreased, the lower 
much increased ; nevertheless the finest fringes appear only 
after the slit is removed. Using double slits over the colli- 
mator, each 1 mm. wide and 3 mm. apart, fringes of medium 
size limited at both ends appear ; 3 mm. slits 6 mm. apart 
show only the very fine fringes, but both sizes are still 
limited. Finally, when all but about 1/2 mm. of the edge of 
the crack of the grating g’ is screened off, whereas the whole 
grating g (about 1/2 inch square) is without a screen, all the 
fringes from the maximum size to complete evanescence 
beyond the range of visibility are producible. Naturally if 
the edge of g’ is quite dark everything vanishes. 

It follows, therefore, that pairs of corresponding rays are 
always in question. These corresponding rays are at a 
definite distance, ND, apart, where D is the grating space 
and N the number of lines per centim. of the grating in 
question. This distance ND is greater as the fringes are 
smaller, and may be of the order of a centimetre when the 
fringes pass beyond the range of visibility. Again, ND is 
equal to the width of the crack when the largest fringes 
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vanish. Finally, when ND is zero, as in the original 
unbroken grating, the size of the fringes is infinite. 

It has been stated that the use of the slit or a laterally 
limited objective is advantageous because all the lines are 
much sharper. Inert or harmful illumination is cut off. If 
the slit is over the objective of the telescope only a small 
part of the field of view shows the lines ; if placed over the 
objective of the collimator, the fringes are of extreme clear- 
ness throughout the spectrum. It may be ultimately of 
advantage to use the edge near the crack g’ only, together 
with the whole of g. For if a small strip of g’ at the crack 
S is used with the whole of g, the smaller fringes are 
weakened or wiped out. Thus the inner edge of the nearer 
grating with successive parts of the further grating is chiefly 
effective in the production of these interferences. 

To bring the two edges quite together was not pos- 
sible in my work, as they were rough and the apparatus 
improvised. 

7. Data.—Some measurements were attempted, with the 
view only of checking the equations presently to be deduced. 
The adjustment on an ordinary spectrometer is not firm 
enough, and the fringes being very fine (a few minutes of 
arc) are dithcult to follow unless quite stationary. 

These observations gave both the values of de/dn, displace- 
ment per fringe, for different angles of incidence z and of 
diffraction @, and d@/dn, the angular deviation per fringe at 
the D line. In measuring the latter it was necessary to 
count the fringes between the C and D lines and divide 
their angular distance apart by these numbers. As e cannct 
be measured, its successive increments Ae from the first 
position must be used. These are presently to be associated 
with the corresponding increments of dn/d@. The data will 
be found in the original paper. 

8. Hquations.—In fig. 4 (p. 126), L and L! represent a pair 
of corresponding white rays, reflected into R and R’ and dif- 
fracted into D and D’ at angles 7 and @, respectively. The 
half gratings g and g' are separated along the crack 8, and 
g’ is movable parallel to itself by a micrometer screw normal 
tog’. Let the normal distance apart of the gratings bee. The 
incident rays L, L' strike the originally coplanar grating at 
points N rulings apart, or ND cm. apart, if D is the grating 
space. In the separated grating let these points be at a 
distance ¢ apart. Let d be the incident wave front and h 
the corresponding diffracted wave front, and call the angle 
between ¢ and d, y. 

2556 
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When there is reinforcement the path difference of the 
rays L and L’ from the incident (d) to the diffracted (h) 

Fig. 4. 

wave front, may be written 

nn=b—a, 

where 6 and a are the distances of h and d from the points 
of incidence of L and L! on the grating gand g’, respectively. 
If, finally, f is the length of the prolongation of L! between 
the gratings we may write in succession 

d=ND cos2, 

fHe sect, 

a=NDsini—eseci, . 

tan y=a/d, 

c=NDecoszsecy, . 

b=csin(t+0—y) . 

To these should be added 

aN/de=tani/D. - 

Hence, after removing y¥, arranging and reducing, 

n= ND (sin 6—sinz) +e sect (1+cos(i+@)); 

or since sint—sin 0=)/D, 
finally, 

(n+N)rX=e 
COS 2 er COS 2 

1+ cos(i+@)  2ecos*(1+0)/2 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
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This must, therefore, be regarded as the equation of the 
phenomenon. Equation (7) however leads on integration to 

Nea tans) WN 2). Oe 

where N,D is the width of the crack. 
If the value of N from (9) is put into (8) together with 

the equivalent of A/D, it appears after reduction that 

(n+N,)A=e (cost+ cos 0) =2e cost” cos”. 

The case of N=0, e>0 would correspond to the equation 

nd=e(1+cos(?+9))/cosi, . . . (10) 

which is only a part of the complete equation (8). In the 
case of i>86, one active half is necessarily partly behind the 
other half, and therefore not adapted to bring out the pheno- 
menon as explained, unless e=0. 

9. Differential Equations. Displacement per fringe, deldn. 
—To test equations (8) or (10) increments must be compared. 
The latter gives at once, since N is constant relative to e, 
like i, 6, and A, 

Oe ie tae Ns ie X a 

dn” cos7+ cos 07 5 i+¢ A aay ala aoe (il) 
2 cos —y— C08 — 

which is the interferometer equation when the fringes pass a 
given spectrum line, like either D line, which is sharp and 
stationary in the field. Hquations (7) and (11), moreover, 
give after reduction a 

oe 
dN/dn= tani tan riggs eri? PES a (az) 

Values of de/dn computed from (11) agreed as well with 
observations made under widely different conditions (2>0, 
1<9, first and second order), as the small fringes and the 
difiiculty of getting the grating normal to the micrometer 
screw in my improvised apparatus, admit. I=f this adjustment 
is not perfect No changes with e. From equation (12) 
moreover, 

since No is constant only relative to e when @ varies. 
10. Deviation per Fringe, Sc., d@ldn, d@/de.— These 

measurements are still more difficult in the absence of special 
apparatus, since e is not determinable and the counting of 
fine flickering fringes is unsatisfactory ; but the order of 
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results may be corroborated by observing the number 
of fringes between two Fraunhofer lines, like the OC, D and 
other lines used. Differentiating equations (8) and (10) for 
variable n, A, 0, and N (since dN/d@ is equal to dN,/dé, 
equation 12’), and inserting —Dcos@.d@/dn=dnd/dn, it 
follows, after arranging, that 

I ha a Nidan r i—O 

dn eD1+ cos@+6) ~ @ COs ee Oa les (13) 

‘Combining this with (11), 

GOW aN pic Sin i—sin @ a) ae 

dn  eDecosi € cost 

Since in equation (13), e is not determinable it is necessary 
to compare increments Adn/d@ in terms of the corresponding 
increments Ae, whence 

A(dn|d8) =(cos iprtan’S") de. mere si 88) 

My observations contain data of this kind, computed 
separately for the Fraunhofer lines D, C, &., employed and 
their mean values. To find the mean width of fringes 
between these lines, their angular deviations were divided by 
the number of fringes counted between them at different 
values of e. The results agree as closely as the difficulty of 
the observations ‘varrants. One may note that without 
removing N, the corresponding coefficients would be 

Ad(n+N)/d@, 

and these are found to be much more in error, here and in 
the preceding cases. If from d6@/dn, e is eliminated in terms 
of (n+N) the equation is 

a) Ws il : 
dna D GP N;) doesn’ ie) 

so that for a given value of 2, 6, No, they decrease in size 
with n. If n=0 they reach the limiting size 

dé r 
dn DN, cosi° 

If the crack NoD should be made infinitely small, they 
would be infinitely large. ‘To pass through infinity, No must 
be negative, which has no meaning for 2>6 or would place 
one effective edge of the crack S behind the other. These 
inferences agree with the observations as above detailed. If, 
however, i< 0, a negative value of No restores equation (16) 
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for n=0 to equation (17), as was actually observed (figs. 2 
and 3). 

Finally, equation (14) might be used for cbservation in the 
incremented form 

CD eae, 
but I did not succeed with it. One loses track of the run of 
a fringe with de. 

11. Coloured Slit Images and Disk Colours of Coronas.— 
In the above experiment the fringes were but a few minutes 
apart. It is obvious, however, that if No is sufficiently small 
the fringes will grow with deere easing n, in angular magnitude, 
until there are but a few black bands in the spectrum. Under 
these circumstances the undeviated image of the superimposed . 
slits must appear colowred, par ticularly so,if an effect equivalent 
to Nois present thr oughout the grating. This phenomenon of 
coloured slits is apparently of interest in its bearing on the 
theory of coronas, where there is also an interference pheno- 
menon superimposed upon a diffraction phenomenon, as is 
evidenced by the brilliant disk colours. For instance, suppose 
a corona were produced by a sufficient number of fog par- 
ticles distributed throughout a plane normal to the undeviated 
rays. Now let the alternate particles be moved in the same 
way slightly to the rear of their original position, and let the 
distance between the two planes be small relatively to the 
wave-length of light. In such a case there should be two 
identical coronas superimposed in all their parts, and they 
should therefore interfere. Inasmuch, however, as even small 
fog particles are of the order of size of ‘0001 em. and their 
mean distance apart 50 times larger, z. e. ‘005 cm., it remains to 
be proved whether such an effect can be looked to as an 
explanation of the disk colours of coronas. 

The phenomena of § 4 must be producible with a trans- 
mission grating, separated parallel to the rulings, with one 
component grating movable micrometrically, though I have 
not yet tested this case. Obviously it will only be interesting 
if obtainable from film gratings. 

In this connexion [I may state, in conclusion, that I have since 
succeeded in producing the elliptic interferences discussed in 
my last paper (/.c.), with such gratings, almost as brilliantly 
as with gratings ruled on glass. ‘The film for this purpose 
is cemented, under pressure, with chloroformed Canada 
balsam, between unequal thicknesses of plate glass. 

My thanks are due to Prof. A. A. Michelson, of the 
University of Chicago, for the loan of one of his reflexion 
gratings, with which the above results were tested. 

Piul. Mag.:8. 6. Vol. 22. No, 127. July 1911. K 
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VILL. Aberration in a Dispersive Medium. 
By Lord Rayietes, 0.M., F.RS.* 

fae application of the theory of group-velocity to the case 
of light was discussed in an early paper Tf in connexion 

‘with some experimental results announced by Young and 
Forbes t. It is now, I believe, generally agreed that, 
whether the method be that of the toothed wheel or of the 
revolving mirror, what is determined by the experiment is 
not V, the wave-velocity, but U, the group-velocity, where 

U = d(kV)/dk, 
k being inversely as the wave-length. In a dispersive 
medium V and U are different. 

I proceeded :—< The evidence of the terrestrial methods 
relating exclusively to U, we turn to consider the astro- 
nomical methods. Of these there are two, depending 
respectively upon aberration and upon the eclipses of 
Jupiter’s satellites. The latter evidently gives U. The 
former does not depend upon observing the propagation 
of a peculiarity impressed upon a train of waves, and 
therefore has no relation to U. If we accept the usual 
theory of aberration as satisfactory, the result of a com-. 
parison between the coefficient found by observation and 
the solar parallax is V—the wave-velocity.” 

The above assertion that stellar aberration gives V rather: 

than U has recently been called in question by Ehrenfest §, 
and with good reason. He shows that the circumstances. 
do not differ materially from those of the toothed wheel 
in Fizeau’s method. The argument that he employs bears, 
indeed, close affinity with the method used by me in a 
later paper ||. “The explanation of stellar aberration, as. 
usually given, proceeds rather upon the basis of the 
corpuscular than of the wave-theory. In order to adapt 
it to the principles of the latter theory, Fresnel found it 
necessary to follow Young in assuming that the ether 
in any vacuous space connected with the earth (and 
therefore practically in the atmosphere) is undisturbed 
by the earth’s motion of 19 miles per second. Consider, 
for simplicity, the case in which the direction of the star 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Nature, vols. xxiv., xxv., 1881 ; Scientific Papers, 1. p. 537. 
{ These observers concluded that blue light travels im vacuo 1°8 per 

cent. faster than red light. 
§ Ann. d. Physik, Bd. xxxiii. p. 1571 (1910). 
|| Nature, vol. xlv. p. 499 (1892); Scientitic Papers, ii. p. 542. 
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is at right angles to that of the earth’s motion, and replace 
the telescope, “which would be used in practice, by a pair of 
perforated screens, on which the light falls perpendicularly. 
We may further imagine the laminous disturbance to consist 
of a single plane pulse. When this reaches the anterior 
screen, so much of it as coincides with the momentary 
position of the aperture is transmitted, and the remainder 
is stopped. ‘The part transmitted proceeds upon its course 
through the ether independently of the motion of the 
screens. In order, therefore, that the pulse may be 
transmitted by the aperture in the posterior screen, it is 
evident that the line joining the centres of the apertures 
must not be perpendicular to the screens and to the wave- 
front, as would be necessary in the case of rest. For, in 
consequence of the motion of the posterior screen in its own 
plane, the aperture will be carried forward during the time 
of passage of the light. By the amount of this motion 
the second aperture ‘must be drawn backwards, in order 
that it may be in the place required when the light reaches 
it. If the velocity of light be V, and that of the “earth be U, 
the line of apertures giving the apparent direction of the 
oa must be directed forwards through an angle equal 
to v/V.” 

If the medium between the screens is dispersive, the 
question arises in what sense the velocity of light is to 
be taken. Evidently in the sense of the group-velocity ; 
so that, in the previous notation, the aberration angle is v/U. 
But to make the argument completely satisfactory, it is 
necessary in this case to abandon the extreme supposition 
of a single pulse, replacing it by a group of waves of 
approximately given wave-length. 

While there can remain no doubt but that Ehrenfest 
is Justified in his criticism, it does not quite appear from 
the above how my original argument is met. There is 
indeed a peculiarity imposed upon the regular wave-motion 
constituting homogeneous light, but it would seem to be 
one imposed for the purposes of the argument rather than 
inherent in the nature of the case. The following analytical 
solution, though it does not relate directly to the case of 
a simply perforated screen, throws some light upon this 
question. 

Let us suppose that homogeneous plane waves are incident 
upon a ‘‘screen”’ at <=0, and that the effect of the screen 
is to introduce a reduction of the amplitude of vibration in 
a ratio which is slowly periodic both with respect to the 
time and to a coordinate w measured in the plane of the 

K 2 
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screen, represented by the factor cos m(vt—wx). Thus, when 
t=0, there is no effect when x=0, or a multiple of 27; but 
when # is an odd multiple of 7, there is a reversal of sign, 
equivalent to a change of phase of half a period. And the 
places where these particular effects occur travel along the 
screen with a velocity v which is supposed to be small 
relatively to that of light. In the absence of the screen the 
luminous vibration is represented by 

© ='cos (nt—kz), ...: . - 2 en | 

or at the place of the screen, where z=0, by 

@ =cosnt simply. 

In accordance with the suppositions already made, the 
vibration just behind the screen will be | 

od = cos m(vi—2) . cos nt 

= $ cos {(n+mv)t—ma}+4cos{(n—mv)t+ma}; (2) 

and the question is to find what form ¢ will take at a finite 
distance z behind the screen. 

It is not difficult to see that for this purpose we have only 
to introduce terms proporticnal to z into the arguments of 
the cosines. Thus, if we write 

p=5 cos {(n+mv)t—mz— pz} 

+4 cos {(n—mv)t+ma—pyz}, (8) 

we may determine py, M, so as to satisfy in each case the 
general differential equation of propagation, viz. 

4 _ 2/78 8) “) 
In (4) V is constant when the medium is non-dispersive ; 

but in the contrary case V must be given different values, 
say V, and Vs, when the coefficient of ¢ is n+-mv or n—mv. 
Thus 

Te) da? * dz 

(n+ mv)* = V{?(m? + 1”) \ 

(n—mo)? = V,%(m? +p) ») 
The coefficients 44, fe being determined in accordance 

with (5), the value of ¢ in (3) satisfies all the requirements 
of the problem. It may also be written 

gb = cos {mvi— ma— 3 (4 —ps)z} . cos {nt—4 (i+ fy)z}, (6) 
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of which the first factor, varying slowly with t, may be 
regarded as the amplitude of the luminous vibration. 

The condition of constant amplitude at a given time is 
that mav+4(u,—p.)2 shall remain unchanged. Thus the 
amplitude which is to be found at «=O on the screen 
prevails also behind the screen along the line 

he == S(t — feg)/My dor we wa (7) 

so that (7) may be regarded as the angle of aberration due 
tov. It remains to express this angle by means of (5) in 
terms of the fundamental data. 
When m is zero, the value of ww is n/V ; and this is true 

approximately when m is small. Thus, from (5), 

ge hie? Amv ny sh py 
Ds 2 a TO 

fon ” Mak esx fate _ fy, % Ve oh ahead A 
and 

ony a 2mv =CUVV 

with sufficient approximation. 
Now in (8) the difference V,— V, corresponds to a change 

in the coefficient of tfromn+mvton—mv. Hence, denoting 
the general coefficient of ¢ by o, of which V is a function, 
we have 

, V,—V. = 2mv.dV/da, 

and (8) may be written 

ee ; y ee Gy 
Deen OW do 

Again, 
V Sale U = da/dk, 

and thus 
aN Oe a ao dk 

Vicume da... keda. 
and 

Leg PN SN 
Viidawin ida; .U 

where U is the group-velocity. 
Accordingly, 

= Heat A aa me a AR Soe 

expresses the aberration angle, as was to be expected. 
In the present problem the peculiarity impressed is not 
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uniform over the wave-front, as may be supposed in dis- 
cussing the effect of the toothed wheel; but it exists 
nevertheless, and it involves for its expression the intro-— 
duction of more than one frequency, from which circumstance 
the group-velocity takes its origin. 

A development of the present method would probably 
permit the solution of the problem of a series of equidistant 
moving apertures, or a single moving aperture. Doubtless 
in all cases the aberration angle would assume the value 
7 U. 

Terling Place, Witham, 
May 19, 1911. 

| TX. Ona Method of Investigating the Quantity of Radium 
in Rocks and Minerals, $c. By J. Jouy, PRS 

HE method commonly in use for investigating the 
radium content of rocks and minerals leaves much to 

be desired. The rock is first treated chemically so as to 
bring it into solution. Generally this is effected by fusion 
with alkaline carbonates. Leaching, filtration, and acidifi- 
cation follow ; the rock substance being finally obtained in 
two bulky solutions: an alkaline, resulting from the leaching 
of the melt, and an acid, resulting from the solution in acid 
of the insoluble residue. It is difficult to obtain quite limpid 
acid solutions; several filtrations and successive fusions with 
carbonates have often to be resorted to; and it not infre- 
quently happens that even then a solution of perfect limpidity 
cannot be obtained. A-trace of precipitate may involve the 
imperfect solution of the radium; and the complete liberation 
of the emanation by ebullition may be, subsequently, im- 
possible. This may, in some cases, be demonstrated by 
adding to the acid solution a trace of sulphuric acid, when it 
will be found that if any precipitate is formed a fractional 
part only of the emanation can be subsequently boiled off. 
By treating a solution of a tinguaite in this manner, Eve 
and McIntosh (Phil. Mag. Aug. 1907) found that only one- 
fifth of the amount of emanation originally obtained could 
be removed by boiling. I have found that a trace of barium 
added io the rock solution along with sulphuric acid, will 
bring about this result. So also Levin (Phys. Zeit. x1. 
1910, p. 323) found that by adding some BaCl, and H,SO, to 
mineral waters less than one per cent. of the radium remained 
-unprecipitated as judged by the emanation. 

* Communicated by the Author, 
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The causes which retain emanation in certain solutions 
appear to be obscure. Rock solutions may occasionally yield 
diminished, occasionally increased, amounts of emanation on 
successive experiments. These cases seem to be oe ae 
There is some reason to believe that, additional to that part 
of the emanation which is soluble in the boiling solution, 
emanation may be retained from some other cause or causes. 
This has been referred to as explained by adsorption. This 
explanation may apply to the case of perfectly limpid solu- 
tions containing radium, and from which only a fractional 
part of the emanation is removable by ebullition. An inter- 
esting case of this kind, whieh occurred in my laboratory, is 
referred to by Fletcher (Phil. Mag. June 1911, p. 770). A 
well-known similar case is recorded by Rutherford and 
Boltwood. Itis probable that the deficient return of emana- 
tion observed when known amounts of radium are added to 
rock solutions, is due to other causes, for in this case there 
is no want of acidification. I here refer to the fact that a cali- 
bration constant obtained by boiling off the emanation from 
an acid solution of a rock to which a known quantity of 
radium has been added, is higher than if a like quantity 
of radium is treated in an acid, but otherwise pure aqueous 
solution. The quantities boiled off in the two cases may be 
about in the ratio of 6 to 8. 

In addition to the foregoing objection the risk of contami- 
nation during the lengthy manipulation required in the pre- 
paration of ‘the solutions is considerable. The ver y great 
labour involved in effecting the preliminary solution, el the 
final delay attending the regeneration of the emanation in 
the solutions are, perhaps, minor objections; but still they 
are serlous in so fos that where very many results are desirable 
the observer is often forced to be contented with an insufticient 
number. 

For these reasons I have from time to time sought for some 
means of collecting from the rock the emanation originally 
prevailing in it, and with a minimum of manipulation and loss 
of time. Some years ago I found that the emanation conld 
be collected from a rock while this was undergoing fusion 
and decomposition along with alkaline carbonates. Very 
encouraging results were obtained. In these experiments 
the powdered rock was mixed with 3 or 4 times its weight 
of the mixed carbonates of sodium and_ potassium, and 
enclosed in a platinum retort. The nozzle of the retort 
being kept cool by a water jacket, a rubber connexion could 
be attached to it, serving to convey the issuing gases to 
absorption-tubes containing soda-lime, and finally to a gas- 
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holder. Heating the retort for 40 or 50 minutes sufficed to 
fully complete the decomposition of the rock. There was 
difficulty experienced in obtaining a quite air-tight joint at 
the junction of the head and body of the retort. 

Several experiments were subsequently made on the possi- 
bility of breaking up the powdered rock in the electric arc 
without the intervention of chemicals. But difficulties arose 
in securing complete volatilization. The action of the arc 
largely resulted in scattering the powder. Jor this and 
other reasons the method was abandoned as less reliable and 
controllable than the collection of the emanation during the 
decomposition of the rock in presence of chemicals. This 
latter method I determined to develop in connexion with the 
advantages arising from the use of the electric resistance 
furnace. 

Two forms of this furnace have been tested. One of these 
is available for use with an ordinary platinum crucible; the 
other—of the tube-furnace pattern—requires the use of a 
special platinum boat. I shall first describe the former. 

A disk-shaped base of iron has an annular groove turned 
in its upper surface. This groove receives a silica beaker or 
shade which is inverted over the crucible. Mercury poured 
into the groove renders the interior of the silica shade air- 
tight against small changes of pressure. The volume of air 
included beneath the shade amounts to about 500 or 600 c.c. 
The accompanying figure is to half-scale, so that the dimen- 
sions are readily obtained from it. The furnace is shown in 
vertical section. The disk is supported on short iren feet, 
and during an experiment stands in a vessel of water which 
maintains its temperature below that of the ebullition of 
water. 

The platinum crucible is contained in an outer crucible of 
Berlin porcelain, a layer of magnesia powder intervening. 
In the magnesia powder the platinum resistance wire, which 
is heated by the current, is inserted. It is folded in a par- 
ticular manner so as to supply the heat where most serviceable. 
A ring of asbestos card covers in the magnesia and supports 
a platinum cover or shield to reflect back heat and stop the 
spluttering of the melt injuring the clear silica shade. The 
outer porcelain crucible rests on several thicknesses of asbestos 
card contained in a recess on the surface of the iron disk. 
Beneath the supporting asbestos a perforation of the disk 
permits the escape of the evolved gases through a tube 
leading from the under side of the iron base. A groove is 
cut in the asbestos cards in such a manner as to leave a clear 
opening leading to the escape pipe; without this there is 
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risk of the moisture, which at first condenses in the asbestos, 
impeding the free escape of the gases. 

Connexion with the platinum resistance wire is made by 
two binding-screws placed beneath the silica shade, one of 
which is shown in the figure. This one is insulated from 
the iron base by a luting of fire-clay. The second binding- 
screw is screwed into the iron. A binding-screw screwed 
into the outer rim of the base makes connexion with it through 
the iron. 

At the conclusion of an experiment it is desirable to wash 
out the interior of the shade by means of a stream of air 
directed into the crucible. The tube ¢ enables this to be 
effected. It is closed without, until the conclusion of the 
experiment, when it is opened and air allowed to enter and 
flow through the furnace on its way to complete the filling 
of the electroscope. 

The platinum resistance wire used in heating the crucible 
is about one metre in length and 1:2 mm. in diameter. It 
is folded in vertical folds, some folds being longer than 
others and some being partly bent in under the crucible. 
It is easy to give the right form to the wire. It is first 
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folded in zigzag according to a pattern as under (full size) 
laid down on a piece of paper. The folds beneath the dotted 
line are then bent at right angles to the paper, and the whole 
bent round the platinum crucible and pressed against its 
surface. This gives it the right set. This basket is placed 
in the porcelain crucible, resting on a layer of magnesia. 

Fig. 2. 

A little more magnesia is then added and the platinum 
crucible placed in position. Magnesia is next poured in 
around it and shaken down. ‘The heater should be as close 
to the platinum as possible. This furnace is simple and 
effective, giving temperatures up to 1200°. The higher tem- 
peratures are, however, only got at the risk of shortening the 
life of the resistance wire. It would, doubtless, be better to 
imbed the wire in compressed magnesia, but this is not easy 
to effect without special appliances. The system of vertical 
folding is adopted chiefly for the reasons that it is easy 
thereby to distribute the heat as required, and that it is not 
attended by the gradual sagging downwards, which occurs 
when the wire is spirally folded and left unsupported by a 
rigid material. 

It is desirable to watch the progress of the fusion lest there 
be risk of boiling over. or this purpose a small opening is 
made in the reflecting cover of platinum. The opening is to 
one side. The gases escaping from the furnace pass first 
into a small bulb to catch and hold back a certain amount of 
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water which is condensed over from the contents of the 
crucible. They then traverse two U-tubes filled with soda- 
lime, and finally, so far as not absorbed, enter a strong rubber 
bag. The thin rubber bags used for toy balloons will not do 
for this purpose as they soon develop dangerous leaks. The 
kind used for footballs is very suitable. The bag has to 
hold, without generating appreciable back pressure, about 
600 c.c. 

An experiment is carried out as follows:—The rock is 
ground so as to pass a sieve of 60 mesh to the inch and 
mixed with about four times its weight of the mixed carbo- 
nates of sodium and potassium. The mixture is introduced 
into the crucible and well shaken down. The crucible is 
then fitted into its mould in the magnesia powder, the cover 
placed in position, and finally the silica shade placed over all. 
‘The current may then be turned on and very gradually in- 
creased in intensity till a red heat is attained. At this stage 
time must be given for nearly complete evolution of the CQ, 
or there will be risk of boiling over. When the violent 
ebullition has subsided the temperature is still further in- 
creased till the interior of the crucible is at a bright yellow- 
orange or even pale yellow-white. ‘The gases contained in 
the bag are then admitted into the exhausted electroscope, 
and when the bag is empty the tube ¢ is opened and the 
pressure in the electroscope brought up to that of the atmo- 
sphere by air which has passed through the furnace and the 
absorption-tubes, washing out any residual emanation. 

By inserting a platinum-palladium couple in the crucible 
I found that, in a typical experiment, the temperatures and 
durations of the same were as follows :— 

Time from Current 
start. (amps.). Temperature. 

20 mins. 19 830° Carbs. melting. 
UP iy 20 860° Boiling. 

a0y % 5; 21 900° Boiling violently. 

GOA 29 11.50? Yellow-white ; efferves- 

cence Over. 

The substance being dealt with in this experiment was a 
granite. It is evident that the greater part of the decompo- 
sition is effected at a temperature between 860° and 900°—a 
full red heat. 

The effervescence in the case of a basic rock is not so 
intense nor so prolonged as when dealing with an acid rock. 
The addition of a couple of grammes of boracic acid (1 owe 
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the suggestion to Prof. E. Werner) stirred into the charge 
in the form of powder, confers an intensity of effervescence 
upon it in no way inferior to that obtaining in the case of an 
acid rock. 

In order to investigate the capabilities of this new method 
I took certain rocks which had recently been dealt with in 
my laboratory under circumstances in every way favourable 
to the solution method; no pains having been spared to 
obtain limpid solutions, and, finally, to effectively boil off the 
emanation. I refer to the rocks which entered into Mr. 
F'letcher’s experiments on the granites of Leinster, and into 
his measurements of the radium in rocks of the Andes 
tunnel*. The first serving as typical acid rocks, the latter 
as representing intermediate or basic rocks. 

Before proceeding to these measurements it is evidently 
necessary to determine the calibration constant of the electro- 
scope by means of furnace experiments. 

The electroscope used for the purpose had previously been 
frequently calibrated. by the solution method; uraninite of 
Joachimsthal having 64 per cent. of uranium being used. 
The calibrating solution in these tests was a highly dilute 
aqueous solution of the uraninite, containing some three or 
four milligrams of the ore and about 30 or 40 e.c. of redis- 
tilled HCl in 600 c.c. of distilled water. Such experiments 
gave for the constant of the electroscope values generally 
varying closely about 0°62x10-” gram. That is to say, a 
gain of one scale-division per hour corresponds to this amount 
of radium. It was also found that equally low constants were 
not obtained when the solution of uraninite was put into ordi- 
nary rock solutions or into sea water. The calibration constant 
then rose to 0°8x10-!, or occasionally somewhat higher. 
This indicates the retention of some of the added emanation. 
The absolute values of these figures were found to be 
justified when the electroscope was finally tested by a 
standard solution of radium which Professor Rutherford 
kindly sent me. 

In finding the calibration constant of this electroscope by 
a furnace experiment some of the same uraninite used in the 
preparation of the solution referred to above was mixed in 
the form of powder with an ordinary rock charge, and the 
experiment proceeded with in the usual manner. Subse- 
quently a precisely similar charge, save that the uraninite 
was omitted, was dealt with in the furnace. ‘The effect on 

* A. Fletcher, Phil. Mag. July 1910, and Jan. 1911. 
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the electroscope of the natural emanation derived from the 
last, expressed as so many scale-divisions gain per hour in 
the rate of discharge, is deducted from the like quantity 
observed in the first experiment. The difference gives the 
effect due to the uraninite, and enables the calibration 
constant of the electroscope to be arrived at. 

In this manner the following values of the constant were 
obtained :— 

0:70 mgrm, uraninite in 10 grms. granite (Glencullen) C=0°68 x 10-12 

0-45 ” ” ” ” ” * C=0-60 

Mean C=0°61 

The weighing of these small quantities of uraninite was 
effected on a delicate balance reading to 0°01 mgrm. under 
the conditions. 

The variations seen in these experiments are sufficiently ex- 
plained by the results of a microscopic examination of the 
powdered uraninite. It is then seen that the grains are very 
evidently heterogeneous in composition. Most of them are 
black and opaque or nearly so. These are doubtless the very 
pure oxide, and may contain quantities of uranium up to 
85 per cent. Other particles are colourless and translucent 
or transparent. ‘These are certainly impurities. Certain 
particles of pale yellow colour may represent altered urani- 
nite. There are quite enough of these particles, both large 
and small, to render the chance considerable that in a very 
small quantity of the powder there might be a variation in 
the emanation content according to the percentage of im- 
purities taken up. The average uranium content of this 
powder is 64 per cent. of uranium. While this result may 
safely be applied to such a considerable amount of it as 
would be taken for preparation of a standard solution, it 
might not rigidly apply to a fraction of a milligram of the 
powder. 

By taking the mean of several such results the chemical 
analysis must, however, be applicable. It is probable that 
the mean of the three results is not far from the true con- 
stant. It appears to indicate for the fusion method a yield 
of emanation from an acid rock melt equal to that obtained 
from pure aqueous solutions. The temperatures reached in 
these experiments were about 1100° C. 

Assuming this as the calibration constant, the following 
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are the results on certain granites treated as far as possible 
under exactly like conditions of heating. 

Wt. Grms. Syrians! By solution | By fusion 
rock. carbs. method. method. | 

Granite, Ballyellin .... 10 25 15x10” |1-9x10°” 

. 3 ev 10 25 ,, 19 5 

»  Glenmalure || 10 25 O41 a8 1:2 4 

ey aKallimey (2422. 10 25 Neri bs 18 - 

» Glencullen... 10 25 1:2 i 2°3 oe 

pee Petcare Means | 1-22 a 

The increase is 46 per cent. on the solution results. 
A series of experiments on basic andesites were also made. 

It was evidently desirable to determine the calibration con- 
stant of the electroscope for substances differing so con- 
siderably from the granites in chemical composition. The 
following values were obtained :— 

0°70 mgrm. uraninite, 10 grms. andesite, 25 grms. carbs. C=0°79 x 10-12, 

O74 iss 5 10 ,, andesitic tuff, 25 grms. carbs. 

t C=0°77 x 10-12, 

0°67 mgrm. uraninite, 7 grms. Deccan trap, 28 grms. carbs. 

C=0°75 x 10-12, 

As these results stand appreciably higher than those 
obtained in the case of acid rocks | tried the effects of adding 
boracic acid :— 

0:06 mgrm. uraninite, 6. grms. Deccan trap, 28 grms. carbs., 2 grms. 

boracic acid, C=0°60 x 10-12, 

The effects of the boracie acid are remarkable; increasing 
the fluidity and effervescence and yielding a homogeneous 
melt. A further experiment was made with radioactive 
material prepared in a different manner. The melt from 
one of the experiments on the calibration constant with 
granites was weighed in its entirety, and 3 grams of it 
taken for admixture with 7 grams. of Deccan trap and 
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28 grams carbonates. As the entire melt weighed 28°28 
grams and contained 0°72 mgm. uraninite, this represented 
16°62 x 10-” gram radium. From this, making the proper 
allowance for the weight of granite introduced along with 
the uraninite, the constant can be derived as before. De- 
ducting for the leak due to the basic rock present, the 
constant was 0°67x10-¥. It appeared as it the added 
melt had the effect of increasing the fluidity or the 
ebullition. 

The results on basic rocks by the fusion method show a great 
increase on those by solution :— 

Wt. of Rock, | Wt. of Carbs. Result by Result by 
grime. grms, | Solution. Fusion. 

OP a0 PO Mea WRR ETS FR fees Fe 
Andesitic tuff ... 10 25 1h S10 | 38x10 

Same es 5 20 “: As | 33. | 

Andesitic lava ...| 10 mead tive aaenn ee W 
| Means |0°74 _,, | 2:9 i 

: | | 

It does not seem possible to question the very great increase 
obtained by the new method. The constant upon which the 
above results are based is 0°77x107!*. ‘This was used 
because the experiments were made without adding boracic 
acid. But even if the lowest value of the constant was used 
the increase on the solution method is remarkable. I would 
call attention to the exact agreement between the first 
and second results where a very considerable difference 
in the amount of rock and proportion of carbonates 
obtained. 

An experiment on a Vesuvian lava from Colle Umberto, 
for which I had previously obtained 14-6 x 10~-¥ (Phil. Mag. 
Oct. 1909), gave with the new method 25x10-, or, if the 
lower constant is used, 19°5 xX 10-¥. 

Against the above consistently increased results has to be 
set some which I next carried out on the traps of the Deccan, 
using the same materials formerly dealt with. (British Assoc. 
Address Sec. C, 1908, and ‘ Radioactivity and Geology,’ p. 42.) 
The result in this case was to lower the values originally 
found :— 
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| Result by Result by 
Solution. Fusion. 

Bedded basalt, Ghats ............ 27x 10-12 | 9:2x10-12 

a Sevbavacad ral <4 Se2 awe) SO 

Basalt dyke, Palasi ............... Seo) by PACs sala 

| Bedded basalt, Palasdari......... | SiO hase 2°38 vais 

5 pew ICOLOII esc. s.2 oo | 7 Se Leo oie 

PA Pemar Ka gara ear cices oe: | BiOoees 1G wee 

Means......... | 43 4 22 e 

l regard these last results as rather telling against the 
earlier values than against the method by fusion ; although I 
am unable to assign any cause for excess in the original 
determinations *. 
Some time after the completion of the foregoing expe- 

riments I obtained one of the tube-furnaces of the firm of 
Herzeus. This furnace consists of a porcelain tube 5 em. 
internal diameter and 30 cm. long, upon which is wound a 
ribbon of platinum, the whole being protected by a very 
effective lagging. It had originally been intended to carry 
out the fusions in an inner tube of porcelain or silica. It was 
found, however, that the first material allowed gas to diffuse 
in at high temperatures, and the second was attacked by the 
volatilized alkaline carbonates. Finally a platinum inner 
tube, prolonged by silver ends where the temperature was 
lower, had to be provided. The cost of this is a serious 
drawback to the use of these furnaces. The projecting ends 
being kept cool by a water-dropping arrangement and ex- 
tending 10 centimetres beyond the heated part of the tube, 
may be closed with rubber stoppers. To protect these from 
radiated heat loose plugs of fireclay are inserted at each end 
before placing the stoppers in position. The rock charge is 
carried in a platinum boat half circular in section, with 
rounded ends; it is 8 cm. in diameter, and 20 em. in length. 
With proper precautions in raising the temperature 7 grams 
of rock and 28 grams of the carbonates may be dealt with in 
this boat, or even larger charges. 

The end stoppers are fitted with tubes to lead off or admit 
gases. At one end the tube entering the stopper is a centi- 
metre in diameter, and closed with a plate of glass so that a 

* Unless a rather improbable spurious leak due to the action of light 
.on the sulphur insulation (an effect not known at the time) be responsible. 
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view may be obtained of the platinum boat during the progress 
of an experiment. To permit of this the fire-clay plug at 
this end is perforated centrally. A lateral and smaller 
tube, soldered to this wider tube, conveys the escaping gases 
to the soda-lime tubes and collecting-bag of rubber. The 
other stopper carries a tube which is kept closed till the con- 
clusion of the experiment. Then when the transfer of the gas 
to the electroscope is completed and the rubber bag is quite 
empty, this tube is opened and the contents of the furnace 
washed out by a current of air into the electroscope. 

In order to secure a better wash-out of the soda-lime tubes 
the connexions are so arranged that the contents of the 
rubber bag are first drawn back through the soda-lime tubes 
on their way to the electroscope, and when the bag is empty 
the wash-out air-current passing through the tube-furnace 
traverses the absorption-tubes in the other direction before 
admission to the electroscope. The diameter of the fusion-tube 
being 3°3 cm., its content of gas may be taken by an electro- 
scope of between 600 and 700 ¢.c. capacity, and leave room 
in the electroscope for a sufficient wash-out of the furnace. 

With the use of a metal inner tube the temperature reached 
in this furnace is hardly so high as that attained in the first 
described furnace. The current prescribed by the makers 
must not be exceeded. This gives in the inner tube a bright 
orange-yellow heat, which, as will presently be seen, seems 
nearly or quite as effective as the higher temperatures. The 
details of an experiment need not be described, they are 
essentially the same as in the case of the other furnace. 

Working with this furnace Mr. Fietcher kindly made for 
me the following determinations upon samples of granite 

“Wt. of Rock, | Wt. of Carbs.,) Result by Result by 
Locality. grms. germs, _ Solution. Fusion. 

Kaltiney Hill ...... 6 ; 14 76x 10714) 2:9 107 i2 

Glencullen ......... 6 24 fe ye? - 1 hoe eas 

Glenmalure ......... 6 24 Oat LSU Gade 

Baliye lim aac sea 6 24 DOS Boh a 

PANTO DELI, dew gees 6 24 O02 ye Sete 

Blackstairs Mt....:.. 6 24 ree a et gt. Oe Os 

RSEIEIIG cae eaciecateaeas 6 24 Genet eile soit) a 

Means eS 1 ee Oe Tee | Usd eae tae 

Whe. Mag. 5.0, Vole 22, Nowl27. July 1911: L 

| 

—SS 
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which had been dealt with by the solution method in his 
experiments on the Leinster Granite (Phil. Mag. Jan. 1901). 

The increase is 44 per cent. This, however, does not quite 
give the full increase. A low result by solution (1°14) on the 
Ballyellin granite was also obtained, and again the highest of 
3 results is cited above in the case of the Glencullen granite 
solution. Allowance for this would raise the percentage 
increase by the new method. It is a striking fact that the 
Aughrim result is based on four repetition experiments on 
the one solution, giving precisely the same result, and yet the 
fusion method raises it by 66 per cent. The Blackstairs’result 
is based on two identical determinations of the emanation in 
the solution. The agreement with my own results on sume 
of these rocks by use of the other furnace is close. 

In calculating the above results obtained by the tube- 
furnace, special experiments on the calibration constant 
proper to the furnace were made by Mr. Fletcher. Two are 
by addition of the uraninite before mentioned to the Blackstairs 
granite :— 

0°34 mgrm. uraninite in 6 grm. granite, C=0°62 x 10°” 

0°60 9 29 29 99 C=050< Ire 

On the strength of these results the constant would appear 
to be about 0°6x107 7, and this value was taken for the 
foregoing determinations. The following calibration obser- 
vations made on two standards which I had prepared some 
months previously are of interest :— 

(1) A quantity of radium in solution =15:7x 107” orm. 
was added to 7 grms. of boracicacid. The mixture was dried 
over the water-bath and fused to a clear glass which was 
pulverized and preserved in a closed tube. 

For the experiment this powder was added to 6 grams of the 
Glencullen granite mixed with the alkaline carbonates. The 
fusion gave C=0°73 x 107”. 

(2) One milligram of uraninite in solution, taken from the 
standard solution of the Joachimsthal ore, was added to 
7 grms. of powdered Glencullen granite. This was then 
dried over the water-bath, mixed with carbonates, and fused. 
The melt was pulverized, weighed, and put by in a closed 
tube. 

For the experiment 4 grams of this melt was added to 
5 grams Killiney granite along with 24 grams carbonates. 

Calculated directly, by deduction of the increased leak 
due to the granites present, the constant is found to be 
C=0°'72 x 10-'; whichis in close agreement with the result 
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by (1). It is not improbable that the higher results in these 
two cases are due to a continuous and appreciable emanation 
Joss from preparations of the kind. 

Tests of the reagents used in the foregoing experiments 
were made. The carbonates were, indeed, from the same 
stock as had been used in the solution experiments on granites 
and andesites, and had been already several times tested by 
the solution method, yielding inappreciable or negligible 
traces of radium. Vot, owing to the more searching nature 
of the new method, I thought it advisable to again test the 
fusion mixture. 

(1) Twenty-five grams of the mixed alkaline carbonates 
were fused and heated to the highest temperature of the 
furnace. There was no effect upon the electroscope ; or, 
rather, there was a small negative effect, the normal leak 
falling slightly. 

(2) ‘Twenty grams of the mixed carbonates were mixed with 
7 grams of precipitated silica and fused. In this experiment 
there was, of course, brisk effervescence. The electroscope 
observed for 21 minutes after admission of the gases showed 
no change in rate of discharge. 

(3) An exact repetition of this experiment was made at a 
later date, when the effects were somewhat different. The 
rate of discharge before the experiment, which was not very 
steady, rose, after admission of the gases, 2 or 3 scale-divisions 
per hour. But there was no further change during three 
hours. 

(4) In order to test the boracic acid used in some of the 
experiments, 7 grams of the powder were mixed with 28 grams 
of the carbonates and fused. The electroscope was in ex- 
cellent condition, reading 4 scale-divisions per hour, with a 
slight tendency to an augmented rate just before admission 
of the gases. After transfer of the gases it rose to 6 per 
hour in 30 minutes, but then continually fell till in three hours 
it read 4°8 per hour. It is probable that this effect was not 
due to radium; inany case itisnegligible. This test-involves 
both the boracic acid and the carbonates. 

The use of borax glass as a substitute for the carbonates 
having been kindly suggested to me by Professor the Hon. 
R. J. Strutt, ‘an experiment was carried out in which 
6 grams of the Black stairs granite was fused with 24 grams 
of borax. The leak of the electroscope referable to the 
granite was in this experiment 34 per hour against 37 per 
hour with the carbonates. The use of the borax is, therefore, 
admissible, so far as the indications of this one experiment go. 
A slight deficiency of emanation yield, if there is any, would, 

ue? 
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probably, be made good in the calibration constant as deter- 
mined with the same reagent. Its use would meee the 
advantage that boiling over could not occur. On the other 
hand, the melt is not so readily removed from the boat or 
Boise + ; solution appearing to ‘be necess ary. 

The foregoing results appear to indicate that this method 
of collecting the emanation during decomposition and fusion 
is more searching than the method by solution. Its effec- 
tiveness is doubtless due to the small bulk of the materials 
dealt with, their very high temperature, and, in the case of 
the use of carbonates, to the intense effervescence attending 
decomposition. Acid rocks yield their emanation somewhat 
more freely than do basic rocks. This may be due to the fact 
that in the case of basic melts there is often a gravitational 
separation in the crucible; a heavy layer, possessing very 
great viscosity even at the highest ay ailable temperatures,, 
forming atthe bottom. The use of boracic acid prevents this 
segregation, and gives a homogeneous melt as well as intense 
effervescence. 

While there appears no doubt as to the more searching 
nature of the new method and little difficulty in accounting 
for its effectiveness, it is not easy to explain why the solution 
method gives a relatively deficient yield. One would fancy 
that the mode of determining the calibration constant would 
compensate for effects tending to conceal the emanation ; the 
added radium being exposed to the same causes of deficiency 
as affect the original radium in the rock. ‘This may not be 
true, however. There might be a more or less constant 
amount of emanation held back in rock solutions, and this 
loss would then fall upon the yield when the rock content 
only was being investigated. The calibration experiment 
made with the chemically rich rock solution, in this case, 
would only reveal this phenomenon in so far as it might 
increase with the quantity of radium present. An actual 
concealment of some 30 per cent. on the yield of emanation 
from pure aqueous solutions is, in fact, observed. 
There is another possibility. There may be more ema- 

nation in the alkaline solution than is boiled off. This would, 
a priori, seem a likely explanation ; but I have, so far, paled 
to find any support for it in experiments in which the alkaline 
solution was tested after acidification. But again, there may 
be causes leading to the failure of this test. 

The fusion method seems not cnly more searching, it is less. 
open to risk of contamination, for the preparation is limited 
to the pulverization of the rock. Its rapidity leaves nothing 
to be desired. If the crucible or boat is chilled after an 
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experiment, the melt is at once cleanly removable, and a fresh 
charge may be immediately placed in the furnace. Thus ¢ 
succession of experiments may be carried out, the results 
being available in a little more than an hour after star ting, 
if the maximum reading reached by the electroscope, about 
15 or 20 minutes after admission of the emanation, is 
availed of. 

The use of the fusion method in the convenient form de- 
scribed involves the assumption that there is no serious loss 
of emanation attending the pulverization of the material dealt 
with. Under the conditions this assumption seems fully 
justified. It isnot necessary to grind the rock very fine. In 
the experiments cited above the rock powder was generally 
sifted through a sieve 60 mesh to the inch. Boltwood (Phil. 
Mag. April 1905) found that “very finely ae ae ” vadio- 
active minerals lost from 0:2 to 26 per cent. of emanation, 
and in a later paper (Am. Journ. Se. xxx. April 1908) that the 
emanation loss in powdered uraninite varied from 1°4 to 14*1 
per cent. Geiger and Rutherford (Phil. Mag. Oct. 1910) 
found that a sample of Joachimsthal pitchblende when finely 
‘powdered lost 6°2 per cent. of its emanation. These refer to 
substances brought to a very fine state of subdivision. The 
experiments which have been made u pon the escape of helium 
from pulverized minerals are, very probably, quite applicable 
to escape of emanation. Now Moss determined that quan- 
tities up to one per cent. of the helium contained in a mineral 
could be liberated by grinding in vacuo. Strutt found that a 
quantity of monazite, powdered and passed through a wire- 
gauze sieve of 120 mesh to the inch, from immediately after 
grinding to 33 days later, showed a helium loss pr obably less 
than the 500th part of the whole. Lastly Gray (Proc. Roy. 
Soc. March 10, 1909) has made a careful quantitative exami- 
nation of the helium loss attending different states of sub- 
division. ‘hus thorianite, of known helium capacity, reduced 
to very fine particles, ranging in size from 0:001 mm. to 
0-030 mm., showed a loss of 5 per cent. of its helium. Gray 
concludes that when the size of the particles is greater than 
0:01 mm. (1/250 inch) seareely any helium is liberated. The 
liberation of the helium probably | eoins In the neighbourhood 
of 0-005 mm. 

In order to test directly whether the anticipations founded 
upon the foregoing investigations were justified in the case 
of the rock powders, a quantity of the Deccan ay of Ghats, 
the radium content of which I had found to be 2:2 x 10~¥ grm. 

_per grm., was enclosed in a large U-tube. The powder had 
been put through the same sieve—60 mesh to the inch—used 
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in the furnace experiments. 96 grams of the powder were so 
enclosed. . After more than a month the amount of emanation 
collected in the tube was investigated by exhausting an 
electroscope, after first carefully 1 rating it, and filling it iG 
air drawn slowly through the U-tube. The gain in the rate 
of discharge was less than 3 scale-divisions per hour ; barely 
more than 24, This represents an amount of radium no more 
than 1°5x 107" grm. The emanation in the 96 grms is 
about 211x10-". Hence the radium content of this powder, 
as determined by the emanation contained in it, would be 
underestimated by less than one per cent. The error is, of 
course, quite negligible. 
The method of extracting radium emanation by fusion is 

applicable to other investigations than rocks and minerals. 
Natural waters, such as river waters, &., would certainly be 
best dealt. with by this method; the residues from large 
quantities, obtained by evaporation, being fused with car- 
bonates in the furnace. For such delicate work small-sized 
furnaces are easily constructed. In the case of sea waters 
its use seems particularly desirable. Discrepancies arising 
from conditions of ebullition, acidification, presence of organic 
matter, or from whatever source, must assuredly disappear 
when the dry salts are treated in the furnace. In this case 
the bulk of the residue left by evaporation may be much 
reduced by evaporation of the chloride of sodium in an open 
erucible, and, I believe, without risk of loss of radium. 

IL hope to be able shortly to give results obtained by these 
applications of the fusion method. 

I desire to thank Mr. W. Tatlow for much kind assistance 
in arranging for the supply of current required in the rather 
extensive series of preliminary experiments which I found it 
necessary to make: also Mr. L. B. Smyth for valuable help 
in carrying out the experiments. 

X. The Magnetic field produced by a Charged Condenser 
moving through Space. By W. F. G. Swann, D.Sc., 
VSPA ORS oe Assistant Lecturer in Physics at the University 

acl Sheffield *. 
Iniroduction. 

SYSTEM of charged bodies moving through space with 
velocity 2, should, on the assumption of a quiescent 

eether, give rise ‘to a magnetic field which at each point is 
equal to AvvP, where P is the electric polarization at that 

* Communicated by the Author. Read at the Meeting of the British 
Association, 1910. 
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point resolved perpendicular to the velocity ». Rontgen 
endeavoured to detect this field by its effect on a magnetic 
compass-needle, but no such effect was observed. Sir Joseph 
Larmor has explained this by showing that the induced 
charge produced on the surface of the compass-needle is 
such as by its motion to completely annul the magnetic field 
produced by the charged bodies, at all points in the interior 
of the compass-needle. I think this can also be seen to 
tollow from the consideration that, since all the bodies are 
moving in the same direction, and since all the tubes of 
force which strike the surface of the compass-needle end 
there, none of them exist within the compass-needle, to pro- 
duce by their motion a magnetic field. Now although the 
magnetic field is incapable of being detected by a compass- 
needle, it seems at first sight that it might be capable of 
detection, by means of a rotating coil; for let AB (fig. 1) be two 

Fig. 1. 

condenser-plates moving with the earth in a direction perpen- 
dicular to the plane of the paper, and imagine the coil shown 
in section to rotate about an axis CD. It is easy to see that 
the tubes of force will be distributed in the manner quali- 
tatively illustrated in the figure, and it is not obvious that 
the magnetic flux produced by the motion of those tubes 
which strike the side & of the coil will be exactly cancelled 
by the flux caused by the motion of those tubes which bend 
round, and strike the coil on its inner side at a. Since the 
flux is certainly zero when the plane of the coil is perpendi- 
cular to the line of motion, we might expect on rotating the 
coil to obtain an alternating current which by suitable com- 
mutation could be detected by means of a galvanometer. 

Unfortunately it appears on examination, that the flux 
through the coil is at all times zero, the two opposing 
portions annulling each other, as will be shown in Section 1, 
provided that the whole of the space in the vicinity of the 
coil is filled with material of constant specific inductive 
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capacity. It will appear, however, (Section 2) that if part 
of the space inside the coil is filled with dielectric material 
of one kind, e. g. paraffin wax, and the other part with 
dielectric material of another kind, e.g. a vacuum, a resultant 
magnetic flux should be obtained through the coil, provided 
that the specific inductive capacity is a quantity which may be 
looked upon as continuous throughout the medium to which it 
refers. As will be shown later (Section 4), while the electron 
theory satisfies the requirements of a hypothetical dielectric of 
this kind, as far as the field outside it is concerned, nevertheless, 
inside the dielectric, the condition of continuity is not satisfied ; 
and it will follow that on this view of dielectric action the 
flux through the coil in all positions will be zero, so that 
the absence of any effects of the kind sought in the experi- 
ments to be presently described affords direct proof of the 
discontinuous nature of the specific inductive capacity, and 
shows that dielectric action is to be accounted for by the 
presence of something of the nature of electric doublets, and 
cannot be attributed to any other mysterious power of 
twisting the tubes of force, which the dielectric might be 
imagined to possess. 

Section 1. Lhe total magnetic flux through a closed crrcuit 
kept ut constant potential, and due to the motion of a system 
of charged bodies along with the closed circuit, is zero, when 
the whole medium in the neighbourhood of the closed circuat 
is jilled with a substance of constant specific inductive 
capacity K. 

be ‘Te 
oO CLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL 

Let S (fig. 2) be the circuit (not necessarily a plane 
circuit), and v its velocity in common with the system of 
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charged bodies. Draw two parallel planes across the circuit 
at a distance apart dy. Let these planes cut the circuit in 
the points acdb, and let mnpgq be a rectangular element of 
acdb, Let w be the angle made at any point by v with the 
plane of mnpg, and let P be the electrical polarization 
resolved parallel to the long axis of acdb. On writing dx 

for mg the magnetic flux through mupq is 

darvP cosy. mn. du. 

Remembering that mncoswy=dy and writing F for the 
electric intensity corresponding to P, we have 

ke r v 
Magnetic flux through m npg=Kb 3dy a: 

Hence the total flux through acdb 

ad om | 

aes, { Eda, 
¢ A 

c being the velocity of light. Now F, which is the electric 
intensity corresponding to P, is composed of two parts, 
and may be written in the form X—vy, where X is the part 
which is derivable from a potential, and which can produce 
mechanical force on a charge e moving with the system, 
while —vy is a part whose mechanical force —vye on a charge 
e moving with the system is just counteracted by the mecha- 
nical force +vrye exerted on the charge owing to its motion 
in the magnetic field, y being the magnetic field resolved 
perpendicular toP. The field y is of course also perpendicular 
to v. Since both ends of the strip AB are at the same 

B 
potential ( Xdz=0, so that 

vA 
‘ BR kK 2 ™B 

Flux through strip= us dy (X—vy)de= ald dy —yida 
G vA C Va 

Kv? 
Sar a7 (Flux through strip). 

Hence the flux through the strip is zero, and since the whole 
curve § may be divided up into strips in this way, the total 
flux through it is zero *. 

* The absence of any magnetic field in the interior of a conductor, 
e.g. the conducting compass-needle in Réutgen’s experiment, due to the 
motion of charged bodies along with the conductor, is a particular case 
of this more general theorem. 
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Section 2. Case where K is variable. 

Suppose now that a portion of the space within 8 (the 
shaded portion) is filled with material of specific inductive 
capacity K,, the rest of the space being filled with material 
of 8.1.C. equal to Ky. By an argument exactly similar to 
that given above, we arrive at the expression 

D8} 

K(X—vy) de. Total flux through strip= ody | 
A 

Thus, since K is not the same at all points along the strip, 
we have 

Total flux through strip 

iD c Sag) Oa 
=) v| (X — wy) da + Ik. -, ay (X — vy) dar 

C Ke c 4 

. B 
+Kk, 5 ay (X —2vy)dar 

c D 

v Aah aa : arity Die 
= K, 7 dy (Xx — vy)da + (K.— K,) (2 dy ( (X = vy dv. 

A ev~C 

B 
Since i Xdw is zero, and since, as is very easily verified, 

A 
the quantity vy which itself arises from the motion of the 

pees 
system is only of the second order in — compared with X, 

c 

the integrals of the form | vydev are negligible, and we obtain 

i v Dis 
Flux through strip = (K, — K,) aly i Xdx 

gs a al dy Potential difference 
: fe between C and D 

If we now draw an infinite series of lines perpendicular to 
the axis of , each line connecting two parts of S, and if V 
represents the potential difference between the points where 
ee lines enter and leave the intermediate dielectric, we 
ave 

Total Magnetic flux through S=(K,— K,) ~ {ve 

the integral being taken right across the circuit. 
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Section 3. The Apparatus and the Experiment. 

After performing several experiments with a preliminary 

apparatus consisting of a single coil rotating between two 

condenser-plates, the form of apparatus shown in fig. 3 was 

b » 
Fig. vo. 

WW ip 
\ 

ES 
AN 
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finally decided upon. Instead of one rotating coil there 

were two, each wound with about 300 turns of copper wire 

to a resistance of 36 ohms, the coils being afterwards bound 
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with silk, and shellacked. The coils were connected in such 
a way that on rotating them together the H.M.F’.’s due to the — 
earth’s magnetic field acted in opposite directions round the 
circuit, so that the effect of this field was eliminated, and 
what is more important, any effects due to its fluctuations 
were automatically eliminated. The three vertical plates 
shown in the figure formed two condensers; the central 
plate, which was insulated in sulphur, could be charged, 
while the other two were fixed to a brass plate which could 
be earthed; thus any magnetic fluxes due to the earth’s 
motion through space were additive in their effects on the 
galvanometer. ‘The coils were partially embedded in rect- 
angular blocks of paraffin wax, which also served to hold 
them in position, and they were arranged symmetrically with 
respect to the axis of rotation, so that the system was balanced 
when rotating. The oalvanometer used was of the Broca 
type, and contained two coils each of resistance 32 ohmns ; 
these coils were arranged in series, and the point of junction 
was earthed. By earthing this point, and in virtue of the 
symmetry of the arrangement, various small leakage effects 
which caused trouble in the preliminary experiments were 
successfully overcome ; for example, gradual leakage from 
the charged plate, and consequent alteration of the induced 
charge on the surfaces of the coils, resulted in electricity 
coming up from earth, and some of this came through 
the g oalv anometer, but in ‘virtue of the symmetry of the above 
arrangement, equal quantities came through the two galva- 
nometer coils, and consequently their effects on the oalv: ano- 
meter-needle cancelled. 

The apparatus was mounted on a base as shown in the 
figure, in such a manner that it could be turned about, and 
the base conld be clamped to the table in either a horizontal 
or a vertical plane by means of a nut. The rotating coils 
were connected hy two pieces of copper foil cemented 
to the axle, which consisted cf an ebonite rod with a brass 
core, and the system could be rotated by a motor placed 
2 metres away. 

The central plate, which was connected to the inner coating 
of a leyden-jar, was charged from a Wimshurst machine, 
one pole of which was earthed, and the potential of the plate 
was measured with a Kelvin electrostatic voltmeter. 

It was necessary to carefully earth one pole of the wims- 
hurst, as otherwise currents were produced through the 
tables &c., which were sufficient to cause slight kicks in the 
galvanometer when the condenser was charged or discharged. 
Kicks of this kind were not of vital importance, since they 
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did not affect the steady position of the zero, but nevertheless 
it was convenient to reduce them to a minimum. 

Gradual leakage of electricity from the charged plate could 
not result in any permanent alteration in zero, even when 
the coil was rotating, for, in view of the fact that the charging 
connexion was made to the central plate at the top, “the 
magnetic flux through the coil due to such leakage would be 
parallel to the brass base of the apparatus, and even if. its 
magnitude were worth considering, it could produce no effect 
on the rotating coil. Only magnetic flux perpendicular to 
the brass base could produce any effect on the rotating coil, 
since the commutator was fixed so that when the planes of 
the coils were parallel to the brass plate, a line joining the 
commutator slits was perpendicular to it. 

Method of making the eaperiment. 

It was first necessary to set the apparatus so that a line 
parallel to the brass base, and perpendicular to the axis of 
rotation, should be parallel to the direction of the sether drift. 

Professor Trouton, in connexion with his w ork on the 
‘ Couple exerted on a Charged Condenser moving through 
Space”’*, has determined the time of the day thr oughout the 
year at which the ether drift is parallel to the earth’s surface, 
and he also gives the azimuth of the drift, and its magnitude, 
taking into account the Sun’s orbital and proper motions. 
Though his calculations refer to London, it is sufficient for 
the purpose in hand to take them as applying to Sheffield. 
It is easy to find from Trouton’s data the time at which the 
drift is vertical, and the experiments in this paper were 
always performed when the drift was either horizontal or 
vertical. 
The apparatus having been adjusted to the correct position, 

and the commutator having been well wetted with paraffin 
oil, the motor was started. “Any deflexion produced by want 
of complete compensation of the coils was balanced by magnets 
placed slightly asymmetrically, about 1-5 metres away. The 
central plate was then charged, say positively, to about 
4000 volts, as recorded by the electrostatic voltmeter. The 
zero of the galvanometer having been read, the plates were 
discharged by two knobs placed some distance aw ay, and any 
alteration in. the galvanometer reading was noted. The 
experiment was repeated several times, and another series 
was then taken with the central plate ‘charged negatively. 
The whole apparatus was then turned through 180 degrees, 
so that any magnetic field due to the earth’s motion was 

+) Phils Drans. A. 1904,-p: 165: 
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reversed through each coil, and the experiments were 
repeated. A measurement of the time of swing of the — 
galvanometer completed the set of observations. 

Magnitude of the effect to be expected due to the 
Earth's Motion. 

The expression for the maximum flux through the coil, 
given on page 154, becomes 

4x 10-0 (k—I) | Vdy, 

where & and 1 are the specific inductive capacities of paraffin 
wax and air respectively, and V is in volts. 

If J is the length of the line formed by the intersection of 
the plane of the coil with the dielectric, and if V, and V, 
are the respective mean values of the potentials over the 
corresponding lines for the two coils, we have 

Maximum flux through the two coils 

=B=§x 10- "el (k—-1) (Vi +We) 

The method of measuring V, and Vz is explained on page 162. 
In order to determine the magnitude of the deflexion 

which the above flux should produce when the coils rotate, 
it was best to short-circuit one of the coils (which was done 
by means of a brass collar connecting the copper strips 
joining the coils), set the other coil in rotation in such a 
position as to be affected only by the earth’s vertical com- 
ponent, and observe the deflexion 6, produced on the galva- 
nometer. A high resistance was put in series with the 
galvanometer, and the pair were shunted for this purpose. 

Let Ry be the resistance of the circuit containing the single 
unshort-circuited coil and the shunted system, G, Z, and § 
the resistances of the galvanometer, the coil in series with it, 
and the shunt respectively ; let a@ be the effective mean area 
of the coil, m2 the frequency of rotation of the coil, and W 
the vertical componenticf the earth’s field; then the required 
deflexion which would be produced by the flux B is easily 
seen to be 

ga [ARNG Z48)102 0-07 a4 Vy 
i= [Was |[g% 10 Me RD Ve) |p 

where R, is the resistance of the two rotating coils and the 
galvanometer in series, 7, 1s the frequency of rotation in 
the main experiment, T; and 'T, are the times of swing of 
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the galvanometer in the main and subsidiary experiment 
respectively. 

In view of some uncertainty as to the effective resistance 
of the commutator when rotating *, the precaution was taken 
of placing in series with the rotating coil in the subsidiary 
experiment, such a resistance as to make the resistance of 
the circuit containing the shunted galvanometer and the 
rotating coil the same as the resistance of the circuit com- 
posed of the galvanometer and the two rotating coils in the 
main experiment. Thus the quantities R, and R,, which 
contain the resistance of the commutator, cancelled out. 

The value of 6, was obtained by reversing the current 
through the galvanometer, and taking half the deflexion 
observed. 

The accompanying table shows the values of os obtained 
2 

in three successive experiments; the constancy of the numbers 
in the last column gives an idea of the degree of consistency 
of the readings. 

Speed revs., Deflexion on Oo 
per min. reversal, nN, 

735 230 0-156 

800 253 0°158 

800 248 | 0°155 

Mean © =0°'156 

The time of swing of the galyanometer was 11:0 seconds, 
R.(G+ Z+8) 

RS 
theiaen. that W =0-44 Cre 9:3, .a=4l:3, 1=8 ems.. we find 
for the deflexion to be expected in the main experiment, for 
a case where v=18 miles per second (2°9 x 10° cm./sec) f, 
V,+ V,=1200 volts, ny} =800, and T,;=11 seconds, 

oy 10:2. 

was 280, so that in view of and the value of 

* The commutator was kept well wetted with paraftin oil while 
running, to keep its effective resistance constant. 

+ The fact that the resultant velocity of the wether drift happened to 
coincide with the velocity (18 miles per second) of the earth’s orbital 
motion, isa mere coincidence; the directions were of course not the 
same. 
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The Resultst. 

The following tables show the results obtained in the main 
experiments. The third column represents the deflexion 
observed on discharging the central plate of the apparatus, 
and the fourth column the values calculated in the above 
manner. 0 is written when the deflexion is less than 0°5 
division. Such very slight deflexions as were observed are 
doubtless due mainly to alterations of zero due to incomplete 
astaticism of the galvanometer-needle, to lack of compensation 
of the two coils as far as fluctuations of the earth’s field are 
concerned, and to residual electrostatic effects. There is 
obviously no evidence of any appreciable deflexion ; the very 
slight irregular deflexions observed are hardly to be wondered 
at, in view of the facts that the galvanometer had a time of 
swing of 11 seconds, the scale was 3 metres away, and the 
central plate was charged to 4000 volts. 

Continued repetition of the experiments seemed unneces- 
sary, as the observations below were taken after much 
experience with the apparatus. The main part of the work 

AUNT le 

Experiments performed on July 20, 2.40 a.m. to 3.40 a.m. 
Aiither drift vertical. T,=11°4 seconds. 

A 

Central plate charged positively. Central plate charged negatively. 
Bu prairie Sai : ee 

bees pect Deftexion Deflexion pret Poteua e Deflexion| Deflexion 
per Min. Vv mie | observed. 'calculated. per em Vv ae i ; Shecrmert iealculstedy 

810 +4000 0 10-4 810 —4000 +2 10°4 
810 ie  eO. Gal eaTO4 | 740 - 42°5 9-5 
800 we eo 0:3 740 a +2 95 
800 a | —3 10°35 750 ee 0 9°6 
800 ea Onna eOS co. 760 wu 0 98 
800 Oe seep EOS. : | 740 % +14 | 95 
800 dele | +05; 103 | 720 tae +05 | 9-2 
800 Lay ead 103 | 7100 1) eee +2 9:1 
800 aie | 0 10'S 
800 He | 0 103 | | 

| 
t 

* The spot of light was unsteady when this observation was taken. 

+ The calculated values of 6, given in the tables are obtained on the 
assumption that /=2°3. The value of & as measured, without taking 
any precautions to prevent soaking, was higher than this. If the larger 
value were used the calculated values of 6, would be greater; it was 
considered safer, however, in view of the possibility of soakage, to take 
the value of / usually given in the tables for the kind of wax used. 
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TasBLE I].—Apparatus turned through 180°. 

Central plate charged positively. Central plate charged negatively. 

| | Speed Pot. of : . Speed | Pot. of : : 
Defiexion Deflexion | : Deflexion| Deflexion 

lee central plate. hserved. calculated. aso ooeumin (latte, observed.|caleulated. per min. Volts. per min, | Volts. 

720 +4000 |; +1 9-2 720 | —4000 0 9-2 
730 ae 0 9°3 120.2) is —3 9:2 
720 bs ites = ea Me (Uae ” ; 9:2 
700 ce —3 9° HLOh bss 971 
660 ie. | +15 8:5 FLONe | at +2 9-1 
680 ei ere lEDy en Ong 700 fe a1 9:0 
690 meg eT sg (el ee I ae 0 9-1 
680 ES 0 87 700 | sas 0 9:0 

Tas_E IJ].—Experiments performed on July 20, 2.55 p.m. to 4.20 P.M. 
AXither drift horizontal. T,=10°6 seconds. 

Central plate charged positively. | Central plate charged negatively. 
Ba. . : won 

Speed Pot. of : ' Speed Pot. of . : 
revs. central plate. peraen pericd revs. | central plate. ne aon Beas ae ales. . ‘| | per min. Volts, | observed. calculated. 

690 +4000 42 77 750 SAO O43 8:4 
740 i —3 8:2 760 os —1°5 85 
700 ob tal 78 760 Sas —1l 85 ee tet. oct sp a bes = vee i) 
se bv Hie a 700 isi | +2°5 78 

740 a a 8:2 

TasLe 1V.—Apparatus turned through 180°. 

Central plate charged positively. Central plate charged negatively. 

Speed Pot. of . . Speed Pot: of \\| Sun : 
evs. central plate, ee Cane rave central plate. Deflexion Deflexion 

per min. Volts. i ‘| | per min. Volts. observed. calculated. 

770 +4000 0 86 860 — 4000 +1 96 
740 Bo +1 82 880 sia —l 9°8 
730 eos 0 81 880 a +2 98 
810 one +4 9:0 870 ane IW cage Mail atte? ef 
810 485 0 9:0 850 re OR yr O25 
830 me +2 9:2 860 oe |- +3 9°6 
810 ey —2°5 9:0 840 ee +2 9-4 
ac ARS te 9°1 800 ee | 0 8:9 

ute — 94 | 

Phil, Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 22. No. 127. July 1911. M 
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consisted in overcoming the various causes of fluctuation due 
to direct electrostatic effects, variations of the earth’s field, &c., 
and once these had been successfully overcome, it was felt 
that multiplication of the observations could not add anything 
to the reliability of the results. 

Method of measuring the quantity V referred to on page 158. 

The method adopted was to measure the potential at 
various points along the line joining the inner point of inter- 
section of the coils with the paraffin wax, then by plotting 
the potential against the distance from one end of this line, 
the quantity V representing the mean value of the potential 
could be obtained. 

In order to measure the potential at any point along the 
above line a special method was adopted, since the intro- 
duction of anything of the nature of a wire connected to an 
electrometer of any appreciable capacity would result in such 
an induced charge on the wire as would completely alter the 
potential to be measured. 

A small proof plane (about 3 mms. in diameter) was 
placed at the point at which the potential was required, and 
was then touched by a thin earth-connected wire. The proof 
plane received an induced charge, and its potential became 
zero. Now assuming that the induced charge did not appre- 
ciably alter the distribution of electricity on the charged 
plate, and on the coil in its vicinity, which assumption was 
quite justified to the degree of accuracy to which we were 
working, we could look upon the potential of the proof plane, 
which was zero, as being made up of two equal and opposite 
parts: (1) the positive potential which would have existed at 
the point at which we desired the potential, if the plane had 
been absent, (2) the negative potential which the charge on 
the proof plane contributed. If the earth-connected wire 
were then removed the potential of the proof plane would 
still be approximately zero, except in so far as the small 
amount of charge on the wire itself contributed to the 
potential of the plane*. If the proof plane were now re- 
moved and held away from the apparatus, it would have a 
potential as much below zero as the potential which we 
desired to measure was above zero. It only remained to 
measure the potential of the proof plane. 

For this purpose an electrometer of small capacity was 
constructed. It consisted of a silvered glass fibre, with a 

* The error due to this cause became automatically eliminated in 
practice (see note on page 163). 
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silvered glass ball, 0°5 mm. in diameter, at each end, which 

was suspended by an insulating suspension, and provided 

with a mirror, for obtaining the detlexions. Another silvered 

glass ball was fastened to a piece of thin platinum wire, which 

was insulated by sulphur. When this fixed ball was charged 

st attracted one of the movable balls, and the sensitiveness 

of the arrangement could be adjusted by moving the fixed 

ball by a tangent screw. 
The proof plane whose potential was required was caused 

+o touch the wire connected to the fixed ball, and the de- 

flexion « was observed. The electrometer was standardized 

by taking a series of readings in which the fixed ball was 

touched with the proof plane after the latter had been raised 

to known potentials by allowing it to touch a thin wire 

connected to the central condenser plate of the apparatus. 

The potential of this plate, which was of course reduced to 

potentials varying from 400 to 1000 volts, was measured by 

the electrostatic voltmeter *. 
Tables V. and VI. give for the two blocks the deflexions 

referred to as a above, corresponding to the potential H of 

the central charged plate given in the first column. The 

third column gives the potentials corresponding to these de- 

flexions, and the last columns the distances y of the points 

at which the potentials were measured, from one of the 

points of intersection of the coil with the paraffin wax. 

The curves (fig. 4) represent the observations plotted 

Fig. 4. 

Curves showing the variation of potential with the distance y. 

~ 
°o ° E 

© hs BJOd 

5 

uw °o o 

(6 4)on) rsa aed 
Gyjen) je 

iv) 

Biase 
——— 

it 
Cc 2 3 -- 6 =) 7 % 

Values of 4 Values of e 
- 

* It will be seen that the error due to neglect of the part of the 
potential of the proof plane contributed by the charge on the wire, just 

cancels the error referred to in the note on page 162. 
M 2 fel 
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graphically, the dips in the middle being due to the brass 
axle which passed through the centre of the rotating system. 
From these curves we find for a difference of 4000 volts 
between the central and external condenser plates, the values 
V,=588 volts V.=543 volts. A slight error in the deter- 
mination of the positions of the maxima of the curves is not 
of great importance in view of the sharpness of the maxima. 
The slight difference in the values of V for the two coils is 
not surprising in view of the large shielding effect of the 
earthed coils, and consequent rapid variation of the potential 
in the vicinity of, and in a direction perpendicular to, the 
surfaces of the dielectrics along which the potentials were 
measured. 

TABLE V, TABLE VI. 
ze | 

| V V 

Bs Sa nVoltiss | Museu | Be a | Woltailyees 

4000 ; 22 530 0:8 4000 27 580 0°8 

ne ees 665 | 15 th 53 770 15 

| aan 56 COO 220 Bes 36 655 2°0 
; 28 590 | 30 | ape ee 530 30 

28 | 590 | 40 | | 138 a esc 
28 590 5:0 | Mele 26 575 5:0 

47 733 60 | | Beh 45 720 6:0 

56 790 6:5 = 47 733 6:5 
3U'5 610 7:2 | a 23 540 Ten, 

| | 

Section 4. The Nature of Dielectric Action. 

It may at once be remarked that the theorem proved in 
section 1 shows that if the whole of dielectric action is to be 
‘attributed to electric charges in the dielectric, the motion of 
the system through space cannot produce a magnetic flux 
through a closed circuit kept at constant potential. It is, I 
think, nevertheless interesting to verify the conclusion by a 
rather closer examination of the phenomenon of dielectric 
action, with a view to a clearer physical coordination of the 
various quantities involved. 

We will first define specific inductive capacity in the 
following way. Let there be two large parallel condenser 
plates C, D either moving through space or at rest ; let one 
plate be charged and the other earthed. Let V, be the 
potential difference between two planes A and B situated 
between and parallel to the two plates. Now fill the space 
between A and B with a slab of material, and let V, be the 
new potential difference between A and B. Then the specific 

Vi inductive capacity of the material is K= — 
Vee 
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Now there are two distinct classes of action which will 
explain the existence of the quantity K. We may consider 
that the electric force causes a separation of positive and 
negative electricity in each atom or molecule, giving rise to 
something equivalent to a doublet, or we may imagine the 
doublets to exist even in the absence of the electric force, in 
which case they will be orientated at any instant in all sorts 
of directions, the effect of the electric force being to give 
them a preference towards an orientation of their axes in 
one particular direction. We shall first proceed to develop 
the consequences of the former hypothesis. 

Considering the two condenser plates referred to above, 
with the slab of dielectric between them, we are to look upon 
the electric force as causing an electrical separation, giving 
rise to a series of doublets, arranged in the manner shown 
(fig. 5). Now the tubes of force from C do not pass con- 
tinuously through the dielectric, most of them, or possibly all, 

end on some or other of the negative charges on the doublets 
on the surface of A, and just as many tubes emanating from the 
positive elements of these doublets are so to speak freed, 
thus being at liberty to carry on the flux in the direction 
from A to B. If we were to cut a cylindrical hole in the 
dielectric with its axis perpendicular to A, and of length 
small compared with its cross-section, and if we were to 
measure the electric intensity in this hole, we should get 
4c? times the ordinarily defined polarization or number of 
tubes of force per square centimetre *, we should get the 

* The polarization is here in electromagnetic units. 
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quantity whose line integral across the dielectric is K times: 
the potential difference between A and B. 

Viewing the matter from the standpoint we have adopted, 
we are driven to the conclusion, that though the dielectric 
acts at all points outside it or at a point in a hole inside it 
as though the tubes did actually pass continually through it, 
nevertheless, they do not run continuously in this way ; in 
fact, between the elements of a doublet the tubes actually 
pass in the opposite direction to the ordinarily defined polari- 
zation. At each point inside the material of the dielectric, 
we must look upon the number of tubes of force per square 
centimetre as being algebraically made up of two parts = 
(1) the number ordinarily defined as the polarization, and 
(2) the number contributed in the opposite direction by the 
separation of the two kinds of electricity in the doublets. 
At any point outside the dielectric the second set is of course 

— , where FI’ is the 

electric intensity as ordinarily understood, at a point within 
the dielectric. The second set N’ is such that 

Balk (38 1 / Potential difference iL S 

\ Arc? eae | Bl Teel between R and S \-ie " Vds, 

S = 4 i 
so that | Fas= | Nas, 

R R 

absent. The :first set is equal to 

Aare 

where F and N are the resolved portions of F’ and N’ along 
the path RS, along which the integral is taken, for it is to 
be remembered that we are admitting no mysterious method 
of modifying the force in the dielectric other than that due 
to the charges. The physical effect of the doublets is to 
reduce the work which we should do in taking a unit of 
electricity from R to 8, since when between the elements 
of a doublet we should be assisted in our journey, the effect 
being greater, the greater the moments of the doublets; and 
to the extent that we may assume the effect produced by the 
doublets to be proportional to the potential difference V 
which would exist between the planes of opposite faces of 
the dielectric if the dielectric were absent and the charges 
on C and D were the same as at present, we may write AV 
(the lowering of the potential difference between the faces) 
as AV=pV, where p is a constant. The specific inductive 

capacity will then be ae or i 
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Returning to the argument on page 154 we are now to 
realize that in taking the flux through the strip we are to 
take account of the true polarization at each point in the 
dielectric, and our expression for the flux through the strip 
AB becomes 

B 
Flas der dy | ida 

A 

where P is the resolved portion of the true polarization in 
the direction dr. Now, as we have seen, P is made up of 

oa 

KF . 
two parts ee and —N, so that 

c D 
dy [| (KF—4neN)de+ ( (KF —47c?N)dz 

Cc 

Flux roe 
through strip ~ ¢? 

B 

" { (KF —4ne'N)de| 
D 

and since as we have seen 

Gas | Bae= (Naa 

over any path, the above equation becomes 

B Per: 1, (OB 
aru = | Raa Nay i uey (X—vy)da, 

through strip ¢* J, A i si 

where X and vy have the significance accorded them on 
page 153, and f is the true electric intensity corresponding 
to F* at a point in the dielectric. 

ii 
Since Xdz=0, 

JA 
we have 

Flux Big vy 

through strip Ste aly free =— ly (Flux), 

from which it follows that the flux through the strip is zero. 

* f is the x component of the actual force at a point; it is a quantity 
varying rapidly from point to point, being in fact in opposite directions 
on the two sides of an element of a doublet. TF is the ordinarily defined, 
smoothed out value of this electric force. It can only be realized as 
oV 
Fs where $V is the alteration of potential in the length gs, ds being a 

length small compared with ordinary dimensions, but large compared 
with the distance between two doublets. The line integrals of f and F 
over any finite path are of course the sanie. 
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We thus see that the part of the flux represented by 

B 
— Jrriy | Ndz« 

A 

ig just such as to annul the other portion represented by 

is C D B 
—, dy [| K,F dz +| K, Fda +{ K,Fdz | : 
Y A Cc D 

the equivalent of which we found for the total flux 
on page 154. If we prefer a rather less exact but more 
vivid picture of the phenomenon, we may say that the total 
magnetic flux produced by the motion of the tubes of force 
between the elements of individual doublets, is just equal 
and opposite to the magnetic flux produced by the motion of 
the tubes joining different doublets. Considering the second 
view in which the doublets exist, but are orientated at a’ 
haphazard manner in the absence of the electric force, we 
must look upon them as being turned on the application of 
the electric force so that their axes tend to point on the 
average in one direction, to an extent depending on the 
electric force. It is easy to see that the effect of this orien- 
tation of the doublets is to reduce the potential difference 
which would exist between the opposite faces of the dielectric 
for the same distribution of charge on the charged plates, 
and to the extent that this reduction AV is proportional to V, 
we may write 

Vv V ik 
Si goa =constant= K. 

The argument showing the absence of any magnetic flux 
through a strip joining two points at the same potential 
follows in a manner exactly similar to that given above. 
On any conceivable view, in which dielectric action is to be 
explained entirely by the presence of electric charges in the 

B B 
dielectric, the expression | Pds must equal as | fds, 

A He) vas 
where the integral is taken along any path between A and B, 
and the quantities P and 7 represent the components of the 
polarization and of the true electric intensity at a point 
within the dielectric respectively, and as we have seen this 
latter integral vanishes when A and B are at the same 
potential, so that on no theory of this kind can we obtain 
any resultant magnetic flux through the closed circuit referred 
to on page 154, due to the motion through space of a system 
of charged bodies along with the circuit. 
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XI. The Initial Accelerated Motion of a Rigidly Charged 
Dielectric Sphere. By G. H. Livens, B.A., Lecturer in 
Mathematics, Sheffield University *. 

1" a previous papery the problem of the motion of a perfectly 
conducting sphere was solved, and it was seen that the 

analysis and results were capable of expression in a manner 
quite independent of any “material”? mass that the sphere 
might possess. The same method is now applied to the 
initial accelerated motion of a dielectric sphere with a rigid 
uniform charge of electricity. The notation of the previous 
paper is adopted, and in addition we use K for the specific 
inductive capacity of the medium of which the sphere is 
composed. 
We proceed in an exactly analogous manner and assume 

for the field external to the sphere 

e  2cos@ 
X= Rag ann ah Ph)» 

ya ef" tf +) 
SI Bees +f) Cv = 

Mey 

where f is in general a function of (ct—r+a). Inside the 
sphere we have a field which is, in general, composed of both 
converging and diverging waves. 
We assume 

_ 2cos0 
= a xX [r(pi' — $2’) + bit do], 

sin 0 
Y= [bi + bn") + (hr — h2') + Gi + Go]; 

Sl 78 [og +42") + r(gs'— be") y= 

where ¢, isa function of (c’t—7r) and d,a function of (c’t+7), 

and K=c?/c? defines c! as the velocity of radiation in the 
dielectric. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Phil. Mag. May 1911, p. 640. 
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The conditions to be satisfied are : 
1. That the field in the sphere has to remain regular at 

the origin r=0. This requires 
f(c't) +,(c't) =0. 

2. That the field is continuous at the boundary of the 
outgoing wave, which requires, just as before, 

(0) =0, f"(0)=0. 
3. The conditions at the surface of the sphere. These 

are two in number : 

(i.) The tangential electrodynamie force is continuous. 
In the case under discussion, in which the sphere starts 
from initial rest with a small acceleration, this condition 
is the same as that the tangential electric force is con- 
tinuous to the first order. This gives in the usual way 

af + af! + f—eE=a( Gy" + $2") + a¢ bi — b2') + b+ ds 
at r=a. 

Gi.) The discontinuity in the normal induction is 
é aia ks 

Tee this gives | 

af! + f—e&=K[a($y'—$y') + git $2] 
at r=a. 

The particular integral of these last two equations subject 
to 

i (c't) + bo(c't) =0 
1S 

RECS lho. lacy 4a? 
J(ct) = 92 [ t? — 2act + K i 

es il 2 
b(c't—a) = — Aig Kis [(c't— a)? + 3a7(clt —a) + 5a*], 

és 1 g(ci+a)=7 2 ‘Kao L(c't-+a)?+3a7(ct+a)+5a°]. 

There is then the complementary integral of the equations 
determined with €=0. To obtain these we try solutions 

—*) 

Cane 
ct—r 

OE Ber a ! 
x (te 

Pe =—Bre ) 

which satisfy the condition 

dh; (c't) + poie't) =0. 
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They satisfy the conditions at the boundary of the sphere if 

Ac=A'e'," 

and also 

B(1+X+22)=B (140 +r2)e* — (L-NNA? )e*}, 

B(L+2) =KB[(1+M)e-"—(1—n)e"], 
and thus A and A’ must also satisfy 

x lbAt _ (140 ee — (he 
1+2r 1+n)e*—(1— re 

which leads to the period equation 

3 

tanh (KA) = K*y E + a | ST GES SIS & 
which is the equation obtained by Walker in the particular 
case of no charge or nomotion. The equation was originally 
derived and discussed by Lamb (Camb. Phil. Trans. 1899). 
It may be shown to have a root zero, but no others except 
complex ones whose real part is negative. Thus the 
vibratory terms ultimately disappear and the solution is 
expressed solely in terms of the particular integral. 

The general solution for the field is thus obtained, to the 
order specified, by a combination of the particular integral 
previously obtained with the complementary integral con- 
sisting essentially of the real part of a sum 

3 Be 

taken over the infinite number of roots of the above equation 
in Xd. 

To obtain the force on the sphere we have to proceea 
rather more carefully than before. Walker fully discusses 
the point in terms of the Maxwell stress system, but it seems 
that it can be at once deduced in the same form as for the 
conducting sphere, viz., 

ct— ae) 

by considerations of the force acting across a sphere just 
enclosing the given dielectric ee ” Now 

where «=ct—r+a, and = is taken over all the roots of the 
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period equation in A, the real part of the sum being alone 
retained. Thus 

ic oe ae A Bers |. 
34 

As we have seen above the exponential terms representing 
vibrations soon die away, and we are left with the equation 
of motion in the form 

from which we deduce that the electromagnetic mass of the 
sphere is 

which agrees with the value previously obtained for the 
quite different perfectly conducting sphere. 

A few general remarks on the solution here obtained seem 
necessary. 

It will be noticed that the general form of the f function 
involves an infinite number of arbitrary constants B., 
corresponding to the infinite number of roots of the period 
equation. Moreover, we have only two conditions to deter- 
mine these constants. In addition to those already written 
down we have the two conditions for the continuity at the 
outgoing wave boundary. ‘These give 

a” és 
Bot ey ye =() 

2A,.B — 2a? 53 =(), 

The problem thus appears to contain a great degree of 
indeterminateness. It is, however, to be noticed that the 
conditions of the problem are also really very indefinite. 
The system really comprises an infinite number of degrees 
of freedom, corresponding to the bodily motions of the sphere 
and the infinite number of possible oscillatory motions which 
may exist in it. The geometrical conditions only involve 
the motion of the sphere as a whole and leave wholly 
unspecified the conditions under which the oscillations are 
taking place. If the method of distribution of the energy 
and momentum among these possible degrees of freedom 
could be specified, then the problem would be determinate. 
A study of the problem discussed by Lamb, where similar 
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oscillations occur on a sphere with no charge, throws some 
light on the point here involved. 

The subject is, however, rather irrelevant to the main 
objects of this paper and need not be pursued. As before 
stated, the oscillations which do occur are very soon damped 
out, and we have then only to deal with the quite determinate 
particular solution of the equations involved. 

The problem of the sphere accelerated from any initia. 
velocity can easily be deduced from that given above if 
attention is paid to the few remarks offered by Walker in 
explanation of the single difficulty involved. 

In a third and concluding paper I intend to give solutions 
on the above lines of the various types of oscillatory motion 
discussed by Walker. A short account of the radiation 
taking place from the various motions under review will also 
be added. 

Sheffield, 
March 14th, 1911. 

XII. Proposed Method for the better practical Application of 
Fourier’s Theorem concerning the Roots of an Algebraical 
Equation. By L. R. MANLovE”*. 

OW to determine the situation and number of the real 
roots of any equation is a problem which has engaged 

the attention of many mathematicians. 
‘“‘Sturm’s Theorem” is a complete solution of the problem, 

but its application to equations of a high degree is very 
laborious. 

‘Fourier’s Theorem” (it has been said) “has the ad- 
vantige that the auxiliary functions employed in it can be 
formed by inspection, so that the method can be applied 
nearly with equal ease to an equation of any degree. The 
objection to this method is that by its immediate application 
we only find a limit which the number of real roots ina given 
interval cannot exceed, and not the actual number; and 
that the subsidiary propositions by which this defect is 
supplied are not of the same simple character as the original 
theorem.” 

It is suggested that the following method providesa simple 
practical substitute for the “subsidiary propositions’’ above 
referred to, thus completing Fourier’s Theorem and, perhaps, 
making it fit to replace Sturm’s Theorem in the textbooks. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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The process may be shortly described as follows:— 
(a) Ascertain by Fourier’s original theorem the pairs of 

consecutive integers between which the roots must lie. 
(b) Where the number of roots in any interval is doubtful 

proceed as if approximating by Lagrange’s method to the 
roots in that interval. The real roots will be separated ; the 
imaginary roots will lead to derivative equations which can be 
‘seen to have unity for the superior limit of their positive roots. 

(c) Apply the test for equal roots only if and when in the 
-course of the investigation the existence of equal roots appears 
probable. 

It is submitted that the process is as systematic as that of 
Sturm’s theorem without involving the labour frequently 
required by Sturm’s method. 

Hquations of the 17th and 18th degrees have been treated 
without difficulty by Fourier’s theorem with the modification 
described above. 

HWXAMPLE. 

w— 62° + at + 502? — 6227-1040 +170=0. 

(Positive roots.) 

f(a) =e—62° + 2* + 50x? — 6207-10424 170, 

f(a) =6a°—30a* + 40° + 1502? — 1242—104, 

f/"'(#) =30x* —120z° + 122? + 3002 — 124, 

fl" (a) = 1202? —3602? + 24x + 300, 

f(#) =360a?—7 20a + 24, 

{\(e) =7120e@—720, 

Lee) — 120s 

OL eee 

DA) ee er Pe 

Pe ea ck 0 ae 

OP ee a Le a 
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There are tour changes of sign lost between 2 and 3: 

Put e=2+ oe 
Uy 

1—6+1+4 50 — 62 — 104 + 170 

2—8-— 14+ 724 20 — 168 

= ees Bo a1 +484 1/2 
hop ae Avett? 298 10.76 

25) 2 nha ee 
OPA 30) = 2p — 1G 

(ois oe 
a Ae 14: 

a7 = 22 
278 

se Ll 
+ 2 

+6 
i 

The equation in 1, is (say) 

Fa(uy) =2uy®—8uy + 22u,4 — 22u,> + uy? + 64, +1=0, 

Ba’) =12u;’ —40u,? + 88u,3— 66u,? + 2u, + 6, 

Fy" (uy) =60u;4—160u,? + 264u,?—132u, + 2, 

Fa” (uy) = 240u,? —480u,? + 528u, —132, 

F4%(u,) =720u,?-— 960u, + 528, 

Fy’(w) =1440u,—960, 

F y!(a) =1440. 

Oo 
F4(u,)7has no positive roots greater than unity; hence 

there are no real roots of f(x)=0 between 2 and 3, and, as 
14 there is no other interval in which positive roots can exist, 

we may pronounce that there are no positive roots of {(«) =0. 
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EXAMPLE (continued). 

(Negative roots.) 

Put «=—y in f(x) and its derived functions and we have 

Py) =y' + by? +y*—50y*? — 62? + 104y + 170 =0, 
Q'(y) =6y? + 3071 + 4y? — 1507? —124y + 104, 

p(y) =30y* + 1207? + 127? — 3007 —124, 

f(y) = 1207? + 3607? + 24y —300, 

bY (y) =360u? + 720y + 24, 

b*(y) =7120y + 720, 

$r(y) =720 
| vt / | Ci eee a LO Mia ap Ng 

ee a eee 

SH ee er a 
et ee eS 4. 

0 J a 

Two changes of sign are lost between 2 and 3. 

1 
et yap 

Vy 

1+6+ 1-— 50 — 62 + 104 + 170 

2+ 16 + 34 — 32 — 188 — 168 

+8+17-—16—94—-— 844 2 

2+ 20+ 74+116+4+ 44 

+10 + 37 + 58+ 22 — 40 

2+ 24 +122+4360 

12 + 61 +180+382 

2 + 28 +178 

14 + 89 +358 

2+ 32 

16 +121 
2 

18 
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The ee in vy is— 

S§_ 40v,° + 382v,4 + 3580, + 12107 + 180, +1=0, 

which may also be written 

2v,4(v,? —20v, + 191) +358v,? + 1210,’ + 18v,+1=0; 

and as the expression in brackets is positive for all real 
values of v, we may pronounce that there are no positive 
roots of the equation in v,; therefore no real roots of d(y) =0 
between 2 and 3; hence no negative roots of the original 
equation. All the roots of that equation are therefore 
imaginary. 

XIII. Lines of Force due to given Static Charges. 
By Prot. D. NeOWaanne, B.A.) Se.) FARIS LE.* 

[Plate IL. ] 

te IAGRAMS of lines of force due to given static 
charges are given at the end of the first volume of 

Maxwell’s Treatise, in which also a brief description is given 
of a method of drawing them [ Art. 123, vol. i.]. The 
importance of the subject, however, justities a more detailed 
treatment, and I have, accordingly, in the present paper con- 
sidered with considerable fulness, a simple geometrical method 
of drawing these lines which is obviously suggested by the 
construction given in Roget’s ‘ Hlectricity’ for Magnetic 
Curves. 

2. Consider two charges ¢, e, at A, B (Pl. II. fig. I.). 
If F,, F, are the forces due to ¢, e, at any point P, of 

which the coordinates are 7, 0), 72, G2 respectively referred 
to A, B, we have, since the resultant force along the normal 
to a line of force vanishes, 

Be ear Oysi e's 8 Ci! BC) 

ieee a dO, €2 dO, ae 

Tue ends 

But r, sin @, 
eect Oc 

from the triangle APB. 

* Communicated by the Author. 

Phil. Mag. S. 6. Vol..22. No. 127. July 191.1 1T 
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We have, accordingly, 

€, sin 0, dO, +e, sin 0, d@, = 0 

or é, cos 0, ++ 2, cos 0, = constant. ©.) 2) sume) 

If 0, 6’, are the interior angles of the triangle APB, we get 

€, cos 9—e, cos 6’ = constant. 

This form of the equation enables us to give a simple 
geometrical construction for these lines. 

3. Case I.—Two equal and opposite charges. 

Here, e, =— ¢. 

The equation is cos @+ cos 6’ = const. 
Divide AB into any number of equal parts mw, say, and let 

AB =) 0a: 
Produce AB to C, and BA to D, so that AC = BD = ga, 

where gq is as much larger than p, as possible. 
With A, B as centres and radii equal to AC, BD describe 

two circles. 
Divide BC, AD into parts, each equal to a, and draw 

perpendiculars so as to meet these circles. 
Number the points of intersection of these lines with either 

circle, viz. 1, 2, 3 &., beginning with the lowest, on the side 
remote from the centre of the corresponding circle, and join 
these points to the same centre. 

Calling now these numbers, the index numbers of these 
lines, we have the following rule :— 

The points of intersection of the two sets of lines, such 
that the sum of their index numbers is constant, lie on a line 
of force. 

For let + and s be the index numbers of any two lines from 
A and B respectively, intersecting at P. 

And let 6, 6! define the point P (measured from the initial 
line in opposite directions—one counter-clockwise, (say) the 
other clockwise). 

Then, confining ourselves to the points on one side of the 
axis, 

gacos 6 = (q—r)a, 

ga cos = (g—s)a. 

r+s 

q 
cos 8+ cos 0’ = 2— = const., if »+< is constant. 
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In the figure I., p = 2, q= 6. 

(a) Putting 6'=0, we have 

cos fo = P— sar 

and @ is obviously the inclination of the tangent to a line of 
force at A. 

Now, @ is imaginary if r+s>2q. 

ie ta = 1, 

cos 0 = 3— hss, 
Y 

: : Sothe : Sanh Gus 
and in this case @ is imaginary if ares 

or 4. 

Hence we conclude that lines of force for which r+s}2q 
are those situated on one side of ABand those for which 7 +s 
lies between 2g and 4q are situated on the other side of AB. 

4, Case I1.—Two unequal opposite charges. 

Here, ég=—e’, Gy = é. 

The equation is 

ecos @+e' cos 8’ = const. 

We have only now to take AC=qa and BD=q’a (fig. IL.), 
such that 

ae © 
oe 

For obviously if 6, 6’ define any point P, satisfying the 
condition r+s = constant, as in case I., we have, as before, 

gacos@ = (q—r)a, 

g'acos 8'= (qg'—s)a. 

qgcos 0+ q/ cos 6'= (g+q'—r+s), 

or e.cos@+e’.cos 6’= const. 

5. Suppose qe g'- 

Putting a— 0 

we have qg' cos 6! = g'—1r+s. 

Or, cos 6’ = pees) 

(@' being the inclination to the axis of the tangent to a line 
of force at B). 

N 2 
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Now, @ is imaginary, if r+ s>2q’. 
That is, the lines of force issuing from e at A will not | 

converge to e! at B, when r+s> 2c. 
If 

r+s = 2q’, 
we have 

gcos0+q' cos 8’ = q—q’. 

Transferring to bipolars, p and p’, we have 
since 

a? +p” —2ap! cos 0 = p? 

and a’ + p?—2ap cos 8’ = p”, 

a? + pl? —p? a? + p?—p!? , ee 

2ap! q 2ap 9 = q qT 

or (a+p—p’) [+e +e) L + (pp) 5] =0; 

2. ., the line of force corresponding to r+s=2gq', consists of 

(1) at+p—p = 0, 
which is the portion of the axis beyond A and B, and 

(2) the curve i 

(a+p +p) + (a—p!—p) 5 = 0. 

This curve intersects the axis, a+p—p = 0, at the point 
defined by 

Tm p'?? 

2.€., 1t passes through the point of equilibrium. 
The line r+s=8 in the fig. II. (where g=12, 9’=4) 

obviously separates the lines which converge to e’ (at B) and 
those which do not so converge. 

(@ is imaginary if r+s> 2g, but the maximum number of 
lines is only 2q, therefore all the lines issue from A.) 

6. Case III.—(Two equal charges of the same sign.) 

Here, = Oy == O 

The equation is 
cos @—cos 0’ = constant. 

The same construction being made, as in the first case, the 
index numbers corresponding to the centre B have to be 
marked 1, 2, 3, &e. beginning on the same side as B, that is, 
both counter-clockwise. | 
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For, if 0, 6’, as before (3) define P, 

gacos@ = (q—r)a 

—gacos = (q—s)a. 

oleate Tas 
cos @—cos 0 = 2— : 

q 

2 , Y+S 
Putting 6 =0, wehave cos? = 3—- ; 

Y 

Or, @ is imaginary, if r+s<2q or >4gq, i.e. r+, equal 
to or greater than 2g define the lines which alone issue from 
one of the charges and the rest from the other. 

For ++s = 2g, we have cos@—cos 0! = 0. 
This is the line of force, passing through the point of 

equilibrium, bisecting the line joining the two charges. 

7. Case 1V.—Let the charges be unequal and of the 
same sign. 

The construction is the same as in case IT.; only the index 
numbers corresponding to the centre B have to be marked as 
in case III,, 2. e. both counter-clockwise. 

We have ga cos @ = (q—r)a. 

—g'acos J = (q'—s)a. 

g cos 8@—q! cos ! = (4 +q’—r +8), 

le, ecosO—e’ cos @' = constant. 

Put Gi) ie 

2 Then cos 6. = 1+ 

and @ is imaginary if 29! >7r+s. 
That is, r+s = or <2q’, define the lines which do not 

issue from A. 

If r+s=2q', qceosd—q' cos0' =q—9. 

As in case II., the bipolar equation of the line is 
! 

(a—p'—p) | (@—e' +e) - (a—p +p!) | = 0, 

i. @., a—p'—p = 0, 

or the portion of the axis between A and B and 
/ 

(ap! +p) — “=P FP yo, 
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The latter can be shown to pass through the point of 
equilibrium on the axis and to separate the two sets of lines 
which issue from the points A and B. In the fig. IIL, 

i = 15, @ Sas 

POC ePaes = 1G0) 

separates the two sets of lines. 

8. Case V.—A charge e in a uniform field. 
From the equation 

ecos O—e’ cos 0’ = constant, 

we have 
U 

ecos@ + —7*(1—cos 6') = constant, 

where r is the distance of any point P ona line of force 
from e’. 

This gives, 
eg 72? 

ecos 6+ ° Ale sit | = constant. 

Now, when r is infinite, 76 = y, 

y being the ordinate of the point P, with AB as the axis of a, 
drawn parallel to the direction of the lines of force due to 

! 
the uniform field and = = — X, where X is the uniform force 

acting in the field, measured along AB. 
The equation thus becomes 

NUE 

. = constant. ecos 9 — 

9. This can also be obtained directly from the differential 
equation: thus, if R, @ are the polar coordinates of any 
point P, we have 

dé dy 
a Re op eS 

1ei@a e : 

But since y=Rsin@, we have 

esinOd0+ Xydy = 0, 

e Xy? i! 

5 Oe ecos @— == constant. 
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£0: Put 2e 
Nip Gap, 

the equation then becomes 
AY 

ga cos 8 — ~ = constant. 

This leads to the following construction :— 
Draw the lines from A, having the charge e, with index 

numbers 1, 2, 3, &. as before. Sate NG 

Along the axis of y, lay off lengths pa, /2pa, V3pa,.... 
and through their extremities draw parallels to the axis of , 
and let these have index numbers 1, 2, &c. Then the points 
of intersections of these two sets of lines, such that the sum 
of their index numbers is constant, lie along a line of force. 

For, if P is.a point defined by index numbers 7 and s, 
we have 

ga cos 0 = (q—-r)a, 

OR wae 
2 

ga cos aes = {g—rtsta = constant, 

since 7+ is constant. 

11. A practical method of laying off lengths Wpa, W2pa, 
&e., along the axis of y, will obviously be to describe the 
parabola y? = pa (say on the negative side of the axis 
of «) and measure off lengths —a, —2a, along this axis. 
Then, the corresponding ordinates will be of lengths »/pa, 
V2pa, Ke. 

12. Putting =o. we have 

cos 8 = 1— hall 

where @, as before, is the inclination of the tangent to a line 
of force at A, to the axis of 2; and @ is imaginary, if 
aS 20): 

i.@., lines of force corresponding to r+s>2g do not issue 
from e. 

If r+s=2q, the equation of the corresponding line of 
force becomes 

y? 
ga cos 0—'— =—ga; 

P 

and changing into Cartesians 
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This is, obviously, a curve, passing through 

x =1L¢qap, y=0. 

But since 2e 
Ne = Gap, 

this is obviously the point of equilibrium. 
This curve also divides the lines of force into two sets, 

those issuing from e, and those that do not issue from e. 
[nithe te q¢. = 14. p= 8a. 
The line of force through the point of equilibrium is 

defined by r+s = 28. 

13. We may also obtain the equation (2) in a slightly 
different manner. 

Let dw, be the solid angle of an elementary tube issuing 
from é,. 

Then Eds = €\day, 

where dS is the normal section of the tube at P. 

But as = 7, dé, dz, 

if dz is an element of length, perpendicular to the plane APB, 
and 7,, 8; are polar coordinates of P referred to e. 

Hence 
Ja ay de, dz = é@) da). 

equation (1) of art. 2 reduces to 

| é dw,+e,dw,= 0; 

1@, €; @, + €) @) = constant. 

Let N,; = whole number of tubes issuing from e,; then 
N; = e,; and if n; = number of tubes corresponding to @, 

@1 Ny 

Aor an N, : 

1. C., aT @) — 4 7 . Ny. 

.. the equation can be written 

m+n, = constant. 

14. Comparing this with the equation r+s = constant, 
defining a line of force, we notice that the index numbers 
enumerate the lines of force issuing from a charged point, on an 
assumed scale, ranging from the initial line joining the charges, 
in either direction, according to the signs of the charges. 

Maxwell’s method of drawing the lines of force is based on 
this principle. [See also Mascart and Joubert’s treatise, 
vOlAa eh vit. 
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15. It is, now, obviously possible to generalize the equation 
Thus with three charges, ¢, ey, ¢3, the lines of force are 
iven b 

5s y €; @, -+ €y Mo + ¢3@, = Constant, 

or M+ Ng+Ns = constant. 

In order to trace the curves, we have first to draw the lines 
corresponding to the charges e;, é (say), and then draw the 
tubes corresponding to e; (2. é., lines with index numbers, as 
before) intersecting the lines of force due to the first two. 

The points of intersection of these two sets of lines, such 
that the sum of the index numbers of the three charges is 
constant, will be on a line of force. 

16. We may write the above equation in the form 

91 Cos 0, + gz cos 054+ G3 cos O03 = (M1 +92.+93—-7 +5 +1), 

where 7+s+¢ = constant defines a line of force. 
Moreover, 6;, @2, 63 are all measured from the initial line, 

clockwise or counter-clockwise, according as the charges are 
negative or positive. 

17. We shall consider the particular case in which eg is 
negative and is situated between e, e; which are to be both 
positive. 

In this case, 0, is measured clockwise and @, and 6; are 
measured counter-clockwise. In other words, the index 
numbers corresponding to g on the one hand and those for 
M1 73 on the other, are enumerated as in case II. 

18. Putting C= 0), Gar Ti 

we have gx 008 Oy=Go+29;—1r+s+t 

29¢3—r+s+t 

Ye 

where @, is the inclination to the axis of the tangent to a line 
of force at ép. 

Now @, is imaginary, 

or cos @, = 1+ 

(CD) es 2qs—r +s+t > 0, 

1. @., if r+s+t< 293. 

Also, (2) if Qqs-—r+s+t 

d2 

eee r+s+t > 293+2qo 

eS 
cori 
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Consider, first, the line 

PoE SSE == 20ne 

The equation is 

q, C08 8; +2 cos 8, +93 C08 03 = G1 +92+93— 293 

or 9g, (cos @,—1) +4, (cos 0, —1) +493 (cos 63 +1) = 0. 

Putting Cs 0, =, we have 

—2q2 +43 (cos @;+1) =0, 

or cos 03 = 292 —l, 
q3 

giving the direction of the tangent at gs of the line. 
[Tf go=4s, 03=0, 2. ¢., the line coincides with the axis. | 

Aeam pute  6;— 0), 0; — 7, 

q, (cos 8; —1) = 0. 

50 6, = 0 5 

also 0: = 0, 0,= am, gives 07a 

Thus we see that the axis joining e, and e, is a portion of 
the line of fores defined by r+s+¢ = 293. And we conclude 
that this limiting line of force consists of a curved line 
through g, and the axis joining qi, q. 

Taking next the line 

r+s+t = 293+ 242, 
we have 

qi (cos 0,—1) + 9 (cos 62—1) + 43 (cos 0; +1) = 0. 

Putting (= (0) (is tp 

we have qi (cos 8; —1) = — 2¢q2, 

or tet ANE 

giving the direction of the tangent to the line at q. 

Again putting C—O; 0, = 1, 

we have oly == Tr 

and if Ch = 0 hy = ae. we have 0, = 0, 

showing that the axis joining é,, e; is a portion of the line of 
force, defined by r+s+t = 293+ 2. 

Hence this limiting line of force consists of a curved line 
through q; and the axis joining q», 43. 
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19. The above investigation may be summarized as 
follows :— 

Starting with the line r+s+t¢ = 293, we have one series 
of lines, each of which consists of a branch issuing from gq; 
and going off to infinity and a closed branch joining g, and 
gz and another series, each consisting of a branch to infinity 
issuing from gq, and a elosed branch joining qo, q3. 

20. The line which separates the two sets will obviously be 
the line passing through a point of equilibrium. 
Now the point of equilibrium is defined by distances 

iy VET AOU CL ey, egy)! ex 

where gi(cy + C2) Cre qa(C1 + €2) 
717Co T° Heed) ti 

and ¢,, ¢, are the distances of e, and e; from é. 
Iso 

(1797 -F 61€g) (Cy + cg) = 712 +1970}. 

In figure V., 

gm =15, g=10, g=10; 

1=4 Cal== 

This gives r+s+t = 28°95. 

The corresponding line of force is not therefore shown in 
the figure. And we conclude, further, that the lines 
r+s+t=20 to 28 belong to the first set and 28 to 50 belong 
to the second set (art. 19). 

In the figure IV. given at the end of Maxwell’s Treatise, 

vol. 1., we have 

; 3 = 7A) 

cos #,; = 3, cos#,=0, cos @3; =—#. 

r+st+t = qatqo+9s—(9ic0s Ait...) 
= 47—9+16 

= 54 =a whole number. 

If we therefore draw a diagram with these values of 9, qo, 
one of the lines so drawn will pass through the point of 
equilibrium, which will obviously be the point at which the 
two branches of this line of force will intersect. 
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21. As another example, we shall take the case of two 
equal and opposite charges in a uniform field. 

The equation of a line of force is obviously 

q (cos 8 + cos 6’) - De 2qg—rt+st+t, 

being the intersection of the curves 

2 a eae 

g COs 9 Ue =g—-T-+S, 

and the radii of the circle of radius g, from the negative 
charge as centre, for which we have g cos 9’ = q—t. 

In figure VI. we have the first set of lines as in fig. [V. with 
their index numbers, and the intersections of these and the 
radii drawn from the negative charge at B, such that the 
final sum of the index numbers is constant, supply the 
points through which the lines of force are drawn. . 
We have taken the relative positions of the charges, to suit 

the case of an ideal magnet in a uniform magnetic field with 
the north pole directed to the north. 

In order to suit this case, 9 and 6’ are measured from BA 
and AB produced. 

22. Put O! =, 0. 

We have a oe ee 

.. @ is imaginary, if r+s+t< 2g or > 4q. 
Similarly for 6’. 
The only lines of force issuing from either charge are 

therefore those which lie between 2g and 4g, and all these 
lines of force pass through both A and B. 

23. Let r+stt = 29. 

The equation is 
y? 

cos 6+ cos 6’ — — = 0 
ga 

This is obviously satisfied by 

C= 30), Cae a 

and G9, — 0: 10: 

That is, the portions of the axis lying beyond A, B (on 
either side) are the two branches of the line of force in 
this case. 
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24. Again, let rt+st+t = 4g. 

ag 
We have cos 6+cos 6 ean Gn 

2 
Put 6=06' and tan? =— -" 

The values of @ will define the points of intersectionjof the 
curve with the line perpendicular to AB, through its 

middle point. 
9 
4 

We have DF coi tan? O = —2. 
4gap 

Ghepelts ean Or 2 Co areas ais d—1) =0. 

Or Gos GeO 2 ee) O70. 

This corresponds to the portion of the axis lying between 
A and B. We have also 

gilpetate (CL =c08 8). 9 
4Agap cos? 6 ? 

2 2 C C 
cos 6 — puree = ()y 

4gap Aqap 
2.€., 2cos?O+ 

Since cos @ is to be negative, this gives one admissible 
value of cos 0, showing there is another branch of the curve, 

r+s+t = 4q. 

25. It can also easily be shown that y is minimum, corre- 
sponding to this value of cos@. The curve is therefore 
convex to the axis (AB) and obviously goes to infinity. 

26. We conclude, therefore, that the line of force defined 
by r+s+t = 4q, consists also of two branches, viz., the 
portion of the axis between A and B and a branch going off 
to infinity. This branch, of which the minimum distance 
from the axis is finite, is convex to the axis. 

27. Without further analysis but simply on the principle 
of continuity, we conclude :— 

That the lines of force which converge to both A and B 
divide into two groups :— 

(a) Starting with the portions of the axis lying beyond 
A and B, we have one group which consists of lines, each of 
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which has two branches, going to infinity, one issuing from A, 
the other from B 

(b) The other group consists of lines, each of which has a 
closed branch joining A and B, and a branch going off to 
infinity (both ways). This latter does not pass through 
either A or B, and is convex to AB. 

The last line of this group consists of the limited line AB 
and an open branch at a finite distance from the axis. 

28. Moreover, as the line infinity parallel to the axis is 
obviously a line of force, there must be a third group of lines, 
each consisting of a single branch going to infinity and lying 
beyond the last branch of the second group, which goes to 
infinity. | 

We have, accordingly, three groups of lines in this case. 
29. Again, the line which passes through the point of 

equilibrium obviously separates the lines belonging to the 
first two groups. | 

If AB= 2c, p = distance from A, B of the point of 
equilibrium, the line through the point of equilibrium should 
satisfy the condition 

me + i —?— Ga Jan/ 

Pau q 

p> = qape. Also 

In the case of fig. VLI., 

g= 14, (200. C—ta0e 

p = 6°9 nearly, 

and r+s+t = 45°08 nearly. 

30. In the diagram, therefore, the final index number of 
the last line which has a finite branch should be 45. This is 
found to be the case. Moreover, each of the lines 28 to 44 
consists of branches going from A and B to infinity while 
each of the lines 45 to 56 ofa closed branch and another 
going to infinity. 

Beyond the last branch of these latter, which goes to 
infinity, are lines, consisting of a single branch, likewise 
going off to infinity. 
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XIV. On the Stresses in a Heavy Spherical Shell. 
By R. F. Gwytuer, M.A.* 

‘gee represents a portion of a paper read before the 
Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society on the 

7th of March. Stated shortly, the object of the paper is to 
show that the formal solution of the statical state of stress in 
a heavy body of an assigned shape is in certain cases 
determinable ; that, in such a body, the determination of the 
statical state of stress should precede any investigation of the 
elastic stress in the body; and that, if the statical state of 
stress does not satisfy the conditions for being purely elastic, 
the equations for the elastic state of the body must be 
modified so as to conform with the statical conditions. 

It is proposed to give here only the formal solution in a 
heavy spherical shell or bowl. The solution for a long heavy 
circular cylindrical tube lying horizontally is worked out in 
the paper, but a single instance is sufficient to gain the 
writer’s object. 

Spherical Shell or Bowl or Dome. 

Consider the shell to be supported on a horizontal plane, 
all the circumstances being symmetrical about the vertical 
axis. Let the elements of stress at any point be (P, Q, R,S, 
Tsin@ and Usin@), and the internal and external radii, a 
and 6. Then the equation connecting S and T is an inde- 
pendent equation and, for our purpose, we may assume S and 
T to vanish. 

The remaining equations are 

ie . aU = +2P—Q—R+2Ua2— (1—2") = =gpra, a err tle) 

dU dQ) z 

ip eS ae ase sO 
where « stands for cos 0. 

Without indicating here the reasons for the step, let us 
assume 

Seman 40)! oi 9 uilyie Ml ot Wiahngay 
l—a2 +r 

Y 

2 dU Lo 
R=Uae—(1—2’) de ght 2@—9P" Fa tS 

fh 

Q=Us+gpr 

mame) 
where the material ends with «=~ in case the shell is an open 
bowl. Otherwise a=1, 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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Substituting in the general equations above, we obtain 

d 

ap yaAtY, . -. rr 

d aX £ , 
pe ye jo, 4-®Y: ° ° ° (6) 

To make the conditions more precise, multiply equations 
(1), (2), (8), and (4) by 7, and then integrate all the 
equations from r=a to r=b along the edges of the cone for 
which cos 0=2. 

From (3) and (4) we obtain the equations for the equilibrium 
of that portion of the shell which lies within this cone, with 
the conditions 

th %% 

{ Xdr=0 and Y dr=0 (jee 

From (5) we obtain . | 

Pal (X+Y)dr, 

remembering that P=0 both when r=a and when r=) ; 
and from (6) 

m= | "Xa =. (Kae 
a Ax a 1 — xv? a 

Since Q and U are both to vanish when #=a, it is also 
necessary that X shall have the form 

a) 
ce 

mili v dx, 
aa 

r v Yr 

i uv da + al Ydr 

shall have the same analytical form. The formal solution is 
thus completed. 

The expressions for ( and R involve essentially gravitational 
terms which are not dependent upon boundary conditions. 
If it is assumed that the stresses are purely elastic, as is 
assumed by all writers on that section of Elasticity usually 
referred to as “under bodily forces,’ these essential 
gravitational terms are excluded by the form of the consequent 
solution, which gives the stresses in zonal harmonics with 
coetiicients of a definite kind when arranged in powers ot °. 

As the conclusion that the stresses between the parts of a 
heavy body are not purely elastic stresses, is contrary to the 
theory usually adopted, it appears desirable to mention that 

and that 
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the same gravitational terms were given by Rankine in the 
section on “domes’”’ in his ‘Applied Mechanics.’ In this 
case, he professes to deal only with stresses other than those 
caused by cohesion or elastic reactions, whereas this paper 
includes general stresses to whatever physical causes they 
may be due. 

If the conclusions are found to be well based, they may 
affect structural design and suggest lines of experiment on 
the strength of materials. 

XV. Note on the Internal Pressure of a Ligqud. By W.C. 
M°C. Lewis, M.A., D.Sc., Physical Chemistry Laboratory, 
University College, London*. 

ECENTLY (Phil. Mag. September 1910, p. 502, and 
Kolloidzeitschrift, vol. vii. p. 197, 1910) attention was 

drawn by the writer to the large discrepancies in the value of 
the internal pressure K of a liquid according as to whether 

i ; a 
we base calculation on van der Waals’ equation (K= 5) 

U 

or take Dupré’s value which depends on the internal latent 
heat of vaporization of unit volume of the liquid. Thus, 
taking the case of water at ordinary temperature, the value 
of K from van der Waals’ expression is 10,500-11,000 
atmospheres, while the value given by Dupré’s method is 
23,900 atmospheres. 

To account for the difference in the two sets of values, it 
was suggested that the density in the surface layer differed 
from that in the bulk of the liquid, it being necessary to 
assume that the average density in the surface is greater than 
that of the bulk. This entails as a consequence the suppo- 
sition that the density passes through a maximum as we cross 
from liquid to vapour. On further consideration of the 
question, however, the conclusion has been come to that such 
‘a state of things could not represent a permanent equilibrium 
condition, and that therefore the hypothesis in question is no 
longer a tenable one. Itseems possible that the discrepancies 
observed may be ascribed simply to the fact that molecular 
forces have a temperature coefficient. Dupré virtually 
assumed K independent of temperature. Van der Waals 
assumed (in the simple form of his equation) that Kp? is 
independent of temperature, where p denotes density. Neither 
of these is borne out by experience, though undoubtedly 

* Communicated by the Author. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 22. No. 127. July 1911. O 
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van der Waals’ is nearer the truth and would yield more 
accurate values of K provided an accurate value of a were 
obtained. 

The simplest assumption we can make as regards the 
density changes in the surface layer is that there is a gradual 
decrease as we pass from the liquid to the vapour phase. 
This is the usually accepted view (cf. for example, 
G. Bakker, Annalen der Physik, xvii. p. 475, 1905). As 
regards liquid/liquid or liquid/solid interfaces, it is not 
known what may be the density distribution. It is not 
impossible that in such cases the density of one of the phases 
does pass through a maximum at the surface. Considering 
the case of the liquid/vapour interface, since the density 
decreases gradually it is extremely likely that K also decreases 
uniformly as we pass from liquid to vapour. 

As regards the connexion between the true value of K (in 
the bulk of the liquid) and the latent heat of vaporization, we 
may proceed as follows. K denotes the internal work done 
per unit volume of the liquid against the molecular attracting 
forces when the molecules are supposed to be drawn apart 
until they are outside the range of their mutual attractions. 
In the process of vaporization, the internal energy change 
per unit volume of liquid, which is identical with the internal 
latent heat per unit volume, is not (necessarily) equal to the 
internal work done, which is measured by K. The equality 
would only hold good if K were independent of temperature, 
which is not the case. The true form of the Dupré rela- 
tionship may possibly take the following shape, 

Khan) 
where L;=internal latent heat of vaporization per gram, 

or an ‘ OES 
K=Kowre+T(2 i 

In this it is assumed that K and L,; bear a relation to one 
another analogous to that between external work and heat 
change in other cases. 

Since it is known that K decreases as temperature rises, 
Kypupre Can only represent at best an upper limit to the value 
of the internal pressure. 

To obtain reliable values of K, it will be seen, requires 
some further assumption with respect to K in relation to T. 
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We can write the above equation in the form 

fe) r) 7g O/H [= —T Ur 

where /= = 

And if we write / asa linear function of the temperature 
we finally get some such equation as 

K=a+0T log T+cT, 

where c, however, is an indeterminate integration constant. 
The problem resolves itself into one quite analogous to that 
which is being investigated by Nernst, viz. the connexion 
between heat change and chemical affinity. 

It may be of interest to tabulate briefly the various 
explicit expressions which have been put forward for K, 
pointing out the assumptions upon which each rests. 

(a) The Dupré relation (Annales de Chimie et de Physique, 
1864 seg., and ‘ Théorie mécanique de la Chaleur’) already 
discussed, viz. 

ci 

The assumption is that K is independent of temperature. 
(6) Dupré (J. c.) suggested another relation, viz. 

K=—T2, 
8 

where a is the coefficient of expansion of the liquid with 
temperature, 

and £8 5 Ms compressibility of the liquid at 
constant temperature. 

The above relation may be obtained as follows, assuming an 
equation of the van der Waals type, viz. 

On differentiating with respect to temperature, assuming 
bis constant and further assuming as Dupré did that K is 
also independent of temperature, one obtains 

(ee yp ae Ke 
Ot Je ah 1 

neglecting » compared with K. 

Oz 
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a (SiG) & ame 

22 24) Ov Op -= (35), pene IC) 

hl ea) Gale Be. ee 
v\op/t 

The assumption is the same as in the first relation. 
(c) In the Dutch edition of the ‘ Continuity of the liquid 

and gaseous states’ of van der Waals the following expression 
occurs : 

Remon), 
vB 

where Cy=the volume of a given mass of vapour, 
v =the volume of the same mass of liquid. 
a =the coefficient of gaseous expansion, 
8 =the compressibility of the liquid. 

This equation does not appear in the German edition nor 
in the English translation, its removal being probably due 
to the author. The relation is based on van der Waals’ 
equation, and further it is assumed in its deduction that the 

term se for the liquid state is negligible compared with 

the term Caan In connexion with its application chiefly 

to elementary substances (solid as well as liquid), cf. Traube, 
Verhandlung d. deutsch. physik. Gesellschaft, 1909. 

(d) In the Zettschr. fiir phys. Chemie, xl. p. 176, 1902, 
T. W. Richards writes the equation | 

a K=C5, 

where C is the thermal capacity (say per gram molecule). 
Richards obtained this by considering that the heat which 
had to be added to a small volume element dv to raise the 
temperature dt, namely Cdt, was equivalent to the internal 
work done Kdv. He applies this to elementary substances, 
obtaining exceedingly large numerical values. The assump- 
tions made are, first that K is independent of temperature, 
and second that it is practically independent of volume, which 
is far from the truth. 

(e) Traube (Zetschr. fiir anorganische Chenwe, xxxiv. 
p. 416, 1903) takes up Richards’ expression and shows that 
it yields values which are pretty exactly three times the 
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values obtained by applying van der Waals’ equation to the 
same substances. (Traube considers van der Waals’ equation 
applicable to the solid state. This is extremely doubtful, 
though the calculated values of K thereby obtained appear to 
be of the right order of magnitude.) Traube rewrites 
Richards’ relation in the form 

(f) C. Benedicks (Zeitschr. fiir anorgan. Chemie, xlvii. 
p. 455, 1905), in the course of an investigation as to whether 
van der Waals’ equation may be applied to the solid state, 
and in which he points out that Traube’s considerations are not 
conclusive, has deduced the following expression for K, viz. 

(Benedicks writes 38 for the coefficient of expansion of the 
liquid or solid with temperature, I have here denoted it 
by a.) v denotes volume in the liquid state. The equation 
is based on that of van der Waals. It will be seen on com- 
paring them that Richards’ equation would only become 
identical with Benedicks’ if C were put equal to R. For 
elementary bodies © is the atomic heat, a constant having the 
value 6 approx. (Dulong and Petit’s law). The invalidity 
of Richards’ formula is thus apparent. The formula of 
Benedicks is the most convenient one we have for calcu- 
lating _K—the values obtained being of course dependent upon 
the assumptions underlying van der Waals’ equation. 

It will be observed that the expressions for K rest on one 
or other of the assumptions, (1) that K itself is independent 
of temperature, or (2) that the a and 6 in van der Waals’ 
equation are independent of temperature. 

The relation 

is or) K-1=1(Sp 

is probably correct, but it does not allow calculation of K 
unless some new assumption be made with respect to K and T. 

I take this opportunity to express my indebtedness to 
Prof. A. W. Porter, F.R.S., for helpful criticism and 
suggestions. 
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XVI. Note on the Paper by Prof. E. Rutherford, F.R.S., and 
H. Geiger, Ph.D., on “ The Probability Variations in 
Distribution of «a Particles.” By HE. C. Snow, WA.* 

EE the Phil. Mag. for October last Prof. Rutherford and 
Dr. Geiger contributed a paper with the above title, a 

mathematical note by Mr. Bateman being appended. The 
latter showed that if w is the true average number of a 
particles falling on a screen from a constant source in a 
given interval, the probability that n « particles are observed 

in the same interval is given by a .e-* (p. 705). The figures 

found by the experimenters were compared with those 
obtained from the above expression, and the conclusion 
reached was that ‘on the whole, theory and experiment are 
in excellent accord,” but no numerical measure of the agree- 
ment was attempted. 

As the distribution of the figures is of a general form often 
reached in many branches of statistics, it is of interest to 
compare the numbers given in the paper with those derived 
from fitting an ideal frequency curve to the experimental 
results, and also to obtain a measure of the “ goodness of fit ” 
of the latter with the theoretical values. 

The theory of ideal frequency curves has heen developed 
by Prof. Karl Pearson +, and the notation used here is that 
devised by him. 

Taking the figures given by the experiments for } minute 
intervals (p. 701, last row but one) the following statistical 
constants are found :— 

by =0. 

oes BCI. Bi= *2451. 
LP3= 3°3979. Boas 5265. 

fis== 4.979922. 

A reference to Rhind’s Tables ¢ shows that the distribution 
lies just within the area of Pearson’s Type IV., but is quite 
close to Type V. The equation of the first of these is of the 
form 

y= =| (er + QQ? 2 iO maaan 1 ya, 

and of the second 
YH=YoU?. ev. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Phil. Trans. vol. clxxxvi. A. pp. 843-414. 
{ ‘ Biometrika,’ vol. vii. July and October 1909, p. 131. 
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As the latter is far more easy to draw than the former a 
curve of Type V. has been fitted to the data, the following 
being the extra constants involved :— 

p= 10-2582. io 116°1842. 
y= +1063°8192. Origin= mean —15°5852. 

Mode= mean—°‘4437, 

the skewness being ‘2335. The curve is shown in the 
diagram, the stepped figure giving the corresponding experi- 
mental frequencies. The areas of portions of the curve 
bounded by ordinates determined by the data are shown 

_ NUMBER OF GROUPS _ 

[Te : Se S (0 ff i2 
NuMBER OF « PARTICLES IN INTERVAL 

below, the corresponding theoretical values and experimental 
numbers being also given. The last five observations are 
clubbed together as they could not accurately be measured 
separately by the planimeter. 

Experimental values. 57 203 383 525 5382 408 273 189 45 27 16 

Theoretical values... 54 210 407 525 508 394 254 140 68 29 21 

Values from Curve... 57 216 899 553 533 391 251 128 49 24 12 
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For the “ goodness of fit’ * of the experimental values with 
the curve we find y?=9°6270 and P=-474. For the 
theoretical values and the experimental values the figures are 
vy? =.13°9826 and P=‘173. In the latter case, therefore, in 
one trial out of six a random sampling would lead to a system 
of numbers diverging more widely from the theory than do 
the actually observed figures. The fit may be considered 
fair. In the former case the corresponding probability is. 
one in two, or three times as good. But this is obtained by 
the use of extra constants and must not be taken as con- 
troverting the authors’ conclusions that “as far as the 
experiments have gone, there is no evidence that the variation 
in number of « particles from interval to interval is greater 
than would be expected in a random distribution.” 

In the case of the 4 minute intervals the “ goodness of fit ” 
of the two rows of figures (the one obtained from experiment 
and the other from theory) given at the bottom of p. 703 of 
the paper can also be ascertained. Here y?=14:9953 and 
P=°31, the observations at the end of the range being clubbed 
together, as before. 

Judging from the figures given, therefore, the agreement 
between theory and experiment in the case of the + minute 
intervals is better than in the } minute intervals, a conclusion 
opposite to that of the authors of the paper. This, however, 
can be accounted for by the very poor agreement between 
experiment and theory in the case of 8 particles per interval 
in the latter experiments. Here theory gave 68 while ex- 
periment only showed 45, and this discrepancy contributed 
no less than 7°78 to the total value (13°98) of y?. 

The ideal frequency distribution could also be obtained 
from the figures given for the + minute interval experiments. 
For these, 6,=°2283 and 6,=3°6429, and the distribution 
has passed over into a true Type IV. curve, instead of being 
on the border-line between Type IV. and Type V. as in the 
case of the 4 minute interval experiment. 

The Sir John Cass Technical Institute, 
London, E.C. 

March, 1911. 

* See Pearson, Phil. Mag. vol. 1. pp. 157-175, July 1900. Also 
“Tables for Testing the Goodness of Fit of Theory to Observation,” 
W. Palin Elderton, ‘ Biometrika,’ vol. i. pp. 155-163. 
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XVII. The Transformation of the Actinium Emanation. 
By H. Gricer, Ph.D.* 

T was first shown by H. L. Bronson7f that the actinium 
emanation in breaking up emits two « particles for each 

a particle from the active deposit. This peculiarity was 
examined later by E. Marsden and myself tf, in order to 
settle whether the two « particles are expelled together. By 
means of a double screen arrangement it was found that a 
large proportion of the scintillations, produced by the 
a particles from the emanation, appeared as doublets, and 
the number of these apparent doublets was far greater than 
in the case of other radioactive substances. It was there- 
fore concluded that either the decay of the emanation is 
connected with the simultaneous emission of two a particles, 
or that the emanation is followed by another short-life a-ray 
product of less than 5! second period. 

In order to throw further light on this question I have 
investigated the ranges of the e particles from the actinium 
emanation by the scintillation-method in the following way. 
A flat glass ring, about 1 mm. thick, was covered airtight on 
one side with a thin sheet of mica, whose stopping power 
was equivalent to 8 mm. of air. This ring could be pressed 
airtight against a plane metal plate, and in this way a shallow 
box was formed. The metal plate had two small holes which 
made it possible to circulate air carrying actinium emanation 
through the box. 

In order to count the scintillations at different distances a 
zinc-sulphide screen was fixed to a microscope, which could 
be moved along a graduated scale. The scintillations were 
counted within the last 2 to 3 ems. of the range at intervals 
of Lto 2mm. The change in number which was due to the 
increase of distance was corrected for by multiplying each 
figure by the square of the distance at which the reading 
was taken. 

Curve I. in fig. 1 shows the result obtained for the 
actinium emanation and its active deposit. ‘The curve brings 
out clearly that three products of ranges 5°4, 5°7, and 6°5 cm. 
are present. The shortest range, viz. 5-4 cm., is obviously 
that of the « particles from the active deposit which is 
generally given as 55 em. To ascertain the correctness of 
this value an experiment was carried out for the active 
deposit alone, and the curve obtained is drawn on the same 

- * Communicated by Prof. E. Rutherford. 
+ G. L. Bronson, Phil. Mag. xvi. p. 291 (1908). 
{ H. Geiger and E. Marsden, Phys. Zettschr. xi. p. 7 (1910). 
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scale in the figure [curve II.]. Jt follows, therefore, that 
the ranges 5°7 and 6°5 are both due to the « particles from the 
actinium emanation. 7 

Fig. 1. 

NUWBER OF SCINTILLATIONS. 

FTANGE / CMS. OF A/R. 

It may be added here that with the above arrangement 
also a determination of the range of the « particles from 
actinium X was carried out. This determination is somewhat 
complicated by the fact that it is impossible to obtain 
actinium X films free from emanation and active deposit, on 
account of the rapid growth of these substances. The thin 
actinium X film was placed inside the box described above, 
and a strong current of air was allowed to pass through it 
in order to reduce the effect from the emanation and the 
active deposit as much as possible. By carrying out count- 
ings in the same way as indicated above it was observed that 
a particles of relatively short range [4:4 cm.] were present 
in addition to the a rays from the emanation and the active 
deposit [curve III.]. 

In investigating the range of the @ particles from a film 
of actinium X, O. Hahn* found a maximum range of 
6°55 em. Since it was not known at the time that two 
a particles are given off from the actinium emanation, this 
long range was naturally, but incorrectly, ascribed to the 
a particles from actinium X. The value found by Hahn for 

* O, Hahn, Phys. Zettschr. vii. p. 557 (1906). 
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the actinium emanation, namely 5°8 cm., is in good agree- 
ment with that given above. 

The distinct difference in range of the a particles from the 
actinium emanation makes it highly suggestive that the 
emanation consists of two successive products, which both 
emit arays. The 4 second product—the actual emanation— 
emits « rays of range 5°7 cm. and the following short-lived 
product rays of a range of 6°5 cm. 

An experiment which gives a still more direct evidence of 
the existence of this product, and also allows an approximate 
determination of its period, was suggested to me by Pro- 
fessor Rutherford, for which I am greatly indebted to him. 
The arrangement is shortly this. Actinium emanation was 
sucked through a metal tube of rectangular cross-section, as 
shown in fig. 2. The part AB of the tube, about 2°5 mm. 

wide and 1 cm. long, was cut out and the opening 
Fig. 2. covered by a thin sheet of mica. <A wire W, 

insulated from the tube, and placed out of centre, 
r =| as seen in the figure, could be charged negatively 

to any potential required. 
ete If the short-lived product following the 

emanation is charged—as may reasonably be 
expected from an analogy of the corresponding products in 
the radium series—this product will be drawn to the wire W 
with a speed depending on the intensity of the electric field, 
as soon as it is formed. The screen, on which the scintilla- 
tions were observed, was placed at such a distance from the 
mica window that only the « particles of longest range could 
strike it. Any radiation from the wire W was screened off 
by the box. 

Countings were taken alternately with and without the 
electric field. A very marked difference was found. The 
number of scintillations decreased to about $ for a potential 
difference of about 30 volts, and to about } for a difference 
of 200 volts. More intense fields did not produce any in- 
creased effect, and this was probably due to the fact that 
some of the atoms of the short-lived product lost their charge, 
either by recombination or by contact with the walls, before 
the field had pulled them to the wire. 

Since the migration constant of the radioactive atoms is 
the same as that of positive ions*, it could be calculated that 
the period of the new substance is of the order of 5), second. 
This value can of course only be considered as a rough 
estimate ; experiments by another method are at present in 

* J. Franck, Verhandlgn. d.d. Phys. Ges. xi. p. 897 (1909). 
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progress by Prof. Rutherford and myself, which, as it is 
hoped, will give an accurate value for the period. 

In the case of thorium emanation, where the existence of 
a product of short life has already been pointed out in a 
previous note*, similar effects have been observed, and will 
be communicated in a later paper. 

Attention may be drawn to the fact that the values of the 
ranges obtained above throw new light on the relation— 
suggested by Prof. Rutherford f in 1907—between the period 
of the active substances and the ranges of the @ particles 
emitted by them. Such a relation has been found to hold 
more generally than was at first suspected. This will be 
discussed in a paper shortly to be published. 

Results. 

It has been shown that the actinium emanation is complex, 
consisting of two products each of which emits « rays. The 
first one—the emanation—with a period of 4 seconds emits 
a rays of a range of 5°7 cm. The second product emits a rays 
of range 6°5 cm., and has a period of the order of =), of a 
second. ‘The latter product carries a positive charge, and is 
probably a solid. 

My thanks are due to Mr. J. M. Nuttall for the assistance 
he has given me in some of the experiments. 

Physical Laboratory, 
Victoria University, Manchester. 

XVIII. Charges on Ions in Gases. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

DEAR Sirs,— 

1 a paper by Professor R. A. Millikan and Mr. Harvey 
Fletcher on the valency of gaseous ionization, which 

appeared in the June number of the Philosophical Magazine, 
some experiments on the determination of the charge on an 
ion are described, from which it is concluded that no ions 
with double charges are produced in a gas by primary or 
secondary Rontgen rays. The previous experiments by 
Professor Millikan, from which it was deduced that such 
double charges do exist, are said not to be so conclusive, and 
also all other investigations which show that positive ions 

* H. Geiger and E. Marsden, 7. e. 
+ KE. Rutherford, Phil. Mag. xiii. p. 110 (1907). 
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with double charges may be produced in the gas are criticised 
and said to be inconclusive and inconsistent. 

I should like to point out that while admitting that it is 
difficult to reconcile all the experiments that have been made 
on this subject, still it appears to me to be obvious that if 
experimental results are to be accepted at all the balance of 
evidence is entirely in favour of supposing that such double 
charges exist, and that the difficulty of reconciling the results 
of different investigations lies probably in the fact that the 
exact circumstances under which a large proportion of 
positive ions with double charges are produced are not yet 
completely specified. | 

The first investigations by which the ratio of the charges 
on ions in liquids and gases were determined are those 
involving the comparison of the rate of diffusion with the 
velocity under an electric force from which a value of N xe 
was deduced (N being the number of molecules per c.c. in a 
gas at atmospheric pressure and 15° C., and e the charge on 
the ion), N xe being 1°23 x 10° when e is the charge on a 
monovalent ion in a liquid electrolyte (Puil. Trans. A. 1899, 
vol. excili.). It was found that when the mean rate of dif- 
fusion of positive and negative ions was compared with 
the mean velocity under an electromotive force the values 
of N xe for different gases were nearly the same as that for 
monovalent ions. The mean rates of diffusion and mean 
velocities under an electromotive force were compared in 
those determinations because at that time the velocities of 
the positive and negative ions were not known. Shortly 
afterwards the velocities of both positive and negative ions 
generated by Rontgen rays were determined by Zeleny 
(Phil. Trans. A. vol. cxev. 1900), so that the values of N xe 
for positive and negative ions could be deduced separately 
and the numbers obtained for positive ions were in seven 
cases out of eight distinctly larger for positive ions than for 
negative ions, the average excess being about 12 per cent. 
Professor Millikan attributes this to experimental error, as 
variations occur in determinations of N xe in different gases. 
Such an explanation is not what would in an ordinary way 
be accepted as the most likely, since errors with different 
gases would be introduced, unless the gases were equally 
free from impurities, in determining the rate of diffusion 
and the velocity under an electric force. 

It is not quite correct to say that in view of my recent 
experiments I revised my previous conclusions. When I 
found the value of Nxe produced by ions from a point 
discharge, I drew attention to the fact that the value of N xe 
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for positive ions was very large, that possibly some of the 
ions had double charges, and “in order to come to a definite 
conclusion with regard to the charges” further experiments 
would be required (Phil. Trans. vol. excv. 1900, p. 277). 

The reason why a definite conclusion was not possible in 
the case of the point discharge was that the rate of diffusion 
could have been influenced by the presence of the nitric acid 
produced by the discharge, which would condense on the 
ions. I was aware at the time that ions with different rates 
of diffusion could easily be obtained in this case, with both 
positive and negative ions. The largest values of the rates 
of diffusion were therefore compared with the velocities, and 
the smallest values obtained for Nxex10'° were much 
larger for positive ions than for negative ions, in the ratio 
1°66 to 1°46. 

The experiments with Rontgen rays do not involve so 
many difficulties. The velocities and rates of diffusion were 
found under very similar conditions, and the high values of 
the product N xe obtained for positive ions cannot possibly 
be attributed to the cause suggested by Professor Millikan, 
namely, that the rate of diffusion is slow owing to the pre- 
sence of positive ions of comparatively large mass with single 
charges. Such ions would affect the determination of the 
velocities by Zeleny’s method to a great extent, as by that 
method it is the velocity of the slowest of the ions that would 
be measured, and if the mean rate of diffusion is compared 
with that velocity the number obtained for N xe would be 
too small. 

With regard to some experiments I have made recently 
Gn which no error due to impurities can come in, as the 
values of N xe can be found from a single experiment in- 
volving only the determination of the ratio of two charges), 
Professor Millikan suggests that the results are not con- 
sistent as a high degree of accuracy was not obtained by 
Mr. Haselfoot in some experiments of a similar kind, which 
he made with rays from a radioactive substance (C. E. 
Haselfoot, ‘Proceedings of the Royal Society,’ vol. Ixxxii. 
209) 
When I first published this method I pointed out that the 

results were reliable inasmuch as the same values of N xe 
were obtained in a set of experiments with different forces, 
pressures, and intensities of ionization (Proc. Roy. Soe. vols. 
Ixxx. & Ixxxi. 1908). The actual numbers of all these ex- 
periments were not given, but it may be of interest to quote 
them. The observations were as follows :— 
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Pressure of Air Force in volts Intensity of tel 
in mm. per cm. ionization, eae 

3 1-45 10 123 | 
6 ‘98 8 1:23) 
6 1:47 16 1°25 
6 1:96 13 1:15 
6 2°96 ri 1:27 

12 1:00 8 1:20 
12 ‘98 12 1:20 
12 1°46 15 1°25 
12 2°75 45 1:26 
25* 1°47 33 1:30 
25* 3°00 34 1-29 

| 
* At 25 mn. pressure a correction of about 10 per cent. for self-repulsion 

has to be made which cannot be estimated very accurately. 

The order of accuracy to be expected from the theory is 
not the same for all forces, so that a larger range of forces 
was not used. The accuracy is highest for forces of about 
2 volts per centimetre when N x e=1:23x10". It would 
be quite possible to alter the dimensions of the apparatus so 
as to give good results for practically any forces, but that 
was not considered necessary. 

With the same apparatus the mean of the values obtained 
for positive ions was 2°4 x 101°, the ions being produced by 
secondary rays from a very tarnished surface. When a 
bright surface was used and the air ionized by non-penetrating 
secondary rays the values of Nxe were 1:26x10" and 
1-24.10! for positive and negative ions respectively. 
Afterwards by putting a thin layer of vaseline on the plate 
from which the secondary rays are produced the numbers 
found for positive and negative ions were 2:06x 10! and 
1:22 x 101° respectively. 

Subsequently these experiments were made with hydrogen 
and carbonic acid, and the positive ions in these cases also 
were found to give different values for N xe in the same 
way, while with negative ions the same value of N xe was 
always obtained as was found for air. 

It is not the nature of the gas obviously that determines 
whether or not large values of Nxe are obtained. The 
principal factor that has to be considered appears to be the 
kind of radiation that is used. The simplest explanation 
being that positive ions with single charges are produced 
when the rays consist of projected particles (which compose 
the non-penetrating secondary Réntgen rays), and that posi- 
tive ions with double charges are produced by the direct 
action of the more penetrating secondary rays, which 
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resemble the X rays in not being deflected by a magnetic 
field. | 

This hypothesis seems to be in accordance with most of the 
experiments, but as there is a good deal of uncertainty as to 
the way in which gases are ionized by X-rays, it can only be 
considered as being adopted as a temporary explanation. 

[Professor Millikan in quoting these experiments has inad- 
vertently stated that ions with double charges are produced 
when the secondary rays come from a freshly cleaned 
surface. | 

In Mr. Haselfoot’s experiments which were made on the 
same lines as the above, the ions being produced by a radio- 
active substance, rather more experimental difficulties were 
encountered, and a value of N xe=1:26x10" was found 
for positive ions when a force of 2 volts per centimetre was 
used, and 1°37 x 10!° with a force of 4 volts per centimetre, 
thus giving a 9 per cent. difference, which according to 
Professor Millikan shows that the method is inconsistent. 
A reference to the curve for deducing the values of N xe 
from the experiments shows that an error of 1 per cent. in 
the determination of the ratio of two charges gives rise to an 
error of about 2 per cent. in N xe when a force of 4 volts 
per centimetre is used, and 1 per cent. when a force of 2 volts 
per centimetre is used, also in the previous case a larger 
experimental error is liable to come in. The probable error 
with 4 volts per centimetre is about 4 times as great as that 
with 2 volts per centimetre. Mr. Haselfcot calls attention to 
the probable inaccuracy of the number 1°37, and points out 
that 1:26 is the most reliable number. 

The objection therefore that has been raised to the method 
is one that could be raised to any form of investigation,— 
namely that under some conditions the accuracy is not high. 

What is of importance is that the accuracy is as high as 
can be expected from the theory as shown by the determi- 
nations with negative ions, with a suitable range of forces; 
and it ought to be possible to obtain the values of N xe to 
an accuracy of 2 or 3 per cent. With the negative ions 
generated from molecules by Réntgen rays it has been shown 
that in all cases they have the same charge, which is con- 
firmed by the experiments on the effects produced by collisions. 
from which it is obvious that all negative ions must be pre- 
cisely the same. It is extremely difficult to believe that the 
method fails when positive ions are investigated. 

It may be pointed out that these experiments also brought 
to lighta large effect due to moisture, which was subsequently 
confirmed when the velocities under an electromotive force 
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came to be determined. Also a similar effect in a much less 
degree was found in the previous experiments on the direct 
determinaticn of the rates of diffusien at high pressures, 
which was subsequently found by Zeleny to affect the 
velocities. There is thus a considerable amount of evidence 
to show that the experiments on which the determinations of 
N xe are based are reliable and consistent. 

Experiments on the same principle as the previous work 
in which N x e was found in gases at high pressure by deter- 
mining the rate of diffusion and the velocity under an electric 
force huve recently been made by J. Franck and W. Westphal”, 
and they confirm to some extent the result obtained at low 
pressures, inasmuch as they find that the mean value of 
Nxe for positive ions produced by Rontgen rays is 
14x 10". According to Professor Millikan a _ larger 
number of positive ions ought to have been found than is 
indicated by this number if my conclusions are correct ; and he 
suggests that the real reason why the number 1°4 x 10° found 
for Nxe exceeds the theoretical number 1°23 x 10!° arises 
from an effect which makes the rate of diffusion too small. I 
have already explained why this suggestion cannot explain 
the high value 1:4x 10! obtained by this method. With 
regard to the number of ions with double charges that are to 
be expected, I cannot see that these experiments are incon- 
sistent with those at low pressures, in which larger values of 
N Xe were obtained with positive ions. It must be remem- 
bered that when a beam of Réntgen rays traverses a gas 
there is a considerable secondary effect produced in the gas 
itself. It would be extremely difficult to separate the ions 
generated directly by the primary rays from those produced 
in the primary beam by the secondary rays, which consist of 
negative ions projected with a large velocity. The effect 
of these would not be so great in a small volume at low 
pressure, as they would reach the boundary before all their 
energy was spent in generating ions in the gas. It is not 
inconsistent with the determinations at low pressures that at 
high pressures there is a greater proportion of positive ions 
having single charges. Professor Millikan concludes from bis 
experiments that the “ greater part of the ionization of a gas by 
X-rays is due to the direct action by primary rays,” which if it 
were true would make the above explanation untenable. It is 
extremely difficult to follow the reasoning which leads to this 
conclusion, but it is interesting in this connexion to note the 
results of experiments that have recently been made with gases 

* J. Franck & W. Westphal, Ver. D. Phys. Ges. Marz 5, 1909. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 22. No, 127. July 1911. ite 
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at high pressures (about atmospheric pressure) by Mr. R. T. 
Beatty*™ and Mr. C. T. R. Wilsont. Mr. Beatty finds experi- 
mentally that when Réntgen rays pass through some gases — 
a large part of the ionization is due to corpuscular rays, 
and that the fraction of the whole number of ions thus pro- 
duced depends on the kind of primary rays that are used. 
Practically the same conclusion is arrived at by Mr. C.T. R. 
Wilson, in which he finds even with y-rays that the ions in 
a gas are produced along fine lines traversing the gas inall 
directions—the tracks of 8 particles from the walls of the 
vessel. 

The principal conclusions of the various experiments on 
these subjects are, it seems to me, much more in harmony 
than a superficial examination of the results would lead one 
to expect. 

Professor Millikan’s recent results, in which he found that 
none or very few positive ions with double charges were 
caught on the small drop that he had under observation, have 
led him to believe that no such positive ions are generated in 
the gas. Itseems to me that, before such a definite conclusion 
can be arrived at, it would be necessary to know what pro- 
portion of the ions that are caught could be expected to be 
ions with double charges. If only nine or ten per cent. of 
the positive ions have double charges the question then arises, 
whether doubly charged ions are as likely to come into 
contact and adhere to the small drop as the smaller ions with 
a single positive charge. It would be rather difficult to 
decide what would happen with the different kinds of ions, 
but it is reasonable to suppose that doubly charged ions. 
would have around them a larger group of molecules than the 
sinely charged ions; and if, as Franck and Westphal found, 
their rate of diffusion is about half that of the smaller ions, their 

velocity of agitation would be proportionally small, so that 
they trace out a path through the molecules of the gas that 
would be half that of ions with single charges before they are 
brought up to the electrode. Under these circumstances. 
any one of the doubly charged ions would be less likely than 
an ion with a single charge to strike a small object in the gas. 
Also the conditions under which ions with different masses. 
would adhere to the drop are not necessarily the same. It is 
interesting to note in this connexion that the experiments have 
shown that negatives are caught more easily than positives. 

* “Tonization of Heavy Gases by X-Rays,” Proceedings of Royal 
Society, A. vol. lxxxy. June 1911. 
+ “On a Method of making visible the Paths of Ionizing Particles 

through a Gas,” Proceedings of Royal Society, A. vol. lxxxy. June 1911. 
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If the same kind of argument were used here as has been 
applied to the two kinds of positive ions, the experiments 
would have been said to show that there are more negatives 
than positives. It does not therefore appear to me that the 
evidence Professor Millikan has brought forward to show 
that all the positive ions in the gas have single atomic charges, 
is conclusive. 

Yours truly, 

JOHN S. TOWNSEND. 

| } 

XIX. A Thermostat for Controlling the Temperature of : 
open. By The Barl of BerKeuny, FLAS. and C. V. 
Burton, D.Sc.* 

HE thermostat here described was designed for regulating 
the temperature of an interferometer room; a some- 

what small cellar, which owing to its situation had to be 
heated by electricity. The current dealt with was 7 amperes 
at 100 volts, but the method to be described is capable of 
handling considerably larger currents, provided they are 
split up in parallel. 

For our purpose it was essential that the temperature of 
the room should not vary by more than about half a degree 
for several days and nights on end. 

The sensitive member was a flat compound strip of brass 
and invar about a foot longt (we are indebted to Mr. A. 
Campbell for this suggestion), made by hard-soldering face 
to face a strip of brass and one of invar, and then rolling the 
compound strip to thin and harden it. 

In the figure (p.212), A is the brass-invar strip, whose upper 
end A, is fixed. By, and B, are platinum-tipped screws, one on 
each side of a platinum contact-piece rivetted into the lower 
end of the strip A. These screws are adjusted so that the 
freedom of motion of the strip is restricted to a small fraction 
of a millimetre. (©, and C, are coreless solenoids, adjustably 
fixed to the board EH, which carries the parts already named. 

F is a wooden beam which can turn about a pivot by an 
amount limited by stops (not shown) ; G, and G, are short 
rods of soft iron, suspended from the ends of the beam F, 
co-axially with the solenoids H, and Hy. K is a sealed glass 
tube fixed to the beam; it contains some mercury and is 
exhausted to a high vacuum. Two platinum wires are sealed 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ Later increased to 18 inches in length. 

ad 
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through each end of K. N isa fork of stout copper wire 
also fixed to the wooden beam F. 

P and P’ are two small glass beakers containing mercury 
covered by Ragosin oil; the main heating current is made 
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and broken at these mercury surfaces, and the oil prevents 
undue sparking and oxidation. 
M represents the electric heater, and L the two storage- 

cells of the relay circuit. 
In the diagram the apparatus is represented at a moment 

when the room has become slightly overheated, and the 
heating circuit has been broken. As the air in the room 
cools, the strip A deflects towards the left, until it makes 
contact with the tip of the screw B,. Starting from A, we 
may trace the circuit through the strip A, the screw By, the 
solenoids C, and H,, the mercury contacts K,, and the battery 
L, and then back to A,. The solenoid H, thus being 
energized, causes the armature Gy, to be attracted, and so 
pulls the beam F over to the left ; this causes the fork N to 
bridge across the two mercury vessels P and P’, thus com- 
pleting the heating circuit. At the same time the relay 
circuit is broken at K, by the withdrawal of the mercury 
from the platinum wires K,, and a second relay circuit, 
hitherto broken at K,, has that breach made good by the 
mercury, and is ready to be completed so soon as a slight 
increase in the temperature of the room causes the strip to 
move towards the right and make contact with B,. When 
this takes place the solenoids C, and Hy, are energized, the 
beam tips to the right thus breaking the heating circuit and 
also the second relay circuit at Ky. 

It will be realized that the two positions of the strip A, in 
which it makes contact with B, and B, respectively, corre- 
spond to two finitely different temperatures. The difference 
between these temperatures, with the apparatus working at 
about 15° C., is about 0°'1 C., and corresponds to a linear 
freedom of motion of about 0°25 mm. 

The reason for putting the solenoids C, and C, into the 
circuits is to remove all possibility of an incomplete or 
faltering contact between the strip and either of the contact 
points B, and By; as soon as contact begins, a feeble current 
is established in the relay circuit, and ©, or C,, as the case 
may be, being slightly energized, attracts the invar of the 
strip A (the invar we used has sufficient permeability) and 
so increases the contact pressure, thus rapidly establishing 
full contact. 

The mercury-tube K serves two purposes; when the beam 
tilts over, the mercury runs from one end of the glass tube to 
the other, thus preventing the beam from rebounding ; at the 
same time the fact that the relay circuit is broken at the 
mercury contacts and not at the platinum contact points B, 
or B, helps to prevent the latter from getting “ oxidized.” 
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It may be mentioned that some slight trouble was ex- 
perienced in adjusting the positions of the solenoids C, and — 
C,. In the new thermostat, where the solenoids have been 
placed co-axially with the screws B, and B,, no difficulty 
has arisen. 

Another slight difficulty that should be stated is that to 
get the best conditions of control it is necessary that the air 
in the room should be rapidly stirred by means of a fan; this, 
however, causes air currents to impinge upon the sensitive 
strip, thus making it vibrate. Wire gauze round, and a dash- 
pot at the end of*, the strip (which is hung vertically), 
prevent the trouble. Neither the wire gauze nor the dash- 
pot is shown on the drawing. 

In the course of the experiments with the interferometer 
it was found that, between the observations, while the ob- 
server was out of the room, it was advantageous to replace 
him by a heated dummy, thus keeping the conditions as 
constant as possible. 

The following results give the temperatures of the air inside 
the interferometer case. During the hour from 10.5 to 
11.5 a.m. the observer replaced the dummy, and was seated 
within 1 foot of the case :— 

Time. Temp. | Time. Temp. Time. Temp. 

9.0 asx. 19150. | 10.20am. 1916+ 11.20 aa. 1916+ 
9.31 1915+ | 10.35 19-:16— 11.35 19°16+4 

10.5 19:16— 10.50 19°16 11.50 19:16+ 

10.20 19164 |) Uke 19-16 12.15 19:17 

XX. On the Origin of Spectra. By Fraxk Horton, D.Sce., 
M.A., Fellow of St. John’s College, Cambridge. 

| a paper recently communicated to the Royal Society f, 
_ the author has given an account of some experiments 

with mercury vacuum-tubes which show that mercury is 
capable of giving several distinct line spectra when rendered 
luminous by an electrical discharge. The particular spectrum 
appearing in any given case depends upon the energy of the 
discharge in relation to the mass of vapour through which it 
passes. The spectrum most easily produced consists of five 
bright lines, but as the energy of the discharge is increased 

* Possibly improved results could be obtained if the contact points 
were placed under oil. 

+ Communicated by the Author. 
t Roy. Soc. Proc. 1911. 
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other spectra, recorded in the paper, make their appearance 
in turn. Reasons can be given for thinking that these more 
complicated spectra are due to the formation of definite 
electronic systems, which are practically unstable new sub- 
stances formed from the normal mercury atoms by the passage 
of the discharge, and that they are not due merely to different 
modes of vibration of the electrons in some one system, such, 
for instance, as the mercury atom. 

In many respects mercury appears to be an ideal substance 
to use for investigating the origin of spectra. Its vapour is 
monatomic and can be rendered luminous in several ways: 
by the electric arc, or spark, or by the vacuum-tube discharge. 
This latter may be produced (a) by an induction-coil discharge 
with variable capacity and self-induction in the circuit, (0) by 
means of the low potential discharge from a glowing lime 
cathode, (c) by electromagnetic induction in the electrodeless 
ring discharge. Under these different conditions a continuous 
spectrum, a band spectrum, and spectra with different numbers 
of bright lines may he obtained. 

As the result of a careful investigation of the spectrum of 
mercury, Stark * has concluded that mercury possesses two 
distinct line spectra, that given by the are in vacuo and that 
given by a vacuum-tube discharge. These he identifies as 
being due to monovalent and to divalent atoms—atoms which 
have lost one and two electrons respectively. Stark’s views 
on the origin of spectra may briefly be summarized as 
follows : 

(1) Continuous spectra are due to freely moving electrons, 
the accelerations of which are continually being changed. 

(2) Line spectra are due to the vibrations of the electrons 
contained in the positive ions, all the lines of a series being 
due to the same source ; but a single positive ion may be the 
source of several series of lines at the same time. 

(3) Band spectra are due to electrically neutral bodies, 
and are formed in the act of combination of the negative 
electron with the positive ion. 

In addition to the conclusion that mercury should have 
two distinct line spectra, Stark also holds that there should 
be two distinct band spectra, one formed by the combination 
of a divalent positive ion with a negative electron to form a 
monovalent ion, the other produced when the monovalent ion 
unites with another electron to form a neutral atom. | 

These views of Stark have been criticised by W. Wien fF, 
who, trom observations of the effect of a magnetic field on 

* Stark, Ann. d. Phys. xvi. p. 490 (1905). 
t Wien, Ann, d. Phys. xxx. p. 349 (1909). 
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canal-rays formed in various vapours and gases, has come to 
the conclusion that the carriers responsible for the line spectra 
are neutral atoms, and that the vibrations producing the 
luminosity are caused by the recombination of negative 
electrons with the positive “‘remainder atoms.” This is the 
view which is, I think, supported by the result of my recent 
observations of the spectra of mercury under different elec- 
trical conditions. In the paper already referred to five 
distinct line spectra are recorded. These, I think, are due to 
the recombinations of remainder atoms of different “ electric 
atomic weights” with the appropriate number of negative 
electrons to form neutral systems. These systems are pro- 
bably not similar in all respects to the atoms of the unionized 
gas, but are less stable arrangements of positive ions with 
one or more negative electrons revolving round them—each 
system being electrically neutral. The periods of these 
systems would depend upon the arrangement of the electrons 
around the central positive ion. There would be different 
equilibrium positions and consequently several possible periods 
for any one system. These would be affected by a magnetic 
field in such a way as to account for the Zeeman effect. 

The fact that compounds aiways give banded spectra would 
seem to indicate that these are due, not to electrons, but to 
the vibrations of larger bodies. Since they produce light of 
the same wave-length, these larger bodies must be under the 
influence of more intense forces, which suggests that they are 
not separate atoms, but systems of atomic dimensions vibrating 
inside the molecule itself. On these views of the origin of 
line and of band spectra we should expect that a gas or vapour 
consisting solely of molecules in a normal condition woud 
ive a band spectrum, a conclusion which is borne out by 

the fact that the absorption spectra of such gases always 
consist of bands. In the case of the vapours of the alkali 
metals, which give line spectra, we have molecules which are 
not in a ‘‘normal”’ condition, as is shown by the abnormal 
conductivity of these vapours. 

To obtain the emission spectrum of a gas we have to render 
it luminous by an electric discharge, and the effect of this is to 
ionize the molecules and to alter the composition of the gas. 
Hiectrons are set free; positive ions are produced, and by the 
collisions of these, vibrating systems are formed which radiate 
the energy of the spectrum lines. ‘This difference in the 
composition of the gas is clearly shown by the experiments 
of Ladenburg * and of Pfliiger | on the absorption of light 

* Ladenburg, Deutsch. Phys. Gesell. Verh. x. 14, p. 550 (1908). 
+ Pfliger, Ann. d. Phys, xxiv. 3, p. 515 (1907). 
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by hydrogen. These experimenters could get no absorption 
of light by the gasin the normal condition, but found distinct 
absorption of the red and other lines when light was passed 
through a long tube containing the gas at a pressure of a few 
centimetres, conveying an electric current. Evidently these 
lines are due to something which does not exist in the gas in 
the normal state, but is produced in it by the passage of the 
discharge. Similar results have been obtained with mercury 
vapour. The absorption of this was first investigated by 
Lockyer *, and later by Strutt f ; neither observer was able 
to obtain any absorption in the luminous spectrum, but more 
recently Wood t has shown that there is absorption in the 
ultra-violet. That ionized mercury vapour does produce 
absorption has been demonstrated by Kiich and Retschinsky$§, 
and also by Pfliiger ||. The method consists in having two 
mercury arc lamps placed one behind the other, and in mea- 
suring the percentage absorption of the light from the first 
lamp in passing through the second, in the case of certain 
definite lines of the spectrum. The results showed that ionized 
mercury vapour possesses the power of absorbing those rays 
which it emits, whereas the vapour in the normal condition 
produces no absorption. 
We thus see that ionized gases and vapours contain electronic 

systems which are not present in them in the normal state. 
These systems are the “ molecules” of new substances formed 
from the original gas or vapour by the passage of the electric 
discharge. I call them “new substances’? because it is 
probable that they possess chemical properties different from 
those of the original substance. A simple experiment due to 
Dr. H. Brereton Baker {| shows that ionized mercury vapour 
has at least one different chemical property from mercury 
vapour in the ordinary atomic condition ; for if oxygen is 
allowed to enter a mercury lamp immediately after the current 
has been cut off, it is found that a considerable quantity of 
mercuric oxide is formed, although the temperature is much 
lower than that at which mercury vapour in a normal condition 
combines with oxygen. 

The recent experiments of Sir J. J, Thomson** have shown 

* Lockyer, Roy. Soc. Proc. xxii. p. 874 (1874). 
t Strutt, Phil. Mag. vi. p. 76 (1903). 
t Wood, Astrophys. Journ. xxvi. p. 41 (1907). 
§ Kuch and Retschinsky, Ann. d. Phys. xxii. p. 852 (1907). 
|| Pilger, Ann. d. Phys. xxiv. 8, p. 515 (1907). 
{| Baker, Nature, Ixxxiv. p. 888 (1910). 
** ‘Thomson, Phil. Mag. xxi. p. 225 (1911). 
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that the carriers of positive electricity in a vacuum-tube are 
often more complex than the original gas or vapour through 
which the discharge is passing. ‘Thus in the case of oxygen 
gas, carriers of positive electricity with “ electric atomic 
weights” 8,16, 32, 48, and 96 have been discovered. The 
first of these corresponds to the atom of oxygen with two 
positive charges, O,,; the second to the atom with one 
one positive charge, O,; the third to the oxygen molecule 
(Qz.),; the fourth to the molecule of ozone (Os), ; and the fifth 
to (Og). The vibrations of each of these positive ions may 
give rise to luminous radiation, or this may come from neutral 
systems formed by collisions with electrons. The vibrations 
of these neutral systems would, on Wien’s theory, give rise 
to spectrum lines. On the other hand, we should expect that 
if the vibrations of the carriers of greater “electric atomic 
weight” give rise to luminous radiation, its spectrum would 
consist of bands, and it is well known that bands, especially 
in the green, are the characteristic feature of the spectrum of 
oxygen at low pressures. At higher pressures the bands are 
not so marked, which is the result to be expected, for the more 
frequent collisions would tend to prevent the formation of 
complicated molecules. 

In the case of mercury vapour Professor Thomson has 
detected positive carriers with electric atomic weights of 800, 
200, 100, and 66, corresponding to (Hg,),, Hg,, Hg,,, and 
Hg,,,, respectively. As in the case of oxygen, it seems 
probable that it is the vibrations of large atomic aggregates 
such as (Hg,) which are the origin of the band spectrum 
observed by Kder and Valenta*, Huttt, and others. If Wien’s 
view is correct, it is the carriers of smaller mass, which, by 
their collisions with free electrons, form the systems pro- 
ducing the various spectrum lines, and the different line 
spectra which the author has observed are probably due to 
the different neutral systems formed. More energy would be 
required for the formation of a positive ion with three 
charges than for the formation of an ion with two charges 
or with unit charge, and so the neutral systems containing 
positive ions with the smallest electric atomic weights would 
be the last to be formed as the energy of the discharge is 
increased. Since these systems contain the largest number 
of oscillating electrons, they are capable of producing the 
greatest number of spectrum lines; so that we should expect 
the spectrum with most lines to be formed when the discharge 

* Eder and Valenta, Denkschrift. Wien Akad. 1xi. p. 401 (1894). 
+ Huff, Astrophys. Journ. xii. p. 103 (1900). 
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contains the greatest amountof energy. This isin agreement 
with the experimental results, for the “ many-lined spectrum ” 
of mercury is obtained when a heavy discharge with capacity 
in the circuit is passed through the vapour at a low pressure. 

Since a definite minimum amount of energy may be expected 
to be required for the production of any one form of positive 
ion, it follows that the corresponding neutral system, and the 
lines to which it gives rise, will appear when the energy is 
increased up to that value ; and it is this which makes it 
possible to obtain several distinct spectra with quite definite 
changes from one to the other as the electrical conditions are 
gradually altered. The new spectrum is not at its best when 
first visible, but the new lines get brighter as further change 
in the conditions of the discharge increases the number of 
systems emitting them. If the conditions of the discharge 
are such as to form several types of radiating centres at the 
same time, the spectrum contains the lines due to all of them. 
The ‘“‘many-lined spectrum” observed by the author con- 
tained all the lines of the other spectra with the exception of 
five in the red and orange regions which were sometimes 
seen, but were not visible when the spectrum was at its 
best. 

XXI. Notices respecting New Books. 

RECENT publications of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey include 
‘Results of Observations made at the... Magnetic Observatory 
at Cheltenham, Maryland, 1907 &1908, by Daniet L. Hazarp,” 
and “Arctic Tides by Rottin A. Harris” (Washington, 1911). 

HE former publication follows the same general lines as earlier 
volumes of the series, but the copies of disturbed magnetic curves 

are allowed a time-scale of 15 mm. to the hour instead of 9 mm. as 
previously. This is a marked improvement, as it allows details to 
be followed with much greater ease and accuracy. 

The second volume deals in the first instance with tidal obser- 
vations along the north coast of Grant Land and Greenland made 
by the Peary Arctic Expedition of 1908-9, but collects for com- 
parison practically all available results relating to tides in high 
northern latitudes. A table is given of the harmonic tidal con- 
stants at all stations north ef 60° for which the author could find 
data. There is a discussion of the phenomena and some criticism 
ot Dr. Nansen’s views. The volume merits the attention of all 
interested in tidal analysis. 
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XXII. Proceedings of Learned Societies. 

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

[Continued from vol. xxi. p. 696.] 

December 21st, 1910.—Prof. W. W. Watts, Se.D., M.Sc., F.R.S., 
President, in the Chair. 

Y j ‘HE following communication was read :— 

‘The Relationship of the Permian to the Trias in Notting- 
hamshire.’ By Robert Lionel Sherlock, B.Sc., A.R.C.Se., F.G.S. 

In South Nottinghamshire the Permo-Trias consists of the 
following divisions :— 

KEUPER ...... { Marls. 
Waterstones. 

Bunter Pebble Beds. 
sereee Lower Mottled Sandstone. 

Middle Marl, 
PERMIAN...... Lower Magnesian Limestone. 

Marl Slates and Breccia locally. 

The conformability or unconformability of the Bunter to the 
Permian has been much discussed, but it is generally considered 
that there is a small uncontormity between them. The evidence 
for this is the appearance of an Upper Magnesian Limestone, and 
locally an Upper Marl, between the Middle Marl and the Bunter, as 
the beds are followed northwards, so that the Bunter appears to 
overiap the Permian divisions from north to south. 

In this paper, a section on the Great Central Railway, near 
Annesley, is described, which shows a gradual passage from the 
Middle Marl into the Lower Mottled Sandstone. Detailed mapping 
on the 6-inch scale between Nottingham and Market Warsop has 
confirmed this conclusion. 

From Nottingham to Mansfield the Middle Mar! retains a uniform 
character and thickness, but at Mansfield it is apparently absent, 
and the Bunter has been thought to overlap it and rest directly on 
the Lower Magnesian Limestone. At the same place the limestone 
becomes very sandy, forming the Mansfield Sandstone. It is shown 
that these two phenomena can be best explained by supposing that 
a river deposited a sandbar at Mansfield during Permian times, so 
that the limestone was replaced by sandstone, as was also, later, 
the Middle Marl. ‘The sandy representative of the Middle Marl 
has been mistaken for Bunter, and so given rise to the appearance 
of an overlap. 

North of Mansfield the Middle Marl becomes normal again. 
Near Cuckney the Upper Magnesian Limestone first appears as a 
very thin bed, and evidence is brought forward to show that the 
limestone arises as thin lenticular bands in the Passage-Bed, which 
develop northwards into a definite bed. In precisely the same way, 
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sandstone lenticles in the marl in South Nottinghamshire develop 
into a definite bed of sandrock, called the Lower Mottled Sandstone, 
At first, a thin Upper Magnesian Limestone is found below a dimin- 
ished representative of the Lower Mottled Sandstone; but, on 
following the outcrop northwards, the Upper Limestone is seen to 
grow in importance and the Lower Mottled to diminish, until, in 
South Yorkshire, it is not found. 

The Permian rocks continue to increase in thickness and the 
Bunter to diminish, until the Pebble Beds also become unrecog- 
nizable, in North Yorkshire. Also the Middle Marl now fails, and 
a thick mass of Jimestone remains to represent the Permian. The 
Keuper Waterstones persist throughout, and seem to be slightly 
unconformable to the Bunter. : 

From these considerations it is believed that the Upper Magnesian 
Limestone and Upper Marl of the northern part of the outcrop are 
the time equivalents of the Bunter of South Nottinghamshire, 
the one being deposited in an inland sea, comparable with the 
Caspian, the other along the coast-line, which was slowly moving 
northwards. 

The paleontology of the Upper Magnesian Limestone is dis- 
cussed, and the evidence derivable from the fossils is shown to be 
not unfavourable to the above view. 

XXIII. Lntellegence and Miscellaneous Articles. 

ON THE EQUATION OF CONTINUITY OF THE LIQUID AND 

GASEOUS STATES OF MATTER. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

GENTLEMEN,— Moscow, May 11th, 1911. 

N the article “On the Equation of Continuity of the Liquid 
and Gaseous States of Matter,” printed in the Phil. Mag. 

October 1910, Mr. Kleeman gives an empirical relation between 
the internal latent heat of evaporation L and the densities of a 
substance p, and p, resp. in the liquid and gaseous state. The 
relation consists in that the function 

L 
paar cyy sha 
Sea 

is approximately constant for each substance (p. 678 sqq.). 
I venture to point out that this relation was found out by me in 

1904, and published in the Annalen der Physik, vol. xiv. p. 305 sqq. 

I beg to remain, 
Yours truly, 

A. BATSCHINSKI, 
Privat-docent of the University of Moscow. 
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PRINCIPLE OF RELATIVITY. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

GENTLEMEN,— Antibes, May 16th, 1911. 

Mr. R. C. Tolman, in an article which appeared in the Philo- 
sophical Magazine (vol. xxi. March 1911), points out how the 
principle of relativity conduces to the expression of the force to 
which an electric charge in an electromagnetic field is submitted. 

I laid before the Congress of Radiology and Electricity of 
Brussels (September 1910) the following consequences of the 
principle of relativity :— 
A charge in uniform motion creates, besides its electrostatic 

field, an induced field (corresponding to induction by the motion 
of a current of constant intensity)—and a magnetic field. 

A charge in uniform motion in a magnetic field is subjected, by 
the fact of its motion, to the force of Hall-Lorentz normal to the 
speed and to the field, proportional to their product and to the 
sine of their angle, a result Mr. Tolman has just established. 

The volume of the Communications of the Congress has not yet 
appeared, but a summary of my results is inserted in Le Radiwm 
(August number, 1910). 

I should be very much obliged to you, Gentlemen, if you would 
be good enough to accord my letter a place in the next number of 
the Philosophical Magazine. 

Believe me, 
Yours faithfully, 

HK. M. Lemeray. 

THE MODE OF IONIZATION BY X-RAYS. 

The University, Leeds. 
June 6, 1911. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

GENTLEMEN,— 

In the June number of your Magazine Prof. Millikan and 
Mr. Fletcher state (p. 761) that an oil drop which they were 
observing caught very few negative ions when placed a few 
millimetres (as I judge from their diagram) to one side of a stream 
of X-rays passing through air at atmospheric pressure ; the im- 
posed electric field being such as to urge negative ions made in the 
stream to moveaway from thedrop. ‘This, the authors say, ‘* shows 
conclusively that the greater part of the ionization of a gas by 
X-rays is due to the direct action of the primary rays.” 

The experiment does indeed show that very little of the ionization 
was due to secondary rays which penetrated the air so far from 
the primary stream as to get at the other side of the drop: this 
was to be expected. But it does not clash at all with a certain 
consequence * of the corpuscular theory of X-rays, which is, that 

* Bragg, ‘Consequences of the corpuscular hypothesis of the y and 
X-rays,” Phil, Mag. Sept. 1910. 
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ionization by X-rays is effected indirectly by the cathode rays 
which spring from the X-rays, and that there is no direct ionizing 
action of the primary rays. The cathode rays have a range in air 
of two or three millimetres at the outside, and only the more 
penetrating have as much as that. All but a very small fraction 
of the ionization is to be found less than a millimetre away from 
the primary stream of X-rays. 

Iam, Yours &ce., 
W. H. Braae. 

CORRECTION TO DR. W. F. G. SWANN’S PAPER ON THE “ LONGITU- 
DINAL AND TRANSVERSE MASS OF AN ELECTRON.” (Phil. 
Mag. June 1911.) 

2a OW a de haa 
The PapresiOn amar di given in the first equation in the 

paper should really be 

oU _o0U op , OU og 4 0U or 
Of. 0p of | d7 Of Or Of 

i 
with similar expressions for = and — The terms omitted in 

the paper, however, obviously always vanish for the case 
p=v, ¥=r=0, which is the one treated in the paper, for the q 
and » derivatives of U vanish from symmetry, and the omitted 
derivatives of V and W vanish, because they involve either q or + 
as a factor. Thus the remainder of the argument in the paper is 
exact. W.F. G. Swann. 

ANNUAL TABLES OF CONSTANTS AND NUMERICAL DATA 

CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL, AND TECHNOLOGICAL. 

INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION OF PUBLICATION 

Appointed by the VIIth International Congress of Applied Chemustry 
am London, 2nd June, 1909. 

Av the International Congress of Applied Chemistry held in 
London in 1909 an International Commission was appointed for 
the purpose of compiling and publishing Annual Tables of Con- 
stants and Numerical Data ; and this Commission was subsequently 
accorded the patronage of the Association of Academies at the 
meeting of that body held in Rome in 1910 (‘ Nature,’ May 26, 
1910, p. 371). 

According to the programme drawn up by the Commission the 
Tables published in any one year are intended to contain all the 
numerical data likely to be of interest in connexion with Chemistry, 
Physics, and allied Sciences, pure and applied, to be found in the 
literature published during the previous year. ‘The data are to 
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be accompanied by full bibliographic references. This programme 
has now (May 1911) so far matured, that portions of the volume 
for 1910 are already in the press, while the manuscript of the 
remaining portions is approaching completion. 

Owing to the immense volume of scientific and technical literature 
which is continually being produced, the difficulties in the way of 
finding out whether anv given measurement has been made or not 
are increasing year by year. Existing systems of indexing and 
abstracting offer only limited help, since a large number of 
measurements are made in the course of researches to which they 
are purely subsidiary, so that their existence cannot be inferred 
from the titles and subtitles of the papers in which they are 
‘recorded. Also Tables which appear only at long intervals such as 
those of Landolt and Bornstein, can of necessity cover only a small 
part of the ground ; and moreover, in most cases they are hampered 
by the limitations of private enterprise. The Annual Tables 
should therefore filla serious gap which has hitherto existed in the 
systematic indexing of scientific and technical results. | 

It is hoped that ultimately the enterprise may become self- 
supporting ; but obviously this cannot be the case for some time to 
come. The Commission has been greatly assisted by grants from 
various Societies, for example, in this Country, from the British 
Association, Chemical Society, Faraday Society, Royal Dublin 
Society, Royal Irish Academy, Royal Society of Edinburgh, and 
the Society of Chemical Industry. Donations have also been 
received from a few private persons, notably from the Rt. Hon. 
the Earl of Berkeley, F.R.S. The financial position is, however, 
still far from. satisfactory ; and further help from Societies and 
private donors is urgently needed. In this connexion it may be 
mentioned that neither the General Secretary nor the Members 
of the Commission receive payment for their services, except in 
so far as they may perform actual compiling or abstracting. 

The organization of the Commission is sufficiently complete to 
deal effectively with the periodical literature, but it happens 
occasionally that data are published only in non-periodical publi- 
cations, such as books or monographs ; and such data may easily 
be overlooked. Accordingly, in order that the Annual Tables may 
be as complete as possible, the authors of such books, monographs, 
&e., are requested to communicate with one or other of the 
members of the Commission. In cases where the data are 
numerous, specimen copies or corrected proofs of the tables 
containing the data would be very acceptable. 

The members of the International Commission for the United 
Kingdom are: Dr. Alex. Findlay, The University, Edgbaston, 
Birmingham; Dr. R. T. Glazebrook, C.B., F.R.S., The National 
Physical Laboratory, Teddington, Middiesex ; and Dr. N. T. M. 
Wilsmore, University College, Gower Street, London, W.C. The 
General Secretary is Dr. Charles Marie, 98 Rue du Cherche-Midi, 
Paris VI. 
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XXIV. On the Calculation of Chladni’s Figures for a Square 
Plate. By Lord Ravurien, O.M., F.R.S.* 

1° my book on the Theory of Sound, ch. x. (Ist ed. 1877 
2nd ed. 1894) I had to speak of the problem of the 

vibrations of a rectangular plate, whose edges are free, as 
being one of great difficulty, which had for the most part 
resisted attack. An exception could be made of the case in 
which pw (the ratio of lateral contraction to longitudinal 
elongation) might be regarded as evanescent. It was shown 
that a rectangular pl: ite could then vibrate after the same 
law as obtains for a simple bar, and by superposition some 
of the simpler Chladni’s figures for a square plate were 
deduced. For glass and metal the value of w is about 3, so 
that for such plates as are usually experimented on the 
results could be considered only as rather rough approxi- 
mations. 

I wish to call attention to a remarkable memoir by W. Ritz + 
in which, somewhat on the above lines, is developed with 
great skill what may be regarded as a practically complete 
solution of the problem of Chladni’s figures on square plates. 
It is shown that to within a few per cent. all the proper 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Theorie der Transversalschwingungen einer quadratischen Platte 

mit freien Randern, Annalen des Physik, Bd. xxvui. 8. 737 (1909). The 
early death of the talented author must be accounted a severe loss to 
Mathematical Physics. 

Phat. Mag. S26. Volz 225 Noe 128. Aug: 1911. Q) 
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tones of the plate may be expressed by the formule 

Ly) = Wn, (UY) A Cant Y Un Gs 

LO orn (a ee, (4) er) en ade 

the functions u being those proper toa free bar vibrating 
transversely. The coordinate axes are drawn through the 
centre parallel to the sides of the square. The first function 
of the series w(a) is constant ; the second u;(#)=~2 . const. ; 
us(z) is thus the fundamental vibration in the usual sense, 
with two nodes, and so on. Ritz rather implies that I had 
overlooked the necessity of the first two terms in the ex- 
pression of an arbitrary function. It would have been better 
to have mentioned them explicitly ; but I do not think any 
reader of my book could have been misled. In §168 the 
inclusion of all* particular solutions is postulated, and in 
§ 175 a reference is made to zero values of the frequency. 

For the gravest tone of a square plate the coordinate axes 
are nodal, and Ritz finds as the result of successive approxi- 
mations 

W = Uz, + 0394 (u, v3 + VY; Us) 

— ‘0040 uz v3 — “0084 (a U5 4 Us 4) 

BGs. vc >,) — OO 
in which w stands for u(#) and v for u(y). The leading 
term w,v,, or xy, is the same as that which I had used 
(§ 228) as a rough approximation on which to found a caleu- 
lation of pitch. 

As kas been said, the general method of approximation is 
very skillfully applied, but I am surprised that Ritz should 
have regarded the method itself as new. An integral 
involving an unknown arbitrary function is to be made a 
minimum. The unknown function can be represented by a 
series of known functions with arbitrary coefticients—accu- 
rately if the series be continued to infinity, and approximately 
by a few terms. When the number of coefficients, also 
called generalized coordinates, is finite, they are of course to 
be determined by ordinary methods so as to make the integral 
a minimum. It was in this way that I found the correction 
for the open end of an organ-pipe fT, using a series with two 
terms to express the velocity at the mouth. The calculation 

* Italics in original. 
+ Phil. Trans. vol. 161 (1870); Scientific Papers, i. p. 57. 
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was further elaborated in ‘Theory of Sound,’ vol. ii. Ap- 
pendix A. I had supposed that this treatise abounded in 
applications of the method in question, see §§ 88, 89, 90, 91, 
182, 209, 210, 265 ; but perhaps the mosi explicit formula- 
tion of it is in a more recent paper *, where it takes almost 
exactly the shape employed by Ritz. From the title it will 
be seen that I hardly expected the method to be so successful 
as Ritz made it in the case of higher modes of vibration. 

Being upon the subject I will take the opportunity of 
showing how the gravest mode of a square plate mav be 
treated precisely upon the lines of the paper referred to. 
The potential energy of bending per unit area has the 
expression 

ee gh i Se AT: 1¢= ys} 
V= 3(1—p?) (V w) +2(1 BK) T du dy ane dy? 5 (1) 

in which g is Young’s modulus, and 2h the thickness of the 
plate (§ 214). Also for the kinetic energy per unit area we 
have 

ees tiriias! TRO 2 GN 

p being the volume-density. From the symmetries of the 
case w must be an odd function of x and an odd function 
of y, and it must also be symmetrical between wand y. Thus 
we may take 

w= gq ty + qoay(2?t+y") +q,cy(2?t+y*)+q2yt.... (3) 

In the actual calculation only the two first terms will be 
employed. 

Expressions (1) and (2) are to be integrated over the 
square ; but it will suffice to include only the first quadrant, 
so that if we take the side of the square as equal to 2, the 
limits for z and y are O and 1. We find 

[fect aera = 692. gE Teal ae eS) 

dw? dwdw 2 

i Gas da? Tyo dy= qi +4nntin + () 

* “On the Calculation of the Frequency of Vibration of a System in 
its Gravest Mode, with an Example from Hydrodynamics,” Phil. Mag. 
vol. xlvii. p. 556 (1899); Scientific Papers, iv. p. 407. 
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Thus, if we set 

Agh? TI 
SS ES e e e e e e 6 

V Sica) : (6) 

we have 

V'= 19,2742 4q.2 Ago? 7 fy dat 202 eh vps (7) 
In like manner, if 

Ton 

Ta +snnteGte:- 9 2 
When we neglect g. and suppose that gq, varies as cos pt, 
these expressions give 

oa 6gh? nN I96gh? 

Ppl +n) pt+pat? 
if we introduce aas the length of the side of the square. 
This is the value found in ‘Theory of Sound,’ § 228, equi- 
valent to Ritz’s first approximation. 

In proceeding to a second approximation we may omit the 
factors already accounted for in (10). Hxpressions (7), (9) 
are of the standard form if we take 

(10) 

JN fee 11 Be, ee chi 
> Il—p 

6 | Oe elem 
Dy | ai ey N 7 one 

and Lagrange’s equations are 

(A—p’L)q; + (B—p’M)q = 0, 

(Bap Moi (C—p’N)q, = 0, 
while the equation for p? is the quadratic 

p’ (LN — M?) +p°(2MB—LC—NA)+AC—B’=0. . (12) 

For the numerical calculations we will suppose, following 
Ritz, that w=°225, making C=11-9226. Thus 

LN—M? =-13714, AC—B? = 7:9226, 
IMB—LO—NA = —2 x 4:3498. 

(11) 

The smaller root of the quadratic as calculated by the usual 
formula is °9239, in place of the 1 of the first approximation ; 
but the process is not arithmetically advantageous. If we 
substitute this value in the first term of the quadratic, and 
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determine p” from the resulting simple equation, we get the 
confirmed and corrected value p?=‘9241. Restoring the 
omitted factors, we have finally as the result of the second 
approximation pins 

p= kab ; (13) 

p(l+p)a 
in which p=°225. 

The value thus obtained is not so low, and therefore not so 
good, as that derived by Ritz from the series of u-functions. 
One of the advantages of the latter is that, being normal 
functions for the simple bar, they allow T to be expressed as 
a sum of squares of the generalized coordinates gq, &. Asa 
consequence, p” appears only in the diagonal terms of the 
system of equations analogous to (11). 

From (11) we find further 

9o/ = —°0852, 

so that for the approximate form of w corresponding to the 
gravest pitch we may take 

Oi Oe eye ys 2 ee (EE) 

in which the side of the square is supposed equal to 2. 

XXV. An Hxperimental Investigation on the Reflexion of 
Light at certain Metal-Liquid Surfaces. By LynveE P. 
WHEELER, Assistant Professor of Physics, Sheffield Scientific 
School of Yale University *. 

Introduction. : 

Av light is incident on a transparent substance at an 
angle whose tangent has the numerical value of the 

index of refraction of the material, theory, as embodied in 
the Fresnel equations, demands that the reflected light should 
be plane polarized in the plane of incidence. Experience 
teaches, however, that for but a very few substances, solid or 
liquid, is this true. Most substances show at this angle an 
elliptic polarization of small ellipticity. The ellipticity 
(detined as the ratio of the amplitudes of the components of 
the vibration parallel and perpendicular to the plane of 
incidence) is found to be sometimes positive and sometimes 
nevative. (Positive ellipticity corresponds to a counter- 
clockwise description of the ellipse when viewed from the 
side of the incident light.) 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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That this well-nigh universal though small discrepancy 
between theory and experiment cannot be entirely assigned 
to contamination of the reflecting surface seems to have been 
definitely settled by the experiments of Lord Rayleigh on 
very clean water surfaces *. He found that as the surface 
was made progressively cleaner, the negative ellipticity 
previously observed became numerically smaller, passed 
through a zero value, and for the cleanest surfaces obtain- 
able assumed a very small positive value. On the other 
hand, Drude, working with the fresh cleavage surfaces of 
transparent crystals where the chance of surface contam- 
ination is very remote, found that within the limits of error 
of observation the ellipticity vanished +. Jt would thus 
seem to be established that the theory stands in need of 
correction in the case of reflexion from liquids, while remaining 
entirely competent in the case of solids. 

Now the boundary conditions from which the equations 
of Fresnel are deduced assume an abrupt, discontinuous 
change in physical properties as one passes through the 
surface separating the two media. As such physical dis- 
continuity is, a priori, highly improbable, it is natural to 
seek the source of the observed discrepancies in a thin 
transition layer where the two media interpenetrate, and the 
physical properties change continuously, though rapidly, 
between the constant wales they possess beyond the limits 
of the layer on either side. On this hypothesis it is natural 
to expect a thinner transition layer, and hence a closer 
approximation to the conditions of a ‘discontinuous change, 
in the case of solids than of liquids. Thus, admitting that 
such layers must exist in all cases, we must conclude from 
the experiments mentioned, that it is only in the case of 
liquids that they attain a sufficient thickness to be appreciable. 

But while the existence of the transition layer seems a 
fairly certain inference from the phenomena of reflexion, it 
is equally certain that the greater part of the divergences of 
experiment from the predictions of theory are to be ascribed 
to films of surface contamination due to dirt or polisher. 
Such films may be exceedingly thin—of the same order of 
magnitude in fact as the Samet hon Jayer. In any given case 
both the layer and the film may be present and the observed 
ellipticity be due to their combined action. The principal 
difference in the effect produced by these two causes would 
be due to the fact that in the case of the transition layer its 
index of refraction must vary between those of the two 

* Phil. Mag. ser. 5, vol. xxxiii. 1892, p. 1. 
T Wued. Anni xxxyvis 1689, p. 532. 
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media ; while in the case of the film of surface contamination 
its index should be approximately constant, and its value 
might be greater or less than or intermediate between those 
of the two media. 

Mathematically the effects to be expected from either the 
transition layer or the film can be thrown into identical form, 
the only difference in the two cases being that imposed on the 
interpretation of the results by the possible values of the 
index of refraction, as indicated above. The mathematical 
theory of such layers or films has been worked out in great 
detail by Drude*, who has shown that on the assumption 
that the thickness of the film is small compared with the 
wave-length of the light employed, its effect can be expressed 
as a correction term to the ordinary Fresnel equations. The 
form of this correction term shows that when the reflexion 
takes place from the surface of a substance of greater index 
than that in which the light is incident, we should expect a 
positive ellipticity at the polarizing angle for any film which 
has an index lying between those of the two media, and 
a negative ellipticity for a film with a greater index than 
that of either medium. ‘Thus a real transition Jayer can 
theoretically produce only a positive ellipticity, while a 
negative ellipticity must always be attributed to films of 
surface contamination with indices greater than that of the 
reflecting substance. Of course all of an observed positive 
ellipticity may not be due toa transition layer, for the matter 
contaminating the surface may have an index intermediate 
between those of the two media; but a negative ellipticity 
is theoretically a certain criterion of a film of contamination. 
Lord Rayleigh’s experiments mentioned above are thus in 
striking accord with the theory. 

The same general considerations hold in the case of the 
reflexicn from metals. Here, however, since metals naturally 
produce an elliptic (or a eircular) polarization at all angles 
ot incidence, the effect of the transition layer or film of 
contamination will be to change the ellipticity and the phase 
difference of the two components of the vibration frum the 
values they would have if the film were not present. The 
theory, based cn the same assumption as in the case of the 
reflexion from transparent substances f, shows that, providing 
the index of refraction of the film or layer is greater than 

* Wied. Ann. xxxvi. 1889, p. 865. A brief development of the theory 
of the transition layer is given in the ‘ Theory of Optics,’ by Drude, 
translated by Mann and Millikan, 1902, p.217. Also in Winkelmann, 
Handbuch der Physik, 2° Aufl, 1806, vol. v1. p. 1256, and in the ‘ Physical 
Optics,’ by Wood, p. 296. 

t+ Wied. Ann. xxxvi. 1889, p. 865. 
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unity, the ellipticity should be slightly increased and the 
phase difference markedly decreased by the presence of such 
a film orlayer. Expressed in terms of the principal incidence 
and azimuth instead of the phase difference and ellipticity, 
the theory predicts that the effect of the film should be to 
decrease the principal incidence markedly and to increase 
the principal azimuth but a very little. Unlike the result 
for the reflexion from transparent substances, the sign of the 
effect is independent of the magnitude of the index of 
refraction of the reflecting medium, unless that should be 
less than unity. 

We have here, then, no such criterion as before to enable 
us to distinguish between films of surface contamination and 
a real transition layer. A possible exception to this state- 
ment is the case of those metals which haye an index of 
refraction less than unity. That some metals, notably gold, 
silver, and copper, do possess such small values of the index 
seems certain, since the same result is yielded by the reflexion 
and the direct transmission methods. With these substances 
it might be expected that the transition layer would have an 
index less than unity, and that consequently, according to 
the theory, the phase difference would be increased and the 
ellipticity decreased over the values they would have if no 
such layer were present. However, from general consider- 
ations as to the degree to which it would be possible for the 
two media to interpenetrate and produce a transition layer, 
it would seem unhkely that we could obtain any evidence as 
to its existence ; exactly as any such evidence fails in the 
case of reflexion from transparent solids. And in confirm- 
ation of this expectation it is found that for all metals, 
increasing the cleanliness of the surface shows uniformly an 
increase of the phase difference and a decrease of the 
ellipticity ; there is never any indication of any reversal of 
the sign of the effect. So that it is fair to assume that when 
perfect cleanliness has been attained, the correct values of 
the phase difference and the ellipticity are yielded by 
experiment ; the effect of the transition layer being negligible. 

Further light on the question of the transition layer is 
afforded by experiments on the reflexion from metal mirrors 
immersed in transparent liquids. Here the uncorrected 
theory leads to an expression for the index of refraction of 
the liquid (n’) in terms of the observed phase differences and — 
ellipticities in air and in the liquid respectively*. An 
examination of the recorded observations of this nature shows, 
heweyer, very considerable discrepancies between the values 

* See below, under heading “ Theory.” 
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so calculated and those given by the direct refraction 
methods (np). In the following Table are given the values 
of n' and mp, as calculated from the experimental results. 
It includes all the observations on record *. 

| nu’. Ny: Observer. 

| Goldiiny Watery. wsctaictesesace os 1°30 1:33 | Conroy, 
OSS Rae Soe eens ats. 1-54 1-64 is 

Silver ABIL VY. LGR Toth oNcrssise va wanton 1:25 1:34 | Quincke. | 
| A UN RAN as oe 1 aie Re 1:25 1°33 Conroy. 
| et SHA) eh Ah a a 143 1:34 Sissingh. 
| “A Turpentine Be aes dad es, 1°44 1-47 Quincke. 

iin OHOL h dies Ane ralamiasts dois 139 146 | Conroy. 
“Copper i fal Wales ec eee. 1°33 133 | Drude. 

is ACOMOM Merete se tsaee 1°32 1°37 ” | 
| rf CossTi@n essa ceca nce 1:50 161 a 

is CS Bee coume eeata. ea 3y 1°63 bs 
Mercury in Water eons 8: 1-24 1:33 | Des Coudres. | 

Os Seater oy | peg | 136 SOARS 
os EECA (dilute): .23:.2.2.. 1-44 1:39 ” 
a fp MUCOUCS tae seas. 1°30 1°39 a | 
a Na, SO} (cones) “<2..2. 1°32 1-42 2 
Me A (sup. sat.) ...| 1°28 1°43 4 
*: Petroleumew asec scone 1°38 1-44 ‘9 
3 Chioroformiyscsseo-es: 1°37 1:44 “ | 
% Oliver Oily res tee ac es: 1:47 1:47 a 
a Turpentine es.v-.---. 125 1:47 fe 
Ms Py GUM) iar ee Sse 1°32 1:47 3 
Ms COS o acc cca Ree eee ben: 1°59 1°63 os 
- PRR DO ae 1:48 1-63 3 

| 

Now it is impossible to ascribe these discrepancies in 
every case to films of surface contamination ; for they occur 
for those metals (notably copper and mercury) for which 
entirely satisfactory results in air have been obtained, and 
under circumstances apparently precluding the feenatian 
of any chemical film. Hence, as we have seen that it is 
highly probable that a perfectly clean metal possesses no 
appreciable transition layer when in contact with air, it is 
only possible to ascribe these discrepancies to a transition 
layer due to the liquid. Now, an inspection of the above 
Table shows that the index calculated from the reflexion 
from the metal is in all but four cases less than that deduced 
by the direct refraction methods. On the theory as developed 

* The values are taken from a paper by Drude, Wied. Ann. xxxix. 1891, 
p- 5389. The calculations have been verified, except in the case of the 
experiments of Sissingh and Des Coudres, to whose original papers I 
have not had access. 
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by Drude *, this result must be interpreted as due to a film 
or layer having an index less than that of the liquid. This 
suggests that the effect is due to a film of air or other gas 
caught between the liquid and the mirror, since the transition 
layer of a liquid-air surface would have an index less than 
that of the liquid. It is, moreover, natural to expect the 
presence of such films due either to entrainnient in the act 
of immersion or to dissolved gas in the liquid, more probably 
the former. 

On the other hand, if it is assumed that no such gaseous 
film is present, the observed discrepancies must be attributed 
io a transition layer due to the liquid. In view of the fact 
that the eftects of the transition layer in the case of trans- 
parent solids in air are inappreciable, it would seem that the 
layer in question here cannot be a region of interpenetration 
of the metal and the liquid. Consequently we must conclude 
Gf we reject the possibility of the gaseous film) that the 
observed discrepancies are due to a layer at the surface of 
the liquid which is independent of the medium with which 
it may be in contact and which has optical properties 
different from those in the interior. According to the theory, 
the index of such a layer will be less than that of the interior 
if n' is less than mp; while its index should be greater when 
n' is greater than m. Such effects might possibly be expected 
as a result of surface tension. 

There are thus two possible explanations of the observed 
discrepancies. It would seem worth while, therefore, to 
eliminate the possibility of gaseous films between the mirror 
and the liquid. The desirability of doing this has been 
pointed out by Drude fF, but so far as I can ascertain, it has 
not, up to the present time, been attempted. Drude has 
expressed the opinion that there would still remain evidence 
of a transition layer when such gaseous films have been 
removed {. But this opinion is supported by no evidence 
which cannot be interpreted, as we have seen, in another 
manner. Hence I have attempted in the investigation 
reported in this paper to see if any residual effect of a 
transition layer remains, when the possibility of the presence 
of a gaseous film between the mirror and the liquid is reduced 
to a minimum. 

* Wied. Ann. xxxix. 1891, p. 539. See also below, under heading 
“ Theory.” 

+ Wied. Ann. xxxix. 1891, p. 545. Also Winkelmann, Handbuch der 
Physik, 2° Aufl. 1906, vol. vi. p. 1808. 

{ Winkelmann, /oc. ct. 
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Theory. 

The theory of metallic reflexion in transparent liquids is 
not developed in any of the ordinary works of reference, 
though it is of course accessible in the original memoirs. 
So it may not be out of place to give a brief resumé of the 
theory here. We start with the equation 

1+tanye'4 sind siny 

1—tan we'4 cos cos x” 
Saye 

where is the azimuth of the restored polarization (the 
angle whose tangent gives the ratio of the amplitudes ot the 
two components of the reflected vibration when the incident 
vibration is polarized in a piane making an angle of 45° 
with the plane of incidence ; tan ~ is what we have called the 
“ellipticity ” in the introduction), e is the Naperian base, 
i= V—1, d andyare the angles of incidence and refraction 

respectively ; while A is the phase difference between the 
two components of the reflected vibration. 

In the case of the reflexion in a vacuum (or air) we have 
the relation 

1 2) 

where K is the dielectric constant of the reflecting medium. 
In the case of a metal this must be supposed complex and 
the real part of ,/K is the index of refraction. If we 
substitute for y in (1) from (2), replace the exponential by 
its equivalent trigonometrical expression, and rationalize tlie 
denominator of the left-hand side of (1), we obtain 

cos 2Y(14csinAtan2y) sin ¢dtand 
1—cos Asin 2p hase sin 26 

This may be simplified by making the following substitu- 
tions : 

sin A tan 2y=tan Q; cos A sin 2xr=cos P ; 

cos 2f= cosQ sin P; S= tan sin dtan @ ; (3) 

which yield 
S 

ei (4) 
i /K — sin? db 

* The derivation of this equation may be found in any standard text 
on Optics; e.g, those of Drude, Schuster, Wood. 
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In the case of the reflexion in a transparent medium of 
index of refraction mo, we have in place of (2) the relation 

uN sing _ 

*sin x 

Substituting from this in (1) and performing the same 
operations and making the same substitutions as before, 
we get 

= /K. 

nado 
i? ° ° . . . . i) 

VK =< no P ( ) 

Dividing (4) by (5) and substituting for the radical in the 
denominator its value from (4) we get 

e'Qo = 

So ec | ~—_,— 
ny e(Q-Qo) = 7 / K— ny? sin? d. 

Using in this the value of K from (4), 

Aah eh: a) K==a + sin’ d, 

we obtain 

Sia sin? ¢ a 
N = e(Q—Qo) — ik a 2 b (19? — 1)e?2, 

eat the radical and retaining no terms higher than 

a *, and substituting the second in> 

o=— ae no? — 1) cos 2@) aay ao 

sin 
=) — 17 — 1) sit 2Qs eee) 

we have, on equating the real and imaginary parts of each 
side, approximately *, 

mac+)); . 
0 

Q—Q).=—e. ° ° e ° e e e e e (9) 

Thus from the observed values of A and 2 we can 
calculate, by means of equations (3) and (6), the right- hand 
side of equation (8). Calling the value so calculated n', we 

* These approximations are justified by the magnitudes of 5 and @ as 
found from experiment. 
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have the result ny>=n’; or, the index of refraction of the 
liquid calculated by refraction methods should be the same 
as that deduced from the change of phase and the ellipticity 
produced by the metal. 

If there are transition layers or films of surface contami- 
nation present, their effect may be expressed as a correction 
term to equation (5) as follows : 

NS 

/ KK —n” sin? b ( 
e'Qo —— ete BEAN ort)! (CLO) 

If we assume that there is but the one transition layer, that 
between the liquid and the gas film, the value of A will be 

eet ie 1)al 11 \* eee ANS eM Edina apn oi. 2 6) ly 

where A is the wave-length of the light employed, L the 
thickness, and n, the index of the layer. Of course a similar 
correction term to equation (4) can be written down, but 
under the assumption that a metal in air possesses no appre- 
ciable transition layer, that may be omitted. 

Proceeding now as before, we obtain the equation 

sin? ee 
Pca 4/1 a (ra? = 1)e#2 (1+i / KA). 

Substituting in the correction term the approximate value of 
7K from (4), 

= 98 
/K = VK = =o 

we have, on expanding and making the substitutions (6) 
and (7), 

mae (1td+A8sin@s . . . (12) 
So 

Gaede cos Qo...) S13) 

If we sei as before, n’=S/S)(1+8), equation (12) can be 
written 

i ye AGer sim. G))\' 2 Ee (14) 

since both 6 and AS sin Q are small quantities. 

* Since the results.of the experiments I have to report in this paper 
seem to show that A=O for the liquids used, it seems scarcely worth 
while in this place to devote the very considerable amount of space 
which would be required, to the derivation of equations (10) and (11), 
The derivation is given in full in the papers of Drude in Wied. Ann. 
already cited. 
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By means of this equation and equation (11), we can 
compare the results of experiment with theory. Thus from 
the latter we see that if n, is less than mp, then A will be 
positive and consequently by equation (14) n’ should be less 
than 7. This, then, is the result we should expect in case 
there is a gaseous film between the mirror and the liquid ; 
or, providing that is eliminated, it is the result to be expected 
in the event that a real transition layer (belonging to the 
liquid alone, as we have seen), exists. Similarly, if n, is 
ereater than 2, we see from equation (11) that A will be 
negative, and consequently from equation (14) that n’ should 
be greater than mp. Such a result would mean a film of 
greater index than that of the liquid, and hence must be 
attributed either to films of surface contamination or to a 
real transition layer, no gaseous film being possible under 
these conditions. Finally, we see that if A==0, n’=m, and 
this is the result to be expected if no films of any kind are 
present. 

Thus if we can make sure that there is no gaseous film 
nor any film of surface contamination present, a value of n’ 
less than np would indicate that at its surface the liquid has 
an index of refraction less than in the interior ; while a value 
of x’ greater than my would be evidence that the index of the 
liquid at the surface is greater than in the interior. 

Haperimental Arrangements. 
In repeating these experiments which have been performed 

so many times and by such competent observers, it was 
sought to improve upon their results in two directions: first 
in securing a mirror which should be more free from surface 
contamination than those used before, and second in reducing 
the possibility of a gaseous film between the mirror and the 
liquid toa minimum. On account of the difficulties in the 
way of certainly getting rid of films of surface contamination 
in solid mirrors, it was decided to attempt to attain the first 
object by using a mercury mirror. The advantages of such 
a mirror are, first, that it admits of obtaining an extra- 
ordinarily clean surface much more easily than any other 
metal ; second, exactly similar surfaces can be easily and 
quickly reproduced ; and third, the degree of cleanliness 
attained can be estimated better than with mirrors of solid 
metal. The method of cleaning the surface by stretching 
the dirt to the edges (first suggested, in the case of water, 
by Lord Rayleigh *) was adopted in the ferm recommended 
by Réntgen +. This is described below. 

* Phil. Mag. [5] xxx. 1890, p. 392. 
+ Wied. Ann. xlvi. 1892, p. 152. 
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It was feared at first that the attainment of the second 

object would present formidable if not insuperable difficulties. 

Drude has suggested the possibility of removing the film of 

gas by heating *, but this would involve obvious complica- 

tions and difficulties. As mentioned in the introduction, it 

seems probable to expect that the gas film is introduced by 

entrainment in the act of immersion. Hence it was decided 

to produce the clean mercury surface while the mirror was 

immersed. The method of Réntgen for producing the clean 

surface lends itself very readily to this purpose; and it 

would seem from the results obtained that complete success 

in this important object has been attained. The form which 

the apparatus for producing the mirrors finally took is shown 

in the figure. 
A glass tube of about £ cm. diameter was drawn down to 

form a funnel-shaped vessel (A), into the neck of which was 

sealed a small tube (B) having its end drawn out to a 
capillary point and projecting into the funnel. This tube, 
passing through a cork at the bottom of the cylindrical iron 
vessel (C) which surrounded the funnel, was supported so 
that the mouth of the funnel (ground to a plane) came 
slightly above the top of the cylinder. Another tube (D) 

% Wied. Ann. xxxix. 1891, p. 545. 
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through the cork (which was provided with a suitable stop- 
cock, ‘not shown in the figure) carried away the mercury 
which overflowed the funnel. The iron cylinder passed 
through the bottom of an open er iron box (H) and 
pr ojected to within about 1-5 cm. of its top. This box served 
to hold the liquids under which the reflexion was observed. 

This surface cleaning apparatus was mounted on a stand 
furnished with levelling screws to enable one to adjust the 
mouth of the funnel accurately to a horizontal plane. The 
stand was also provided with a rack and pinion to give the 
vertical adjustment necessary to bring the reflecting surface to 
the centre of the spectrometer table. Areservoir of mercury 
hung at a higher level than that of the funnel was connected 
with the tube (B) by a flexible tube provided with a suitable 
pincheock. In order to secure a mirror sufficiently free 
trom vibration, it was found necessary to mount the stand in 
a Julius suspension. 

The operation of producing a clean surface was simply to 
allow the mercury to overflow the edge of the funnel rapidly 
for a few seconds. If care is taken to make the overflow 
uniform all around the edge (accomplished by adjusting 
the levelling-screws), one bed of extreme cleanliness can 
easily be obtained. The test of the cleanliness is the beha- 
viour of a drop of water placed on the surface. In making 
the test it is essential that the drop itself be clean. This is 
most easily done in practice by dipping a piece of platinum 
wire (cleaned by heating) beneath the surface of a beaker 
of distilled water, and removing the adhering drop quickly 
to the mercury surface. If the surface is really clean, the 
drop is immediately stretched out to the edge in a film of 
invisible thickness. The appearance of a mercury surface 
to the eye is no test at all of its cleanliness ; it may seem to 
be a perfect mirror and yet the drop remain in a hemi- 
spherical form when placed on it, unless it has been recently 
cleaned in the manner described. It is not necessary to 
start with especially clean mercury—it cleans itself in a 
very short time. Nor is it necessary to test the cleanliness 
of the surface except after each fresh filling of the reservoir. 
A good surface gets contaminated in the air in a brief time, 
but retains its cleanliness long enough to permit the neces- 
sary observations to be taken comfortably ; while a fresh 
surface can be obtained easily and quickly. 

Thus it is reasonably certain that the reflecting surfaces 
used were free from surface contamination. OF course it is 
not so certain, a priori, that the film of gas was removed 
when the mirror was submerged. It is natural to expect, 
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however, that the rapid overflowing of the mercury would 
tend to carry away any such film and leave a more perfect 
contact between the two media. And from the final result 
of these experiments it would seem that this expectation is 
fully justified. During the course of a set of observations 
under a liquid.it was of course necessary to close the over- 
flow tube (D); consequently the cylinder (C) was made 
large enough to hold all of the mercury which it was neces- 
sary to allow to overflow in the course of sucha set. The 
liquid thus displaced from the box (4) was made to overflow 
at one corner and was caught in a suitable vessel. | 

In order. to avoid any deviation of the beam of light by 
refraction at the free surface of the liquid, glass tubes 
terminated by plane parallel glass ends were carried in 
suitable brass holders by both the collimator and telescope 
arms; when the mirror was in position, the ends of these 
tubes were just submerged in the liquid in (HE). The length 
of the box (EF) was made as great as the space between the 
tube-holders would allow, in order to obtain as large an 
angle of incidence as possible. The space thus available 
was, however, too small to permit the use of angles of inci- 
dence greater than 60°, which, though lessening the pre- 
cision attainable in this kind of experiment, still yielded 
ample accuracy for the ends in view. 

The apparatus for measuring the phase-difference and 
azimuth of restored polarization was of a familiar type and 
needs buat brief description. The spectrometer * was one by 
the Société Génévoise, arranged so that the table could be 
swung to a vertical position to accommodate a horizontal 
mirror. The collimator arm carried the polarizing nicol 
behind the lens; the Babinet compensator was mounted 
betore the objective of the telescope; while the analysing 
nicol was carried at the other end of the telescope tube. 
The nicols and compensator came with the spectrometer and 
were of good quality. By means of a second lens which 
could be inserted behind the analyser, and an extra draw- 
tube, the eyepiece could be focussed on the compensator 
fringes. Since these are not definite objects on which to 
focus, a small circular diaphragm was inserted behind the 
Jast lens of the ocular in order to avoid a small residual 
parallax which was otherwise necessarily present. These 
modifications of the apparatus as originally received from 
the Société Génévoise and also the holders for the glass 
tubes and the suface-cleaning apparatus described above, 

* This was obtained by the aid of a grant from the Bache fund of the 
National Academy of Science. 

Plat. Mag. 5. 6. Vol 22. No: 128: Aug. 1911. R 
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were made in the instrument shop of the Sheffield Scientific 
School. The divided circle of the spectrometer table could 
be read to 20” and those of the nicols to 6’ of are. The - 
source of light used was that obtained from the sodium flame 
of a small blast-lamp fed with oxygen. 

Measurements. 
The preliminary adjustments of the apparatus, 2.e. making 

the axes of collimator and telescope to intersect the axis 
of the spectrometer table orthogonally, and the adjustment of 
the axes of the nicols to parallelism with those of the colli- 
mator and telescope, were made in the usual manner. ‘The 
positions of the polarizer giving light polarized in the plane 
of incidence was determined by reflexion from water at the 
polarizing angle. The water surface was cleaned in the same 
manner as described above for the mercury. This plane 
was determined several times in the course of the investi- 
gation and with several minor modifications of method. 
Thus, sometimes the extinction position of the analyser was 
determined with the reflexion taking place at the polarizing 
angle, and then that of the polarizer by getting its “crossed”’ 
position with reference to the analyser when the two were 
put in line; or, sometimes the extinction position of the 
polarizer for the reflexion at the polarizing angle was deter- 
mined directly, the beam of light being sent through the 
apparatus in the reverse direction : ; another modification was 
the use of glass of known index in place of water. None of 
these various determinations yielded a position of the polarizer 
differing from that of any other determination by an amount 
as largeas the probable error of the readings. The result of all 
these determinations gives a value of 156°°58 for the position 
of the polarizer. The probable error is less than 0°003. 

The calibration of the compensator was made with the 
polarizer in all four of the positions yielding light vibrating 
in a plane making an angle of 45° with the plane of incidence. 
For each position the reading for the centre fringe and the 
first fringe on either side of the centre was determined as the 
mean of fifteen settings. Thus each position of the polarizer 
yields two values of the displacement of the compensator 
corresponding to a change of phase of 360°. The results, in 
terms of turns of the compensator screw, follow :— 

Polarizer set tO: 2... 20°58. 2019-58 . 111°'58 290°°55 

Compensator (left) ... 8°988 8-967 8°982 8962 

yy (right)... 8971 8982, 8 Oa 8979 

( (anay coe 8980 8975 8978 8970 89756-+0:0021 
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Compensator left or right means that the first fringe to 
the left or right of the central one was under the cross-wires. 
On two occasions in the course of the investigation it became 
necessary to take the compensator to pieces, once to clean it 
and the second time to replace the cross-wires. On each 
occasion it was re-calibrated, and both times with the same 
result within the probable error of the determinations. The 
constant of the compensator, 2. e. the factor by which its 
readings must be multiplied in order to reduce them to 
degrees, deduced from the above readings is 40°11. The 
position of the central fringe (zero point of the compensator) 
was found to vary slightly with temperature, but otherwise 
was constant. ‘he maximum variation observed was 0:035 
turns. ‘The scale on the compensator is so placed that its 
direct readings yield the supplement of the angle of phase- 
difference rather than the angle itself. 

The observations of the phase difference and the angle of 
restored polarization were made in the following manner in 
every case:—(1) With both the telescope and collimator 
arms level and the surface-cleaning apparatus lowered out 
of the way, the zero point of the compensator was determined 
as the mean of at least twelve settings taken coming up 
from both directions. (2) With the two arms set to give 
an angle of incidence d=60°, the mirror was brought into 
position, adjusted and cleaned in the manner which has been 
described. (3) With the polarizer set to give light vibra- 
ting in a plane inclined at an angle of 45° {0 the plane of 
incidence, the displaced position of the central fringe was 
observed (again as the mean of at least twelve settings from 
each direction), and the position of the analyser making the 
fringes blackest was determined. For this last at least 
twenty-four settings were made in each case. (4) With 
the polarizer set to give light vibrating in the other 45° 
plane, the compensator and analyser positions were again 
determined and with the same number of readings for each. 
(9) Hinally, with the arms brought back into line, the zero 
point was again determined as in (1), so as to be able to take 
account of any temperature change in the compensator. 
The reflecting surface was renewed, of course, as often as 
might be necessary in the course of a set of observations. 

The phase difference is obtained from the difference of 
the compensator readings of (3) and (4) and those of (1) 
and (5). The double angle of restored polarization is the 
difference of the positions of the analyser in (3) and (4). 

There were made in all nine complete sets for A and 2 
as described above: four in air, three in water, and one. each 

RZ 
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in the HC] and turpentine. The results are shown in the 
following table. In the first column are given the observed | 
values of the displacement of the centre fringe in terms of 
turns of the compensator screw, and in the second the 
directly observed values of 2% (or 2). 

Comp. QW or Wp. 
AN MeN 0°7538 + 0-0041 81°-04 + 09°35 

SSO al a 0-7549 + 0:0018 81°54 + 0°19 
Ls ae 0:7550 + 00017 81°-32 + 0°-54 
Wen ca. 0°7548 + 0:0052 81°-46 + 0°23 

ARO ee 0°7546 + 0:0017 81°34 + 0°18 

AViatter) gore ohio: 0.9975 + 0:0035 81°65 + 02-48 
PON fle) el. 09935 + 0:0010 82°-05 + 0°35 
Sl A hy eS 0-9934 + 0:0039 81°-74 + 0°-20 

“sh CL ere 0:9948 + 0:0020 81°81 + 0°16 

RMON seer sede deouet: 1:0030 + 0:0099 81°-91 + 0°35 
Murpentine vs.c-<-s.a-+s 1:0935 + 0:0069 82°-08 + 0°-34 

From the average values above, the values of w—A (or 
a—Av) are computed by multiplication with the compensator 
constant ; while the values of Q (or Q,), P (or Po), S (or Sp), 
6 and n’ are calculated by equations (3), (6), and (8). The 
results of the computations are given in the next table. 

A or A). Q or Q,. Por Po.) SiOhs,mos ie 

INTE eee ic 149°-73+0°°07 73°19 148°°63 5°343 

Water ...... 140°'10+0°'08 77°°36 139°°40 4:055 0:0084 1°329+0-005 
ROM iste eces 139°-78+0°'40 77°58 139°10 4024 00086 1:340+0-015 

Turpentine. 1386°°35+0°28 78°61 185°-78 3693 00127 1465+0-011 

Finally, samples of liquids used were put in a hollow 
prism and their indices determined in the usual way from 
the angle of the prism and the angle of minimum deviation. 
The values thus obtained for mg were 

Nye 
VALET Sith a ratt cos Veer cies 1°3320 

el OE Se NSE 55 Se SEE EB RA 13375 

Murpentime iii... ies. -tose 1:4690 

These values are certainly correct to the third place. 

Discussion of the Results. 

An inspection of the tables just given shows that in the 
case of each of the liquids examined, n’=ng within the limits 
of the error of the observations. In view of what has been 
said in the introduction and in the discussion of the theory 
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of the experiments, this result indicates that there was 
present no appreciable film or layer of any description ; and 
consequently, for these liquids at least, the transition layer 
which has been inferred from the phenomena of the reflexion 
in air is not independent of the medium with which it is in 
contact. In other words, the transition layer is to be re- 
garded as a true region of interpenetration of two media ; 
and the fact that it is appreciable in liquids and not in solids 
must be attributed to the greater freedom of molecular 
motions in the case of the former, and not to any change in 
physical properties at the surface brought about by the force 
of surface tension. , 

The liquids chosen for this investigation include those for 
which the previous observations have yielded values of n’ less 
than 79, and one for which a value of n’ greater than ny has 
been found. As the result of this work goes to show that 
both of these sorts of discrepancy vanish when all possible 
extraneous films are removed, it would seem a fair inference 
that all of the discrepancies which have been found pre- 
viously are to be attributed to the same causes, and that the 
conclusion deduced from these experiments is a general one. 

Sheffield Scientific School of Yale 
University, New Haven, Conn., 

April 1911. 

XXVI. On the Number of Electrons concerned in Metallic 
Conduction. By J. W. Nicuouson, M.A., D.Sc.” 

HE electron theory of the conduction of electricity 
through metais, first developed by Drude, has in the 

hands of later investigators, and notably of Riecke, Schuster, 
J.J. Thomson, Lorentz, and Jeans, been placed on a firm 
footing. But no certainty exists as to the number of free 
electrons which must be supposed to be present in the atoms 
of the various metals at ordinary temperatures, in order to 
account for their optical properties, and in fact no detailed 
investigation of the matter appears to have been made. It is 
known that with certain hypotheses the mathematical results 
are in fair agreement with experiment, but no agreement of 
so exact a character as can be tound in certain results of the 
kinetic theory of gases, has been obtained. In this paper a 
preliminary attempt is made to discriminate between certain 
hypotheses with the aid of experimental results, and it is 
shown that one hypothesis can be definitely selected as giving 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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an agreement which is satisfactory within the limits of ex- 
perimental error, when its results are compared with the 
experiments hitherto made. Certain conclusions can be 
drawn as to the exact number of free electrons pertaining to an 
atom of a metal. This special portion of the paper is specu- 
lative, and of a strictly tentative character, but it may be 
stated at once that the results therein suggested are supported 
in detail by other experiments which have been made by 
Drude, and which are not treated in the present paper, but 
which are to form the subject of a later communication. 

The simplest investigation of the number of effective free 
electrons, proceeding from a minimum of assumptions, was 
made by Schuster *, whose conclusion was that the number 
of free electrons in a metal at ordinary temperatures is equal 
to the number of atoms, or exceeds that number not more 
than three times. The formula on which this conclusion 
was based is equivalent to that of Drude, and makes use of a 
mean velocity of all the electrons in the element of volume. 
Jeans ¢ obtained the same formula in another manner. 

The general agreement of Drude’s theory with the experi- 
mental details of the electrical and thermal properties of metals 
was to some extent negatived by a later investigation of 
Lorentz {,in which the velocities of the electrons were treated 
as subject to Maxwell’s exponential law, as in the kinetic theory 
of gases. The most recent investigation of the matter is that 
of Prof. H. A. Wilson §, whose mode of treatment is very 
direct. Wilson also uses the Maxwellian law of velocity 
distribution, but his formula for the conductivity of the 
metal under a steady electric force differs from that of Lorentz 
by a factor 2/3. Hé also works out the case of frequencies 
of the applied electric force which can fall within the visible 
spectrum, neglecting, as in the previous theories to which we 
have referred, the sympathetic vibrations which may be set 
up within the molecules of the metal. 

It seems to the writer that Wilson’s treatment is the most 
satisfactory yet published, for the problem in which sympa- 
thetic vibrations are not set up, and that, from a theoretical 
point of view, it is complete. The results of the investigation 
are left in the form of integrals, which, as he states, may be 
evaluated by graphical methods. But it will appear that 
such methods are not necessary, for the integrals may be 
quickly reduced to others of known type, for which ex- 
haustive tables have been constructed. Moreover, the values 

* Phil. Mag. February 1904. 
+ Phil. Mag. June 1902; July 1909. 
t Vide ‘Theory of Electrons.’ 
§ Phil. Mag. November 1910. 
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of the quantities concerned are such, in nearly all cases, as 
to reduce the integrals to first terms in their series repre- 
sentations. 

The results thus obtained represent, in the opinion of the 
writer, the only possible consequences of a rigorous treatment 
of the problem, and are in a form which admits of ready 
comparison with the results of other theories. This com- 
parison is the object of tne latter part of this paper, in which 
it is shown, moreover, that these formule alone give a good 
representation of the experimental phenomena. The paper 
does not propose to deal with the values of other magnitudes, 
such as the mean free path of the electrons within the solid, 
or the emissivity of a plate, its scope being strictly limited 
to an examination of the number of electrons which are 
effective in conveying the current. This will account for 
the absence of certain important references, which bear upon 
this special problem in a more indirect way. 

Wilson’s mode of treatment of the problem of conduction 
is essentially that of Jeans, with the added hypothesis that 
collisions do not sensibly alter the velocities of the electrons. 
Collisions with atoms do not, because of the much greater 
mass of an atom, and collisions with atoms are the more 
numerous. .Thus if N is the number of electrons in a unit 
of volume, and dN the number with a resultant velocity 
between V and V+dV, then the group dN has, in a sense, 
a permanent existence, and can take the place of a “class” 
of the ions in Drude’s theory, although individuals may be 
entering or leaving the group at any time. If wis the mean 
velocity in the group, along the direction 2 of the electric 
force X, the equation of motion of the group becomes 

d/dt(mudN)=XedN—umVdN/l,, . . (1) 

as derived from a consideration of momentum gained and 
lost by the group. The mass of the electron, of whatever 
nature, is m, a magnitude to be regarded as effectively con- 
stant. The charge on any electron is e,; and Im denotes 
(anR?)-1, 2 being the number of atoms in the unit of volume, 
and R the sum of radii of electron and atom. 

For motion under a periodic force X =a cos pt, of frequency 
p/2z7, the solution of this equation is 

udN=ea dN cos (pt—8)/m(p?+ V?/1,2)?, . « (2) 

where tan 6=pl,,/V. 
The mean velocity along 2 of the electrons in the whole 

volume is wp, where 

Nuy= ju dN, (3) 

where the integration extends over all the groups. If the 
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law of distribution of velocity is that of Maxwell, so that 
dN, the number of electrons whose velocity is between V, 
V+dV, satisfies 

dN =4r-N(o/ar)? Vee". dV, |) 
where g is determined in the usual way in terms of the mean 

velocity of agitation, then 

_ 47ea, * COs (pt—6) ene NaN (5) 

£y'\ (p* af WeeNe ; ‘ 

If o is the conductiv i. La’c is the mean rate of produc- 
tion of heat in the unit of volume on account of the electric 
flow. This rate is also the mean value of Ne ua cos pt, from 
which may be deduced 

i Vesa a 
a 

es 
ie 

; 

" 2900 { 1
 + mp?m?a

y?/4qV 2-N2¢4 3 
( ) 

where a, is the steady conductivity. These are the important 
results in the part of Wilson’s paper with which we are 
concerned. It is stated that this formula gives, by graphical 
methods, values of N in most cases about twice as large as 
those derived from the formula of Schuster and Jeans, 

o/o5=(1 4p? oy7/ Nc"): ne 

valid when all the electrons have the same velocity of 
agitation. 

On the basis of the equation of motion of a group, which 
is the essential feature of Wilson’s investigation, differing in 
its last term from that of Jeans, let us consider the optical 
constants of a metal more minutely, on the simple lines 
developed by Schuster. With an electric force ae~?*, for 
which a real value may be inserted at the end, the equation 
of motion of the group is 

md/dt (udN)+mV (udN)/l,=ceadN e~?,. . (8) 

whose solution is 

WhINGs ee aN Gp Ne udN ce aN Cp —=NVilo meme 

or 
ea dN ( (ap + V/Im) en Pt 

P+ V7 bm 
and applying Maxwell’s law, the mean velocity along the 
direction of the force is 

eo (oe | Oe 
; Fi eT: 0 pet V%/bnt 

udN= (9) 
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The current is Neuj=z,, 

or Rapp) ew). 5 Ole) 
where 

ee eee : 
Ca B)=47N —(7.) eg a + pln? {V2 z Gii2) 

But this is not the whole current. In the first place there 
is a polarization current, partly zethereal and partly material, 
to be added to that of conduction. If K is the dielectric 
capacity of the medium, and C the velocity of light in vacuo, 
the polarization current is 

ig RAO?) ipae Fe (18) 

Electrons belonging to the atoms, although not free to move 
through a free path, will also contribute to the current by 
their vibrations. In so far as they may be paired off with 
elements of positive electricity into doublets in mean positions, 
the effect of their vibrations will appear in the material 
polarization current. This relates to their vibrations within 
the atom, relatively to one another. We shall suppose that 
each free electron in the metal necessitates the existence of 
an unsaturated atom (perbaps, however, shared by several 
free electrons) with a superabundanee of positive electricity 
equal to the charge on an electron. These extra charges 
will contribute a current by their vibration, partly within 
the atom and partly with the atom in its own vibrations as a 
whole, but since their number is equal to that of the free 
electrons, the magnitude of their contribution to the current 
will bear a ratio to the previous conduction current which 
must be small. For its magnitude cannot exceed that of the 
ratio of atomic amplitude of vibration to mean free path of 
an electron. The neglect of this current, in the absence 
of sympathetic vibrations of the whole unsaturated atom, is 
therefore valid. But if such vibrations are present this 
argument fails, and the current thus concerned can be im- 
poriant. Similar considerations apply to the current contri- 
bution from bodily convection of the saturated portion of an 
atom. This must be a true current in an analogous way to 
the effect, pointed out by Larmor, of translation of a finite 
part of a moving material system. 

But if sympathetic vibrations are present to a certain 
extent, increasing the atomic amplitude, the uncompensated 
positive charges may contribute a current 

pene Doe ae (LA) 

where (C’, D) are of like form with (A, B), C’ being un- 
important in comparison with Dp, and both being positive 
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because proportional to e?. Of these magnitudes C’ appears 
in the absorption due to such vibration, neglected in Schuster’s - 
investigation after the manner of Sellmeier, and, in fact, in | 
accordance with custom. But Dp may be important, and if 
this occurs, a consideration of 7, and 73 shows that it would 
manifest itself as a change in K, so that K is replaced by 
K—47e?D. Thus K would. appear to be decreased, and if 
small, might become a negative quantitv. We shall return 
to this question later, in a comparison with Drude’s theory. 

If the positive electricity were actually free its effect could 
be neglected on account of its value of e/m. Neglecting all 
effects of this kind, as will be possible usually, we may 
take as the total current 2,=7i,+%,. This is usually done in 
the electron theory without question. Thus 

17= (A +ipB— Kip/4nC*)ae“.. =. =. ~=(15) 

If R and L are the equivalent resistance and self-induction 
of a unit element of the metallic medium, we may also write 

(R~-Lip)i;=¢ ec, 2 Penn 
and therefore 

(R —Lip)'=A-+ipB—ipK/47C*, . . (17) 

from which R and L may be determined. These resuits are 
of interest in other connexions, and are simple, with the 
values of A and B given later. It is to be noticed that the 
only ions we have considered are negative electrons, and 
positive atoms which have lost them. 

Derivation of Optical Constants. 

Let us consider the propagation of a plane wave in a 

medium, along a direction z, the current being along x The 
current u and electric force X are related by 

L du/dt+ Ru=X. 

Moreover, 
Ani= = Aaiee) = “oe 

0°X/02’=47 Ou/Ot= — 4ripX/(R—Lip), 
Thus 

or 
Poe 407 P=0, . .4: ces) 

provided that 

6? =4Arip (R+ Lip)/R?+ L?p?=4i7? (v +ix)/r’,. (19). 

where y and « are certain optical constants, X being the 
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wave-length in vacuo. In the metal X is proportional to 
the exponential of argument 

QaKe + (2Iv2 
= Ser ° . ° ° 2 x +i( aed ‘) oe 

so that v denotes the index of refraction, and « is a coefficient 
of extinction, which we may call, after Schuster, the coefficient 
of optical length. We have the relation 

LF a MR RR ied : pereeste  e) 
er ae + 2ive) =4doip (A +¢7pB—iwk/4rC’). 

Remembering that p=27C/Q, this leads to 

VE=NOA Kk =K—Ar BC. . . (21) 

where C is the velocity of light zn vacuo, and A and B are 
defined in (12). With p=0 in (11) the conductivity for a 
steady current is 

2 2 
oo=2N— (2) ling Ste ifie: RPM eater (22) 

so that 
a (WV. Ta) dV er oY? 

(ae B)=2qa9 ( 1+a/qV? > e ° (23) 

ex 

where. 

a=Tp nai AN &b=amma7l (NA, . .  ((24) 

and with this value of a, 

Ue Vie, 2" a 
Ogee eT Pajgye 21 P29) 

bec Wiis ae 
v—«=K —8790 ch | aati be gE: qd 0 A l+aj/qV? ( ) 

The first equation is of covrse identical with Wilson’s 
equation (5), which he derived from a consideration of heat 
production. 

Wilson gives the second equation without proof, with 
K=1, but has dropped a factor C? in the last term. A con- 
sideration of the dimensions in time of the quantities concerned 
will justify its presence. 
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Reduction of the Integrals. 

Writing gV?=o in the first result, we obtain 

so that this ratio does not involve g explicitly, Ifw=—a+6, 

VK s 
xCa: € i) (1—a/f)dfe-s, 

or 

ve=rCoy) (1—ae*Mi(—2)), . . . (7) 

where E/(—«) is the exponential integral function defined by 

wi(—a) = (~ Gers, es 

of which exhaustive tables have been constructed by Glaisher*. 
lf a is not small, we may write asymptotically 

| BrAbe as Hi( a) =e7 C-aten oe) eo 
x a a a 

the series being formally divergent after a certain number 
of terms, after the usual manner. ‘Taking the first two 
terms only, as is sufficient for the good conductors, we 
derive 

ve =NACo,/a=N*re4/qr3m7Coy, . . - (80) 

this formula being then more accurate than the experimental 
measures with which it is to be associated. 

Under the same circumstances we may expand the second 
formula, which yields 

a? a 

ic) Me r ONT 

veay eave d = — ny a _ 
0 a 

oa LUO (1-2 igs ) | (31) 0 mM i D 2 stole ) Py ° e € 

or for good conductors, 

v—K?=K~—20, V 1qgCln/a= K—am( 2a,2/a aN (2) 

quoting again the value of a in (22). 

* Phil. Trans. 160 A (1870). An abridged form is given in Jahnke 
& Emde, Functionentafeln, Leipzig, 1909. 
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Determination of N. 
By (30 
ae ING OaRNe ow wa al Oey 

for metals of sufficient conductivity. By a method of con- 
tinued approximation we may show, by the series for the 
exponential integral function, that the more complete 
formula is 

2vK oe eel Bec pedal N?=7°m Cone( 1+ Oak: 53 4 2) Wer, a Cot 

if ve [ACay 1 is small enough. 
It is more convenient, following Schuster *, to determine 

the ratio N/n of the aber o£ electrons to ine number of 
atoms in a unit of volume. If p be this ratio, and V the 
atomic volume of the Re 

A! « -= 9 = 9'6 ee i Meenas ESRI) 

where the value 1°86 10’ has been used for e/m, and the ratio 
of the weight of a hydrogen atom to the charge e is quoted 
from electroly tic measurements as 1°0410-*. ‘Thus 

Cy 2QvK 52K? ag 10-24 72 1 ls « ( ) 96 Geol s LO x3 —— ie: + 2Co2 (36) 

Higher powers in the bracket will not be required. For 

ied and sodium light, the most unfavourable case worked 
out below, vx /ACay econ 08, and for nickel it is ‘O04. 

Ee hinster’s formula is o to 

+ ant) VK p?= 31-4 10-4 V2 i +i). Es 

where the bracket is not approximate in this case. For 
metals of high conductivity the ratio of the values of p? 
from the two formule is merely w/4, Schuster’s formula 
giving the higher value. 

The assumption of equal velocities of agitation for all the 
electrons is known to give good general accord in most 
respects with experiment, so that the closeness of the values 
of p from the two velocity laws is not surprising. 

But it seems that, on general grounds, we may expect one 
of these laws to give a better approximation to the truth. 
For in reality the atoms do move, and the electrons collide 
with one another. This must cause Maxwell’s law to be 

* ie ee p. La2: 
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approximately fulfilled, and to be a fair representation of the 
actual state of things, if the mean free path is properly 
interpreted. 

The fact that difficulties have been suggested in the theory 
of emission of light from metals is not relevant to the present 
purpose, for, as Wilson has foreseen, it is probable that 
Jeans’s formula for radiation, based on the hypothesis of 
equal velocities of agitation, would be obtained exactly if the 
influence of electronic collisions with one another and with 
atoms were properly accounted tor, even with the Maxwellian 
velocity distribution. That these collisions are negligible, 
in a certain sense, in the theory of conduction does not 
necessarily render them so in that of radiation. But it may 
be shown in fact, that even neglecting these collisions, a very 
close approximation to Jeans’s tormula is found in most cases, 
so that these suggested ditficulties are almost non-existent. 
But we may leave this matter now, as it is foreign to our 
present inquiry. 

Let us now consider Schuster’s values of N in detail. 
Neglecting the term in the bracket, as is lawful for all metals 
whose conductivity is greater than that of lead, 

is Ado oa ye Vie, 8 ieee, 

and with C=3 10", and X=5°89 10° for sodium light, this 
yields 

p’=183 V?aq ve 105. ee ee 
Schuster gives 

p= 45°06 V7o.ve 107%, een) 

and has apparently dropped a factor 4, for this is exactly 
1/4 of our result. The values of p given in his table there- 
fore require multiplication by 2. In the ease of certain 
metals, a calculation from Drude’s constants gives different 
values for ve, the metals concerned being silver, gold, and 
copper. For silver we find °66 for 1°66, for gold 1:03 for 
2°06, and for copper 1°68 for 1°60. 

Schuster’s calculation has been repeated, with the adoption, 
however, in possible cases, of the now accepted measurements 
of conductivity of Jiger and Diesselhorst*, as the most 
accurate. Theyare the values of the conductivities at 18° C. 
The results of this repeated calculation are shown in Table I., 
the complete formula (37) being used in necessary cases. 
For cobalt, antimony, magnesium, and lead the conductivities 
are taken trom Schuster’s table. 

* Wassen. Abhand. der Physikal. Techn. Reichanstalt, iii. p. 269 (1900). 
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TABLE I. 

Marat. Vie 10° o>. | VK. 07 0 

Mickel 2.0.00: Geri wed nbabtchs 5-94 4316 | 2-07 
Mercury......... 143 1044 | 858 5-260 2-29 
Bismuth......... 21 084 |. 6:95 6-921 2:63 
etal eaxcc: 6-7 9-92 8-54 7-293 2-70 
Silver ..f.000:--.- 10:3 61-4 664 7-915 2:81 
Copper: :.....-:. rea 572 1-68 8860 | 2-98 
Gol isle... 102 eulgar yet C8 12) 1203 8-115 2°85 

Magnesium ... 13:3 2o°7 1:65 12°65 3:56 

Platinum ...... 91 924 | 878 | 12:29 3:50 
Weie........ 18-2 51 6-995 | 23:29 4:83 
Cadmium ...... 13:0 13-13 566 | 22-99 4-79 
Antimony ...... Lie 2'8 15:02 32:16 5 67 

DE ee 55. 162 8:28 717 30-90 5:56 
PAMG ...ch.c..... 9°5 15:83 11°62 | 30:38 551 
Aluminium ... 10°1 31°6 reas: 44°43 6:66 

We notice that the order of two metals in that table is 
sometimes reversed. Thus the theory of equal velocities of 
agitation of electrons leads to values of p ranging not from 
1 to 3, but from 2 to nearly 7. They are never less than 2. 

For sodium light the formula (36) becomes 

p= 143 Voge (1+ Te + Veet -sh te) 
: RC ne ae ete 

In Table II. the values of p? and p calculated from tins 
formula are given. Mercury, antimony, and bismuth are 
omitted, as they have a value of v«/\Cog too great for the 
initial convergence of the formula. For mercury this value 
is 465, for antimony °303, and for bismuth 469. These 
cases necesitate the use of tables of the exponential integra 
function. 

Taste II. 

Mera. fae p- | METAL. p3. p. 

Mickel ena 8: 3-499 | 187 || Platinum ......| 9602 | 810 
@obalte oz. s- POS epee ili Mead «22¢...00455 20°11 4-48 

SMUIVE Denese sso 67185 2°49 Cadmium ...... 17:96 424 

Wopper 2... oF P3). |) HGS) Tet cae eee eee 24145 | 4:92 

Golan hos nace — 6341 YBa | ZATION Rae | 23°74 4°87 

| Magnesium .... 9°886 314 | Aluminium ... 3472 5°89 
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The range of values of p is nearly the same as before, but 
no value exceeds 6. The general agreement of the two 
values for any metal admits, at this stage, of the statement — 
that the number of free electrons in a metal can be fairly 
accurately known under the conditions which have been 
assumed, namely, that the temperature is about 18° C., and 
that a periodic force, whose frequency is that of sodium 
light, acts on the metal. 
We now proceed to another aspect of the subject, based 

on the equation (32), and for this purpose we calculate certain 
optical constants of the metals from the experimental measure- 
ments of Drude. 

The experiments of Drude * on the optical constants of the 
metals were very exhaustive, and the results obtained were, 
for series of determinations with the same metal, remarkably 
in accord. A critical study of Drude’s results has convinced 
the writer that the error in certain sets of entries in Drude’s 
tables can rarely be greater than about one per cent., and 
that in the results of these experiments we have a means of 
obtaining much more definite information, concerning the 
atoms of metals, than has been attempted hitherto. The only 
possible error is apparently a systematic one throughout the 
results, and this does not seem likelv to occur. 

Drude uses two constants n and y, where n is the index of 
refraction of the metal and is identical with vy. The relation 
between «, the coefficient of optical length, and Drude’s y is 
embodied in 

yc n( 1-29), 2 | eee 

so thatv=n,and«=ny. Thus ve=n’y,and v?— =n —¥’*). 

The value of v« has appeared already in the first table, but 
it is convenient to repeat it below. In the case of sodium 
light, the values of these constants are exhibited below, the 
first columns being taken from Drude’s paper. The values 
for cobalt are taken from a later paper t, as Drude made it 
the subject of a special examination. 

The formula (32) becomes, to a higher order, 

amCan2 ( 5 5 ) SOR i SA een 
K + K Vv Ne? a + Do? 3 

The first approximation to @7! or qm?o?C?/N?*Ne4* is 

ve/\Cay by (380), and the second is : 

VK 2vK SES a eS 
el vy A( = 

P NWiedi die. Xxx1x. p. Don. 

~ Wied. -daz. xhi. p. 189. 
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TABLE III. 

METAL. | wor v, xX. ie VK. | n?—y?. 

Wiekel ........ 1-79 1:36 poe 1 594 | 788 
Mereury......... 1°73 2:87 496 8:58 21-61 

Bismuth......... 1:90 1-93 3°66 695 | 984 
Cobalt ......... 9:12 1:90 4-03 8:54 11°75 
Siete... 181 | 202 3-67 664 | 13:33 
Copper ......... | 6Aat AB) gale SER 1-68 6-43 
miter... | 866 7-70 2:82 Osh) qntst 
Magnesium ...| 373 | 118 | 442 | 165 | 1928 
Bigfimum ...... 2-06 2:06 4-96 878 | 1377 
ie 2-01 1-73 348 | 6995 | 805 
Cadmium ...... 1:13 4-43 5-01 566 | 23:82 

| Antimony ...... 3:04 1-63 4-94 15-02 15°26 
| Onn 1:48 3°55 Lots ae mY Care 25°41 

a a 212 | 260 5:48 1162 | 25:89 
ao | Ada | 3°64 5:23 7-53 | 25°40 

so that on reduction 
72> 2 

qe ae ede (1 fd ) Sate he (43) 
Tm vs ACa, 

Writing as before, V being the atomic volume, and p the 
ratio of the number of free electrons to the number of atoms, 

m AV: 
We = 2°610 vat 

then 

“ Bag : 
po Peer (1+ se). ab 

where for good conductors, the last bracket is unity. In 
the case of sodium light 

= 15-5 9niOme Deeg VE p=15°59 10-? V (K+« (1+ coe) Air(45) 

Consider now the formula to which the hypothesis of equal 
velocity of agitation would lead. Quoting Schuster *, we 
have, in our present notation, 

ie w= K —4r70'C*(a)/(1 aT 2d (co) en C5) 

* Lec p. 154. 
mat. Mag..S.,6, Vol, 224 No, 128. Aug. 1911. S 
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where (a) denotes m/Ne?, and unity may be neglected in the 
denominator for good conductors. When this is neglected 
we obtain 

v?— «2 = K—Ne’r?/mm7, 
and finally 

p=S610-" 2 (Kte—), . 2. Gi) 

which is less than the value of p in (44) by a factor 7. For 
a given value of the dielectric capacity, accordingly, this 
theory leads to a value of p only about a third of that of the 
foregoing. We shall return to this formula shortly. 

There is a tendency, exemplified in Wilson’s paper, to sup- 
pose that K may be written equal to unity for a metal, so that 
the polarization current is entirely ethereal. This cannot 
be correct. Let us examine the value to be attached to K 
in order that the formula (44) shall give the same value of p 
as we found before. 

In the first place, we calculate ¢ on the basis K=1, in 
order to see how far this assumption fails. The formula 
used is (44) and the results are exhibited in Table IV. The 
value thus calculated is called p, and is placed beside p. 

TABLE LV. 

| Merat. | Py: p- K. Meta. | (a0 p- KG 

i Niekelin ee | -986| 1:87 8:96 | Platinum ..., 214 | 3°10 io 

‘Cobalt ...... 1-43 | 2-45 | 10°06 |) Lead ......... 284 | 448 | 6:26 
| Silver .......:. 2:35 | 2:49 | 1-81 || Cadmium ...| 515 | 424 | —3:38 
| Copper °.....- Se etal G:2. || line aer sees 6°82 | 4:91 | —6:39 

Gide oe 1:43 | 2:52 | 7-68 || Zine ......... 4-07 | 487 | 6:27 
| Magnesium | 4:29 | 314 | —4-41 | Aluminium .| 4°25 | 5°89 11:18 
| 

The values of K, the dielectric capacity required to give 
the value of p derived from Table II., are shown in the third 
columns of the above table. They are calculated from the 
formula | 

| Ke — v= (7) p/p) eee) 

which follows immediately from (45) by the definition of p,. 
Of these values of K three are negative, but small. The 

range of the positive values of K is also small, and there is 
no positive value which is unduly large in comparison with 
known values for non-metallic elements. Thus, for example, 
carbon, in the form of diamond, has a refractive index equal 
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to 2-44, and writing K=n’, this should involve a dielectric 
capacity of 5°9, of like magnitude with all the values in the 
table. But no element is known with a dielectric capacity, 
as deduced from the refractive index, greater than about this 
magnitude. We note that K is the dielectric capacity for 
steady currents, if the moving ions are all electrons. 

A mode in which negative values of K might arise has 
been suggested in (14). If this be the cause in the case of 
tin, magnesium, and cadmium, the effect concerned is not large, 
for the negative values are small. We may therefore, appa- 
rently, still rely upon the estimates of p given by the first equa- 
tion, the absorption of selective type being very small. But it 
must be admitted at this stage that the Maxwellian hypothesis 
has given an excellent account of Drude’s experiments in so 
far as we have considered them. The agreement is very 
exact, for a small divergence from this law can, as we shall 
see, produce a great change in the necessary value of K. 
It would seem that the value of K is capable of deciding 
between the hypotheses, and of determining the exact extent 
to which any hypothesis is correct, and if this be granted, we 
may claim to have shown that the formule developed in this 
paper are mathematically sufficient, within the limits of ex- 
perimental error, to account for the optical behaviour of all 
these metals in sodium light. 

Before proceeding to examine the results of the other 
hypothesis, let us consider what the limits of experimental 
error probably are. For an analysis of Drude’s results may 
be pushed further, and yields very profitable conclusions. 
In several cases, for example, silver, he has given the results 
of several experiments performed on the same metal, prepared 
in different ways. Thus for silver we have the following 
particulars :— 

(1) For silver made solid by pressure, 

ny=3'09, n="169, y=21°7. 

(2) For silver deposited by electrolysis from the double 
cyanide of silver and potassium, 

UN =O Gey i — oO, y= 212. 

(3) For silver chemically prepared from the pure nitrate, 
| ny=3'69, n='206, y=18-0. 

_ (4) For the chemically prepared silver, after heating, 

ny 0) la — LOO), vy== 20". 

The mean of all the experiments is 

IN—= SO LOL, v= 20"2. 
8 2 
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Thus we see that the greatest range of variation in ny is 
"09 in 3°67, so that the error in the mean value can hardly 
exceed about one per cent. at most. The greatest range in 
x is 37 in 181, or one in five, so that this error can be ten 
per cent. ‘Thus the value of 7 is not trustworthy to the same 
extent as that of ny. : 

Silver is the metal which Drude has examined most 
exhaustively, but the same remarks apply to the others, and 
the accuracy of ny is always equally certain, in cases where 
the observations given are sufficient to test it, whereas it is 
possible for n in some cases to be incorrect by about 10 per 
cent. for certain metals on which fewer observations were 
made. Thus «?—v?, which we have calculated from Drude’s 
results, is liable to the same percentage error as n”, and this 
ean be 20 per cent. in the most unfavourable case, but will 
not be, for the majority of metals, of any such magnitude. 

It may be shown that the existence of such an error would 
reverse the sign of K for cadmium, and would nearly do so 
for tin and magnesium. We notice this point, although in- 
clining to the belief that the values of K for these metals 
are a result of sympathetic vibration. Some grounds for this 
belief will appear in a subsequent paper. 

It is, however, worthy of notice that Drude himself ex- 
presses some doubt as to the accuracy of the value of n for 
magnesium, for the specimen used became impure and was 
difficult to deal with. In the case of cadmium, only one set 
of experiments appears to have been made, and no comments 
are given concerning it. Tin is a metal of a pronounced 
crystalline structure, and this influence may be suggested in 
its case. The experiments made with it agree very well 
among themselves, and they seem to the writer to be as 
accurate as for most metals. Although no statement is made 
to that effect, it is probable that some precautions were taken 
against this, for they were in the case of copper, in which 
results are given both for doubly refracting and for isotropic 
copper. The calculations of a later paper, which may be 
mentioned now, will indicate that the constants for tin, and 
the value of p to which they lead, are in accord with 
others. ) 
We have seen, therefore, that the greatest experimental 

error likely in v« or n’y is ten per cent. at most. That of 
,/ ve cannot therefore exceed about 4 per cent., and this will 
be the error in N or p at most, when calculated from the 
proper velocity distribution. 

Errors in a) have been reduced to a minimum by taking 
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its value at 18° C.,a temperature which cannot have been 
far from that of the surroundings in Drude’s experiments. 
The temperature coefficient of the conductivity is also very 
small, We may conclude, finally, that when the proper law 
of velocities is used in the calculation, the value of p calcu- 
lated from v« will only have a possible error of 4 or 5 per 
cent. 

Consider now the values of p; and K furnished by the 
equal velocity hypothesis. In the following table some of 
these are calculated from the formula (47), the best con- 
ductors being selected for convenience of calculation. 

TABLE, V. 

METAL. Ore ps ei Menan: “| \p;. Oo enna 
— oe | ee | eee EE 

Wiekel .«:.. -302| 2:07 | 60°92 || Platinum .... -681| 3:50 | 60-24 

Colalt, 1.22. ‘427 | 2°70 | 80°57 || Cadmium ...| 164 | 479 | 45-84 
Silver ......... 748 | 2:81 | 38°65 |) Tin............ [217 | 558 | 33-92 : 
Copper ...... 267) 298 ool | Zine: ......... 1-29 | bb 8o0G. | 

Gold ai... 455) 2:85 | 46-21 || Aluminium .| 1:35 | 6°66 | 1013 
Magnesium .| 1:36 | 3:56 | 31:01 | 

| | 

This table appears to be decisive between the two alterna- 
tives. The values of K just calculated are too large to be 
accepted. An approximate calculation for the other metals 
shows that they furnish no exception to this statement. 
When these values are regarded side by side with those of 

Table IV. it seems that we may conclude, with some cer- 
tainty, that only the Maxwellian distribution of velocities 
eau be admitted, and that it suits the facts very well, and so 
well that we may proceed further with our conclusions. A 
very small deviation from this law in the direction of that 
of equal velocity would cause a rapid increase in the necessary 
value of K. ‘The figures for silver, the subject of the most 
careful experiments, are very convincing as regards the 
perfectly satisfactory nature of the selected law. 

Our ultimate conclusion is, accordingly, that the values of 
pin Table II. cannot, in the most unfavourable cases, with 
the possible exception of tin, magnesium, and cadmium, 
differ from the true values by more than about 5 per cent. 
But when these numbers are examined, it is seen that, except 
in the case of cadmium, they are all very close to integers or 
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half integers. In the following table the nearest integer, 
and the percentage difference from it, is shown in each case. 

Tasie VI. 

Mera. 0. ne i see METAL. 0. peetas o ine 
integer. integer. 

Nickel) (eeu SAS 6:5 Platinum .../3°10 3 33 

Cobalt, 1) ...2° 2°45) 22 2 Teac (wi eces.c 4°48 44 | O44 

Siler ue: 2-49) 22 04 | Cadmium .../4-24) 4 or 44 we 
Coppetae. = 263) 22 5:2 PA eaten see 492 5 16 

Grolier css.) 2°52; 24 08 VASO ES 50 4°87 5 26 

Magnesium 7 IG 3 466 || Aluminium qe? rene: 1°8 

Now the percentage difference between successive half 
integers is 84, even for the case of aluminium. For nickel, 
which gives an apparently large difference, the percentage 
from the half integer on the other side is about 20. Our 
differences are all very small, and they are always within the 
experimental limit of accuracr y. The only exception is cad- 
mium, and in this case it is significant that p=4:24, or 
exactly a quarter of an integer. 

The closeness of the value for silver to 24 is very striking, 
especially when its behaviour in other respects is taken into 
account, together with the detail of Drude’s experiments 
with it. 

It is not proposed to say more about these numbers at 
present, as the results of another paper, shortly to be pub-— 
lished, on the disper-ion of light by metals, confirm these~ 
results in some detail. But it would appear that the exact 
number of free electrons per atom in a metal can be found, 
and results obtained which may tend towards a comprehension 
of the structure of the atoms cf the elements. 

It is evident that the assumption of a dielectric capacity 
of 1:8, and of five free electrons for every two atoms of 
silver, gives a mathematically precise account of its behaviour 
towards sodium light. We shall afterwards prove that the 
same assumptions can explain its behaviour towards red light. 
Drude’s theory does not lead to conclusions so exact, although 
these conclusions are a complete vindication of the ideas from 
which Drude started. His experimental results are funda- 
mental to the conclusions. 

It is to be noted that the actual value of p is proportional 
inversely to the assumed value of e/m for the negative 
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electrons in solids, but that the value of K derived is inde- 
pendent of this ratio, as may be shown on reference to the 
formule. We have used the value e/m=1°86 10". Drude 
was of the opinion that the proper value was 1°5 10’ for the 
electrons in solids. But it has seemed preferable to select 
the other value. Prof. O. W. Richardson, by a beautiful 
series of experiments, has established the nature of the ions 
emitted by hot bodies, and accepting his view that the 
negative ions are the negative electrons of conduction which 
have escaped from the forces retaining them in the metal, 
it is necessary to take a value higher than this, Prof. 
Richardson’s standard value being 1°88 107. We may say 
that no other value generally accepted for e/m leads to values 
of p so conclusive as those of the last table. 
A brief recapitulation of the other assumptions may be 

desirable. In the first place we have supposed that the 
carriers of electricity are negative electrons and not ions. 
Moreover, the free positive electricity remains fixed to the 
atom, anal can only move by vibration with it. If the vibra- 
tions are not sympathetic the motion of the positive electricity 
and of the atoms containing it may be neglected, but if they 
are the amplitude of vibration may be large, and thereby an 
apparently negative value of K may be produced by ignoring 
Ma se negative value of K denotes the presence of such 
vibrations, which, of course, cannot be predicted from the 
absorption spectrum of the vapour of the metal, in which 
the aggregates of atoms forming the molecules will be dif- 
ferent. If the negative value of K is small the calculation 
of p by the method given will not be seriously affected. 
Vibrations of the saturated portion of an atom which has lost 
electrons will obey, for internal vibration in the atom, the 
laws of material polarization in doublets, and if the convection 
of these doublets is not too large, may be ignored except in 
the contribution to the dielectric capacity. On this basis the 
optical constants may be found for a given law of velocity 
among the electrons, and it is found possible to discriminate 
between such laws in complete favour of that of Maxwell, 
which is found to lead to results of definitely close agreement 
with experiment. It may be claimed that this treatment is 
more satisfactory, in that it is less vague than, for example, 
that of Drude, which involves an introduction of frictional 
forces whose origin is difficult to interpret. It would seeni, 
also, that negative electrons and unsaturated atoms caused 
by their escape, are the only entities which: ought -to be 
admitted. Richardson’s experiments appear: to the writer 
to prove that other ions are not. present in metals, for he has 
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shown fairly definitely that the negative ions emitted by hot 
metals are electrons, and that positive ions emitted even by - 
alkaline sulphates and fluorides are atoms of the metallic base 
which have lost electrons ™*. 

Finally, a few remarks must be made as to the significance 
of K,and this may be most conveniently done by a com- 
parison with the theory as set forth in Drude’s treatise. 
This theory divides the current into three portions, 
(1) Authereal polarization current, (2) Current carried by 
positive ions, and (3) Current carried by negative ions. 
These ions, positive or negative, may be of more than one 
“class.” Hquations of motion of these classes are given in 
a form which is unsatisfactory in its introduction of a viscous 
frictional term. When there are only two classes, one of 
negative electrons moving freely and one of positively charged 
ions with a natural period of their own, Drude gives, in terms 
of the constants (v, «) we have used, 

Re 3) AnNm 
| eat iy a PNG uc SEO ah OO) vik L—@,/6)? ones 

2rtrN 
VK 

ret m*|t?e4 e 

where, if a group dN of electrons can be held to constitute a 
class, and if the frictional coefficient r is otherwise interpreted, 
the value of vk and the last term of v?—x? become, on summa- 
tion by Maxwell’s law, identical with the values we have 
used. 

Drude’s 3 is a positive constant determining the force of 
restitution of an ion when it vibrates under the action of the 
electric force, ¢; is the natural period of the ion, and ¢ that 
of the light. Thus the sympathetic vibration of an atom 
affects this term. If it is important the denominator is 
affected, and v« is altered to a smaller extent in consequence 
of the resulting absorption. ‘This alteration is relatively 
unimportant if ¢, is not nearly equal to ¢. 

The current analysis above is not complete. Vibrations 
will take place ordinarily within the atom, and they will 
include the vibrations of doublets in which the positive and 
negative charges approach and recede. If d is a component 
of their distance apart, along any direction, a polarization 

current ed is formed in that direction, the summation being 
for all doublets in a unit volume. The convection of such 
polarization is also effective to some extent. It will not be 
correct, In such a case, to suppose that in a non-metallic 

* Vide Phil. Mag. December 1910. 
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body the dielectric capacity observed for non-oscillatory 
forces will be 1+$, the summation being for all kinds of 
ions in the substance, so that 3, may be called the dielectric 
capacity of an ion of type r. This is done, for example, by 
Drude, who thus arrives at the definition of ordinary dielectric 
capacity as the sum of the capacities of the free ether and of 
all the types of ions. 
A more correct formula must be K,+ 25, where K, is 

different from unity, and may be more important than &S. 
lt is an effect of material polarization in doublets. Calcula- 
tions of S$ from the known positions of absorption of such 
bodies may therefore be subject to error. According to 
some views atomic doublets are rigid, and can only move as 
a whole, say by twisting round, the positive and negative 
charges preserving their distance apart. Sir J. J. Thomson 
has suggested the use of such doublets in a recent paper on 
the theory of radiation *. 

But whatever K, may be, the quantity K which we have 
employed denotes K,+3/(1—(t/¢)”), which in the case of 
non-periodic forces becomes K,+4, where $ relates to the 
positively charged atom only, whose free period is t,. The 
negative electrons have been accounted otherwise. Tor 
steady forees K,+9 for this atom cannot be very different 
from the kind of value it may have in the case of non-metallic 
elements, that is to say, it may range perhaps from 1 to 20. 
Now K, when the force is periodic, differs from K,+5 by an 
additive amount 3¢,?/(#—t,”). But many free vibrations of 
a metallic atom must, on most theories, be far down in the 
infra-red, so that when ¢t is a period in the visible spectrum, 
this additive amount is negative, and thus K is less than 
K,+4 for periodic forces in the visible spectrum. Thus our 
magnitude K is more certain than K,+% not to exceed, say, 
20 at most, and may in some cases be negative if ¢, js nearer 
to t than usual, or if 3 is larger. 

It is evident from this reasoning that the values of K, to 
which we are led by the theory of equal velocity of agitation 
of the free electrons, cannot be admitted, and that a method 
of discrimination between hypotheses of velocity has been 
found. The nature of the values given by the use of Max- 
well’s law is exactly what it ought to be, and so exact that 
it becaine possible to credit the law with a very high degree 
of accuracy. On this basis it is found that the description 
of the behaviour of the various metals in yellow light is very 
complete, and, as stated, in a later paper it will be shown 
that the description is equally good for other frequencies. 

* Phil. Mag. July 1910, 
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We can then proceed to more elaborate deductions, and 
arrive at the results of the last table. These results are of 
course tentative in so far as integers are invoked. For 
example, in the case of magnesium, we found p=3°14, the 
nearest integer being 3, and within the limit of experimental 
error. We showed that there is nothing, from the optical 
point of view, against the hypothesis that an atom of mag- 
nesium has exactly three electrons free. But 3°14 x 7, for 
example, is 22 almost exactly, and as this value may be exact, 
if the experiments are, it is possible that a solid magnesium 
molecule contains 7 atoms, and has 22 electrons to spare. 
Such aggregates of atoms are of course to be expected. 
Sir J.J. Thomson, in his recent paper on rays of positive 
electricity *, has found some complex aggregates even in 
gases and vapours, of which we may mention the polymer 
O, of oxygen, with a positive charge, and also a ray of an 
electric atomic weight of 800 in mercury vapour, which can 
be explained as an aggregate of four atoms of mercury with 
only one negative electron missing. 

Information as to the presence of these aggregates can be 
obtained by measuring the optical constants of fused metals. 
In the process of fusion dissociation of these aggregates will 
usually occur, and a different value of p would be found for 
the liquid. Experiments on these lines would be very 
valuable. 

[ Note added June 28th.| While this paper is in proof, my 
attention has been directed to a paper by B. J. Spence, in 
which Drude’s values of n for gold, silver, and platinum are 
questioned. ‘This paper will be discussed later. 

XXVII. Note on the Optical Properties of Fused Metals. 
By J. W. Nicwotson, M.A., D.Se.T 

he the preceding paper, concerned with the effective number 
of free electrons in an atom of a metal, it was suggested 

that a determination of the optical properties of metals in 
the liquid state would afford valuable evidence of changes 
in the state of molecular aggregation during the process of 
fusion. 

The only metal for which such experiments have been 
made appears to be tin, which was examined by Drude in his 
paper of 1900 $. 

* Phil, Mag..February 1911. 
+ Communicated by the Author. 
t Annalen der Physik, Band xxxix. 
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Owing to lack of knowledge of the electrical conductivity 
of this metal in the liquid state, it was not possible to utilise 
the results of these experiments in the earlier paper. 

It appears, however, that the conductivity has been deter- 
mined by Vassura. The result is quoted, without the precise 
reference, by W. Williams* in the course of a valuable 
summary and discussion of the experimental work which has 
been done in connexion with changes of resistance due to 
temperature. 

According to Vassura, the ratio of the resistivity just after 
fusion to that just before is, for tin 2°1, and for cadmium 
2 aa i 

De la Rive has given the corresponding ratios for two 
other metals, zine 2:0, and lead 1:9, 

The optical constants are known only for the case of tin, 
in sodium light. In the notation of the earlier paper, Drude 
gives 

fiw == 2-15, 
so that 

V2: 10.9 ie AON ie 9°45, ne? Sv? = 158, 

where v is the index of refraction, and « the coefficient of 
optical length. 

According to Vicentini and Omodei’s measurements, the 
density of the liquid metal is 6°988, and its atomic weight 
being 119-0, the atomic volume of the liquid becomes 17:0. 

For the calculation, from the optical constants, of the 
effective number of free electrons in an atom, we require 
the conductivity of the liquid, in absolute measure, at the 
melting-point, which is 230° C. 

If w denotes the ratio of the resistance at t° C. to that at 
0° C., Fleming and Dewar’s measurements for tin give 

du 2 
oS 00425 + -0000040 ¢, 

from which 

(Resistance at 230° C.)/(Resistance at 0° C.) = 2-083, 
and 

(Resistance at 18° C.)/(Resistance at 0° ©.) =1:077. 

Thus the conductivity just before fusion is 

o°=8'28 . 10-° x 1:077/2:083 = 4-28. 10-5, 

where the ordinary value of the conductivity at 18° (. has 
been used. | 

* Phil. Mag. May 1902, p. 515. 
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By Vassura’s result, the conductivity after fusion, for 
steady currents, is 

Gy on) Qe 2 0A ee 

In the case of sodium light, the formula (41) of the other 
paper for the number, p, of free electrons per atom is 

pe =lABViaove,. L058, 

and if K be the dielectric capacity, we have in addition 

p= Voto (IS) eg me 

If p; is the value furnished by writing K=1, we find with 
the present values, 

P= 200s pious 

The value of K required to bring these to equality is 
— 5°32, so that we may infer the presence of sympathetic 
vibration in the liquid also. 

In a later paper, it will be shown that there is some reason 
for the conclusion that tin is a metal in which higher fre- 
quency of the vibrations may cause the liberation of more 
electrons, and that in a case of this kind, the true number of 
free electrons for a steady current is p’/p,, combined with a 
value of K positive and nearly unity. 

For solid tin this becomes 3°54, and for the liquid 1°78. 
It is, perhaps, significant that one of these values is almost 
exactly half the other, and a simple dissociation of atomic 
aggregates in the process of fusion is suggested. 

XXVIII. On the Latent Heat of Vaporization of Liquids. 
By Wm. C. McC. Lewis, M.A., D.Sc., Physical Chemistry 
Laboratory, University College, London 

HE quantity of heat added to any system is expressed 
usually as follows : 

dQ=U, dT 4 ldv, \f a 
where ©, denotes the specific heat of the system at Come 
volume and J the ‘latent heat of expansion,’ 7. e. the heat 
required to keep the temperature constant while the expansion 
takes place. Also the change in total energy dU of the 
system may be written 

dU =dQ—pdt, 

where p denotes the external pressure to which the a vena is 
subjected, 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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Combining both equations one obtains 

dU =C,dT+ (l—p)dv. 

Further, if the change is a reversible one, the increment of 
entropy may be expressed 

(One 71d gee 
=— _ dv. dd T ar iia 

Since dU and d¢ are complete differentials it follows that 

ee OR ee ee ay 
aoe eo 4.0L | 

and also 

iL) Ct aaa 
agence Ot <.T?’ 

o aCe Bt P 

The same expression may be obtained in the case of a 
liquid by applying van der Waals’ equation, and also by 
introducing a modified form of Dupré’s relation between the 
internal pressure K of the liquid and the latent heat of 
vaporization / per unit volume of the liquid. Thus, writing 
yan der Waals’ equation in the form 

p= RD —K, 
v—b 

one obtains on differentiating with respect to T, keeping the 
volume constant, 

Op _pt+K _ ok 
oul i 

or Op ok ip et CE Wh hae 5 ¢ —T 5° 

in which p is neglected compared with K. 
Now if we write (cf. ‘“‘ Note on the Internal Pressure of a 
Liquid,” Phil. Mag. July 1911) 

oK 
oe see: 
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one obtains as before 

Yurther, since 

Ov \ /Ol \\/op 
at) \S5),(a6),=7> 

we obtain 

j=—1(37,) (3) ——— (Sn) ae 
OL /,\00 /p = B 

v Op ae 

where a,=the coefficient of expansion of the liquid with 
temperature; 

8 =the coefticient of compressibility of the liquid at 
constant temperature. 

Further, if p is the density of the liquid at the temperature 
in question, the latent heat of vaporization L per gram may 
be written 

The quantities occurring in this expression are known at 
least approximately for anumber of liquids. In the following 
table are given the results obtained from data taken principally 
from Landolt & Bornstein’s Zabellen, Castell-Evans’ Tables, 
and Winkelmann’s Handbuch. 

Before giving the actual examples, however, it may be 
well to point out that the introduction of Dupré’s idea, in its 
original as well as in its modified form, viz. that the internal 
pressure of a liquid may be measured by the latent heat of 

vaporization per unit volume of liqud, apparently leads to an 

expression which is in disagreement with the well-known 
Clapeyron expression 

1 Op L T = 
OL  vy—2, 

* It will be observed that this result, although deduced on the 
assumption that K varies with temperature and is connected with / by 

K 
the relation K-I=TSr, does not prove the validity of the latter 

relation. Thus if we assumed that K is independent of temperature and 

therefore oe =0, weshould still obtain the same final result, viz. /=T on 
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for in this case we are equating the expression Tor to the 

atent heat of vaporization per unit volume of vapour 

(approximately), while in the former case the latent heat 

referred to unit volume of liquid. The distinction really 

hinges on the fact that the system to which we have applied 

van der Waals’ equation is the liquid one alone, and the 

expression or refers to the liquid state. That this may be a 

magnitude of quite a different order from the corresponding 

term for the saturated vapour is seen by a glance at the 

pv. diagram for the liquid vapour system in which the 

dotted lines indicate the quantities referred to *. 

P 

VAPOUR 

a a 

In the following table the Trouton constant for the sub- 
stances examined is also included, as there appears to bea 
close connexion between the two expressions as regards their 
range of applicability. 

* The connexion between oe) and Op eae is 
Que Wy ol v 

(a) = (ae) Yyapour, 

Oy: OL J» viiquia 
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It is evident that a comparison between observed * and 
calculated values should only be carried out at the same 
temperature. Owing to lack of data, however, it has been 
necessary in several cases simply to quote such results as are 
available. When the difference between the temperature in 
the two cases is great (e. g. xylene, cymene, acetic acid, &c.), 
one cannot expect the results to be very comparable, for latent 
heat has in general a fairly high (negative) temperature 
coefficient. A more important point still, however, has 
reference to the compressibility data. An accurate determi- 
nation of the compressibility of a liquid involves very great 
experimental difficulty, and it is therefore to be expected 
that the results for the substances quoted may in some cases 
be subject to rather large error (cf. Quincke, Annalen der 
Physik, xliv. p. 776 (1891)). Further, since for all the 
substances mentioned with the exception of mercury, the 
compressibility alters, 7. e. decreases, as the pressure increases, 
to obtain comparable results the values should be extrapolated 
to zero pressure. This has only been done in a few cases 
(of. Ritzel, Zeitsch. physik. Chem. |x. p. 319 (1907)). 

The determination of the latent heat of vaporization itself 
may also involve considerable errort. With these reser- 
vations one is justified in considering that the relation holds 
for liquids which are not associated either in the liquid or 
vapour state. For these same substances one obtains the 
‘“normal* value for the Trouton constant. On the other 
hand, in the case of those liquids such as the alcohols which 
are known t» be considerably associated in the liquid state 
into di- and tri-molecules, but are practically non-associated 
in the state of vapour, it will be observed that the calculated 
latent heat is only about one half ofthe observed. For these 
substances the Trouton constant is abnormally high. In the 
case of water, owing to the existence of the density maximum 

* In several cases the “observed” value is really calculated from the 
Clapeyron equation. 

+ In this connexion Nernst (‘Applications of Thermodynamics to 
Chemistry,’ p. 103) employs the relation 

CY SS) 2 ne ( ne aes 

T,--T, zr ‘ 

in which p, and p, denote the vapour pressures corresponding to T, and 
T,, two temperatures which differ by so small an amount that their 
geometric and arithmetic means may for practical purposes be set equal 
to one another. This mean temperature is the one to which X refers,” 
.... ‘fin general the heats of vaporization calculated with its aid are 
more accurate than those determined calorimetrically.” 

Phail. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 22. No, 128. Aug. 1911. ab 
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at 4° C. (under ordinary pressure), the coefficient of expan- 
sion is negative from 0° ©. to 4° C. and thereafter positive, 
thus causing a corresponding change of sign in the cal- 
culated value of the latent heat. In the special case of 
acetic acid, the calculated latent heat comes out approxi- 
mately double the observed. The Trouton constant is abnor- 
mally low. This behaviour is due to the fact that not only is 
the liquid associated but the vapour is also polymerized con- 
siderably and apparently to a higher degree of polymerization. 
Ramsay and Young *, employing the Clapeyron equation, 
found that the latent heat of vaporization of this substance 
rose with rising temperature, reaching a maximum at about 
110° C. (L= 92°79 cals.), thereafter steadily decreasing. 

In the case of associated liquids it is generally assumed 
that the observed latent heat of vaporization consists of two 
parts—one part being the heat required to isothermally 
cause the breaking down of the complex molecules into the 
simple form, and the second the heat required for the 
molecular spatial distribution change which is involved in 
vaporization. Since the “calculated” values of this paper 
do not take any direct account of heat required to cause 
association to disappear, one would expect the calculated 
values to be less than the observed. Suchis the case ; and if 
we assume that the discrepancies observed may be given a 
quantitative significance, it would appear that it requires 
approximately the same amount of heat to cause the depoly- 
merization of the molecules as it does to vaporize the resulting 
simple molecules. To account for the behaviour of acetic 
acid we must assume that the “ latent heat of depolymerization 

* Journ. Chem. Soc. xlix. p. 790 (1886). 
In the case of methyl aleohol—whose factor of association in the liquid 

state at 20°C. is as large as 2°32,—- Ramsay and Young found that at this 
temperature the density of the saturated vapour was 16:28, indicating a 
molecular weight of 32:46, The theoretical molecular weight is 32. On 
the other hand, in the case of acetic acid,— whose factor of association in 
the liquid state at 20° C. is 2:18,— Ramsay and Young found that the 
vapour density was 59°38, indicating a molecular weight of 1186 while 
the theoretical is 60. This is sufficient to indicate the extraordinary 
behaviour of the vapour, though the figures appear to indicate that the 
degree of association in the vapour is not quite so large as in the liquid. 
In this connexion, however, attention should be drawn to the observation 
made by Ramsay and Young, viz. “Condensation takes place before the 
pressure becomes nearly constant; when a considerable amount of liquid 
is present, however, pressure remains nearly constant with decrease of 
volume.”” The acid acts in fact as though it consisted of more than one 
substance. Further, Ramsay and Young remark that in consequence of 
this abnormal behaviour ‘‘ the numbers [for the density of the vapour] 
must be regarded as minimum values, although above 40° it is probable 
they are nearly correct.” 
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of the liquid” minus the latent heat of polymerization of the 
vapour is a negative quantity, 7. e. heat is evolved in this 
part of the process. Nowas the temperature rises the degree 
of association in the liquid and vapour states will decrease 
but not necessarily at the same rate. It is probable that the 
vapour depolymerizes much more quickly than the liquid. 
There must therefore be a temperature at which there is 
equal polymerization in both the liquid and vapour phases. 

At this temperature therefore the expression TS should hold 

good. This cannot be tested owing to the want of the - 
necessary data. 

The points which have been discussed above have consi- 
derable bearing upon the Trouton constant itself. Thus, it 

would seem that if one wishes to make the expression 7 

really comparable for all substances, it should be made 
independent of the heat required to cause depolymerization 
of the molecules. One might perhaps accomplish this by 

employing the expression nie! instead of L, and write the 
pp 

Trouton constant in the form 

M a 
aa — CONSE. 

where M is the theoretical molecular weight and the other 
quantities hold for the boiling-point of the liquid. In this 
case, for normal substances the Trouton constant has its usual 
value. Tor thealcohols, however, the value is only about 13, 
and for acetic acid it is about 26. The constant is therefore 
not any more general in its character than before; and it is 
doubtful if the above changes possess any advantage over 
the usual method of stating this semi-empiric law. It should 
be pointed out also that the actual values one obtains for the 
compressibility or expansion of a polymerized liquid must 
depend to a certain extent on the actual polymerization 
existent in the liquid ; for it has been established that there 
is definite equilibrium between simple and polymerized 
molecules in the liquid state, this equilibrium being shifted 
by external changes, such as temperature or pressure, in 
accordance with the principle of Le Chatelier. Thus on 
increasing the pressure the system will change in the 
direction corresponding to decrease in volume, so that the 
observed change of compressibility of a polymerized liquid 

EE 
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with pressure depends on two factors, (1) the actual alte- 
ration in the spatial distribution of the molecules, and (2) the. 
change inthe degree of polymerization. If this second factor 
is not negligible compared to the first, it would ne longer be 

1 

Oy justifiable to consider the expressi 

that part of the latent heat of vaporization which takes 
account only of the transfer of the simple molecules from the 
liquid to the vapour state; and hence the conclusion that 
the heat required for the depolymerizing process is approxi- 
mately one half of the total, would no longer be valid. 
Evidence—of a qualitative nae ae favour of the former 
conclusion, however, is furnished by the fact that the change 
of compr essibilicy with pressure, especially at low pressures, 
gives much the same type of curve for normal and abnormal 
liquids alike. At the same time the quite anomalous results 
obtained with water have so far prevented any satisfactory 
generalization being made. 

The results of the foregoing considerations may perhaps 
be summed up as fellows. 

The latent heat of vaporization L ofa liquid per gram is 
connected with the compressibility 8 and the coefficient of 
expansion a, of the liquid by means of the relation 

The applicability of this relation appears, however, to be 
restricted to normal liquids alone. 

»sXXIX. Delta Rays. By Norman CaMpBeLt ~ 
~) 1-8. Nature of the problem. 

4—7, Kxperimental arrangements. 
_ 8-10. Incidence and emergence radiations. 
11, 12. Influence of the speed of the primary rays. 

12, Influence of the emitting substance. 
14-16. The effect of reflexion. 
17, 18. The real delta rays. 

Summary. 
Appendix on high resistances for electrostatic measurements. 

ik. iC is now generally recognized that the slow moving 
electrons emitted by a plate covered with a substance 

emitting @ rays, called by J.J. Thomson delta rays, represent, 
at least in part, asecondary radiation excited by the alpha rays 
in any solid body on which they fall. Numerous experiments 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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on radiation of different types have shown that in general the 
secondary radiation emitted by a body is in no way dependent 
on its physical condition, or on the relation between the 
atoms of which the body is composed ; it depends solely on 
the nature of those atoms. Accordingly, analogy would 
suggest that delta rays must be emitted also by gases under 
the influence of alpha rays. It is apparently admitted* that 
the process which appears as the emission of delta rays when 
alpha rays fall on a solid is the same as that which appears 
as lonization when the alpha rays pass througha gas. The 
experimental difference between the two phenomena arises 
from the facts that, in the case of the gas, the electrons are 
emitted throughout a finite volume and not only at a surface, 
that the electrons liberated combine with neutral atoms to 
form ions, and that the positively charged remainders of the 
atoms from which the electrons are emitted can move under 
the action of an electric field. It was therefore suggested 
to me by Prof. Bragg that the study of the delta rays has 
been neglected unduly, and that the further investigation 
of them might throw light upon the extremely important 
problem of the mechanism of ionization. The work that has 
been done hithertof has been confined toa few measurements 
of the speed of the electrons in special cases ; it appears 
desirable to inquire by what circumstances that speed and 
also the number of the electrons emitted are determined. 

2. In order to make a complete determination of the 
velocity of the rays measurements must be made upon the 
effect of both an electric and a magnetic field upon their 
motion, Such measurements will give the value ot both the 
velocity and the ratio e/m. However, since in the present 
investigation the value of e/m may be regarded as known, it 
is sufficient to study the action of the electric field only. 
The study of the action of a magnetic field according to the 
method of J. J. Thomson ¢ yields definite results only when 
the rays are homogeneous, and is attended by the considerable 

experimental difficulty of obtaining a perfectly homogeneous 
magnetic field over a considerable area. Accordingly, a 
magnetic field was employed only when it was desired to 
prevent any of the rays leaving the surfaces from which 
they were emitted ; no investigation cf the effects of fields 
Jess than that required for this purpose has been made. 

* Cf. for example, Kleeman, Roy. Suc. Proc. A. Ixxxiii. p. 195 (1910). 
t J.J. ‘Tbomson, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soe. xiii. p. 49 (1604) ; E. Ruther- 

ford, Phil. Mag. x. p. 193 (1805); Ewers, Phys. Zeit. vii. p. 148 (1906) 
Logeman, Roy. Soc. Proc. A: Ixxviii. p. 212 (1906). 

{ J.J. Thomson, ‘ Conduction of Electricity through Gases,’ p. 67. 

? 
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3. The principles involved in the use of the electric field 
are extremely simple. Let two bodies A and B be emitting 
the rays, and let the circumstances be such that all of the 
rays emitted by one body strike the other, when the bodies 
are at the same potential. Let the current received by A be 
measured when B is at different potentials, V, the potential of A 
being always0. Let this current, when V is 0, be represented 
by O: it will be made up of two parts, (1) a part independent 
of V, due to the charge carried by the alpha rays them- 
selves and similar causes, and (2) the difference between the 
number of rays emitted by A and those emitted from B and 
received by A. When V is positive, the number of rays 

Fig. 1. 

CURRENT 

= 40 7 a aes WTS __+40 

emitted by A will be unchanged, while the number of rays 
received by A from B will be decreased by the number of 
rays emitted from B which have a speed less than that cor- 
responding to V. Accordingly PN, which is the difference 
between the current for V=0 and that for V=ON, repre- 
sents the number of rays emitted from B which have a speed 
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less than that corresponding to ON. In the same way, if V 
is negative, P’N’ will represent the number of rays emitted 
by A which have a speed less than that corresponding to ON’. 
‘The curve will be divided into two parts by the iine CD, the 
upper half representing the properties of the rays emitted 
from B and the ijower half those of the rays emitted 
by A. 
"TE is important to notice that this simple relation holds 

only if the condition is fulfilled that, in the absence of the 
field, all the rays emitted by one plate fall on the other. 
For, if, when no field is acting, some of the rays emitted by 
A can strike A or some third body not electrically connected - 
to B, a positive potential on B will change the current, not 
only by diminishing the number of rays emitted by B which 
strike A, but also by increasing the number of rays emitted 
by A which strike B. The necessary condition is not very 
easy to realize experimentally, but preliminary observations 
showed, as might be expected, that the form of the curves 
obtained varied considerably with small differences in the 
arrangement of the apparatus unless it was fulfilled. Indeed, 
at first sight it might appear that it is geometrically impos- 
sible to fulfil the condition. For, on the one hand it is clear 
that the emitting surfaces must be plane, or the rays from 
one body might strike the same body again; and, on the 
other hand, that each body must surround the other com- 
pletely, lest the rays emitted strike some third body. How- 
ever, it the active surface itself is not employed as one of 
the bodies, the conditions can be fulfilled. Fig. 2 (p. 208) 
shows the form of apparatus finally adopted for the first part 
of the investigation. The drawing is approximately correct 
in scale. 

4. A and B are the bodies from which the delta rays are 
emitted. A is a solid plate connected to the apparatus for 
measuring the current by a rod passing through the brass 
base plate and insulated by an amberoid stopper. Bisa 
brass cylinder ; in the end tacing A is a circular hole which 
is covered with a layer of some material thin enough to 
transmit alpha rays. The polonium plate C is placed at 
such a distance above this end of B that all the rays which 
pass through the hole (and are not scattered considerably) 
fall upon A. Accordingly delta rays can only affect the 
measurements if they are emitted from either A or B. To 
prevent these delta rays striking the cylinder D which 
surrounds A and B, D is maintained at a potential of —80 
volts. It is insulated from the base plate by the ebonite 
plate, the surface of which is covered almost completely 
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with aluminium foil connected to the base plate electrically. 
B can be maintained at any desired potential by a battery of 

Fig. 2. 
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cells in combination with a potentiometer subdividing one 
of them. [or the purpose of this paper the H.M.F. of a lead 
accumulator has been taken as 2 volts. 

The brass cover E, cemented to the base plate with a wax 
composed of rosin and beeswax, enclosed the entire apparatus. 
A high vacuum was established first with a Gaede pump and 
then with charcoal and liquid air, which was connected to 
the vessel throughout the observations by a tube not shown 
in the drawing. As previous observers have noted, the 
extreme vacuum obtainable by this method was not absolutely 
necessary, but the use of the charcoal rendered unnecessary 
any attention to very small leaks. A rise in the pressure of 
the gas in the vessel could always be detected by an increase 
in the current that passed between the electrodes when a 
magnetic field was applied to prevent the emission of delta 
rays. 
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This apparatus appears to represent as near an approach 
as can be made to the requisite condition. Any divergencies 
from it will be noted in the discussion of the results. If the 
active plate itself were used in place of the layer covering 
the hole in the end of B, it would be impossible to prevent 
the alpha rays emitted obliquely from striking D and causing 
the emission of delta rays therefrom. 

5. For the measurement of the current a compensation 
method is necessary, since the potential of the insulated 
electrode must not be allowed to diverge sensibly from zero 
during the observation, lest uncertainty be introduced as to 
the actual potential between the electrodes for which the. 
current is being measured. With a sensitive electrometer 
ineasurements might be made by the ordinary method without 
allowing the potential of the electrode to change by more 
than 0°01 volt, but even such a small change is undesirable 
when small differences of potential between the electrodes 
are being investigated. The compensating current in these 
experiments was produced by applying a known potential 
by means of a potentiometer arrangement to one end of a 
high resistance, the other end of which was connected to 
the measuring instrument. The resistances employed are 
described in the Appendix. All measurements of current 
quoted in this paper are stated in terms of the potential in 
volts which it was necessary to apply to the resistance in 
order to compensate the current between the electrodes A 
and B. 

It may be noted that there is some loss of sensitiveness 
involved in the use of the resistance arrangement rather 
than a saturated ionization current or a quartz piezo-electric 
for the production of the compensation current. Tor the 
difference cf potential from earth which will be ultimately 
attained as the result of a given residual current is propor- 
tional to the resistance between the electrode and earth. In 
the case of the liquid resistance this resistance is several 
thousand times less than it would be if either of the other 
arrangements were used. But it must be remembered 
(1) that the unsaturated flow of electricity between the elec- 
trodes in itself acts like a resistance to earth*, and (2) that the 
time for which the current can be allowed to flow, before it 
is decided whether compensation is complete, is limited by the 
time during which the zero of the indicating instrument will 
remain constant. With the arrangement used not more than 
one half of the sensitiveness that might have been attained 

* Cf. Campbell, Proc. Camb, Phil. Soc. xv. p. 184 (1909). 
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was sacrificed, and it was clear throughout that the uncer- 
tainty due to errors of compensation were considerably 
smaller than errors due to other circumstances over which — 
no control could be attained. 

6. As an indicating instrument a sensitive Wilson tilted 
electroscope was used. Some experiments were tried with 
an electrometer with a sensitiveness of 5000 divisions for a 
volt, but no more accurate results could be attained. The 
extremely short period of the electroscope gives it a great 
advantage over the electrometer when it is desired to dis- 
cover, by earthing the electrode, whether there has been any 
deviation of the potential from that of earth. When the 
electric field between the electrodes was so great that the 
current was saturated, the potential which had to be applied 
to the resistance to attain compensation could be determined 
with complete certainty to within 0:003 volt. 

7. Experiments were first made to discover whether there 
was any change of the velocity of the delta rays with a 
change in the velocity of the exciting alpha rays. Jor this 
purpose the form of the relation between potential ditference 
and current was investigated when the hole in B was 
covered with aluminium leaf of different thicknesses. A 
was covered with an aluminium plate throughout. The 
thinnest leaf used was equivalent in surface density to about 
1mm. of air; the thickest through which the rays could 
be measured was equivalent to about 4:1 cm. Using 
Rutherford’s measurements on the velocity of alpha rays, it 
appears that in the first case the rays emerging from B and 
striking A must have hada mean velocity of about 2:0 x 10°; 
in the latter case of about 1°5 x 10°. It must be remembered 
that the potential required to stop the rays is proportional 
to the square of their speed, so that, if the velocity of the 
fastest delta rays had varied in the same ratio as that of the 
fastest alpha rays, the potential required to stop them would 
be nearly twice as great with the thinnest foil as with the 
thickest. Of course the alpha rays were not homogeneous 
in speed, since some of them passed obliquely through the 
aluminium leaf, but it is obvious from the values of the total 
current that the superposition of thicker absorbing layers 
must have produced a considerable change in the average 
velocity of the rays. 

8. The results of the measurements are recorded in Table I. 
The columns marked 1-9 give the observations made when 
the hole in B was covered with layers of aluminium of which 
the surface density (grm./cm.”) is given in the first row. 
The second row gives the current when the difference of 
potential between A and B was zero; the third row the value 
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of the current for the same difference of potential when the 
apparatus was introduced into a magnetic field so strong that 
a further inerease in it produced no change in the current. 
The next nine rows give the form of the curve, exemplitied 
by fig. 1, which is plotted from column 6. The fourth row 
gives the absolute value of the maximum ordinate QD or 
Q'C, the former being placed in the column marked +, the 
latter in the column marked —. The eight rows immediately 
below the double horizontal line give the values uf the ordinates 
PN or P'N’ corresponding to. values of V denoted in the 
first column; those in the column marked + denote the 
values when B is positive to A, those in the column marked — 
those when B is negative to A. In order to enable a com- 
parison to be made between dfferent columns the values are 
not expressed in absolute measure, but as fractions of the 
maximum ordinate. The absolute value in any case can be 
found by multiplying the number recorded by the number 
in the same cclumn immediately above the thick line. The 
last two rows will be referred to later. 

9, According to § 3 the columns marked + refer to the pro- 
perties of the rays emitted by B, those marked — refer to ae 
properties of the rays emitted by A. In accordance with the 
nomenclature introduced by Prof. Brage, we may eall these 
rays respectively “emergence” and ‘ “incidence” radiation. 
The first point which needa inquiry is the relation between the 
incidence and emergence radiations. It will be noted that 
the amount of the emergence radiation, given by the fourth 
row (+ column), is never greater than the amount of the 
incidence radiation (— column) ; ; when the layer through 
which the ravs emerge is very thin the emergent and inci- 
dent radiations appear to be equal, while, as that layer 
increases in thickness, the emergent athe Row decreases re- 
latively to the incident. The ratios of the emergent to the 
incident radiation are given in the tenth row; it will be seen 
that this ratio appears to be constant after a certain thickness 
of the layer is reached. Columns 7 and 9 are somewhat 
anomalous, but there are other indications that column 7 is 
affected by some source of error, while the current dealt 
with in column 9 is so small that the apparently large diver- 
gence of the ratio is not really greater than the possible error 
of observation. 

This result is certainly surprising and difficult to explain. 
Further investigation of the point is certainly necessary. 
But it may be noted that in all the experiments described in 
this paper, and ina large number of preliminary observa- 
tions with different apparatus, of which the results. are not 
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recorded, the same feature has been noted. Cases are observed 
in which the emergence radiation is nearly equal to the 
incidence, but none in which it is certainly larger. The 
exact contrary is, of course, true of all other “forms of 
radiation. 

10. The quality of the emergence and incidence radiations 
next requires attention. If the quality of both is the same, 
the numbers in the columns marked + should be the same 
as those in the corresponding columns marked —. It will 
be seen that there are considerable divergencies between the 
+ and — columns, and that these divergencies are certainly 
greater than can be accounted for by mere errors of obser- 
vation ; the observations were sufficiently accurate to leave 
no uncertainty about the second figure, except in the case of 
eolumn 9. But it will be seen also that the sign of the 
difference between the + and — columns is not constant i in 
different series, and that in the last column marked “ mean,’ 
which gives the arithmetic mean of the corresponding numbers 
for columns 1-8, the divergence has practically disappeared 
except for the value ae ‘The divergencies are easily 
explained without assuming any difference in quality between 
the emergence and incidence radiation. 

It is obvious that the form of the two branches of the 
eurve of fig. 1 will be modified considerably if any point 
other than 0’ is taken as the zero from which alll measure- 
ments are made. O’has been actually taken as the point 
corresponding to the condition that no difference of potential 
is imposed externally on A and B. But it does not follow 
that this condition represents the state in which A and B are 
actually at the same potential, still less the state in which 
there is no resultant electric field in the space between them. 
In the first place, there may be small thermoelectric dif- 
ferences of potential in the cireuit connecting A and B, and, 
in the second place, it must be remembered that the sur- 
rounding cylinder D has a_ potential widely different from 
that of Aand B. If Aand Bare not per fectly symmetrically 
situated with respect to D, there will be a resultant electric 
field tending to drive the rays to one plate rather than the 
other. As a matter of fact, it was found that the measure- 
ments for very small values aa. were iach less constant 
than those for large values, when these sources of error 
would be less important. The same value could not always 
be recovered during the same series of observations, and the 
value varied considerably between different series separated 
by an interval in which the apparatus had been taken down. 
In all cases,a much better agreement between the values for 
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the emergence and incidence radiation could be obtained by 
taking a value fer V=0, which was not certainly less correct _ 
than that given by the mean of the actual measurements. 
On these grounds I am inclined to conclude that there is no 
difference of quality between the emergence and incidence 
radiation, and that the small apparent differences are acci- 
dental and due to experimental uncertainties. : 

11. If this conclusion be accepted, the second part of the 
investigation, the comparison of the quality of the delta rays 
for different velocities of the alpha rays, 1s rendered easier. 
For, if the two branches of the curve are really similar, we 
may avoid placing great reliance upon measurements at the 
zero by simply adding the ordinates PN and P’N’ (fig. 1) 
corresponding to the same difference of potential with a 
different sign. The results of such addition are given in 
Table Il. Here again the columns 1-9 represent the results 
of different thicknesses of the layer covering B, and hence, 
for different velocities of the emergent alpha rays. The 
numbers in any column represent the ratio of the arithmetical 
sum of the currents obtained for positive and negative values 
of V given in the first column to the sum of those values for 
V=40. (It appeared throughout that no change in the 
current occurred on increasing the value of V beyond 40 
volts.) Onthe simple theory the numbers in any row should 
represent the fraction of the delta rays which have a speed 
less than that corresponding to the value of V in the first 
column. 

It appears at once that the difference between different 
columns is very small. I am inclined to think that any 
apparent differences are due to the residual effect of the 
sources of error mentioned already: for, if there is an un- 
avoidable difference of potential » between the electrodes, 
the measurements for an imposed difference of potential V 
will not represent the current due to V, but the sum of the 
currents due to V—v and V+v. If there is any difference, 
it is that the values of the current for high velocities of the 
alpha rays tend to be greater for small values of V and less 
for large values: that is to say, that there are more rays of 
very low and of very high speed, and fewer rays of inter- 
mediate speed. The experiments seem to establish conclu- 
sively that there is no very marked dependence of the 
velocity of the delta rays on that of the exciting primary 
rays: it is not certain that there is any dependence. Such 
a conclusion, if it is accepted, is obviously of the utmost 
importance for the theory of ionization by alpha rays. But 
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before it can be definitely accepted a most important source 
of uncertainty which has been left unnoticed hitherto must 
be discussed ; the discussion will be postponed till a few 
further facts have been recorded. 

12. The third row of Table I, should represent the charge 
carried by the alpha rays themselves, and should, therefore, 
measure the Peiice of alpha rays acting to produce delta 
rays. The numbers actually given require some correction, 
for, even in the absence of the polonium disk, the plate A 
tended to charge positively. Many blank experiments were 
made to determine this residual current, but the results 
obtained were not very consistent: the quantity which re- 
quires to be subtracted from the values in row 3 in order to 
obtain the true charge of the alpha rays is about 0-04, but 
the uncertainty is such that the resulting values cannot be 
relied upon in column i to 10 per cent., in column 9 to 
100 per cent. Jhis uncertainty, since it is the same for the 
whole curve, does not affect any of the other conclusions 
drawn. But the comparison of the total amount of alpha 
rays obtained in this way with the total amount of delta rays 
obtained by adding the corresponding + and — columns in 
row 4 lead to an iter esting conclusion, the main features of 
Piieh ace ob dubtiaple) alin) the ylecn key emen Table I. the 
ratio of the charge on ae delta rays liberated to that on 
the exciting alpha rays 1s given: it must be remembered 
that the alpha rays carry a charge double that of the delta 
rays. It is clear that one alpha ray can liberate more than 
one delta ray, and that the number it can so liberate is of 
the order of 10. Apparently, then, the delta rays must come 
from a layer about 10 atoms thick. Iurther, it will be noted 
that the slower rays in general liberate more ’ delta rays than 
the faster. This conclusion is in accordance with that 
derived from the study of ionization ; indeed, it is the one 
conclusion attained in these experiments which might cer- 
tainly have been anticipated. | 

Again, if the simple theory is correct, the difference 
between the values of ““V=0” and ‘““V=0 (magnet) ” should 
represent the excess of the number of delta rays tending to 
charge the plate A positively over those tending to charge it 
negatively ; ; that is to say, it should be equal to the excess of 
the value in the fourth row marked — over that marked +. 
(In thinking ont the signs it should be remembered that the 
— column represents the properties of the rays which are 
stopped by a negative potential on B and those, therefore, 
which tend to charge A positively.) The relation is not 
fulfilled, the difference between the numbers in row 4 being 
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generally greater than the difference between “ V=0” and 
“V=0 (magnet),” but there is a certain parallelism between 
the two differences: when one is large,sois the other. The 
general nature of the effect is such as would be expected ; 
the discrepancy in magnitude will be noted in a subsequent 
discussion: it is in part due, no doubt, to the uncertainty 
about the true zero noted already. It may be noted that if 
a correction were introduced for the decay of the polonium 
the charge on the alpha rays would decrease continuously 
with an increase in the thickness of the absorbing layer. 

13. Similar experiments, though less exhaustive, have . 
been performed on copper, silver, and gold. In these cases 
A was covered by a plate of the metal impenetrable to alpha 
rays, while one thin leaf (in the case of silver also two leaves) 
were placed over B. The thickness (surface density) of the 
leaves was approximately as follows :— 

Cu 0°0003 gr./em.?: Ag 0°001 gr./em.? : Au 0°0002 gr.f/em.? 

The results are given in Tables III., IV., V., which should 
be comprehensible without further explanation. A word 

Tapia DEE Pani EV, 
Gold. ( /opper. 

aes | — Sum. + | — | Sun. 

Ti | 0138 hes 0:123 | 0123 
| | 

V=O(magnet)., 0-152 [0-152 | |V=O(magnet)., 0185 | 0185 | | | 
Wee | 

V=40.......0.... 10-569 | 0-284 | 0858 | | V=40............ 0-881 | 0-452 |0:833 
i ae = | - —— au — Ie = ——— : 

es Piri ts =» O2D1G /O-N9gRIO seat sa --.+-2------ 0266 | 0-266 | 0-266 

i Rae ae 362 | -348 | -355 | [ES Sottero 420 | -410 | 0-415 
ae. 538 | “552 | -543 Bh i aceae see! | 617 | -608 | 0613 
A, ae 663 | -659 | -662 | Beers ee | 748 | -715 | 0-735 
1 NOI 735 | -735 | "736 | Lhe ee | -817 | 812 |0-814 
Oo uae "805 | -848 | -827 Boe ceeeeeees | 898 | 889 | 0°893 
Seine: sist ‘893 | 905 | -900 | See. | 940 | -984 | 0:936 

22 ae 966 | -955 | -962 | 10) Wee pee 1:000 | 1-000 

AND ee cevsn 1-000 | 1-000 | 1-000 | 
Ratio +/— 0-84. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6, Vol. 22. No. 128. Aug. 1911. U 
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should be said about the columns marked “corrected” in 
Table V. It seemed clear in these observations that there 
was an error in the apparent zero. Accordingly, the results 
were corrected by taking as zero the point midway between 
the extreme values obtained for V=+40. When this cor- 
rection is made the values for one leaf and two leaves coincide 
very closely, 

The results are of the same nature as those obtained with 
aluminium. There appears to be no difference in quality 
between the incidence and emergence radiations. For the 
thin layers of gold and silver the amounts of the two radia- — 
tions appear to be equal, while for the thicker copper leat 
the incidence is notably larger than the emergence radiation. 
It is of great interest to compare the quality of the radiations 
from the four metals used ; for this purpose the “‘ mean” 
curves of the sums of the positive and negative ordinates are 
plotted in fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. 
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It will be observed that the rays from the silver and gold 
appear to be uniformly faster than those from the aluminium: 

3 
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the copper appears to emit more slow rays, but also more 
fast rays than the aluminium. If then the curves can be 
taken as a measure of the speed of the delta rays, the very 
interesting conclusion appears indicated that the speed of the 
delta rays depends on the material from which they are 
emitted, and not on the velocities of the alpha rays exciting 
them. The delta rays would seem to be a true secondary 
radiation. 

14. But before this conclusion can be accepted, the 
source of uncertainty must be discussed which has only been 
indicated hitherto. This source is the reflexion of the 
rays by the electrode, which was proved to exist for slow 
moving electrons by v. Baey er*. Do the curves given indicate 
anything about the velocity of the delta rays, or do they 
depend entirely upon varying amounts of reflexion at the 
electrodes ? 

There can be no doubt whatsoever from v. Baeyer’s figures 
that reflexion will alter the form of the curves very materially. 
On this ground it is not pretended that the curves given can 
be taken as a measure of the proportion of rays of a given 
speed. Butthe measurements have all been performed under 
the same conditions, and conclusions have only been drawn 
from comparisons of different curves, not on comparisons of 
the same curve at different points. Are these comparisons 
rendered unjustifiable by the existence of reflexion ? 

It is not very easy to predict what would be the result of 
reflexion. In v. Baeyer’s experiments the reflected rays were 
not subjected to an electric field, so that his results are not 
immediately applicable. Indeed he obtained intense reflexion 
when the rays were moving with a velocity corresponding to 
40 volts, whereas the perfect saturation obtained in these 
experiments with that potential shows that the effects of re- 
flexion are rendered negligible by the action of the field in 
retaining on the electrode any rays which strike it. For 
lower potentials the reflexion will have two effects. It 
will tend to decrease the number of rays moving up to an 
electrode ea the electric field and retained by it; for some 
of them will be reflected and travel away with the field. 
On the other hand, it may cause some of the rays which have 
been emitted by the electrode to return to it after reflexion at 
the other electrode, even though the electric field tends to 
prevent the return. The first action will make the rays 
appear more easily stopped by an electric field than they 

* vy, Baeyer, Phys. Zeit. x. p. 176 (1909), ail canes papers. Cf. also 
Ladenburg and Markau, Phys. Zeit. ix. p. 821 (1908). 
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would be if there were no reflexion : it will make the curve 
steeper than it should be. ‘he second action will confuse 
the two branches of the curve, for they can be separated 
entirely only if on one branch alk the rays from one electrode 
are received by the other even for the lowest potential dif- 
ferences. As the potential difference is increased the current 
will be changed, not only by the stoppage of rays leaving 
the electrode with which the branch is concerned, but also 
by the retention of more of the rays emitted by ‘the other 
electrode. This action should make the rays appear less 
easily stopped by small potentials and make the curve flatter 
than it should be. I think, however, that there can be no 
doubt that the former effect, when the field and reflexion act 
in the same direction, is the more important. 

Accordingly, though reflexion may modify considerably 
the form of the curve, there appears to be no reason why it 
should render invalid conclusions obtained by the comparison 
of ditferent curves in all of which the geometrical arrange- 
ments and the material of the electrodes are the same, unless 
the average speed of the particles varies. In order to escape 
from the conclusion that the speed of the delta rays is inde- 
pendent of that of the alpha rays for the same metal by the 
consideration of reflexion, it must be supposed that the varia- 
tion of reflexion with the speed is such as exactly to com- 
pensate the variation due to the direct effect of the change 
of speed. Such an assumption would appear somew hat 
forced, but it must be noted that the two ettects act in com- 
pensating directions. von Baeyer shows that, within the 
range of speeds from 5 to 10 volts, with which we are largely 
concerned, reflexion increases with the s speed. Now if,as we 
have concluded, reflexion tends on the whole to make the 
curve steeper, and the direct effect of an increase of speed 
undoubtedly tends to make the curve flatter, the two effects 
might compensate each other. But the closeness of the 
agreement shown in Table IJ., when considered in the light 
on the enormous reflexion found by v. Baeyer, appears to me 
to render such an explanation unsatisfac!or y- 
It appears that reflexion might well be called in to explain 

the divergence between the estimates of the difference of the 
emergence and incidence radiation noted in § 12. For the 
existence of reflexion would doubtless tend to diminish thie 
apparent inequality, as may be easily seen by a consideration 
of the analogous optical case. When V=0 reflexion has a 
chance to exert its full effect ; but when V=40 and saturation 
is attained, reflexion has easel to have any influence. 

But the question of reflexion is most troublesome when 
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the curves with different metals are compared. If different — 
metals have different reflecting powers, the various forms of 
curve might well be due to these differences, and not to dif- 
ferences in the speed of the rays. Now vy. Baeyer has found 
it impossible to prove any clear difference between the re- 
flecting powers of different polished metals, except possibly 
in the ease of aluminium, which appears to reflect somewhat 
less than other metals. His results do not lead to the anti- 
cipation of such a difference as has been found between 
silver and gold, and the difference found between aluminium 
and gold is in the wrong direction. For it has appeared 
that reflexion should on the whole make the curve steeper : 
the curve for gold should on account of reflexion be steeper 
than that of aluminium. As a matter of fact it is flatter. 

15. It appeared that useful information might be obtained 
on this important point if the curve were examined when 
one of the electrodes A and B was covered with one metal 
and the other with another. For if the curves previously 
obtained with different metals differed owing to a difference 
in the rays emitted from them, then if an electrode of copper 
were opposed to an electrode of aluminium, the part of the 
curve belonging to the aluminium electrode ought to show 
the quality of the aluminium rays and vice versa. But, if the 
curves differ owing to a difference in the reflecting power, 
then, since the aluminium rays are reflected at the copper, the 
part of the curve corresponding to the aluminium electrode 
ought to show the properties of the copper rays. The 
experiment is easily tried, but the results are rather difficult 
to interpret. 

In order to explain the nature of the difficulty two of 
the curves obtained are plotted in figs. 4 and 5 ; they should 
be compared with the aluminium curve of fig. 1. It will be 
observed that in fig. 1 the change of curvature of the curve 
takes place at, or very near, the axis of zero potential dif- 
ference: on the other hand, in figs.4and 5 the change of curva- 
ture is certainly not on that axis. In fig. 4 (where + refers 
to an aluminium electrode and — to a copper electrode) the 
change is certainly on the negative side of that axis; in fig. 5 
(where + refers to a silver electrode and — to an aluminium 
electrode) the change is less obviously, but certainly, on the 
positive side. Similar results were observed for the combi- 
nation gold-graphite, but the results are not included, for no 
success has been attained so far with graphite- or soot- 
covered electrodes ; the difficulties are doubtless connected 
with an adhering film of air or moisture, which will be noted 
below. | 
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16. The most obvious explanation of this difference is that 
when no difference of potential is imposed on the electrodes, 
there is still a difference between them owing to the Volta 
effect. Unfortunately the effect, though of the right magni- 
tude (about 1 volt for Al-Cu and $ volt for Al-Ag) is of 
the wrong sign; for this explanation would make both silver 

Fig. 4. 

A, Copper. B, Aluminium, 
+0 \50 

=-0150 

and copper positive to aluminium, whereas really the Volta 
difference of potential makes them negative. It seemed that 
a test of the correctness of the assumption might be made by 
finding the values of the total emergent and incident radia- 
tions, and comparing them with values found when both 
electrodes were of the same metal. If the values for the 
intrinsic difference of potential given above are correct (and 
no approximation nearer than } volt is attempted) we find, 
in the case of Ag—Al, 0°394 as the total emergence rays from 
silver and 0°353 as the total incidence rays for aluminium. 
Experiments made directly before and after these, when the 
electrodes were both of the same metal, gave 0°361 for the 
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emergence rays of silver and 0°480 for the incidence rays of 
aluminium. Theagreement is not good. In the case of Cu—Al, 

Fig. 5. 

A, Aluminium. B, Silver. 

the values fer emergence aluminium rays and _ incidence 
copper rays were 0°362 and 0-445 respectively ; these are to 
be compared with 0°353 and 0°452. The agreement is much 
better. However, in neither case can the difference between 
the emergent and incident radiations found from the maxi- 
mum values be reconciled by that found by comparing the 
values for V=0 and V=0 (magnet). (In figs. 1, 4, 5 
the on corresponding to V=0 (magnet) is marked by 
aX. 

However, any other method of interpreting the curves 
which has suggested itself to me would appear artificial, and 
could lead to no ccnvincing results. If, notwithstanding the 
discrepancies, the figures giving the qualities of the various rays 
are calculated asin I'ables [., IIT., 1V., V., the results given in 
Table VI. are obtained. In the case of the copper-aluminium 
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TABLE VI. 

Copper—Aluminium. Aluminium-Silver. 

Cu electrode. Al electrode. | Al electrode. | Ag Electrode. | 

Mere | | oar2 0-193 0221 | 0-259 
Hs. -430 365 ‘374 | 421 
ee “650 “600 | “584 | ‘633 

| Shei [ol “Jol ‘705 ‘749 

| 2a 820 "823 ‘785 815 

Gea 888 870 Ye eaiBe | 894 
a ‘947 ‘949 a Oo ‘946 

Meee ae 1-000 1-000 1-000 | 1-000 

curve, it cannot be clearly decided which of the two branches 
resembles the aluminium curve more and which the copper ; 
but in the ease of the silver-aluminium curve it is clear that 
the branch corresponding to the silver electrode resembles 
more nearly the aluminium curve and vice versa. Hence, thie 
only definite resuit which can be deduced on such assum})- 
tions is favourable to the hypothesis that the differences 
between the curves with different metals shown in fig. 3 are 
due to differences in reflexion and not to differences in 
emission, a conclusion contrary to that which has been 
attained in § 14. But the whole subject is so uncertain that 
it would be unwise to make any definite statement pending 
the further observations which are about to be undertaken. 

17. Some experiments were made with the object of 
determining more closely whether the total radiation from 
different substances was the same, and whether there was 
anything of the nature of a true delta radiation from the 
polonium itself over and above the secondary radiation. The 
apparatus already described was not very well suited for 
the purpose, partly because it did not permit of the use of 
the bare polonium disk as one of the electrodes, partly 
because the use of the screen formed by the hole on B 
reduced unnecessarily the amount of the radiation, and partly 
because it was difficult to take the apparatus to pieces so as 
to introduce new substances without effecting small changes 
in the position of the parts. Accordingly, the disk A was 
replaced by the bare polonium disk, and D was replaced by 
a plain cylinder of the material under investigation, the top 
of which was parallel to and 2 mm. above the disk. With 
such an apparatus, the total saturated positive current should 
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measure the radiation from the polonium disk, the total 
saturated negative current the radiation from the other 
material ; no simple interpretation can ke put upon measure- 
ments of the current for differences of potential less than 
that required to give saturation. The charge due to the 
alpha rays themselves could not be determined, for a mag- 
netic field would not stop the rays moving along the direction 
of the field: the effect of it would be to make the negative 
current appear rather too large and the positive rather too 
small. 

It appeared at once that there was no very marked dif- 
ference in the total negative current for different materials. 
But it was found impossible to determine within about 
10 per cent. whether the current for all materiais was the 
same. The reason for this impossibility lay in a progressive 
change in the current with the time, an effect which had 
been suspected before, but had not influenced measurements 
always expressed as fractions of the total current. After 
the vessel had been pumped out and the charcoal tube placed 
in liquid air, the current of both signs decreased at an ap- 
proximately regular rate for at least 24 hours: the total 
change might amount to 10 per cent., but in no case was it 
certain that a steady condition had been obtained. There is 
no doubt that this change is due to the removal of films of 
air covering the electrodes; for if the pressure in the vessel 
were allowed to rise a few centimetres and then quickly 
reduced again, the leak was found to have risen again ap- 
proximately to its original value. The foliowing table gives 
the total positive and negative currents measured two hours 
after the application of liquid air: each figure is the mean 
of four observations which differ among themselves by not 
more than 10 per cent. The ratio of the positive to the 
negative current is much more constant, the extreme varia- 
tion in the experiments on any one metal being 3 per cent. 

Tape VII. 

All Cu. | Zn. Sn. 12)0). Paper. 
| | an ay poereraers ss 

SET CURE Mun sce: 8°58 S56. Veena 8:29 8:64 8:86 

Ue cuss. |.656 | 585 | 6731612) Ges umiauGat 

Ratio +/-- ..-... eal? <9 AGT aie mee 1:35 | 130 134 

18. It will be observed that the values of the ratio of the 
currents are the same for all metals except copper within the 
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limits of experimental error. The abnormal value for copper 
is doubtless due to the fact that the polonium is deposited on 
copper, and seems to suggest that there is still some un- 
suspected factor influencing the results. The saturating 
potential was taken at 120 volts, which gave values indis- 
tinguishable from those at 80 volts. 

On the other hand, the current from the polonium itself is 
always greater than that from any other substance. This 
difference 1s not that between emergence and incidence 
radiations, for here the polonium is between the two metal 
electrode surfaces and both radiations are incidence ™*. 
Experiments were tried in which the polonium was covered 
by a thin leaf of the metal forming the cylinder: the following 
are the results :— 

WA VELL. 

All | Cu. | 

+ current......... 4°18 509 

_ eee 5°30 | 5-64 

Ratio eae 079 | 090 

It would appear, then, that there is more delta radiation 
from the polonium than from any other substance, that is to 
say, there appear to be some true delta rays emitted from 
the polonium in the process of radioactivity, and not merely 
excited by the bombardment of the support by the alpha 
rays. Whether these rays are due to the bombardment of 
the polonium itself by the alpha rays which it emits, or 
whether they represent an entirely distinct form of radiation 
is probably a question of terminology. 

SUMMARY. 

The following statement represents the main results which 
appear to have been attained in the investigation. 

(1) There is no evidence that the speed of the delta rays 
is dependent on the speed of the alpha rays exciting them. 

(2) There is no evidence of any difference in speed between 
the emergence and incidence radiations. 

* An experiment in which the polonium disk was supported from E 
and surrounded by a cylinder connected to the electroscope, showed that 
the result noted was not simply due to the fact that the disk was 
connected to the measwing apparatus. 
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(3) The incidence radiation appears never to be less than 
the emergence, though it is sometimes not greater. This 
conclusion conflicts with that obtained by Kleeman (doe. cit.) 
by an indirect method for gases. The difference is possibly 
due to the fact that ina gas the positively charged atoms 
from which the rays are emitted can move. 

(4) It is doubtful whether the speed of the delta rays 
varies with the material from which they are emitted. Such 
a variation seems to have been detected, but considerations 
of the possible effect of the reflexion of the delta rays at the 
electrodes renders the prima facie evidence unreliable. It 
is worthy of note that the conclusion that the speed of the 
delta rays varied neither with the speed of the alpha rays nor 
with the material from which they are emitted, would be 
intensely interesting. In that case there would be apparently 
nothing left for them to vary with, and it would have to be 
concluded that the speed of the rays was a universal constant. | 
Such a conclusion would not be inconsistent with the view 
put forward by Sir J. J. Thomson, that the ionization of a 
gas consists of the separation from the atoms of it of neutral 
bodies, similar for all atoms, which subsequently break into 
a positively and a negatively charged part. The view that 
there is an intermediate step between the impact of an alpha 
ray and the emission of an electron from the atom struck 
has also been put forward by Prof. Bragg. 

(5) There is no evidence that the number of the delta rays 
emitted depends on the material from which they are emitted. 
The influence of adhering air-films makes small differences 
difficult to detect. It is possible, indeed, that no experiments 
have really been made on different materials, and that in all 
cases only the air-film has been dealt with. But the clear 
differences noted in § 13 between the observations with dif- 
ferent metals seem to negative such a suggestion. 

(6) There appear to be true delta rays emitted from the 
active substance emitting the alpha rays in excess of those 
due to the impact of those alpha rays on the support. 

I should like to take this opportunity of expressing my 
ereat gratitude to Prof. Bragg and the University of Leeds, 
for their kindness in placing the resources of the physical 
laboratory at my disposal. 

Note added July 7. 

Experiments performed in the interval between writing 
the above paper and revising the proofs have altered materially 
the aspect of the subject. It appears now that the theory of 
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paragraph 3 is inadequate, and that the variation of the 
current between the electrodes with the potential difference 
between them is not determined primarily by the speed of 
the delta rays. Indeed it seems doubtful whether my own 
experiments or those of any other author in the same direc- 
tion give any information, even as regards order of magnitude, 
as to the speed of these rays. The negative conclusions (1), 
(2), (4), (5), of the Summary are unaffected, but the evidence 
tor (3) and (6) is completely destroyed. The account of the 
new experiments will be published as soon as possible : it 
has not been thought desirable to withdraw the present 
paper from publication, because, in order to arrive at the 
newer views, an account of the investigations already per- 
formed and the theory on which they are based is necessary. 

APPENDIX. 

The high resistances which have been used in these ex- 
periments for obtaining the compensating current appear to 
have uses for many physical experiments. Their properties 
have not been investigated exhaustively, only those important 
for the purpose in hand being tried. But the results obtained 
appear worthy of record. The resistances were originally 
prepared for quite different work”™. 

The resistances consist of mixtures of xylol and absolute 
alcoliol contained in glass tubes. The tubes are of thermo- 
meter bore 13 em. long, and have bulbs blown at each end 
into which are sealed platinum wires. The glass round the 
wires is covered with sealing-wax for better insulation. The 
tubes are filled by suction and then sealed. They are held 
in an earthed metal clip which prevents conduction along 
the surface of the glass. The liquids used ranged from 
1 part of alcohol to $ of xylol to 1 part of alcohol to 
3 of xylol; the resistances ranged from 4x10" ohms to 
710° ohms. The resistance used in this work measured 
2°3x 10" ohms. The materials used were the ordinary 
commercial articles dried by lime. 

Bronson, in the paper describing the ionized air resistances 
usually known by his name, stated that he had tried lauid 
resistances, but had abandoned them owing to the difficulty 
of avoiding polarization effects. His choice of liquids must 
have been unfortunate, for the combination mentioned (which 
is almost the only one which has been tried) shows no such 

* Campbell, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soe. xv. p 322 (1909), 
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effects. If a large difference of potential (say 100 volts) is 
applied to the terminals and then reversed, the current does 
not attain a steady value for about a minute, but similar 
changes have often been noticed in ionization currents. The 
value of the steady current appears to be the same within 
1 per cent. for either direction of the P.D. with any dif- 
ference of potential between the terminals from 0°01 volt 
upwards. Moreover, the resistances showed no lag when 
rapidly changing potentials of the order of 0°1 volt were 
applied to the ends. 

Within a range of 0:01 volt to 400 volts the resistances 
appear to obey Ohm’s law perfectly within the experimental 
error. The temperature coefficient has not been investigated 
directly, but determinations of the conductivity made during 
three months, when the temperature of the laboratory must 
have varied 5°, agree within 1 per cent. No change of the 
resistance with the time after the first 24 hours of prepara- 
tion has been noted. 

It will be seen that these liquid resistances have many 
advantages over those of Bronson constructed with uranium 
or polonium. They appear able to be constructed with a 
resistance over a much wider range; the range mentioned 
could certainly have been extended widely below the lower 
limit. They are inexpensive and easy to construct, and they 
do not (like polonium resistances) change with the time. 
Moreover, the wide range over which Olim’s law is appli- 
cable is an immense advantage; it not only increases their 
usefulness for general purposes, but also renders their re- 
sistance extremely easy to determine. The resistance of a 
tube intended to be used for very low differences of potential 
can be measured by means of a high potential battery and a_ 
standardized galvanometer. Indeed, it appears that if such 
resistances were carefully standardized they would provide a 
far more convenient and much cheaper means of reducing 
electrostatic measurements of current to absolute units, than 
the standard capacities which are ordinarily used or quartz 
piezo-electric. They would probably not be quite so accu- 
rate, but for many purposes a loss of accuracy would be 
unimportant. 

Leeds, April 1911. 



XXX. On Absorption and Dispersion *, 
By ANDREW STEPHENSON f. 

i: HILE the ordinary theory of transmission thr rough 
a medium is applicable only to the limiting cases 

of zero absorption and total reflexion, it has long been 
recognized that in transmitted light the dissipation of energy 
is ae in general wholly due an scattering. It is evident 
that such dissipation is characteristic of a medium in the 
molecule of which the normal motions of the visible spectrum 
are subject to the influence of other normal motions of 
relatively small frequency. 

Even with only a few slow modifying vibrations the 
spectrum may be of considerable complexity, since each 
element of freedom of higher frequency may contribute a 
large number of simple components in its free motion ft. If 
now a train of frequency corresponding to any minor com- 
ponent is passing through the medium, it will generate a 
free oscillation in the coordinate to w Ieelk the component i is 
due, and since only a small part of the energy of the free 
oscillation belongs to the component, there must follow a 
dissipation of energy through emission. A steady state will 

result when the energy emitted by the coordinate in its free 
motion is equal to that gained from the incident train. 

If the equation of motion of the coordinate affected is 

z+ {py?+2aun cos (nt+e)!z=0, 

where 7/u is small, the amount of the absorption for the 
frequency (“-+n) ) /Qar is simply found when a is small, not 
greater than Ol say. 

The free motion is 

2=COS pt + 54{ COs (w—nt—e) —cos (wtnt+e)}, 

and the forced motion given by 

2+ {w+ 2auncos(ntt+e)}z2=cu?sinw—nt . . (1) 
is 
c= —lacutl{cos (ut +e) +4afcos p—nt—cos(u+nt+ 2c) by 

le Teng 7 ne nt. DURE aN Lr Ae.) 

* Cf. “On Displacement in the Spectrum due to Pressure,’ Phil. 
Mag. October 1910, p. 788. 
+ “Communicated by the Author. 
{ “On the Forcing of Oscillations by Disturbances of Different 

Frequencies,” § 3, Phil. Mag. July 1907, p. 115. 
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So that if the ether resistance is 2«2, a free motion of 
amplitude acw/4«, which is large compared with ¢, is 
maintained, and the rate of dissipation per molecule is 
proportional to «7c?/«. 

Hence the ratio of the absorption per unit length to the 
density is proportional to 2’, that is, to the pressure: more 
briefly, the absorption per unit length is proportional to the 
square of the pressure. This simple quantitative relation 
holds good, it must be remembered, only when @ is small. 

The absorption being inversely proportional to «, which is 
very small, may be of considerable magnitude. 

While radiation of frequency /2a is almost altogether 
reflected, that of frequency (4-£n)/27 is only slowly absorbed. 
By sufficient increase of pressure « might be brought to such 
magnitude that both radiations would be transmitted with 
comparable absorptions. This condition would be the most 
favourable for the spectroscopic observation of the apparent 
group resonance. 

~ 2. Tf the solution (2) is carried to a higher order of approxi- 
mation, we find that the amplitude of that part of the forced 
motion which has the same period and phase as the forcing 
disturbance is 

(14302)op? 
Qe 

(w—n)?— pe 
If therefore © is the velocity of transmission and V the 

velocity in free eether, 
2 

_ a {14 ue 2 + get) b. v (u—n)'— bE 
Sellmever’s formula for complete transmission thus under- 

gces modification when there is moderate absorption. 
The velocity regarded as a function of the frequency 

exhibits a very rapid variation of small magnitude at the 
frequency (4~—n)/2a; there is therefore a definite limit to 
the accuracy of interpolation methods of determining the 
wave-leneth when there is absorption. 

Only the frequencies which correspond to the simple 
normal oscillations, e. g. 4/27, give very large values for lv, 
and that only when @ is small. As & increases the velocities 
for w/2a7 and (w—n)/2m tend to become comparable. 
Evidently the true normal frequencies might be distin- 
euished through their property of selective refraction at low 
pressure. 

3. Since normal motions always interact and the necessary 
consequences are exhibited in the phenomena of radiating 
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and absorbing media, such interaction must be recognized as 
fundamental—just. as the principle of the resonance of the 
simple system under isochronous force is fundamental in 
dealing with the more obvious phenomena. 

Mote.—In the paper on displacements in the spectrum due 
to pressure the sugyestion as to the influence of radiation of 
frequency n/| 27 is over definite in giving the direction of the 
displacement. The effect of a slow oscillation, symmetrical 
or asymmetrical, may be in either direction in so far as 
general considerations of normal motions are concerned. The 
displacement must evidently be in the same direction as that 
under pressure. 

March, 1911. 
By 

a . = 

XXXL. Some Consequences of Fresnel’s Reflexion of Light 
Theory, with Formule for Determining the Angle of Inci- 
dence in order to reflect 1/nth the Incident Light. By 
Ropertr B. SANGSTER”*. 

HE greater part of this paper is taken up with the 
F investigation of formule derived as consequences of 
Fresnel’s Reflexion of Light Theory. 

We have first, however, to deal with some trizonometrical 
relations connected with reflexion which are required later. 
The investigation is restricted to media which are homo- 
geneous and isotropic, and as frequent reference will be 
made to the jirst and the second medium, either of which may 
be the denser, it is as well to state now that these terms 
indicate that the progress of the light is from the first to the 
second. 

Let 8 (space) represent the volume generated in the first 
medium by a plane wave-front in unit time, and 8! the 
volume generated in unit time in the second medium by the 
sume plane wave-front, the transfer taking place at a plane 
interface. Also, let 1 be the angle of incidence, 7 the angle 
of refraction, and pw the refractive index of the second 
medium with respect to the first. To remove possible 
ambiguity, w= V/V’, where V and V' are the velocities of light 
respectively in the first and second media. 

‘wo obvious ratios of S to 8’ exist. At normal incidence 
S=ps' and at grazing incidence 8/S’=0 or ». It may 
not be quite so obvious that at the incidence of maximum 
polarization S=S’. To show this, in fig. 1, suppose the 
plane of incidence to coincide with the plane of the paper, 

* Communicated by Dr. C. Chree, F.R.S. 

il, Mag. S: 6. Vol 2z2yNe, 128. Aug. 1911. D.€ 
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and let AB represent the section of a plane wave-front 
incident on FI, the section through the plane interface 
bounding the second medium, in the figure supposed the 
denser. The edge Bis just touching the interface. Through 

Fig. 1. 

A draw AC perpendicular to AB meeting FI in C. Let 
p=AG, then with centre B and radius BD=1, describe the 
are HG. Through C draw UD touching the are HG at D, 
and join BD. In the progress of the wave AB into the 
second medium, AC is the path of the extremity A, and the 
disturbance due to the extremity B reaches D in the time A 
reaches C; therefore, DC is a momentary position of the 
wave-front in the second medium, while 

BD: AC? : lg (ener) 

Also, the areas ABC and BCD are generated in equal times, 
and we can assume unit measure for that dimension of these 
areas which is perpendicular to the paper, hence 

area aréa 

Ses’ 2:2 ABCe | > BCD 

>: BA‘AC: BD: DC. af a ene) 

But, the angle ABC=7= tan—1y (by hypothesis). Hence, 
tan ABC=,/1=AC/AB ; and BD=1 when AC=yp, (1); 
therefore, AB=BD. But AB and BD are sides of right- 
angled triangles standing on the same base BO, hence area 
ABC=area BCD, and S=VN’. 
We have now to find expressions for sinz and tanz when 

yS=N;, where x may be > or <1 but is always positive, 

and it may be stated here that this application and interpre- 
tation of x is adhered to throughout the paper. 
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When vS = 8’ (referring to fig. 1), 

by (2), y° BA: AC = BD: DC, 

by (1), xe BA = DO = /(BA)?+p?—1, 

whence 
ae 2] 

Ve i wah B vue —1 

But, tani =p/BA, 
Spee | 2 

wherefore tanz = ae Na ines MM Baten cc 

Again, (BC)? = p+ (AB)’, 

therefore BC= eae 
yf ea 

But, sini = AC/BC=p/BC, 

wherefore sini = pu Se SS Meal el 

Fresnel’s formula for the ratio of reflected amplitude is 
tan (i—r)/ tan (i +7) when the light vibrates in the plane of 
incidence, and sin (t—r)/sin (¢+7r) when the vibration 1s 
perpendicular to that plane, and we shall require these ratios 
expressed in terms of Sand 8’. Referring to fig. 1 where 
the angle ABC=z, and the angle BCD=,, 

tan(t—r) _ sinzcosi — sinrcosr 

tan(i+r) sin? cos2 + sinrcosr 

_ AC: AB—BD-DC 
~ AC*AB+BD- DC 

But, by (2), AC-AB: BD-DC::8 : 8’, wherefore 

tan(@i—r) _S—S’ P 
eve E OFA) WSSAIST IO Nis, Rear nannies ands (9) 

Again, sin (2 —*r) eA AC: DC—AB: BD 

sn(+r) AC*DOC+AB: BD 
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But, by (1), AC=s when BD=1, and therefore also 

eABE IT DC::8:S',  whexretore 

MC.) DCS bay 

sin(it+r) p°DC+AB p 

ws'—S$ 
e e a 6 

es +S’ (6) 

It may he of interest to first mention some minor conse- 
quences of these formule. At the incidence tan—'y, S=8, 
therefore (5) vanishes and (6) becomes (y?—1)/(w*+1). 
When S=pzS!' (normal incidence) both (5) and (6) re- 
duce to (w—1)/(w+1). But, when pS=S’, (6) becomes 
(w®—1)/(w?+1) and (5) reduces to (1—p)/(1+y). The 
latter is an interesting ratio of S to 8S’, for when the incident 
light is plane polarized perpendicular to the plane of inci- 
dence, we see that by simply reversing the normal incidence 
ratio of § to S! the reflected amplitude is equal but opposite in 
sign. The incidence where this occurs is found by writing 
m tor x in (4), viz. :—- 

Ga ne aaa 
Sune pr fet «ta oh 

Another interesting ratio of S to 8S’ occurs at 1=45°, for 
when light incident at 45° is polarized +45° to the plane of 
incidence, then 

sinta—r) tan i—7) (8) 

sint(i+r) tan (¢+7) ee aa 

In the 8th edition of the Ency. Britannica, article “ Optics,” 
Sir David Brewster wrote: “It is a curious circumstance 
that .... in the action of all substances in turning round 
the planes of polarization, [by reflexion] at an incidence of 
45°, the angle of rotation, when the plane of the polarized 
ray is +45° , 1s equal to the angle of refraction, while the 
new ineliniation [say 9] of the plane of polarization to the 
plane of reflection .... is equal to the deviation i—'.” 
Of course, Brewster’s proposition is easily deduced from (8) 
as the result of the particular angle of incidence. Now, when 
t=45°, BA=AC=p (see fig. 1) and BD- DC=(2n?—1)2, 

whence 8 : S’::p?: (2u?—1)2 and (5) and (6) become 
respectively | 

2 2 = BALIN ee be oe me)? a (2u LE i 

we + (2p7—1)2 (2pe= Daal 
the former expression equalling the square of the latter. 
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Thus for all values of », when the vibration of the light 
incident at 45° is symmetrically distributed as between 
being in and perpendicular to the plane of incidence, the 
reflected component in the plane of incidence is equal to the 
square of the reflected component perpendicular to that 
lane. 

: But the problem suggests itself, Is there not another angle 
of incidence, greater than tan~'w, where the same relation 
holds good? We know Fresnel’s tangent formula is a 
diminishing ratio so far as the polarizing angle, and there 
had need be an incidence where (8) is the condition. But 
when i exceeds tan~1y the tangent ratio increases with 7 until 
at grazing incidence the tangent and sine ratios are equal. 
Therefore, in some part of the range of 7 beyond the 
polarizing angle we might reasonably look to find a recur- 
rence of (8). Referring to fig. 1, AO: AB:: w: w/tanz, 
whence 

S:S':: w/tane: 7 (w+ pw? coti—1). 

Substituting the latter ratio in (5) and (6) and equating 
these as in (8) we have 

( “Su v? tan)? ) 2 pw? —(w?— tan? +? tan)” 
2 Es ; 5 RE te, 

(tanto tat) Pk uP tt tan" 
whence tant=+1. This result comes from what seems a 
perfectly general statement, yet it does not appear to give 
us any alternative to 1=45°, and one might be tempted to 
conclude that there wasin fact no alternative. It was possible, 
however, that the statement could be made more general by 
raising it to a higher order, and so it proved, for on first 
squaring both members of the last equation and resolving 
for tanz (the abridged operation involving a statement 
containing sixty-two terms) the result is tani = +1 or 

+ (—?/(u?—2) }?. The latter pair of roots are what was 
sought. It will be seen at once that these new values of tan? 
are real only-when w< 72, thus we may conclude that there 
does not exist an alternative value of 7 for the condition (8) 
when w exceeds /2. Nevertheless, although we find an 
alternative angle of incidence for condition (8) when p< ¥ 2, 
yet we still have 45° as an adjunct, for when 

tani = [—p?/(w2—2)]?, then-sin r= BE W/ Sou buOs) P= 40. 
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The equation is 
sin? 2 p? sin? 7 —p 

1—sin?2 = l—p?sin?r  p?—2’ 
tan?2 = 

whence sinr=+ 74. 
No doubt, after knowing this, we can interpret the first 

result, tantz= +1, as meaning that condition (8) holds for 
<1 as well as for w»>1, and thence deduce that it can only 
be true of w<1 when w>1/,/2, because, otherwise, there is 
total reflexion at i=45°, but this view was not at first 
apparent. 

And @ (see quotation from Brewster) equals i—r in this 
ease also; for 

tan @ = 
tan (t—7) {sin (i—r) 

tan (¢+-7)] sin (¢+7r)’ 

and (8) being the condition 

_ sin(i—r) _ tana —tanr 
isin (7+7) ~ tané + tan?’ 

but tan r= 1, 
therefore 

tani—1 : Seed a 
tan 6 = Tenet) i tan («—45°) = tan(i—7r). 

The foregoing volume ratios lend themseives readily to 
the solution of the important problem of determining the 
angle of incidence required in order to reflect 1/nth of the 
incident light both when one, and when two, surfaces of 
separation are involved. The fermula to be deduced for 
the case when the incident light is unpolarized, or common, 
light, is of necessity complex, but we shall find some com- 
pensation for this in the interesting consequences of Fresnel’s 
Theory not otherwise easily brought to light. We shall, 
first of all, dispose of the simpler cases where the incident 
light is polarized in, and perpendicular to, the plane of 
incidence, and of these, we may begin with Fresnel’s tangent 
tormula. 

When 1/nth the incident light is required to be reflected 
we bave 

tan) (== = 
(De (G250)). 0 SR ie 

and writing S’=y8, 

2a (7% iI me NA7 The 1) or 
aan lbae5y Se aa n— 1 ~ a/n—1 f/ntl 
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We shall refer to the values of x as the 4- or —y value 
according as the + or —, respectively, of the double sign is 
indicated. 

Substituting these values of y in (3) and (4), we get 

; (ae iat 

n—Il 

pe—I 

eae oe] 

fan t= ph geil oP Sule == Lb 1) (ae5) a 

n—1 

When n=oo (as at the polarizing angle), y=1, and tani=p, 
whichever of the pair of y values be employed. 7 

Now, first consider #>1. At normal incidence the ratio 
of light reflected is (u—1)?/(w+1)?; therefore, make 
n=(u-+1) */(#—1)?, then, the +x value =p, and the ae | 
value =p7'. Substituting these y values in the expression 
for sini we get respectively 

a. se pi—1 0 
sin 2 ae and 0. 

The latter sine value indicates normal incidence, and the 
former is identical with (7), which was shown to be the sine 
value of i when the ratio of reflected light is again equal to 
that reflected at normal incidence. But both y values were 
found to be applicable at the incidence tan-1 ; therefore, 
we should write the —y value in (3) or (4) for the range 
of 2 from normal incidence to tan~! wu, and the + yx value for 
the range from the iatter angle 1o that whose sine is expressed 
by (7). 
a 1X value has also to be adopted for the remaining 
range ofz to 90°,a range where the value of n must lie 
between (ae); Ga 1)? and 1. If x lie within these limits, 
the adoption of the —y value leads to an imaginary expres- 
sion for tan7z, and to impossible values of sinz. The unreality 
of tan7z under these conditions may be shown as follows :— 
Let n= (u+1—Ah)?/(u—1+h)? where h may have any 
value between 0 and 1, thus covering the case of any 
value of n between (w+1)?/(u—1)? and 1. Substituting 
(ut1—h)/(u—-1+h) for ,/n in the —y value, we find 

X= (1—A)ju 

gpd tani pa / Mba) 
ita 

The numerator, h(h—2), is negative for any value of h<2. 
and w?—1 is positive when w~>1, wherefore the expression 
is imaginary. In similar manner it can be shown that the 
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+vy value furnishes real values of tanz in the rangé of 7 
under consideration. 

In the case of w<1 the conditions for employing the + — 
or —y value are reversed. In showing this, it has first to 
be noted that 1/n can only have a meaning when it is taken 
as positive, and that w being <1, (u+1)/(u—1) is negative. 
Therefore, let /n=(1+)/(1—p), and we find the + y value 
=-1and the —y value =p. Substituting these values of 
yas before, sini= respectively 0 and p(ut—1)2/(u'—1)2, 
the two values of y thus occurring in an order opposite 
to that which held in the case of ~>1. Also, in the remain- 
ing range of 7, from where S’=yS to total reflexion, it 
is easily shown that the —y value has to be adopted. 
Similarly, it can be shown that the adoption of the —y value 
furnishes real tangent values for this range of 2 when p< 1. 
Therefore, when the light vibrates in the plane of in- 

cidence, in order to reflect 1/nth at a plane interface, the 
angle of incidence is determined by (3) or (4) where 
xX =(4/n+1)?/(n—1).. When w>1, the minus sign applies 
to the range of 2 from normal incidence to tan“! and the 
plus sign to the range of 2 from the latter angle to grazing 
incidence. This may be referred to the value of n by stating 
that when n<(w+1)?/(u—1)? the +y value should be 
adopted, and when 

n= or >(w+1)?/(u—1)?, 

then both y values may be employed, thus determining two 
incidences where the reflected light is equal. When p<1, 
the order of adoption of these signs has to be exactly 
reversed. 

The reflexion at one interface only has, so far, been dealt 
with, but towards the end of the paper it will be shown how 
to determine 2 in order to reflect or transmit a given ratio of 
the incident light when both surfaces of a plate are involved. 
To provide a reference for that case, it is here necessary to 
show that when 1/nth the incident light is reflected at the 
first surface of a homogeneous isotropic refracting medium 
bounded by parallel planes, then 1/nth of the refracted light 
is reflected at the second surface. | 

If « be the refractive index of the second medium with 
respect to the first, w-+ is the index of the first with respect 
to the second. For convenience, let a single value of y in 
terms of » be employed for the incident ray, but we must. 
remember the alternative y value must then be adopted for 
the refracted ray. We have, then, 1/nth light incident on © 
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first surface reflected at an incidence of 

af \2 3 ae Vn+1 af Tot A | 

ae eS ye -1]; eS a 

and 1/nth of the refracted ray incident on second surface at 

an incidence 

: n— ) ft -1] {[( a) ree soit (ey taf fees aT 
We shall see that the latter expression is e the former 

transferred from the incident to the refracted ray. Multi- 

plying the numerator and denominator of the former eX- 

pression in the surd by —(/n—1)?/p*(\/n+ 1)’, we get 

int [PSS a (Mya): 
But «~! sini = sin 7, therefore 

sin r = ts aleesi lr ue :-1] eee mal 

thus proving the proposition. 
When the incident light is polarized in the plane of 

incidence—the undulations being perpendicular to that plane 
—the equation is 

1/n = sin? (i—r)/ sin? (+7) =(y?S/ —8)?/(w?S' + 8)?. 

Let S’=yS, then 1fa=(p?xy —1)?/(w’x +1)’, whence 

6G S/n+1 a Pewee 
p(n 1) pG/n—l)  wG/n4+1) 

The application of the proper value of xy in this case is not 
so complex. The +¥ value has to be employed when «> 1, 
and the —y value when w<1. 

Also, when 1/nth the incident light is reflected at the 
first surface of a refracting plate, then 1/nth of the refracted 
ray is reflected at the posterior surface. This can be shown 
in the same manner as for light vibrating in the plane of 
incidence. 

The reflexion of common light is usually treated as if the 
light were composed of two equal rays polarized in and per- 
pendicular to the plane of incidence; hence, 

tre | ee M) peat 2h) 

nm 2\sin@a+r) © tan?G+r)/ 

iL 
2 

~e 
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Substituting the volume formule and writing yS for 8’, 

ag mnTGaceny <= UNA 1—y\? nen). (aay 
TU ane Noa) 21 ol Iv 

In expressing the values of y in this equation some abbre- 
viation will be an advantage. 

Let 2n(p?—1)?—n?(ut— 6h? +1)=p, then be ? 

pa eae eke! 
pe (n—1) Be 

The next step is to add the square of half the coefficient of 
x to both sides of the equation, and, for future reference, 
it has to be noted that in making this addition, ,/p in the 
coefficient of ~ must have the same sign simultaneously 
attributed to it in both sides. Again abbreviating, let 

(w+ 1+4/p)?—4*(n—1) =¢, 
then Miia Ween ose © 

re 2u2(n—1)  * 

In dealing with this formula numerically it is generally 

more convenient to write the equivalent of p and g as 

p= (2n—n’) (ut +1)—2p?(2n—3n’), 

g = (2n—n? +1) (ptt 1) + 2e?(2n4 n?-1)42(? + 1),/p. 

It will be noticed that-,/p occurs twice in the values of y, 
but the origin of the double occurrence. in the process of 
extracting the roots, demands that a similar sign, either + 
or —, shall be attached to the two occurrences. There are, 
therefore, four roots to the equation. 

We have one pair of values of x in which ¥q is positive ; 
these are applicable to the case of w#>1. The pair in which 
,/q 18 negative are for use when wis <1. In order to show 
this, write w=1 in the values of y and in the sine formula 
(4). When —,/p is adopted, the result is y= —1, which is 
an impossible value of y, since y must always be positive, 
and the reason for this result will be seen presently. When, 
however, we adopt +4/p, then +,4/g¢ makes 

X= Wet liy/n—W), 
and —/q gives ¥ = (4/n—1)/(,/n+1), and in both cases 
the resulting angle is 90°. Now it is obvious that as 2 
approaches indefinitely near to 90°, S/S=y is > or < 
unity according as mw is > or < unity. But +,/@q gives 
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us ¥=(Vn+1)/(,/n—1), which is <1 whatever positive 
integral value n may have, hence +,/q¢ applies to the case 
of w>1. Similarly, —,/g applies to w<1. 

It has now to be shown that the negative sign of ,/p is 
applicable only when the value of w lies beyond the limits 
2-+-,/3, and some statement of the reason for this will enable 
the argument to be more easily followed. 

Fresnel’s tangent formula shows that the reflexion of light 
vibrating in the plane of incidence diminishes from normal 
incidence to the incidence tan~!yz, but his sine formula, for 
the vibration perpendicular to that plane, gives a continual 
increase of the light reflected as 7 increases. The combined | 
formula for common light gives ratios of reflected light 
which generally increase with 7 throughout the whole range 
of 7 in which the reflected light can vary. This statement 
regarding common light, however, requires to be qualified to 
the extent that it only holds good while pz lies within the 
limits 2+ /3. When yw lies beyond these limits, the 
quantity of reflected common light diminishes at first as z 
increases from 0°. We have seen that the ratio of reflected 
common light, in terms of y and y, is 

fodder) + Get) 
and differentiating this expression we get 

Hoy) = 2K MN Not Bl + 1) 4202 + (uh) 
(MX te KX +X +L! 

At normal incidence y=p-", and we find /"(u-1) =0, showing 
that the gradient of /(y) at normal incidence=0. | 

But, 

Oe) = 4A mXE t Bigwig? — 2) (at — 6p? + 1) + wi (w? + 1) (2n?x?— pty! + 8) 
— KC + LT) + 2A + 1) |= (wey? + wy + x4 Df 

—4u3(y?— 4+ 1) pial ofa Ne NE lag yin 

Bey (ye) ') = 0; then pa Deen 3k 

Therefore, /"(u~') changes from positive to negative as pu 
passes out through the limits 2+ 4/3 ; wherefore, when pu lies 
beyond these limits, /() diminishes at first as y increases 
from y~}, or, as 2 departs from the normal. 

This decrease in f(x) with increase of y can only be ex- 
pected to continue through a limited range and the following 
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zero values of f’(y) will tell us where the turning values of 
I(x) (obviously minima) occur :— 

jr MeO N/(  8 at 
2y"(m? +1) hale 

These are complex values of y, and it will presently be 
seen how they are obtained ; meantime, it may be pointed 
out that they are real values only when the quantity 
(uw —8y?+1)?—36u* is positive, which requires « to lie 
outside the limits 2+,/3. It should also be noted that they 
are values of y which have to be written in the sine formula 
(4) in order to determine the critical angle of incidence 
where minimum reflexion occurs, and it has been found, on 
numerical trial, that the + sign of the pair of signs has to 
be adopted for ~>1, otherwise we are confronted with an 
unreal sine value. 
We can now determine the proper application of the signs 

of /p. It wasshown that the two occurrences of ,/p in the 
value of y must have a similar sign attached for any legitimate 
value of y, so we need only consider the sign of ,/p as it 
occurs in g. 

Let g be equated to zero, then, n=1 or (w+1)?/(u—1)?, 
according as -+ or —,/p be adopted. If p be equated 
to zero, n=0 or 2(w?—1)?/(u4—6y? +1). (Incidentally, this 
limit to the value of n, as it occurs in p, holds good only while 
n is positive ; whence p'—6yu7+1=0, or w=1+ V2, deter- 
mines the convergency limits of its application. If pw lie 
within the limits 1+,/2, Wp is real however great we 
suppose n to be.) Therefore, in order that p and g may vanish 
simultaneously, n must equal both 

(u+1)?/(u—1)? and 2(w?—1)?/(ut— by? +1), 
which can be true only when p=2+./3, thus making 
n= (u+1)?/(u—1)?=3. These are the values of pw that 

reflect one-third the incident light at normal incidence, and 
we have seen that they are turning values in f"(u71). 

Therefore, when yp lies outside the limits 2+ /3 we need 
two values of y for values of n greater than (w+1)?/(u—1)?, 
similarly to what was required in the reflexion of light 
vibrating in the p!ane of incidence, and it is in that case that 
both signs of ,/p have to be employed. 

When n= 2(u?—1)?/(ut—6yu?+1), pp vanishes, 

(W+1) / (wt— 8? +1)? — 36! 
po— 6p? +1 

/7= 
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and 

_ pt byt 1+ V Gt — 8p? +1)? - Bb p! () 
en 2y*(w? + 1) ee: 

These are values of y that were shown to make TO) a 
minimum, and they are arrived at by ascribing to n a value 

such that p shall vanish, thus furnishing one limit for the 
use of —,/p and + Wp. 

Again, the ratio of light reflected at normal incidence is 
(u—1)?/(w+1)?, and if we write (w+1)?/(w—1)? for n, 
as n vecurs in p and q, then 

Jp =p +1—8y"{(u—1)? ; 

and if —,/p be adopted, then 

Y ae 0, X=Ee, sin7=0. 

This value, (u+1)?/(u—1)?, of n determines the other 
limit of n for which —,/p can be employed ; therefore, these 
limits show that the negative sign of ,/p is applicable to 
the range of 2 from normal incidence to the incidence where 
minimum reflexion occurs. 

But, if we make the latter substitution for n in p and g 
and adopt + 4/p, then, 

Vg = 2 (wT)? —4p(u t+ 1)P/(u—1)?], 

an expression, however, which is real only when plies outside 
the limits 2+ /3. This is the value of Vq (in conjune- 
tion with x = (4 +1)?/(w—1)? throughout the y value) that 
is required in order to determine the other angle of incidence 
where the light reflected is equal to that reflected at normal 
incidence ; and in (9) we found a limit to the use of the 
positive sign of ,/p atthe incidence where minimum reflexion 
occurs, hence the + sign of ,/p is applicable to the range 
of 7 from where minimum reflexion occurs to grazing inci- 
dence. z 

The graphs in figs. 2 and 3 will usefully illustrate these 
varying relations of ,4/p to gq when w> and < 2+ ,/3. 
Writing 

(Case ih) ee at 1) +2y?(2n+ n?—1) 

a 2(u? + 1) Bae 
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in fig. 2 the graphs, F(n)=g—,/p, and F(@m)=Vp ara 
shown for w=2; and in fig. 3, the same graphs when p =4. 
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A numerical example of these formule may also be of 
interest. When w=2+,/3 (approximately, 3°732), the normal 
is the incidence of minimum reflexion. When w=4, minimum 
reflexion occurs at 12=57° 28’, showing how quickly the mini- 
mum moves away from the normal with increase of w; but 
when 1=65° 36’, the light reflected is again equal to that 
reflected at normal incidence. 

Doubtless, these high values of mw are found only in the 
region of metallic reflexion where metallic absorption has to 
be taken into account and where F'resnel’s formula has to be 
dealt with in a modified form, and it is only in order to 
discuss the significance of + /p that we are compelled for 
the time to treat these high values of w as if they applied to — 
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ordinary transparent media. In this connexion, it is of 

interest to find that so long azo as 1830 Mr. Potter discovered 

that the light reflected by steel diminishes with increase of 

i for a considerable range from normal incidence. 

The transference of the formula from the incident ray to 

the ray refracted into a plane-parallel plate is necessarily 

somewhat tedious in the case of common light. When yp is 

the index of the second medium with respect to the first, 

is the index of the first with respect to the second. Assum- 

ing w>1, the + sign of Vq has to be adopted in the x value 

and we have 1/uth the incident ray reflected when 

and iy (+14 Vpt VqyP te nl) 
(+1 ty/p+/9)?—4(n—1) 

Multiplying the numerator and denominator in the surd by 
(wWtltvp—/q)”, we obtain 

[P41 t VPage 1 $1 Vp 9g)? 
(eae eg = a(n 1) (pe + Ve pg) 

But, g=(wW+1+ VpyP—4e'(n—I)?’, 

therefore the term 

[pete Ace | 1 go"(e— 1)" 

sini = Ay 4a 1) we + 1/9) 
Sete (ew 14 pg)? 

Multiplying the numerator and denominator in the surd by 
—p-*, taking care to include Wp and 4/gq in the operation, 

we get 

a = 

and 

Ge Ey p—/ 4) —4(n—1)? 
@ et Li a 

we 

sin?z = 

2p" (n—1) 
plies! 9) Lite wi 

2o-"nm—1)  / p 

and w-! sini = sin’, therefore 

| Eee 
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This value of sin 7 is what we should have had for sin 2, if, 
in the first instance, we had written ~~! for pw, and —4/q 
instead of +,4/g as is required for w<1, and we see it is the 
sine angle of the refracted ray. Therefore, in the case of 
common light also, when 1/nth the light incident on a plane- 
parallel plate is reflected at the first surface, 1/nth the 
refracted ray is reflected at the second surface. 

It will be observed that this is equivalent to saying that 
sin?(7—r) | tan?(t—7r) __ sin? (r—2) 4. eae 

sint(a+r)  tan?(¢@+r) sin? (r+2) — tan? (#41)’ 

an obvious enough equation; but the individual demonstra- 
tions by means of the 1/nth formule are also necessary in 
view of the varying alterations of sign required in these 
when wis > or <1. 

The refracted ray is reflected many times to and fro in the 
interior of the refracting medium from surface to surface, 
but if the reflecting surfaces are plane-parallel, the angle of 
incidence is the same at each reflexion, and if 1/nth is 
reflected at the first interior reflexion, 1/nth will be reflected 
at each successive contact with a surface. In consequence, 
there is a simple way of determining the angle of incidence 
in order to reflect or transmit a definite proportion of the 
incident light when the two surfaces of a plate are involved. 

Suppose it is required to reflect 1/mth the light incident 
on a transparent, homogeneous, isotropic refracting medium, 
bounded by parallel planes, where the repeated reflexions and 
transmissions at both surfaces have to be taken into account. 
When, under these conditions, 1/mth the incident ray is 
reflected back into the first medium, let 1/n be the ratio 
reflected at the first incidence on the first surface of separa- 
tion ; what we need is the relation of m to n. 

Fig. 4, a 
L 1\ 
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Referring to fig. 4, where AB and CD are the surfaces of 
the refracting medium, (1) is the incident ray. At the first 
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incidence 1/nth is reflected and 1—1/n enters the second 
medium ; 1/nth of the latter, or, (~—1)/n? of (1), is then 
reflected at the second surface to again fall on the interior of 
the first surface, where 1/nth of (n—1)/n? is reflected and 
(n—1)/n?—(n—1)/n? is transmitted to augment the 1/nth 
reflected at firstincidence. ‘The interior reflected ray returns 
repeatedly to the first surface where the quantity trans- 
mitted back diminishes n? times each time in succession. 
The result is that 

a2 ps 1 2 =e) ee 
t b) 

™m nN an: 

where ¢ is the total number of reflexions to be taken into 
account. The sum of the series is (2n’—n + 1)/n‘(n+1), and 
if ¢ is large it will not be an easy problem to determine in 
terms of m. But, if ¢ is large, it is better to write t=x, 
when the sum becomes 2/(n+1), whence n=2m—1. ‘This 
can be done without appreciable error when the incidence is 
not too oblique, because all the terms to infinity after that 
involving ¢ only sum-up to 

2 Ae | (n— 1}? 

ne Genin el) n'(n?—1)’ 

a sum which is less than the last single term required when 
n> 2. 

Therefore, when 1/mth the incident light is required to be 
reflected from a refracting plate, the corresponding ratio 
required to be reflected at first incidence is 1/(2m—1), and 
substituting the value of the denominator of this expression 
for n in the appropriate value of y, we can determine the 
necessary angle of incidence. 

At normal incidence, the ratio of reflected light at first 
incidence is 1/n=(~—1)?/(w+1)?, but if we add the effect of 
the innumerable to-and-tro reflexions in the interior of a 
plate, the tota! quantity reflected back into the first medium 
is 1/m=(u—1)?/(W? +1). At normal incidence, for w=1°5, 
1/n=1/25, while 1/m=1/13. When 

tant = p, 1fm=(w?—1)?/(ut4+1). 

The incidence necessary in order to transmit a given 
ratio through the plate can be found in a similar manner. 
Referring to fig. 4, we get the series 

1 (n—1)/) n—1)? —1)? n—1)? =D! GP Ga, , oon) 
m! n? nee? 

where 1/m is the ratio of transmitted to incident light and ¢ 
Piul. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 22..No. 128. Aug. 1911. ¥ 
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the total number of reflexions taken into account. Summing 

this series, we get 1/m'=1—(2n’+n—1)/n'(n4+ D),, or, if tis” 
assumed =, J/m'’=(n—1)/(n+1); whence 

n=(m'+1)/(m'—1). 

It will be observed it 1s only on the assumption of there being 
an infinity of interior reflexions that we get 1/m’=1—1/m. 

In concluding this paper I venture the tentative suggestion 
that the w values 1+,/2 found in this investigation mark a 
transition stage in Fresnel’s Reflexion formula. The hypo- 
thesis would be that when p lies outside these limits, some 
modification of the general formula has to be introduced such 
as is found to be well enough marked in the case of metallic 
reflexion. 

XXXII. On Polarization of Undiffracted Long-waved Heat 
Rays by Wire Gratings. By H. pu Bois and H. Rupens*. 

NoTaTION. 

a, a', constant of grating. Q, central transmissibility. 

b, b', slit-widths. Qs, transmissibility (LL polar. rays). 

d, diameter of wire. Qp, transmissibility ({] polar. rays). 
8, angle of inclination. Qm, mean transmissibility. 
7, polarization azimuth. Rs, reflecting power (_ polar. rays). 
n’, transmissibility ratio. Rp, reflecting power (|j polar. rays). 

I. INTRODUCTION. 

pil’ WENTY years agof one of us investigated, among 
others, three silver wire gratings (454<d<180p) 

corresponding to the interval 

20 <b'/r < 100, 

which produced in the visible region a partial polarization of 
the undiffracted central image at right angles to the wires. 
The apparent slit-width 6’ may be decreased and the polari- 
zation increased by inclining the grating up to 50°; the effect 
proved to be nearly independent of the thickness of the wire; 
further, it increased from the violet to the red up to about 
13 per cent. No appreciable differences of phase were 
evident. Unindented rulings (>1m) made on films of 
deposited platinum also polarize perpendicularly, but much 
less and with smaller dispersion. In addition, the reflected 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ H. du Bois, Verh. d. Phys. Ges. Berlin, x. p. 71 (1891); Wied. Anz. 

xlvi. p. 548 (1892), xlwiu. p. 546 (1893), 

7 
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light from such metallic layers is also polarized at right 
angles. On the other hand, the ordinary diamond-ruled 
glass gratings polarize, in the Hertzian sense, up to 6 per 
cent.; they are, of course, not so well defined as the regular 
wire gratings. The latter also produce ellipticity. 

In continuing this work Dr. Franz Braun™ investigated 
platinum, copper, iron, and gold wire gratings immersed in 
air, carbon bisulphide, methyl alcohol, and benzene. The 
ratio of transmissibility n?=Q,/(, diminished with decreasing 
wave-length, no matter whether as a consequence of change 
of colour or of the refractive index of the surrounding medium. 
Increase of temperature up to 250° had no perceptible in- — 
fluence. The sense of the polarization was always the same 
also when, for example, the gold wires were brought as near 
to one another as possible ; on the other hand, no effects of 
any sort were observed with quartz threads. 

Similar experiments were carried out by Prof. Ambronn f 
with gratings made of sewing-needles, prepared in the same 
way as by v. Mohl and Hofmeister. He repeated Fizeau’s 
experiment with rulings less than 0-1 in width on a very 
thin silver film; he found, among other results, that many 
of these rulings readily || polarize red and yellow light, while, 
on the other hand, blue or violet light is transmitted L 
polarized. 

§ 2. In 1893 we investigated, in the infra-red, eight 
gratings of platinum, copper, iron, gold, and silver wire, the 
apparent slit-widths 6’ of which varied between 10 and 60 p; 
since wave-lengths from 0:8 to 5 w were used, this investiga- 
tion thus extended over the region 

220 /X—15, 

while in Hertz’s analogous investigation b'/X was only 0:05. 
The ratio of transmissibility n’°=Q,/Q, could, in pursuance 

of the optical measurements, be determined as a function of 
the wave-length. In the case of each of the five metals it 
very soon reached a maximum in the infra-red (n?>1, up to 
nearly 1°5) with wave-lengths 0°8-1'°3: an inversion 
(n°=1) occurred later of such a kind that from that point 
onwards the polarization of longer waves followed according 
to the Hertzian sense (n’< 1). 

For each metal the ratio of the characteristic wave-lengths 
corresponding to the above-mentioned maximum and inversion 
points was about 1: 2°35, and appeared independent of the 

* Franz Braun, Inaug.-Diss., Berlin 1896. 
7 H. du Bois and H. Rubens, Wied. Ann. xlix. p. 593 (1893), further 

on referred to as l. c. 

Ne 2 
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thickness of the wire and apparent slit-width ; n? seemed to 
depend only on the latter, at least within the region investi- 
gated. This simple course was in accordance with expecta- 
tions, for in the infra-red, apart from the more favourable 
ratio b'/X, the molecular periods of the metals play only a 
small part, while in the visible part of the spectrum they 
completely dominate their behaviour. 

After some experiments on partial polarization by means 
of ruled gratings had been described in the first publication 
on Reststrahlen*, we applied a platinum-wire grating to the 
Reststrahlen of fluorite and rocksaltt. These were polarized 
by reflexion from glass and quartz plates at the polarizing 
angle. It was found also in the long-wave region that a 
decrease in the ratio of transmissibility took place with 
increasing wave-length, thus showing a closer approach to 
complete Hertzian polarization. 

§ 3. Sir J.J. Thomson{ has caleulated the polarization 
through a grating the interspaces of which are small in 
comparison with the wave-length, as well as the scattering 
of light by a metallic or dielectric cylinder. 

Lord Rayleigh § has solved the mathematical problem of 
the transmission of wave disturbances through openings in 
plane thin infinite conducting sheets. He found that a 
narrow slit—of width infinitely small in proportion to the 
wave-length—parallel to the electric vibration transmits a 
very much smaller quantity than the amount reflected by a 
conductor which fits exactly in the same slit. He also 
investigated the influence of ellipsoidal and elliptical cylin- 
drical obstacles of dimensions again infinitely small in com- 
parison with the wave-length,—a problem, the solution of 
which we had already pointed out as desirable (U. c. § 33). 

With regard to such calculations Prof. Lamb|| inves- 
tigated the reflexion and transmission of electric waves 
through metallic gratings, again under the assumption that 
the distance of the strips from one another was small in 
comparison with the wave-length; otherwise no special 
conditions were postulated. 

* H, Rubens and H. F. Nichols, Wied. Ann. lx. p. 418 (1897). 
+ H. du Bois and H. Rubens, Verh. d. Deutsch. Phys. Ges. vi. p. 77 

1904); in the table on p. 81 the value of Qp, for 25:5 should be 0°365 
not 0'265, due to a printers’ error). 
t J.J. Thomson, Rec. Res. in Electr. & Magn. §§ 359-368, p. 425 seg. 

Oxford, 1893. The corresponding calculations for conducting and 
dielectric spheres, of late investigated by various authors, are only 
indirectly connected with the grating effect. 

§ Lord Rayleigh, Phil. Mag. [5] xlili. p. 259, xliv. p. 28 (1897). 
|| H. Lamb, Proc. Math. Soc. London, xxix. p, 528 (1893) ; Bevblitter, 

xxiii, p. 277 (1899). 
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On continuing the Fizeau-Ambronn investigation Prof. 
Ferd. Braun* produced a partial Hertzian polarization of 
light by means of certain structural appliances which were 
produced by electric disintegration of metals, and, in par- 
ticular, of platinum, as well as certain organic preparations— 
wood and nettle fibres, &e.—‘* metallized ”’ by means of gold 
solution. He conjectured that he handled submicroscopic 
grating structures, although this could not be directly proved; 
he also assumed that grating polarization in the Hertzian 
sense first appeared with distances smaller than half the 
wave-length. | 

§ 4. The effect on Hertzian waves of an infinitely long 
metal cylinder was calculated by Dr. Seitzf for particular 
cases, in which, however, d/A remained <0:007. 

Dr. v. [gnatowsky ¢ applied himself to the same problem, 
and in addition, that of dielectric wires. 

Prof. Schaefer and Dr. Grossmann§ investigated the 
diffraction of electromagnetic waves by dielectric (water-) 
cylinders theoretically as well as experimentally. 

Prof. Schaefer and Dr. Reiche || have quite lately con- 
tributed to the theory of grating inversion. The assumption 
that the thickness of the wire is very small compared with 
the wave-length, made in all the above theoretical contribu- 
tions, is unavoidable in view of actual computation; in fact 
d/X ought in no case to be greater than unity, and it is better 
for it to be less than one-half. 

Stress must be once again laid on the fact that the phe- 
nomena here treated are only indirectly connected with 
polarization caused by diffraction; as we have repeatedly 
remarked, the greater the wave-length the more do wire 
gratings merge from diffracting appliances into pure pola- 
rizers. The polarization of diffracted light by glass gratings 
is comprehensively treated by Frohlich4, by whom many 
theoretical and experimental investigations of different ex- 
perimenters, which are also of interest in connexion with 
our investigations, are described. 

* Ferd. Braun, Ann. d. Phys. xvi. pp. 1 & 238 (1905) ; Physth. Zeitschr. 
v. p. 199 (1904). See also O. Wiener, Physik. Zeitschr. v. p. 332 (1904). 
+ W. Seitz, Ann. d. Phys. xvi. p. 746 (1905), xix. p. 554 (1906). 
t W. v. Ignatowsky, Ann. d. Phys. xviii. p. 495 (1905). 
§ Cl. Schaefer and F’. Grossmann, Ann. d. Phys. xxxi. p. 455 (1910). 
|| Cl. Schaefer and F. Reiche, Ann. d. Phys. xxxii. p. 577 (1910). 
¢ J. Frohlich, Polar. of refracted light, Leipzig, 1907. See also 

B. Pogany, Physik. Zeitschr. xii. p. 279 (1911). 
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IT. ExpertmEntaAL ARRANGEMENT. 

§ 5. Our present investigation comprises essentially the 
wave-length region from 24-108; we have carried out 
our measurements for the fluorite and rocksalt Reststrahlen 
as well as for the long-waved rays of the Welsbach-mantle, 
isolated by means of quartz lenses*. In addition we have 
made measurements on the exceptionally long-waved rays of 
mean wave-leneth 3144, produced by a “quartz- -mercury 
lampf. On account of the slight intensity, however, we 
could in this case investigate the grating only in its normal 
position. All these rays are by no means homogeneous ; their 
energy distribution is, however, sufficiently well known, and 
their non-homogeneity in general plays no very great part. 

The Reststrahlen of fluorite, if they are produced by a 
Welsbach mantle and separated out by reflexion at three 
fluorite surfaces, possess an average wave-length of 25°5 p. 
The homogeneity is greatly increased by the introduction of 
a thin plate of sylvine in the path of the rays. The energy 
curve approaches symmetry and the mean wave-length is 
decreased to about 24 u. We have availed ourselves of this 
simple resource by introducing a plate of sylvine of 1°75 mm. 
thickness in the path of the rays, which served as a window 
for the air-tight bell of our radiomicrometer. 

New experiments have shown that the Reststrahlen of 
rocksalt, as produced by the method here applied, consist of 
two bands, of which the first is situated at 46°9 w, the other at 
53°6 wt; the mean wave-length is about 52. Itis supposed 
in this case that the rays are transmitted through a quartz 
plate 1:2 mm. in thickness. This condition was approximately 
fulfilled, for the rudiomicrometer window in our investigation 
consisted of a quartz plate 1 mm. thick. 

The energy of radiation in the case of the long-waved 
heat rays of 108 isolated from the Welsbach mantle by 
means of quartz lenses was barely sufficient for measurements 
to be carried out with gratings normal to the path of the rays ; 
in inclined positions, on the other hand, the thickness of the 
quartz layer within the path of rays had to be reduced from 

* HH. Rubens and R. W. Wood, Berl. Sitzungsber. p. 1122 (1910). 
+ H. Rubens and O. vy. Baeyer, Berl. Sifzungsber. p. 339 (1911) ; 

Phil. Mag. [6] xxi. p. 689 (1911); Verh. D. Phys. Ges. xiii. p. 3938 (1911). 
This non-homogeneous radiation, separated out by means of quartz 
lenses and filtered through black cardboard, consists principally of two 
parts, the mean wave-lengths of which are 218 p and 343 w respectively, 
of such a kind that the intensity of the long-waved portion is three times 
as a as that of the short-waved. 

{ H. Rubens and H. Hollnagel, Berl. Sitzungsber. 1910, p. 26. 
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17 to 13 mm. in order to increase the deflexions. Twoseries 
of experiments showed good agreement, and gave 100 » as the 
mean wave-length of the radiation. The non-homogeneity of 
the radiation was not much greater than that produced by 
introducing the thicker quartz plate. 

§ 6. The experimental arrangement for Reststrahlen is 
shown in fig. 1. A denotes the Welsbach mantle, which 
serves as the radiating source, placed in a case closed on 
three sides ; opposite the fourth side is arranged a movable 
rocksalt plate D, which serves as a trap-door. The rays fall 

Rig? 1: 

directly on the silver concave mirror B, then at the polarizing 
angle on the plane mirror H, consisting of selenium in the 
experiments on fluorite Reststrahlen, and quartz in those of 
rocksalt. Both substances are sufficiently transparent for 
the rays in question, and possess a very high index of re- 
fraction*. They are particularly suitable, therefore, as 
reflecting polarizers. 

After the rays have been linearly polarized in the horizontal 
plane by reflexion at the mirror KH, they pass through the 
wire grating P, which is mounted on a revolving support C. 
This support has already been completely described in our 
previous contribution (/. c § 4). It consists of a hori- 
zontal brass tube, capable of orientation about its axis of 
revolution, cut at right angles at one end, and at an angle 
of 44°-4 at the other. To this latter end a brass plate Q 
with a square opening is fixed, which can be orientated about 

* Selenium mirrors were first used as polarizers by A. Pfund, Johns 
Hopkins Univ. Circular, iv. p. 13 (1906). This element shows only a 
slight dispersion in the infra-red, for there its optical refractive index is 
equal to the square root of its dielectric constant. A selenium plate of 
Q'S mm. thickness transmits 35 per cent. fluorite Reststrahlen. Quartz is 
still considerably more transparent for rocksalt Reststrahlen. 
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the axis R. The deviation between the brass plate and the 
axis of revolution of the tube can be read off by means of 
the circular scale U. V serves to make the plate fast in any 
required position. The investigated grating is fixed to the 
brass plate by means of clampscrews, in such a way that 
the wires of the grating remain exactly parallel to the axis of 
rotation R. The pencil of rays is bounded by a right-angled 
diaphragm, fixed to the back of the plate Q. Thus when the 
grating is moved the effective cross-section of the ray-pencil 
remains unchanged. This is necessary if the direct action 
of the rays is to be compared with that after transmission 
through the grating. A circular diaphragm of 25 mm. inner 
diameter is attached to the straight end of the tube. 

The concave mirror B is so adjusted that an image of 
the source A is formed near the centre of the tube C. 
The rays afterwards pass into the box K, which contains 
the necessary reflecting surfaces for the production of the 
Reststrahlen*, and after reflexion at these surfaces and at 
the concave mirror G reach the microradiometer H con- 
tained in an air-tight bell tf. The polarization of the rays is 
very complete. This is to be expected from their small 
divergence, which in these experiments scarcely exceeded + 3°. 

§ 7. The experimental arrangement for the long waves is 
illustrated in fig. 2, and resembles in many important points 

* For the fluorite Reststrahlen three and for the rocksalt four reflecting 
snrfaces were applied. By using the rocksalt screen the rays appeared 
to be very pure in both cases; at any rate the impurity was less than 
1 percent. The high purity of the rocksalt Reststrahlen is partly ex- 
plained by the effect of the polarizing quartz plate, which, on account of 
its high refractive index for long waves, reflects these rays much better 
than the short-waved heat rays which can be transmitted through the 
quartz window. 

+ With respect to the construction and arrangement of the radio- 
micrometer reference may be made to the following :—H. Schmidt, Ann. 
d. Phys. xxix. p. 1003 (1909); H. Rubens and H. Hollnagel, Phil. Mag. 
[6] xix. p. 764 (1910). 
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that used by Prof. Wood and one of us. The Invert-mantle 
A, the screen C with diaphragm B, the quartz lenses L,, L, 
Sak mounted central screens a, iid a, the radiomicrometer 
M and the thin glass disk trap-door D are identical with 
those of the former ar rangement. ‘The screen with diaphragm 
F situated between the lenses L, and L, has, however, been 
altered as follows: a brass disk H with a circular diaphragm 
I’ * is capable of motion ina circular groove G. The wire 
grating P can be attached securely to the plate H by means 
of clampscrews. Finally, the rotating support, denoted in 
fic. 1 by ©, is placed between the lens ilk and the aaparapns 
F: to avoid complications this is omitted in fig. 2. 

With regard to the details concerning the arrangement of 
the quartz “lenses reference should be made to the papers 
already cited. It is only necessary to mention here that in 
taking advantage of the extraordinary difference in the 
indices of refraction of quartz for heat rays on both sides of 
the region of absorption (1°50 to 2:14), the diaphragms and 
lenses were so arranged that the rays of large wave-length 
emitted through the diaphragm B were united by means of 
the lens L, at the diaphragm F, and later on concentrated 
on the microradiometer by means of the lens L, (dashed 
lines). The crdinary short-waved heat rays, which form a 
divergent pencil behind the lens L,, were held back partly 
by the plate H and partly by the central screen «, (dotted 
lines). By introducing a rocksalt plate 10 mm. thick in 
their path, it was proved that long-waved rays of approx. 
100 w were free of short-waved impurities. 

§ 8. As polarizer we applied first of all quartz plates. We 
were soon convinced, however, that one of our finest metal 
wire gratings was a much more complete and convenient 
polarizer, the intensity being also stronger. For this reason 
the platinum grating Ptla was always kept fixed to the 
plate H and used as a polarizer. This convenient rotating 
polarizer was of very great advantage. 

The observations were then carried out in such a way that 
by means of the rotating support C the investigated grating 
was inclined to the path of the rays, and a number of de- 
flexions measured for two positions of the Does y 1, when 
the wires of the gratings were parallel, and 2 | when they 
were at right angles to one another. The inv estigated grating 
was then removed and the deflexions again measured in both 
positions of the polarizer. These, on account of circum- 
stances which are treated later on due to the fact that the 

* This should in fig. 2 be more to the right, at the point of section of 
the rays. 
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Auer-mantle itself emits partially polarized rays, were not 
equal. Q,and Q,, the transmissibility of polarized rayslland _ 
A to the wires, as well asthe transmissibility ratio n?=Q,/Q,, 
could then be calculated corresponding to a given inclination 
to the wave-front. 

§ 9. In our paves paper we gave an account of our 
Investigations with eight wire gratings, which included very 
thin platinum, copper, iron, gold, and silver wires of French 
manufacture. Out of these eight we felt compelled for 
certain reasons to limit ourselves to five; the iron gratings 
had suffered too much damage in the meantime. One of 
them, however, in addition to “the coarser platinum grating, 
served well for control investigations. In all these gratings 
the true slit-width 6 was exactly equal to the diameter of 
the wire d; the true “grating constant,” 2. e. the periodic 
interval from one wire axis to the next, is a=2b=2d. Ii 
now the plane of the grating is inclined at an angle 6 to the 
wave-tront in such a way that the wires remain parallel to 
the section of both planes, then the apparent grating constant 
a is evidently given by a'=acos, and the apparent 
aperture 5’ by 

b'=d (2 cos B—1). 

With the above-mentioned maximum inclination of the piate 
Q to the axis of the tube (44°-4, fig. 1) we have 

cos 45°°6 = sin 44°°-4 = 0°700, 

so that by fixing the finest grating (d=25 pw) to that plate, 
the apparent slit-width was exactly 10 p. 

TaBye I. 

| 
Jeies i | Curly: | Anais es ee atopie Cu 2! 

B. |2cos B—1. 

ao! Va’ he! sal ay OR iat Gan ne b! 

0°} 1000 |500}25-0|50.0 |25-0 \66:2 33:1 \91-2 |45-6| 105-0 [52:5 
5 0-992 |49°8 [24-8 |49°8 [24-8 |65 9 382°8 |90°9 |45°3| 1046 [5271 

10 0-970 |49°3 |24°3 |49°3 |24°3 165-4 32:3 |90-0 |44°4| 103°5 |51:0 
15 0-932 |48°3 |23°3 |48°3 |23°3 /64-1 31-0 88-2 |42°6) 101-5 [490 
20 0:879 |47-0|22-0 147 0 |22-0 |62°3 29:2 |85-7 |40°1| 98°6 |46-1 
25 0812 (45:3 )203 )45°3 |20°3 |60°1 |27:0 82-7 |37-1| 95-1 |42°6 
30 0-732 43:3 |18°3 )43°3 |18'3 |57-5 24:4 79-0 |33-4| 91-0 385 
35 0-638 (41:0 |16:0 [41:0 |16-0 [54:2 |21-1 74-7 |29:'1| 86-0 |33°5 
40 0°532 (38-3 |13°3 [88-3 |13°3 |50°8 |17-7 |70°0 |244| €0-4 127-9 
45 0414 |35°4|10-4 |35-4 |10°4 |46°8 |13-7 |64°5 |18.9| 74-2 21-7 
50 0-286 (32:2) 7-2\32:2) 72/426] 9:5|58-6|13-0| 675 |150 
5a 0148 (28-7) 3°7:28°7| 3-7 (88:0) 4:9 52°3| 67} 603 | 7:8 
60 0 23:0) 0) 2600. |33:1| 0 |45:6))00 525 | 0 

We give in Table I. the dimensions of the gratings 
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employed, ascertained by means of a dividing machine ; 
their surfaces were rectangular in shape, of sides 20-30 mm. 
They were all previously optically investigated by means, 
of a spectrometer and sodium light. The rela‘ive quality of 
the refracted image, which characterizes the uniformity of 
the grating and hence its structure, is further roughly 
indicated by the interposition of one or more exclamation 
marks (!) in Table I. In addition to the values of a and 8, 
corresponding to 8=0, we have calculated those of the 
apparent grating constants and slit-widths a’, 6' respectively 
for angles of inclination increasing by 5° from 5° to 60°, 
where 6’ finally disappears. 

III. TRAaNSMIssiON THROUGH WIRE GRATINGS. 

§ 10. We will describe the properties of our gratings in 
the same order as in the previous paper, from which Table II. 
*s extracted besides forming a continuation of that table 
(l.c. $12). At that time the wave-lengths were determined 
by measurements with a fluorite prism*; later observations f 
proved them to be a little too large ; the error is not con- 
siderable up to 3, scarcely more than 2 per cent.; for 5 p, 
however, it is about 10 per cent., so that we have now 
ascribed the proper value to the wave-length 4°95 wu. 

Table II. contains for each of the five gratings the ratio n’? 
of the transmissibility of polarized rays for B=0° and 45°'6, 
beginning with a number of the previously investigated 
wayve-lengths from 0°49 mw (F line) to 45 y. Then follow 
those for fluorite Reststrahlen (24 w), rocksalt Reststrahlen 
(52 ~), isolated rays through quartz lenses (100 yw), the same 
after further filtration through a quartz plate 4 mm. thick 
(108 yw), and, finally, the long waves of the quartz-mercury 
lamp (about 314 p). 

By referring to the table we see that the gratings—with 
one exception—polarize in the Hertzian sense after passing 
the neutral inversion point where Q,=Q, (n?=1); 0? de- 
creases more and more with increasing wave-length, in such 
a manner that it practically vanishes at 100 ~ when the 
grating is inclined at 45°6, while with Pt 1 and Cul the 
J. transmission onlv amounts to 38 and 5 per cent. respectively. 
The purer and somewhat longer waves (108 ~) become with 
these gratings up to | and 3 per cent. completely polarized. 
For the longest waves (about 314 yw), the polarization is in 
every case complete. 

Ht Rubens and W. Snow, Wied. Ann. xlvi. p. 580 (1892); see J. ¢. 
Table I. 

+ H. Rubens, Wied. Ann. li. p. 881 (1894); F. Paschen, Wied. Am. 
li. p. 801 (1894). 
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§ 11. On account of the very weak intensity of the radia- 
tion we could not in our experiments upon Reststrahlen in 
1904 carry out observations with inclined gratings. With 
our present arrangement and the increased sensitiveness of 
our measuring instruments we were now able to determine 
the transmissibility ratio as a function of the apparent slit- 
width. The results are collected together in the following 
tables and figures :— 

For fluorite Reststrahlen A=24 4): Table III. (p. 334) 
and fig. 3. 

For rocksalit Reststrahlen (A=52 yw): Table IV. (p. 335) 
and fig. 4. | 

For isolated long-waved rays (W=100 z): Table V. B and 
fig. 5 (pp. 336-337). 

ier a: 

For the 100 » waves the directly observed apparent values 
Q,’ and Q,’ are cited in Table V. A (p. 537) ; these need 
correction because the analysing grating Pt la, in this 
case only, polarized up to 3 per cent. A simple recalculation 
gives the true values Q, < Q,’ ange Gy) =..(),, 1m lable WouB: 

A glance shows that the curves are much more complicated 
than our previous ones: we have therefore preferred to 
express Q, and (» directly as empirical functions of 8. The 
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choosing of 6’ as single independent variable appeared, with 
our previous conditions of experiment, to be valid; more 
variables must, however, at present be taken into account. 

This also explains, among other things, why previously a 
small inclination of the grating had scarcely any significance, 
while now for values of 8B=-+5° considerable differences 
appear in some cases in comparison with the normal position 
sy, 

§ 12. Four types of curves may be distinguished -— 
Typel. (Cu 2, Ag 1, Aul,at 24 w): Qsshows one maximum, 

Q, two. In the case of Cu2 the maxima certainly appear 
only feebly indicated. 

Type I1. (Cul, Pt 1, at 24; Cu2 at 52m): Q, falls off 
gradually, Q, shows two maxima. 

Type III. (Agi, Aul, at 52): Qs decreases gradually, 
Q, exhibits one well pronounced maximum. It 1s to be 
remarked that Au 1 polarizes J, with an uninclined grating, 
while at about 5° a point of inversion exists and || polariza- 
tion in the Hertzian sense first appears at larger inclinations; 

this behaviour was checked several times. It has already 
been remarked that the grating is made up of gilded silver 
wire. 
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ype TV. (Cul, Pt 1, at 52; all the curves for 100 »): 
@, and Q, both decrease uniformly as the inclination of the 
grating increases. In addition it is noticed that, up to an 
inclination of a little over 45°, both Cul and Ptl show a 
practically constant Q,, of nearly the same yalue, at 100 wp. 

TaBLe VI. 

oa 
Grating. d. a. d. a/n. Type. 

(OS Ot i a Bi aya 105°0 24 aes 

Neale fae a 456 91-2 i" 3-80 i. 
Muley as 33:1 66:2 5; 2:76 

Cuno ko: 25:0 50-0 F 2-08 ) 

be ae eae 950 4. 50:0 . 2:08. iS mebTe 

Cty 2 eee 52D male LOS 52 p 2-02 

pli i. 45-6 91:2 f 178. |) ae 
sear nee A Bh 66-2 : 107 | f 
(Gin iene 25:07) | 150-0 S | 0:96 ) 

Piel ec. 50 | 50:0 i 0:96 | 

Chi eee 52:5 105°0 100 ps 1:05! |! 

NS a 45:6 91-2 x OR Pe ne, 
Pranleeceece. ho s381 00] eee 4 0:66 | 
Cui ee 25:0 50:0 : 050 || 

! 

| Ped 50 | 500 if 050 |) 

| 

A study of Table VI., in which the order of the gratings 
for each wave-length is inverted in comparison with the 
previous tables, may simplify our view of these complications. 
It contains the ratios of the grating constants to the mean 
wave-length of our non-homogeneous radiation; these decrease 
more and more, and the gratings now arrange themselves 
according to the above types. So far as the elementary 
equation of diffraction 

sin : sin y = m.- 
a 

may be considered applicable, the angle of diffraction y does 
not become imaginary for integral values of m=a/X. The 
digit before the decimal point in the above table consequently 
gives, when the grating is perpendicularly fixed, the number 

of 

of diffracted images on each side of the principal image 
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which can appear when the grating is inclined. In this 
sense corresponds 

Type I. to two or more diffracted images. 
Type TI. to two diffracted images. 
Type IIT. to one diffracted image. 
Type IV. to no diffracted image. 

§ 13. In the arrangement for the waves of 100 wave- 
length, the inclination of the grating could be increased even 
up to 60°, whereby b’=0 finally, so that any grating ceases 
to be transparent for light waves at this angle. In fact the 
corrected Q, disippear with the exception of a few permilles, 
which are probably due to slight irregularities. The Hertzian 
polarization is, accordingly, as good as complete. It is re- 
markable that the values of Q, remain quite considerable. 

In addition the values of Q, at 24, and 52m seem to 
converge towards zero in such a way that, conjecturally, 
they would vanish at 60°; our rotating support (see fig. 1) 
did not, however, allow a greater inclination than 45°6. 

The gratings Pt 1 and Cu 1—the only two possessing equal 
diameters of wire—behave almost similarly throughout. It 
is difficuls to tell whether the slight divergence between the 
two is due to difference of material or of geometrical con- 
figuration. 

In the previous investigation with two copper gratings 
Cul and Cu 2 of different wire diameters, it was shown that 
the transmissibility ratio depended only on the apparent 
width of aperture, and not perceptibly on the radius of cur- 
vature of both the contiguous metal wires. Table VII. 

Taste VII. 
= Sa ee 

| n°. 

Grating. [ERE Le | a ce 
| | PSp. | 45p. | 4p. | Sop. | 100 j. 

(| 0° | 525n] 104 | 092 | O86 | 080 | 0-48 
|| 30 | 885 || P05 | oi | 072 | ono | 020 | 

ai2..4| 40 | 259 hgemOgi) O87 |) 048 |, O14) | kr | 
| 45 | 217 | 113 | O84 | 082 | O11 | ov 
{| 60 0 Nis aig ie OF | 

(| 0°) 250n/ 11s | o87 | 073 | o41 | 0-05 | 
[i 15 eset ies 039 | 037 | 0-025 

| Cul...4| 30 | 183 | 117 | 082 | ov2 | 029 | O-010 
| | 45 |104 | 141 | 059 | O14 | O15 | 0-005 

M160) | Oars | | 0:006 
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is similar throughout to our previous table viii. ; while, 
however, the borrowed columns for 1°5 and 4°5 w approxi- — 
mately prove the correctness of the above assertion, they 
entirely fail to do so for the longer wave-lengths. 

On the whole the values here for n* at a given slit-width 
b', in case of the finer grating Cu 1, are perceptibly larger 
than those of the coarser Cu 2, so that, in the Hertzian sense, 
the latter cet. par. polarizes more completely. 

§ 14. The coarser platinum grating Pt 2 (b>=48 yw) fixed 
normally gave, approximately, n’=0°35 at 108 y, being 
already a considerable though incomplete polarization. 

The iron grating Fel, which was by no means perfect 
even in 1893, has in the meantime, through rust, been com- 
pletely spoiled, so that exact measurements were impossible ; 
this, however, also showed a strong Hertzian polarization, 
which at 108 uw is represented by a value of n?=0°15. 

We finally investigated a very coarse silver grating 
(a=372 uw, b=186 ph), which, by means of sulphuretted 
hydrogen, was nearly completely blackened ; this gave the 
following values for the long-waved radiations (about 314 p) 
of the quartz-mercury lamp :— 

Q:=0:30 9 10,0435 
OF = 05 aati 

which are of the same order of magnitude as those given by 
the copper grating Cu 2, which is about 3°5 times finer, at 
X=100 p (Table V. B). 

We previously mentioned (l. c. § 19) that a glass-fibre 
grating shows an exceptionally small effect in the visible 
spectrum. We have, in our present contribution, abstained 
from testing regular dielectric gratings. 
We have, on the other hand, tested a grating-like Auer 

mantle with respect to its transmissibility (see § 16 below), 
and found that in the Hertzian sense it polarizes with an 
approximate value of n’=0°55 atX’=100y. The material, 
as is known, consists of a solid solution of 1 per cent. cerium 
oxide in thorium oxide, and may indeed be considered, at 
least at white heat, as a conductor. 

IV. REFLEXION AND Emission. 

§ 15. To determine the reflecting power of the silver 
grating Ag 1 we carried out the following series of experi- 
ments. The rays of the Invert mantle A were first of all 
reflected by a plane silver surface at 45°; it was here 
assumed that no loss occurred ; the reflected rays fell on the 
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aperture B in the screen C; the rest of the arrangement 
was identical with that depicted i in fig. 2 for rays of wave- 
leneth 100 pz. 

The deflexions were determined for vertical and horizontal 
directions of the wires of the platinum grating Pt 1, which, 
as before, acted as analyser; on account of the polarized 
emission of the Auer mantle, to be referred to below, a certain 
difference between the two deflexions was noticeable. 

The silver grating Ag 1 was next placed—with wires ver- 
tical—so that its front surface was exuctly in the same position 
as the above-mentioned silver surface, and the deflexions 
again measured. From these the reflecting powers R, and 
R, of polarized radiations normal and parallel to the wires 
Pe etvely, could be easily calculated; after correcting for 
the somewhat incomplete polarization of the platinum grating, 
they gave the following values :— 

R.=0'766 | Q,=0:022 | R,+Q,=0°79 
Rp=0°301 | Q,=0:439 | R,+Q,=0-74 

in which the values for Q, and Q, at 45° for Ag 1 are taken 
from Table V. B. 

It is thus seen that the sum of the reflecting and trans- 
mitting powers is somewhat different in the two cases and 
less than unity. Regular diffraction will hardly occur here, 
while X= 100 p, a=91-2 pp, a’=64'4 w; aper ceptible diffusion 
will, however, take place. 

§ ald. 4 polarized temperature radiation of the gratings is, 
as a matter of course, very probable: we could not, however, 
apply white heat to such costly and sensitive appliances. 

Some success was obtained in this respect with a specially 
woven grating-like Auer mantle, which exhibited a broad 
zone of exclusively vertically stretched threads: its emission 
was partially polarized. The radiation polarized |] to the 
threads amounted at 100 »« to about 0°60 of that polarized at 
right angles. Unpolarized radiation was sent out by the 
glowing magnesia mantle-holder which is superposed on that 
observed; on correcting for this, the above fraction would 
become still smaller and eventually approximate to the value 
given above, n?=0°55, which the same mantle acting as 
a grating gave for the transmissibility ratio. The above 
ratio at 52 w was, on the other hand, only of the order 0°95. 
A quantitative comparison can, however, scarcely come into 
consideration with such undefined structures; their properties 
at white heat would also no doubt differ from those at 
ordinary temperature. 
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V. CoNncLUSION. 

§ 17. We were already led by our first investigations to 
the opinion that the further one was able to penetr ate into 
the infra-red, the simpler the relations would become. While 
we had to limit ourselves in 1893 to the region 

Da ho. 

the results in the present communication cover the interval 

O03 =0 (2 

if we consider the measurements for X=100y carried out 
with an angle of inclination @=60°, b'/A even becomes equal 
to zero. 

The problem which we set ourselves in the beginning may 
therefore be considered as solved. Indeed, the general result 
throughout corresponds to expectation, in that a practically 
complete Hertzian polarization finally occurred with all 
gratings (§ 10). 

final result, which assumes quite a simple form, is 
throughout in unison with the principles of the electro- 
magnetic theory of radiation. The special theories mentioned 
in the introduction also show the same final result, provided 
that b/rX or d/rX be only sufficiently small. The theories are 
still unsatisfactory with regard to the extended interval 
between; the relations there are much more complicated 
even, although they again simplify themselves in the first- 
mentioned optical region. 

We are much indebted to Mr. Morris Owen for help in 
preparing this paper. 

AXXIT. Some New Mechanical Quadratures. 
By Grorce I, BECKER”. 

N ECHANICAL quadratures are in some circumstances 
unavoidable, but they are usually shunned as clumsy 

and troublesome. Were the formule neater and their 
applicability better defined, they might be of great use in 
experimental physics and might compete with other in- 
tegrations by series in the computation of functions. This 
paper is intended as a contribution to that end. 

There are three distinct systems of mechanical quadrature, 
each depending upon the integration of a general formula 
for interpolation. By integrating Newton’s interpolation 
formula, Simpson’s rule, Weddle’s rule and some others can 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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be found. These depend upon the assumptions that the 
increments of the abscissa are constant and that the differ- 
ences above a certain order are negligible. It is said that if 
the attempt is made to include in quadratures of this species 
differences above the sixth, the formulz become unmanage- 
able, but this I have not ‘tested. It is possible to base 
quadratures on Stirling’s and Bessel’s interpolation formulas, 
but as these are not applicable at the beginning or the end 
of a series of values their usefulness is limited, and since 
these modes of interpolation are founded on Newton’s, the 
quadratures are not essentially different. 

Gauss used as the basis of his method of quadratures 
Lagrange’s interpolation formula. When after integration 
the increment of the abscissa is assumed to be constant, 
Cotes’s numbers result, but Gauss showed that, by a proper 
selection of unequal increments of the independent variable, 
formulze can be deduced whose convergence is very rapid. 
Unfortunately most of the increments are surds, rendering 
the application of the method very laborious in spite of its 
elegance. 

Interpolation by means of Taylor’s series has several 
advantages over methods depending upon finite differences, 
and its limitation to continuous functions is rarely of an 
moment. In dealing with known functions, the methods of 
infinitesimal calculus are habitually employed excepting for 
interpolation, while finite differences constitute a distinct 
aloorithm. Since Taylor’s series is the very foundation of 
analysis, its application to interpolation is both more con- 
sistent and more elegant than that of finite differences, 
while, if needful, the final results can be expressed in terms 
of finite ditferences without the least trouble. Similarly, 
so-called mechanical quadratures founded on Taylor’s series 
in its application to interpolation are quadratures obtained 
by integration of a differential equation, and thus do not 
differ essentially from integrations by series. ‘The expres- 
sions for quadrature to which Taylor’s theorem leads are in 
some cases semi-convergent series, yet the error involved 
may be reduced ad libitum. Although convergent series 
would yield results of absolute accuracy were an infinite 
number of terms to be computed, this accuracy is purely 
theoretical and computation terminates when the error 
becomes negligible. The distinction between convergent 
and semi-convergent series 1s clear, yet there is no difference 
between the results obtainable by their use in effecting 
quadratures. 

The quadrature founded on Taylor’s series was first given 
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by Euler in 1732-3, but his paper was not printed until 
1738. It was discovered independently by Maclaurin, who | 
published it in 1742 *. The very essential discussion of the 
remainder was left to Poisson, Jacobi and others. The 
formula for mechanical quadratures commonly given in 
textbooks, and ordinarily ascribed to Laplace, is merely 
Euler’s equation with the substitution of finite differences 
for derivatives. 

It is easy so to transform Taylor’s series as to express an 
integral in terms of a sum of the ordinates and sums of the 
successive derivatives. The function to be integrated and 
its derivatives can be similarly expressed. From the system 
ot equations thus developed, the sums of the derivatives can 
be eliminated and the result taken between limits isa definite 
integral expressed in terms of the sum of the ordinates, 
together with the derivatives at the limits. This is Euler’s 
quadrature. 

Let h be the constant increment of w and B,, B;,B;..... 
be Bernoulli’s numbers ; for brevity let also 

k (x) (k) 

U == ji, = (2); 

or the difterence of the kth derivative at the two limits. 
Then Euler’s equation may be written thus: 

rv, 

Yi Yn Bh 2 Beko 2 
( ydrah(Y tyrtyet...+%)— a ar SW Gut ake 
us 

Of course jae 

and h may be any integral factor of a,—2,. The total 
number of ordinates is n+1 and they divide the area to be 
integrated into n parts each of width h. 

Kuler’s formula is capable of some transformations which 
do not seem to have been noticed and a variety of special 
forms can be deduced from it. For this purpose it is con- 
venient to make certain changes in notation. The first term 
of the second member is a poly gon bounded by the axis, the 
extreme ordinates and chords connecting the extremities of 
all the ordinates. Let this polygon of chords be denoted by 

* HKuler’s formula, based on Taylor’s theorem, will be found in 
Commentari Acad. Sci. Imp. Petrop. vol. vi. ad annos 1782 et 17383; 
1738, page 68; Maclaurin gives it in his ‘Treatise of Fluxions,’ 1742, 
page 672. 
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C, and let 

CU, = 2n(% oie Yay =» oy 

— . . > ° ® e . e . ° . ° . . e ° e ° 

On = mh (5° + Ym + Yam + tte ach -, 

in which case n must be divisible by m. Evidently these 
are also polygons of chords and there isan Eulerian equation 
corresponding to each of them, obtainable by merely sub- 
stituting mh for h. Let also 

=2h(yy of Y3 ae Y5. oe + Yn-1) — 2C,— Co. 

Here T may be a polygon of tangents or of tangents with 
portions of the ordinates. It consists of n/2 portions each 
of width 2h. In any case the integral sought will be an area 
of between T and C,, ir respective e of the particular 
value of m. It is evident from the identity T= 2C,—O©, 

that 

zy 

‘ Pa ga . B,h?u! 9 Bshiu" 
| ydo= T+ (2° -2yee — (24 — 2) —___. 1 orc poten 

Xo 

Suppose n, or the number of strips into which the area is 
divided, to be a multiple of two. ‘Then the integral is ex- 
pressible by each of two or more Hulerian equations. If 
each of these is multiplied by an arbitrary multiplier and 
if the sum of these multipliers is unity, the sum of the 
equations will be a new expression for the integral. 
Furthermore, for every polygon of chords involved it will 
be possible to eliminate the coefficient of one difference of 
derivatives, or v. Thus if n=4 the integral may be ex- 
pressed in terms of T, Cy, or Cy. Multiplying by arbitrary 
coefficients and adding the three equations makes it possible 
to impose three conditions : viz., that the sum of the multi- 
pliers shall be unity and that the coefficients of v' and v'”’ 
shall disappear. ‘This transformation leaves the integral 
expressed in terms of the three polygons and of derivatives 
of the fifth and higher orders for which finite differences 
may be substituted if necessary. 

So far as mere elimination is concerned there appears to 
be no limit to this process. Thus if w,—2,) were to be 
divided into 60 parts, eleven coefficients could be eliminated 
and the integral would be expressed in terms of T and eleven 
polygons of chords, only the 23rd and higher derivatives or 
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differences appearing in the remaining portion of the series. For certain classes of functions this might be advantageous, but on account of the semi-convergence of Huler’s series the desirable limit will in many instances be lower. I have carried out the process only as far as n=12, which permits of the elimination of all the derivatives below the eleventh. The equations themselves show the appropriate factors, while the coefficient of the one derivative term retained is the sum of the coefficients in the several Euler series each multiplied by one of these factors, The following six formulas are thus obtained :— 
ry 

v 9 r sh 

Gb) { lt ee 2) 

0 

hey" 

360. 
BR (n > 2) 

—32T+12C,+0, 4, Wu" 
) 45 1890 (n => 4) 

Ole 1 SCs 4+ 112 CO, [ON anaes 

‘ 2,048 ihe 704 Ce + 84 Cy = C; 2 hi yi 5 (4) me aarti —8h Tae +11 (no 8) 
Y 39,000 T+ 14,375 C,4+528 C.—7 Cro (LO Ayr > oy me 19896 LORE (n> 10) 

(6) et 2992 T— 174,960 Co + 585,728 Cz 
: v7 1,801,800 

104,247 C, + 2,288 C,— Che 691 Myx a ; AS 2 oo Ye ie = 12 1,801,800 "750,759 * Bp eg 
The derivatives in the last or corrective terms of these equations may be expressed in terms of finite differences should the latter be more convenient. The transformation is well known, but its most essential features may be noted here to save a reference. The /th derivative of a function, (z) 

f(x), multiplied by the &th power of the constant increment 
of wv, here denoted by A, is expressible in terms of the kth finite difference and differences higher than the sth. For the purpose in hand Newtonian differences should be em- ployed, because they are applicable at the beginning and at the end of a series of values. When the derivatives and 
differences are so larve that higher derivatives and differ- 
ences also require consideration the transformation is some- what complex, but if the kth difference is technically ‘small’ 
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so that the (4+ 1)st difference is negligible, then 

k (k) (k) 
[eye 

where A denotes finite difference. In the formule v is 
employed to indicate the difference of the derivatives at the 
limits of the area to be integrated, z and 2,. Using a 
corresponding notation for the finite ditterences and assuming 
that the (4+ 1)st difference is inconsiderable 

(kK) {k) 

hv — xy Tal Ao, 

and this substitution may be made in the corrective terms of 
the formule *. 

Not all of these equations are wholly new. The first term 
of (1) is only Simpson’s rule in a new notation and if 7 is 
limited to 2 it is also identical with Cotes’s rule for n=2. 
Omitting the derivatives, equations (2) and (3) also coincide 
with Cotes’s rules for n=4 and n= 6, but if in these equations 
nis taken at any multiple of 4 and 6 numbers quite distinct 
from Cotes’s result. Allof the equations can. be expressed in 
the same form as Cotes’s, but this mode of statement seems 
undesirable because it masks the vital fact that a reduction 
of the value of h increases the accuracy of the result. Now 
no one would think of getting a considerable quadrature by 
Simpson’s rule with the minimum value of n=2, because 
this rule with n=10 gives a result the error of which 
approaches a 625th of that incurred by taking n at 2, while 
if in (6) n is taken at 24 instead of 12 the error is reduced 
approximately to 1/4096 of its maximum value. 

So fur as I know, equations (4), (5), and (6) are new, and 
Cotes’s numbers for n=8 and 10 do not fit into the system 
of quadratures here discussed. 

The derivative term in each of the six equations may 
exceed the value of the remainder. If the difference of 
derivatives in this term is denoted by v’, this is to be regarded 

(r+1 

as the definite integral of ia) which, like any other function 
of real variables to be integrated, aera preserve the same 
sign between the limits of integration. If the sign does not 
change and if also (as Poisson and Jacobi showed) the 
(r+1)st derivative does not pass through a maximum 
between the limits, then the final term at the equations 
exceeds in absolute value the remainder of the series. In 

* A discussion of the relations subsisting between derivatives and 
finite differences may be found in Smithsonian Math. Tables, 1903, 
page XxXxvi, or elsewhere, 
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any case whatever let X% be the maximum value of f(x) 
between the limits, then the total area represented by the 
definite integral, v must be less than A(t,—42,), and this 
substituted for vu” the corrective term gives a quantity 
greater than the 25 aad of the Hulerian series. It is 
usually practicable so to select or subdivide the limits 
of integration that the (r+1)st derivative neither changes 
sign nor passes through a maximum, and then the corrective 
term of the equations approximately defines the error of the 
quadratur e. 

It is possible still further to reduce the limits of the 
remainder provided that certain assumptions are made with 
respect to succeeding differential coefficients, but this proviso 
implies an inquiry which in most instances would be 
laborious, more so than the division of h into two or more 
parts - 

It will be observed that even in (6) the coefficients are 
numbers of manageable magnitude not exceeding 7 places. 
If the attempt were made to eliminate a larger number of 
derivative terms it is not improbable that the formule could 
be dealt with only by 10-place logarithms or computing 
machines, ¢ 

The most accurate of the equations given above involves 
the division of v,—) into some multiple of 12 parts. 

Such a division may be inconvenient, for example in 
dealing with a function which is already tabulated to a 
decimal argument. ‘This difficulty, however, may be avoided 
with little trouble ; for, if 100 values of y are available, the 
quadrature from the first to the 96th may be ettected by 
equation (6) and that of the remaining 4 items by equation 
(2). When experimental data are to be dealt with observa- 
tions can usually be so arranged as to fit a duodecimal 
formula, and when time is the independent variable duo- 
decimal division is of course most convenient. 

In dealing with some functions one or two derivatives are 
readily calculated, or are perhaps already tabulated, while 
the higher derivatives are troublesome. It is worth “tile to 
observe, therefore, that it is as easy to eliminate the coeftfi- 
cients of the higher derivatives as of the lower ones, and that 
a formula similar to (6) could be found in which v! and v'” 
should be retained but v*! and v*# cancelled. 

* The remainders in formule (1) to (6) arise from the remainders in 
the system of Taylor’s series on which Kuler’s equation is based, and the 
published discussions of the remainder in Taylor’s. series Sram make a 
stout volume. No elaborate consideration of this subject seems needful 
for the purpose of this paper. 
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Odd values of n lend themselves less readily than even 
ones to the elimination of derivatives from Euler’s series 

because of their limited divisibility. If 2=3 the quadrature 
may be written 

In 
x h3 ry 

(yax = —— 
T 

and the first term of this formula was given by Newton ™*. 
Comparison with (1) shows that it is somewhat less accu- 

rate than Simpson’s rule. Newton’s rule is derivable aiso 
from the integration of his interpolation formula, and if 3h 
is taken as unity it coincides with Cotes’s rule for n=3. 
The lowest odd number with two divisors is 9, so that with 
n=9 two derivatives could be eliminated, but such a formula 
would be of small value. 

It is noteworthy that the simpler rules for quadrature are 
derivable from any one of the three fundamental interpola- 
tion formule. 

Other formule could be obtained by eliminating fewer 
coefficients than the divisibility of n permits. In general that 
would be a waste of opportunities, but two examples are 
worth noting. With n=6 I find from T, ©, and C; 

20 a 5ULU 

Ty 

fe) 
C3 _ h?v’ 

ie 

which is Weddle’s rule with a corrective term. Under 
normal circumstances it is considerably less accurate than (3), 
as can easily be shown by applying each of the equations to 
the same portion of the exponential curve. 

Curiously compact and accurate is a formula derived from 
_T, Cy, C3, and C,in which the coefficient of C, turns out to be 
zero. Of course n must be 12 ora multiple thereof. It may 
be written ; 

vt, 

el it rm 8 C,— 4 2 hiv = 

fade= F(at4+ S050 )-2 hos O00 + A e (7) 

aa 

Here the denominator of the corrective term is remarkably 
large or the remainder very small so that (7) may approach 
(6) in accuracy. Its simplicity makes it convenient for 
laboratory use. Economy of labour depends to some extent 
on the arrangement of computation, and for that reason I 

* Opuscula, Methodus differentialis, prop. vi, Scholium. 
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give in a footnote * below the details of the quadrature by (7) 
of a portion of the ascending exponential. It will enable the 

-5 

reader to perceive that no advantage is obtained: by stating | 
the formule in terms of the ordinates instead of the polygons, 
even when the division of the area to be integrated is limited 
to the minimum value of n. 

It is needless to say that the integrals (1) to (6) without 
the corrective terms are rigorous for finite series with n+1 
constants whose highest terms contain wv”. In any other 
case two distinct means exist for reducing the error of the 
result below a given tolerance, viz., a proper choice of the 
number of derivatives to be eliminated and a subsequent 
reduction of A so far as this may be needful. LKven if 
Huler’s series ultimately becomes divergent for a given 
function or class of functions, the earlier part of the series is 
convergent and there is some term after the first at which 
divergence begins; in other words, the best result for a 
given value of fh is attainable by integrating a certain number 

+2°6 

* Find | etda with n=12, or h=0°3, taking values of y from Smith- 
=i 

sonian Math. Tables, by (7). 

ae | 4. mM. | Cy | C4. 

2) =—10]] ¥,/2 0183 9397 | 0-183 9397 
a, 07 (| v3 0:496 5853 | | | 
Vy —0°4 || Ys» | | 1 

2, —O1|| y, 0-904 8374 | 0-904 8374 
z, +02) 4 | 1-221 403 
eo SO 1648, 72) 1 
ae OS) ae | 2225 bat 
Ge LD ye OS OOA SIGHS sei 
ae e470) | | 4:055 200 
ee lalla, 5473947 | 5473 947 | 
Zy0 20) tho 
on Soni caan 9974182 | 
x, 26\) ¥,,/2 | 6731 869 6-731 869 

SS SARA Meh 21-502 489 . | 15°520°134 |) Waliezeata 
iaictor. 0.0 seve DIS 3h 4h 
IPROCMUGE 34-5 ee: 12901 4634 | 13°968 1206 | 14630 8944 

=7 =—C, = 

These values substituted in (7) give for the answer 13-095 858, The 
true value of the last figure is 9. 

For n=12, but not for any multiple of 12, (7) can be written 

Cn 
h\10 80 

( yde= - 7 (Yoty,)+8Y, Fysty;+tyn)+ a (Ys+Ys) 
ae XO 

24 4 
+ Gwe = (Yara) : 

[No arithmetical work is saved by adopting this method of statement. ] 
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of terms of Kuler’s series. This amounts to a choice between 
formule (1) to (6) or others similarly derived. Thereafter 
the only question is how small a value of h must be adopted 
to give the required accuracy. Any quadrature by series 
assumes a fictitious curve more or less nearly coinciding with 
arealone. For the quadratures under discussion the number 
of derivatives eliminated determines the order of the contact 
of the two curves at the extremities of the arc to be inte- 
grated, and also a minimum number of common points on 
the two curves. By division of / the number of common 
points is increased in simple proportion to the number by 
which h may be divided, but the order of contact at the 
extremities is not affected by this process. The remainder, 
on the other hand, is inversely proportional to a power of the 
number by which h is divided, a power greater by one than 
the order of the retained derivative. 

In order to test the accuracy of formule for mechanical 
quadrature it is clearly necessary to take a difficult example, 
for otherwise all reasonably good formule would show in- 
significant errors. For this purpose Bertrand selected 

1 

| 108 a 3027219 806. 
oi: «eee 38 

The curve in this case rises sharply from the origin, passes 
through a maximum at «=0°7825...and then approaches 
the z-axis asymptotically. In general form it resembles the 
energy curve of the spectrum. 

I have taken the same example using 8-place natural 
logarithms and an 8-figure computing machine, and get the 
following table of results in which I stands for the computed 
integral, 

f ——— oe — 

| Formula. Ne T= 7 log 2+ 

a 
1 2 +0:00181 206 
2 4 —0-00602 363 

6 —0-00000 545 
| 4 8 —0-00000 154 

meat iG) —000C00 060. 
6 | 12 +0:00000 000 | 
7 | 12 +0-00000 001 

The results for (6) and (7) are very satisfactory while 
those for the earlier formulze could be greatly improved by 
taking n at a multiple of its minimum value. According to 
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Bertrand, Gauss’s formula for n=4 gives a result which is 
too small by 3 units in the seventh place, and thus tested it 
is intermediate in accuracy between (5) and (6) *. 

As an application of the formule here developed I may 
mention the double integral of the probability curve. By 
aw of the more accurate formulee (2) to (7) it may be shown 
that 

ae i ae | en at : 
0 J 0 

In computing it 7-place values from Burgess’s table were 

taken and the result obtained coincided with 1/,/7 accurately 
to 7 places. This value is of interest in the analysis of 
diffusion. 

Values of the probability integral itself are commonly 
arrived at by a somewhat intricate process, better fitted to 
yield a related set of values than a single one. By the 
formule: given in this paper applied to tables of e-* isolated 
vaines of the probability integral are readily determined f. 

* Rather curiously Weddle’s rule applied to Bertrand’s problem gives 
somewhat better results than (8). Furthermore, as this rule is deduced 
from Newton’s interpolation formula it appears to err only by a small frac- 
tion of the sixth difference, when the seventh difference is negligible. As 
here deduced from Euler’s equation the error should include fifth 
differences. While these facts are not incompatible the relations seem 
to need confirmation, and I have integrated etdx from r= —1 to r=2°6 
taking h=0'6, and using values of e* with 7 significant figures. By 
a separate computation I find the true value of the integral to be 
1309585 85938. Weddle’s rule gives a value which is too great by 
0:0C064 while the value of the corrective term given in this paper for 
his rule is 000078 or about 9/8 of the real error. Formula (3) gives a 
value 0:00016 too great or 1/4 of the error of Weddle’s rule and 2/3 as 
great as the value of the derivative term in (3). 

+ For x=0°7, Burgess’s table (Trans. R.S. I'd. vol. xxxix. 1900, p. 257, 
gives a value of the probability integral greater by 2 in the seventh place 
than that assigned to it in Fncke’s table (Ast. Jahrbuch, Berlin, fur 1834). 
This is founded on Kramp’s table (Analyse des réfractions astronomique 
et terrestres, Leipsic et Paris, an VII. [1799]) and has been adopted by 
Airy, Kelvin, and others. A physicist not familiar with the history of 
these tables might wish to ascertain which value is correct, and this may 
be accomplished by the help of (5). With h=0-07, seven-place values of 
y=e—«* may be taken out of Smithsonian Math. Tables. Integrating by 
(5) and multiplying by 2/ a gives the required integral at 0°6778012 
which is Burgess’s value. If a computing machine is available, the 
arithmetical work is no more extended than in the example worked out 
in a previous footnote, and it requires no mathematical knowledge beyond 
that required for interpolation to one additional place in the table of the 
exponential, so that a school-boy can do this “ sum ’”’ on a single page of 
note-paper. 
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To many experimental physicists calculus is a thorn in the 
flesh and a weariness to the spirit, partly no doubt because 
they so constantly have to deal with functions whose exact 
mathematical expression is unknown or uncertain. I take 
leave to suggest that mechanical quadratures may serve them 
to reach conclusions which mathematicians would obtain more 
elegantly but in a less obvious way. 

But itappears to me that there is also room for a methodical 
examination by mathematicians of the applicability of 
formulee such as are developed in this paper to the integra- 
tion of functions which cannot be integrated in “ Faire 
terms.” In such an inquiry the main point would be to 
determine for each class of functions the limits of convergence 
of Kuler’s series and the nature of the substitutions raat 
conducive to increase in convergence. I hopesomebody may 
pursue the matter further. 

Washington, D.C, 
April, 1911. 

— —<—<——=————y 

XXXIV. On the Ratios which the Amounts of Substances 
in Radioactive Equilibrium bear to one another. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

GENTLEMEN,— 

N page 40 of the last volume of this Magazine Mr. H. 
Mitchell has given a general solution Ae the system of 

differential equations representing the course of a series 
of consecutive radioactive transformations. This solution is 
then applied to the case in which the mean length of life 
of the primary parent substance is greater than that of any 
other member in the series. Mr. Mitchell’s result is more 
general than the one usually cited, which depends on the 
assumption that the parent substance not only has the 
smallest rate of decay, but that this rate is negligible as 
compared with any ollhen in the series. 

It appears worth noting that the solution given by 
Mr. H. Mitchell is capable of still more general inter pretation. 
For if the mth substance is ‘the longest lived, we find, by a 
process precisely similar to that given in the ‘communication 
referred to, n 

usa hh eh aR == An when >, 
De Lin) Aenea teats Eat hy Nig 

and t,=0, when n<m. 

Pint Mag. &.6. Volz No. iz8)dug. 1911. 2 A 
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Hence, after a steady state is reacned, this case is ex- 
perimentally undistinguishable from that considered by 
Mr. Mitchell. What appears to be the primary parent 
substance is certainly the most slowly decaying in the series, 
but whether it is preceded by others of more rapid disin- 
tegration we are not able to tell. 
We may, if we choose, regard the relative frequency of 

the several types and species of organisms or other material 
components of an evoluting system, when a steady distri- 
bution is reached, as a measure of their respective ‘‘ fitness,” 
or adaptation to the existing conditions. From this point of 
view any members of a radioactive series, for which n<m, 
appear as aggregates wholly unadapted to present conditions, 
or having a “fitness” zero. They would thus correspond to 
the “extinct” species of biology. 

Yours faithfully, 
New York, ALFRED J. LOTKA. 

May 30, 1911. 

XXXV. Notices respecting New Books. 

Bulletin of the Bureau of Standards. Washington Government 
Printing Office, 1911. Vol. VIL. Nos. 1 and 2. 

hal important papers are contained in these two parts, 
Messrs. Waidner and Burgess discuss the Temperature scalé 

between 100° and 500° C. The authors have determined the 
boiling-points of naphthaline and benzophenone on the tempe- 
rature scale defined by the platinum resistance-thermometer cali- 
brated in ice, steam, and sulphur vapour (444°-70 on the const. vol. 
Nitrogen thermometer). ‘These two vapours give B.P.’s of 218°-0 
and 306° C. respectively on the Nitrogen scale to a probable 
accuracy of one-tenth degree. Messrs. Nutting & Tugman detail 
investigations on the Intensities of some H, Ar, and He lines in 
relation to current and pressure, the observations being made in 
Plucker tubes. Mr. J. H. Dallinger records an elaborate investi- 
gation on the temperature-coeflicient of resistance of copper and 
the circumstances which tend to influence it. 

In Part 2 Mr. W. W. Coblentz gives the results of experiments 
on the reflecting power of various metals, chiefly those used in 
electric lamps. The measurements were made in the cold, 
emphasis being laid on the recent work of Hagen and Rubens, in 
whieh it is shown that for wave-lengths less than 4y the optical 
constants of metals vary slightly, if at all, with change in tempe- 
rature, and this is the region of interest on the question of the 
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selective emission of incandescent lamps with metallic filaments. 
For tungsten the reflectivity is found to rise from 50 per cent. in 
the yellow to 89 per cent. at 2°), beyond which point it increases 
gradually to 96 per cent. at 104. Mr. W. W. Coblentz also makes 
a communication on the selective radiation from solids, in which 
in particular a study is made of the radiation from a Welsbach 
mantle. A remarkable difference is found between the behaviour 
of the mantle and that of the same material when operated asa solid 
glower heated electrically. The solid glower may emit 85 times 
as much energy as the gas-mantle in order to attain the same 
emissivity in the green. The general conclusion is that it is 
highly probable that the radiation from the Welsbach mantle is 
purely thermal. No. 2 also contains an account of some experi- 
ments with coupled high-frequency circuits and some measurements 
of electrical oscillations in receiving anteune by L. W. Austin. 

U.S. Department of Commerce and Labor. Coast and Geodetic Survey. 
Directions for Magnetic Measurements by Danieu L. Hazarp. 
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1911. 8vo, pp. 131. 

Tus may be regarded as embodying the official instructions issued 
to magnetic observers in the United States by the Government 
Department entrusted with the magnetic survey work. The 
volume describes the absolute magnetic imstruments—magneto- 
meters, dip circles and inductors—used by the Survey on land or 
sea, and explains the methods of determining constants and of 
taking and reducing observations. Instructions are given as to 
the selection of field stations and the most favourable conditions 
under-which to observe. The Survey has several magnetic obser- 
vatories under its control, and the volume thus naturally contains 
a description of the magnetographs employed and the methods 
of standardising and tabulating the curves. At the end there are 
9 tables for use in reducing the observations and 3 giving a sum- 
mary of regular diurnal variation results for the Survey’s observa- 
tories at Sitka, Cheltenham, Honolulu, and Porto Rico. 

XXXVI. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. 

ON THE LAWS OF MOLECULAR ATTRACTION. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

GENTLEMEN,— 

i a paper published in the Phil. Mag. of July Mr. Mills com- 
pares the results of his investigations on the laws of mole- 

cular attraction with some of those obtained by myself. The 
paper was written when Mr. Mills had not seen some subsequent 
papers I published on the subject, in which the relation between his 
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results and mine is pointed out and discussed. The results are 
not antagonistic if put into their proper place with respect to 
one another. As the subject is one of great importance and it is. 
necessary that some fundamental ideas about it should onee for all 
be settled, I beg to be permitted to emphasize a few of the points 
contained in the papers mentioned. 

In investigations of the nature of the law of attraction between 
molecules giving rise to the internal heat of evaporation and 
surface tension, it is obvious that the investigation should be 
mathematically sound. Thus it is not only necessary that the 
formule deduced from the law assumed should agree with the 
facts, but it must also be shown that no other law can exist. Now 
t have shown that the law deduced must contain an arbitrary 
function (Phil. Mag. Jan. 1911, p. 83). This result is based on 
no assumptions whatever, but is a mathematical consequence of 
the nature of the heat of evaporation and surface tension. It 
follows therefore that we can obtaim an infinite number of Jaws of 
attraction each of which gives rise to formula agreeing with the 
facts, which correspond to different forms of the arbitrary 
function, but we cannot be sure that any one of the laws is the 
true one without further evidence. Thus the inverse square law 
of Mr. Mills is obtained by giving the arbitrary function a certain 
form, which also determines the constant in his formula for the 
heat of evaporation, giving a good agreement with the facts. But 
it can be easily shown that the law cannot be true, for if it were 
the attraction is that of gravitation and it can be shown that this 
cannot account for the magnitude of the heat of evaporation (loco 
cit. p. 89). In the paper Mr. Mills refers to the arbitrary 
function was put equal to a constant to see what agreement with 
some of the facts is obtained on this supposition, but it was not 
pointed out in that paper that it is arbitrary. : 

Mr. A. Batschinski in a letter published in the Phil. Mag. of July 
; L 

points out that the formula ae =constant, where L denotes 

the internal heat of evaporation, appeared ina paper of his pub- 
lished previously to one of my papers in which it was given. Iam 
sorry I missed seeing it. But I would lke to point out that I 
did not obtain the formula empirically as he did, but by giving the 
arbitrary function in the law of attraction discussed above a 
certain form, which determines the nature of the above constant, 

and therein les its principal interest (Phil. Mag. Oct. 1910, p..678, 
_and Jan. 1911, pp. 98-99). Yours faithfully, 

R. D. Kieman. 
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XXXVII. The Age of the Earth. By J. Jouy, FVRS.* 

[Plate ILL] | 

FANHE recent contributions to the data bearing on the 
subject of the age of the earth have strengthened the 

evidence derived by two very different methods of compu- 
tation ; that based on the study of solvent denudation and 
that based on the accumulation of radioactive waste-products 
in minerals. While the indications of both lines of inquiry 
seem individually rendered more definite by these advances, 
the divergence in their final results have, if anything, 
become intensified. I propose in the following pages to 
review the opposing methods, as briefly as the many details 
permit, and to discuss the possibility of reconciliation. 

I. The Age of the Ocean dered from Solvent Denudation. 

Three recent contributions to this subject have appeared : 
That contained in Professor Sollas’ Presidential Address to 
the Geological Society of London, 1909 ; in a paper on 
“A Preliminary Study of Chemical Denudation,”’ by F. W. 
Clarke (Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, vol. lvi. June 
1910); and in one by G. F. Becker on “The Age of the 
Earth”? (Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, vol. lvi. 
June 1910). 

* Communicated by the Author. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 22. No. 129. Sept, 1911. 2B 
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These recent discussions chiefly centre round the ascer- 
tainment of the true present rate of supply of sodium to the 
ocean. The limitations of the method are also discussed. 
My own original estimate of the age of the ocean* was 

based on the only data then available—the estimates made 
by Sir John Murray of the average chemical composition of 
river-water and the probable total annual discharge of the 
rivers into the ocean. Calculating from its estimated volume 
and mean chemical composition, the mass of sodium now in 
the ocean, and dividing this by the calculated amount of 
sodium entering annually from the rivers, the uncorrected 
age of 99:4 million years was obtained. To this I applied 
certain corrections, to some of which I shall refer later. The 
final result of these corrections left the age as from 80 to 90 
million years. 

Professor Sollas approaches the question by a recalculation 
of the average amount of sodium discharged by the rivers 
annually. He finds that the added results available, as derived 
from the rivers of North and South America and Hurope, 
give the uncorrected age as 78 million years. After a careful 
amd detailed discussion of the corrections, Sollas concludes 
that the age lies between 80 and 150 million years; the latter 
figure being based on extreme assumptions. 

Clarke bases his discussion of the question upon what he 
terms the denudation factor, i. e. the number of metric tons 
annually removed in solution from a square mile of drainage 
area. ‘his is estimated for a number of important rivers ‘of 
the world, accounting in this way for a drainage area of 
28 millions of squaremiles out of the total of about 40 millions 
which drain to the ocean. The mean value found for the denu- 
dation factor is 68'4 tonnes. Assuming that this denudation 
factor is a fair average for the whole, the entire matter in 
solution discharged ie the ocean in a year 1s 2735 millions 
of tonnes. From the chemical analyses of this saline matter 
for the several rivers, an average composition for each con- 
tinent is found. When this is weighted for the quantity of 
water contributed by each continent, a final weighted mean 
composition is obtained which may be applied to determining 
the integral of the sodium passing annually from rivers to 
ocean. In this way it is found that 175, 040, 000 metric tons 
of sodium are annually discharged sins the sea. Clarke 
next finds the total amount of sodium in the ocean to be 
14,130x 10” tonnes. My own results were based on a 
slightly higher value—15,611 x 10! tonnes. From his figures, 
larke now gets the Hucomrectad age as 80,726,000 years. 

* Trans. R. Dubl. Soc. vol. vii. 1899. 
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Although the numerous analyses which go to build up this 
result are not of equal value, ‘there are cer tain satisfactory 
features in the computation. 

It is explained by Clarke that in the wonderfully detailed 
analyses of the Mississippi by Dole and Stabler, taken along 
with their work on other great rivers of N. America, and w ith 
the observations of Forbes and Skinner for Colorado, data 
have been obtained for the United States which are not likely 
to be much altered by any future analyses. J'wenty-two 
river-basins enter into the mean for the United States, giving 
a mean denudation factor of 79 tonnes. For the rest of 
N. America an estimate only is possible; but, for reasons. 
given, Clarke concludes that “if we assume that six millions 
of square miles of N. America lose 79 metric tons in solution 
per square mile per annum, and that the composition of the 
saline matter so transported is that found for the United 
States alone, we shall not be very far from the truth.” 
Possessing, thus, a standard based on the drainage of a 
great continent, we feel confidence in our eriticism of other 
data. The quantity of water thus dealt with is rather more 
than one fourth of that supplied by the entire drainage areas 
of the earth. 

It will be seen from the tables given by Clarke, that the 
mean denudation factor of 68:4 tonnes is in good agreement 
with the standard result from N. America, nor is it very 
largely departed from by the factors derived from other 
continents. 

There can, I think, be little doubt that the results arrived 
at by Clarke and Sollas are not likely to be seriously disturbed 
inthe future. It is most improbable that they require 
amendment to the extent of 50 per cent. This being sO, we 
conclude that the uncorrected estimates of the age of the 
ocean as based on solvent denudation is of the order of 
100 million years. It remains now to consider the legitimate 
corrections to be applied to this figure. 

At the present moment the most important aspect of this 
method of evaluating the age of the ocean is involved in its 
degree of reliability as affording a maximum value of the 
time elapsed since solvent denudation began. This point I 
shall, therefore, specially consider. 

The errors affecting the crude result found by dividing 
the sodium of the ocean by the annual river supply, and 
tending to make this estimate too small, are:— 

(a) Under-estimation of the sodium now in the ocean. 
(6) Neglect of sodium which at scme period in the past 

may have been in the ocean, but is now removed from it. 
2B 2 
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(c) Over-estimation of the legitimate river supply of 
sodium. 

(d) Decreased river supply of sodium in the past. 
Of these possible sources of error (a) may be at ence 

dismissed. The average depth and area of the ocean, and 
its average chemical composition, are sufficiently well known 
to preclude the possibility of any serious error. 

In considering (4) it is necessary to bear in mind the mag- 
nitude of the quantities involved. The saline matter in the 
ocean would represent a volume of over 4,800,000 cubic 
miles, on Clarke’s. estimation. I have formerly pointed out 
that the rock-salt alone would suffice to cover the land area 
of the Globe to a depth of 122 metres. In comparison with 
quantities so vast all the salt deposits Known sink into 
insignificance; nor is it likely that deposits adequate to enter 
into consideration exist. 

The errors referred to in (c) must be of the nature of 
cyclic sodium: that is sodium which circulates from the sea 
to the land and back through the rivers to the ocean. Oyclic 
sodium exists in the form of wind-borne spray which de- 
scending on the land with the rainfall augments that which 
is truly ‘derived by denudation. In arid regions it may settle 
as dust, to be, under special circumstances, washed ultimately 
into the sea. Again, the sodium which the rivers may derive 
from the ancient salt deposits which have been impounded 
from the sea is cyclic. 

The influence of wind-borne sodium has been fully dis- 
cussed by Sollas, Clarke, and Becker. There can be no 
doubt that it is relatively unimportant. My own original 
correction was 10 per cent. of the river supply. Becker by 
examining typical cross-sections of the isochlors, determined 
for the rainfall of Western North America by the U.S. Geo- 
logical Survey, finds that an allowance of 6 per cent. is 
sufficient. Sollas shows that these isochlors indicate that but 
a small fraction of the sodium chloride of the American 
rivers can be referred to this source. Clarke, by a somewhat 
different line of attack, concludes that a correction of 7 per cent. 
on the sodium conveyed by the rivers of the United States 
is a maximum allowance. Clarke further considers that a 
correction for sodium chloride carried as dry dust is 
unnecessary. 

In a paper contributed by me to the Geological Magazine 
(May 1900) I considered the possibility of oceanic sodium 
existing disseminated in the sedimentary rocks. Such sodium 
would be, of course, cyclic. It was easy to show that, even 
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on excessive estimates of the occluded sodium chloride in 
such rocks, taken in conjunction with their rate of removal 
by denudation, this source of supply to the rivers is less than 
1 per cent. Clarke reconsiders the question and finds the 
allowance would not be more than 1 per cent. Three per cent. 
is regarded by Clarke as a maximum deduction for sodium 
artificially supplied in modern times to the rivers. 

Oceanic salt deposits are not very abundant over the 
surface of the earth, being generally confined to particular 
formations. That they seriously affect the river analyses of 
all the great rivers of the world is in the highest degree 
improbable. In any case if we deduct all the chlorinated 
sodium from the river supply we must include also all sea- 
derived sodium. If we effect this calculation, we obtain an 
age of about 150 million years. Ido not think it will be 
disputed that this figure is in its nature excessive. 

There remains the possibility (d) that the assumed uni- 
formity of past and present conditions is illusory: in other 
words, that special conditions now exist tending to bring 
about an abnormally great river supply of sodium. 

The present is admittedly a period of large land exposure. 
This, however, involves a fact which must be held in mind. 
At the present time the land area actually draining into the 
ocean is about 39°7 millions of square miles. The total land 
area is, however, rather over 55 millions of square miles. It 
follows that about 30 per cent. of the land area contributes 
nothing to the ocean. The areas which are classed as 
“ rainless, * that is which have less than an annual rainfall 
of 10 inches and have no run-off, amount to one-fifth of the 
whole. Under such circumstances transgression of the ocean 
upon the land simply results in the diminution or disappear- 
ance of the great continental desert regions. It has been shown 
by Murray that it would require a vertical depression, rela- 
tively to the ocean, of 600 feet in order to reduce the existing 
land area by 26°7 per cent. Penck on the same data concludes 
that a submergence of 200 metres would reduce the area 
29 per cent. A submer gence of nearly 1500 feet is required 
to diminish the land area 50 per cent. 

It is for geologists to judge whether world-wide trans- 
gressions of these magnitudes obtained for any long periods 
in the past. So far as I know, Paleography w ould not 
support such transgressions. A Soe study of the Palzeo- 
graphy of N. America by C. Schuchert (Bull. Geol. Soc. Am. 
vol. xx. 1910) leads to the conclusion that the mean area of 
that continent throughout the past has been about 8/10ths of 
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its present area. In his Trazté de Géoloyie, De Lapparent, in 
a series of well-known restorations of ancient geography, 
shows how far, as judged by the sediments, there was 
transgression of the sea upon the land at various epochis. 
Jt does not appear that we can infer, even at the climax of 
the great Cenomanian transgression, that the existing land 
was at any time covered to one half its extent. And 
mindful of the fact that the area of denudation is in most 
cases much greater than that of deposition, when the latter 
is greatest the necessity of accounting for the former 
involves the assumption that tracts of land now submerged 
were then exposed. Without assuming the former existence 
of lost continents in the central oceanic basins, there seems 
very strong evidence for the disappearance of former land. 
The evidence is found in our own Islands, in N. America, 
in India, South Africa and Australia, and: élsewhcratnnyy 
have to recognize continual fluctuations, but the evidence for 
a prevailing reduction of continental areas by as much as 
50 per cent., or even 25 per cent., in the past is, so far as I 
know, not forthcoming. We might go further and state 
that so great a diminution of existing land area as 50 per cent. 
certainly did not prevail in the past. Sucha reduction involves 
about 25 per cent. of the present rate of solvent denudation, 
and increases the age accordingly. 

Meteorological conditions, unless occasioned by a prevailing 
change in the amount of solar heat, cannot be supposed to 
have steadily affected in one direction the rate of denudation. 
It is worthy of note. that the testimony derived from the 
solvent denudation of the continents shows that climatal 
conditions do not, within the limits, seriously affect the 
‘rate of solvent denudation. This finds explanation in the 

extremely complex nature of the factors concerned in rock- 
weathering and rock-soluticn. Now the mere abundance of 
life throughout the world in every age since the Cambrian, 
and very certainly in pre-Cambrian dames also, is eet cenit 
indication that climatal conditions cannot have heen so extreme 
as to seriously inhibit denudation. It would he easy to cite 
evidence from sun-cracked sediments dating back to Torri- 
donian times, from teeming oceanic life now confined to tepid 
seas, but at various periods of geological history inhabiting 
every part of the ocean, and finally trom forest growth and 
insect life on the land, that there is no evidence for continued 
lessened solar heat in ‘past ages. 

But existing soil-conditions might be exceptional. There 
are to-day great sheets of glacial clays »spread over the 
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northern lands of the earth: may they not affect the river 
discharge of sodium? The answer is to be found in the 
river seely ees. It is sufficient to refer to the figures cited by 
Clarke in his‘ Data of Geochemistry.’ There is no indicatiou 
of excessive supplies from northern rivers. 

I am not aware of any sources of error other than those 
now considered. It would appear that solvent denudation 
estimated in the only manner open to us assigns an age to the 
ocean which at its probable maximum does not exceed 100 
million years. Assuming that certain sources of error com- 
bined to lower this age, for instance that more complete 
knowledge will reveal a lesser sodium supply than has been . 
determined on existing data ; that the cyclic sodium should 
be taken as somewhat more than we have assumed ; that 
former fluctuations of land area on the whole produced an 
effect on solvent denudation: assuming all this we might 
be somewhat out in our reckoning. We have, however, 
neglected all those sources of error tending to increase the 
age unduly. Chief among these are the following :— 
Primitive sodium existing in the ocean: marine solvent 
denudation effected directly on the coasts and sediments: 
sodium supplied with voleanic ejectamenta : sodium supplied 
by submarine rivers and springs. For a discussion of 
these sources of error I must refer to the several papers 
cited above. It is generally conceded that any precise 
evaluation of their effects is not possible; so that a considerable 
margin must be left when considering the minor limit of the 
age of the ocean by this method. They certainly produce 
some effect as a set off to the corrections already dealt with. 
It is against probability to add 50 per cent. to the value 
already estimated as a major limit. We can only double it 
by appealing purely and simply to the imagination for effects 
of which we possess no indication, and the existence of which 
is at variance with what we know. 

The age as determined is based upon the summation of the 
sodium supplied by the rivers during geological time. This 
integral can, obviously, give us no information as to the. 
relative durations of the geological epochs. The latter 
question can be approached in two ways. (1) By means of 
ihe stratigraphical column or measured maxima of detrital 
and chemical deposits, assuming that these were laid down at 
an approximately uniform rate; and (2) by the radioactive 
method. I shall first consider ie former ia 

i 
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II. The Age from the Sedimentary Column. 

As the result of the observations of geologists in many 
parts of the world the maximum thickness of the strata 
deposited in the various geological periods may be estimated 
as follows :-— 

Recent and Pleistocene .......... 4,000 
POC SME ME oieiu ali ak woe ce eS 13,000 
MOC eIrE Wht eh Ria eee 14,000 
Oligocene Tsk. Loe Gel en ae 12,000 
BIOGEN i. oa ode el eR 20,000 

—-— 63,000 
Wipper! Cretaceous) 22): eee ee 24,000 
Lower 5a. ann ate teva ta ere 20,000 
JMTASSIe <7 Gee aso a eee eee 8,000 
AW igh pani Mie Mera Ue Ease desea 60 17,009 

——— 69,000 
PERIMNAN 4.5.4 eee Mee eee ee 12,000 
Carboniferous (Aare ye a. eee 29,000 
Devonian.) 8 22 Rae A nee 22,000 

63,000 
SUA! sj rap abeve eo tse bee eee 15,000 
Ordovician: Week eee eae Set 17,000 
Cambrian’. soca ak Beane seer! 26 000 

—— 98,000 
Keweenawan! i .0)\72 Seen ee iene 50,000 
Amumalsian : eae. aero 14,000 
Biuironien 4. ie eek Mare ecg 18,000 

§2,000 
DANO) U7 stn «MMe Na led ak ba a hig y 

Pokal 6 spe, ane 330,000 feet. 

This compilation is due to Professor Sollas (Presidential 
Address, Geol. Soc. London, 1909). 

Itis not probable that there will be in the future any very 
large amendment of these figures so far as they refer to 
post-Algonkian time. The Jurassic, as Sollas observes, seems 
deficient. ‘The pre-Cambrian is the most obscure among the 
estimates. It claims our special attention, not only with 
reference to the thickness of accumulated sediments, but in 
so far as the observations may throw light on the denudative 
conditions of the time. 

In no part of the world are pre-Cambrian rocks better 
developed and exposed than in and around the Archeean shield 
of Canada ; and fortunately no rocks have been more carefully 
studied within recent years. The appearance of the mono- 
graph of Van Hise and Leith (Bulletin 360. U.S. Geol. 
Q 

with explanatory remarks of the most helpful character. 
Survey, 1909) places the known facts at our disposal along 
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It will be remembered that most American geologists now 

subdivide pre-Cambrian rocks as follows :— 

Keweenawan. 

Upper Huronian (Animikian). 

Middle ,, 

Lower 5 

Laurentian. 

Kewatin. 

‘ 

| 

ALGONBIAN, J 

| 
te 

mn f 
BCE AANS 7 

Prior to 1904 the Lower and Middle Huronian were 
together called Lower Huronian. Alternative names for 
the three divisions of the Huronian are Lower, Middle, and 
Upper Marquettian. The lines represent unconformities. 
A study of the recorded facts shows that the higher 

estimates of Keweenawan rocks include preponderating 
amounts of igneous rocks, both effusive and voleanic. The 
time value of these materials is probably—nay certainly— 
small. Van Hise cites a case where the accumulation of 
7000 to 8000 feet of Huronian volcanic materials is parallelled 
by the collection elsewhere of 700 to 800 feet of ordinary 
sediments (loc. cit.p.146). The estimates which approximate 
to as much as 45,000 feet include some 30,000 feet of igneous 
or mixed igneous and sedimentary materials (loc. cté. p.191). 
No sedimentary column thicker than 17,000 feet is cited. 

The Huronian, or lower division of the Algonkian, is 
nowhere, save in an early estimate of Winchell’s, found to 
embody more than 15,000 feet of sediments. Winchell’s 
estimate (loc. cit. p. 206) isobscured by the nomenclature, and 
would seem to include Archean rocks. If his Marquettian, 
which name he applies to rocks formerly known as Kewatin, 
includes Lower Huronian only, we have an estimate of 
27,000 feet for this division. ‘he estimate would be unique. 
The highest distinct estimate of Lower Huronian which I 
have found in the Bulletin is “‘a possible maximum thickness ” 
of 16,000 feet, of which 5000 feet are true sediments (loc. cit. 
p- 164). 

The Algonkian generally is variously estimated, but in no 
ease is a thickness greater than 50,000 feet cited. In the 
Cordilleras the Belt series—30,000 feet—plus the Cherry 
Creek series may amount to more. It does not seem likely, 
however. The former series is characterized by Van Hise 
and Leith as unique among the pre-Cambrian series of 
North America for wide extent, thickness, and lack of 
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deformation, There is no apparent unconformity between 
the Cherry Creek series and the gneissic rocks beneath. In 
the Selkirk Range 40,000 feet of deposited rock are recorded, 
but the correlation is somewhat obscure, suggesting that its 
age may not be entirely pre-Cambrian. In Nova Scotia 
sedimentary rocks, probably Algonkian, amount to 26,000 feet. 
The Canadian Huronian (equivalent to Algonkian) has been 
estimated up to 50,000 feet. It is largely volcanic, and 
contains unstratified igneous masses. 

It is remarkable that recent work has in many cases tended 
to reduce the estimates of earlier observers. Chamberlin and 
Salisbury (‘Textbook of Geology,’ p. 257) point out the 
liability to over-estimation which exists in these cases. 
These same observers state (‘Textbook of Geology,’ p 192) 
“The maximum thickness of the system (Keweenawan) has 
been estimated as nearly 50,000 feet, but it is not impossible 
that this estimate is an exaggerated one. If it be correct, 
the Keweenawan is the thickest body of post-Archzean rocis 
referred tou any one period. ‘This seemingly incredible 
thickness may merely mean inclined deposition and sub- 
sequent tilting and shearing and the estimate be altogether 
correct.” And of the proterozoic systems collectively in the 
Lake Superior region they write :—‘‘ If none of the estimates 
are exaggerated, there is an aggregate of more than 30,000 
feet of sedimentary rock in the proterozoic systems” (p. 198). 

It would appear then that the Keweenawan at its 
maximum, so far as observed, is less than 50,000 feet, and 
its true sedimentary thickness evidently considerably less. 
The Huronian does not appear to have been reliably esti- 
mated as above 15,000 feet. Together the maximum estimates 
for the Algonkian are not above 60,000 to 65,000 feet, 
inclusive of iyneous materia’s. In its great development in 
the Cordilleras it would appear that a maximum of 40,000 
feet of true sediments would be safe, on the existing data. 

With the Archean we are not here concerned. Van Hise 
and Leith briefly summarize our knowledge of the earlier 
rocks in these words :—‘‘ The Algonkian is characterized 
by well-assorted fragmental and chemical sediments giving 
evidence of extensive decomposition of land areas and of 
the passage of normal cycles of erosion. Igneous rocks 
are abundantly present, but for the most part are sub- 
ordinate in amount to the sediments. The Archeean is 
characterized mainly by igneous rocks with the sediments 
in very small quantity. The Archean sediments, moreover, 
are frequently of ‘wacke’ type, and, so far as known, 
are not largely of the cleanly assorted kinds resulting from 
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complete decomposition as in the Algonkian.” (Pp. of) 
Similar testimony is borne by Chamberlin and Salisbury 
(‘ Text-book of Geology,’ ii. p. 199). 

According to the definition cf Algonkian and Archzean we 
must draw a line at the base of the former as representing 
that limit at which geological time, as an era of sedimentation 
and solvent denudation, began. “The Archzean was essentially 
a period of world-wide vulcanism, and in the relative pro- 
portions of rocks of igneous and sedimentary origin represents 
a departure from the uniformity of conditions of later geolo- 
gical times”? (Van Hise and Leith, Joc. cit. p. 30). 

Turning to the pre-Cambrian geology of other parts of the. 
world we find that the Torridonian and Lewisian of North- 
west Scotland in their mutual relations and petrographical 
characters resemble the Algonkian and Archeean divisions of 
North America. The aggregate thickness of the Torridonian 
has been estimated at not less than 10,000 feet. To this the 
Dalradian has, possibly, to be added. 

‘The pre-Cambrian rocks of Finland have been divided by 
Sederholm as follows :— 

Jotnian. 

Jatulian, Upper. 

Jatulian, Lower. 

Kalevian, Upper. 

Kalevian, Lower. 

Bottnian. 

Ladogian. 

Katareheean. 

Sederholm makes the same statement regarding the Jotnian, 
Jatulian, Kalevian, and Bottnian, as has been made with 
reference to the Algonkian. 

Sederholm says:—“‘At least as far back as during Bottnian 
time the climatic conditions were not sensibly different from 
those of later geological periods, as shown by the existence of 
rocks which, in spite of their metamcerphic character, show 
themselves to be sediments with the same regular aiternation 
of clayey and sandy material (annual stratification) as the 
glacial clays of that same region, explainable only by assuming 
a regular change of seasons”? (Sederholm, J. J., Bull, Comm. 
Géol. de Iinlande, No. 23, p. 95, 1907). 
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The parallel suggested by Sederholm with the Lake 
Superior rocks is as s follows :— 

Jotnian equivalent to Keweenawan. 

Jatulian yy Animikian or Upper Huronian. 
Kalevian " Lower Huronian. 

ce 

Van Hise and Leith further suggest the correlation of the 
Ladogian and Katarcheean with the Kewatin and Laurentian; 
the Ladogian being intruded by the granites and gneisses of 
the Katarcheean. 

In China a basal complex of gneisses having very sub- 
ordinate masses of sedimentary materials underlie four 
sedimentary groups, originally muds, grits, conglomerates, 
and limestones: having, in fact, all the characteristics of the 
Algonkian. In short “this prevailin @ relation of an older 
gneissic and dominantly igneous system with an uncon- 
formably overlying metamorphosed sedimentary and voleanic 
series—which again is divided by unconformities—is a sig- 
nificant feature observed in many widely separated parts of 
the world. 

The above cited facts seem to show (1) that we are entitled 
to commence our reckoning of the sedimentary column at the 
base of the Algonkian; (2) that the sedimentary deposits of 
that epoch are probably not greater than the more or less 
concordant observations from several localities indicate ; 
(3) that the early sedimentation was similar in character to 
that which proceeded in subsequent periods. 

Althou oh much is gained if we may regard these deductions 
as secure, it is difficult to determine any approximate time- 
equivalent for these ancient deposits. It is true that there is 
no reason to suppose that their derivation proceeded at a 
different rate from more recent ones; their rate of accumu- 
Jation, however, may have been, and, indeed, probably was, 
-quickened by. less stable crust conditions, permitting more 
localized depressions and greater concentration. The dispo- 
sition of the earlier sediments sometimes affords evidence of 
this. There are, again, several unconformities in the pre- 
Jambrian succession which do not appear to be represented 
in the known sedimentary accumulations. Van Hise and 
Leith recognize the principal unconformity as separating the 
Archean from the Algonkian. Adams, however, recognizes 
one of equal significance beneath the Upper Huronian. Three 
unconformities occur within the Algonkian. That these are 
indicative of considerable lapses of geological time is highly — 
probable. 
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A discussion of the time-allowance for these early uncon- 
formities would lead us too far into speculation. It may be 
observed, however, as regards the evidence for prolonged 
periods of denudation deduced from regional base-levelling, 
that the instability of the early crust must again be kept in 
mind. It is probable that the Algonkian mountains were not 
of the dimensions of those of later periods and that, therefore, 
they were at once more rapidly formed aud more rapidly 
removed. Van Hiseand Leith suggest that the unconformities 
may represent as much sediment again as now remains to 
observation. This, of course, can only be matter of opinion ; 
and I have as far as possible endeavoured: to exclude what is _ 
purely matter of opinion from this review of the subject. It 
would seem, however, that Sollas’ estimate of 82,000 feet 
of sediment includes such an allowance as appears possible 
to Van Hise and Leith. 

Taking all into account—and much has been omitted which 
might be said upon the subject—it does not appear that 
Professor Sollas’ compilation of the stratigraphical column 
need be seriously disturbed. If we double the estimate for 
the Jurassic we at least tend to reduce the possibility of error 
of deficiency in the thickness assigned to this system. This 
brings the column up to, say, 845,000 feet. 

What now, finally, is the time value of this enormous total ? 
Unfortunately the average rate of collection is a very inde- 
terminate quantity. Weare, I believe, at liberty to assume 
that the rate of deposition and sinking was anything from, 
say, one foot to but a few inches in a century. A xate 
of accumulation of four inches in a century interprets the 
geological column us indicating 103 millions of years. Three 
inches gives us 148 millions. The order of the time-value is 
probably indicated in these figures. 

It is important to note that the faets of solvent denudation 
place a quite definite limit on the amount of sediments which 
have been formed during geological time. The sodium 
which has reached the ocean has originated in the conversion 
of igneous into sedimentary rocks. It is easy to calculate 
from the composition of a generalized igneous and a gene- 
ralized sedimentary rock and from the quantity of sodium in 
the ocean that the denudation of about 84 million cubic miles 
of igneous rock, producing about 60 million cubic miles of 
sediment, accounts for the sodium in the ocean. Such a 
quantity of sedimentary rock would, if all was now on the 
land, cover the present land area (55 million square miles) to 
a depth of a little over one mile. As it can be shown that 
somewhat less than a third of the sediments have been preci- 
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pitated as oceanic deposits, the average depth of the sedi- 
mentary rocks on the land is less than one mile; about 
4000 feet. The total sedimentation throughout geological - 
time must be restricted within this limit. Possibly the limit 
is too high, for there may have been some sodium in the 
primitive ocean. It is difficult to show wherein it is 
too low. This limit must define not only sediments which 
keep their recognizable characters as such, but those which 
may possibly have been metamorphosed beyond certain 
recognition. It is significant that the guesses (for they can 
only. claim to be such) of several writers as to the amount of 
recognizable sediment upon the land areas, do not diverge 
very "far from the suggested limits. Thus Van Hise thinks 
these rocks may be taken as on an average covering the 
continents toa depth of 2 kilometres. Clarke thinks that the 
sediments certainly do not occupy a bulk equal to the whole 
land extending above sea-level. This would amount to less 
than an average of 2411 feet deep over the continents. The 
sediments in the sea would be additional to this. (‘ Data of 
Geochemistry,’ p. 29.) These estimates may be guesses, but 
it is improbable that they are several times in error. The 
observed amounts of sediment are not then in discord with 
the limitations imposed by solvent denudation. 

Il. Phe Age of the Karth by Radioactivity. 

The radioactive investigation of the age of the earth is 
based upon the accumulation in minerals of the inert products, 
helium and lead. 

The rate of production of helium by a given amount of 
uranium may be regarded as known with considerable 
accuracy. It may be ‘assumed that one gram of uranium in 
equilibrium gives rise to, closely, 10°7 x 107° ¢.c. of helium 
(measured under standard conditions) per year. Thorium and 

its products of change are just as wide-spread in occurrence as 
uranium. The contribution of helium derived from the thorium 
eroup must, therefore, in most cases be also taken into account. 
Failing direct measurements of the rate of generation of 
helium by thorium, it is possible to estimate this in terms 
of the out-put due to uranium by a comparison of the ioni- 
zation effects of the two families of substances. This com- 
parison has been made by Boltwood. Allowance has further 
to be made for the different ionizing activity of the alpha 
rays from the uranium and thorium series due to their 
differing velocity and range. The final result is that 1 gram 
of thoria (ThO.) is equivalent, in its rate of production of 
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helium, to 0°203 gram of U,0,. The “helium ratio” of a 
mineral is the helium in cub. ems. per gram of “ total equi- 
valent” uranium oxide present. This is the usage adopted 
by Strutt. In a recent paper (Proc. R. 8. Oct. 1910) Strutt 
experimentally verifies this procedure oy direct measurement 
of the helium evolved by minerals rich in uranium and 
thorium. 

The use of lead as a measure of geological time involves 
the assumption that Boltwood’s theory is correct, 2. e. that 
Jead is the final product of decay in the uranium series. 
There is strong evidence in favour of this view. Notably 
the fact that the atomic weight of uranium, less that of the. 
eight alpha particles which are known to be emitted during 
its several stages of disintegration, descends to that of lead. 
The universal association of the two elements and the con- 
nexion of this association with geological time, constitute 
further evidence. 

The mass of lead generated in one year per gram of 
uranium is easily found from a knowledge of the mass of 
helium produced. The latter, calculated from the volume, 
is found to be 1:°88x107-" gram. The associated lead will 
be 1:22x1071° gram. ‘That is, the presence of one gram of 
uranium involves the production of 1:22 x 107" gram of lead 
per annum. A small correction may be required for the 
exhaustion of the uranium. 

The most obvious criticism which the radioactive method 
suggests may be embodied in the following possibilities :— 

(a) Risk of the original presence of helium or lead in the 
minerals investigated. 

(6) Risk of loss of helium or lead, or their gain from 
spurious sources. 

As regards the first of these heads there is evidence that 
helium or lead may be originally present in the substance. 
In fact, we may in a general way consider that the same 
causes which lead to the segregation of uranium or thorium 
most probably led to the concentration of other substances. 
This at least is probable where, as in the case of zircon, none 
of the substances dealt with are essential parts of the 
molecule of the mineral. The magma or menstruum from 
which the parent radioactive substances are derived may be 
very rich in helium or lead, and the amounts of these con- 
stituents which enter into the mineral may be considerable. 
It follows that the absolute value of the helium or lead ratio 
involves the events attending the genesis of the mineral. It 
is even quite probable that substances crystallized out within 
a plutonic mass, and which, at first sight, might be thought 
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secure from impurities of this sort, would be seriously 
affected. Consider the case of a mineral of early consoli- 
dation such as biotite. It is held by many petrologists that 
the substances first to crystallize are not necessarily those 
whose molecules were first formed in the magma. Biotite or 
hornblende may, indeed, crystallize in advance of felspar or 
quartz, but they do so in presence of already formed 
molecules of these bodies or of molecules which are fore- 
runners of these bodies. If this were not the case the 
adjustment of the alumina to the potash, soda, and lime 
which appear in the felspars would be inexplicable*. On 
this view a clear explanation is found of the heterogeneous 
concentration of elements in bodies of early consolidation. 
These minerals, in a sense, are residual, receiving those 
elements which have been excluded from taking part in 
earlier molecular grouping. The final result is a “forced 
isomorphism.” 

The same phenomena, on an intensified and more demon- 
strable scale, appear in the formation of pegmatitic minerals. 
Here very often it may be inferred that mother liquors 
rich in the rarer elements and the products rejected by the 
magma, generate ona large scale minerals which are quite 
subordinate within the mass of the rock. Hxtruded gases, 
under great pressure, also act under such conditions. In the 
internal cavities and druses of granites, doubtless, all these 
factors operate. Under such circumstances are generated 
the beryls and zircons which find their way into museum 
collections. 

In keeping with the conditions attending vein minerals 
Strutt found that such minerals from the Cornish granite 
contained more helium, relatively to the radioactive elements 
present, than did the granite itself, although the vein must 
be younger than the rock containingit. The fact, also shown 
by Strutt, that beryls often contain a quite unaccountable 
quantity of helium, probably finds its explanation in the 
original occlusion of this substance. 

Brégger, in writing of ihe syenitic pegmatites of Norway, 
concludes that the minerals of the thorite-orangite group, 
including urano-thorite, crystallized in the first phase of 
vein-formation, “that of magmatic consolidation with the 
cooperation of pneumatolytic processes,” and that in the 
second and principal phase of pneumatolytic activity galena 
erystallized out. (Brogger, Die Mineralien der Syenitpeg- 
matitgange, pt. 1, pp. 160, 164, and pt. 2, p. 10.) If the 

* Harker, ‘The Natural History of Igneous, Rocks,’ London, 1909, . 
p. 167. 
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undifferentiated magma has been fairly radioactive, may not 
the pegmatitic substances, representing a large part of the 
rejected elements of the magma, be rich in the products of 
radioactive decay? It would seem that we are reasonably 
entitled to expect this. There might even be a certain pro- 
portionality between the amounts of radioactive bodies and 
segregated products of decay. . 

The results of the experiments themselves alone can indicate 
how far sources of error of this kind have operated. The 
final ratio—whether of helium or lead—to the parent radio- 
active substance is, we may suppose, compounded of two 
ratios, a segregation ratio which obtained from the first, and 
a generative ratio which kept on increasing throughout 
geological time. Consider the case of lead. We have no 
prima facie right to conclude that the originally segregated lead 
is, relatively to the uranium, more for, say, Archzean minera!s 
than for Devonian. If then the gross lead ratio for the 
former is very much greater than for the latter, the effect of 
the occluded lead must only exercise an insignificant influence 
in invalidating the results regarding Archeean time. To take 
a concrete example. The assumption that of the total lead 
found in Devonian minerals a quantity equal to two per cent. 
of the uranium present in each case is not of radioactive 
origin but was originally introduced, amounts to saying that 
one half the ratio (about) is due te original segregation and 
one half to radioactive genesis. The time value of the cor- 
responding deduction from Devonian time (as derived from 
the gross ratio) is about 160 million years. A quantitatively 
equal correction applied to the ratio observed in Archean 
minerals will not be very important, as will presently be seen. 
Unless, then, we have some reason to infer that the conditions 
attending the formation of the minerals having the higher 
ratios were such as to lead to the inclusion of greater relative 
amounts of lead, the objection under this head is not of 
serious weight, at least in the case of the higher ages which 
have been arrived at. 

Acting either to increase or diminish the observed deduced 
age, errors under the head (b) may exist. The volatile escape 
of helium has been demonstrated by Strutt. Under past 
conditions of heating and percolation, &c., its escape is very 
probable. Acting the other way, radium is known to migrate 
from its parent elements, and in considerable amounts. Lead 
is certainly at least equally liable to migration under suitable 
conditions. These sources of error would also tend to go on 
augmenting with the lapse of time. Unless, however, it can 

Phil. Mag. 8.6. Vol. 22. No. 129) Sept. 1911. 2 C 
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be shown that a special sort of selective absorption for one 
or more of the elements likely to bring in error is exercised 
within the minerals dealt with, the error can be apprised at 
its true worth by comparative observations upon associated 
substances which do not contain appreciable amounts of the 
parent radioactive bodies, and which have been exposed to 
like vicissitudes of history. 

The earliest determination of age by the radioactive method 
is, so far as lam aware, that made by Rutherford (Phil. Mag. 
Oct. 1906, p. 368). The helium in a specimen of fergusonite 
was determined by Ramsay and Travers as amounting to 
1°81 ¢.c. per gram. The mineral contained about 7 per cent. 
of uranium. From this Rutherford deduced the age as about 
240 millions of years. The geological position of this mineral 
is not specified, nor is the possible influence of thorium taken 
into consideration. 

The principal development of the method by helium ratio 
is due to Strutt, whose work upon the subject has appeared 
in five papers in the Proceedings of the Royal Society 
(1908-1910). These experiments deal with phosphatized 
fossil remains and nodules, hematite and other iron ores, 
zirecons, and sphenes. Some of these determinations are 
evidently not available as an estimate of the time since their 
formation, being plainly deficient in helium. Such results 
of course strengthen the conviction that loss of helium must 
occur in some cases. 

The results arrived at by Strutt are not always concordant. 
Thus we find two sphenes of Archean age and from the one 
locality (Renfrew Co.) affording 222 and 715 millions of 
years; and again two Archzean sphenes from the one locality 
(Twederstrand, Norway) 213 and 449 millions of years. 
Zircons show for Palzeozoic time 140-8 to 321 millions of 
years. Here the lower figures are supported by results on 
hematite. This one mineral gives for the time since the 
Eocene age 30°8, since the Carboniferous 141, and since 
the Devonian 145 millions of years. Limonite gives for 
post-Carboniferous time 145 million years. ‘These are 
closely agreeing results. Other iron ores give, however, 
inconsistent results. All are, of course, reconcilable if we 
assume that the lower results are in every case due to loss of 
helium. It is a little unfortunate in this connexion that the 
minerals used for the greater ages are more retentive in their 
nature (sphene and zircon) than the substances dealt witn for 
determination of the lesser periods of time. 

Strutt, in his final paper, selects from his results the 
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following as summarizing the data of his earlier papers :— 

Spherosiderite from Rhine Provinces. Oligocene... 84 x10° years. 
Eematite, Co. Antrim. Eocene’....,.....:...+. 31 Pe 

Forest of Dean. Carbonif. Limestone, . 150 et We 
Sphene, Renfrew Co., Ontario. Archzan........ 710 eee 

These are advanced as minimum values, the loss of helium 
being impossible to estimate. 

Boltwood first investigated the age by the accumulation of 
lead (Am. Journ. Sc. vol. xxiii. 1907). Very high figures 
were obtained; ranging from 246 to 1320 millions of years. 
Becker criticizes these results (Bull. Geol. Soc. Am. vol. xix. 
p- 113, 1908), pointing out that certain radioactive minerals 
of well-determined age (Llano Group, not far below the 
Cambrian) afford on the same principles ages which are 
quite incredible, ranging from 1671 to 11,470 millions of 
years. Boltwovd questions the suitability of the minerals 
on the score of incipient or advanced alteration. Becker 
in reply urges that there is no evidence to show that alteration 
can affect the ratios. Becker considers, further, that Brégger’s 
views, as cited above, show that lead may be occluded as an 
impurity in such minerals, and that the amount of this im- 
purity will vary from crystal to crystal, in accord with the 
results of the observations. 

The subject of the lead ratio has been lately taken up 
by A. Holmes (Proc. R. 8. June 1911). Holmes selects 
minerals from the intrusive nephelene syenite of the 
Christiania district, supposed by Brégger to be of middle 
or lower Devonian age; most probably “the latter. Seventeen 
minerals are investigated, among which are thorite, biotite, 
zircon, cegerine, nepheline, felspar, &c. The ratio of lead to 
uranium ranges from 0:041 to 0°500. There is found to be 
an increase in the value of the ratio with diminution in the 
amount of uranium; a result suggesting the presence of 
original lead. Holmes, accordingly, rejects about half the 
results (those which give the higher ratios) and findsa mean 
among eight results which range from 0:043 to 0°050. The 
mean of these gives for post-Lower Devonian time 370 
million years. It must be admitted that this result is not 
entirely satisfactory; it contains an element of arbitrary 
choice, and although it is possibly true that the minerals 
with least uranium contain too much original lead to be 
reliable, we are by no means sure that even larger amounts 
of original lead did not enter into the constitution of the 
others. The agreement among the ratios renders this 
improbable, however. 

2C?2 
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Holmes enters into the question of the geological positions 
of the results cited by Boltwood, and concludes that they may 
be tabulated as follows. His own mean result is included in 
the table. 

Millions of 
Geological Period. Pb/U. Years. 

CaebonilerOus) «.cs.-cesesseeeece ee 0:041 340 
WDevanilane. 6 cos eke eveskesostone le 0:045 370 
Pre-Carboniferous ............... 0:050 410 
Silurian or Ordovician ......... 0:053 430 
Pre-Cambrian :— 

0:125 1025 
Sweden ...... { 0-155 1270 

A 0160 1310 United States { 0-175 1435 

Weylonersc.csceee 0:20 1640 

The Swedish minerals are from pegmatites of an age 
younger than Jatulian. The results obtained from them 
show, among 17 specimens examined, two well-marked 
groups, having the ratios tabulated. There is nothing in the 
rocks to indicate any difference in age. Of the United 
States minerals those having the lesser ratio are from 
granites intruded into the Llano group (Texas) of meta- 
morphosed sediments. Their age is, therefore, younger 
than the sediments, which are early Algonkian. Those with 
the higher ratio are from Burnet Co. (Texas) and Douglas Co. 
(Colorado). The geological evidence is similar to that of 
Llano Co. ; 

The evidence for the pre-Cambrian age of the Ceylon 
thorianite is the resemblance of the rocks to the fundamental 
complex of India. The tabulated values are the means of 
several results cited by Boltwood, some of which are in closer 
mutual agreement than others. 

These results greatly transcend Strutt’s in the antiquity 
they assign to Paleozoic and pre-Cambrian time. This fact 
can be explained by the escape of helium. The possibility 
of occluded lead entering seriously into such determinations 
will, doubtless, form the subject of future research. Mean- 
while it seems improbable that the higher average ratios of 
the oldest minerals can find explanation in this manner. I 
have already dwelt sufficiently, in view of our very deficient 
knowledge, on these points. 

The discordance between the radioactive indications of time 
and those derived from the stratigraphical column appears 
clearly when we plot one against the other (Plate HI.). The 
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assumption made in plotting the sedimentary thicknesses is 
that these, inter se, are roughly comparable as regards the 
times of accumulation. As I have already pointed out, this 
seems probable save in the case of the earlier pre-Cambrian 
sediments, which we might expect would have been accu- 
mulated more locally. ‘The thicknesses of the several! strata 
J have laid out according to the data collected by Sollas. 
The radioactive times are plotted above the points on the 
base-line to which their geological positions assign them. 
We have from the lead ratios two early-Algonkian resuits 
and two post-Jatulian results. The Archean results by 
helium and lead cannot be located on the base-line save 
by the indications of the other results. 

If there was accord between the stratigraphical column 
and the radioactive data, the latter should be ranged on 
straight lines which necessarily pass through the origin 
(present time). We find them, however, ranged upon 

_curves. I have plotted the age of the ocean as determined 
by solvent denudation; erecting for this purpose an ordinate 
of 150 millions of years at the beginning of Algonkian time. 
The curves for helium and lead flow into this line in recent 
periods. 

If now we assume that the time indications of the lead ratios 
are correct, we are presented with the following alternatives 
as regards the amendment of the sedimentary column. 
We assume that the stratigraphical column for post- 

Carboniferous time is in actuality much as we have plotted 
it, and draw a right line from the origin through the 
three results for the age of Carboniferous, Devonian, and 
Silurian-Ordovician periods, as derived from the lead ratio. 
This is equivalent to assuming that the error in the strati- 
graphical record is to be sought mainly in the pre-Cambrian 
records. We therefore plot the early Algonkian and post- 
Jatulian results on this line. We have now to make the 
following amendment on the recorded thicknesses of the 
pre-Cambrian sediments. Algonkian sediments rise from 
82,000 feet to 381,000 and 441,000 feet, according to which 
of the two early-Algonkian results we select. Keweenawan 
sediments rise from 50,000 feet to 245,000 or 359,000 feet 
according as we select among the two Jatulian results. 

While it is true that important unconformities exist in 
the pre-Cambrian succession, the sedimentation equivalents of 
which are not found as yet, it seems incredible that amounts 
of sediments nearly double the entire thickness of post- 
Algonkian rocks and from 70 to 80 miles in cumulative 
depth, can have escaped investigation. There is another 
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point. The calculation which equates the amount of sodium 
in the ocean with the estimated bulk of the detrital sediments, 
knowing the loss by solution attending the derivation of these 
from the average igneous rock, bas, as we have seen, been 
found to give results in fair agreement with the measurements 
of all the quantities involved. The radioactive results must 
now postulate an amount of pre-Cambrian denudation far 
greater than the whole amount of sediment previously esti- 
mated would have given rise to. This point is really quite 
apart from the question of the age of the ocean. It is purely 
one of gain and loss, of balance of accounts. Nor can evasion 
of the difficulty be found by ascribing exceptionally local 
restrictions to pre-Cambrian denudation. It is probable 
that none was more world-wide in its effects. 

If these conclusions appear untenable we may deal with 
the results in another way. The ages found from the 
higher lead ratios may be placed at a reasonable distance 
from the base of the Cambrian and joined by a right line to 
the origin. To bring them on to the line so determined the 
results for the Carboniferous, Devonian, and Silurian- 
Ordovician must be shifted to the left. This procedure is 
equivalent to assuming that while the total thickness as- 
eribed to the stratigraphical column is approximately correct, 
the proportionate thicknesses assigned to pre-Carboniferous 
and post-Carboniferous strata are erroneous: too much has 
been assigned to the latter. The readjustment of the strata 
involves diminishing the post-Carboniferous deposits about 
50 per cent., and increasing the pre-Carboniferous by nearly 
40 per cent. 

‘he assumptions involved in making these adjustments are 
inherently improbable, and it might be thought easier to 
assume that the time-values of the post-Carboniferous strata 
were, as compared with the earlier strata, less. This emen- 
dation requires us to assume that the more recent materials 
were laid down about three times as fast as the earlier. 

These are the alternative modes of adjustment of radioactive 
time to the stratigraphical column, leaving the latter on the 
whole intact. If we assume that the recent sediments have 
been over-estimated in thickness, we can, by discarding about 
one half the recorded thicknesses since Carboniferous time, 
produce an effect on the diagram equivalent to moving the 
origin to the right. With this particular numerical as- 
sumption the lead line will become steeper than it appears 
on the chart, and the early-Algonkian point will remain at 
such a distance to the right of the Cambrian as will ascribe 
to the pre-Cambrian sediments a thickness equal to that of 
the whole post-Algonkian accumulation. 
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The important question is, of course, as to how far such 
assumptions are permissible iebaaisteat vith any degree of 
probability. There is much that is uncertain about data 
respecting rock thickness, not only as regards the actual 
field observations, but as to the real significance of what is 
observed. Again, the relative time equivalents of deposited 
rocks are not really known to us. Whether it is a detrital 
sediment forming in an estuary or a coral-reef building in 
clear water, the rate of growth must depend to some extent 
on the downward movement of the sea-bottom; either induced 
by the load or taking place from other causes. Some 
sediments, are, however, plainly of rapid and some of slow 
growth. Amidst such considerations we find no very definite 
grounds for numerical computation. So far as crustal 
yielding affects the question, the probable inference is, as 
I have stated above, that the earlier strata were in their 
greatest development more localized, and hence their time 
value should ba less than the more recent. As regards the 
vertical distribution of definitely fast or slow collecting 
materials, a careful comparison of the materials throughout 
the geological column is required in order to gather any 
evidence that may be forthcoming from these indications. 
At present, however, there seems nothing to support the 
different time values or amended thicknesses which must be 
assumed if we are to adjust the radioactive results in any way 
to the sedimentary record. 

What will prima facie appear most difficult to credit in the 
foregoing assumptions is the extremely slow rate which must 
be ascribed to the accumulation of the sediments even at their 
maximum. If the recorded depths of sediment have taken 
1400 million years to collect, the average rate has been no 
more than one foot in 4000 years! This seems incredible: 
and if we double the depth of maximum sedimentation it still 
remains incredible. But, if possible, stili more incredible is 
the conclusion respecting solvent denudation to which radio- 
active time drives us. If the sodium in the ocean has taken 
1400 million years to accumu'ate, the rivers are now bearing 
to the sea about 14 times the average percentage of the past 
—not less than 9 times. It seems quite impossible to find 
any explanation of such an increase. 

With these difficulties in view it is excusable to direct 
attention to the foundations of the radioactive method and 
ask how far they are secure. The fundamental assumption 
is that the parent radioactive substance, uranium, has always 
in the past disintegrated at the presentrate. Is this assured ? 
Tam not now suggesting that the rate of change has been 
affected by heat or pressure, but I assume that there may 
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have been a different and, from the evidence as well as from 
probability, a greater rate of decay in the past, arising intrin- 
sically, and ultimately due possibly to conditions of origin. — 

I venture to suggest—I do so with diffidence—that our 
assumption of a constant rate of change for the parent sub- 
stunces—uranium or thorium—is really without any very 
strong basis. It restsupon analogy with the behaviour of the 
substances which have been derived from them. But there 
may be a very profound distinction. The latter are of radio- 
active origin. That particular distribution of stability or of 
intrinsic energy among the atoms of these bodies obtaining 
at the moment of their formation, upon which the subsequent 
constant ehange-rate depends *, may be conditioned by the 
events of radioactive transformation, or by their past history, 
or by both. Ln a word, a radioactive origin may be essential. 

Now we know nothing as to the origin of the primary 
radioactive elements. No substanees of greater atomic weight 
are known from which they may be derived. Nor is it 
unphilosophic to assume that they have had some other mode 
of origin, seeing that the radioactive ascent must terminate 
somewhere. Uranium cannot be regarded, therefore, as in 
all senses one of a series any more than we should regard 
Jead as sueh. 

The matter seems to turn upon the legitimacy of the assump- 
tion that the mere existence of radioactive change progressing 
in a substance involves such a particular distribution of insta- 
lility among its atomsas will ensure that a constant fraction of 
these disintegrate each unit of time, from their first origination 
-—however this was brought about—tillall are transformed. If 
such an hypothesis is not sufficiently secure to overbear the 
opposing evidence, we must agree to judge the former by the 
latter. In this case the accumulation of transformation pro- 
ducts in minerals, in place of being a measure of geological 
time, serves to shed light upon the rate of transformation of 
the primary radioactive bodies in the past. Apart from its 
interest in other respects, the importance of such a conclusion 
to geological science would be great. Jf we supposed the 
curve, found by plotting the time results derived from lead- 
ratios against the sedimentary thicknesses, represented an 
approximation to the facts, the rate of change of uranium 
150 million years ago may have been many times what it 
now is. The radiothermal effects of the whole series must 
have been proportionately inereased, and the convergence of 
the radioactive activity must have had an influence upon the 
secular cooling of the earth. 

July 18, 1911. 

* See Sir J. J. Thomson’s Presidential Address to the British Asso- 
ciation, 1902, 
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XXXVITI. Problems in the Conduction of Heat. 
By Lord Rayueiew, O.M., PRS.* 

HE general equation for the conduction of heat in a 
uniform medium may be written 

de aa ay ig 

dt dat dp * d? Se ees ads 4 CD) 

v representing temperature. The coefficient (v) denoting 
diffusibility is omitted for brevity on the right hand of (1 ) 
It can always be restored by consideration of “ dimensions.” 
Kelvin has shown how to build up a variety of special 

solutions, applicable to an infinite medium, on the basis of 
Fourier’s solution for a point source. A few examples are 
quoted almost in Kelvin’s words :— 

I. Instantaneous simple point-source; a quantity Q of 
heat suddenly generated at the point (0, 0, 0) at time t=0, 
and left to diffuse through an infinite homogeneous solid. 

meant = v 
a A RS wet ge (2) 

where 7?=a?+7?+2". [The thermal capacity is supposed 
to be unity.] Verity that 

ff dx dy dz=4r ( vr'dr=Q ; 
. w4 0 

and that v=0 when #=0; unless also x=0, y=0, -=0. 
Every other solution is obtainable from this by summation. 

II. Constant simple point-source, rate q : 

e—r?/4t q 

[aa a Serr Se AiG) 

The formula within the brackets shows how this obvious 
solution is derivable from (2). 

III. Continued point-source; rate per unit of time at 
time ¢, an arbitrary function, f(¢) -— 

eee e—7?/4x 
e= XIE x) ay: meee. 2) (4) 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Compendium of Fourier Mathematics, &c., Lue. Brit. 1880; 

Collected Papers, vol. 1. p. 44. 
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IV. Time-periodic simple point-source, rate per unit of 
time at time ¢, g sin 2nd :— 

v= qh e— vn. sin [2nt—nt rv]... 2G) 

Verify that v satisfies (1) ; also that —4ari?dv/dr=q sin 2nt 
where r=0. 

V. Instantaneous spherical surface-source ; a quantity Q 
suddenly generated over a spherical surface of radius a, and 
left to diffuse outwards and inwards :-— 

e—(r—a)?/4t —e—(r +ap?/At 
Sar3?2 a rv th? PRE KO) S (6) 1 =() 

To prove this most easily, verify that it satisfies (1); and 
further verify that 

Acr (o12dr=Q; 
210 

and that v=0O when ¢=0, unless also r=a. Remark that 
(6) becomes identical with (2) when a=0; remark further 
that (6) is obtainable from (2) by integration over the 
spherical surface. 

VI. Constant spherical surface-source; rate per unit of 
time for the whole surface, g: 

r ik a e—(r—a)?/4t — —- 

- 
Basi maple 

= g/4ar  @Sa) .=—¢Amae Gor 

The formula within the brackets shows how this obvious 
solution is derivable from (6). 

VII. Fourier’s ‘* Linear Motion of Heat”; instantaneous 
plane-source ; quantity per unit surface, o :— 

o e— [At 
i > 1/9 750° ry e e e ° e (7) Dall? fll 

Verify that this satisfies (1) for the case of v independent 
of y and ¢, and that 

+0 

| VdLR— oO. 

Remark that (7) is obtainable from (6) by putting Q/47ra*=c, 
and a=«; or directly from (2) by integration over the 
plane. 
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In Kelvin’s summary linear sources are passed over. If 
an instantaneous source be uniformly distributed along the 
axis of z, so that the rate per unit length is g, we obtain at 
once by integration from (2) 

NCS accaer sean gue tat ya 
oa ‘i: nr Maya ane iat Ant pee co) 

From this we may deduce the effect of an instantaneous 
source uniformly distributed over a circular cylinder whose 
axis is parallel to z, the superficial density being ¢. Con- 
sidering the cross-section through Q—the point "where o is 
to be estimated, let O be the centre and a the radius of the 
circle. Then if P be a point on the circle, OP=a, OQ=7, 
moo, 2POQ=¢; and 

p'=a?+1r’—2ar cos 8, 

2" cad e—p'/At oa re mee ca ee 

Mie i Ant oy a4 © 

I, (x), equal to J, (tv), being the function usually so denoted. 
From (9) we fall back on (8) it we puta=0, 2mrac=g. It 
holds good whether r be greater or less than a. 
When « is very great and positive, 

Aa <a ge teat iy 

so that for very small values of ¢ (9) assumes the form 

so that 

oa — (r—a)? 
—————— eat 

2,/ (wrat) y 

vanishing when t=0, unless r=a. 
Again, suppose th: at the instantaneous source is uniformly 

distributed over the circle C=0, E=acos $, n=asin 4, the 
rate per unit of are being q, and that » is sured at the 
point ay 0,2. There is evidently no loss of generality in 
supposing y=0. We obtain at once from (2) 

al Val Nemlies 
=| q eee Sh st ace, 1e) (LL) 

where 
P= (E—a)? +74 2=0 +a°+2—2ax cos do. 

2 ign ay 
= page’ Goh OR Mee 

from which if we write g=o dz, and integrate with respect 

to 2 from —* to +, we may recover (9). 

Thus 
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Tf in (12) we put g=oda and integrate with respect to a 
from 0 to «©, we obtain a solution which must coincide with 
(7) when in the latter we substitute z for 2. Thus 

ice) 

Ae iB e 
) adae—#/# T, (S)=2 aia ean enh). (Ls) 

0 

a particular case of one of Weber’s integrals*. 

It may be worth while to consider briefly the problem of 
initial instantaneous sources distributed over the plane (¢=0) 
in a more general manner. In rectangular coordinates the 
typical distribution is such that the rate per unit of area is 

& cos l&. cos m7.) a a ee ete) 

If we assume that at #, y, z and time ¢ v is proportional to 
cos lx .cos my, the general differential equation (1) gives 

du d?u SA g Pv roy rte 
a RO ee 

or d 2 2 ad? i y2 a AG + m?)t pee gern Me 

dt dz 

so that, as for conduction in one dimension, 

a2 a e—27/4t 
v= A cos lx cos my e—@C+m)t We (15) 

and 
+o 
i vdz=2,/m.A cos lx cos my e—(P+me}t, 

—@® 

Putting ¢=0, and comparing with (14), we see that 

Ange 

By means of (2) the solution at time ¢ may be built up 
from (14). In this way, by aid of the well-known integral 

BO) wale olS WV 1 —¢/a? 
i) é “608 2ca da= —— ¢ ie aiLKaine (17) 

(9) 

we may obtain (15) independently. 
The process is of more interest in its application to 

* Gray and Mathews’ Bessel’s Functions, p. 78, equation (160). Put 
n=0,A=0. See also (31) below. 
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polar coordinates. If we suppose that v is proportional to 
cos 20. Jn (kr), 

or, bade a d?y 

de * pdr! rd 

so that (1) gives 

SED NR tay! a) Be CO) 

a 2 
OF 4 ua oe Aiea a aaa a 

and 
— 22/47 

v=A cos nO J, (krj e—#% — Miata gn Kes) 

From (20) 

+a 

{ VAAN aces ne Int en) et. 0.) (21) 
—o 

If the initial distribution on the plane z=0 be per unit 
area 

GEG )s\ Ya Le ie) a wht eee) 

it follows from (21) that as before 

Oo 
=o 

We next proceed to investigate the effect of an instan- 
taneous source distributed over the circle for which 

CU ae ees, 7) —G sito, 

the rate per unit length of arc being gcosnd. From (2) 
at the point a, y, z 

=| rae nb e—T/stadd (24) 

(23) 

U : Bas? p32 ) 

in which 

r= (E—2)? + (n—y)? +2 =a" + p? + 2? — 2ap cos (—8), 

if =p cos 0, y=psin@. The integral that we have to consider 
may be written 

20 

| cos nd ep’ cos (¢—8) p= feos n (0+) ep cosh drp 
0 

= cos n0 { cos nap ep’ cost dip —sin nf { sin nvr ep’ cos} dp, 

where w= —8O, and p'=ap/2¢. In view of the periodic 
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character of the inteerand, the limits may be taken as —7 
and +7. Accordingly 

+7 as 
{ - COS ny ep! cos p np=2 | cos nv e pcos b dif, 

47 
( sin mp ep’ cost dyp=0; and 

Ay Us 

por > 
( Cos no ep’ cos(¢— 8) dp= 2 Gos no | cos np ep cosy dy 

e¢ 0 

(26) 
The integral on the right of (26) is equivalent to wI,(p'), 

where 

"1, (0 )=In Op). ee 

J, being,as usual, the symbol of Bessel’s function of order n. 
For, uf n be even, 

a) 7 : w 
{ cos np ep cost dy = | cos np (ep'cos U4 e—p' cos) dup 

0 0 

=| cos nk cos (ip cos W)dw=7i-” Jn (ip') =m I, (p'); 
0 

and, if n be odd, 

T T 

i cosmyp ent cosy dyp= — 3 ( cos nvr (e—p' cos) — ep! cos P\ dap 
0 

2/0 = ("onan edhe) 
e/ 0 

In either case 

ip cos nyep csbdyr=7l,(p'). . . (28) 
0 

Thus 
27 ; 

( cos nd ep cos(¢--9) dp=2e cos nO1,(p’), (29) 
0 

xy 

and (24) becomes 

ey gacos 10 Gip\. eat Ole , 
v= 47? Be it Dt) é 4t ° oa a (30) 

This gives the temperature at time ¢ and place (p, <) due to 
an initial instantaneous source distributed over the circle a. 

The solution (30) may now be used to find the effect of 
the initial source expressed by (22). For this purpose we 
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replace g by oda, and introduce the additional factor J, (ka), 
subsequently integrating with respect to a between the limits 
Q and ». Comparing the result with that expressed in 
(20), (23), we see that 

o cos nf e—2*/4 

“2/ (mt) 
is a common factor which divides out, and that there remains 
the identity 

epi { | a 
o ( a da ee iAt oe (ka) (of =a (kp) e— Kt, - (31) 

.* e 0 

This agrees with the formula given by Weber, which thus | 
receives an interesting interpretation. 

Reverting to (30), we recognize that it must satisfy the 
fundamental equation (1), now taking the form 

Co ate ed el a*y dv 

dz t dp” a p dp go DO EN pete os ) 

and that when t=0 v must vanish, unless also -=0, p=a. 

If we integrate (30) with respect to z between +, 
setting g=adz, so that ocosn@ represents the superticial 
density of the instantaneous source distributed over the 
cylinder of radius a, we obtain 

cacos n@ a _ @+p? 
v= Sy é SET aig at) sep Re (33) 

which may be regarded asa generalization of (9). And it 
appears that (33) satisfies (82),in which the term d?v/d2? 
may now be omitted. 

In V. Kelvin gives the temperature at a distance r from 
the centre and at time ¢ due to an instantaneous source 
uniformly distributed over a spherical surface. In deriving 
the result by integration from (2) it is of course simplest to 
divide the spherical surface into elementary circles which 
are symmetrically situated with respect to the line OQ 
joining the centre of the sphere O to the point Q where the 
effect is required. But it the circles be drawn round 
another axis OA, a comparison of results will give a definite 
integral. 

Adapting (12), we write a=csin 0, c being the radius of 
the sphere, e=OQ sin @’=r sin 6’, s=rcos 6'—ccos 8, so 
that 

gc sin 8 e-(@+7")/4t_ (crsin O sin 6’) 7089 cos 6 
oar Aq 1/2 43/2 (eo) Coe eae : (34) 
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This has now to be integrated with respect to 0 from Q to 
a. Since the result must be independent of 6’, we see by 
putting 6’=0 that 

i Qcos 6’ |: { tiesin@ sin 0) 2? °° ~ "3 scimcerag 
0 

={ ef 0089 sin 940 = (e" ee et 
0 

Using the simplified form and putting g=ocd0, where o is 
the superficial density, we obtain for the complete sphere 

C (c—1r)2 (c+r)2 
v sor (e eae we ), Me Poly 

Yr? ter 

agreeing with (6) when we remember that Q=47re?o. 
We will now consider the problem of an instantaneous 

source arbitrarily distributed over the surface of the sphere 
whose radius is c. It suffices, of course, to treat the case of 
a spherical harmonic distribution; and we suppose that 
per unit of area of the spherical surface the rate is §S,. 
Assuming that v is everywhere proportional to S,, we know 
that v satisfies 

dae. wade UB) i 29) 

sino ao" 8g) + sin? 0 dw? tn{n+ljv=0, . (37) 

6, w being the usual spherical polar coordinates. Hence 
from (1) v as a function of r and ¢ satisfies 

dy do 2 Go nn aae 

at are ea dar Tea. 0, 

or 

L(rv d?(rv n(in+1) . a = se = ees 

When n=0, this reduces to the same form as applies in one 
dimension. For general values of » the required solution 
appears to be most easily found indirectly. 

Let us suppose that 8, reduces to Legendre’s function 
Pn(w), where ~=cos 6, and let us calculate directly from (2) 
the value of v at time ¢ and at a point Q distant 7 from the 
centre of the sphere along the axis of w. The exponential 
term is 

2 amc y2+-¢2 u 

e 4t e 2% me 4t € PRIM ice ihvchas (39) 
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if p=re/2t. Now (‘Theory of Sound, § d34) 
("r, Gu) ee? d= 2it~ [ (=, We talp), eam p 3 a 

whence 

ai n+ T ’ 
| Pn (1) ePh dp ——) n/\s) Jn43 (—ip), (41) l Ze 

or, as it may also be written by (27), 

T =2y /(5,) Ins 0). yc Rae aay, 

Gre eM day ial Vins peinayas) 

we now get for the value of v at time ¢, and at the point for 
Rien p=—7, p= 15 

wets Gl? ye e—(1?+e?)/4¢ irc\ . Jnval — op) > + (44) 

Substituting in (2) 

PV= 

It may be verified by trial that (44) is a solution of (38). 
When uw is not restricted to the value unity, the only change 
required in (44) is the introduction of the factor P, (). 
When n=0, P, ( #)=1, and we fall back upon the case of 

uniform distribution. We have 

9 
5, (e) =a /(=) sin o, ag asl Gay 

or Jy (—tm)=tt— eee, (46) 

Using this in (44), we obtain a result in accordance with (6), 
in which Q, representing the integrated magnitude of the 
source, is equal to 4c’ in our present reckoning. 
When n=1, P, (u) =p, and 

2 ina J a2 (=, / ~) ' ae — cos x} er ee) 

and whatever integral value n may assume d,41 is express- ible in finite terms. he 
We have supposed that the rate of distribution is repre- 

sented by a Legendre’s function P, ( #). In the more general case it is evident that we have merely to multiply 
the right-hand member of (44) by Sn, instead of Pn. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 22. No. 129. Zp Lor, 2 
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So far we have been considering instantaneous sources. 
Asin II., the effect of constant sources may be deduced by 
integration, although the result is often more readily obtained 
otherwise. A comparison will, however, give the value of a 
definite integral. Let us apply this process to (33) repre- 
senting the effect of a cylindrical source. 

The required solution, being independent of ¢, is obtained 
at once from (1). We have inside the cylinder 

v= Ap” cos né, 

and outside 

v=Bp-” cos 78, 

with Aax=Ba-*. The intensity of the source is represented 
by the difference in the values of dv/dp just inside and just 
outside the cylindrical surface. Thus 

o' cos n0=n cos nO (Ba-”—! + Aa®-}), 

whence 

het = Das! =o ane 

o'cosn@ being the constant time rate. Accordingly, within 
the cylinder 

Ge p n 

v= Se (2) cosné,. . . . . (8) 
a i 

and without the cylinder 

HL ONE Oe (2) COS 700." ‘.1), ae eee) 

These values are applicable when » is any positive integer. 
When vn is zero, there is no permanent distribution of tem- 
perature possible. 

These solutions should coincide with the value obtained 
from (33) by putting o=o'’dt and integrating with 
respect to ¢ from 0 to #. Or 

I ES | Kao Nee Sa ce? a, { 1 ta $2) Z =1(° ee ny 
0 

the + sign in the ambiguity being taken when p<a, 
and the — sign when p>a. I have not confirmed (90) 
independently. 

In like manner we may treat a constant source distributed 
over a sphere. If the rate per unit time and per unit of 
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area of surface be §,, we find, as above, for inside the 
sphere (c) 

Cc yr \? a 

teri) Be (ea aia 60) aD 
and outside the sphere 

C C n+l us 

v= x (5) Sia e e : ‘ (52) 

and these forms are applicable to any integral n, zero included. 
Comparing with (44), we see that 

: rin mn Tel Vc 0 

which does not differ from (50), if in the latter we suppose 
n=Iinteger +4. 

The solution for a time-periodic simple point-source has 
already been quoted from Kelvin (IV.). Though derivable 
as a particular case from (4), it is more readily obtained 
from the differential equation (1) taking here the form—see 
(38) with n=0— 

(rv) dro), 

a i 

or if v is assumed proportional to e””*, 

A Goydm airy —O,y «i a s (OA) 
giving 

ru=A ee e—Prr, | lk (55) 

as the symbolieal solution applicable to a source situated at 
r=(0. Denoting by g the magnitude of the-source,as in (5), 
we get to determine A, 

dv | a 
| - Arr? Pa rg ert=dAA, 

so that v= = BE OT (56) 

If from (56) we discard the imaginary part, we have 

v= z+ -e-r MP2) cos { pt—r /(p/2)}, . . (57) Arr 

corresponding to the source q cos pt. 
From (56) it is possible to build up by integration solutions 

relating to various distributions of periodic sources over lines. 
_ or surfaces, but an independent treatment is usually simpler. 

2D 2 
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We will, however, write down the integral corresponding to 
a uniform linear source coincident with the axis of z. If 
p=x+y?, rP=z?+p’, and (p being constant) rdr=zdz. 
Thus putting in (56) g=q, dz, we get 

g, e (° e—7 N@®) dr 
care A (=p?) * e e e e (58) 

In considering the effect of periodic sources distributed 
over a plane wy, we may suppose 

a= 

vx COSle. COS my, 2) 2) nets) 

or again vt J, (kr). cos WO) .. | i aameeneo 

where 7?=2?+y". In either case if we write ?4+m’= 
and assume v proportional to e’?, (1) gives 

dofdz’=(k? +ip)d. 2.) een) 

? 

Thus, if 
k? +7p= R(cose Fisina), 2 ae) 
v= A em VR. (cos ga+isin dee)z et, tea (63) 

where A includes the factors (59) or (60). If the value of 
v be given on the plane z=0, that of A follows at once. 
If the magnitude of the source be given, A is to be found 
from the value of dv/dz when z=0. 

The simpiest case is of course that where k=0. If 
Vet be the value of v when z=0, we find 

v= Vert e—2N Gp); es) 
or when realized 

v= Ve—*N@/) cos { pt y/(p/2)) ime ena) 

corresponding to 
v=V cos pt when z=0. 

dv 3 : 3 
Ke aa V (ip). Vert = doe’, . . . (66) 

From (64) 

if @ be the source per unit of area of the plane regarded 
as operative in a medium indefinitely extended in both 
directions. Thus in terms of o, 

oO F 2 
a Dp oe N (ip), ° e ° e (67) 

or in real form 

(oy 

== 2a/p e—2 N(p/2) COs {pt—la—z V(p/2)}, (68) 

corresponding to the uniform source o cos pt. 
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In the above formuls z is supposed to be positive. On 
the other side of the source, where z itself is negative, the 
signs must be changed so that the terms containing < may 
remain negative in character. 
When periodic sources are distributed over the surface of 

a sphere (radius=c), we may suppose that v is proportional 
to the spherical surface harmonic 8,. As a function of r 
and t, vis then subject to (38); and when we introduce the 
further supposition that as dependent on ¢, v is proportional 
to e’?', we have 

a(rv) n(int+1 

dy 7 
Le Coe We boned 

When n=0, that is in the case of symmetry round the pole, 
this equation takes the same form as for one dimension; but 
we have to distinguish between the inside and the outside of 
the sphere. 

On the inside the constants must be so chosen that v 
remains finite at the pole (r=0). Hence 

ru=A eet (em Vi) —e-7 V()), . . . (70) 

or in real form 

rv= A e” V(P/2) cos { pt+ 7 /(p/2)} 

—A e—* V(2/2) cos {pt—r / (pf2)}. . (TL) 

Outside the sphere the condition is that rv must vanish at 
infinity. In this case 

rvu=B etpt e-7 ND), . 

or in real form 

rv=B e—* V(P/2) cos {pt—r yf (p/2)i. . ~ (73) 

When is not zero, the solution of (69) may be obtained as 
in Stokes’s treatment of the corresponding acoustical problem 
(‘Theory of Sound,’ ch. xvii.). Writing r /(¢p)=z, and 

assuming 

i= IN, 6 Oe fa, eS lee py) 

where A and B are functions of z, we find for B 

dpi abe: (a1) 
€ in aS ae 

an ~ ed 
~ dz ao 

Bespoke Ce 
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The solution is 
B=B, f,@);) 

where By is independent of z and 

i (= i ae es ewan) 

as may be verified by substitution. Since n is supposed 
integral, the series (77) terminates. For example, if n=1, 
it reduces to the first two terms. 

|| The solution appropriate to the exterior is thus 

| ry = By 8, ee -? NUP) Fi, 2 pen ee een) 

For the interior we have 

rv=AyS, et {e-7 Nip) f, (2 pi r) —e" N@) f, (—2 p'r)}, (79) 

which may also be expressed by a Bessel’s function of order 
10 aR a 

In like manner we may treat the problem in two dimensions, 
| where everything may be expressed by the polar coordinates 
| r, @. It suffices to consider the terms in cos70, where n is 

an integer. The differential equation analogous to (69) is 
now 

| 
a OOM EON De 
ia dv? + dr r? 

U=Up V; eee ee) 

i | which, if we take r,/ (ip) =z, as before, may be written 

I | d?( 220 n—4t)(n+4),, 1 | FH) DOD aged, . . 
and is of .the same form as /69) when in the latter n—4 is 
written for n. 

As appears at once from (80), the solution for the interior 
} of the cylinder may be expressed 

v= A cos nO et Sn 7 pea) a een) 

I Jn being as usual the Bessel’s function of the nth order. 
a Hor the exterior we have from (81) 

Ne r?v=B cos nO eipt e—T NP) f,_1 (Bpir), . . (83) 
where 

i | Ant An) ee 
iH | nai — ili 

| Ce eee mys G0 -(82)2 

4 dn8=12)(4n? —35)(4n8— 5) 
L253 Sele 

a one) 
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The series (84), unlike (77), does not terminate. It is 
ultimately divergent, but may be employed for computation 
when z is moderately great. 

In these periodic solutions the sources distributed over 
the plane, sphere, or cylinder are supposed to have been in 
operation for so long a time that any antecedent distribu- 
jion of temperature throughout the medium is without 
influence. By Fourier’s theorem this procedure may be 
generalized. Whatever be the character of the sources with 
respect to time, it may be resolved into simple periodic 
terms ; and if the character be known through the whole of | 
past time, the sojution so obtained is unambiguous. ‘Lhe 
same conclusion follows if, instead of the magnitude of the 
sources, the temperature at the surfaces in question be known 
through past time. 

An important particular case is when the character of the 
function is such that the superficial value, having been con- 
stant (zero) for an infinite time, is suddenly raised to another 
value, say unity,and so maintained. The Fourier expression 
for such a function is 

1S AIG sini ot aE 
Ste ae, iO ie Ga alia aah SAO 
enone! P 

the definite integral being independent of the arithmetical 
value of ¢, but changing sign when ¢ passes through O; or, on 
the understanding that only the real part is to be retained, Oo 

1 1 <0 et : ai 

| 2° in), ae mye Cahptat ont oem 

We may apply this at once to the case of the plane z=0 
which has been at 0 temperature from t=—« to t=O, and 
at temperature 1 from t=0 tot=o. By (64) 

if ° etpt —z N (ip) 

TT Jo we. 

By the methods of complex integration this solution may 
be transformed into Fourier’s, viz. 

dv di 

ten al? 
D) age 

CH ae cad ae (37) v=t+ 

— 2/Jt (88) 9 

— CE Gan Ny AN ROO) 
WV 1 

which are, however, more readily obtained otherwise. 

0 
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In the case of a cylinder (r=c) whose surface has been 
at 0 up to ¢=0 and afterwards at 4=1, we have from (83) 
with n=0 

ei A - arte Gaye f-3(@ yer dp vad i cto iene 

of which only the real part is to be retained. This applies 
to the region outside the cylinder. 

It may be observed that when ¢ is negative (87) must 
vanish for positive z and (90) for r>e. 

July 19, Terling Place, Witham, Issex. 
H 
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AXXIX. The Spectra of the Fluorescent Réntgen Radiations. 
By CHarues G. BarKkua, M.A., D.Sc., Wheatstone Pro- 
fessor of Physics, University of London, King’s College”. 

ee the properties of the fluorescent X-radiations, 
emitted by various substances during exposure to 

X-rays, have been dealt with in a number of papers and 
notes by the writer T, the accounts have been neither com- 
plete nor connected. The purpose of the present paper is to 
present the subject as it stands at the time of writing, with- 
out entering into details of experiments. This seems almost 
a necessity in indicating lines of future research, and in 
showing the true simplicity of what appear at first sight to 
be very complex phenomena. 
When substances are exposed to Rontgen radiation they 

emit X-radiations of two distinet types. One of these radia- 
tions, like the primary in penetrating power and general 
properties, has been termed the scattered radiation, being 
analogous to light scattered from small particles. The other, 
a completely transformed X-radiatiop has been termed the 
characteristic secondary X-radiation, the homogencous secon- 
dary X-radiation, and latterly the fluorescent X-radiation, 
on account of its similarity to fluorescent light. 

The scattered radiation has been fully dealt with by the 
writer {, but it is necessary here to note its characteristics in 

* Communicated by the Author. The expenses of these researches 
have been partially covered by a Government Grant through the Royal 
Society. 

a iy. Phil. Mag. June 1906, Feb. 1908, Oct. 1910; Proc. Camb. 
Phil. Soc, May 1909; Jahrbuch der Radioaktivitit, ii. pp. 246-324. 
Barkla and Sadler, Phil. Mag. Sept, 1907, Oct. 1908, May 1909. Barkla 
and Ayres, Phil, Mag, Feb. 1911. 

+t Phil. Mae. June 1903, May 1904, Feb. 1908, Feb. 1911 ; Phil. Trans. 
A. vol. cciv. 1905, pp. 467-479; Proc. Roy. Soc, A. vol. xxvii. 1906, 
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order to distinguish it from the fluorescent radiation. Ob- 
servation of radiation of this type has been possible owing 
to the fact that the lightest elements—from hydrogen to 
sulphur—when subject to a beam of X-rays of ordinary 
penetrating power, emit X-radiation which at a distance of 
several centimetres in air is almost entirely, if not entirely, 
a scattered radiation. If these elements emit fluorescent 
X-radiations under such conditions, they are either absorbed 
in a very thin layer of air and do not reach the electroscope, or 
are so penetrating as to produce no appreciable ionization in 
the electroscope. The former appears probable, the latter 
highly improbable, as will subsequently be seen. 

The scattered radiation is indistinguishable in most of its 
properties from the primary radiation producing it. It has 
the same penetrating power as the primary. When slight 
differences are observed these differences are most marked 
when the experimental conditions are such as to introduce a 
quantity of the fluorescent radiation, that is when more 
penetrating primary beams are used. In experiments with 
only moderately penetrating rays, the primary and secondary 
beams are indistinguishable as regards penetrating power. 
It has yet to be proved that a secondary X-radiation which 
does not contain some fluorescent X-radiation differs in 
penetrating power from the primary radiation producing it. 

As the ordinary primary beam is extremely heterogeneous, 
as shown by successive absorptions by similar plates of any 
material, the similarity in character of the scattered radiation 
is evidence of the equality of scattering of the various con- 
stituents, that is the various constituents appear in the 
secondary beam in the same proportion as in the primary, 
It is also seen by direct experiment that X-rays varying 
considerably in penetrating power are scattered to the same 
extent in passing through a given quantity of matter. A 
limit to this law hes not been found, though the range of 
penetrating power might be considerably extended. 

The scattered radiation proceeding in a direction perpen- 
dicular to that of propagation of the original primary radia- 
tion is very fully polarized, and in the same manner as light 
scattered from small particles. 

The scattered radiation is not equally intense in all direc- 
tions around the primary beam, but exhibits a slight polarity 
of the primary such as would be expected on the electro- 
magnetic theory of the production of X-rays. 

The writer found the polarization to diminish with an 
increase in the penetrating power of the radiation from the 
bulb, whereas with the bulb ina given state the more 
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penetrating portion of the primary beam exhibited greater 
polarization than the more absorbable portion. These results. 
may be explained from a consideration of the origin of primary 
and secondary rays in the anticathode of an X-ray tube. 
Sufficient experiments have, however, not been made to 
permit one to say whether these results are perfectly general 
or not. 

The distribution of the scattered radiation in a plane 
containing the direction of propagation of the primary beam 
agrees remarkably well with the theoretical distribution 
within wide limits. The intensity Ig in any direction making 
an angle @ with the direction of propagation of the primary 
beam is given by Ig=Is (1+ cos?@). There is, however, a 

2 
large discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental 
values when @ is less than 30°. From the accuracy of the 
agreement for all other values of 0, it may be concluded 
that this discrepancy is due to some special conditions in 
directions near to that of propagation of the primary beam. 
Further experiments are at present being made to determine 
these. It is unnecessary at this stage to consider various 
hypotheses in explanation of the experimental result. 

The total fraction of the energy of primary radiation which 
is scattered depends on both the penetrating power of the 
primary radiation and on the particular substance traversed 
by the primary beam. The elements from hydrogen to 
sulphur scatter the same amount mass for mass; that is 
when a given beam passes through sulphur and oxygen say, 
the scattering is twice'as great per atom of sulphur as per 
atom of oxygen. From heavier elements it appears that 
the scattering is greater mass for mass than from light 
elements. From copper, for instance, after the fluorescent 
radiation had been absorbed there remained twice as mucn 
radiation, presumably scattered radiation, as from an equal 
mass of the light elements. From silver, too, a radiation 
showing practically full polarization effects, and therefore a 
scattered radiation, was of the order of six times the intensity 
of that from the light elements. These results may only be 
taken as giving the order of magnitude of the relative inten- 
sities. Further work on other elements under exposure to 
various primary beams is needed. 

The fluorescent X-radiations emitted by elements exposed 
to an ordinary beam of X-rays have been described in early 
papers by the writer and Dr. Sadler as homogeneous secon- 
dary X-radiations, or as characteristic secondary X-radiations. 
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The term fluorescent radiation seems, however, preferable to 
either of the others. Radiation of this type may very readily 
be observed from elements of higher atomic weight than 
sulphur, when the observing electroscope is at a distance of 
several centimetres from the substance exposed to the 
primary rays. In most cases, unless special precautions are 
taken, the ionizing eftect of these radiations from any parti- 
cular element i is very much greater than that of the scattered 
X-rays—indeed it completely swamps the effect of the latter. 
But, as will be seen later, the scattered radiation may be 
isolated by using a primary beam which is incapable of 
exciting this fluorescent X-radiation. | 

In many cases the radiation which reaches an electroscope 
situated several centimetres from the radiating element is an 
almost perfectly homogeneous radiation. It is important to 
point out that though very careful experiments have been 
made to test this, both directly and indirectly, there is no 
evidence of the slightest deviation from homogeneity of the 
fluorescent radiations. There is not only no evidence of 
Jack of homogeneity, but striking evidence of homogeneity. 
Perfect homogeneity is, of course, not to be expected in 
these radiations any more than in light, for instance, but for 
all practical purposes we may assume the radiations accurately 
homogeneous. The reasons for regarding the radiations as 
homogeneous will, however, be given. 

The direct experiment of successiv ely placing thin sheets 
of aluminium or other absorbing substance in the path of 
the radiation and observing the absorptions produced, shows 
that whereas the fractional diminution in the ionization pro- 
duced by an ordinary primary beam becomes less and less as 
plate after plate of absorbing substance is placed in its path 
—owing to the more absorbable constituents being absorbed 
by the earlier plates—the fractional diminution of the ioni- 
zation produced by a secondary beam does not vary after 
artial absorption. This was shown by Barkla and Sadler 

(Phil. Mag. Oct. 1908) and need not be repeated here. The 
very slight deviation from homogeneity which is observed 
after a considerable portion of the radiation has been absorbed 
is such as would be produced by the superposition of a small 
amount of scattered radiation. This scattered radiation in 
some cases produced no more than half of one per cent. of 
the ionization produced by the homogeneous radiation. The 
proportion of scattered to fluorescent radiation depends, 
however, upon the particular primary beam used. The 
radiations from elements of atomic weights in the neigh- 

oO 

bourhood of iron, copper, zinc, &., when subject to a radiation 
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of ordinary penetrating power, are the most homogeneous, 
that is contain the smallest proportion of scattered radiation. 
it was found that the amount of scattered radiation necessary 
to produce the heterogeneity observed in the radiation from 
copper was twice that which would be given by an equal 
mass of the light elements H toS. Hven with this admixture 
of scattered radiation the total radiation was strikingly homo- 
geneous, as shown by fig. 1 in the paper referred to above. 
It is necessary to absorb an amount somewhere about 95 per 
cent. of the fluorescent radiation before the effect of the 
scattered radiation becomes evident. 

In the radiation emitted under exposure to an ordinary 
primary beam by elements of atomic weight in the neigh- 
bourhood of Ag, Sn, Sb, ... Ce, there are ‘two homogeneous 
radiations super -posed i in addition to the scattered radiation— 
which is more intense than from an equal mass of the light 
elements. Special precautions have thus to be taken to 
obtain homogeneous beams from these. Owing to the wide 
difference in penetrating power between these two principal 
constituents and to variations 1n their proportion when excited 
by a variable primary, the secondary radiation appears hete- 
rogeneous, and much more variable in penetrating power 
than the primary. A small change in the penetrating power 
of the primary frequently produces very much greater 
changes in the character of the secondary radiation. ‘This 
is easily understood from the relation given later between 
the penetrating power of the primary radiation and the 
intensity of the secondary radiation which it excites. The 
homogeneity of the more penetrating fluorescent radiation 
from barium is shown in fig. 1, in which the logarithm of 
the fraction transmitted thr ough various sheets of aluminium 
is plotted against the number of those sheets. The initial 
drop is due to the easily absorbed constituent; the linear 
portion exhibits the homogeneity of the more penetrating 
fluorescent radiation. The homogeneity of the more absorb- 
able constituent was observed by Barkla and Nicol by using 
a very soft primary beam. This method will be understood 
from what follows. 

The radiations which have been observed from the elements 
W, Pt, Au, Pb, Bi when these are exposed to primary radia- 
tions of ordinary penetrating power are not so homogeneous 
as the radiations from Fe, Ca, Zn, &e. Slight variations in 
penetrating power may also be observed when much more 
considerable variations take place in the primary. Whether 
there is appreciable heterogeneity in the true fluorescent 
radiations from these elements or not has not been very 
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accurately tested. It appears probable that the radiation 
from these elements contains a greater proportion of scattered 
radiation. ‘There is also the possibility of the superposition 
of a small quantity of a second more penetrating fluorescent 

+p 
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radiation. The full analysis of these radiations when excited 
by homogeneous primary radiations would lead to more 
accurate conclusions. Experiments on the resultant secon- 
dary radiation show, however, that these radiations are very 
homogeneous in comparison with any ordinary primary 
beam. The fluorescent radiations are thus at any rate 
approximately homogeneous, and in the absence of more 
exact evidence will be considered homogeneous, like those 
radiations upon which more accurate experiments have 
hitherto been possible. 

Indirect evidence that the fluorescent radiations are ap- 
proximately homogeneous has also been obtained by Barkla 
and Collier in studying the relation between the absorption 
of homogeneous X-rays in platinum and gold and the absorp- 
tion of these rays in aluminium. The curves showing the 
relation exhibit similar characteristics to those obtained from 
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experiments on absorption by elements Fe, Cu, &., which do 
emit homogeneous fluorescent radiations. (See fio. 2.) 

One of the most interesting facts concerning ae of these 
homogeneous fluorescent X-radiations is that it ls not excited 

o 

by radiation of lower penetrating power. [The penetrating | 
power must be measured in some substance whose charac- 
teristic radiations are not within the range of penetrating 
power experimented upon, and not near to this range on 
its more absorbable side.] This was first shown by Barkla 
and Sadler in the case of the secondary radiation from silver. 
When a heterogeneous primary beam was used it was fre- 
quently found that the homogeneous fluorescent radiation 
from silver was more penetrating than the primary as a 
whole; but however absorbable the primary beam was, a 
plate of aluminium placed in that primary beam diminished 
the intensity of fluorescent radiation less than the same plate 
placed so as to intercept the secondary radiation itself, 
showing that the secondary beam was more absorbable than 
the portion of the primary beam producing it. Again, in 
transmitting the homogeneous radiation from copper through 
iron, it was found that a certain transformation had taken 
place in the transmitted radiation, due to the excitation in 
iron of its slightly softer characteristie radiation and the 
superposition of this on the truly transmitted radiation ; 
whereas when iron radiation was transmitted through copper, 
that is a very soft radiation through a substance whose cha- 
racteristic fluorescent X-radiation is of slightly more pene- 
trating type, the radiation emerging was purely iron radiation 
‘without the admixture-of radiation characteristic of copper. 
Similar experiments were performed with copper and zine. 
The radiation from zine being slighly more penetrating than 
that from copper excited in copper its fluorescent radiation, 
but the process could not be reversed. Dr. Sadler later 
verified the law with considerable accuracy for a number of 
radiators, by using homogeneous radiations to excite the 
fluorescent radiation. All experiments have only further 
shown the generality and the accuracy of this law, which is 
analogous to Stokes’s law of light fluorescence. 

Not only is there this direct evidence, but a considerable 
amount of indirect evidence obtained from observation of the 
relation between the absorption in a given substance of 
X-rays, and their absorption in aluminium, say ; also from 
the relation between ionization produced in different gases 
by rays of varying penetrating power. 

To take the phenomenon of absorption first, it has been 
shown by the writer and Dr. Sadler that the general variation 
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in the absorption of X-rays with variation of penetrating 
power is determined solely by the fluorescent or characteristic 
radiation of the absorbing substance. Thus as the general 
absorbability of a radiation decreases—that is as its penetrating 
power increases—it becomes less and less absorbed in a sub- 
stance R, say, its absorption being approximately proportional 
to its absorption in any other substance when the radiations 
used are not near on the more penetrating side of the radia- 
tion characteristic of this second substance. This approximate 
proportionality holds until the radiation absorbed becomes 
just more penetrating than the fluorescent radiation charac- 
teristicof R. Thenas the radiation becomes more penetrating 
it is absorbed more in R than would be given by this law, 
the additional absorption being accompanied by the emission 
of fluorescent radiation from R, by an increased corpuscular 
radiation from R, and if R is in a gaseous state by an addi- 
tional ionization in R. The relation between the absorption 
in R and in any other substance whose characteristic radia- 
tions are not near on the more absorbable side to the radiations 
experimented upon is shown in fig. 2. 

Bigs 
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The special point to be observed is the accuracy of this 
relation in all cases experimented upon. The simple law of 
approximate proportionality is obeyed until the absorbability 
of the primary radiation is just that of the radiation charac- 

' teristic of the absorbing substance ; the slightest increase in 
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penetrating power of the primary is accompanied bya special. 
absorption connected with the emission of fluorescent radia- 
tion. The emission of fluorescent radiation implies the special 
absorption of the primary radiation, and vice versa. The 
absorption curves published by Barkla and Sadler * , drawn 
from the results of experiments on absorption by metal 
sheets, thus indirectly exhibit the accuracy of this law of 
fluorescence. Similar curves have been got by Barkla and 
Jollier from experitnents on absorption by gases and vapours, 
and with fewer observations near the critical point in the 
case of absorption by gold and platinum, so that the generality 
of the law has been well tested. 

Similar relations hold between the ionization in R when 
in the gaseous state and the ionization in another gas or 
vapour whose fluorescent radiation is not near the range of 
penetrating power experimented upon on its more absorbable 
side. The writer showed this in a paper on “ Phenomena of 
X-ray Transmission’ ¢, and later published the relation in 
detail in the case of ionization in ethyl bromide. A similar 
relation holds in the case of every gas upon which experiments 
have been made. 

Now the definiteness of the turning point in these absorp- 
tion and ionization curves, and the coincidence of this 
penetrating power with that of the fluorescent radiation 
characteristic of the absorbing and 1onized substance is further 
evidence not only of the homogeneity of the fluorescent 
radiations, but of the accuracy of the law of X-ray fluorescence 
analogous to Stokes’s law. 

Unlike the scattered radiation the fluorescent radiation is 
uniformly distributed around a polarized beam of X-rays{. 
It is also uniformly distributed in a plane containing the 
direction of propagation of the primary radiation §. Thus 
the intensity is entirely independent of the direction of electric 
force or of propagation of the exciting primary beam. 

The total energy of the secondary fluorescent radiation is in 
some cases certainly very great. The variation of intensity 
with the penetrating power of the primary is shown by the 
curve in fig. 2||, and at its maximum the copper radiation 
carries away—if we measure energy by total ionizing power 

* Phil. Mag. May 1909. 
+ Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. May 1909. 
{+ Phil. Trans. A. vol. eciv. 1905, pp. 467-479; Proc. Roy. Soc. A. 

vol. Ixxvul. 1906, pp. 247-25 
§ Phil. Mag. Feb. 1911. 
|| Fig. 2 was given by Barkla and Sadler in a paper on “ Absorption 

of Rontgen Rays” (Phil. Mag. May 1909). 
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—about } of the energy of the primary beam absorbed, and 
quite 100 times the energy of the scattered radiation. 

The isolation of any particular fluorescent radiation may 
usually be effected very simply. If it is a fairly penetrating 
radiation such as that from tin which it is wished to study, 
then a primary beam should be used with a fair proportion 
of constituents of more penetrating type. This, as shown, 
excites the desired radiation and ail softer radiations charac- 
teristic of the particular substance. Butas allthe characteristic 
radiations of a particular element appear to be widely different 
in penetrating power, the softer constituents may be absorbed 
by a sheet of aluminium without diminishing to any con- 
siderable extent the intensity of the particular radiation 
studied. Thus, as shown by the absorption curve fig. 1, after 
the first absorbing plate the remaining radiation was homo- 

geneous and of absorbability given by 7 =. The preli- 

minary filtering out of the easily absorbed constituents is 
frequently effected by the surface layers of the radiator 
itself, and by the air separating it from the detecting 
electroscope. 

In order to obtain a very soft fluorescent radiation, such 
as that from tin, antimony, &e., a very soft X-ray tube should 
be used to give the primary radiation. This is then not 
sufficiently penetrating to excite the more penetrating fluo- 
rescent. radiation, and provided the testing electroscope is 
placed near ic the radiator the more absorbable fluorescent 
radiation may be readily studied. This radiation is, however, 
usually mixed with a large quantity of more penetrating 
scattered radiation. The quantity of this may be estimated 
by finding how much is transmitted through sheets of alumi- 
nium of sufficient thickness to completely absorb the soft 
fluorescent radiation. By comparison of this with the intensity 
of radiation transmitted through similar plates of aluminium 
from a substance such as carbon giving only scattered radia- 
tion, the intensity of scattered radiation superposed on the 
soft fluorescent radiation, and passing through any number 
of absorbing plates, may be got by proportion from the 
corresponding intensity from carbon. 

After subtraction of the ionization due to the scattered 
radiation, it is found that the successive sheets by absorption 
diminish the effect of the radiation transmitted by the same 
fraction, showing the homogeneity of the soft characteristic 
radiation (Barkla and Nicol, ‘ Nature,’ Aug. 4, 1910). 

mil. Mag: S. 6. Voly 222 Newie®: S/H CMI Ca aa fab 
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Dealing with the various elements in this way, a large 
number of fluorescent radiations have been identified. As 
we have no method of determining the wave-length of the 
radiation with which we deal, it is necessary to classify the 
various X-radiations by their absorption in some standard 
substance. ‘This is not always a complete definition of an 
X-radiation, for, as has been shown, radiations of three 
different penetrating powers are absorbed to the same extent 
in copper, or in iron, or in zinc, &c. This is analogous to 
saying that refrangibility of light in one substance does not 
always completely define the light. But just as the refrangi- 
bility of light in a substance whose absorption bands are far 
removed from the radiation used is a sufficient measure of 
the character of the radiation, so the absorption in aluminium 
is sufficient to define the Rontgen radiation used, for alumi- 
nium does not emit a characteristic fluorescent radiation 
within the range of penetrating power here dealt with, nor 
near to it on its more absorbable side. In the following 
table, column 3 gives the absorbability of the fluorescent 
radiations as measured in aluminium. The quantity tabu- 
lated is X/p, where A is defined by the equation [=I, ¢-* 
representing the intensity of radiation transmitted through 
aluminium sheets of density p. 

In a number of cases the characteristic radiations from 
elements were obtained by using compounds containing the 
elements in combination with hght atoms. The only effect 
of these light atoms was then to add a little scattered radia- 
tion to the fluorescent radiation which it was desired to 
study. The effect of this was, however, negligible. The 
radiations from Br, Sr, Rb, I, Ba, and Ce were obtained 
from the compounds bromal hydrate, strontium hydroxide, 
rubidium carbonate, iodoform, barium hydroxide, and cerium 
oxide. 

It is seen that the radiations fall into two distinct series, 
here denoted by the letters K and L*. Though only these 
two have so far been found, it seems highly improbable that 
these, consisting of radiations of penetrating power most 
easily experimented upon, include all fluorescent radiations 
actually emitted by elements. In support of this we will 
look first at the phenomena of absorption. As shown in 
fig. 2, the absorption in a substance R of rays softer than 

* Previously denoted by letters B and A (Proc. Camb. Phil. Soe. 
May 1909). The letters K and L are, however, preferable, as it is 
highly probable that series of radiations both more absorbable and more. 
nenetrating exist. 
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TABLE. 

Absorbability of Fluorescent 

Radiator. Woisht Radiation (- in Al). | Remarks. 

Series K. | Series L. 

hs ..- 1-008—24°32 No radiation observed: probably 
| very absorbable. 

a iccnes 27:1 | } Effects of fluorescent radiation ob- 

ae 39-07 served: measurements not made. 

— 40-09 435 ay Not so accurate as values below. 

e.| » Ne Be eee fecerey 
ee 55°85 . 88°5 racy. 

ae 58°97 716 

_ A ee 58°68 5971 wee |F fe atomic weight of Ni see paper 

(61°3) 1 | Barkla & Sadler (Phil, Mag. 

oa ae 63°57 477 | | Sept eau). 
Bio, ee ga--s 65:37 39°4 ‘| 

PY eR. 74:96 22°5 

et ar 79°2 18°9 | | 

i ey, 79:92 1a L 
Ll 85°45 13-7 =e | | Not accurately determined for Rb. 

ip sai lonee 87°62 9-4 | 

BE) spe iols ‘960 4:7 ag? | 

ee eae 102°9 371 | Sab 4 

pees 107°88 2°5 700 | Owing to two fluorescent Padi 

Sh nae] 190 De) ee eetmaeseneo 
SD ees ecece 120°2 ran 435 + primary Baan of Amie 

abaiiaana a ce oe : Sus sae BBE ree with accu- 
Bai. 2... aes 13737 8 224 | racy of series K. 

oe can 140-25 6 " F 
PN einem core 1840 vee 33 | | Homogeneity not shown with ac- 

Pt weeeeeeee 195°0 ve 27°9 | curacy, conseque.tly values of 

AU o--..ee 197-2 a 29 t absorbability only approximate, 

Pb .......2. 207-1 one 20 | —possibly rather high. 

BBM freee cova 208 fas 19 ) 

Note.—Radiations from Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, As, Se, Ag were obtained 
by Barkla and Sadler (Phil. Mag. May 1909); from Mo and Rh by Sadler 
(Phil. Mag. March 1910); from Ca, Sb, I, Ba Agy, by Barkla and Nico! 
(‘ Nature,’ Aug. 4, 1910); from Br by Chapman. 
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the softest known fluorescent radiation characteristic of R 
is approximately proportional to the absorption in aluminium. 
With rays of higher penetrating power than that of the 
fluorescent radiation of R, there is a regular deviation from 
this proportionality, and when the penetrating power is far 
removed from that of the fluorescent radiation there is 
again approximation to proportionality to the absorption in 
aluminium. 

This recurrence of the proportionality suggests the possi- 
bility, indeed the probability, of similar relations with rays 
of penetrating power in the neighbourhood of that of a softer 
fluorescent radiation not yet discovered. This argument 
might have been applied to indicate the probability of a 
radiation belonging to series L, when only that of series K 
was known. It is equally applicable in indicating the pro- 
bability of a radiation belonging to an undiscovered series M, 
consisting of still softer radiations, for the same features as 
those described are shown by the absorption curves for 
gold and platinum over a range of penetrating power in- 
cluding that of the fluorescent radiation of series L. These 
absorption curves thus suggest the existence of a more 
absorbable fluorescent radiation from gold and platinum 
than that of series L. From the similarity of the behaviour 
of all the elements we must then admit the probability of the 
existence of a series M, and the possibility of further series 
M,N, &c. 

Again, the writer has shown the connexion which exists 
between absorption, secondary radiation, and ionization. 
The emission of fluorescent radiation from a substance tra- 
versed by a primary beam of X-rays is invariably accompanied 
by a special absorption of the primary rays, and when the 
substance is in the gaseous state by a special ionization of 
that substance. It is natural to connect the absorption of 
soft primary beams and the ionization produced by these in 
passing through matter with the emission of an undetected 
softer fluorescent X-radiation of series M. 

The extreme variation in the penetrating power of the 
fluorescent radiations thus far observed is enormous, the K 
radiation from cerium being more than a thousand times as 
penetrating as the L radiation from silver. The determi- 
nation of more penetrating radiation than that from cerium 
and of more absorbable radiation than that from silver has, 
however, been limited solely by the unsuitability of the 
methods hitherto employed. It will probably be an easy 
matter by modification of these methods to considerably 
extend the number of radiations in these two series. 
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Tt is important to notice that there is no evidence of any 
abrupt change in the character of the radiation with a change 
in the atomic weight of the radiating substance. It would, 
for instance, not be surprising to ‘find groupings of the 
elements similar to those based on chemical properties. No 
indication of anything of the sort has been obtained. 

In early papers the elements were for convenience divided 
into groups according to the characteristics of the radiation 
they emitted when ee to primary beams of ordinary 
penetrating power. The elements of different groups ap- 
peared at first sight to be fundamentally different in their 
behaviour, but it was later shown by the writer that the 
behaviour of one element is typical of all. The observed 
differences were due simply to wide differences in the relation 
between the penetrating power of the primary radiation and 
the fluorescent radiations. 

An increase in the atomic weight of an element is invariably 
accompanied by an increase in the penetrating power of the 
fluorescent radiation of the same series. This is not always 
apparent without analysis of the radiations owing to dif- 
ferences in the relative proportions of the fluorescent radia- 
tions from various elements under exposure to the same 
primary radiation. The relation between the atomic weight 
of an element and the absorbability (as measured by the 
absorption in aluminium) of its fluorescent X-radiations is 
shown in fig. 3(p. 4103. The range of absorbability is, how- 
ever, too great to admit of accurate representation of the 
relative absorptions of the most penetrating radiations. A more 
convenient method of exbibiting the relation throughout the 
entire range is that of plotting the logarithm of the absorb- 
ability against atomic weight of the radiator, absorbability 
being r/p. where X is given by the equation I=I, e-™, 
representing transmission through aluminium of eit p 
(fig. 4, p. 411 

feeillise observed nanan each series the value of log X/p is 
approximately a linear function of the atomic weight “of the 
radiating element. It is remarkable that this should hold 
closely over such a range in penetrating power. 

As all the principal phenomena connected with the trans- 
mission of X-rays through matter—absorption, ionization, 
secondary radiation—are determined by the character of the 
fluorescent radiations characteristic of the elements consti- 
tuting the matter traversed*, it is essential to a coniplete 

* Proc, Camb. Phil. Soe. May 1909. 
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understanding of these phenomena to be acquainted with the 
penetrating powers of these fluorescent radiations. 
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It has been shown that eath element has its own charac- 
teristic fluorescent line spectrum in X-rays. This is very 
conveniently represented as is a spectrum of ordinary light, 
except that without a knowledge of the wave-length we are 
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obliged to define the radiations hy their absorption in some 
standard substance. Thus we may represent the known 

Fig. 4, 
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portion of the spectra of elements Sb, I, and Ba as in fig. 5. 
The lines move towards the more penetrating end of the 

spectrum with an increase in the atomic we eight ot the element. 
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It is scarcely too much to say that all the phenomena con- 
nected with the transmission of X-rays through matter may 
be readily explained in terms of a few simple laws expressed 
with reference to these spectra. 

[1 wish to express my indebtedness to Mr. G. H. Martyn 
for his assistance in some of these experiments.—C. G. B. | 

—— eee — = 

XL. The Intensity of the Ultra-Violet Light emitted by an 
Electrical Discharge at Low Pressures. By HK. W. B. GILL» 
M.A., B.Sc., Felluw of Merton College, Oxford™. 

d) sume phenomena accompanying the discharge of electricity 
through gases at low pressures have been examined in 

great detail by many observers, and accurate measurements 

have been made of the distribution of electric force along 
the discharge, the number of ions at various points, the 
temperature and other properties. 

The experiments here described are a set of measurements 
of a different nature relating to the distribution of intensity 
of the light emitted, or more strictly of the intensity of a 
certain portion of the spectrum of the light emitted from 
various parts of the discharge. The results obtained, though 
not throwing much light upon the actual mechanism of the 
discharge, are of some interest as showing a systematic 
variation with change of pressure of rather a curious kind. 

When ultra-violet light falls upon a metal plate, zine being 
usually used, negative ions are set free at its surface; and 
Griffiths has shown that, other things being equal, the 
number of ions set free is nearly proportional to the intensity 
of the light. 

An estimate of the number of ions set free by the light 
coming from different portions of the tube will therefore 
give at once the relative intensities. A previous research t 
has shown that the rays chiefly instrumental in setting free 
the ions vary from about 250 yy to 180 wp, and it must be 
understood that the results of these experiments refer to the 

| intensity of this particular range of wave-lengths. 

Description of Apparatus. Se, 

The discharge-tube was constructed of quartz, and was 
° e ° ° e 

, joined to a large glass reservoir containing mercury in its 

} * Communicated by Prof. J. S. Townsend, 
4 + Phil. Mag. Feb. 1910, p. 20. 
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Jower part. Any desired pressure could be obtained by 
exhausting the apparatus with a mercury pump and then 
adjusting the level of the mercury in the reservoir. The 
pressure was read on a McLeod gauge. A drying-tube was 
also inserted. 

The electrodes were circular disks of aluminium about 
1:5 em. in diameter and distant apart 7°5cm.; the connecting 
wires being fused through the quartz and the seal covered 
with mercury to prevent any air-leak. The electrodes were 
first of all subjected to a discharge for a considerable time 
to drive off all traces of hydrogen and other occluded 
gases. 3 

The apparatus is depicted diagrammatically in fig. 1. To 

Bion. 

ae {il faflt Bo eae ees Ses 

get a steady discharge a very large number of small storage- 
cells were connected in series and joined through an ammeter 
to the terminals of the tube, a large resistance R being in the 
circuit. The current was very small (about 4 milliamperes), 
the storage-cells being able to give this without running 
down, and the current couid be conveniently measured 
on the sensitive part of a Nalder combined ammeter and 
voltmeter. 

The drop of potential down the tube was measured by a 
Kelvin electrostatic voltmeter V. 

The tube was contained in a lead box (shown shaded) 
having a vertical slit 1 em. wide cut in the side; and the 
tube was mounted in such a way that any portion of its 
length could be placed in front of this slit. 
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The light emerging from the slit passed through a wire 
gauze AA and fell upon the zinc plate BB connected to an 
electrometer; the distance between the plate and gauze being 
about lem. AA was charged up to +40 volts by connexion 
to a battery of small cells, and BB was initially at zero 
potential and insulated. The plate and gauze were carried 
upon ebonite supports. 

Method of conducting an ewperiment. 

In any set of observations the discharge was always passed 
for a fixed time, usually 20 seconds. The first centimetre 
of the discharge beginning from either electrode was placed 
opposite the shit and light from it fell upon the zine plate, 
a certain number of negative ions n, were set free, were 
attracted to the gauze AA, and in consequence the electro- 
meter showed a deflexion 6, After earthing and again 
insulating the electrometer a defiexion 6, was obtained, due 
to ny ions being set tree by the light from the second centi- 
metre of the discharge, nothing except the tube having been 

moved. ‘Then foo =the ratio of the intensities of the 
2 2 

UV light from these two portions of the tube. 
As explained above, care was taken to keep the pressure 

of the air inside the tube constant, and owing to the small 
leak no other gas except air was used in the tube. [It is 
possible that sniall changes of pressure that occurred were 
due to chemical action. | 

The deflexions of the electrometer were always small, 
which accounts for the choice of such a comparatively large 
slit (1 em. broad) in order to get a measurable ratio not too 
much affected by errors of experiment. The relative inten- 
sities of each em. of tube were thus obtained, and in a few 
eases of interest several cms. overlapping were taken as 
well. 

It is obvious that the intensity depends upon three variables, 
the pressure p, the current c, and the potential difference 
between the electrodes V; these variables not being inde- 
pendent but being connected by one relation. Looking 
upon p and c as independent variables, a complete research 
would determine the distribution of intensity for all values 

of p and c, but the value of the results scarcely warrants so 
laborious an undertaking, and ali the experiments were con- 
ducted for a constant current, p being taken as the only 
independent variable. A few preliminary experiments, how- 
ever, showed that for the higher pressures (1 to 2 mm. 
of mercury) the intensity was approximately proportional to 
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the current, but it is doubtful if this is so for the lower 
pressures. The current in all the following results was 
always 4 milliamperes. 

This current was obtained partly by varying the number 
of cells in series with the discharge-tube, and partly by 
altering the resistance R. At the higher pressures the dis- 
charge usually required to be started by connecting one only 
of the terminals to one of the poles of an induction-coil for 
an instant; but at the lower pressures the discharge practi- 
cally always started itself. The lead box being connected to 
earth was useful in shielding the detecting apparatus from 
disturbances due to the coil and other sources; the coil (not 
shown) being in the box. 

The distribution of intensity was obtained as the mean of 
several sets of readings for several different pressures, and 
the whole set were then connected by fixing the tube ata 
position which gave a large intensity in most of these cases, 
reproducing these different pressures, and getting the corre- 
sponding deflexions. The intensities could thus be all ex- 
pressed in terms of some arbitrary unit. 

Plotting the Results. 

The distance between the electrodes being 73 cm., a dis- 
tance of 74 units was marked off along the axis of ip i 
anode being at the origin and the cathode at the point 7 
The intensity of the light from the first em. of tube ee 
at the anode was taken as ordinates at pt z="), from the 
second cm. at e=1°5 and so on, and from the last em. which 
overlapped the previous one at e=7. By this means the 
curves tigs 2-6 were obtained (pp. 416-418). 

The current as air eady stated being always 4 milliamperes, 
the pressure being given in millimetres of mercury, and the 
potential difference V between the electrodes when current 
was passing in volts. 

Discussion of Results. 

The anode is in all the figures at the origin and the cathode 
to the right, and it will be seen that for all the pressures 
considered the emission of ultra-violet light from the half 
centimetre beginning at the cathode is practically negligible. 
The very large cathode fall of potential (about 340 volts) 
does not extend beyond this space, and the results therefore 
confirm the theory that practically all the energy in this 
space is devoted to forming fresh ions by collisions, and very 
little of the energy is av ailable for emitting radiations. 
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| The most interesting result of the experiments is, however, 
the systematic variation with the pressure. In fig. 2 starting” 

with the higher pressures the greater part of the light comes 
from the left end, that is the end nearer the anode, the 
amount from the centre being small; the same is true for 
the slightly lower pressure in fig. 3, the fact that the maximum 
is a little higher than in fig. 2 is probably due to errors of 
experiment. In fig. 4, although the general features are 
still the same, the right-hand maximum is beginning to 
become more prominent. 
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Somewhere between figs. 4 and 5 the minimum sparking 
potential for the particular tube occurs, the minimum potential 
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being ronghly estimated at 560 volts, and after passing this 
point a very decided difference is apparent. In fig. 5 not 
only have the two maxima become about equal but the light 
from the centre of the tube has also become large, while with 
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the lowest pressure investigated ‘29 mm. of mercury, fig. 6, 
the left-hand maximum has almost disappeared, the centre 
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light having become equally important, and the highest 
maximum is then on the right. In these last cases the dis- 
charge lit up the whole tube and discharges occurred round 
the back of the electrodes. 

The effects were all due to UV light, no trace of Rontgen 
rays was found nor of Hntladungstrahlen, for no deflexion 
could ever be obtained if the zine plate was char ged positively, 
or if when negatively charged a very thin sheet of aluminium 
was interposed to cut off the light. 

The tube was unfortunately too short to show much positive 
column, and I[ doubt if more than 2 or 3 cm. of column were 
present in any experiment. It would have been interesting 
to have continued the measurements to still lower pressures, 
but the potential ditference required to drive the discharge 
soon gets so enormous that there were not sufficient cells 
available to proceed further. 

The results, however, without assuming any theory as to 
the actual mechanism by which the short waves of hght are 
emitted, are certainly sufficient to show that, after the pressure 
corresponding to the minimum sparking potential for two 
fixed electrodes has been passed, the character of the dis- 
charge is radically changed. 

This research was suggested by and conducted in the 
laboratory of Professor Townsend, to whom my thanks are 
due for very much encouragement and assistance. 
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XI. The Disintegration Products of Uranium. 
By G. N. ANTONOFE*. 

T is now generally accepted that uranium is the primary 
substance from which ionium and radium with its series 

of products are derived. In old minerals, all a ray products 
in radioactive equilibrium with urenium emit an equal 
number of a particles per second except uranium itself, 
which emits twice as many. Consequently either two @ par- 
ticles are emitted at the disintegration of each atom, or the 
uranium is in equilibrium with an unseparated a ray product. 

Actinium and its products also occur in minerals in constant 
ratio to uranium, but their total activity is much weaker than 
that of uranium. Boltwoodft has shown that the total 
activity of actinium together with its products is about 28 
per cent. of uranium. In explanation of this, Rutherford 
and others have suggested that actinium is a lateral branch 
arising at one stage of the uranium-radium series. 

Thorium, although it is almost always present in uranium 
minerals, is supposed to be an independent radioactive 
element, because its ratio to uranium in minerals varies 
within wide limits. 

The investigation of radioactive minerals from the point 
of view of the disintegration theory has made it clear that 
ionium and radium ce. are disintegration products of uranium. 
Also the growth of radium in uranium salts has been directly 
observed t. On the other hand, it is known that UrX isa 
direct product of uranium, but at present no definite evidence 
of the transformation se of the former has been obtained. 
Tt has been pointed out by Danne§ that UrX separated from 
a large quantity of uranium leaves a constant 2 ray activity 
after complete disintegration. It is not known whether this 
a ray product has actually grown from UrX, or has been 
separated from uranium, which generally contains very many 
radioactive impurities. Soddy ||, however, came to the con- 
clusion that UrX completely loses its activity with time. 
Several attempts have also been made to observe the growth 
of actinium in uranium. The experiments carried out by 
Soddy{ showed that actinium could be detected in some 
uranium , preparations, but no proofs were given that the 
original preparations were free trom acinar ine. 

* Communicated by Prof. E. Rutherford, F.R.S. 
+ Boltwood, Amer. Journ. Sci. xxv. p. 269 ce 
t Soddy, Nat. Ixxx. p- 808 (1809): Phys. Z. x. p. 396 (1909). 
§ Danne, Le Radium, vi. p. 42 (1909). 
| Soddy, Phil. Mag. xx. p. 842 (1910), 
q Soddy, Loe. cit. 
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Some irregularities in the behaviour of UrX have been 
noted by several investigators. Variations of the 8 ray activity 
in uranium were observed by Meyer and von Schweidler* 
in 1904. The question was examined later by Godlewski f, 
who aseribed the abnormal behaviour to the diffusion of UrX. 
Meyer and von Schweidler also found a rapid decay in some 
preparations, indicating the presence of a product with a 
period of about 2 days. Becquerelft separated from uranium 
by charcoal some radioactive substance whose activity grew 
in 8 days to one and a half times its original value. Later 
Levin § repeated Becquerel’s experiment, but could not 
separate anything but UrX. 

Soddy || found that during the first ten days of decay some 
preparations of UrX decay faster than the normal rate. 

In all theze investigations no evidence of the purity of the . 
uranium preparations has been given. The present research 
was undertaken with preparations of uranium from which all 
known radioactive impurities had been separated. 

An account of the literature about uranium and its products 

may be found in a review by St. Meyer (see Jahr. d. Rad. 
wie 9O9lp. 381). 

Huperments with Uranium X. 

As commercial uranium nitrate, even extra pure, generally 
contains very many radioactive impurities, several methods 
of purification were employed with the view of separating 
radium, actinium, and thorium with their series of products. 
These methods will be fully described later in the paper, but 
it may be mentioned here that special tests of the uranium 
preparations have attorded a definite proof that all radioactive 
impurities have been removed. The UrX was separated by 
two methods. The first consists in precipitating barium in 
the uranium solution as BaSO,, and the second in adding an 
iron salt to the uranium solution and precipitating it by 
boiling. These methods will be hereafter called the barium 
method and the ferric method respectively. 

It is known that UrX emits soft rays with an absorption 
coefficient in aluminium ~=500(cm.)~1, and hard rays with 
p=l14(cm.)~'. The activities of the UrX preparations were 
measured first when uncovered, and afterwards through 
QO-01 cm. of aluminium. The first measurement gave the 

* Meyer and v. Schweidler, Wien. Sttzber. cxiii. p. 1057 (1904). 
+ Godlewski, Phil. Mag. x. p. 45 (1905). 
{t Becquerel, C. &. exh. p. 87 (1905). 
§ Levin, Phys. Z. vil. p. 692 (1906). 
|| Soddy, Phil. Mag. xix. p. 847 (1910). 
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total activity, and the second the activity due to the hard 
rays. 
Urx separated from uranium by the barium method gives 

for both types of rays exponential decay curves with practi- 
cally identical periods. Also the absorption curves of such 
preparations taken at different intervals after separation are 
always of the same shape, indicating that the UrX contains 
no other active product. 
When UrX is separated by the ferric method, a rapid 

initial drop in the decay curve is always observed, if the 
preparation is uncovered. The activity of the UrX thus 
prepared, when measured through 0°01 cm. or more of - 
aluminium, decays exponentially with the same period as the 
preparations obtained by the barium method. The absorp- 
tion curves of the ferric preparations show the presence of a 
much larger quantity of soft 8 rays than is found in the 
barium preparations. 
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s=s>——> Time in days. 

The experimental results for the barium preparations are 
given in fig. 1, and plotted as curves 1 and 2. Curve 1 
gives the activities of an uncovered preparation, and curve 2 
those through 0°01 cm. of aluminium. 
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The curve for hard rays gives a half period of 23-5 days. 
The curve for the uncovered preparation seems to give a 
slightly lower period of about 23:0 days, but the difference 
is within the limits of experimental error. 

To obtain the recovery curve of uranium, the UrX was 
completely separated from uranium by boiling the solution 
of uranium nitrate with a large quantity of ferric oxide. 
The ferric oxide was filtered off and the above process 
repeated several times. The uranium nitrate was converted 
into oxide, which was spread on a tray and placed under a 
B vay electroscope. Its activity was measured for several 
months. The initial value soon after the separation was 
found to be 0:05 div. per minute. The constant maximum 
value after several months was found to be 9-2 divs. per 
minute. The half value was reached after about 23°5 days, 

se=——>- Activities in diy. per min. 
As 
meade 
ems) 
s>—— Time in days. 

corresponding to the half period found from the decay of 
UrX. Curve 1 in fig. 2 shows on a large scale the initial 
part of the theoretical curve calculated from the equation 
I/I,=1—e-™, where J, is the maximum activity and I is the 
activity at any time ¢, ‘taking for \ the value corresponding: 
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to a half period of 23°5 days. The points marked on the 
curve show the values obtained experimentally. It is seen 
that they agree with the theoretical curve within the limits 
of experimental error. There is thus no evidence of any 
intermediate change between uranium and UrX™*. 

EHuperimental Method. 

Before discussing the results obtained with ferric prepara- 
lions, it is necessary to describe briefly the method employed 
to detect the soft radiations when mixed with the radiation 
of UrX. As UrX separated from pure uranium by the. 
ferric method is accompanied by some soft radiation, a 
special experimental arrangement was adopted to measure 
all soft and hard rays under the same conditions. A £6 ray 
electroscope with its opening covered with thin aluminium 
sheet. of 0:00025 cm. thickness was employed. The radio- 
active preparation was clamped to the bottom of the electro- 
scape so as to be directly under the opening, and always in 
the same position. The sheets of absorbing material were 
placed between the opening and the radioactive preparation, 
and were thus compressed by the clamp. Special care was 
taken to avoid any displacement of the radioactive prepara- 
tion when large thicknesses of foil were used. In this way 
it was possible to obtain practically the full effect in the 
electroscope of the hard and soft 8 rays. The @ ray effect 
is, however, diminished more than that due to the @ rays, 
because they have to pass through about 0°8 em. of air 
before reaching the aluminium foil, whose thickness is equi- 
valent to 0°5 cm. of air, or in other words, the loss of a ray 
activity is that due to a shortening of the range by 1°3 em. 
of air. This experimental arrangement is convenient for 
taking absorption curves because the aluminium foil prevents 
air currents in the electroscope. In some eases, Oey 
when a stronger effect from the « rays was desired, the 
measurements were taken in an identical ‘electroscope without 
an aluminium foil. In this case there was no absorption of 
the radiation, and the ionization produced corresponds to the 
whole path of the a rays. The absorption curves for the pre- 
parations of pure UrX show that if the film is very thin, 
the ratio of the total activity to that of the preparation 
measured through a standard sheet of 0°01 em. of aluminium, 
which allows only the hard rays of UrX to pass, is invar iably 
2°15 under the experimental conditions. If UrX is accom- 
panied by some additional soft rays this ratio is much higher, 

* The meaning of the dotted curve 2 will be exvlained later, 
2h 9 i 
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and in some cases the activity does not decay exponentially 
if measured without absorbing screens. However, the radia- 
tion passing through 0:01 cm. of aluminium decays normally 
with the same period as the pure barium preparations. 
Therefore if the activity of the preparation is measured 
through 0:01 em. of aluminium, and the value obtained 
multiplied by 2°15, the total activity at any time due to UrX 
alone can be calculated. The UrX activity is then sub- 
tracted from the total activity to obtain the activity of the 
product mixed with it. 

The Product.—Its Decay and Absorption. 
The ferric preparations were examined by the method 

already described, and several curves were obtained showing 
that a soft ray product which decays in a few days is always 
present in small quantity. Several attempts were made to 
separate a large quantity of this product from uranium, but 
in all cases its activity is small compared with that of the 
UrX with which it is separated. Owing to the very similar 
chemical properties of UrX and the new product, it was 
not found possible to isolate the latter, for it was always 
accompanied with UrX*. When UrX and the product are 
separated from uranium in equilibrium by the ferric method, 
a preparation is obtained containing so much UrX that it is 
sometimes difficult to measure its activity with the electro- 
scope. Further separations bring down less and less of UrX 
and the product. The separation is then repeated after 
allowing it to stand for a few days. The new product is 
then separated with comparatively little UrX. To determine 
the absorption of the radiation it is necessary to prepare very 
thin films. [or this purpose the method of separation was 
sometimes modified. ‘The uranium was dissolved in a half 
normal solution of ammonium carbonate, a trace of ferric 
salt added, and the solution boiled and filtered. The iron 
precipitate was washed with ammonium carbonate solution 
to remove the traces of uranium, and the filter-paper was 
then burnt ; the ashes in a very thin layer were placed on a 
tray. In this way, although it was necessary to work with 
large volumes, it was eusy to make the separation with only 
minute traces of iron. These preparations were examined 
by the electroscope already described. The decay curves 
are given in fig. 3. 

~* Information on the chemical properties of UrX may be found in 
the paper by Lloyd, J. of Phys. Chem. xxiv. p. 509 (1910). See als 
Keetman, Jahr. d. Rad, vi. p. 265 (1909), . ; 
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Curve 1 is the decay curve of the unvovered preparation, 
and curve 3 the decay curve through 0°01 cm. of aluminium. 

per min. 

aa>—— => Activities in div. 

s>——> Time in days. 

If the activities in curve 3 are multiplied by 2°15, curve 2 
representing the total activities of UrX is obtained. Curve 4, 
which is the decay curve of the product, was obtained by 
taking the difference between curves | and 2. It should be 
noted that curve 2 coincides with curve 1 about ten days 
after separation of the uranium X, indicating that no other 
product except UrX then reniains. 

The period of the new product deduced from the curve is 
1°5 days. A number of other curves obtained in a similar 
manner gave about the same period of decay. It is proposed 
to call the new product uranium Y (UrY). 

It is now necessary to consider the types of radiation 
emitted by this new product. Special experiments were 
made to test whether any w rays were present. It is 
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known that UrX emits only rays, and no appreciable 
quantity of uranium was present in the film. The new pro- 
duct, UrY, and UrX, were separated with as little material 
as possible, then spread on a small area, and placed imme- 
diately under a zine sulphide screen. After the eye had 
been thoroughly rested in a dark room, the scintillations 
were counted by a low-power microscope. Immediately 
after separation, 2-3 scintillations per minute were observed. 
The average number could be measured with sufficient 
accuracy by taking a large number of readings. The 
counting was continued during three days, and the average 
number of scintillations were found to diminish. The period 
could not be determined with accuracy; but the results 
indicated that the « rays were emitted by a product whose 
half period of decay was about 1°5 days. Finally, the 
number of scintillations became too small in number to be 
counted. 

These experiments indicate that UrY emits some a@ rays; 
but at the same time it should be pointed out that the number 
of « particles observed is small compared with that to be 
expected from the 8 ray activity of the product. Hxperi- 
ments of this character, where only one or two scintillations 
appear per minute in the microscope, are very difficult, but 
every precaution was taken to avoid error. 

Further evidence in support of the view that UrY emits 
a particles can be obtained from an examination of the initial 
part of the absorption curve. 

A preparation, in which the activity of the product was 
about 30 per cent. of that of the UrX mixed with it, was 
examined and its absorption curve was taken immediately 
after the separation. ‘l'o determine the absorption of the 
product it is necessary to subtract the absorption of pure 
UrX. This can be accomplished either by taking a barium 
preparation or a ferric preparation after the short-lived 
product has completely decayed. The absorption curves are 
shown in fig. 4 (curves 1 and 3). 

Curve lis the absorption curve of UrX and the product 
and curve 2 is that of pure UrX. ‘The two curves were re- 
duced to the same scale by equating the values of the activities 
through 0:01 cm. of aluminium. Itisseen that for hard rays 
the absorption curves are identical. 

Curve 4 was obtained by taking the difference between 1 
and 2, and it represents the absorption curve of the product. 
‘This curve shows a rapid initial drop, which corresponds to 
the e ray effect diminished by 1:3 cm. of air. The remainder 
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of the curve is practically an exponential curve with » about 
300 (cm.)—} for aluminium. 

Fig. 4. 
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In the above experiments the electroscope was covered 

with 0:00025 em. of aluminium; but if the electroscope was 

used without an aluminium leaf, the effect due to the product 
is a little more than doubled (see fig. 5, p. 428). 

The B radiation is about 25 per cent. of the total, and the 

absorption coefficient of the @ rays in aluminium calculated 

in the ordinary way is about 2500 (cm.)~-1, and is about that 

to be expected for # rays of average range. "his « ray effect 

cannot be attributed to a small quantity of uranium in the 

film, for it is seen that the rapid drop in the absorption curve 

disappears in a few days. The preparations were examined 

after about two months, and it was found that the activity 
due to traces of uranium could be only about 0:1 div. per 
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minute. (In figs. 3 and 4 the activities are expressed in 
terms of the number of divisions per minute actually observed 
in the electroscope.) 

2=e——>- Activities in div. per min. 

aap——=>-— Thickness of aluminium, one foil equivalent to 
about 0°5 em. of air. Gaaone S 

The Position of the New Product. 

Since UrY is always present in purified uranium, it follows 
that it must be derived in some way from that substance. 
From a given quantity of uranium, only a small amount of 
UrY could be separated at a time. It was calculated that 
the electric effect due to UrY, under the experimental con- 
ditions, was only about 1/60,000 of the total « ray effect due 
to the amount of uranium from which it was separated. The 
first separations by the ferric method remove most of the 
product, and when the successive separations are made at 
short intervals, the amount separated becomes much smaller. 
It consequently follows that either this product is present in 
very small quantities or the method of separation is almost 
ineffective. In the latter case it is natural to suppose that 
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UrY is the second « ray product in uranium. However, the 
following consideration shows that such is not the case. If 
UrY is the second product in equilibrium with uranium, its 
a ray activity should be equal to about one half the total 
activity of uranium. Since the product shows a strong 
B ray effect compared with the « ray effect, the absorption 
curve of uranium should indicate the presence of a large 
proportion of the soft rays characteristic of the product. 
However, the absorption curve (see fig. 6) of uranium in a 

Fig. 6. 
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thin layer shows that besides « rays only the rays of UrX 
can be detected. Consequently it does not appear probable 
that UrY is the second product in uranium. 

In considering the possible position of this product in the 
uranium series, several factors have to be taken into con- 
sideration. The evidence indicates that the new product is 
not transformed into UrX, for we have seen that the @ ray 
rise curve of uranium, from which UrX and UrY were 
separated by the ferric “method, is quite normal in its initial 
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stages. If UrY is intermediate between uranium and UrX, 
the rise curve to be expected is shown by the dotted curve 
in fig. 2. There is no evidence that UrY is in this sense an — 
intermediate product between uranium and UrX. At the 
same time, it should be pointed out that it is difficult to draw 
such a conclusion with certainty, for it is based on the 
assumption that all of UrY is separated with UrX. 

The principal difficulty encountered is that there is no 
direct method of showing that UrY is completely separated. 
In the case of UrX, the proof of complete separation is quite 
simple on account of the quantity of UrX, and the penetrating 
power of its rays, while the comparison of the § ray activity 
of uranium before and after separation of UrX is quite 
definite. There is, however, some indirect evidence that 
UrY, under certain conditions, is also completely separated, 
for with small quantities of iron used in successive precipi- 
tations both UrX and UrY were obtained in diminishing 
quantities. Large quantities of iron are favourable to a 
complete separation, but on account of the soft radiation of 
UrY small quantities of iron had to be used to obtain thin 
films. With large quantities of iron, the UrX can be 
separated completely after a few precipitations, as was 
shown on page 422. It seems very probable that, under 
such conditions, UrY must be also precipitated more or less 
completely. ) 

When large quantities of iron are used in the precipitation 
UrX and UrY are separated with a thick layer of iron. In 
consequence of the absorption of the @ rays in this layer it 
is difficult to draw any definite conciusions from such an 
experiment in regard to the relative amount of radiation due 
to the two products. On the other hand, the initial part of 
the recovery curve of UrX in uranium, treated with a large 
quantity of iron, should show some indication of the presence 
of UrY if it is an intermediate product; but, as we have 
seen, the recovery curve is quite normal. 

It may be mentioned here that the @ ray activity of a film 
of uranium of known weight before and after treatment with 
a large quantity of iron was determined ; but no appreciable 
change of « ray activity was observed. 

In addition UrY does not seem to be a direct product 
(immediate or otherwise) of UrX, for in such a case one 
would expect larger quantities of it in old preparations than 
in those freshly prepared. On the contrary, experiments 
showed that the amount separated from uranium several 
years old is of the same order as that separated after a few 
days from freshly purified uranium. 
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It is difficult at the present time to draw any very definite 
conclusion of the connexion of UrY with the uranium series, 
but the general results indicate strongly that UrY is nota 
product in the main series, but is a branch product of uranium. 

Purification of Uranium. 

100 gr. of uranium nitrate were taken and BaCl, was 
precipitated in it several times as BaSO,. Subsequently the 
uranium nitrate solution was evaporated to dryness and kept 
at 110° C. It was then extracted with dry ether and 
crystallized three times as nitrate. Some ferric oxide was 
added to the above uranium nitrate solution and separated 
after boiling. It was found by measuring the decay curve 
that a considerable amount of soft rays not belonging to 
UrX was present. From the above curve the decay curve 
of UrX was subtracted. The resultant decay curve was of 
the same nature as the one obtained when ferric oxide was 
added and separated from an actinium solution. It was, 
therefore, very probable that actinium was not separated by 
the ordinary extraction with ether. 

The following method was afterwards employed. A kilo- 
gram of uranium nitrate was taken and BaSQO, was precipi- 
tated in it three times. Since actinium and lanthanum are 
precipitated together, 10 gr. of lanthanum nitrate were added 
to the uranium solution and precipitated by adding an excess 
of a hot solution of ammonium oxalate. After 24 hours 
the precipitate of lanthanum oxalate was filtered off, and 
the uranium twice crystallized as double ammonium uranium 
oxalate. Then the uranium was again converted into nitrate 
and 10 gr. of lanthanum nitrate were again added. The 
solution was evaporated to dryness, kept at 110° C., and the 
uranium was extracted with dry ether and crystallized twice 
as nitrate. The lanthanum was found to be very active. 
It was converted into nitrate and boiled with an excess of 
Na,8,03. The precipitated sulphur entrained UrX, and after 
ignition a strong preparation of UrX, without a visible 
amount of weighable substance, was left. After six months 
a part of the above uranium, converted into oxide, was placed 
ona tray 18x 18 cm., and a plate of the same size connected 
with the negative pole of a battery placed above it, for 24 
hours. No traces of actinium or thorium active deposit 
could be detected on the plate. 

Another kilogram of uranium nitrate was treated in a 
different way. ‘l'o it was added some thorium from which 
mesothorium had been separated, and afterwards an excess 
of a hot solution of oxalic acid. After a few days the 
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scarcely soluble uranium oxalate was separated from the 
mother liquor by suction, and dissolved in a large quantity 
of hot water. It was then filtered, evaporated to dryness, 
and converted into the nitrate. This uranium nitrate might 
possibly have contained traces. of thorium, because the 
thorium oxalate might have gone through the filter-paper. 
Therefore some inactive rare earth was added and separated 
as above. 

After these separations, BaSO, was precipitated three 
times in the uranium solution with the object of separating 
radium and mesothorium if present. Then a mixture of 
lead and bismuth was added and precipitated with H,S to 
separate polonium if present, and finally uranium was twice 
erystallized as nitrate. 

The first method was employed for the separation of 
actinium, and is convenient because of the considerable solu- 
bility of uranium oxalate in ammonium oxalate. The second 
method, although very difficult because of the small solubility 
of uranium oxalate in water, was employed to separate with 
thorium both actinium and ionium. 

Both preparations of uranium showed only the growth of 
UrX and the product with the period 1:5 days. All these 
precautions were necessary since the method used for the 
separation of UrX separates in addition actinium and its 
products, thorium XX, mesothorium and polonium. 

Summary. 

(a) It has been shown that a product called UrY witha 
period 1°5 days is always present in small quantities 
in uranium. It emits soft 6 rays with an absorption 
coefficient ~=300 (cm.)-! and probably also some 
a Yays. 

(6) In its chemical nature the product is very similar to 
UrX, and it has not been found possible to separate 
it chemically from the latter. 

(c) The experimental results described in this paper indi- 
cate that UrY isa lateral disintegration product of 
uranium and is produced in small quantity compared 
with UrX. 

In conclusion, I wish to express my best thanks to 
Professor Rutherford for placing the necessary facilities at 
my disposal, and for the interest he has taken in the work. 

University of Manchester, 
June 1911. 
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XLII. ees Accuracy in the Use of Bifilar Suspensions. 
By A. Norman Saaw, J.8¢e., R. O. King Research Fellow, 
and Lecturer in Physics, MeGull University, Montreal*. 

N the case of single suspensions it is’ well known that 
many materials exhibit complicated movements after 

the wire or fibre has been twisted first in one direction and 
then in the other for a considerable number of times. As it 
is often necessary in practice to employ suspensions whose 
direct elastic properties are constant, the choice of a material 
which shall also have a minimum elastic after-effect becomes 
a difficult matter. A thorough search for a suitable suspen- 
sion was recently made by K. E. Guethe, at the Bureau of 
Standards in Washington, in connexion with his determina- 
tion of the electromotive force of standard cells, but he states 
that the attempt was only “ partially successful 2 A large 
number of investigators have examined this phenomenon of 
elastic af‘er-effect, and its behaviour has often been pointed 
out as being analogous to that of electric absorption in con- 
densers{. The theory of the subject was, indeed, developed 
first for this ‘ elastiche Nachwirkung”’ by Weber, Sen ruse gle 
Meyer, Boltzmann, Natanson, and “others, and then applied 
to the analogous case of absorption§. Schweidler gives a 
very complete list of papers on this subject in the Ann. der 
Physik, vol. xxiv. 1907, on page 711. 

In the choice ef Teler suspensions, it is desirable that the 
wire should have, in addition to a minimum after-effect, an 
especial constancy of length under strain, and an absence of 
appreciable flexural rigidity at the extremities of the sus- 
pensions. Although the controlling couple in the bifilar 
suspension 1s affected by the elastic ‘after-effect to a much 
less degree for a given substance than the single suspension, 
yet the satisfying of all the requirements has rendered it a 
difficult matter to obtain a suitable material. The constancy 
of the main factor in the controlling couple suggests the 
possible attainment of great accuracy in the use of bifilar 

* Communicated by Prof. H. T. Barnes, F.R.S. 
+ Guethe, Bull. Bur. of Stan. vol. i, 1906, p. 833; McCollom, Bull, 

Bur. Stan. vol. vi. 1910, p. 5038. 
t Hopkinson, Phil. Trans. vol. clxvi. 1876, p. 489, and Proc. Roy. Soe. 

vol. xxviii. 1878, p. 48; Trouton and Russ, Phil. Mag. vol. xiii, 1907, 
Pai 
§ W eber and Kohlrausch, Poge, Annal. Bd. liv. pp. 119 & 128; 

Kohlrausch, Zeitschr. Gesammt. Naturwiss, vol. xiii. 1876, p. 868: Meyer, 
Annal, Phys. Chem. vol. iv. 1878, p. 249; Boltzmann, Sitzungsberichte 
der k. Akad. der Wiss. zu Wien, Bd. xl. 1874, p. 275; Natanson, Bull. 
de U Acad. des Sciences de Cracow, Oct. 1902, p. 512. 
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suspensions, but these difficulties have caused it to fall some- 
what into disuse. It is the purpose of this paper to suggest 
a method for treating the bifilar suspension in order that it 
inay be more successfully employed for observations involving 
very refined measurements. 

The investigation has been performed in connexion with a 
research on the absolute measurement of the electromotive 
force of the Weston standard cell by means of the Weber 
electrodynamometer. This instrument was purchased by 
McGill University as a part of the general equipment of the 
Macdonald Physics Building about 1893. It was carefully 
made by Nalder, and was an exact copy of the dynamometer 
constructed by the Electrical Committee of the British 
Association, and described by Maxwell*. The instrument 
was setup by Mr. R. O. King in 1895, under the direction of 
Prot. Callendar. The work by Mr. King has been fully de- 
scribed by Callendar +, who made some important changes in 
its windings. Preliminary observations were obtained by Mr. 
King for the electromotive force of the old Board of Trade 
form of crystal Clark cell, and it was intended that more 
accurate work should be obtained later. This work was not, 
however, carried out, and the dynamometer remained in 
disuse for over ten years. It was suggested by Prof. Barnes 
that the writer should complete this investigation, and through 
the genero-ity of Mr. King, a Fellowship was provided, 
which enabled him to devote a year almost without inter- 
ruption to the work. It was found, during the series of 
observations on the deflexion measurements, that there was 
a serious difficulty due to a small elastic after-effeet, which 
rendered this part of the work less accurate than the other. 
In order to study this more carefully, the writer devoted a 
considerable amount of time to determining the effect of 
repeated deflexions on the true reading of the instrument. 
It was found possible to systematize the results in a satis- 
factory manner, and work out mathematically the equations 
for determining the correction to be applied in any particular 
case. In many ways this was an unusually good opportunity 
to test the constancy of bifilars. The suspended coil had 
been hanging for over ten years, and it was thought that the 
wires would be as permanent in their behaviour as any of 
the kind could be expected to be. They were made of hard 
drawn copper, diameter °0450 cm., length 80 cm., and were 
rigidly clamped 3:1 cm. apart. 

This suspension fulfils remarkably well all the requirements 

* ‘Electricity and Magnetism,’ (3rd ed.) vol. ii. p. 867. 
} Phil. Trans. A. vol. excix. 1902, p. 55. 
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but that of minimum elastic after-effect, and preliminary 
observations of the deflexion showed that there was a gradual 
increase of the reading, reaching a limiting value according 
to the expression 

Peep e  . , y 

where y represents the distance from an arbitrary origin at 
the time ¢ after producing a given deflexion, and A, B, and 
C are constants. This means that there is a slow decrease 
in the vontrolling couple, and as the measurement of this 
couple depends on the observations of the period of small 
oscillations of the suspended system, it is necessary to obtain 
the instantaneous value for a deflexion reading taken at a 
given time after its production. A formula has been obtained 
which enables the deflexion observation for a Weber electro- 
dynamometer to be obtained to within one part in 40,000. 

Theoretical Considerations. 

In order to calculate the magnitude of the creep at a given 
time after producing a deflexion, it is necessary that the 
wires should be in a known elastic state, and also that it 
should be possible to prepare the experiment and take 
readings at both extremities any number of times, at the 
same time maintaining the bifilars in known condition. It 
will be seen that for most purposes it is sufficient to obtain 
a solution of the following problem :— 

“‘Given a system supported by a suitable bifilar sus- 
‘pension (adjusted for use according to Gray*), upon 
“which a constant external couple can he applied in 
“either direction, it is required to find the equation 
“representing the creep after the deflexion has been 
“reversed every ‘’ minutes for a comparatively long 
“ period, and to express this with reference to the instan- 
‘“ taneous position of the first deflexion.”’ 

Certain assumptions can be made, which are suggested by 
the form of equation (1), and also by the known fact that 
the behaviour of elastic after-effects is analogous to that of 
electric absorption in condensers. 

Assume for the first deflexion that the rate of creep is 
proportional to the distance from an asymptotic value, and 
that subsequently the creep is complicated by the after- 
effects of deflexions made first in one direction and then in 
the other. If the wires have been at rest for a long time 

* Gray’s ‘Absolute Measurements in Electricity and Magnetism,’ 
voly1. p: 242. 
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their condition is approximately normal, and we have a 
definite static controlling couple. Suppose a deflexion is 
now produced. The instantaneous steady deflexion, if it 
could be read, would depend on the known static controlling 
couple of the bifilars, but immediately subsequent to the 
deflexion the structure of the wire gradually changes under 
the strain, the couple consequently decreases, and we get an 
increase of the deflexion. We can therefore, according to 
our initial assumption, express this creep in the form 

di VP =h\D—y, 1) 22a 

where y is the distance from the instantaneous deflexion at 
any time ¢, D represents the distance of the asymptotic limit 
from this origin, and & is the proportionality constant which 
will depend on the torsional rigidity of the material, and 
upon the dimensions of the system. D will depend on the 
magnitude of the deflexion. Now suppose after the creep 
has proceded a certain distance, that the deflexion is reversed 
by the same force applied in the opposite direction. Assume 
that the reversal may be made instantaneously. The rate in 
this case will be increased, as not only do we have the 
original movement, but there is also a recovery creep to be 
added on. If the suspension had been allowed to come to 
the undeflected position, the recovery would take place 
according to the law represented by 

dz Fy a ee =| ee) 

where z is the distance from the undeflected original position; 
hence we may assume that the part of the creep due to the 
recovery can be represented by 

Cae 
dt = — Ky. . = e . e » . (4) 

Upon any reversal of the deflexion we shall always have a 
rearrangement of the structure of the wire in the opposite 
direction to what it was before. In the special case of this 
problem, we may assume that the recovery part of the curve 
will always be given by equation (4). If now we solve 
equations (2) and (4), and equate w to the sum of the two 
results for y, we obtain the equation for a curve which shows 
the behaviour of any final creep, where z is the distance 
from the initial instaneous deflexion, or from its equivalent 
in the opposite direction. In order to do this we must know 
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the “boundary conditions.”” This involves a knowledge of 
all the subsequent periods of reversal. In the case of our 
problem the solution is simple. If the force causing the 
deflexion is kept the same in magnitude, no matter which 
way it acts, and if the reversals are made every T minutes 
for n times, we get, from equation (2), that 

(fet) Dee (2) aae llr Secale a a PG | 

where a is the constant of integration, and solving equation 
(4) we get 

SUA a shoo en i nye con ees, tees (0) 

where 0 is the constant of integration. Hence 

w= D+ae-™ + be-™ 

=D+ce—*, 
where c=a+b. 

Let 2, be the distance from the origin at the time T of the 
first reversal; let z, be the distance from the alternative 
origin at the time of the second reversal, and so on up to &, 
which is the distance from the origin at the time of the nth 
reversal. 

If the deflexion has been reversed n—1 times, we have 

L= —Lp_1, when t=0, 

therefore C= —2,-1—D. 
Hence 

CI) Chae ty er te OL eM 

where 2,-1 has still to be determined. 
Now from equation (7) we see that 

t= OG Ser) — a, Ee, 

and 2,== D(llen)), 

wherefore, by repeated transformations, we get 

peace D(1—e-#) [Loe Me (1) eH], 
Since & and T are both positive the series is convergent, 

and we have 
1—( =a tek 

1 ae e7At ) 

and since we are considering the case nT large compared with 
T, we may take 

en-1— D (1 —e-*T) 

1—e-*t 
oy oper 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 22. No. 129. Sept. 1911. 2G 
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and equation (7) becomes 

ee poet pone — Ket ZW l— eo) — {ie 

2 : reper: co. oat? (8) 

which is the solution of our problem. Referred to the 
asymptotic limit as origin, this takes the form 

fs 2 - kt 9 ie 1+e-° Pa i Ain (s ) 

It is important to note that in the distortion of bifilar 
suspensions under the conditions of ordinary deflexion 
measurements we are dealing with the structural alterations that oceur at the beginning of what proves to be a group of several types of change. It has been pointed out by Trouton 
and Rankine, for the case of single wires *, that there is first 
an immediate effect, which is followed by an increase with 
time ; the latter may initially be considerable, but gradually diminishes to a small constant value. They refer to the first 
as the “primary strain,” to the final constant rate as the 
“viscous flow,” and to the intermediate effect as the “‘ secon- - dary strain.” In single suspensions subjected to large dis- tortions, the primary strain is often great, and it is difficult to examine experimentally because it takes place so rapidly, hence it has been with the subsequent behaviour under the secondary strain and viscous flow that most of the previous investigations have dealt. In the case of bifjlar suspensions subjected to small distortions, we have the primary strain acting slowly over a much longer interval of time. We shall, therefore, not expect our result to hold for la rge values of ¢ because our assumptions do not involve any cognizance of these later factors; but it does, however, suitably repre- sent that range of the creep with which we have to deal in the practice and use of bifilar suspensions. When the viscous flow becomes appreciable, we find that the experimental curve lies above the theoretical curve (see fig. 2), and if the suspension be given time enough to recover from the primary strain, we find that there is left a considerable permanent distortion. These latter effects appear to cause a decrease in the couple approximately inversely proportional to the time, and can therefore be represented by an equation of the form 

t—a-+ blog t.’.) i aaa) (10) 
* Trouton and Rankine, Phil. Mag. vol. viii. 1904, p. 038, 
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By proper choice of constants we could get a more or less 
empirical formula of this type which would cover a very 
large range, but it is obviously impossible to apply such a 
formul to the early part of the creep, as it would involve 
the assumption that w was infinite when ¢ was zero. 

It might be suggested that the formula 

Ua Polo). . 3... . (LL 

could be applied to express the whole range of the creep in 
agreement with analogous effects in electric absorption™. Any 
particular creep can be expressed empirically by this formula 
over a very large range, but it was not found advantageous 
to develop an expression along these lines for the special 
ease of our problem. For, supposing we take this equation 
as representing. the initial creep, then by superposition of 
effects we get for the solution to our problem 

y=b log (1+ ct’)— 2b log (1+ ct’ —T) + 26 log (14 ct'—21)— 

Hae. +(—1)" 2blog (1l+ct'—nT), . . (12) 

where a=0, since we take y=0 when t=0, and ¢’= the 
time from the start of the initial creep. If ¢ equals the time 
from the nth reversal, then by putting t'=t+nI we get 

y=blog(1+ct+nt) —2blog(1+¢t+(n—1)T) + 2blog (1 +ct + (n—2) 1')— 

7 eee i 200g (lech) i: 6) oe) 

Now assuming the equation 

y=D+ae-*, 

where a=—D, for the initial creep, since we take y=0 
when t=0, we get by the same method as the above 

y= D(1—e—™) —2D(L—e-*#¢—-®) + 2D(1—e-*#¢- 2D) 

sane +(—1)4 2G er tF-D). 6 (IY 

and putting t’=t+nT we get 

y= DL e748) —2D( Le FODT) +, 
cette GL —e 7) eo ca 1D) 

which reduces at once to equation (8) when nT is large 
compared with T. It is to be noted that we have here a 
much more concise development of equation (8). The former 
method was presented as offering a closer insight into the 

* H. A. Wilson, Proc. Roy. Soc. A. vol. Ixxxii. p. 417 (1909). 

2G2 
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actual process of the problem. A comparison of (13) and 
(15) shows that the former equation is much more cumber- 
some to deal with than the Jatter, and as equation (8) is so — 
compact, and holds over that range for which it is necessary 
in practice for the correction of deflexion readings, we consider 
it therefore preferable. 

Methods of Observation. 

The suspension with which these experiments have to deal 
will carry a current of half an ampere without changing the 
period of vibration of the supported system by more than 
one part in 50,000, and will remain constant for weeks to 
the same degree of accuracy. The following observations 
on the period, which were recorded on a chronograph 
controlled from the McGill Observatory, illustrate this 
constancy :— 

Period. 

Noy current towing) 11:°6672 seconds 
Current‘of half an ampere..2 WiEGaoiee 
Novcunrent low tie) yan 116669 oe 
Current of half an ampere... 11°6669 _,, 

IT. (Slight change in weight of system) 
INo ‘current Mowing. 4) ¢ Leen Lil Goi ae 
Current of half an ampere... 11°6574 __,, 
No current flowing............ LivGovouenee 
Current of half an ampere... 11°6573 __,, 

i May) 1910) ec hie eee 11666 eee 
HGR Ov es| uya0 Cag a ee 116564 
UML Dt es Gch, Cay LG 564s iiiee 
Deh AOR an hehe eat ch eal ee EGS bn 

IV.(Moment of inertia changed, but no change 
in weight of system.) 

PAIN SEO ot sis aec eee pene 69609 es 
OME ES MOE ReaD are 65002 ae 

The elastic fatigue produced by the continuous torsional 
oscillation * in the determination of these periods was not of 
a sufficient magnitude to appreciably affect these observations 
in any way. 

The deflexions were produced by passing a current through 
the dynamometer. This current passed through a constant 
resistance in an oil-bath, and it was arranged that the drop 

* Kelvin, Encycl. Brit. Art. “ Elasticity,” § 30. 
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in potential across this differed from the electromctive force 
of a normal Weston cell by only a few millionths of a volt. 
The cell was one of a number constructed according to the 
specifications of Wolff and Waters, and kept in a thermostat 
at a temperature of 25° C. constant to’01° C.* By opposing 
these two potential differences and measuring their difference 
on an ordinary potentiometer, with a sensitive galvanometer 
in the circuit, it was possible to adjust the current to a con- 
stant value. This was done by means of special rheostats 
capable of very delicate adjustment in the main circuit. It 
was not necessary to always adjust the current in order to 
obtain a given reading, for if the difference on the potentio- 
meter was read, the ‘value of the current could always be 
expressed in terms of that current which would produce a 
zero difference between the E.M.F’. of the cell and the drop 
in potential across the resistance. Observations of the de- 
flexion were taken simultaneously with a_ potentiometer 
reading, which never exceeded 700 microvolts, and was 
usually less than 100. As this variation is so small and 
could itself be obtained to better than 2 microvolts, it was 
always possible to apply to the deflexion a correction which 
could not be in error by as much as ‘001 em. on the scale. 
For example, if the drop in potential was 100 microvolts 
ereater than the E.M.F. of the Weston cell, then the current 
would have to be cut down one part in 10189 to get the 
value which would produce the same drop in potential as 
the Weston cell. As the circuits connecting the fixed and 
suspended coils of the dynamometer were connected in 
parallel (the resistance being in the suspended coils circuit), 
and as the deflexion varies with the product of the two 
currents, we see that the deflexion will be reduced by two 
parts in 10189, or in our case where the readings all lie 
between 42°3 and 42°4 cm. the correction would be -0083 cm. 
We could thus determine this more closely than we could 
read our scale, and were able to save considerable time and 
trouble in regard to keeping the current absolutely constant. 

The telescope and scale arrangements (also described by 
Callendar ft) enabled the deflexion to be obtained to -002 cm., 
but as it was necessary to take readings at definite intervals 
during the creep, occasional uncertainties of as much as 
‘005 em. might arise, which were due to the necessity of 
bringing the suspension absolutely to rest before reading. 
This was performed by means of a special damping device, 
which made it possible to produce the deflexion and bring it 

* Wolff and Waters, Bull. Bur. Stan. vol. iv. 1907, p.1; and Bronson 
and Shaw, British Assoc. Report, 1909, p. 396. 

+ Loe. cit. 
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to rest within twenty seconds. In order to eliminate these 
errors, it was necessary to take the mean of a number 
of observations on any creep under the same repeated 
conditions. 

Below are the series of observations of the creep for 
various values of T. In Table I. the full set of original 
observations are given in order to illustrate the method of 
procedure in calculating the mean values. For other values 
of T the results were obtained in exactly the same way, and 
merely the mean sets are shown. 

Between the determination of each of the columns, the 
suspension was allowed to rest, and then the deflexion was 
again produced and reversed every minute a large number 
of times, in order to eliminate the effects of the previous 
seven or eight minutes’ distortion. 

To determine the constants k and D it is convenient to 
calculate the successive differences in each case, and then take 
the average of these. Let x, mean the dynamometer reading 
when t=r minutes after the last reversal, and we get the 
following average values for the creep when T=1 from 
Table 1.:— 

Uy—a@,=°009 cm. 

@3—a,='008 ,, 
t4—2,=°005 ” 

ti "O00 -,, 

Up—4X3="004 ,, 

For the various values of T we get in exactly the same 
way all the results in Table IT. In the cases of T=2 and 
T=7, only a few sets were taken. At the foot of each 
column is a figure representing the relative weight of each 
series. 

TaBue IT. 

Sbsenvations for | ‘T= 1/25 see DO) P=) TO 

2 007 | 009 | oll | 013 | ‘O14 | -o14 
2, Ee ‘006 008 ‘007 ‘Oll “O11 ‘010 

SRE AES Es cleneney 004 ‘005 "006 008 "005 ‘007 

Pre E 4M cscs aetna “O04 005 1 eat 004 “006 
: “AN. “010* : Pees Pie 5 stan setae 003 O04 | f ize 007 005 

Beh evielnswctctee's oat te wat a oe "O04 

IND cadet suictetis des wee = be aa. ‘004 

Weight ...... (2) (3) (1) (2) (1) (3) 

* This value is for 7,—2,. 
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A rough graphical examination showed that the creeps 
could be represented by formula (8) with the proper value - 
of T inserted. An algebraic method of calculation was 
adopted so that a full advantage of the observations might 
be taken. Jf we denote log (a41—a,) by y, for a given 
value of T we can represent each column of Table Il. by 
the equation 

y=m(r—1)+ An, 

where m= log (e-*) 

and Ar= log (a2—2;) 

for the value of T considered. It will give a sufficiently 
accurate result for the best possible values of & and D if we 
find the best representative values for m and Ay, which will 
fit each of the series of equations in 

yy=0.m+Ar * 

Youl.m+Ar su 

yz=2.m+Ar 

he (r—1)m+ Ar. 

By applying the method of Gauss it can be shown that the 
desired values of m and Ar are given by a solution of the two 
equations 

[yityotyst+ ... $y J=l[14+2434+ ... +(r—1)]mtrAr 

and 

[yet 29st 3y,+ ... +(r—L)y, |=? + 2? ooo rary ale 
+ (14243 9%) Gea gl 

If we solve these for each column in Table II. we can get 
mand Ay, and hence the & and D which will best fit each 
set. If formula (8) holds we should get the same values for 
k and D throughout. (It should be noted that Ag is, of 
course, necessarily different in every case, but D calculated 
from Aq, m,and T should be constant.) Table III. gives the 
results of this calculation. 
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TABLE [TT. 

k ip: Weight 

1) ae 21 043 (2) 

mete... ‘21 053 (3) 

7 ala “22 057 (1) 

=e 24 052 (2) 

(a “24 042 (1) 

WG es 21 045 (3) 

Wena cccscc 22 049 | 

A set of curves for equation (8) with the above mean 
values of & and D are shown in fig. 1. The crosses represent 
the experimental results, and show how closely our results 
agree with the eoeetical curves. 
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appreciable error may have been introduced by assuming 
the time of reversals to be instantaneous, and in the case of 
T=9 the early creep is so rapid as to render it difficult to 
get the first two points in time. 
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In fig. 2 an exerimental curve for T=5 is drawn to 
show the form of creep over a longer range. It will be 

Fig. 2. 
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seen that it is only during the primary strain that equation (8) 
holds, the latter part of the curve being of the type 

y=at+blogt; 

the dotted line represents the theoretical curve (8), which is 
identical with the experimental curve for the first fifteen 
minutes. 

Conclusions. 

Our results indicate that deflexion measurements which 
involve the use of bifilar suspensions can be performed with 
an increased accuracy. 

An examination of the deflexion variation of this suspension 
during the first few minutes after producing a distortion, 
shows that the creep can be represented by a curve of the 
type 

y=A+Be-© 

(where B can be expressed in terms of A and C), although 
later the character of the movement alters, and is represented 

by 
y=atblogt. 

This shows that it is at first proportional to the distance from 
an asymptotic value, and later proceeds approximately in- 
versely proportional to the time. It is chiefly with the first 
part of the curve, during the primary strain, that we have to 
deal in the case of bifilar suspensions, when seeking a 
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correction formula, thus the proper choice of experimental 
conditions enables a simple formula to be developed, from 
which the necessary corrections for after-effects can be 
definitely determined. | 

The testing of bifilar suspensions and the determination of 
the necessary constants can be performed by a method which 
is free from experimental difficulty. 

It is a pleasure to record great indebtedness to Prof. H. T. 
Barnes for his many suggestions and kind interest in the work. 

March 6, 1911. 

XLII. The Transformation of the Energy of Homogeneous 
Réutgen Radiation into Energy of Corpuscular Radiation. 
By Cuaruns A. Savier, D.Sc., Oliver Lodge Fellow in the 
University of Liverpool*. 

i a recent paperf the author gave an account of an 
investigation of the corpuscular radiation from metals 

e. oe . . 1 

excited by beams of homogeneous Rontgen radiation. The 
following is an account of some further deductions derived 
from the results of these experiments. 

Fist I. 

Lbonite plu G- f fe 

os 
Sy I 
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3 

\/ 
lo 2 ecérometer 

Lead screen 

For the sake of clearness a diagrammatic representation 
of the apparatus then used is given in fig. 1. 

* Communicated bythe Author. Part of the expenses connected with 
this Research were defrayed by a Government Grant. 

+ Sadler, Phil. Mag. March 1910. 
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Radiation from an ordinary X-ray bulb falling upon the 
radiator R, excited a beam of homogeneous secondary X rays - 
whose absorption coefficient by aluminium was known. This 
homogeneous beam passed through the apertures A and B in 
the ionization-chamber I, and fell upon the radiator R3, which 
served as a source of corpuscular radiation. ; 

The aperture B was covered by a thin sheet of aluminium 
which also eave off corpuscular radiation usually of small 
intensity. This latter radiation could be allowed for, and 
thus the corpuscular radiation from the radiator Rs deter- 
mined, 

Let us consider the case when corpuscular radiation 1s 
emitted in a normal direction by such a plate as Rs, upon 
which a uniform parallel beam of homogeneous Réntgen 
radiation falls perpendicularly. The R6éntgen radiation 
passing across the space of the ionization-chamber between 
the aperture B and the radiator Hl; 1s absorbed to a certain 
extent by the air. If the distance between B and Ry; be 
made 1 cm., then if J, be the energy passing per second 
through unit area of the window B whose area is 8, the 
absorption ver second of the energy of the secondary beam 
by the air of the ionizution-chamber is given by 

I,(1—e-®)8, 

where A, is the absorption coefficient in air of the secondary 
beam. 

It was pointed out in a previous paper* that the ionization 
produced in a given volume of air traversed by a beam of 
homogeneous Rontgen radiation is approximately propor- 
tional to the absorption of that radiation by the air through 
which it passes. We may, therefore, write for the ionization 
in this case 

C I)(1—e->2)8, 

where C is a constant. 
Turning now to the corpuscular radiation excited by the 

secondary Rontgen beam, we may define the quantity & such 
that the fraction of the energy of the incident secondary 
Roéntgen beam passing normally through a thin layer of the 
radiator Rg of thickness 6v which is transformed into energy 
of corpuscular radiation is k éa. 

If 1’ be a measure of the energy of the secondary Réntgen 
beam passing normally per second through unit area of the 
tertiary radiator at a depth w below the surface, the fraction 

* Sadler, Phil. Mag. July 1909. 
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of this energy converted per second into energy of corpuscular 
radiation is I'kéz. : 

The corpuscular energy entering the ionization-chamber I 
from a layer of thickness 62 and of area S (the area of Fe; 
upon which the secondary radiation falls) situated at a depth 
x below the surface of R, 

= 7 SH da e—Br, =) Giacchino) 

where (, is the absorption coefficient of the corpuscular 
radiation by the material of the tertiary radiator, and @ is 
the mean solid angle subtended by the ionization-chamber 
at a point in the layer at which a corpuscle originates (the 
value of w will not appreciably alter with changes in value 
of B,). 

But I'=I[ e—:*, where I is the energy of the homogeneous 
Rontgen radiation incident per sec. upon unit area at the 
surface of the radiator Rs, and A, the coefficient of absorption 
of the incident radiation by the material of the tertiary 
radiator. 

The whole energy passing into the ionization-chamber is 
then given by 

* @ . eG) 2° 
{ in! Is Ou (2) ( z. ° e . . (3) 

On integration this becomes 

iret ly 

Boe +h) oom) 
or since we have [=I) e—:, this expression for the energy 
entering the ionization-chamber per sec. may be written 

o SIpke-:z S 

Since none of the corpuscles can travel more than a few 
mm. in air it may be assumed that the ionization which 
they produce in the space between R; and B will be pro- 
portional to the total energy of the corpuscles emerging from 
the radiator R;. We may, therefore, write for the total 
lonization produced by the corpuscles 

@ SIhke-’ 6 
Ag PB 2 dy 9 J e e es s ( ) 

where D is a constant. 
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The ratio of the total ionization per sec. due to the cor- 
puscular radiation to that produced by the exciting homo- 
geneous Rontgen radiation per sec. in 1 cm. of air : 

— haoeee fous e |, ae EAD) 

e—re : 
aaa >—————__———_._ = R Nara J e e e e 8 

P= 2G s aw ae @) 
: . D @o 

where FE is written for ea 

and therefore 

R 

No information is at present available for a determination 
of either C or D. 

In the former paper a method, by which the determination 
of R could be obtained, was described. It was pointed out 
that a correction was necessary to allow for the ionization 
produced by the tertiary Rontgen radiation from R; (that 
from the aluminium window being small in comparison). 

The ratio determined was that of the total ionization pro- 
duced by the corpuscular radiation from Rs to that produced 
by the secondary incident radiation and the tertiary radiation 
from R;=R’ say. If, then, we find the ratio of the ioniza- 
tion produced by the secondary and tertiary radiation to 
that produced by the secondary alone =R”, and multiply 
these ratios tegether, we obtain the value of RK of 
equation (8). 

Let &' be a quantity such that the fraction of the incident 
energy of the secondary beam passing normally through a 
thin layer of the tertiary radiator of thickness 6z which is 
transformed into tertiary radiation is k’dx2. Then if @’ be 
the mean solid angle subtended by the ionization-chamber at 
any point of the tertiary radiator, A; the absorption coefficient 
of the tertiary radiation in the material of which the radiator 
is composed, and A, the absorption coefficient in air, it can 
be shewn that the ratio R,' 

m ow! kh’ (e&s—1) 1 
Aor Ny + D2 (e%2—1) eda” 

To determine the ratio R," plates of pure iron and copper 
of equal size and shape were alternately placed in the position 
R, shown in fig. 1. This position could be reproduced with 
great accuracy. A plate of pure iron served as the tertiary 
radiator. The ratio of the ionizations produced in the 
chamber I and in the electroscope E, were noted with the 

—. 
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iron and copper radiators respectively. The amount of 
tertiary radiation excited by the radiation from either copper 
or iron in Ei, was negligible, since the vessel was lined with 
aluminium. In the ionization-chamber I, however, copper 
radiation readily excited tertiary radiation in the iron, while 
the radiation from iron excited little or none. The ratio 
when iron was used as secondary radiator will give us a 
measure of the ratio which would be obtained with copper 
as secondary radiator if no tertiary radiation were excited in 
the iron. The actual ratio when copper is used as secondary 
gives a measure of the ionization due to the secondary from 
copper, together with that due to the tertiary fromiron. This. 
latter ratio divided by the former gives the value of R,”. 

The mean of several determinations, all of which agreed 
among themselves very closely, gave 1:045 as the corrected 
value for R". | 

Substituting in equation (10) the value of w’ was found 
to =2°00. Most of the values of k&’ and \, and A, were 
taken from a previous paper, a few, however, being specially 
determined. The method of measuring these absorption 
coefficients A, and A, was as follows. A stout brass cylin- 
drical vessel A, 20 cm. long. in the centre of each end of 
which was drilled a hole 1:0 em. diameter, which was after- 
wards covered with thin aluminium (:003 cm.), was placed with 
its axis along the line joining the centre of the radiator R, to the 
centre of the window of the electroscope H,, as shown in fig. 2, 

Fig. 2. 
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The pressure of the air in A was reduced by connecting it 
to a water pump, the pressure being indicated by 2 mercury 
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gauge. A narrow pencil of the primary beam was passed 
into an electroscope HK). 

The ratio of the readings on the electroscopes E, and KE, 
was taken at the ordinary pressure of the room, and again 
when the pressure of the air in the cylinder had been reduced 
to about 10 cm. of mercury, as indicated by the gauge. 

We may express the air in the cylinder in each case in 
terms of a column of air of the same cross-section and 
pressure of 76 cm. of mercury at 0° C. Let these columns 
be of length L, and Ly. The decrease in the ratio of the 
readings on the electroscopes EH, and EH, which occurred 
when the pressure was again made atmospheric, gave a 
measure of the absorption of this particular secondary radia- 
tion by a column of air of thickness L,— Le, and thus the 
absorption coefficient in air at 76 cm. of mercury and U° C. 
was determined. ‘The values for copper and arsenic radiation 
were respectively °01127 and 00536. 

It had been shown in a paper®* on the absorption of 
Rontgen radiation that the ratio of the absorption coefficients 
of any two homogeneous beams is a constant for all absorbing 
substances, in which no tertiary radiation of the homogeneous 
type is excited by either of the beams under consideration. 
It was to be expected, therefore, that the ratio of the absorp- 
tion coefficients in aluminium and air would be constant for 
beams from copper and arsenic. The ratio of the absorption 
coefficient in aluminium for these radiations given in the 
paper referred to is 2°12. The ratio of the coefficients in 
air given above is 2°10. 

Taking advantage of this fact the absorption coefficients 
in air of the other secondary radiations used were deduced 
from the absorption coefficients in alumininm. 

The values of R of equation (8) are tabulated below. 

TABLE I.— Values of R. 

Metals which serve as the source of homogeneous secondary 
Rontgen Radiation. 

ene Fe. | Co. | Ni. | Cu.| Zn. | As.| Se. | Sr.|Mo.| Rho. | Ag. | Sn. 

Aluminium...|-007 (009| ... | ... | -018 +036 048-115-264! -400 | -500 | -6s0 
DOME Wo da ... [O13 |'256 |-262 | -267 |:287 -305 "822 |'389| ‘514 | -598 | -710 

Copper ...... 018] 0594 |'386 |'398 |-406 |-470| -563 | ‘645 | -746 

Silver jeeaece. .: 079 |:098 |119 |'148 | +178 |333 |-410 |-672 |-972| 108 |1:15 | 219 

* Barkla and Sadler, Phil. Mag. May 1909. 
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The values of 8, the absorption coefficient of the cor- 
puscular radiation in air, were given in a previous paper. 
The absorption coefficients of the corpuscular radiation in 
the material of the tertiary radiators were not measured 
directly. It is known that for soft 8 rays the absorption in 
different substances approximately obeys a density law. The 
corpuscles here dealt with correspond to very soft 8 rays, 
and may be expected to suffer absorption in a similar manner. 
But whatever law the absorption obeyed, it is probable that 
the ratio of the absorption coefficients in air of the corpuscular 
radiation excited by any two secondary X radiations is equal 
to the ratio of these absorption coefficients in a metal. 
Referring to the expression for & it will be seen that if B, is 
large compared with A, (which in practice proves to be the 
case), then since we are chiefly concerned with the relative 
values of & for a particular tertiary radiator a knowledge of 
the actual values of @, is not of great importance. 

The values of the various absorption coefficients required 
in the above calculations are given in the following table. 

TABLE LI, 

Values of A,. 
Secondary | Maes ee Values of | ' 
Radiator. | Alcott |B, (meant) 

| ; |Fe as Absorber. Cu as Absorber. 

Li 239 ae! 514 R51 
ool 193°2 baa 521 674 

Wiictol. ............ 159°d 38'9 2440 554 
[ccc i 1289 37:0 2080 474 
NICO ee rr 106°3 35'°8 1715 497 
FAMSENIC! cos < ieee: | 60:7 301 1040 1575 
Selenium ......... | 51:0 26:4 903 1340 
Strontium ......... | 2575 20°8 444 681 
Molybden:m......| iyi bags; 278 417 
PPHOGLONY ......... | 8:44 10°7 
RSET covoc ccecse se. 6:75 8:83 140 198 
un ee 4°33 6°56 99:2 145 

| 

* The values of X, and A, are obtained from the corresponding values of \, 
by multiplying by the factor ‘0000875. 

t+ The values of £,, the absorption coefficient of the corpuscular radiation in 
the material of the tertiary radiator, are obtained by multiplying the value of 
3,, the absorption coflicient of the corpuscular radiation in air, by the factor 

C1, where 0, 1s the density of the material of the tertiary radiator and p, the 

density of air at 76 em. of Hg and 0° C. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 22. Nov 129. Sepé. 1911. 2 H 
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The relative values of & calculated on the above assumptions 

are given in Table ILI. 

TABLE Wee 

Values of Ek, where H= 7-7; 
C At 

Radiators which act as the source of homogeneous secondary 

| Rontgen Radiation. 

a “Fe Oo. | Ni. Cu Zn. | As.| Se.| Sr.|Mo.| Rho. | Ag. | Sn. 

eee. 216 53-9 850 609, 349 378 | 218 (901 89-4| 245 | 188 | 107 

Gonperies.|(25°3 _. [522] 187 |480) 325/125 560) 808 | 234 | 128 

Hla ‘584 ) 555 586 510 | 491 |436| 995 | 256/141] 701 | 488 | 446 

Aluminium...|151 130) -. i “126 |12-1 11-9 [112 980/ 642) 542) 304 

The corresponding values of k’ for Iron and Copper are 

Tertiary 
Radiators. 

| a | me 
ODE ace me s 1z0°0 514 | 526 403 | B07 Vo wo 389 183 7-95 | 4-74 

| 
| | 

Copper ....-- lasts aen Al vcs | | 43:08 90 | 267 | 131 | 52 ease Oo - 146 

| | | | 

For either iron or copper as tertiary radiator, if we plot 

the values of k corresponding to any particular secondary 

exciting radiation against the absorption coefficients of the 

secondary radiation in aluminium, we get the curve shown 

in fig. 3. 
It will be seen from the figure that for a given tertiary 

radiator R, the value of & is very small for those secondary 

Rontgen radiations which are softer than that characteristic 

of R;. When the secondary beam becomes just more pene- 

trating an increase in the value of & is at once apparent, and 

for a beam very little more penetrating the value of k 

assumes a maximum value many times its previous one. 

For more penetrating beams the value of k decreases as a 

linear function of the penetrating power of the exciting 

radiation, while for more penetrating beams still the value 

of & decreases more slowly, approaching a zero value for an 

exceedingly penetrating beam. It is possible, however, that 

at some later stage a further corpuscular radiation would be 
° 

emitted, when a similar sudden rise and subsequent fall in 
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the value of £ would take place. An indication of this is 
seen in the values of KR and IL& for silver as a tertiary 

radiator and tin as secondary. 

TT 
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The similarity between the variations in the values of / 
for the corpuscular and k’ for the tertiary Réntgen radiation 
from iron and copper is very striking. The increase in the 
values of k& and &' to a maximum occurs suddenly in both 
cases, and for the same penetrating power of the secondary 
Eatin. The values of k& and k’ then decrease in a similar 

2, 2 
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manner in each case. This is clearly shown in fig. 4, in 
which the values of k’ for the tertiary radiation are taken 
from a previous paper supplemented by values recently. 
obtained, the scale chosen for & a k' being quite arbitrary. 
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It is thus evident that a very close connexion exists 
between the emission of corpuscular radiation and the pro- 
duction of Roéntgen radiation of the homogeneous type in 
the case of the group of elements Cr—Ag. 

This is in entire agreement with the supposition advanced by 
various investigators that the production of Rontgen radiation 
is always accompanied by the emission of negative corpuscles. 
We may even go further and say that there is strong 

evidence that whenever the characteristic radiation is excited 
there is always produced a strictly proportional amount of 
corpuscular radiation. 

Aluminium as T ertiary Radiator. 

In the case of aluminium it was found that traces of iron 
were present in every specimen that could be obtained, and 
although in the sample used iron was present only to the 
extent of “4 per cent., by weight, these traces increased the 
tertiary Rontgen rapliation eran alanine to a considerable 
axtent. Correcting for this iron radiation it was found that 
the radiation of the Rontgen type emitted by aluminium when 
used as a tertiary r annenione was nearly all scattered radiation. 

It has been stated by various experimenters that the radia- 
tion scattered hy a substance of low atomic weight is of the 
same penetrating power as the incident radiation. Experi- 
ments now in progress seem to throw doubt on this statement. 
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the scattered radiation appears to be very much softer than 
the incident radiation. With the evidence at present available 
it is not easy to decide whether this is due to an admixture 
of a feeble soft characteristic radiation or to a general 
softening of the entire beam in the process of scattering. 
The evidence, however, is much more in favour of the latter 
than the former. 
When aluminium was used as a tertiary radiator a cor- 

puscular radiation was always present. It has been shown 
that the amount of radiation scattered by a given mass of an 
element increases with the atomic weight of that element. 
in the case of the corpuscular radiation it will be seen from 
the second column of Table III. that the relative amounts of 
corpuscular radiation produced follow a similar law. (The 
exceptionally high-values when silver is used as a tertiary 
are no doubt partly due to a special corpuscular radiation 
accompanying the production of the soft characteristic radia- 
tion of silver.) 

Taken together these facts, though not in themselves con- 
clusive, appear to suggest that corpuscles are shot out of a 
substance when it scatters Réntgen radiation, as well as when 

it emits a characteristic radiation. 

Fig. 5. 
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The values of & for aluminium and silver are shown 

graphically in fig. 5. 
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A fuller discussion of these facts may with advantage be 
deferred until some further experiments on the scattered. 
radiation, at present in progress, are completed. 

A striking point is specially emphasized in the case of 
silver. It was pointed out in an earlier paper that the speed 
with which the corpuscles emerge from a radiator depended 
only upon the hardness of the exciting radiation, and not at 
all upon the material of which the radiator was composed. 
Consequently the speed does not depend at all upon the pene- 
trating power of the Rontgen radiation characteristic of the 
tertiary radiator, even though the emission of the corpuscular 
radiation is evidently very intimately connected with the 
emission of this characteristic Réntgen radiation. 
When the exciting beam is from tin (A in Al=4°33) both 

the soft and the hard characteristic radiations are emitted by 
silver. The ionization produced by the corpuscles accom- 
panying the emission of hard tertiary X radiation is appro- 
ximately equal to that produced by the corpuscles accom- 
panving the soft X radiation. The curves giving tbe values 
of the absorption coefficient of the corpuscular radiation, 
consisting of these two systems of corpuscles, clearly indicated 
that the corpuscles emerged with the same velocity in either 
case, this velocity being the same as that wiih whmehieer= 
puscles emerge from any of the other ter tiary radiators when 
excited by as secondary radiation from tin. 

In conclusion, I wish to thank Professor Wilberforce for 
the interest he has shown throughout these investigations. 

I wish also to thank Mr. Mesham, M.Sc., for hee assistance 
in carrying out some of the evperiments. 

The George Holt Physics Laboratori 1e8, 
June 30, TOM. 

‘ t 
Bd sede 

XLIV. Non-Newtonian Mechanics :—The Direction of Force 
and Acceleration. By RicHArDC.ToumANn, Ph.D., Instructor 
in Physical Chemistry at the University of Michigan *. 

I’ force is defined as the rate of increase of momentum, 
the equation 

d dm 
B= Be (mu) =m + ey é: \o) ee) 

allows for a change in mass as well as a change in 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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velocity. This is the fundamental equation of non-Newtonian 
mechanics *. 

It has been shown from the principle of relativity t that 
the mass of a moving body is given by the equation 

where m, is the mass of the body at rest and c is the velocity 
of light. Substituting in equation (1) we obtain 

d m m an oo m 0 0 0 5) —-;\.u. 2) 
ne Ss nly nwa | fe 

he deny I—3 Gr ¢ c 

From an inspection of equations (1) and (2) it is evident 
that the force acting on a body is equal to the sum of two 
vectors, one of which is in the direction of the acceleration 
du/dt and the other in the direction of the existing velocity u, 
so that in general the force and the acceleration tt produces are 
not in the same direction. If the force which does produce 
acceleration in a given direction be resolved perpendicular 
and parallel to the acceleration, it may be shown that the two 
components are connected by a definite relation. 

* This definition of force was first used by Lewis (Phil. Mag. xvi. 
p- 705 (1908)). In Einstein’s later treatment of the principle of 
relativity, Jahrbuch der Radioaktivitat, iv. p. 411 (1907), he defines force 
by the equations 

Mot, (Mt, 

ee ee uu? a = ees 
AVG 1a : (ey 

Cc L Cc? 

Mou 
d tom me 

F = — vite > 

He there states that this definition has in general no physical meaning. 
We see, however, that these are merely the scalar equations corresponding 
to equation (2) above and hence derivable from equation (1), which is an 
obvious definition of foree and has a physical meaning. In further 
support of this detinition of force, it has recently been pointed out by the 
writer, Phil. Mag. xxi. p. 296 (1911), that, combined with the principle 
of relativity, it leads to a derivation of the fifth fundamental equation of 
electromagnetic theory in its exact form 

F=E+ vxH, 
there being no necessity for distinguishing between longitudinal and 
transverse mass. 

+ Lewis & Tolman, Proc. Amer, Acad. xliv. p. 71] (1909); Phil, Mag. 
xylil. p. 510 (1909). 
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Relation between the Components of force Parallel 

and Perpendicular to the Acceleration. 

Fig. 1. 

(nme SACS 2s SS SS eS SR 

X 

Consider a body (fig. 1) moving with the velocity 

U=Ul+ WJ. 

Let it be accelerated in the Y direction by the action of the 
component forces F, and F,. 

From equation (2) we have 

Boe Mo Oe fe 3) 
i uz dt dt TT Wied vni 8 

m du d m 
hy soln y - 3 sath Oa - Uy : (4) 

Introducing the condition that there is no acceleration in 
the X direction, which makes du,/dt=0, further noting that 
wW=u2+4-uz, by the division of equation (3) by (4) we obtain 

Be a, 

F, C— Us ; 

U,Uy 
i 2 9 thy, 6 6 e 6 e ° (5) 

C— Uz 

Hence in order to accelerate a body in a given direction, 
we may apply any force I’, in the desired direction, but must 
at the same time apply at right angles another force F, whose 
magnitude is given by equation (5). 7 
rom a qualitative consideration, it is also possible to see 

the necessity of a component of force, perpendicular to the 
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desired acceleration. Referring again to fig. 1, since the 
body is being accelerated in the Y direction, its total velocity 
and hence its mass are increasing. ‘This inereasing mass 1s 
accompanied by increasing momentum in the X direction even 
when the velocity in that direction remains constant. The 
component force F, is necessary for the production of this 
increase in X-momentum. 

In predicting the path of moving electrons with the help of 

the fifth equation of electromagnetic theory, F=E+ AVX H, 

we find an interesting application of equation (5). 

Application in Electromagnetic Theory. 

Consider a charge ¢ constrained to move in the X direction 
with the velocity v and let it be the origin of a system of 
moving coordinates YeX (fig. 2). Suppose now a test 
electron t, of unit charge, situated at the pomt #=0, y=y, 

eO 
er mens X 

moving in the X direction with the same velocity v as the 
charge e, and also having a component velocity in the Y 
direction u,. Let us predict the nature of its motion under 
the influence of the charge e. 

The moving charge e will be surrounded by electric and 
magnetic fields whose intensities at any point are given b 
the following expressions *, obtained by integrating Maxwell’s 

* Abraham, Theorte der Flektrizitiét, vol. ii. p. 86 et seg. (B. G. 
Teubner, Leipzig and Berlin, 1908), 
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four field equations, for the case of a moving point charge,— 
7 we “ B= (1-5) — <= <a 

H= "yx, . . .... /—ns 

where R is the radius vector connecting the moving charge 
with the point in question and wis the angle between R 

and v. 

For the field acting on the test electron ¢, situated at the 
point c=0, y=y, we may substitute _ R=yj and sina—1, 
giving us, 

ae eae Mere c) 

fia) 
and 

Wet = sf ik, “ 5 . 5 6 (9) 

substituting into the fifth fundamental equation of electro- 

magnetic theory, 

F=E+ “vxE. . es 

we obtain the force acting on the unit test electron ¢. 
[Note in the above equation that v, the velocity of the 

electron, is for our case vi+ ww. | 

E Be el ve pus eee 
i 9 9 ey J + TG) oie 1 1, (1a) 

U 2 C U 2) Ca O-\. 2 [Cr ies os ane Coe y( y ¥(1— a) 

or, B= oem Cl) 

Under the action of the component force F, we might at 
first sight expect the electron ¢ to aquire an acceleration in 
the X direction. Such a condition, however, would not be 
in agreement with the principle of relativity, since from the 
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point of view of an observer who is moving along with the 
charge e, the phenomenon is merely one Pe or linary electro- 
static repulsion and the test electron should rete no 
change in velocity in the X direction but should be accelerated 
merely in the Y direction. 

If, however, we divide equation (12) by (13) we obtain 

vu 
F.= 2 ply Sh SrA ay Caen gage Ge) 

which agrees with equation (5), the necessary relation for 
zero acceleration in the X direction. The application of 
equation (5) thus removes a discrepancy which could not be 
accounted for in any system of mechanics in which force and 
acceleration are in the same direction. 

Summary. 

For non-Newtonian mechanics, it has been pointed out 
that force and the acceleration it produces are not in general 
in the same direction. A definite relation (equation 5) has 
been derived connecting the components of force parallel and 
perpendicular to the acceleration. For a special problem, 
the application of this relation has removed an apparent 
discrepancy between the predictions based on the electro- 
maenetic theory and on the principle of relativity. 
Ann Arbor, Mich. 

March ial 1911. 

Sat Notices respecting New eo 

The Principles of Electric Wave Telegraphy and Telephony. By 
Prof. J. A. Fimmine, D.Sc., F.R.S. Second Edition. Pp. xviii 
+906. With Illustrations. (London: Longmans, Green & Co. 
1910.) 

a ouGE it is only five years since the first edition of this 
book appeared, yet, so vast have been the developments since 

its appearance, that this new edition is almosta new book. Those 
who are acquainted with Professor Fleming’s previous treatises 
will be prepared for a masterly exposition of electric wave 
telegraphy ; but he surpasses himself in his presentation of this 
subject. No one is better qualified than he for the task. Not 
only is he intimate with the mathematical and theoretical side of 
the subject ; but he has for many years been in close contact with 

and has himself contributed largely to the rapid developments 
which have taken place both on the theoretic and experimental 
sides. It is impossible to do justice to this book in the space at 
our disposal —the enumeration of the headings of the chapters 
would almost exhaust it. The characteristic feature is the happy 
combination of theory with'experiment, each being dealt with 
in an encyclopedic manner. For example, twelve pages deal with 
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interrupters for induction coils, one hundred pages with high- 
frequency electrical measurements, eighty pages with damping and © 
resonance, forty-three with stationary electric waves on wires, 
seventy-seven with the theory of electromagnetic waves (including 
detailed diagrams by Hertz, Pearson and Lee, and Love of the 
lines of force of Hertzian oscillators under various assumed 
conditions), ninety-two pages are devoted to their detection and 
measurements. All this is dealt with before the main subject of 
teleeraphy is intfoduced ; this constitutes nearly half the volume. 
In the historic part an endeavour has been made to leave no 
contribution of any importance unmentioned; and, what is more 
difficult to do, satisfactorily to apportion the credit of each discovery 
and achievement. Whether the author will have succeeded in 
satisfying all claimants may be more than doubted ; it is certainly 
more than could be expected. But to the reviewer he appears 
to have presented an exceedingly complete and fair historical 
account, which may do much toward quietening the strife (healthy 
enough in its way) with which the subject is attended. 

In a few details suggestions could be made toward an improve- 
ment of the exposition. Dr. Fleming will probably see as soon as 
he is told that the top two paragraphs on p. 349 are not perfect. 
After giving the general solutions of the equations of wave 
motion 

H=/(z—ul) +E), = ee ee) 

H=f(<— ul) +7,@+ut), (ae ee) 

it should be pointed out that f, and f, are not independent of f, 
and f,. It is incorrect to state that H and H remain unchanged if 
zand t be changed to z+z' and¢+¢ where z'/t'=u. This would 
be true for the first member on the right hand of each; for the 
second member z'/é would require to be minus w. In fact, the 
general solution is not that of a wave travelling with unchanged 
form though each component of it does so travel, one part in one 
the other part in the opposite direction. Dr. Fleming’s alternative 
statement beginning “in other words ” is therefore also incorrect. 
Further it is not obvious (as stated) from equations (9) and (10) 
quoted above that the periodic quantities E and H are in step or 
phase with one another. In particular it would be interesting to 
learn his definition of the phase of a composite wave. Some of the 
statements made become true if, instead of the general solution, a 
simple harmonic solution be referred to. This may represent 
elther a positive or negative wave, but not both simultaneously. 

Again, the diagram on p.4C7 may roughly represent the lines of 
force terminating on an antenna at some stage of the oscillation, 
but it is scarcelv a satisfactory representation of the lines existing 
before a spark begins. As a typographical error we may indicate 
that on p. 189 near the top valuable should read variable. 

Faults such as these are so few that the mentioning of them 
will merely serve to accentuate the high excellence of the treatise 
as a whole. It isa fine achievement. 
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January 25th, 1911.—Prof. W. W. Watts, Sc.D., M.Sc., F.R.S., 

President, in the Chair. 

(pee following communication was read :— 

‘The Skomer Volcanic Series (Pembrokeshire).’ By Herbert 
Henry Thomas, M.A., B.Se., F.G.S. 

This series of voleanic rocks is developed in the west of Pem- 
brokeshire, and takes its name from the island of Skomer, where 
the maximum thickness is exposed. The rocks are traceable on 
the mainland from near St. Ishmaels on Milford Haven to Wool- 
tack Head, and on the west occupy the islands of Midland, Skomer, 
and the Smalls. ‘he thickness exposed is some 5000 feet, and the 
lateral extension some 25 miles. The district described is that 
portion of the mainland known as the Wooltack peninsula, and the 
islands on the west. The chief evidence bearing on the age of the 
series is obtainable from the mainland sections, and indicates that 
the rocks are of pre-Upper Llandovery age; but, from a con- 
sideration of the geology of the neighbouring country, it is probable 
that their true age is Arenig. The rocks are chietly subaérial lava- 
flows of extreme thinness and great lateral extent; they are 
frequently interstratified with red clays, and are separated into 
two main groups by a thick mass of sedimentary rocks barren of 
fossils. There is an almost complete absence of pyroclastic rocks, 
a fact which points to the eruptions being of the fissure-type. 

The lavas form well-defined groups in the field, and range from 
extremely acid varieties with a silica-percentage of about 80 to 
others with a percentage of less than 50. The rocks of the series 
fall into eight chief types, two of which are of necessity new; in 
order of increasing basicity they are as follows :—soda-rhyolites, 
soda-trachytes (including olivine- and hypersthene-bearing varie- 
ties), keratophyres, skomerites, marloesites, mugearites, 
olivine-basalts, and olivine-dolerites. The last named are pro- 
bably intrusive. All these types are described in the paper, and 
several analyses are tabulated. The first five types may be included 
in the alkaline class ; they are rich in soda, and most of the felspars 
belong to albite-oligoclase varieties. The last three types are 
normal subalkaline rocks, in which the felspars range from oligo- 
clase to labradorite. 

The author does not consider that the Skomer rocks have been 
albitized to a sufficient degree to mask their original characters, 
and regards them as a mixture of alkaline rocks of Pantellerian 
affinities, with a subordinate series of more basic subalkaline rocks, 
the most basic of which are probably intrusive. 
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February 22nd.—Prof. W. W. Watts, Sce.D., M.Sc., F.R.S., 
President, in the Chair. 

The Poulsen communication was read :— 

‘The Geology of the Districts of Worcester, Robertson, and 
Ashton (Cape Colony).’ By R. H. Rastall, M.A., E.GS. 

After a brief description of the physiography of the district and 
the general sequence of the rocks composing it, in which the 
incompleteness of the stratigraphical record is especially noted, 
a detailed account is given of the structure and characters of the 
Malmesbury rocks of Worcester and the region near that town. 
These are shown to include a lower and an upper sedimentary 
series, predominantly gritty and slaty respectively, and evidently 
of great thickness, probably over 20,000 feet. ‘The upper division 
is pierced by granitic dykes, which have been subsequently crushed 
and foliated, forming ‘phyllite gneiss.’ Certain bands of hmestone 
are metamorphosed by them to pure white marble. A remarkable 
isolated mass of igneous rock in Bbrewels Kloof appears to be 
intrusive, but the rock is andesitic in character. A thin though 
conspicuous band of ottrelite-schist has been found in Waai Kloot 
and in the Hex River Pass. All these rock-types are described in 
detail. Similar, but somewhat less detailed treatment is accorded 
to the Malmesbury rocks of Robertson and Ashton, and a petro- 
graphical description is given of the large granite intrusion of 
Wolve Kloof, Robertson. 

The distribution and characters of the rocks of the Cape and 
Karroo Systems are only dealt with, in so far as they throw light 
on the principal subject of the paper; but a fairly full description 
is given of the occurrences of Hnon Conglomerate, which is shown 
to occupy a series of isolated basins, arranged along an east-and- 
west line, and to lie with a strong discordance upon all the older 
rocks. After a careful examination of the ground, it is concluded 
that the Enon Conglomerate does not overlap the Worcester- 
Swellendam Fault, as indicated in the official maps; and that 
conglomerate does not appear to contain any fragments of the 
Malmesbury rocks, which cannot therefore have been exposed 
when it was formed. 

After a careful discussion of all the available evidence, it is con- 
cluded that the Worcester-Swellendam Fault, which has a maximum 
throw of probably 10,000 feet, is in great part of post-Cretaceous 
aze, although there are indications of earlier movement along the 
same line of fracture. From a study of the dominant trend-lines 
of South-Western Cape Colony it is concluded that the district in 
question is situated at or near the central line of the syntaxis of 
two great sets of folds at right angles, which have assumed a fan- 
shaped arrangement in plan, and that the great fault is a line of 
fracture and subsidence running transversely across these lines of 
folding. The folding and the faulting are clearly phases of one 
general series of events, and the faulting probably resulted from a 
diminution or even reversal of the pressure which had previously 
given rise to the folding. 
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March 22nd.—Prof. W. W. Watts, Sc.D., M.Sc., F.R.S., 
President, in the Chair. 

The following communication was read :— 
‘Some Observations on the EKastern Desert of Egypt, with 

Considerations bearing upon the Origin of the British Trias.’ By 
Arthur Wade, B.Sc., F.G.S. 

This paper deals chiefly with phenomena observed in the Eastern 
Desert of Egypt, bordering the Gulf of Suez and that part of the 
Red Sea which is adjacent to its junction with the Gulf. The mounds 
of igneous debris which flank the coastal hill-ranges are described, 
and their origin is discussed and connected with the raised-beach 
phenomena present in the area. The distances to which fragments of 
igneous rock derived from these hills have travelled in Egypt areshown. 

The shore-sands are next dealt with, and their origin ascribed 
mainly to the breaking down of local rocks, and not necessarily to 
the denudation of Nubian Sandstone areas as has been supposed. 
In the marly beds connected with the recent shore-deposits, tiny 
dolomite-rhombs, similar to those found by Dr. Cullis in the Keuper 
Marls, are present. Some effects of wind-biown sand are described, 
especially the wedging of the sand-grains into cracks produced by 
other forces of disintegration. 

Deposits of rock-salt and gypsum are being laid down at present 
in the area. The alteration of the calcium carbonate in recent 
shell-beds to gypsum, with the accompanying destruction of organic 
remains, is noted; and its significance with regard to the origin of 
gypsum-beds and the concurrent absence of fossils in some of the 
older series of strata is pointed out. Analyses of different deposits 
are given, and the presence of sodium carbonate and epsomite- 
erystals is proved in the encrustations upon recent fossilshells. The 
characters of the massive older gypsum- and rock-salt deposits are 
described, together with the distribution and lthological changes in 
the beds when traced across the area by means of borings and 
outcrops. ‘The origin of the gypsum series is shown to be connected 
with inland salt-lake conditions, and evidence is presented which 
suggests that these conditions were contemporaneous with the 
Oligocene continental period in Egypt, and with the formation of 
the well-known beds of the Fayfim in the Western Desert. A 
sketch-map showing, for the first time, the geology of the islands 
situated in the mouth of the Gulf of Suez accompanies the paper. 

April 26th.—Prof. W. W. Watts, Sc.D., M.Sc., F.R.S., 
President, in the Chair. 

The folowing communication was read :— 
‘The Llandovery and Associated Rocks of North-Eastern Mont- 

gomeryshire.’ By Arthur Wade, B.Sc., F.G.S. 
The area dealt with in this paper is in the neighbourhood of 

Welshpool. It comprises part of the Severn Valley and the whole 
of the Vale of Guilsfield. A summary of the work done in the 
area is first given, and the deficiencies of the present geclogical 
map are pointed out. 
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In the detailed succession now worked out, the Ashgiliian and the 
Valentian are for the first time distinguished, while the distinction 
between the Wenlock and the Ludlow Beds is brought out by means — 
of graptolite zones. The detailed sequence is as follows :— 

(< 3. Sandy flags and shales, some- 
times calcareous. 

| Ludlow ..... Yr Allt Group. < 2. Hard thick flags with: thin 
shale-bands and septaria. 

1. Thin muddy shales. 
Bl Wiesterniacies: | eae gritty, with calca- 

; reous concretions or boulders. 
ue Hine flags, as a rule minutely 

YR eae ‘alse-bedded, with earthy mud- 
A. Hastern facies. \ stones, and a thin hei siolie: 

bed. 

; Green and purple barren shales. 

1000 feet. 
SALOPIAN. J 

| Wenlock 4 

| 

( Buttington Group 
(=Tarannon Shales). 
| Bo Wiestomnlrence A Thick calcareous flags and 

mudstones. 
1. Blue shales. 

A. Eastern facies ; Thick calcareous flags, with 
(Cefn Group). Pentamerus Limestone. 

Upper (Cloddiau Group). ; 
VALENTIAN. J Llandovery. 

700 feet. 

Te : (Red sandstone and conglo- 
[ wlan deans ; Powis Castle Group. + we ev Bin ates lime- 

stone developments. 
‘ ( Black shivery shales, phosphatic, with a band 
ee Gwern-y-Brain Beds of black crystalline limestone near the base 

50 feet. 1 (= Staurocephalus Limestone ”). 
3. Calcareous mudstones and limestones (= Bala 

Limestone) ; coarse, ashy, felspathic bands. 
Gaer-fawr Group. < Thin, phosphatic, pale-grey shales at the base. 

ate 2. Massive grits, with bastard limestones. 
Wee 1. Flags and grits, with some shale-bands. 

LPwll-y-Glo Group. Shales aud flags, with some grit-bands. 

GLENKILN- %. Nodular mudstones and grey shales, with 
Harrrect | Trilobite Trinucleus. 
be ( Dingle Group. 1. Splintery grey shales, with Diplograptus 
ee. j (Mesograptus) feliazeus, etc. 

The stratigraphical succession is shown by traverses; but, owing 
to successive overlap of the upper beds, no single traverse gives the 
full succession. ‘The different groups are traced over the area 
mapped, and the chief fossiliferous exposures described, with full 
lists of the fossils obtained. The district is shown to be transitional 
in character between neighbouring districts on almost every side, 
combining many of their features. 

The structure of the area is mainly that of an anticline with 
‘keystone’ faulting, the dominant features being determined by 
the intrusive masses of the Breidden Hills and the small Standard 
Dyke of Welshpool. The two boundary-faults of the arch have 
very considerable downthrows. 

A brief account is given of the Welshpool Dyke, with chemical 
analyses of the rocks. 3 

The Glacial geology of the area is also described, three series of 
deposits being observed: (1) a high-level series, (2) a low-level 
series, and (3) a stratified series. The Guilsfield Valley is shown 
to have been occupied by a Glacial lake, and the reversed drainage 
of the Cefn-Yspn Brook is shown to be connected with a ‘ col’ 
through which the overflow water drained. 
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XLVIT. The Resonance Spectra of Iodine Vapour and their 
Destruction by Gases of the Helium Group. By R. W. 
Woon, Professor of Experimental Physics, Johns Hopkins 
University, Adams Research Fellow of Columbia Uni- 
versity *. 

[ Plates: Vic & (V.] 

HORTLY after the discovery of the resonance spectrum 
of iodine vapour ¢z vacuo excited by the radiations 

from a mercury vapour lamp, the remarkable effect of the 
presence of small traces of helium -in transforming the 
sharply defined resonance spectrum into the complete band 
spectrum, such as is excited by white light, was described 
by the author and J. Franck (Phil. Mag. Feb. TOU Pt 
was shown that the band spectrum appeared as a faint back- 
ground when the helium was ata pressure of less than one milli- 
metre, while a pressure of between 5 and 10 mm. destroyed 
the resonance spectrum entirely, its place being taken by 
the band spectrum. The total amount of light radiated in the 
two cases was about the same, the helium appearing to act 
as an agent in transferring the energy from the excited 
system of electrons to all of the other systems, which 
remained quiescent when the iodine vapour was in vacuo. 

In the present paper I propose to take up the further study 
of the resonance spectra, and the effect of the other gases of 
the helium group, as well as the remarkable polarization 

* Communicated by the Author. 

Pinu, Mag. 5.6. Vol. 22.Ner 130) Od. 191f, 21 
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of the light emitted by the vapour when stimulated by 
monochromatic radiations and white light. 

A number of improvements have been made in the 
arrangement of the apparatus, and it is now possible to show 
the resonance spectrum to a class in optics by means of a 

commercial Cooper-Hewitt lamp (in glass) and a small 
pocket spectroscope. A glass tube 2 or 3 cm. in diameter 
and 30 cm. long is used. One end is blown out into a 
small bulb of a diameter only slightly larger than that of 
the tube, care being taken to get the glass as ; free from striae 
RS possible, It is especially impor tant to get rid of the small 
drop of glass which usually forms at the point where the 
tube is drawn down. The tube is now c carefully dried, and 
after the introduction of a few small crystals of iodine, 
drawn down .to a thick-walled capillary at the other end, 
highly exhausted with a mercury pump, and sealed. It 1s 
then mounted alongside of, and almost in contact with, the 
Cooper-Hewitt lamp, the direct radiation unconcentrated b 
Jenses being used. On looking down the axis of the tube 
through the bulb the yellowish thuorescent light is seen, and 
the spectroscope exhibits the discontinuousresonancespectrum 
composed of isolated bright lines. If the light from the 
earbon are, or still better sunlight, is concen inant at the 
centre of dhe tube as near the bulb as possible, the character- 
istic band spectrum excited by white light appears. The 
ease with which this experiment can be performed makes it 
of interest in view of the importance of resonance and band 
spectra in connexion with the theory of the radiation of 
electrons. 

If helium is available, a second tube may be prepared for 
showing the frame ommnelion of the resonance into the band 
spectrum. ‘The tube is prepared as before, and the gas intro- 
duced until the manometer indicates a pressure of about 5 mm., 
after which it is sealed off from the pump. These tubes 
keep indefinitely, require no heating, and may be set up for 
exhibition in two or three minutes. The only advantage of 
the quartz mercury ares used in the present investigation lies 
in the greater intrinsic brilliancy of the light. 

The use of glass bulbs for the study of the fluorescence 
has been discontinmeadl as it has been found that tubes 
similar to those described above give greater brillianey and 
far less trouble resulting from reflexion of the light of the 
are from the walls. It will be found advantageous to 
wrap the end of the tube with black cloth; this gives us a 
dark background against which the fluorescent light stands 
out. 
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The present investigation was made in the laboratory of 
the Royal Institution, which was placed at my disposal 
through the courtesy of Sir James Dewar, the investigation 
of many points being made possible by the giant Nicol prisms, 
condensing-lenses. and other apparatus not usually found in 
physical laboratories. I am also under great obligation 
to Mr. Twyman, of the firm Adam Hilger & Son, who 
placed echelons, spectrographs, and other optical apparatus 
at my disposal, and to Mr. Kenneth Mees, who very kindly 
lent me his small prism spectrograph, with which most of the 
photographs illustrating this paper were made. 

Thanks to improvements made in the methodof illuminating | 
the vapour, it was vossible to obtain the resonance spectrum 
with sufficient brilliancy to permit of its examination with 
the echelon, which is of great importance in connexion with 
the proposed examination for a possible Zeeman effect. 
I searched for the effect in the laboratory of M. Cotton in 
Paris with a large Weiss electromagnet, but at that time it 
was impossible to obtain the spectrum with a brilliancy 
sufficient to permit of its examination with any spectroscope 
of high resolving power, and nothing was accomplished. 

The arrangement of the apparatns built up at the Royal 
Institution is shown in fig. 1. Two large quartz mercury 
arc-lamps made by the Westinghouse Cooper-Hewitt Co., 
of London, which I have found to be much more powerful 
than any lamps which I have used previously, were used for 

Z 102 
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illuminating the vapour. One of these was mounted above 
the tube, and the rays, after having been brought to a focus 
at the centre of the tube by a condensing lens of 25 cm. 
aperture, were returned to the same focus by means of a 
Jarge concave mirror placed below the tube (which was at 
the centre of curvature of the mirror). One lamp was thus 
made to do the work of two. The other lamp was mounted 
to one side of the tube with a similar arrangement of lens 
and mirror. The mereury are-lamps were about 12 cm. in 
length, and their images formed along the axis of the iodine 
tube by the condensing lenses and mirrors were of the same 
dimensions. 

This arrangement appears to give us very nearly the 
maximum amount of illumination possible, the only improve- 
ment which J have been able to think of being an iodine 
tube completely surrounded by a mercury are burning in a 
long closely-wound spiral tube of quartz. I have also had 
constructed a glass mercury are with the iodine tube passing 
axially down its centre, bunt I have not yet succeeded in 
getting it to work very well. With the arrangement just 
described, I found that I could geta fully exposed photograph 
of the resonance spectrum witha Hilger wave-length spectro- 
graph in less than two hours, whereas in the earlier experl- 
ments exposures varying from 18 to 24 hours were necessary. 
The greatly increased br illiancy of the fluorescence which is 
obtained by the use of a tube can be ascribed to the following 
circumstance. It was found that when a large bulb was 
used, as in the earlier experiments, if the light was returned 
to the focus by a concave mirror placed behind the bulb, the 
cone of fluorescent light produced by this reflected beam 
was so faint that it contributed very little to the total 
intensity. This resulted from the absorption of the exciting 
frequencies by the iodine vapour. It is obvious that if we 
employ a bulb and focus the light at its centre, much of the 
available energy is lost before the rays come to a focus. 
This difficultv is avoided by the use of a tube, since the 
exciting rays traverse only the small volume of iodine vapour 
which is under observation. 

The green line and both of the yellow lines of the mercury 
are are capable of exciting resonance spectra which can be 
exhibited separately. If we interposea glass cell containing 
a strong solution of eosine between the arc and the iodine 
tube, the resonance spectrum excited by the two yellow lines 
appears: this consists of a beautiful series of equidistant 
doublets, fifteen in all (30 lines), two below and twelve above 
the yellow exciting lines. The series of equidistant lines 
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excited by the 5790 mercury line is much more intense than 
the series excited by the 5770 line, a circumstance which we 
may safely ascribe to a closer coincidence between the wave- 
length of the less refrangible yellow line of mercury and one 
of the absorption-lines ot the iodine vapour. 

The yellow light can be removed from the exciting 
radiations by means of a saturated solution of neodymium 
chloride, and we obtain in this case the series excited by the 
green mercury line. 

Photographs of the spectra obtained in this way are 
reproduced on Pl. IV. Fig. 1 is the composite of the three 
resonance spectra excited by the total radiation of the 
mercury are, the green and the two yellow exciting lines 
being indicated by arrows. The short-line spectrum which 
runs along the centre is the neon spectrum, which, being 
very rich in orange and red lines, was used for a comparison 
spectrum in the present investigation. Fig. 2 shows the 
same spectrum without the neon lines. The broadening of 
the lines is due to overexposure, the fainter lines appearing 
sharp. The series excited by the green mercury line 
operating alone is shown in fig. 3. This is one of the finest 
cases of a resonance spectrum made up of equidistant lines 
that I have found up to the present time, eighteen members 
having been photographed and measured. ‘The gradual 
decrease in the distance between the members of the series 
as the red end of the spectrum is approached, is of course 
due to the circumstance that the photograph was made with 
a prism spectrograph. As a matter of fact the interval 
between the lines increases slightly with an increase of wave- 
leneth. The more or less regular alternation between very 
strong lines and very weak lines, which is characteristic of 
so many of the resonance spectra of sodium vapour, is very 
conspicuous ; in fact, this spectrum reminds one forcibly of 
the resonance spectrum of sodium excited by the cadmium line 
4800, in which case we have the exciting line followed by a 
strong line, then a faint line, then four “strong lines, a faint 
line, and four more strong lines. In the case of iodine we 
have the exciting line followed by a strong line, then a faint 
line, a strong line and a faint one, two strong lines, a faint 
line, strong, faint, strong, two faint lines, strong, faint, 
strong. 

Fig. 4 is a photograph of the resonance spectra excited by 
the two yellow lines of mercury, the green line having been 
removed by the eosine screen. We find here 15 pairs of 
lines, reminding us of the repetition of the magnesium 
triplet in the case of the resonance spectrum of sodium 
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vapour. In the earlier work upon iodine it was thought 
that the series excited by the longer of the two yellow lines. 
coincided with the series excited by the green line. The 
higher dispersion used in the present work shows that this 
is not the case, for although coincidence is so nearly 
approached in the vicinity of the yellow lines that only 
the sharpest photographs taken with such a fine slit that 
their reproduction is impossible, s show separation, the larger 
value of the spacing in the case of the series excited by the 
yellow line 5790 causes the lines of this series to get so far 
out-of-step with the lines of the series excited by the ereen 
mercury line, that the failure of coincidence is clearly visible 
in the “photographs reproduced, in the red region of the 
spectrum. (Compare figs, 3 and 4.) 

Tho transformation of the resonance into the band spectrum 
is shown in the photograph reproduced in fig. 5, with the 
neon spectrum superposed. The darker portion of the 
spectrogram has been intensified with mereury bichloride, to 
bring out the bands more distinctly. This photograph was 
taken with a lar ge glass bulb containing helium at 5 mm. 
in addition to the iodine: The behaviour of the other gases 
of the helium group has been investigated in this respect 
and will be discussed presently. 

The wave-lengths of the lines in the various series have 
been determined with great care, from a large number of 
photographs. Short exposures W ae made with a very fine 
slit for the strong lines, since the long exposures which were 
necessary to bring out the faint lines resulted in so much 
broadening of the stronger lines that their exact measurement 
was impossible. 

The wave-lengths of the lines are given in the following 
Table. In column A we have the series excited by the 
green line 546, in column B the series excited by the yellow 
line 5769°5, and in column C that resulting from the yellow 
line 5790°5. The exciting lines are printed in heavy type. 
In columns a, 6, and c we find the wave-length differences 
of the lines of the corresponding series. Column d gives 
the wave-length differences between ihe members of the 
15 pairs of lines excited by the two yellow lines (the B and 
C series). 

As appears from the table the wave-length differences 
have a tendency to become larger as we approach the red 
end of each of the series. ‘There is also a certain amount of 
oscillation, that is, the differences do not increase steadily 
and uniformly. I am of the opinion that the wave-lengths 
can be considered correct in most cases to an Angstro ‘om unit 
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or perhaps a little less, but as I have pointed out in a previous 
paper, the measured wave-length of a line may be slightly 
in error resulting from absorption, i. e. one side of the 
emission-line may be removed by a neighbouring absorption- 
line, its centre of gravity appearing shifted. This may 
perhaps be the cause of the irregularities observed. If the 
spacing were accurately constant the wave- -lengths of the 
lines of the series could be represented by the following 
formula: X= Not mk, 1 in which X, is the wave-length of the 
exciting line, m is a natural number, 1, 2, 3, etc., .. and kis 
the common difference. ‘The value of & is obtained by taking 
the ditference between the wave-length of the exciting line 
and that of any other line and dividing it by that particular 
value of m which fixes the position of the line in question in 
the series. ‘This arrangement was adopted in a previous 
paper treating of the resonance spectra of sodium by Wood 
and Hackett (Astro-Phys. Journ. vol. xxx. No. 5, 1909), 
since it prevents the double discrepancy which arises when 
the other arrangement is used. The values of & obtained in 
this way for the series excited by the green mercury line are 
given in column e, which should be compar ed with column a. 

Tn the case of sodium vapour this increase in the value of 
k with increasing wave-length was observed in many cases, 
though the increment was not as marked as in the case of 
iodine. 
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Transformation of Resonance Spectra by Gases of the 
Helium Group. 

The introduction of helium into the iodine vacuum-bulb 
results, as has been pointed out, in the development of the 
band spectrum which we have when we excite the vapour 
with white light. 

A photograph of the band spectrum, with the resonance 
lines superposed, excited by the light of the mercury are 
when the iodine vapour is mixed with helium at 5 mm. 
pressure, is reproduced on PI.IY. fig.5. The band spectrum 
appears faintly when the helium is at a pressure of a milli- 
metre or less, and as the helium pressure increases, the 
intensity of the band spectrum increases, while that of the 
resonance spectrum decreases, the total amount of emitted 
light remaining about the s same, however. It is still an open 
question whether both spectra are emitted simultaneously by 
the same molecule. I am rather doubtful about this, for it 
seems more probable that when the helium is at a very low 
pressure, the band spectrum is emitted only by those 
molecules which at the moment happen to be within the 
sphere of influence of a helium molecule. It is possible that 
a momentary combination between a helium atom and one 
of iodine may exist either normally or under the action of 
light. Sir J. J. Thomson has found that such momentary 
combinations exist between atoms in vacuum-tubes developing 
canal rays, which would be considered tmpossible by the 
chemists. It would be extremely interesting to investigate 
the positive rays excited in a mixture of hehum and iodine 
by Thomson’s very beautiful method. 

It appeared to be of the greatest importance to investigate 
the behaviour of the other gases of the helium group in this 
respeet, for, as has been shown in a previous Investigation 
by Wood and Franck, the commoner gases, hydrogen, 
nitrogen, oxygen, etc., are wholly without influence in 
developing the band spectrum. Thanks to the kindness and 
interest of Sir William Ramsay and Professor Collie, the 
gases argon, neon, krypton, and xenon were placed at my 
disposal. 
We will consider the behaviour of the gases in the order 

of their molecular weight. 
In helium, with a molecular weight of 4, at a pressure of 

Osman! - the band spectrum is very strong and there is 
searcely mice of dhe resonance spectrum. In neon at the 
same pressure (weight 20) the resonance spectrum is rela- 
tively much stronger. This is partially in accord with the 
views expressed In a previous paper by Franck and Wood, 
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regarding the relation between the affinity of a gas for 
electrons and its action in destroying fluorescence. According 
to the investigations of Franck neon has the smallest electron 
affinity of all the gases, less even than that of helium. 
According to our theory, if a gas has a strong affinity for 
electrons it destroys completely the emission of all cf the 
fluorescing molecules which at the moment happen to be 
within the sphere of action of one of the gas molecules, 
without, however, affecting the nature of the radiation a 
the iodine molecules which at the moment happen to be out- 
side of the sphere of action. This means that as the pressure 
of the gas is increased, more and more of the iodine molecules 
are within the sphere of action at any given moment and 
fewer and fewer of them emit light ; the resonance spectrum 
therefore gradually fades away without any trace of the 
band spectrum appearing. In the case of a gas haying 
small affinity for electrons, we find that we can have it 
present at a relatively ligh pressure without any great 
reduction in the total amount of light emitted by the iodine, 
and that it operates in some manner, the nature of which we 
cannot at present surmise, in transferring the energy from 
the excited system of electrons to all of the other systems 
present in the molecule. The question now arises as to 
whether the efficiency of these gases in dev eloping the band 
spectrum depends upon their “molecular weight, or upon 
some other property. Neon is five times as heavy as helium, 
yet at the same pressure . mm.) the resonance spectrum 
is relatively much stronger 
We cannot be quite sure of the exact relations until 

photometric measurements have been made of the intensity 
of the resonance spectrum and the band spectrum of iodine 
in the gases of the helium group at different pressures. 
In argon, at 6 mm. pressure the total hght emitted is much 
less than in neon and helium at 10 mm.., but the resonance 
spectrum is stronger in proportion to the band s spectrum 
than in the case of neon at10 mm. In krypton (weight 83), 
ab. aioe ym). pues the intensity of the emitted light is 
reduced to about 4 of its original value and the spectroscope 
shows only the b: oe trace of the band spectrum, practically 
all of the light remaining localized in the resonance lines, 
as is the case with the common gases. In xenon (w eight 
130), at 1-5 mm. pressure the intensity is found reduced to 
about + of its original value with no trace whatever of the 
band spectrum. Helium, the lightest of these rare gases, 
thus appears to be the sheet efficient in dev eloping the baud 
spectrum. I had expected to find neon more efficient than 
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helium, for it has a smaller affinity for electrons according 
to Franck, and exhibits most remarkable electrical properties. 
Professor Collie showed me a tube about half a metre long 
containing neon at a pressure of an atmosphere and a half, 
through which the discharge of an induction-coil passed in 
preference to an alternative spark-gap in air of less than a 
centimetre arranged in multiple with the tube. In neon, 
however, the intensity of the emitted light is about the same 
as in helium at the same pressure, and much more, it is 
localized in the resonance lines. 

This matter requires a more careful investigation, for I 
was able to devote not more than the two or three days 
immediately preceding my departure from London to this 
part of the investigation. 

Polarization of the Light in Resonance Spectra. 

The polarization of the light of fluorescent gases was dis- 
covered by the author more than three years ago (Phil. Mag. 
July 1908). It was found to be much stronger in sodium 
and potassium than in iodine vapour. This subject has been 
taken up again, in view of its great importance In connexion 
with the genesis of resonance spectra, and I now find that it 
is possible to obtain almost as strong polarization with iodine 
vapour as was formerly observed with sodium. This is 
probably due to the fact that in the earlier work very small 
glass bulbs were used, which quite possibly were insufficiently 
exhausted. In the vase of the resonance spectra I never felt 
quite satisfied with my observations, though I obtained what 
i considered fair evidence that when the fluorescence was 
excited by polarized monochromatie light, the light was 
polarized in all of the lines of the resonance spectrum. This 
has been fully corroborated in the present work, by a method 
which admits of no doubt. 

The percentage of polarization was first determined in the 
case of iodine vapour excited by polarized white light, by 
the same method used in the earlier investigation. 

It was found that the Savart fiinges could be destroyed by 
iwo glass plates at an ang‘e or 43°, and by one glass plate 
at an angle of 56°, and the percentage of polarization comes 
out as 17 in each case. For sodium vapour I found 20 per 
cent. of polarization, or in the case of very rare vapour at a 
low temperature, as high as 30 per cent. 

The polarization was easily observed when the fluorescence 
was excited by the mercury are, the large glass bulb, 20 cm. 
in diameter, used for the demonstration of the fluorescence | 
before a large audience, being found best adapted to the 
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work. The light from the are was first rendered parallel by 
means of a large condenser, then passed through a Nicol 
prism of about 13 cm. aperture, and wae focussed at the 
centre of the bulb by a second condenser. A large Savart 
plate was mounted to one side of the as and de fringes 
viewed through a second large nicol. It was first necessary 
to get rid of all reflexions of polarized light from the walls 
of the bulb and room. This was accomplished by means of 
screens suitably placed, and a background of black vel et. 
To make sure that the fringes resulted wholly from the 
fluorescent iodine vapour, the wall of the bu'b was touched 
with a bit of cotton soaked with liquid air. This immediately 
condensed the vapour, destroyed the fluorescence and all 
trace of the fringes, the background appearing pertectly 
black. It is of course necessary to get the bulb in such a 
position that none of the internal reflexions comes from the 
region where the fringes are observed. 

On Pl. V. fig. 1 we have a photograph of the fluorescence 
of the vapour excited by the mercury are without the nicols 
or Savart plate, and (tig. 2) a photograph of the Savart fringes 
crossing the cone of fluorescent light. It was thought that 
possibly the percentage of polarization could be increased by 
reducing the density of the iodine vapour. ‘The oblique 
plates by which the polarization was compensated were set 
at such an angle as to just cause the disappearance of the 
fringes, under which condition any increment in the per- 
centage of polarization would cause their reappearance. 

The outside of the bulb was now touched with cotton 
soaked with liquid air, which caused a rapid condensation 
of the iodine vapour. The cone of fluorescent light faded 
gradually away, but the Savart fringes did not reappear, 
though the renults obtained with shee vapour made me 
think that at the lowest vapour densities consistent with 
visible fluorescence, increased polarization might he ex- 
pected. Warming The bulb to increase the vapour density 
above the value Site it has at room temperature did not 
appear to decrease the amount of polarization, though the 
intensity of the fluorescence was considerably aed 
The investigation of the polarization of the resonance lines 

was next inv estigated. This I regard as one of the most 
important points in the whole investigation, for if the bright 
lines excited by polarized monoch romatic light are themselves 
polarized, it indicates that the directed motion passed over 
by the light-waves to the resonant electron is passed on as 
directed eon to the other electrons, or whatever the centres 

of emission of the bright lines of the resonance spectrum 
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may be. The Savart fringes were formed as before, cutting 
vertically across the horizontal cone of fluorescent light: 
excited by the polarized light from the mercury are. cA 
screen ot black paper, perforated at its centre with a horizontal 
aperture about 3 cm. in length by 2 mm. in width, was now 
mounted between the bulb and the Savart plate i in such a 
position that the aperture covered the brightest part of the 
fluorescent cone. On looking through the analysing nicol 
the aperture was seen brightly illuminated except for the 
dark regions where it covered the Savart fringes. A direct- 
vision prism of high dispersion was now held ‘before the eye, 
oriented in such a way as to give vertical dispersion. A 
vertical spectrum, or a series of Images of the aperture 
corresponding to the brightest lines 
of the resonance spectrum wasclearly __ Fig, 2. 
seen, and the fringes cut across all 
of these images (tig. 2) and were 
quite as distinct in the images 
corresponding to wave-lengths not 
present in the mercury are as in 
these due to light which was re- 
emitted from the vapour without 
change of wave-length (resonance 
radiation). This method was far 
more satisfactory than the one em- 
ployed for the same purpose in the 
ease of sodium vapour, and gave results about which there 
could be no question, The addition of helium appears to 
diminish the percentage of polarization, for in the bulb 
containing helium at a pressure of 10 mm., the percentage 
of polarization was found to be only 13, against 17 when the 
lodine vapour was zn vacuo. In helium at 10 mm. the 
resonance spectrum is completely replaced by the band 
spectrum, and the fact that polarization is still present 
indicates that the polarized vibration is passed over to the 
other electron systems. 

Resonance Spectra with the Echelon. 

Through the courtesy of Mr. Twyman, who placed a 
number of very fine echelons made by the Hilger Company 
at my disposal, I was able to make a preliminary study of 
the appearance of resonance spectra under high resolving 
power. The first inspection was very discoaraging, for the 
width of the lines turned out to be as great as, or greater 
than, the distance between the orders. 
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It was at once observed, however, that this same condition 
existed in the case of the exciting radiations from the inercury 
arc, on account of the great density of the mercury vapour 
in the red-hot quartz tube. The mercury lamp was accord- 
ingly extinguished and allowed to cocl off. On relighting 
the lamp, t the fluorescence of the iodine vapour was at first 
too feeble to permit of observation with the echelon, but as 
it gradually brightened, as the temperature and intensity of 
the mercury lamp increased, the lines appeared, and were 
observed distinctly narrower than the distance between the 
orders. Moreover, their width appeared to be the same as. 
that of the exciting lines of the are, which came out much 
stronger than the resonance lines on account of diffused 
light. As the are lines widened, the resonance lines increased 
in width at the same rate, until they fused into a continuous 
band, due to the overlapping of orders. Calculation showed 
that the width of the lines when they were first observable 
in the echelon was of the order of 1/20th cf the distance 
between the D lines. It seems probable that, by still further 
improving the conditions, a more extended study of resonance 
spectra with the echelon can be made. To do this it will be 
necessary to excite the fluorescence by a low temperature 
mercury are burning in glass. Probably a long iodine tube 
passing along the axis of a Cooper-Hewitt lamp, so as to be 
completely enveloped by the are except at the ends, would 
give the desired results. 

I have succeeded in obtaining resonance spectra from 
iodine vapour with other monochromatic excitations, but 
have not yet studied them. 
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XLVIII. On the Rigidityof the Karth. By J. Prescott, 

M.A., Lecturer im Mathematies at the Manchester School of 
Technology *. 

NHE interest in the question of the rigidity of the earth 
has been revived in recent years by the careful and 

convincing experiments of Dr. Hecker of the Prussian 
Geodetic Institutet. Dr. Hecker placed two horizontal 
pendulums at right angles to each other and introduced 
devices for recording the motion of the pendulums for a 
long period of time. The motions of the two pendulums 
are the same as the component motions of the bob of a 

* Communicated by the Author, 
+ Beobachtungen an Horizontalpendein, des k. a eussischen Geodiitischen, 

Instituts. Neue Folge, N. 32 (1907). 
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simple pendulum of great length. The motion actually 
recorded is the motion which the bob of this simple pendulum 
would have relative to the solid earth in the neighbourhood 
of the point of observation ; for, of course, the recording 
apparatus moves with the solid earth to which it is attached. 
The motion of the pendulum-bob is due to several causes of 
which two are the attractions of the sun and moon ; that is, 
the tidal actions of these bodies. If the earth yielded to 
these attractions as freely as a liquid earth then no relative 
motion of the pendulum and the solid earth would be 
observed because the plumb-line would always be per- ~ 
pendicular to the surface. But if the solid earth were 
perfectly rigid the plumb-line would change its direction 
slightly with the positions of the sun and moon, and the 
plan of the bob would trace out a certain curve on the 
surface of the earth, which curve can be calculated from 
the known actions of the sun and moon. It is obvious then 
that the observed relative motion gives us the necessary 
data for calculating the extent to which the earth yields to 
tidal actions, and thence we can deduce a value for the 
rigidity of the earth. It is the object of the present paper 
to make the necessary calculations on the yielding of elastic 
spheres for the purpose of comparison with observations and 
to find therefrom the average rigidity of the earth. 

So far as I know all previous calculations have been made 
for spheres of uniform density. Now we know that the 
density of the earth is by no means uniform throughout, and 
it seemed very likely. beforehand that a sphere of variable 
density might yield to a very different extent from a sphere 
of uniform density. In this paper I have assumed laws of 
density which agree pretty well with what we know con- 
cerning the earth’s density. Taking the density of water 
as w I have made the mean density 5°5 w and the density at 
the surface 2°5 vw. : 

The analysis is difficult and I have only succeeded in 
solving the problem by assuming the sphere to be in- 
compréssible. But there would be little advantage in any 
other assumption because we ean infer from the corresponding 
calculations for spheres of uniform density that the degree 
of compressibility has little effect on the deformation. The 
ellipticities calculated with the two different assumptions 
that the earth is incompressible and that Poisson’s ratio is 4, 
differ only by about one per cent. The results are compared 
in Love’s Elasticity, Art. 183. If Poisson’s ratio is put 
equal to 4 in my own result, given in Phil. Mag. Sept. 
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1910, it will be found that this also gives about the same 
Himerence from the result for an incompressible sphere. 

In the following calculations [I assume that Hf the tidal 
force did not act the density of the sphere at distance r from 
the centre would be a function of 7 only. When the tidal 
force acts it is assumed that each naturally spherical shell is 
deformed into a spheroid of small ellipticity e, which is a 
function of y. The additional assumption of incompressibility 
enables me to express the strains in terms of e, 7, and 
diderential coefficients of e with respect to r Then 
there are two equations of equilibrium of an element. 
of the material, either of which, it might appear, ought 
to give a differential equation for e. But since the cubical 
dilatation has been assumed zero and the bulk-modulus 
infinite, the prodact of these two quantities, which appears 
in each of the equations of equilibrium, is an unknown 
quantity and has to be eliminated from the equations. The 
eliminant is the differential equation for e 

In the differential equation for e the variation of the 
density with r is involved and it becomes necessary to assume 
an expression for the density. If pis the density, a the 
external radius of the earth, I have used two expressions for 
the density, viz, 

=(10— 757 )u, eee at's (a) 

ahiad 

and pe San eee (3) 

where w is the density of water. 
It wili be found that both these densities give a mean 

of 5:5 w at the surface where r=a. 
Taking the modulus of rigidity to be 800 x 10° grams per 

square peatinrcive: about the value for wrought iron, I find 
that the ellipticities of the surface are pr oportional to 0°325 
and 0°321 corresponding to the densities (a) and (@) 
respectively. Then using the density (a2) T recalculate the 
ellipticity taking the rigidity to be half that of wrought iron, 
that is, 400 x 10° grams per square centimetre, and T find in 
this case that the ellipticity is represented by 0°473. These 
results are afterwards used to calculate the quantity measured 
by Dr. Hecker’s pendulums. 

The ellipticities calculated on the assumption of uniform 
density corresponding to the two moduli of rigidity mentioned 
above are represented by the numbers 0°394 and 0-600. 
When these are compared with the ellipticities for variable 
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deusity above it appears that the actual earth must yield 
appreciably less than a sphere of uniform density would 
yield. 

Let the position of a particle of the earth be indicated by 
polar coordinates, the earth’s centre being the pole and the 
radius vector through the tide-producing body being the 
initial line. Assuming the layers of uniform density. to be 
spherical in the unstrained state everything will be sym- 
metrical about the initial line or axis of reference as we 
may callit. Let 7, @ be the coordinates of a particle in the 
unstrained state; r+e, 6+7 its coordinates when strained 
by the tide-producing force. Let 7, f denote the strains in 
the directions of ¢ and 7, and g the strain at right angles to 
both of these. Let 6 denote the cubical dilatation, @ the 
rotation in the plane of r and 0. 

Then 
OS 
a_i lll 

0” OS 11) 80+ 55,50 —7d0 

r50 
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Also it is not difficult to prove that 
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The above is most easily seen by considering that 7 is the 
rotation of the radius vector r, and 

f 07 _ 106 
"Or roo 

is the rotation relative to the radius vector. 
The two rotations in planes perpendicular to the plane 

of w are clearly zero. 
All the conditions of equilibrium are satisfied by assuming 

that a shell of uniform density which is spherical in the 
unstrained state will be strained into a spheroidal shell. 
This will be evident in the course of the subsequent work. 

On account of the difficulties of the analysis I am 
assuming that the sphere is incompressible. 

Since » denotes the unstrained distance of an element 
from the centre of the sphere both the preceding 
assumptions are involved in the equation 

é=770 (Coco ey nae es. @ (8) 

Both the ellipticity e and the density p must be regarded 
as functions of r. We may regard r itself as the parameter 
of a shell of uniform density. 

The assumption of incompressibility gives also the 
equation 

0=o= =o ( + 59 Slasiné). erred ae (0) 

Hquations (6) and (7) enable us to express 7 in terms of e. 
Thus, using equation (6), 

if 
a (08) = (cos’@— lien al ge eats oS) 

Hquations (7) and . now give 

nsin@ = -— £ *e) (coe G— 5) sin 6 d@+ f(r) 

= eat Ne cos 8} +f) 

i d >. 
— 32 cos @ sin? a, (re) +f(r), 2 (9) 

where /f(7) is an arbitrary function of » which arises from 
integrating with respect to @. But since 7 is zero when i is 
zero it fullows that /(”) is also zero. 

mnt Mag: S. 6. Vol. 22aiNowla0) Oct, 1911) 2K 
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Now by equations (5), (6), and (9) 

Ey). OF aH — =, 

1 d? 
=— 3008 0 si “[p2 re) + 2re cos @ sin 8. a CEO) 

Let & be the bulk-modulus and x the rigidity-modulus of 
the sphere. These are assumed to be constant throughout 
since average values are all we can hope for from theoretical 
investigations. 

The equations of equilibrium in the present case, where 
everything is symmetrical about the axis from which @ is 
measured, are (see Love’s ‘ Tieory of Elasticity, Art. 125), 

06 ON. AO oe 

(Rn oo or cake Se f Ou 

ow 
(e+ a) Oo +202 (ro) —pr SF a= Qs ote Sees) 

where, W is the potential of the external forces on the 
element whose coordinates in the unstrained state are r, 0, 
and p is the density of the element. 

Now the assumption of incompressibility makes 6 zero 
and & infinite, but it leaves £6 finite, since this is the negative 
of hydrostatic pressure. The best thing to do is to eliminate 
kd from (11) and (12). 

Differentiating (11) with respect to @ and (12) with respect 
to ry and then subtracting corresponding sides of the resulting 
equations we > 

92. i oy a eae S (@ sin a) } &. oo) 

~2 (p 2) 2 (,8¥) 0 
ar’ aa) * aa\r 

Now making use of the fact that p is a function of r and 
not of @ we can write this last equation in the form 

fe) 1 OW dp | 
= seg ey rosin 6) b +n ke 5 (270) — ee : 

(13) 
When we have substituted for 27@ and W in this equation 

we shall have the differential equation from which e is to be 
found. 

@ sin @) — =0,. (11) 
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From equation (10) we get 

Bie: aes camer ee 
Py;) (2r@ sin @) = — 3 dpe (7°e) —2re } (2 sin @ cos?@— sin), 

14 
whence, ee 

iO iSO yr dare 
ae nog0 } ~ {ao meee } Le 

Also oh ae 

oO d' a? 

Sra) =— 5 fF (v5) 655 (re) bsin 20... (16) 

We have yet to express W in terms of 7, 6, and e so as to 
substitute its value in (13). 

Let P, denote the sphericai surface harmonic (cos’@—4). 
Then 

Ea ial Wel ei aaa wile IRD 

And by Routh’s Statics, Part II. Art. 176, the potential of 
the earth’s attraction at an internal point whose coordinates 
are r+e, 9, is 

Amr? Ps 
Vader pra TI ae! da 

sf any (>, dr + ae _ (7°e)dr 
0 ae m7 

=tey( prdr + Esti cal pdr 

4 Tr 

+ oe ay |" pr?dr + any", = (7°e)dr, 
0 

(18) 
where y is the constant of gravitation and a the mean 
radius of the earth. 

If m denotes the mass of the tide-producing body, and 
d its distance from the earth, the potential of its tidal 
action is 

dymr 
2d 

where h denotes the COneant oi 

(cos?@—4)=thr?P, say, 
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Now allowing for the convention of signs in gravitation 
potential we have 

W= —V —thr’P,, e es Wee e ° (19) 

Therefore, 

Now in the elastic equations the stresses expressed in 
terms of r and @ are stresses in the element which was at 
(r, 0) before strain, and is at (r+e, 0+) after strain. 
These stresses are in equilibrium with the applied forces at 
(r+e, +n). Now every term that contains @ in W is a 
small term and consequently the difference between @ and 
(8+) can be neglected. In the third term in V, the only 
place where the difference between r and (7+€) is not 
negligible, account has already been taken of this difference. 
Therefore the expression on the right-hand side of (20) is 

the proper expression for Se ian 3) 

Substituting from (15), (16), and (20) in (13) we get, 
after dividing by sin 20, 

Lfa as a 3 Care, \] n| 5 WE (1 2 One ae zal e)—6 75 (ve) 

dp il 42 a i de E A igo i Tr d : | -( 

— 7 | aie t4ays 5) pad >). p) drt x p a(n edi l= 
73 

This is the differential equation which e has to satisfy ; 
and when p is given as a function of r the equation 
determines e as a function of r. 

The Boundary Conditions. 

We have yet to find the boundary conditions from which 
the constants are to be determined. The two conditions are, 
that the shear and the tension at the earth’s surface, where 
y=a, are both zero. It should be remembered that 7 1s not 
the distance from the centre of a particle of the strained 
sphere, but the distance of the particle before strain. Con- 
sequently, r=a exactly for a surface particle. 
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The shear strain in the plane of r and the symmetrical 
axis 1s 

Ege.) Ov 
799 '" Or 

and since the shear stress is zero at the surface, it follows 
that the shear strain is also zero at the surface. Hence 

+ 96 +781 = 0 when r=a, . Mee ae dae oe 

This is one boundary condition. 
The radial tension at-any point is 

a2 97,08 (k ea ne 

and this must be zero when r=a. But since n is infinitely 
small compared with k, and ké is finite, this condition can 
be written 

8+ 2nS= = 0 memegea ag.) So bt (20) 

This is the second boundary condition. It remains to 
express the two equations (22) and (23) in more convenient 
forms. 

Substituting for e from (6) and for 7 a (9) in (22 
we get (/(7) being dropped because it is zero) 

— 2e cos 6 sin @— eos @sin Ort 4 5 ~(v8e) b= 0 

: when r=a. 
That is, 

6e+2 i155 a (7 “b= Or whem 7 a.0's) Renae) 

This is a very convenient form for the first boundary 
condition. 

Now, since (23) is true for all values of 6, we may 
differentiate all through with respect to 6. Hence 

aot mone 

30°" 0 ar 
But since 6 is zeroand n finite, the equation of equilibrium 

(12) may be written 

28 aw 
08 00 

This last equation is true at every point of the sphere, and 

k Semen, ==.) 5” (2B) 

+2n 2 (ra)=p So susiue an ha URC ON 
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is therefore true when r=a for all values of 6. Therefore 
any combination of equations (25) and (26) will be true 
all over the surface. 

Subtracting (25) from (26), we ae 

=2n 2 J re —% = 0 when —@. ane) 

Now equations (20) and (21) es that 

ow die Lider. Caw 
0 > Sar sin 26[ 51 sal e) 6 Fa (re) 

Lig dzers =i { Zale —6re } ], (28) 

and this is the general expression for at all points of 

the sphere. It can therefore be used in (27). 
Also, from (6) and (10), 

221 X —ro = {5 S0%)— —3 5 (re) b sin 20, (29) 

aoe from (28) and (29) in (27), and then dividing 

by np si 20, we find 

Bf ga 0") Laake 2 Lane = Aa ’)—34 (re) L = 0 when r=a. (30) p dr 

For convenience, the other boundary condition is re- 
written here : 

Ga\enlend, 
beat a, 72 2 gp ( *e) t= 0 when r=a. . (30a) 

We have to find e to satisfy equation (21) for all values 
of r, and equations (30) and (30a) when r=a. These 
two boundary conditions are sufficient for the present 
problem. If we had been dealing with a hollow sphere, 
we should have had two more boundary conditions, and 
these are replaced in the present case by the condition that 
e must be finite at the centre. 

Solution of the Equations. 

We can get no further without assuming an expression 
for p; and to get a numerical result, we must assume a _ 
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value for n. Since it is generally asserted that the rigidity 
of the earth is about the same as that of steel, I shall give n 
the value 8x10 grams per square centimetre, which is 
nearly the value for steel. 

In order that the results may have any worth, the 
expression for p should be chosen so as to satisfy, as nearly 
as possible, all that we know about the earth’s density. 
Thus we must make the mean density about 5°5w and the 
density at the surface about 2°5w, where w denotes the 
density of water. It will be found that both these conditions 
are satisfied by the equation 

f re a 

p = (10-757) 3) dod eee ere 

| With this expression for the density, the differential 
equation (21) can be satisfied by taking 

ES 

Ages A eae aeaete te eé = — =+ ar | —+.... 0 2 42 sat 6 6 

yr 

= = Amon? ° . ° ° ° . ° ° . (32( 

where m may be zero or any positive even integer. 
That the boundary conditions can also be satisfied by this 

series will be seen in the course of the work. 

Let z be written for 5. Then on substituting for p and e 

in equation (21) we get, after multiplying through by a, 

2A,| 6 2, 15 ( ume "art i) m?+9m+4 mis } 
Omya?w 5 10 oa ae + 5 Sonera 

— . (m—2)m(m+3)(m +5) ant + 7-5whare’? = 0. (33) 

By equating the coefficient of 2° in this to zero, we get 

4.7.9 SNe ie le 10 ; = nA,+ 602va?w 132-5 ae 9) Am sal 

+ T:Swha? = 0, 434) 

Also, when m is zero or any positive even integer, we 
find, by equating the coefficient of w”+® to zero, 

10 3 m?+9m+A4 
TI 2 2 — +— ee 

60 ae { 3 Ans. 2 (m -- 2) (m-+ 7) An } 

—% (m+4)(m46)(m+9)(m+11) Am4s = 0. (35) 
Now 

4 
5 Tya(d'dw) = g dynes. 
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Hence 
60mryarw? aw90 _ 637 x10%xg 90 
nw il? | SOOO anal 

= 65100 0 ee 

since a=637 x 10° centimetres and n=800 x 10° orams per 

square centimetre. 

Let B be written for > (2-5 a 3) Aa and” s for 
: 2 aE 

i se . Then (84) gives 

6°d1 10 S 

ee tia 
= 0:07750 B—0°2583 A,+0°011905s. . (37) 

Also equation (35) gives 

ay 6x 6°51 {2A 3 m+I9n+4 
m+6 ~~ (m+4)(m + 6) (m+ 9)(m+ 11) Bt aamaD (m+ 2)(m+7) 

when mis zero or any positive even integer. Putting 
m=0, 2, 4, 6, &c. in turn in this equation we get 

A 

2-17 10, 3 
A= aay ett 

= 10-°{ 5480 A,4 7045 4,0. . 1 aD 
ool 1008 

8) Sel Ag tag tat 
= 10~*{ —18970 A, +6165 A,} 
= 10-*{ —1469 B+ 4886 Ay + 6165 A,—225°7s}. (40) 

The last line is obtained by using the value of A, from (37). 

651 10 1 
Ais = ipa 501 a Ast a oe} 

= 10-*{247 B—883 Aj +458 A,+380st}, . . (41) 
2 Gall 10 141 

Aw = 59-45-1713 48+ ipa} 
= 10-7162°5 B— 86 A — 1211 Al 4 9-655) eens 

Ny 6°51 10 7 
Moa 5a 71g 13 os Aer 

= 10-7{—21 B+70-A,+51A,—3:25), . 1 ean 

ae s6e5a 10 97 
A= 74g 97 |— a An tag! } 

= 10-*{14B—54 A, 4+46A,4 2:15}. 2) eee 

Sy) ee eee ee ee 

An | (88) 
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We have now to express B in terms of Ao, As, and s. 
When this is done, we can express the coefficients A,, A,, Kc. 
in terms of two arbitrary constants Ay and Ag, and these can 
be found from the boundary conditions. 

Thus . 

I == ae 3(2—5 see ») An 
2m+2 

5 7 4 
= 2Ag+7AstAytgAgt 5 Ast 

= 0°0765 B+1°751 Ay +1°207 A, + 0°01172s, 
whence 

B= LsIo ag oi 0 ONZ60i sy. 1g hs (45) 

The substitution of this valus for B in equations (37) and 
(40) to (44) gives 

Ay = 10744 —1114 A, +1013 A,+128°9 s}, 

Ag = 107°{704°5 Ap— 5480 Ao}, 

A, = 107 °{2101 A, +4244 A,—244°3 st, | 

Ai= 10-6 —415 A) +781 A,+41°'1s}, + . (46) 

Aw= 10-7432 A,—1130 Ay + 10°45}, | 
Awu= 10-7{31 A, + 25 A,—3°4 st, | 

Aig= 107*{ —26 Ay +65 Ap+2°4 s}. 

We must now make use of equations (30) and (30a) to 
determine Ay and Ag. 

The substitution 
yr 

eee AL mM a” 

in equation (30) will give, after the difterentiations have 
been performed 

(Sop 

SA. E m(m—2)(m-+3)(m+5)—— 

Diep (m+ 1) (m?-+ Pe ORs chr) 
6 pdr 

2 
p= (10- 57), 

we see that, when r=a, 

when r=a. 
But since 
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Hence, on substituting a for r in (47) and LL up 
by a, we arrive at the equation 

© A, [gm(m—2)(m+3)(m +5) + (m-+1) (m?-+ 5m—12)] = 0. 
That is, 

—12 Aj+6 A,+ 204 A, +774 A,+1972 Ag +4118 Ajo 

+7596 Ayo + 12854 Ay, + 20404 Aig = 0. (49) 

Using the values of As, Ags, &c. from equations (46) 
we get 

— 26°78 A,—5°004 A,+2°322s=0. . . (00) 

Similarly the equation (30a) gives 

> Am (m?+3m+6) = 0. 

That is 

4136 Ayo 186 Agen) sea 
By means of (46) equation (51) gives 

2°78 Aj +16-64A,+0-421s=0. . . . (52) 
The values of Ay and A, determined from these equations 

are 

A,=" 070945 s 
ss D3 

After expressing all the A’s in terms of s we find 

FR v4 
e=Apt As. +A + 

T0435 945411". —177, 4990 see (54) 
a? Gi. ae a? = ae 

The ellipticity of the surface, obtained by putting a for r 
in (54), is 

é:=0°0544 s 

wha? = 00544 x LOU re 
nv 

But sincen=8 x 10° grams per squarecentimetre,a=637 x 10° 
centimetres, and w=1, 

wae 68d x 10° | OGG 
PO Osc. 7 pee (56) 

(48) 
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Consequently 
. . 9 1 0 Ontex 7 — 6 ha 

=0'325-—. Ber eas. yt Gee 

In order to test the effect of varying the law of density 
while keeping the mean and the surface density the same, 
I have calculated the ellipticity with the same rigidity, 
8 x 108 grams per square centimetre, and the density 

a KO p=w(14—1257). . Lee wef58) 

With this expression for p the density at the surface is clearly 
2°5w and the mean density is 5°D)w as in the previous 
calculation. 

The differential equation (21) is now satisfied by 

rea. 7 a 7 A 7 Pe 
e=Ao+ rs 22 + ae sae che Ot On a (59) 

By the same process as in the preceding case we find 

Ay =—a618 x 10-* v ) 

Age OD 

A, =+1282x10-‘*v 

A; = +6088 x 107° v 

A, =—2244x 107° v 

Ape mo lex 10 -?y 

Ag =+ 345 x«107* vy : 

A; = +2016 x 107° v Diet tte Oe 

Ap =+ 132x10-'e 

Ay =—1370x1077v 

AG = + 1731077 % 

Ay=+ 98 x 10-8 y 

Aye EL 10=* » J 
where 

ha 
= = 1208) aia 61 y (61) 

In the actual working of the problem it is necessary to 
compute the coefficients as far as Aj; to get accurate results, 
because the coefticient of Am in the boundary condition (30), 
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that is, the condition corresponding to (49), 1s large when m 
is large. 

From (60) and (61) we get 

ha 
e—O0732i g? - - C A : - (62) 

which is very little different from the result in (57). 
As both the results I have just obtained for the ellipticity 

are much smaller than the values given by Dr. Hecker’s 
pendulums or by observations on ocean-tides, I have made 
another calculation with a smaller rigidity. In this case 
I have taken 

p=w(10-7575),. les 

n=4x 10° grams per square centimetre, . (64) 

and I find 
ad a4 6 8 

e= 10-4" { 7804-26837, 119 4404 a 
g a a a a 

7hO" Ovhaale s* 
127,47, I, (65) 

and therefore the ellipticity of the surface is 

a= 0473 Sg 3 ee core) 

Now a plumb-line would set itself perpendicular to the 
equipotential surface in its neighbourhood, that is, perpen- 
dicular to the surface which would bound an infinitely ight 
liquid which may be imagined to cover the surface of the 
earth as far as the plumb-bob. There would be a tide on 
this light liquid similar to the tide on the ocean, but not 
exactly equal to the ocean-tide—except over the ocean itself. 
For, an ocean-tide depresses the solid earth beneath it to a 
slight extent, and moreover the attraction of the ocean-tide 
itself constitutes a tide-producing force. Both the depression 
of the solid earth and the mutual attraction of the waters 
would act in the same direction and make the ocean-tide 
larger than the tide on an infinitely light liquid extending 
down to the solid earth. The attraction of the Atlantic tide 
would have some slight effect on Dr. Hecker’s pendulums at 
Potsdam, but it is considered small enough to be neglected. 
Now these pendulums really give the direction of the plumb- 
line relative to the solid earth ; that is, they indicate the tide 
on the imaginary light liquid relative to the solid earth. 
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For when we know the position of the tide-pr oducing body 
and the direction of the plumb-line, we can calculate the 
height of the tide on the equipotential surface relative to 
the solid earth, except of course when the tide-producing 
body is at the zenith or nadir of the point of observation, for 
then the deviation of the plumb-line is zero, since the crest 
of one of the tides is at the point of obser vation. 

In order to compare calculated results with observations, 
it will be necessary now to find the ellipticity of the equi- 
potential surface near the eartl’s surface and to subtract 
from this the ellipticity of the solid earth. This difference 
may be called the ellipticity of the equipotential surface 
relative to the-earth. 

Now the potential of the solid earth in the strained state 
at an external point (7’, @) is (see Routh’s Statics, vol. ii. 
Art. 196) 

eee predr+ she i aC COG TE = NOt) 
0 

Since the second term in V’ contains e and is therefore 
small, we may put a for rv’ in this term in the neighbourhood 

of fhe earth’s surface. Also 

tomy |" pidr= gor. aot ice. | rat eat are 
0 

Hence, near the earth’s surface, 

a*  AgyP, (2% d 
ee aie om ? ( oe (aes Mage (69) 

. 0 f 

But when 

p=w(10— 15 =), elas awhie aaag) 

we have found that 
Lean me we te 

C= o+ agg tag +: -. . ° e (ls) 

Consequently 

pou Ceviigs San aes 5, 4p { p 7, e)dr=pr —{) € I’ 

=pre + eo 7e dr 

iam 
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Therefore, when n=8 x 108 grams per square centimetre, 

1 ZG ae 1 1 
Les e — 2: 5 / '5) 23 ex { oat e)dr=2°5 ware, +15 wa {5 Ao+ 9 Aa + ii ae 

= 2°9 wa’e, + 15 wa? (90 x 10-4) 

= 2°5 ware, + 15 wa’(0°1655 e) 

=A°98 ware; . Lr Tea 

The total potential near the earth’s surface is 

V'+1hrtPo= Vv + sharers 2) eee 

a being written for 7 in the secend term which is small. 

Over an equipotential surface the expression in (74) is 
constant. That is, 

ae ar tune (4:98) ware, + $ha?P,=a constant. (75) 

But the mean density of the earth being 5:5 w we find that 

dy7a(D°0.w) ==.) |.) enon) 

Hence, after being divided by ga (75) becomes 

Bes oeee 
A one an) 

The constant in (77) depends on the particular equi- 

/ 
€:Po+ gy Pe=a constant. . . (77) 

at 
potential surface we are dealing with. Since — is nearly r 
unity and the other two terms are small, the constant is also 
nearly unity for all equipotential surfaces near the earth’s 
surface. For the particular equipotential surface with the 
same mean radius as the earth, the constant is exactly unity. 
Thus for this surface 

@ _4_. 3x 4:98 h 

eT SxS Ca eee 
And therefore 

x! 3x 4°98 h A 
a Bxe5 Ot ae (78) 

approximately. 
The ellipticity of this surface 1s 

3x 4:98 ha 6 x 4:98 ha 
- a= S64 °39 pie 
Xb 29  L8x5s Se ee 

ae oe ‘ : C é ° 2 Q (3) 
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The ellipticity of this surface relative to the earth is 

ha ha 13535) —4=07035. - - » - (80) 

If the earth were perfectly rigid e; would be zero and the 

relative ellipticity would be exactly = Thus the relative 

ellipticity of the equipotential surface when the earth is 
about as rigid as wrought iron is 0°703 of what it would be 
if the earth were perfectly rigid. 

With the same rigidity and the second expression, viz. the 
one in (58), for the density the relative ellipticity is found to 
be | 

ha 07055. 2 2 2 es + (BL) 

which scarcely differs from the previous result. It appears 
then that variations in the law of density do not greatly 
affect the relative ellipticity, provided the mean density and 
the density at the surface are kept the same. 

Assuming the conditions given in (63) and (64), the latter 
condition being that the rigidity is about half that of wrought 
iron, we find for the relative ellipticity of the equipotential 
surface 

ha 05697 2 ee ee (82) 

Ii. is proved in Thomson and Tait’s ‘ Natural Philosophy ’ 
(Art. 840) that the relative ellipticity, assuming the earth 
incompressible and of uniform density, 5°5 w, is 

19%” 

11 gaw ha ue ee 

11 gaw 

i ha ha 
the values of which are 0°685 5 and D220 5, when n has the 

values 8x 10° and 4x10° grams per square centimetre 
respectively. The former value of the ellipticity should be 
compared with (80) and (81), and the latter with (82). 

Comparison with Observations. 

For a given position of the tide-producing body the devia- 
tion of the plumb-line from its mean position is proportional 
to the relative ellipticity of the equipotential surface and the 
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earth. Dr. Hecker has analysed the motion of his pendulums 
and has separated the effects of the sun and moon. But the 
variation of the temperature of the earth’s surface in a solar 
day produces a distortion of the surface which gives rise to 
an apparent motion of the plumb-bob, the magnitude of which 
motion is several times as great as the motion due to the 
attractions of the sun and moon. This motion due to 
temperature is mixed up with that due to the sun’s attrac- 
tion since they have the same period and further very careful 
analysis is necessary to separate them. But the average 
temperature effect on a large number of lunar days is insig- 
nificant on account of the difference in period. For in a 
large number of lunar days the temperature effect will be 
positive and negative in nearly equal proportions so that it 
will disappear from the average. [cr this reason the lunar 
deviation is much more reliable than the solar deviation in 
calculating the rigidity of the earth. 

It is shown in the article on “‘ Tides ” in the ninth edition 
of the Encyclopedia Britannica that the motion due to one 
tide-producing body, say the moon, may be analysed into 
two elliptic-harmonic motions whose periods are respectively 
a lunar day and half a lunar day. These ellipses vary with 
the declination of the moon. ‘The linear dimensions of the 
diurnal ellipse are proportional to sin 26, and those of the 
semi-diurnal ellipse to cos?6, where 6 denotes the declina- 
tion of the moon. It follows then that the diurnal ellipse 
vanishes when the moon is in the equator, whereas the semi- 
diurnal ellipse has then its greatest dimensions. | 

Let « and 8 denote the mean lengths of the axes of the 
lunar semi-diurnal ellipse calculated on the assumption of 
perfect rigidity. These would correspond to a relative 

ellipticity of the equipotential surface of magnitude = If 

the actual relative ellipticity were f z the axes should be 

fo and f8. Nowthe mean lunar semi-diurnal curve obtained 
from Dr. Hecker’s observations, extending from December 
1902 to May 1905, is an oval curve, approximately elliptical, 
with axes 0°786 a and 0°357 8. The inequality of the co- 
efficients has not yet been satisfactorily accounted for. The 
mean of the two coefficients 0°786 and 0°357 is 0°571, and 
this may be taken as f to calculate the mean rigidity. In 
another series of observations extending from August 1905 
to July 1907 the axes were 0°586 a and 0:400 8. The mean 
of the coefficients in this case is 0°493. Thus the earlier 
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series of observations indicates an ellipticity of the equi- 
ha 

potential surface relative to the earth of magnitude 0°57 Iq? 

and the latter series indicates an ellipticity of 0°493 . . The 

former of these agrees almost exactly with the ellipticity in 
(82) calculated for the rigidity 410° grams per square 
centimetre, rather less half the rigidity of steel. The latter 
ellipticity corresponds to a still smaller rigidity. 

Tidal Observalions.—The evidence from observations on 
ecean-tides is in very good agreement with Dr. Hecker’s 
observations. Due to the moon’s action there are two small 
tides with periods of a month and half a month respectively. 
It is considered probable that these long-period tides occur 
at the same places as the corresponding tides on the solid 
earth under the oceans. That is, these ocean-tides do not lag 
behind the solid tides to any appreciable extent. Suppose ¢ 
is the calculated height of one of these ocean-tides on a 
perfectly rigid earth, the mutual attraction of the disturbed 
water being neglected. Now froma discussion of a large 
number of tidal observations W. Schweydar * finds that the 
actual height of the tide is 0°62¢. But assuming the density 
and rigidity which gave the result in (82), and allowing for 
the mutual attraction of the disturbed water as well as for 
the depression of the solid by the water-tide I have calculated 
that the height of the ocean-tide would be 0°682 ¢. Now (82) 
shows that when the mutual attraction of the disturbed water 
and the depression of the solid is neglected, the height of 
the tide is 0°569¢. In arriving at the result 0°682 t, how- 
ever, I have supposed that the ocean covers the whole earth, 
whereas it only covers about two-thirds of it. If we only 
allow, in the actual case, half the increase due to the mutual 
attraction of the water and the depression of the solid we get, 
as the height of the water-tide, 0°625t, which agrees almost 
exactly with the observed tide. Thus tidal observations also 
indicate that the rigidity of the earth is about half that of 
wrought iron. 

Evidence from Variation of Latitudes. 

If the earth is not spinning about its axis of greatest 
moment of inertia then, by theorems proved in rigid 
dynamics, its axis of rotation describes a cone in the earth 
itself with the axis of greatest moment of inertia as the axis 

* Beitrdge zur Geophysik, Bd. ix. 1907. 

Piwt. Mag: S..6: Vol. 22, Nov Wa0 Oct. 1911. 2L 
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of the cone. If the earth were perfectly rigid the axis of 

rotation would describe its cone in the earth in Bee 

where A is the earth’s moment of inertia about its symmetrical 
axis and C its moment of inertia about an equatorial diameter. 
But if the earth behaved like a liquid its form would adjust 
itself so that the axis of rotation would be the axis of figure, 
und there would consequently be no wandering of the axis of 
rotation. Owing to the imperfect rigidity of the earth its 
form would partly adjust itself to the rotation so that the 
axis of figure at any instant is displaced from what we may 
call the permanent axis of figure towards the axis of rotation. 
Tf the instantaneous axis of fio ure is displaced a fraction / of 
the whole distance between the permanent axis of figure and 

co) 

the axis of rotation, then the latter axis will describe its cone 

days, 

: : iL A j é : A 
in the earth in 7a mr gy ae days. Now the quantity Fae ig) 

is involved in the theory of the precession of the earth’s axis, 
and observations tell us that its value is about 305. The 
shifting of the axis of spin would be manifested by an 
apparent variation of all latitudes. It is believed that 
observations do indicate a variation whose period is 430 days. 
A comparison of this with the calculaled period gives 
f= O'2 910. 

The alteration of form of the earth is due to centrifugal 
force, and since this is similar to a negative tidal force, at 
least on an incompressible earth, it follows that calculations 
made for tidal forces can be applied to centrifugal forces also. 
Now the distribution of land and water over the globe 

shows that the earth’s figure is very nearly an equilibrium 
figure, and consequently | we may assume that the extent to 
which the earth actually yields to the components of centri- 
fugal force perpendicular to the permanent axis is the same 
as if the earth were liquid. The yielding of the earth a 
fraction f cf what a liquid earth would yield indicates that it 
would yield to a tidal force to the same extent as to this 
periodic centrifugal force. Now owing to rotation a 

ellipticity of the earth’s surface is known to be about 
500" 

and when centrifugal force is represented as a tidal force the 

quantity Hel our calculations is about 7 Thus the 

earth, when behaving as a liquid, has an ellipticity 
9 
= ie and under the ‘ges oe a tidal force of long period 

ay 

it has an ellipticity 0°291 x ae = or 0-281 = , according to 
g 
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the observations of latitudes. A comparison of this with the 
results in (57), (62), and (66) leads to the conclusion that the 
earth is much more rigid than steel. 

But the amplitude of the variation in latitude whose period is 
430 days is only 0'°15 according to Chandler, a quantity 
which is within the limits of observation in determinations of 
latitudes. When it is remembered that two elaborate series 
of observations to determine the constant of aberration, 
namely those of Professor Doolittle of Philadelphia and 
Professor Rees of Columbia College, New York, give results 
differing by 0'"09, it is clear that a large number of careful 
observations have to be reduced to discover a small variation 
of amplitude 0'"-15, or even to prove that it exists. Another 
drawback is that Creme s reduction gives an annual varia- 
tion with nearly as large an amplitude. Considering these 
things it is highly desirable that the existence of the 430-day 
variation of latitude should be confirmed by other evidence. 

That such a variation of latitude should exist is very 
probable. It could arise from changes of form of the earth. 
These changes shift the earth’s axis of greatest moment of 
Inertia, so that, even if this axis once coincided with the axis 
of rotation the formation of a mountain system would cause 
a relative displacement. For example, the upheaval of the 
Himalayas and the Thibetan tableland from the general 
body of the earth might displace its axis of figure 
by over 200”. If the upheaval took place slowly then the 
axis of rotation would be constantly pursuing the axis of 
figure in consequence of the viscosity of the earth and tidal 
friction, so that the angle between them would always be 
small *. 

But the variation of the axis of rotation itself causes the 
centrifugal forces (which are equivalent to a negative tidal 
force) to change their direction relative to the earth’s body. 
If the axis of rotation is describing a cone in the earth’s body 
then the alteration in the centrifugal forces causes a tide in 
latitude 45°. If we think of a spheroid as the surface of 
equilibrium under the earth’s rotation, this spheroid always 
has the axis of rotation as its axis. If ‘then the axis of rota- 
tion describes a cone of semi-vertical angle 6 about the earth’s 
axis of figure in 430 days, then the ellipse of section of this 
spheroid ‘by any meridian plane of the earth oscillates back- 
ward and forward in its own plane through 20 in 430 days. 
This obviously causes a tide whose crest is in latitude 45°. 
To show this analytically let the earth’s axis of figure be 

* See the paper “ On ine Influence of Geological Changes on the 
Earth's Axis of Rotation,” Sir G. H. Darwin’s Scientitic Papers, % rol. iii. 
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taken as axis of z, and let the axis of w be the equatorial 
radi us in the plane of the axes of rotation and of figure. The 
direction-cosines of the axis of rotation are sin 6, 0, and 
cos 8; and those of the radius through any point (2, y, <) 

=~ 
Ot 

C — 

e e Bb TY . 

inside the earth are —,“*,-—, r being the radius vector. 
TS CI 

Now the potential of ceatrifugal force at (a, y, 2) is 

— q? 
2 

p? where p is the length of the perpendicular from 

(2, y, <) on the axis of rotation. But if ¢ denotes the angle 
between the radius through (wz, y, <) and the axis of rotation 

cos $= —sin 6 + — cos 9, 
? , 

therefore p= r'(1—cos? d) 

Hen 

1 

gre 
1 

2 

Li 
<7" @ 
2 

= 7 —(x sin@+2cos 0)’. 

ice the potential V of the centrifugal force is 

2 

1 ; f 
— 9° @?— = @’ < wv? sin? 04+ 2x2 sin 6 cos 64+ 2? cos? a} 

2 

ik : : L+2, Fyre a Dainnteno | Dato oly wko : WED) ial —3° E sin? 8+ 2? cos? 6 4+ sindeosd{ (75) Ga, My 

The first term $r?wm? is the potential of a radial force 
which causes no tide. Hach one of the other terms repre- 
sents a simple tide. The term —432°w?sin? @ denotes a negli- 
gible negative tide with its depressions on the z-axis. ‘The 
term -—432°w*cos’?@ represents a negative tide with its 
depressions on the z-axis. This gives the mean bulge at the 
equator and does not shift relative to the earth. The expres- 

at+z U—s 
sions 7: and Tey ane the perpendicular distances of 

(2, y, =) trom the planes «+2=0, and «—z=0, and the 

corresponding terms in V give a positive and a negative tide 
in latitude 45°, the crests and the depressions all lying on 
one meridian circle, namely, the circle through the axes of 
rotation and of figure. Since the plane containing the axis 
of rotation is supposed to rotate in the earth about the axis 
of zin 430 days, it follows that the crest of one tide and the 
depression of the other will pass any place in latitude 45° 
once in every 430 days. 

If the earth were perfectly rigid and the mutual attraction 
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of the tides were neglected, a force which has a potential 

ae boos O( “a2 z 
5 @ sin Acos Te 

would raise a tide whose height (from low to high water) 
2.2 

would be ae Ocos@. Now since g = 290ae", we find that 

the height of this tide is _ a =0°32 inch if we take 

@=0''15. This would be the actual difference of level of 
the ocean in latitude 45° due to the positive tide which 
results from the shifting of the earth’s axis of rotation. For 
the circle of low water touches the parallels of latitude 45° 
north and south, and the crests are in the same latitude. 
Thus on each of these parallels there is high and low water 
separated by 180° of longitude. Consequently the change of 
level at any place in latitude 45° would be, on the preceding 
assumptions, the whole height of the tide, 0°32 inch. 

The negative tide lags behind the positive tide by half a 
period, and therefore its depression coincides with a point of 
low water of the positive tide. Thus the whole change of 
level due to the two 45°-tides would be 0°64 inch. 

But 0°64 inch will not be the actual change of level if the 
earth yields to tidal forces. According to W. Schweydar, 
whose work has been referred to under ‘ Tidal Observations ’ 
in this paper, the actual height of a long period tide is 0°62 
of its theoretical height. This makes the change of level due 
to the 45°-tides become nearly 0:4 inch. ‘This is a measur- 
able quantity, and if a tide of this height were found with a 
period of 430 days it would be strong confirmation of the 
result deduced from observations of latitudes. 

It is useful to compare this tide with one of the long- 
period tides, for example, the monthly tide. It is shown in 
Art. 848 of Thomson and Tait’s ‘ Natural Philosophy ’ that 
the mean change of level at the equator due to the monthly 
tide would be 0°87 inch on a rigid earth. Thus the change 
of level due to the shifting of the earth’s axis of rotation, 
assuming that this axis describes a cone in the earth whose 
semi-vertical angle is 0’"15, is nearly 2 of the change of level 
at the equator due to the monthly tide. 

These 45° tides themselves would, in the course of time, 
bring the axes of rotation and of figure into coincidence, even 
without the assistance of the lunar and solar tides. But the 
rate of decrease of the angle between these axes differs so 
greatly for different assumptions concerning the effect of tidal 
friction that it does not seem very profitable to try to draw 
any conclusions from the results. 
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XLIX. Electrical Exrperiments with Mercury contained in 
Tubes, By J... Vincent, M.A., DSc Waser 

CS [Plates VI. & VII.] 

INTRODUCTION. 

IVE luminous effects are dealt with in the following 
paper. They are :-— 

(1) Persistent illumination in which a mercury are 
increases and decreases in length rhythmically. 

(2) Periodic illumination in which the are is intermittent. 
(3) Persistent iliumination in which the are is of constant 

length. 
(4) The emission of a faint bluish-green light from a space 

containing liquid mercury and its vapour. 
(5) Phosphorescence of fused quartz. 

~The first three of these are the chief matters to he 
discussed, and for brevity they will be referred to by the 
names (1) Necklace, (2) Fan, and (3) Ribbon effect respec- 
tively. These names indicate the appearance observed on 
viewing the arc in a revolving mirror whose axis of rotation 
is parallel to the tube in which the are occurs. The fourth 
of the above effects will be called the Green Glow. 

After trying a variety of methods of mounting the tubes, 
the plan of using Woulff’s bottles provided with side tubulures 
near the bottoin was tested. The tube was held horizontally 
between two such bottles, the side tubulures of which were 
fitted with rubber bungs, bored to receive the ends of the 
tube. This proved so convenient that it has been adhered to 
throughout most of the research. By connecting the spaces 
above the mercury in the bottles together and with a 
pressure~ or exhaust-pump, the hydrostatic pressure of the 
fluid in the tube could be varied at will and measured on an 
open mercury manometer. The electric current was led to 
and from the apparatus by clean iron wires piercing bungs 
in the necks of the bottles and dipping into the mereury. 

THe NECKLACE EFFECT. 

Tf a capillary tube of quartz glass be mounted in this 
apparatus, it will generally be found possible, on filling the 
tube and lower parts of the bottles with mercury, to form 
the are of rhythmically varying length in the tube. An 
adjustable resistance is placed in series, and the circuit 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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is completed by connexions with direct-current leads main- 
tained at a potential difference of about’a hundred volts. 
The are may be struck by (a) externally heating the middle 
of the tube with a Bunsen flame or by an electrically-heated 
wire wrapped round the tube, (0) sending a suiticiently 
intense current through the mercury. ‘The flickering inter- 
mittent light at first produced is succeeded, on suitably 
adjusting ‘the resistance, by the arc of rhy thmically 5 varying 
length, which under favourable conditions appears to the 
Amaibled eye to be absolutely steady. On examining such an 
are In a revolving mirror, it appears to be drawn out into a 
necklace-shaped band. A picture of such a band is shown 
in fig. 1 (Pl. VI.), which is a reproduction of a photograph 
taken on a moving photographie plate. 

Photographic Arrangements.—In order to take photographs 
of the arcs ona plate moving with a known velocity, a camera 
was fixed so as to point vertically downwards. The space 
usually occupied by the dark slide was filled by a horizontal 
board, upon which the mounted tube or, as we may call it, 
the lamp was placed. The length of the tube was perpendi- 
cular to the direction of motion of the photographic plate ; 
the light from the lamp, after traversing a slit in the board, 
passed downwards through the lens which focussed an image 
of the tube on the plate. The plate was carried bya trolley, 
running on the work-bench beneath the camera and actuated 
by a falling weight. The trolley mov ed in a light-tight 
tunnel of wooden planking, having a slit in it to allow the 
hight from the lamp to reach the plate. 

A Nernst glower placed behind a ring of holes in a rotating 
metal disk provided a time-signal marking fractions of < 
second on the moving photographic plate, on to which the 
light was directed by a reflecting prism and a lens. 

The photograph (fig. 1) represents the necklace produced 
in a quartz tube 4 cm. long, 42 mm. external diameter, and 
-55 mm. internal diameter. The electromotive force in the 
circuit was 98 volts ; the resistance in series with the lamp 
was 120 ohms. Similar particulars will be given for short 
as: 4 emt, 4°2 mm. do mm. 98" volts, 120 ohms.” The 
current was about a quarter of an ampere, and the volts 
across the lamp 66. The hydrostatic pressure on the fluid 
in the tube was 78 cm. of mercury. 

The line of lighter marks on the picture near the lower 
edge are the time-signals, soo Of a second apart, time 
progressing from left to right. These marks may not be 
clearly shown in the reproduction. Vertical distances on 
the picture represent lengths parallel to the axis of the tube 
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enlarged in the ratio of 14:13; this vertical scale is adhered to 
throughout all the photographs. The trequency, as calculated 
trom the time-signals, is 72 complete periods a second. 

It will be seen that the velocity of growth of the are is 
greater than the velocity of decrement ; the length of the 
interval of time occupied by the recession of the mercury 
columns being 12 per cent. less than the time of approach. 
Serrations and bright markings are seen on the upper side of 
the necklace in the negative. These are characteristic of the 
negative end of the arc. Similar marks are present in photo- 
graphs of the ribbon effect, but not of the fan effect. These 
marks are probably due to the cathode being occupied only 
partially by the glowing patch of light, which is in continual 
motion. The effect is well known in connexion with ordinary 
mercury lamps. 

Each enlargement or bead of the necklace pattern is marked 
by a pair of bright curved bands, symmetrical with respect to 
the horizontal line through the middle of the picture. These 
bands leave the waists as the arc grows in length, but they 
separate at a lower rate than the rate of recession of the 
mercury columns. When the are has begun to decrease in 
length, the curved bands still separate until they meet the 
edge of the beads, when the period of approach is about 
one-third past. The band on the side nearer the anode is 
generally more distinct than the other ; the parts of the figure 
outside these bands are darker than the parts within. 

At first sight it would appear that these effects are due to 
the phosphorescence of the walls of the tube. This view is, 
however, disproved by noting that, in addition to its explaining 
the effect observed, it would also show that these bands should 
continue through the boundary of the beads and give bright 
curved markings outside the necklace. | 

These bands are probably due to the formation of a layer 
of mercury on the inside of the tube near the electrodes. 
In the case of the anode in the ribbon effect, as we shall find 
presently, a deposit of mercury dew is sometimes visible ; but 
it is not necessary to have visible dew in order to get a fainter 
photographic effect : a very thin film of mercury dew might 
be quite sufficient to absorb the more actinic rays appreciably. 
The surface of the tube will be cooler than the vapour column, 
and will, when the mercury has just retreated, be cool enough 
to condense a layer of mercury. ‘This coating of mercury 
will account for the darker portion outside the bands. The 
dew will evaporate as the heat from the middle portion of 
the are travels outwards and heats the surface. This shows 
why the bands recede from each other. When the period of 
approach of the mercury columms has partly passed, the dew 
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will be reabsorbed by the tides of mercury as these move 
over the bedewed surfaces during the latter part of the 
period of approach. This shows why the curved bands meet 
the sides ot the beads at an angle. 

It should be noted that the part of the tube occupied by the 
waist of the necklace is filled with hot vapour, which expands 
outwards asthe beadforms. In fact, there will be a hot wind 
blowing each way from the centre of the arc. In some 
photographs of necklaces, sharply defined narrow dark lines 
are seen following very similar paths to the curved bands. 
These are the tracks of globules of mercury, not large enough 
to fill the bore of the tube, as they are blown outwards by the 
hot mercury wind. 

The mean position of the necklace remains at rest near the 
middle of the tube. The current may be reversed without 
extinguishing the lamp, but the mean position will now be 
nearer the new positive end of the tube. This is probably 
connected with the fact that in all mercury ares the positive 
electrode tends to become hotter than the negative. 

The behaviour of such a lamp as regards changes i in external 
resistance, and in the electromotive force acting round the 
circuit, can be shown on a diagram such as PI. VIL. fio. 2, in 
which the ordinates are proportional to the external resistance 
and the abscissre to the electromotive force. Onsucha diagram 
there is an area ABC indicating the ranges of volts and ohms 
within which the necklace is produced. Between the lines AB 
and DE the necklace is not perfect, but has a very thin waist, 
which is occasionally broken. Above DE the lamps will not 
keep alight. All along AB the necklace is characterized by 
having a very thin w aist ; ; while along AC the waist is very 
wide. Just below AC the necklace is imperfect, the luminosity 
usually ceasing while the are is growing in length. 

The changes ‘due to altering the external r esistance are shown 
in the photographs, Pl. VI. figs. 3,4, & 5, taken with the same 
tube as fig. 1, and with approximately the same voltage but 
different resistances. With too little resistance (30 ohms), 
the effect is as shown in fig. 3. The broken necklace pattern 
is varied by the occasional! presence of a fan. The invariable 
characteristic of the arcs produced in regions in the diagram 
indicated by points below line AC, is that the are is never 
maintained until the columns come into contact. It usually 
ceases to be luminous while still growing in length. As the 
resistance is increased, we get figures approaching more and 
more nearly to the ty pical necklace pattern (fig. 1). The 
necklace finally becomes perfect, and remains so until we 
cross the line AB, when the waists, previously quite thin, 
now occasionally break. This is shown in fig. 4, in which 
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the resistance was 190 ohms. The first bead shows a 
stationary drop of mercury left in the tube, which is re- 
absorbed into one of the columns of mercury as the waist is 
formed. The explosion which initiates the last bead but one 
also leaves a pair of drops of mercury in the tube near the 
cathode. These move outwards and are met by the return 
column. 

All else being maintained as before, the resistance was 
raised to 600 ohms and fig. 5 taken. The width of the beads 
and waists is now greatly reduced. We are now approaching 
the line DE (fig. 2), and the lamp would be extinguished by 
raising the external resistance much beyond this limit. The 
invariable characteristic of the arcs produced in regions in 
the diagram indicated by points above AB and below DH, is 
the presence of ares that keep lit until the columns unite. 

Approximate straight lines like DE, AB, and AC form the 
typical diagram showing the connexion between the external 
resistance and the electromotive force in the necklace effect. 
When the pressure on the fluid is raised considerably, the 
lines are convex to the axis of volts. With the temperature 
of the laboratory maintained constant, it is possible to obtain 
very concordant series of readings for the circumstances 
governing the production of the necklace effect in any given 
tube, due care being taken to maintain the total hydrostatic 
pressure on the fluid in the tube constant. This concordance, 
in general, is only found among the numbers obtained from 
a particular mounting of. the tube. Even when the attempt 
is made to fill the perfectly dry tube with pure dry mercury, 
and to remove all the air from the tube, differences in the 
diagram are found with each filling. The most pronounced 
ditterence in the behaviour of a tube with separate fillings, each 
performed with great care, is shown in Pl. VIL. fig. 6, 10 em., 
3°9 mm., "36 mm., 81 cm. pressure, in which the lines DE, 
AB, AC refer to one filling, and ab, ac refer to another. In 
this latter case the line de was only indicated by the fact that 
in the neighbourhood of the point a it was possible to get the 
necklace to break at the waist without the lamp being extin- 
guished altogether ; with higher voltages, the lamp went out 
while still showing a good necklace when the resistance was 
raised too high. 

From the diagrams (figs. 2, 6, & 7) we shall see that, 
with different lengths of tube aad at different pressures and 
with different fillings, the perfect necklace region is always 
bounded by two lines rising from left to right. From other 
diagrams showing the behaviour of tubes of different bore, 
not here reproduced, it was found that this applies also to 
variation in internal diameter. 
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The change in the diagram due to alteration in length of 
tube is shown in fig. 2, in which AB, AC, DE refer to a tube 
4 cm. long, and ab, ac to a tube of the same external and 
internal diameter, but 20 cm. long. The line de was un- 
represented in the latter case. The shorter the tube, the 
Jess the resistance required to give a good necklace on any 
given voltage. Further, the shorter the tube, the lower 
the minimum possible voltage for the production of the 
necklace. 

The diagrams (figs. 2,6, & 7) all refer to tubes having the 
same internal diameter. If the other circumstances are “kept 
constant, but the internal diameter is increased, the effect is 
to make the lines AB and AC become less sloped to the axis 
of volts, and to make the angle BAC less also. Increasing 
the internal diameter makes the allowable range of resistance 
less on any voltage, and also necessitates the actual resistance 
being made less. 

If all else be kept the same, an increase in hydrostatic 
pressure necessitates a decrease in externa! resistance on any 
given voltage. This is shown in fig. 7,in which AB, AC are 
the necklace limits for 81 cm. pressure, and ab, ac are the 
corresponding limits when the pressure is raised to 162 cm. 
These results were obtained with the same filling of the 
tube, this tube being the same as that used in fig. 6. 

Having referred to the general character of the changes in 
the diagram produced by varying the length and bore of the 
tubes and the mean hydrostatic pressure on their contents, 
the changes in the frequency, current, fall of potential, and 
length of are must be dealt with. 

The frequencies have usually been determined by str sine 
scopic means. The speed of rotation of the disk was deter- 
mined by a mechanical counter and a stop-watch, and was 
regulated by a rheostat in series with the electric motor. An 
electromagnetic eddy current break was subsequently fitted to 
the instr ument, to serve as.a fine adjustment to the speed. The 
axle which bore the stroboscopic disk also carried a four-sided 
reflecting prism, and the tubes could be placed parallel to the 
axis of rotation. By means of a photographic lens, a real 
image of the tube was thrown, after reflexion, on to a or ound- 
olass screen. ‘The apparently stationary image thus produced 
could be studied in detail ; the method was found useful in 
tracing the gradual changes i in the phenomena as the circum- 
stances were arbitrarily Sanath In the necklace effect, the 
image on the screen can be kept quite still, showing that 
the phenomena are of very regular per iodicity ; 

In all the cases which have been investi gated, the fr equency 
falls as the indicating point moves from A to B. Thus in 
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fig. 2, as the volts change from 78°95 to 364 and the external 
resistance from 190 to 2690 ohms, the frequency changed trom 
77 to 63 per second. The mean current (as read by a moving- 
coil instrument) falls slightly from ‘135 to ‘12 ampere, the 
root mean square volts across the arc (as read by a Kelvin 
electrostatic voltmeter) rise from 55 to 80. The maximum 

width of the bead changes from 1°4 to 1:7 cm. while the 
mean voltage drop per em. of arc-length increases from 75 
to 91. Similar changes occur in all necklace lamps as we 
pass from A to B. 

As one alters the volts and resistance so as to keep the 
necklace unbroken on the lowest resistance for each voltage, 
2. e. along lines like AC, the frequency may either decrease 
or increase. When the internal diameter is about °35 mm., 
tubes less than about 7 cm. in length show a rise in frequency 
from A to C; tubes longer than this show a fall in frequency 
from Ato C. The mean current rises from A to C when the 
frequency rises, and falls in those cases in which the frequency 
falls. The mean current and frequency are closely inter- 
dependent. ‘This is because, as will be shown later, much of 
the electrical energy supplied to the lamp is employed in 
overcoming the viscous resistance of the mercury. 

The arc-length affects the frequency in two ways: first, 
when the mean arc-length increases, the mean mass of mereury 
to be moved is lessened ; second, the are behaves (under the 
same mean current) as a gas having a variable pressure which 
rises when the are shortens—in fact, the pressure exerted by 
the gas in the are is not independent of the volume and 
cannot be simply regarded as saturated mercury vapour. 

In spite of the complicated interactions occurring in the 
necklace effect, some approximate rules governing the fre- 
quency may be given. 

The frequency in the neighbourhood of the point A in the 
different diagrams is roughly inversely as the square root of 
the length of the mercury columns. 

On 200 volts : 

ed of ea of Difference, | Frequency, Fae 

1D, A. L—A. F, 

4 8 3°2 70 125 
4 eS) 2°5 76 120 

10 10 9:0 35 105 
10 16 8:4 34 98 
10 ‘6 9-4 39 119 
10 G3 8°7 37 109 
20 5 19-5 27°5 121 
20 13 18-7 27 117 
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Thus in the table above with different lengths of tube, all 
of the same bore and external diameter, on 200 volts the 
product of the frequency and the square root of the mean 
reduced length of the mercury in the tube is approximately 
constant. 

With the same tube and the same filling, the frequency 
varies directly as the square root of the mean pressure. 

Length of tube 10 cm.: 
| 

Nos pro- | Pressure Sp 
er in cms. of | Frequency. | Limit of aa _ 
a a mercury. Resistance. Aish 

F VP 

81 39 39 | 
200 162 55 Bere 39 f 

163 50 } HOG 3 \ 
81 38 38 | | 

300 162 53 } na 38 | 
i ) 

162 49} | lower 33 | 
81 39 \ | 39 

400 162 51 | mpper 36 
81 36 Lsrae 36 | 

162 47 re 33 | 

Thus in the above table if one compares the frequencies at 
corresponding points on the two diagrams of fig. 2 (f corre- 
sponding to I’, g to G), it is seen that this rule is obeyed at 
low voltages, but is less closely followed at higher voltages. 

It follows that if we regard the motion as a maintained 
harmonic motion, the corresponding inertia is proportional to 
the length of the tube less that of the arc, and the “ spring ” 
is proportional to the pressure. 

It is not necessary to have the tube straight or horizontal, 
or to have a large mass of mercury in order to obtain the 
necklace effect. A quartz vessel was constructed as shown in 
fig. 8 (p. 514). The capillary portion was 6°6 cm. long, and 
had a mean internal diameter of *38 mm. The are occupies 
the portion indicated in the figure. Without any auxiliary 
heating, this lamp would start sparking with a current of 
4-1 amperes. The volts across the lamp just previous to 
lighting measured about 3, so that the resistance of the thread 
of mercury when on the point of breaking was about three- 
quarters of an ohm. On 100 volts this lamp required a 
resistance of about 420 ohms to produce the necklace, the 
width of the beads being 1°3 em. and the frequency 55:5. 
The current was *08 ampere. On 200 volts and 1720 ohms, 
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the lamp took :075 ampere, and the extreme length of the are 
was L cm. With 1420 ohms, the current fell to ‘06, the 
width of the beads increased “ 1°8 cm., and the waists were 
now ‘4cm. long. The root mean square volts across the 
lamp were 107. 2 

It is possible to employ glass capillary tubing in experi- 
menting on the necklace ‘effect. Initial trouble ma ay be 
experienced owing to the gases disengaged from the walls of 
the tube. If these pr eliminary difficulties are patiently dealt 
with, it will be found possible to run such glass lamps for a 
considerable time. A soda-glass tube (7 cm.,6°1 mm.,°45 mm.) 
ran for an hour, giving a fairly steady light on 104 volts, 
atter which the experiment was discontinued. Soda-glass 
lamps end their lives by cracking; the cracks commence 
internally and spread radialiy. Lead- glass tubes seal up, the 
bore of the tube becoming filled with an apparently crystalline 
black opaque mass. The cracking is not so marked as in the 
ease of soda glass. Quartz tubes do not deteriorate appre- 
ciably when used in necklace lamps. Internal staining of 
the tube sometimes occurs, which may disappear on further 
use. This staining is less the purer the mercury, and is 
probably due to the presence of impurities 

Tubes of much larger internal diameter than ean be 
employed for the production of the necklace effect when 
surrounded by air can be used if plunged into cold water. 

THe Fan Errect. 

Having described some of the phenomena occurring in the 
part of the diagram fig. 2 between the lines DE and AC, the 
area below AU must be inyestigated. 
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The experiments on this region are difficult, because even 
quartz tubing will not withstand the battering and explosive 
action of the sparks. Above AC the life of a quartz tube is, 
as far as one can tell, unlimited; below AC, 7. e. when the 
luminosity ceases while the mercury thread is broken, the life 
is short, and becomes shorter the nearer we approach the axis 
of electromotive force. Another experimental difficulty is 
that the lamps are always liable to go out, and cannot be kept 
alight long enough to be studied in detail. The observer may 
easily over-estimate the regularity of the luminous phenomena 
met with in this region if he judges by the appearance of the 
stroboscope and not by the image of the sparks shown, after 
reflexion from the revolving mirror, en the screen. Even 
when the stroboscope is showing a well-defined frequency 
the appearance on the screen may be very irregular. If the 
stroboscope rings are marked out in equal angular parts of 
black and white, so long as the periodicity is fairly regular, 
the disk may appear still ; the mirror is a much more severe 
test of regular periodicity. 

It is only when very narrow tubes are employed that the 
periodicity is sufficiently well marked as to allow of con- 
tinuous study of the effects in the rotating mirror. With 
wider tubes the effects are irregular, though sufficiently 
periodic to allow of frequency determinations with the 
stroboscope. Hven with these tubes, however, the lamp on 
starting (either by external heating or by the use of a large 
current) exhibits very regular phenomena. ‘These initial 
recular phenomena may be regarded as constituting the 

typical fan effect photographed in figs. 9,10, and 11 (PI. VI.). 
In fig. 9 the time signals shown faintly near the lower 

edge of the picture are ‘006 second apart. The tube was of 

soda glass (9 cm., "4 mm. bore). The current was obtained 
from a dynamo, the electromotive force being 108 volts, the 
resistance being 37 ohms. Horizontal lines on the picture 
represent opacity or refractive defects in the tube. On the 
negative faint vertical marks are seen towards the right of 
each fan pattern due to small changes in the current owing 
to the electromotive force of the dynamo varying as the 
armature revolves. This point will again be referred to. 
Tt will be seen that the luminous interval oceupies about a 
sixth of the whole period. Some photographic experiments 
undertaken in order to record the motion of the mercury 
in the fan effect, apart from the luminosity, have not proved 
suecessful; but from the occasional presence of a necklace 
pattern in a series of fans seen in the revolving mirror, 
one may be assured that even in the typical fan effect 
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the motion of the mercury is of the necklace type, but the 
interval of approach is in the fan effect much longer than the 
interval of recession, this being only very slightly longer 
than the luminous period. The time during which the columns 
are united is also probably a small fraction of the period, so 
that nearly the whole time of darkness is occupied by 
the mercury columns in again coming together to fill the 
tube. 

The history of the growth of the are is shown in the 
picture. It commences with a finite length, grows slowly 
with increasing velocity until after about a thousandth of a 
second the velocity of growth is constant, and remains sensibly 
so until the are goes out. 

hives, JUN (ede VI. ) gives a photograph obtained with a lead- 
glass tube (9 em.,*27 mm. bore). This took a mean current of 
*25ampere in series with 37 ohms on 105 volts. ‘The time signals 
are ‘005 second apart, which scale is adhered to throughout 
the remainder of the photographs. It will be seen that the 
luminous interval is not the same for each fan pattern. The 
dark strize due tothe lack of uniformity in the electromotive 
force are again visible. 

In fig. 11 we have an example of the column breaking in 
two places. The upper arc is seen to move along the tube at 
a rate approximately equal to the rate of growth of the length 
of the main arc in the same direction. ‘This would seem to 
show that in this case, at least, the mercury in the tube on 
each side of the main arc moved as a whole; and the growth 
of the are was accompanied by an expulsion of some “of. the 
mercury from each end of the tube. One may also regard it 
as possible in some cases that mercury vapour is present at 
other places than the portion of the tube occupied by the are, 
the growth of the arc being accommodated by the conden- 
sation of this vapour as the mercury recedes from the centre 
of the tube. It will be noticed that the healing of the upper 
column, due to the collapse of the smaller are, is simultaneous 
with the sudden increase in luminosity shown by the bright 
vertical band in the lower fan. The power fig. 11 was 
obtained with a lead-glass tube (9 mm., °24 em. bore). The 
volts on the mains were 110 and the current was °2 ampere 
with 23 ohms in series. 

The pbenomena exhibited by any tube on a given voltage 
do not change suddenly as we decrease the resistance so as to 
cross the line AC. The frequency, mean current, and mean 
volts across the lamp do not change suddenly. The test of 
having descended below AC is that the are may go out with 
the columns still separated. As we decrease the resistance 
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the change becomes more noticeable. The period of lumi- 
nosity becomes a smaller and smaller fraction of the whole 
period, until in the typical fan effect it may be as small 
as 1/25. In all the cases that have been examined, this is 
the characteristic feature of the portions of the diagrams 
below AO, and in all cases except those of very fine tubes, the 
statement may be made that the are goes out while the columns 
are still separating. 

As in the case of the necklace effect, increasing the length 
of the tube lowers the frequency. The relation between 
frequency and length is not, however, the same in the two 
cases. In the necklace effect, the length of the tube is 
practically a measure of the moving mass in a motion which 
is approximately simply harmonic. In the fan effect the 
periodic time is only slightly greater than the period of ap- 
proach, and is thus largely dependent upon the time required 
for a column of mercury to grow a certain smal) length when 
subjected to a constant difference of pressure between the 
two ends. In this case the internal pressure between the 
columns drops toa negligible quantity as soon as the are 
goes out. So that we should expect that with different tubes, 
but under the same conditions of external resistance and 
pressure and on the same voltage, the frequency would vary 
approximately as the reciprocal of the length. Several 
series of results bear out this view. The longest series 1s 
given below. 

Soda-Glass Tubes. °35 mm. bore, 6 mm. external diameter, 
56 ohms in series, 105 volts across direct current mains. 

Tin BE Lane | 

3 100 300 | 
4 78 312 
5 59 295 | 
6 55 330 
a 48 33 
8 44 352 | 
9 40 360 | 

10 38 380 
12°5 33 412 
15 98 420 

20 24-5 490 
25 99 550 

30 21 630 
35 20 700 

As a second approximation LF is a linear function of 
Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 22. No. 130. Oct. 1911. 2M 
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C > ra l iy [ee 

Li vor en K, where C and K are constants. This 

equation represented very closely the results obtained in 
this series of experiments and of other series of the same 
type. Changing the bore of the tube has very little effect 
on the frequency. 

Experiments on the effect of change of pressure on the 
frequency led to the result that the frequency was not pro- 
portional to the square root of the pressure as in the necklace 
effect; but was approximately proportional to a power of the 
pressure greater than 5. With a narrow tube (‘1 mm. bore) 
the frequency varied very nearly as the pressure to the 
power ‘86. Three series of experiments on the change of fre- 
quency with pressure are shown in fig. 12 (PI. VIL). Curve A 
gives the results fora quartz tube (4: 9om., 6°4mm.,°23 mm., 
105 volts, 51 ohms). Curve B shows those for another piece 
of the same tube 10 cm. long, 103 volts, 37 ohms; while 
curve C refers to a quartz enibe (3. cmix/o, main... 5) jammy 
112 volts, 101 ohms). 

In the last case careful observations were made of the 
appearance of the ares on the sereen after reflexion from the 
revolving mirror as the pressure was changed. When the 
pressure was much below 29 em. the intermittent ares tended 
to give place to a steady are which will be considered later 
under the “ribbon” effect. When the pressure was 29 em. 
the appearance was that of fig. 9, the ares being very regular 
both in size and in periodicity. The period of luminosity was 
1/10 of the whole period. As the pressure was increased, 
the period of luminosity increased relatively to the whole 
period, and became 1/9 at 44 om. and 1/6 at 79 em. 
pressure. The fans meanwhile were getting less wide, that is, 
the maximum are length decreased. At 109 em. the arcs 
show a phenomenon which is only met with in very narrow 
tubes: they go out while the threads of mercury are still 
approaching. In this case the luminous fraction of the 
period is about 1/4; more often they cease to be luminous 
when the maximum width has been reached, and then the 
fraction is about 1/5; but on this pressure the fans are 
oceasionally replaced by necklace figures in which the are 
breaks on growing as in fig.3. As the pressure is increased, 
the fans become less fr equent and the broken necklaces become 
more frequent until at 160 em. the latter predominate. 
The effect of altering the electromotive force on the frequency 

is shown in fig. 13 (PI. VII.), in which the curves a, 6, ¢, d 
refer to sets of experiments on different tubes. The dimensions 
of the tubes and the magnitude of the external resistances 
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were: (a) lead glass, 4 em., 5°3 mm.,°26 mm., 1 ohm; 
(6) quartz, 3°7 cm., 5°3 mm , °22 mm., 38 ohms; (c) quartz, 
SeMm.. Oo MM.,-d mm, 2ohmss (a) quartz,.3-D ‘om. 4 mm., 
°46 mm., 5°25 ohms. 

Lifect of Resistance of Circuit on Frequency. 

The frequency is not greatly affected by changing the 
external resistance in the fan effect. Thus in a series of 
experiments with a quartz tube (11 cm., 5°3 mm., ‘35 mm., 
95 volts) the resistance in series with the tube was changed 
step by step from 12 to 111 ohms. ‘The frequency rose trom 
34 to 39. The effective resistance of the tube (calculated 
from the mean current observed) rose meanwhile from 240 
to 570 ohms. 

EHeperiments with Self-Induction in Series with the Tube. 

Hitherto the self-induction in the cireuit has been reduced 
as far aspossible. If the circuit is made inductive, interesting 
intermittent luminous effects may be obtained by the use of a 
few accumulaturs only. 

Gernsback (Scientific American, xciii. p. 82, July 29th, 
1905) has described an apparatus of this type intended as an 
interrupter for small induction-coils. A glass capillary 
U-tube of 1/8 mm. bore is provided with enlarged ends, 
filled with pure mercury and immersed in water. With 4 to 
6 volts this tube acts as an interrupter and gives a high- 
frequency note. It allows from +25 to 5 ampere to pass, 
and was used in connexion with the condenser of the coil. 
Higher voltages caused the interrupter to work irregularly. 

Experiments in which the self-induction of the circuit is 
large are not always successful: great care must be taken to 
rid the tube and mercury of foreign matter. A soda-glass 
tube (10 cm., 7:2 mm., 97 mm.) was set up with the bottles 
serving as mercury reservoirs as usual. After running for 
some time without self f-induction, on three large accumulators 
in series, 1t had a period of about 30 seconds, during a third 
of each period the column was unbroken. A resistance of 
one-tenth of an ohm wound non-induclively was removed 
from the circuit, and an inductive coil of the same resistance 
wound on laminated iron inserted in its place. This iron 
formed an open magnetic circuit for the coil, the self- oO 

induction of which, measured with an alternating current of 
about five amperes (frequency 60) was 2°5 millihenries. The 
central part of the tube lit up brilliantly on inserting the self- 
induction, but the light ceased after a few seconds, and left 

2M 2 
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the tube with the mercury not in electrical contact. After 
some further trouble with the disengagement of gas, the tube 
again lit up and kept alight for four minutes when the tube 
failed. The frequency was 38:5; it took a mean current of 
3 amperes. A similar tube of soda glass ran successfully for 
8 minutes, and others (jacketted with wider glass tubes) for 
17 and 20 minutes respectively before the tube failed. 
A quartz tube (10 cm., 4°3 mm., -46 mm.) ran very 

satisfactorily as a low voltage mercury lamp. When in 
series with the above coil and a moving coil voltmeter 
shunted with one ohm, the mean current from three large 
accumulators in series was °) ampere. A _soft-iron volt- 
meter was connected tothe lamp terminals ; this read 6 volts, 
the reading of tlie same instrument on the cells alone was 
6:2 volts. The light occupied about 2 mm. length of the 
capillary bore in the middle part of the tube, and was of a 
white colour with a very faint bluish tinge. When the lamp 
was first lit, it had a frequency of 106 w which gradually rose 
until when about 117 the lamp went out. This phenomenon 
could be repeated as often as desired. By removing the 
shunted voltmeter from the circuit, the resistance external 
to the lamp was practically reduced to that of the inductance 
coil, 7.e.*l ohm. This alteration had the effect of rendering 
the light permanent. The lamp continued to give out a 
bright pleasant light until the current was switched off. 
Under the new conditions the soft-iron voltmeter across the 
lamp read 6°5 volts. 

A telephone receiver connected in series with 12,000 ohms 
across the lamp gave out a somewhat raucous deep note 
corresponding to the frequency of the lamp ; the octave of 
this note was also present. Inserting small resistances in 
the lamp circuit raised the frequency. By gently heating 
the middle of the tube with the flame of a Bunsen burner, 
the frequency was lowered. Stronger heating caused the 
lamp to emit the green glow. The green light was given 
out bv the capillary for a length of about 1:5 em. on each 
side of the bright star of light i in the centre of the tuke, but 
separated from it by about 2 em. 

Similar experiments were performed with another quartz 
tube (6 15 cm., 5° mm.,°4 mm.). This tube gave a bright 
intermittent arc about 1° 5 mm. long at its centre when run 
from five large accumulators in series. In addition to the 
inductance coil, the resistance of which was °1 ohm, 2:09 ohms 
extra resistance was needed to get the best effect. Thus the 
resistance in the circuit in addition io that of the lamp was 
about 2°2 ohms. The mean current was *6 ampere, and a 
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soft-iron voltmeter read 9°5 volts across the lamp and 10:2 
on open circuit. The frequency was 120. This tube also 
gave the green glow on each side of the arc on heating with 
a flame. 

By rapidly changing the number of cells in the circuit, it 
was noticed that raising the volts lowered the pitch ; and it 
was again found that raising the resistance external to the 
lamp raises the pitch. A telephone receiver arranged as a 
shunt on the lamp was used in these experiments. If 
400,000 ohms are in series with the receiver a more musical 
note is produced than with a lower resistance. 

Fun Effect not always due to Contact and Separation of 
‘the Columns of Mercury. 

This will be a convenient place to record a very puzzling 
observation which must be taken into account in forming 
any theory of the fan effect. Using a quartz tube (10 em., 
4-3 min., °46 mm., 100 volts) the mean current and resistance 
in the circuit were noted. The central portion of the tube 
was heated by the flame of a Bunsen burner which was kept 
in the same position during the following experiments. A 
frosted glow-lamp was placed behind the tube so that by 
looking at the tube in the direction of the illuminated lamp 
globe through a piece of flashed ruby glass, the position of 
the mercury in the tube could be seen. 

The tube is occupied by the liquid mercury with the ex- 
ception of a space two or three centimetres long over the 
Bunsen flame. The part of the tube thus chiefly occupied 
by the mercury vapour was not of fixed length, but was 
rapidly changing, and its ends on either side gave out the 
green ylow. ‘The middle portion of the tube was not, how- 
ever, quite free from liquid mercury, a few very small 
particles being visible in the middle of the tube. As the 
resistance external to the lamp decreased, it became impos- 
sible to see these globules owing tothe glare from the middle 
portion of the tube which became brilliantly juminous as 
the current increased. But on either side of the flashes of 
light the tube appeared to be free from liqaid mercury. 

When the current was small, the middle eee contained a 
number of microscopic scintillations. Unless a magnifying 
glass be employed these tiny sparks appear to occur in the 
middle of a mass of vapour; the colour of these sparks looked 
white in contrast to the green glow from the ends of the 
yapour column. By the use of the revolving mirror it was 
observed with surprise that the bright central light was of o 

the usual fan form. Up to this stage in the research the 
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fan effect had been looked upon as the consequence of the 
contact and retreat of the two halves of the broken mercury 
column. ‘These observations show that whether or not this 
is the case normally, it does not represent the only condi- 
tions which will produce the fan effect. 

The readings for mean current and external resistance are 
given in the table below, the last column of which gives the 
effective resistance of the lamp calculated from the numbers 
in the first two columns. ‘The electromotive force was 
100 volts throughout. 

Riternell Effective 
Current. criss, Resistance 

| Resistance. tL 
| of Lamp. 

7 0)5) Wil 1890 
14 56 659 
18 34 518 
25 28°5 Ses 
30 ES} 310 
Oy 20 295 
35 17 269 
40 15 235 
"45 13 208 
48 iP 196 
HD 10 172 
“60 9 158 
65d 8 146 
68 O 140 
ie 6 Ls 
80 5 120 

The experiment was brought toa close by the explosion 
of the tube. The effective resistance of the lamp rises 
rapidly with increase in the external resistance.. The drop 
of volts in the lamp, calculated from the numbers in the first 
two columns, varies only between 92°2 and 96, this latter 
being the value for the oreatest current. 

THEt Rippon EFFECT. 

By increzsing the frictional resistance to the motion of 
ihe mercury in the tube, it is possible to obtain an arc of 
constant length in mercury vapour under approximately 
atmospheric pressure. 

This is the principle of a mercury-vapour lamp described 
by Kent, Lacell, and the Silica Syndicate Limited (British 
Patents Nos. 556, 21834, 1908). This lamp consists of a 
quartz tube initially filled with mercury. The column of 
mercury is broken by a subsidiary heating coil in order to 

co) 

start the lamp. Reservoirs of mercury at each end of the tube 
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communicate with it by constricted openings ; this steadies 
the liquid and prevents rapid oscillations of the columns. 
In such lamps difficulty arose owing to the hotter electrode 
becoming depleted of mercury which deposited on the cooler 
negative “electrode, so that the arc gradually passed towards 
the positive end of the tube. This was overcome in a very 
elegant manner by so forming the tube of the lamp that the 
part where the positive electrode is situated is brought near 
to or is made to touch the portion occupied by the negative 
end of the are. The difficulty could also be overcome by 
employing a suitably placed subsidiary heating coil. 

The author is indebted to Mr. H. G. Lacell for further 
information about these lamps. They are usually constructed 
to operate on a 500 volt circuit, but lamps suitable for lower 
voltages have been made. Like most other mercury lamps 
they will not light on alternating current. The ultra-violet 
light emitted is so intense as to “colour glass globes a deep 
purple. The tubes in which the are plays have normally an 
internal diameter of several millimetres. 

If we regard the motion of the ends of the mercury 
columns in the necklace effect as being a simple harmonie 
motion, then, since experiment shows that the period varies 
as the square root of the length of the columns, we may 
regard the coefficient of the inertia term as being proportional 
to this leneth. The coethcient of damping due to the in- 
ternal viscosity of the mercury will also be proportional to 
this length. ‘The possibility of oscillatory motion depends 
on the relative magnitude of the square of the coefficient of 
dammpng and of the coefficient of inertia. So that, if the 
“Spring” be the same, then we can obtain a dead-beat 
motion by simply increasing the length without introducing 
any constriction into it. 

Now the “Spring” is, as shown previously, largely settled 
by the external pressure. It is also affected by the mean 

current and are length ; but assuming that the “ Spring ” is 
chiefly decided by the pressure, then we can obtain a dead- 
beat motion by decreasing the pressure. ‘These considera- 
tions suggest that increasing the length of the tube or 
decreasing the hydrostatic pressure should result in the 
formation of an are of constant length. Both these con- 
clusions are justified by experiment. 

When the are is of constant length, the effect observed ina 
rotating mirror is that of a ribbon of light. Wig. 14 (PI. VI.) 
is the photog raph of such a ribbon taken ona moving plate. 
The tube was of quartz (4 em., 4°2 mm., °55 mm., 102 volts J 
210 ohms), the current was a ampere and the volts across 
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i the lamp 83. The pressure was 19°3 cm. of mercury. The 
i current is flowing through the lamp from the lower (time 
| signal) side to the upper side of the ribbon pattern. The 
| surface of the cathode is seen to fluctuate rapidly in bright- 
i ness as does the cathode in the necklace effect. These 
| alterations show no regular periodicity. The vertical light 
| and dark narrow bands represent irregular alterations in the 

brightness of the arc. ‘hey are apparently unconnected 
' with the bright negative spots. 
1 The alteration in the appearance of an are which changes 

| from a necklace to a ribbon is very marked even when 
i viewed directly. If looked at through red glass, the whole 
i ribbon is of uniform colour and brightness, but the waist of 

a necklace is much brighter than the rest and contains more 
orange light. 

In the case of the are of constant length, the luminous 
column generally moves slowly in the opposite direction to 
the current due to evaporation from the anode. Occasionally 
the ribbon effect continues for some time with great steadi- 

iM ness, then a flicker occurs which is followed by another 
| period of steadiness. This flickering is met with in cases in 

which the progressive motion of the column of light in the 
direction opposite to that of the electric current is not notice- 
able. It is, in fact, due to an effect which is calculated to 
lessen or even to prevent the motion of the illuminated 
column of vapour. When such a lamp is examined with a 
magnifying glass through a suitable colour screen, the 
positive and negative ends appear quite different. Near the 
positive end over a distance extending a millimetre or so 
from the liquid mercury, the inner wall of the tube is seen 
to be covered by mereury dew. ‘This increases in amount 
and the drops coalesce until a flicker occurs and the pheno- 
mena are repeated. No deposition can be seen in the rest 
of the space occupied by the vapour. 

Where a lamp is giving the ribbon effect under higher 
voltages, i, may go out from time to time and light up again 
automatically. The green glow proceeds from the ends of 
the vapour column while the main luminosity of the lamp is 
absent. ‘This was well shown by a quartz tube (10 em., 
43 mm., ‘46 mm., 400 volts, 710 ohms) when the bydro- 
static pressure was 29 cm. of mercury. The green vlow 
also appeared when the current was switched off. If the 
current is turned on again while the glow is present, which 
may last several seconds, the lamp relights. ‘This is so even 
when the direction of the current has been reversed. 

The ribbon effect may sometimes be obtained by plunging 
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a lamp into a tank of cold water while it is giving the 
necklace effect. ‘This experiment, of course, can only be 
tried with quartz tubing with any chance of continued 
success. If a lamp is running with a high resistance in 
series and giving a necklace effect, the ribbon is temporarily 
produced, in some lamps, by suddenly decreasing the re- 
tbnon: When the ribbon breaks, it may give rise io the 
fan effect or to a broken necklace according as the tube 5 
longer or shorter. With a tube which is known to give 
good necklace with a certain voltage and resistance, it bata : 
on first lighting up, give the ribbon instead, which becomes 
unstable as the tube gets hot. Or perhaps delay in 
assuming the necklace form may he a purely mechanical 
result consequent upon the oscillations requiring time tor 
their amplitude to reach a steady value. An example of this 
was met with when performing experiments from which the 
lines AB and AC were drawn (PI. VII. fig. 6), the following 
observations being taken with an electromotive force of 
200 volts. 

Drop of 
External R.M.S. Current Wicth Width Mean volts 
Resistance volts on in of waist of bead arc length per cm. of 
in ohms, lamp. amps. in cnis. in cls. in cms. mean 

are length. 

Necklace { 1290 125 07 “4 2715 1:57 80 

Limits ....-.4 1890 88 07 0 19 95 93 

PRADUOM . 60). 1610 162 025 1:25 130 

The ribbon persisted for 23 minutes when it was replaced 
by the necklace are, the current rising and the volts across 
the lamp falling. The rate of con sumption of energy in the 
necklace effect” is almost twice that of the ribbon aie for 
the same meanarclength. This suggests that an appreciable 
fraction of the electrical energy supplied to the necklace 
lamp is used in maintaining the oscillations of the viscous 
mercury. 

With a fixed pressure, the external resistances on which 
a given tube will run as a ribbon lamp are confined to a 
region on a resistance-electromotive force diagram similar in 
shape tothat found fora necklace lamp. On sucha diagram (see 
fig. 15, Pl. VII.) there isan area ABA'C, indicating the ranges 
of volts and ohms within which the ribbon is produced. If 
a ribbon Jamp js alight and the resistance is increased so that 
the tracing point crosses the line AB, the are shortens and 
finally goes out on the contact of the mercury columns ; 
meanwhile the volts across the lamp fall and the current 
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rises. If when the lamp is alight the resistance is reduced 
until we cross the line A’C, the are lengthens and is ex- 
tinguished. The volts on the lamp gradually rise during 
this increase in length and the current falls. The ribbon 
region bounded by the lines AB and A’C is comparable with 
the necklace region bounded by the lines AB and AC in 
fig.2. In the case of the necklace above AB, euch separate 
are keeps alight until the mercury columns come together; 
below AC, each separate extinction occurs while the columns 
are still separated. 

In the diagram fig. 15 which refers to a quartz tube 
(94 cm., 4-2 mm., ‘37 mm.) when the pressure was 80 cm. 
of mercury, it was found that the lines BA and CA’ could 
not be experimentally produced towards A and A’ because 
the lamp could not be lit on a voltage below 200. The 
boundaries of the ribbon region could probably be better 
determined by lighting the lamp on an electromotive force 
of say 200 volts, ‘and then lowering the voltage gradually by 
the use of a suitable battery switch. 

The ribbon region on a diagram such as fig. 15 is always 
bounded by two lines rising from left to right. The broken 
lines ab, a’c on the diagram are the boundaries of the ribbon 
region with 60 cm. pressure. With a fixed electromotive 
force and under constant pressure the root mean square volts 
across the lamp and the are length decrease as the external 
resistance increases, while the current and the mean electric 

y 3 ge very slightly » 
compared with the changes in the are length and difference 
of potential between the electrodes. A number of sets ot 
experiments in which the pressure and the electromotive 
force were kept constant and the current, are length, and 
volts across the are were measured as tlie resistance was 
changed have been performed. Fig. 16 gives the result of 
one such series. 

The current is generally nearly constant for each pressure 
but rises with increase in resistance for higher pressures. 
If the resistance is made the mean between the lowest and 
highest on which the are is stable for any given electro- 
motive force and pressure, then the current falls with rise 
of pressure, as below, for a fixed electromotive force of 
400 volts 

Ihe volts per cm. of arc length are nearly constant for any 
given pressure, but fall slightly for low pressures, and rise 
slightly for high pressures, as the resistance is increased. 
The volts per cm. of are length corresponding to the mean 
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Dasestidey | Current. | Volts per cm. eee 

25 035 66°59 Leste 

30 033 Kio 13°3 

4] ‘O31 845 13:2 
60 028 107°5 13:9 
80) 028 ewes 13°8 

100 028 139°0 13°9 

resistance, and therefore to the currents, are given in 
the above table. The mean electric force in the are for ¢ 
constant current is then directly as the square root of the 
pressure. 

If the volts on the are are plotted against the are length 
for a given pressure, and for a fixed electromotive force, the 
result is a straight line. ‘This line generally cuts the axis of 
volts above the origin, indicating the presence of an anode 
and cathode drop of potential of a few volts. If, however, 
the results are plotted for different electromotive forces, this 
effect is entirely masked and a straight line through the origin 
gives the relation between the difference of potential and are 
length for any pressure. A diagram of this kind is given in 
fig. 17, in which the full lines show the range of each set of 
experiments at each pressure. 

These lines could not be extended by experiment towards 
the origin, as the are would not light on low voltages. This 
difficulty has already been mentioned in describing fig. 15. 

The volts on the lamp for a given are length can be read 
from fig. 17. Thus, for are length 3 cm. we have :— 

; ; Volts on Volts Pressure. Lamp. Root Press. 

25 197 39°4 30 218 40°5 4] 254 oo7 60 318 2°6 80 379 42°4 100 417 41°7 

which gives us that the mean electric force is approximately 
as the square root of the pressure for the same are length. 
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INTERMITTENT HLECTROMOTIVE FORCES. 

If the secondary circuit of a small induction-coil is com- 
pleted by means of a capillary tube containing mercury, and 
mounted as usual, very interesting effects are obtained if the 
middle of the tube is heated by | some external source. It 
the tube is short, and the pressure approximately that due to 
the atmosphere, brilliant luminous effects are produced, which 
are seen in the revolving mirror to be of the necklace type, 
but marked by broad bands of darkness corresponding to the 
periods of little or no applied electromotive force. These 
bands may be made very thin by using a large current in the 
primary circuit. The outlines of the necklace at the ends of 
the dark transverse bands are often marked by bright points 
of light, which produce a most beautiful appearance when 
the bands are broad. Using a quartz tube (10°7 em., 6mm., 
"9 mm.) heated by a Bunsen flame, a brilliant intermittent 
are 4 cm. lcng could be maintained as long as desired. The 
coil was a six-inch Apps coil with a two-volt accumulator on 
the primary. 

Glass tubes can be used in this experiment, and will often 
last an hour or longer. ‘This is a very simple way of getting 
mercury light for laboratory purposes. 

Under reduced pressure, or by the use of a long capillary 
tube, the heat-supply serves to keep the column of mercury 
broken, and, as with the ribbon effect already dealt with, the 
mercury remains at rest in the tube. Using a small coil, 
as before, it is possible in this way to get a very bright 
mercury arc. In the revolving mirror the ribbon is seen to 
be crossed by a series of dark lines, as before. 

ALTERNATING KLECTROMOTIVE FORCES. 

When alternating electromotive forces are employed, 
effects of the fan type are always produced unless heat is 
independently applied. Fig. 18 (Pl. VI.) is a photograph of 
the are in a quartz tube (4 cm., 4-2 mm., ‘55 mm.). The 
electromotive force was 105 volts, and the frequency of the 
supply 61. The pressure was 80 cms. of mercury, and 
the resistance in series with the lamp 150 ohms. The 
frequency of the separate ares is the sume as the frequency 
of the supply; so that only half of each complete wave 
of electromotive force is concerned in the production of the 
luminosity. 

If a moving-coil ammeter is inserted in the circuit, the 
current is found to be rectified; but the selective effect 
is variable, and the mean current changes in direction 
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arbitrarily at intervals. Jf a few accumulators are placed 
in the circuit, the change in direction still occurs ; but if 
the cells are increased in number, a stage comes when the 
current is always in such a direction as to discharge the 
cells. 

Experiments in which the applied alternating electromotive 
force was raised gradually to 1200 root mean square volts, 
and the resistance varied on each voltage, were carried out. 
No marked variation from the appearance as shown in fig. 18 
was found on examining the ares in the revolving mirror. 
The fraction of a period during which the arc persisted was 
slightly longer with higher voltages. 

On supplying heat to the tube, and using high alternating 
electromotive forces, the appearance presented in the revolving 
mirror depends on the pressure and length of tube. With 
low pressures or long tubes, the heat produces a ribbon which 
is lit up by the current. The ribbon is crossed by equidistant 
dark narrow bands corresponding to the passage of the electro 
motive force through its zero values. If the tube-length ard 
pressure be such as that the heat supplied gives a necklace 
motion to the column, then the appearance is that of a neck- 
lace lamp, the band of light being again crossed by black 
lines of no electromotive force. For these experiments a 
small induction-coil used as a high-tension transformer was 
found convenient. By heating the quartz tube in a Bunsen 
flame, a brilliant are from 5 to 10 cm. long can be maintained 
as long as desired. 

ELECTRICAL OSCILLATIONS. 

The irregular verticai strize already noted in the photo- 
graph of the ribbon (fig. 14, Pl. VI.) are replaced by uniformly 
spaced alternations of brightness when the lamp is run from 
a dynsmo (fig. 19). These bands are due to the change in the 
electromotive force in the cireuit consequent on the passage 
of the teeth of the armature past the poles of the dynamo. 
Similar effects are produced in the necklace pictures. In 
fig. 20 the only circumstances changed from those of fig. 1 
are that now the current is derived trom a dynamo (103 volts) 
and the resistance is 150 ohms. The alternations of bright- 
ness have a frequency of 640 ; this number was found to be 
nearly identical with the frequency of the replacement of one 
tooth of the armature by the next, as calculated from the 
speed of the dynamo determined as soon as possible after 
the photograph was taken. 

Vig. 21 bears a strong likeness to ioe LORS out)» Ua) ces 

figure the lamp was operated from cells and not from a 
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dynamo. ‘The striations are due to oscillations in a circuit 
consisting of the lamp with coils and condensers arranged in 
series, the coils and condensers being in parallel with the 
Jamp. The experiment is a variation o£ those of Duddell on 
the singing are. The calculated frequency of the oscillations 
in this cir cuit, neglecting resistance, was 950. ‘The effective 
resistance of the are was found to be 860 ohms, the other 
resistance in the oscillatory circuit being 120 ohms; allowing 
for this total resistance of 980 ohms, the corrected frequency 
becomes 864. By measuring the photograph, the observed 
frequency is 569. 

Striations can also be obtained by similar methods when a 
lamp is giving the fan effect. Increasing the self-induction 
or the capacity lengthened the period. 

Attempts to obtain yhotographs of a striated necklace by 
this method have been unsuccessful, the disturbance produced 
by the shunt-circuit being great enough to cause the necklace 
to break. 

THe GREEN Guiow. 

This was first noticed in connexion with this research when 
experimenting on the ribbon effect. It was found that when 
the current was switched off while the lamp was giving a 
steady are between the ends of the broken mercury columns, 
under reduced hydrostatic pressure, the light did not go out 
at once, but lingered feebly between the two columns. As 
the tube cools in a second or tw o, the columns have approached 
within a couple of millimetres or so, and then this glow dies 
out ; the ends of the column then approach steadily until 
they j join. 

This light, when produced in fused quartz lamps from which 
the current has just been switched off, looks grass-green in 
colour, in contrast to the bluish- white light deficient in red 
to which the eye has just been exposed. In contrast, how- 
ever, with daylight it is of a greenish-blue tint. 

In most cases when the current is switched on again while 
the green glow continues, the lamp relights. Sometimes the 
main luminosity of the lamp when giving the ribbon effect 
on a high voltage (400) suddenly ceases. In short tubes the 
green elow then appears, and may be replaced as long as 
eight seconds later, by the lamp lighting again automatically, 
without the columns havi ing come into contact. 

The green glow js not caused by the external electromotive 
force applied to the tube, nor does it necessarily depend 
for its formation upon the vapour having previously been 
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conducting electricity. It usually owes its existence to the 
rapid movement of the mercury against the walls of the tube. 

The phenomenon is the same as that occurring in an 
ordinary mercury still ; it has been known since 1676 that 
the motion of mercury in an exhausted glass vessel gave rise 
to luminous effects, which since 1705 ‘have been correctly 

as of electrical origin. (Cajori, History of Physics, 
wn ee ) 

It is not, however, generally known that the effect can 
readily be ‘observed without the trouble of producing a 
vacuous space and by employing the automatic pulsations 
of mercury columns caused by heat. A quartz tube (10 em., 
4-3 mm., ‘46 mm.) was mounted between the glass bottles 
as usual. This tube was then used ina v ariety of experiments, 
and the mercury column always rapidly became continuous 
when the current was switched off; so that one may be 
certain that it contained little of any thing but mercury. 
This tube was then placed so that its ‘central portion could 
be conveniently heated by a Bunsen flame. ‘The green vlow 
soon made its appearance. Tlie portion of the tube imme- 
diately above the burner appeared empty and gave out no 
hight ; but this region was followed on either side by about 
2-cm. of space w hich glowed with the characteristic green 
light. While the glow is present, the vapour is in a highly- 
conducting state. A moving-coil milliammeter of four ohms 
resistance was put in circuit with the tube, a rheostat, and a 
large accumulator of 2 volts. When the column of mercury 
was continuous, the reading of the ammeter was 50 milli- 
amperes. The resistance in series with the lamp was 37 ohms 
in all, On applying the flame, the current varied irregularly 
from 4 to 5 milliamperes. Thus the effective resistance of tlie 
space occupied chiefly by vapour was only about 400 ohms. 

It is to be noted that the conductivi ity is a concomitant 
of the green glow. If the glow is absent and the columns of 
mercury are separated, the vapour is non-conducting when 
tested with low voltages. This matter was given particular 
attention in a further confirmatory experiment performed 
with a quartz tube (10°7 cm., 6 mm., °88 mm.). This was 
put into an electrical circuit, as abov a When the Bunsen 
flame first caused the columns to separate, the current tell to 
zero. When the glow commenced, the current rose from 
5 to 6 milliamperes. On removing the flame the glow 
continued for a short time, and so also did the current ; then 
the glow and current ceased simultaneously. The ammeter 
continued to record zero until the columns joined. 

It was found that the central portion of the tube was not 
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absolutely empty of liquid mercury. Very small drops could 
be seen to be present ; they were in rapid movement to and 
fro along the tube. In spite of this, it is probable that the 
electric current was carried almost entirely by the vapour, 
since these drops never became large enough or numerous 
enough to form a bridge between the ends of the columns. 
On repeating this experiment with the same tube, similar 
results were obtained, but the conductivity was even greater 
than before. Changing the direction o£ the applied electro- 
motive force produced no apparent effect. By using a 
sheet-iron flame-shield for the Bunsen burner, it was found 
possible to so arrange the height and distance of the flame as 
to cause the green glow to be emitted for as long as one 
wished. In ig case the tube was shorter, and a little water 
was put in the bottles to moderate the temperature of the 
mercury. Using a tube of quartz, mounted as usual(6'15 em., 
5°) mm., ‘4 mm.), it was possible to so arrange the flame as 
to cause the green glow to be given out with great regularity 
for hours together. 
When examined in a rotating mirror, the luminosity was 

seen to proceed from positions in the tube the distance apart 
of which varied in a periodic manner. The appearances 
showed that the motion of the columns of mercury were of 
the necklace type. In this case the heat necessary to maintain 
the oscillations is supplied by the Bunsen burner from without, 
and in the necklace effect the heat is supplied by the electric 
current from within. If one continues to observe the glow in 
the rotating mirror when the flame is turned out, it is seen 
that the luminosity does not cease at once, but its periodic 
character is lost very rapidly. 

A very bright persistent green glow can be obtained by 
placing a Bunsen flame under the quartz tube and exhausting 
the air from one of the bottles when the mercury column has 
broken. The luminosity thus produced can be made several 
centimetres long, and will persist indefinitely. It is caused 
by the motion of the condensed drops of mercury as they 
pass towards the cool end of the vapour column. The visible 
spectrum of this glow shows the following lines :— 

A047 Violet, 
4358 Blue, 
5461 Green, 

together with a background of what appears, under the dis- 

persion employed, to be a continuous spectrum extending 

= is 
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from between the violet and blue to beyond the green. 
When the pressure is allowed to rise to that of the atmosphere 
in both bottles, the glow gives a shorter continuous spectrum 
and the violet line 4047 is no longer visible. 

Attempts to obtain the green glow in glass capillary tubes 
by heating have been unsuccessful. 

PHOSPHORESCENCE OF FUSED QUARTZ. 

A very interesting phenomenon exhibited by the quartz 
lamps described in this paper is the remarkably bright phos- 
phorescence which is observed on switching otf the current. 
The phosphorescent light is generally of a faint green tint, 
but one specimen gave a yellowish light. The light is often 
bright enough to be detected in a well-lighted laboratory, and 
in the dark may be visible for more than a minute after 
turning off the current. The quartz, after having lost its 
phosphorescence, may be made to glow again by heating. 
This heating will cause the renewal of the luminosity even 
after the quartz has been kept in the dark for several 
months. 

This phosphoreszence can be produced by exposing fused 
quartz to the light from any of the lamps described in this 
paper. Crystalline quartz does not exhibit this effect. The 
phosphorescence of fused quartz is not a noticeable feature of 
quartz vacuum lamps. This is probably owing to the intensity 
of the radiation in the particular region of the spectrum 
required to produce the phosphorescence being greater when 
the pressure of the mercury vapour is increased. Mr. H.G. 
Lacell informs me that he has noticed this phosphorescence 
in connexion with the lamp described at the beginning of the 
section on the ribbon effect. 

CoNCLUSION. 

Many of the phenomena described in this paper require 
further study with the help of the spectrograph, the oscillo- 
graph, and the photometer. Mueh of the work should be 
capable of repetition, using conductors other than mercury. 

The best thanks of the author are due to Professor 
Sir J. J. Thomson, F.R.S., for valuable advice during the 
progress of the work; to Mr. C. Dearing, B.Sc., for aid in 
some of the experiments ; to Mr. 8. Lawrance for assistance 
throughout the research; and to Mr. H. G. Lacell and the 
Silica Syndicate, who have kindly provided the quartz 
apparatus. 

L.C.C. Paddington Technical Institute. 
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wal 
N a series of papers which have appeared in this Journal 

(vol. xx.), by R. W. Wood and one of the present 
authors, it has been shown that it is possible to construct 
diffraction-cratings. suitable for use in the infra-red spectrum 
which concentrate the greater part of the energy into a 
single order, and that it is possible to predict where this 
concentration will occur from the shape of the groove which 
is ruled on the grating surface. 

In the investigation described in one of the papers referred 
to aboveT, a study was made of four gratings with constants 
0:0123 mm., and two with constants 00265 mm., all six 
ruled on gold with a carborundum crystal placed in various 
azimuths. The distribution of the energy among the various 
orders was obtained bolometrically for two relatively narrow 
regions in the infra-red spectrum of mean wave-lengths 
4°34 and 86. In the case of gratings of so large a con- 
stant the form of groove could be inferred from inspection 
with the microscope, and yet the ratio of grating space to 
wave-length of the incident energy is about that which 
obtains in practice with the usual grating in the visible 
spectrum ; that is, the grating is about fifteen times as coarse 
as one suitable for optical work, but the length of wave is 
from ten to twenty times as great. In the investigation 
above referred to, the ratio between wave-length and grating 
space was greater than the value which limits the applica- 
bility of the simple diffraction theory, and as the results 
obtained were in fair qualitative agreement with theory it 
was thought advisable by the present writers to extend the 
research towards the visible spectrum. 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
T Phil. Mag. [6] vol. xx. pp. 886-898 (1910), 
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The report of this work, the development of a simple 
formula adapted to the experimental conditions of the work, 
and an analysis of the results obtained with reference to the 
demands of this formula constitute the subject matter of 
this paper. 

’ § 2. 
This investigation had for its object the systematic exam- 

ination of the ener gy diffracted from some typical echelette 
gratings throughout a fairly large region of the infra-red 
(1-6 w) ; the determination’ of the shape of the groove of 
the oratings used, and, if possible, the discovery of the rela- 
tion between the shape of the groove and the varying 
quantity of energy thrown off at the different angles. The 
gratings selected were two (Nos. 6 and 7) of the gratings 
ruled by R. W. Wood for the above mentioned work, and 
one ruled by Dr. ©. F. Brackett (No. 10) with a diamond 
erystal ground so as to rule a groove a one vertical side, 
and one very gently sloping “side. These three gratings 
combined a fairly high dispersion with a very small angle 
between the undisturbed surface and the main plane of the 
groove, these conditions being essential to the crowding of 
the energy into a single order ; this order being as low as 
possible. 

Fig. 1. 

< DAU 
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The essential parts of the apparatus were twe spectro- 
meters ; referring to fig. 1, the grating G was mounted on 
the divided circle C of the first spectrometer: the light from 
the Nernst lamp N passing through the system by way of 

ZN 2 
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mirror M, slit 8,, mirrors M, and M,', so that the spectra 
from the grating fell on the slit of the second spectrometer 
at S,. The first "spectrometer is thus arranged as an ordinary 
grating spectrometer with fixed angle between collimators. 
Successive orders on each side ae the central image are 
brought onto the slit S, by rotating the grating through an 
angle 6 such that 

nr = 2b cos 6 sin 6, 

where 26 is the angle between collimators and 6 the grating 
space. 

For the second spectrometer the vacuum instrument de- 
signed by one of the present authors * served to resolve the 
energy falling on the slit into the different components due 
to the overlapping of orders of the grating spectra. The 
two 30° rock-salt prisms P and P’ together with the plane 
mirror 1, form a Wadsworth combination, which is equal in 
dispersive power to a 60° prism. The two mirrors M, and 
M,’, placed so that the slit S, and the bolometer strip B are 
at their respective foci, complete the optical system of the 
second spectrometer. The bolometer strip B was exactly 
the width of the slit S,, namely about 0°7 mm., or about 
3 minutes of arc in terms of the rotation of the prism system. 
The current through the strip was about 0:05 ampere, and 
the sensitiveness of the galvanometer was about 5 x 107!° 
ampere per scale-division (millimetre), its resistance being 
3 ohms. 

In practice the vacuum spectrometer was set so that a 
particular wave-length interval fell on the strip B, and the 
erating C was turned through the series of angles : : thus 
were obtained a series of deflexions which were proportional 
to the energy radiated from the Nernst lamp for this wave- 
length, and diffracted by the grating into the several orders of 
spectra. The observations for the three gratings are plotted 
in the curves which constitute the three accompanying 
Piates. The abscissas represent the angular readings of the 
grating spectrometer ; the ordinates the corresponding de- 
flexions in centimetres. There was also taken a series of 
observations to determine the energy radiated from the 
Nernst lamp, and undergoing reflexion from a gold mirror, 
as this is the kind of surface on which the gratings are ruled. 
In considering the curve obtained for a grating, using any 
particular wave-length, the relative quantity of energy avail- 
able at this wave-length due to the above conditions must 
be kept in mind ; also there may be noted absorption bands 

* A. Trowbridge, Phil. Mag. [6] vol. xx. p. 768 (1910). 
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at 21, 2-7, and 46, due, respectively, to selective 
emission of the Nernst filament* and to absorption by 
water-vapour and carbon dioxide in the air; these will of 
course appear in any readings which are taken at these 
wave-lengths, and have nothing to do with the properties 
of the gratings. 

§ 3. 

An inspection of the set of curves (Pls. VIII.—X.) obtained 
from any one of the three gratings will show the marked 
asymmetry of its spectra. uh large portion of the energy 
appears concentrated in one order, or, under the worst con- 
ditions, in two neighbouring orders. The area under any part 
of the energy curve is proportional to the total energy thrown 
into that part of the spectrum. The total area, as w vell as that 
for the principal orders of concentration, was determined with 
the aid of a pl inimeter, and the percentage of the total energy 
which lay in this order was computed from these data. We 
shall select the Brackett grating No. 10 (Pl. X.) as the best 
example, since this combines the two qualities of resolution 
and concentration to the greatest degree. We append here 
a table of its properties 

Brackett Grating No. 10. 

Order in which Percentage of 
DN energy is energy in 

concentrated. this order. 

U4 ie cic I 3, 4 ory HS.) 125 
Ge" otha al 3 Bo 2 
18 -Lb.e eee Rm) Ss 28, 13%, 33 
20s, - cee 2 31 
2 [ya 2 31 
DO Cases ee 2 35 
pi RR ae Da oD 
260 28 ERE By a2) cot 
DB Seaconaese tee 1 48 
DEO) en eee ae 1 48 
SiO), oe. eae 1 49 
OD.) ake eee il 58 
A ir AAR Paes tn 1 65 
B Ohi aan ee lh ol 70 
APG Sia ae eae ues it oes. 
BD ial ee ae I 9] 
6:0" (eee 1 100 

Starting with the shorter wave- lengths, the energy is seen 
to lie principally in three orders, all on one side of the 

* W. W. Coblentz, Bull. Bureau of reas vol. iv. no. 4 (1908). 
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central image. The mean angle about which the energy is 
disposed is 20°-25° from the position of the central image. 
As the wave-length is increased, the orders move farther 
and farther out from the central image, consequently the 
energy becomes concentrated in lower orders during the 
process. Beginning with wave-length 2-8 the first order 

Fig. 2 
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predominates, and since there cannot be fractional orders 
of spectra, it is evident that more and more of the energy 
will be thrown into this order as the wave -length is increased, 
a conclusion which is wholly substantiated by the curves for 
greater wave-length. A curve is plotted (fig. 2) showing 
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the variation of the percentage of the energy in the first 
order with increasing wave-length. It will be noted that 
the curve goes through a. minimum at wave-length 2 yu. 
This is due either to the absorption band at 2-1 yw affecting 
the first order rather more than either of the others, or, as is 
more likely, the order in this pusition is a weak order on 
account of a destructive diffraction due to the shape of the 
groove ; this effect will be fully considered in § 6. As will 
ine Hen later, the shape of the groove is not accurately 
known for this grating, but it is evident that the distribution 
of the energy from it is what might be expected from a 
grating that would naturally reflect energy from one side 
of the ¢ groove in the direction 20°-25° out from the central 
image. 

§ 4. 

The wave-lengths accompanying the various curves are 
only approximate, as there was a lost motion in the vacuum 
spectrometer which was not detected until the experimental 
work had been completed. This point is not vital, however, 
as the intention of the authors was not to make accurate 
rave-length determinations, but to take serial readings and 

determine the quantity of energy thrown off with the grating 
in the different positions. 

By referring to the curve for the energy from the Nernst 
lamp after it has undergone reflexion from a gold mirror 
(fig. 8, p. 540), it will be seen that the maximum of the 
energy distribution for a given wave-length will be shifted 
in angular reading if the wave-length correspond to a point 
on either of the steep portions of the curve. Paschen* has 
worked out this correction, andit was applied to the curves of 
the Wood grating No.7. The true location of the maximum 
is shown by the dotted curve slightly displaced from the 
observed maximum, this displacement being to greater or 
less wave-length, accerding as 

220) Lh OF) INA 7O ph. 

This correction is of importance only in one respect : 
enables the exact wave-length to be calculated from the ie ue 
position of the maximum Bod a given order and the constant 
of the grating ; this accurate Selte of the wave-length is 
Eeecntiall wher ane questions of retardation over a single 

* Wied. Ann. vol. li, p. 8 (1894). 
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element, absent orders, &ec., are considered, as will be seen 
later *. 

Tig. 3. 

| Energy from the Nernst Lamp 

| Reflected by a Gold Mirror. 

DEFLECTIONS 
IN Cm 

— — 1; aaa 

* There is a further correction, due to the fact that with a setting of 
the grating so that orders to one side of the central image are on the slit 
of the vacuum spectrometer, the dispersions of grating and prism are 
additive, while with orders on the other side of the central image, the 
dispersions oppose one another. Thus of two equal maxima, one on 
each side of the central image, one would appear more spread out than 
the other, if this effect were noticeable; however, this correction was 
worked out from the dimensions of the slit, dispersion of the grating 
and rock-salt prisms, and found to be vanishingly small (<001p) in 
comparison with either of the two above mentioned corrections, and 
therefore negligible in this work. 
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§ 5. 

There are several methods of determining the shape of the 
groove in the gratings employed. If the main plane of the 
groove be a perfectly plane mirror the grating, mounted in 
a system with fiaed collimators, may be turned through the 
angle between the principal plane of the groove and the un- 
disturbed surface ; this will bring an image reflected from 
the plane of the groove into the observing telescope, and the 
angle is easily read. This image may be designated as the 
“oblique” image. However, if the surface of the groove is 
a poor reflector for light the definition is liable to be so bad 
that the above described method will not give consistent 
results. In place of the observing telescope a direct-vision 
spectroscope may be used, and the position of the oblique 
image determined by setting so that the brightest and most 
complete spectrum is seen; this of course postulates a similar 
behaviour of the grating in the visible region of the spectrum 
to that observed in the infra-red. A third method consists 
in making a replica from the grating, using collodion stained 
with a very dark colour ; these replicas are embedded in a 
block of wax and sectioned through, in planes at right angles 
to the direction of the grooves, by a microtome. These sec- 
tions may be mounted on slides, and the shape of the groove 
may be determined visually with a microscope, or trom a 
microphotograph of the section. 

Optically, ail the gratings used gave very unsatisfactory 
definition of the oblique image; the replica process was 
resorted to in order to find out approximately the shape of 
the grooves*. ‘This brought out the fact that all the gratings 
with the exception of the Wood No. 7 had grooves the sides 
of whose profile were irregularly curved, but the Wood 
erating No. 7 showed as a groove profile a triangular shape: 
the sides of this triangle being fairly straight lines. Since 
this grating gives the simplest form of groove, it will be 
used in all calculations in which the geometrical properties 
of the groove are involved. Unfortunately, due to the 
shrinkage of the collodion film, and the fact that the section 
was not taken exactly perpendicular to the direction of the 
groove, the value of the angle taken from the micro- 
photograph may not be relied upon; however, the ratio 
of the projections of the two slanting sides of the groove 
upon the undisturbed surface is a constant quantity, 
independent of the angle at which the section is taken: 

* The authors are indebted to Prof. C. F. W. McClure and Mr. Otto 
Kampmeier, of the department of Biology of the University, for taking 
and mounting the sections and making microphotographs. 
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this is a numerical constant which can be obtained in 
no other way, and which is essential in computing the 
retardation over a single element of the groove. By making 
a composite triangle, adding the homologous sides of six 
grooves of an image of the microphotograph projected on a 
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screen, the neuen: of the groove (as sectioned) are found 
as given in fig. 4a. (The microphotograph is shown on the 
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yy” Plate for No. 7, Pl. 48°) There is almost no central image 
with the grating No 7, so we are justified in assuming that 
there remains none of the original surface, i.e. the grooves 

join on, point to point. This establishes the ratio 7 and ¢ may 

be computed, as 0 is known, being the value of one space of 
the grating. Since the true value of the angle A is not 
necessarily 19° the grating was mounted in the fixed colli- 
mator apparatus with the direct-vision spectroscope, and 
using this method the angle was found to be about 23°. As 
confirming this result, reference to the curve for wave-length 
4°65 w for this grating will show that when the second order 
is located about 23° out from the central image, the orders 
on either side of this order are most symmetrically arranged. 
Neither of the two observations are sufficient alone, but 
agreeing as they do, we are justified in taking the angle 
as 23° approximately. All the elements of the groove are 
now known and are given in fig. 4 6. 

The series of observations for both the Wood grating No.7 
and the Brackett grating No. 10 show conclusively that the 
assumption by Messrs. Wood and Trowbridge that the energy 
diffracted appears in the direction in which it would naturally 
be reflected is completely justified. ‘There remains, however, 
the consideration of the weak orders, which are particularly 
noticeable in the curves for the Wood grating No. 7. 

§ 6. 

It is well known that with an ordinary grating in which 
the element is composed of equal reflecting and non-reflecting 
parts, the even orders are missing, due to the fact that in 
the position where these orders would naturally occur, the 
retardation over the reflecting portion of the element is such 
that the effect from each element destroys itself, according 
to the elementary theory of diffraction from a slit. The 
curves for the Wood grating No. 7 show quite a number of 
instances of weak orders, and we now propose to consider 
this phase of the subject. 

The form of the groove for this grating was established 
in § 5 (fig. 40), It will be seen from this that the narrow, 
steep plane of the groove is not in such a position that it 
reflects very much energy for the angular settings at which 
the’ grating is used. Further, it is not placed so that it 
cuts off any energy reflected or diffracted from the main 
plane of the groove. An expression very nearly rigorous for 
the retardation over the whole element may be found by 
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considering only that part of the wave-front diffracted from 
the portion AC of the groove. Referring to fig.4¢: 

20 is the angle between collimators, 
AA’ is the oncoming wave-front, 
AD is the aiffracted wave-front, 
2 is the ang'e of incidence, 
§—i=6 is the angle of deviation of the grating from 

the position of the central image. 

The retardation of the one end of the wave-front over the 
other is seen to be 

p=AC(cos A’CA+cos DCA), 
since 

cos A'CA =cos { 90°—(2+ 23°)} =sin (2+ 23°), 

and 
cos DCA=cos {260+ 2 A'CA} =cos {90 —(i+ 23° +26)} 

=sin (i+ 23°— 20), 
p=ACf{sin (t+ 23°) +sin G+ 23°—26)} 
=2AC sin (i+ 23°—8@) cos 8, 

or, since @—i=6, we have 

p=2AC sin (23°—6) cos 0 *. 

The value of AB is :00123 cm., the ratio 

00123 x 0°802 x 2 

cos 23° 

C 

b 

== 002136) cme 

= 7002 sso alan 

Die Cie 

while the half angle between collimators is 9°°6. The curve 
showing the relation between p and 6 is given in fig. 5. 
Obviously the retardation must vanish when 6=23°, 1.e., 
when the grating is turned so that the oblique image is 
viewed by the collimator. The retardation for any position 
of the grating may now be read off the curve, and if this 
were an exact multiple of the wave-length diffracted into 
the collimator for this setting, we should expect the order 
naturally occurring at this point to be extinguished. How- 
ever, due to the assumptions made, and the fact that the 
plane AC is not a good enough mirror to define the oblique 

* Tf the side BC were vertical, it would, under some settings of the 
grating, cut off a portion of the diffracted wave-front so that a varying 
portion of the line AC must be used in deriving the formula. This is 
taken into account in the more general formula, since 6=c in this case 

cos(6+ 6) 
p= 2bccs @ sin (25°—6) cos (0+ 8 O88)’ 
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image, total agreement between this theory an1 the observed 
phenomena is not reasonably to be expected ; but in every 

Fig. 5. 

Wood Grating €7 

7 fet Grdalion over a Jingle Element 

Gh caus Ye 

case where the effect is at all marked, the agreement is 
fairly good, as will be seen in the following table : 

Wood Grating No. 7. 

_ Ordee (eae 2 Retardation) Retardation| 
| . in which of the Weak | pane te rs 
| ar energy ig_| energy in orders. FR Pees cr 

| concentrated. this order. ce eager ieee agen say 

116 9 57 5, 7 |3-4p, 1:24 |2-93r, 1-03 | 
es | 7 60 38, 5 |46y, 19H [313 1-29 | 
| Ne | 6 64 a Oy oon, eae ook. , 1:00 
‘About 2°00 || 5 68 4 22 p 17i0 
fee oC 4&5 jtoretner 7) 1, 38 (6355p, 24/284, 1-04 
ee 2 G0 4&5" Jes 74 5 2°D 0:96 
eo «96290 4&5 Samide 2 335 be 
Pe 320] 3 a4 ete 2 | 58e6 38n181 1-03 
fee 8'00)|| 5) 17 
| 410 || aS: 40, 58 
Peach ||| 2 75 

5 60 | Deine 60, 30 

f 

Columns 4 and 5 show corresponding orders and _ retard- 
ations. The numbers in column.5 are almost exact muitiples 
of the corresponding wave-lengths, as is shown in column 6. 
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This phenomenon will have to be taken into aceount ag one 
of the properties of an echelette grating with a large, gently 
sloping surface as one portion of the element, and mounted 
in this type of spectrometer, i. e. with fixed collimators. 

Some light may be thrown on the results found by 
Trowbridge and Wood* with this grating, No.7. It will 
be noticed that for wave-length 4°3 the second order is 
strong (coming nearly at the angle 23°), while the first and 
third orders are very weak. “The retardation over the 
element for the first order is 4°39 or almost exactly one 
wave-length. The retardation for the third order (situated 
33° from the central image) may be found by producing the 
eurve beyond the point 23° and will be a like amount. Thus 
the absence of these two orders agrees with the theory. On 
the other hand the small amount of energy in the first order 
for wave-length 8°65 4, coming at the concentration point, 
is not at all accounted for. However, it will be noticed that 
even this small amount of energy is all there is for the whole 
grating (with the exception of the central image), and it is 
pr obable that something happened after the observations 
tor No. 6 were taken, but before those of No. 7 were taken, 
so that the total energy striking the grating was dimniehen: 

Tt must be remarked th at, since the energy absent from 
the weak orders is not destroyed, it must be sent into a 
neighbouring order, and this may either help or hinder the 
concentration of energy in a particular region in which it 
may be desired to use the: grating. The case of Trowbridge 
and Wood’s observations on No. 7 for wave-length 4:3 p is 
an admirable illustration of the building up of an order at 
the expense of two neighbouring orders, due to this effect. 
The retardation over the oes at 6=0, the position of the 
central image, is about two wave-lengths, and this, by reducing 
the central image, contributes further to the strengthening 
pete cocond order. To fully describe the grating No. 7, it 
would be sufficient to state that it is excellent for work in 
the region 4u<d< dy. 

Serle 

We have seen that the energy is, in general, thrown out 
principally at the angle at which it would naturally be 
reflected, and that there is an effect due to the diffraction of 
the energy by the single elements. These two properties 
are not at all independent; for there can be no energy 
reflected from a surface in a direction such that the retard- 
ation over the surface gives rise to a destructive diffraction. 

* Phil. Mag. [6] vol. xx. pp. 886-898 (1910). 
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ronsider the similarity between the general equation for 
the grating 

nr = 2b cos 6 sin 6 

Gn which # is the grating space, 20 the angle between colli- 
mators, and 6 the angular deviation from the position of the 
central image), and the equation for the retardation 

p=2d cos @ sin (23°—6). 

If d were equal to 6, as is approximately the case, the 
equations would be identical, if 6 were reckoned from the 
point 23° out from the aical image, instead of directly 
from the central image. We may now say that an echelette 
grating, in which these two effects are combined, behaves 
from the standpoint of the distribution of the energy in 
every respect similarly to the ordinary grating; the difference 
being that, whereas in the grating the energy in the various 
spectra on either side of the central i image falls off in certain 
ratios, in the echelette grating the point of reference is the 
oblique 1 image, and the same ratios should hold for the energy 
in the spectra symmetrically disposed about the oblique 
image. The absent orders in the echelette spectra are 
exactly paralleled by the absent orders with a flat grating, 
any arbitrary portion of whose element is reflecting : the 
remainder throwing off no energy. 

The arr ~angement of the fixed collimators was adopted by 
the authors as the most logical one, and this is always the 
easiest way to mount the grating for use in the infra-red 
Spectrum. 

To carry this work still farther, and make it productive 
of still more practical results, this type of grating should be 
thoroughly investigated in the visible region of the spectrum; 
it is the intention of the authors to do this as soon as eratings 
good enough for use in this region can be obtained. 

LI. On the Question of Valency in Gaseous Ionization. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. > 

DEAR Sirs,— mg 

, a paper entitled as above, Millikan and Fletcher * have 
come to the conclusion that when a gas 1s being ionized 

by means of radium or Rontgen rays, never more than one 
electron is driven away from the molecule, so that there 

* R. A. Millikan and Harvey Fletcher, Phil. Mag. [6] vol. xxi. p. 753 
(1911). 
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appear only ions with cither one positive or one negative 
charge. This result is contrary to measurements of Towns- 
end * who found doubly-charged positive ions in the 
ionization by Rontgen rays, and contrary also to the con- 
clusions which we + drew from the study of the velocity 
and the diffusion of ions, which were also generated by 
Rontgen rays. We have found that about 9 per cent. of the 
positive ions had a smaller (not more than half as great) 
coefficient of diffusion than the rest, and concluded from 
this that there existed 9 per cent. doubly-charged positive 
ions in this special case. 

Millikan and Fletcher suppose that our result is caused by 
slow, so-called intermediate or Langevin ions, whose exist- 
ence in this case, according to Pollock t, is not wholly 
impossible. We have also thought of this explanation, but 
refused it, as apparently only slow positive ions were 
generated and there was no evidence why, if they were 
Langevin ions, that negative Langevin ions should not also 
exist, as in all other cases where these ions appear. 
Now there can be no doubt but that the experimental 

device of Millikan and Fletcher appears superior to our 
more indirect method, especially as it gives the possibility of 
making the charge on ‘individual ions subject to investigation. 
Nevertheless we are not able to consent to the conclusion of 
the authors as to the non-existence of the doubly-charged 
ions in the ionization by Roéutgen rays, and we are rather 
inclined to believe that the conditions for their generation 
are not yet sufficiently cleared up. We want in the 
following to state some points which seem to favour our 
view. 

It seems especially important to point to the fact that 
in the oil-drop method the observed number of doubly- 
charged ions does not directly give the amount per cent. 
of the same. KEvenif we put aside the violent recombination 
of this type of ions (that effect, in the case of Millikan and 
Fletcher, probably being small), there is still this to be 
considered—2. e., that the coefficient of diffusion of the 
doubly and more highly charged ions is far smaller than 
that of the univalent ones. And the influence of the 
diffusion on the probability for the oil-drop to catch an ion 
follows, even from Millikan’s own paper on the elementary 

. Townsend, Proc. Roy. Soc. A, vol. Ixxx. p. 207 (1908). 
ranck and W. Westphal, Verh. d. D. Phys. Ges. vol. x1. p. 146 

aia 

Be 

t Tk Pollock, Science, vol. xxxix. p. 919 (1909). 
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charge*. In this paper it is shown that an oil-drop, even 
when it already carries many negative charges, and therefore 
repels negative ions, nevertheless more frequently takes up 
negative than positive charges. This is the more striking, 
since in a condenser, whether it be charged or not, the 
number of the negative ions is smaller than that of the 
positive, which is due to the greater coefficient of diffusion 
and velocity of the negative ions. Hven the increased 
frequency of “ catches ” of negative ions is to be explained 
by their greater diffusion ; for, according to Ebert f, this 
adsorption of the ions is proportional to diffusion and 
velocity. Thus, with an equal number of ions of both signs, 
the ratio of “‘ catches” for negative and positive ions should 
be 1:36. The ratio of diffusion of the doubly-charged ions 
to that of the singly-charged ones is 2; with those trebly- 
charged, a ratio of 3 is to be expected ; aud so on. ‘Thus, 
due to the diffusion only, the observed number of doubly- 
charged ions must be multiplied by 2; and so on for the 
higher-charged ions. And this result would be the same, 
even if the diffusion of the multiply charged ions were the 
same as that of the single ones, because then the velocity of 
the variously charged ions would increase by the factors 2 
and 3, and so on, so that the number of the corresponding 
ions in the gas would become smaller in the same ratio. 
Now let us consider Table ILL. in the paper of Millikan and 
Fletcher. We take this table, since it is only in this series 
that there are any observations which may possibly refer to 
doubly-charged ions. This possibility is even expressed by 
the authors themselves, but given up in favour of another 
explanation. In 79 cases which were observed, 76 showed a 
single charge, 3 a multiple charge. Of the latter, 2 are 
marked out as dubious. We may, however, take 2 of these 
observed 3 cases as real. If we take into account the 
diffusion, these 2 cases indicate at least 5 per cent. of the 
ions to be multiply-charged if there were only doubly-charged 
ions, and even more if there should be greater charges. 
Hspecially is this true if we consider that the multiply- 
charged ones are repelled much more violently from the 
positive oil-drop than the single ones. All these moditi- 
cations of the ionic constants, the increased recombination, 
and especially the smaller diffusion and the increased re- 
pulsion from the drop, work together so as to cause the 
double charges to appear rarer than they really are. Indeed, 

* R. A. Millikan, Phil. Mag. [6] vol. xix. p. 209 (1910). 
+ H. Ebert, Jahrb. d. Rad. u. Elektr. vol. tii. p. 61 (1906). 

We. Mag. 5. 6. Vols 22, Nowdao. Ock 191, 20 
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they may altogether make the number appear several times 
too small. 

Nevertheless, it may certainly be said that in the axpoue 
ments of Millikan and Fletcher only very few doubly- 
charged ions existed. As this result differs, at least quanti- 
tatively, from ours, and ours again from Townsend’s, the 
conclusion seems justified that the conditions for the gene- 
ration of plurivalent ions are not yet sufficiently known. 
To throw some more light on them, we think it necessary to 
vary the experimental conditions w idely. One of the points 
to be considered, as has been shown by Townsend, is the 
secondary radiator. Inour experiments a secondary r ree 
may have come from lead, wood, aluminium, brass, or 
parafiin. This may explain the discrepancy between Towns- 
end’s and our experiments. It is not at all impossible that 
it may be necessary to use a homogeneous radiation of distinet 
frequency, such as is, according to Barkla and Sadler, 
originated in the secondary and tertiary Réntgen radiation. 
Jt may have happened that such a radiation has been oene- 
rated in different amounts in the experiments of the different 
authors. ven the secondary cathode radiation may prove 
itself important. We want also to point to the fact that 
certain impurities in the gas, such as ozone or nitric oxides 
or other electronegative substances, seem to facilitate the 
detachment of an electron from a molecule, as is shown by 
some experiments now being carried on by one of us. 

Finally, we want also to express the opinion that the results 
of Millikan and Fletcher still leave the question an open one, 
the more so since in other parts of physics observations of 
multiply-charged positive ions are actually beginning to 
accumulate. Thus the double charge of @ particles is now 
beyond any doubt : Gehrceke and Reichenheim * have mea- 
sured double charges in the anode rays of strontium ; and in 
the Kanalstr allen: Vaal Thomson f, Vv. Deéchond Glllanmenems 
and others have otheerreul various atoms and molecules with 
multiple charges. For example, J. J. Thomson observed 
CperCr.a, Nay, He,,, Hg,,, and He ee iheeee 
evidently no relation to valency. Also, in these cases 
impurities seem to be important, as will be shown soon by 
one of us. I arther, we have no reason to assume that there 
should be any gre eat differ ence between the ionization in an 

* HE. Gebreke and O. Reichenheim, Verh. d. D. Phys. Ges. vol. ix 
p- 3/3 (1907). 

+ J.J. Thomson, Jahrb. d. Rad. u. Elektr. vol. viii. p. 2 (1911). 
iv. Dechend and Hammer, Jahrb. d. Rad. u. Bloke. VOL. Vill. peal 

(1911). 
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electric field and that by a foreign ionizing agent, especially 
as some properties of the gaseous ions (e. g., the formation 
of clusters) have also been found in the Kanalstrahlen. 

Thus we are inclined to believe that, under the right 
conditions, multiply-charged positive ions may be generated 
not only by Réntgen rays but also by any other ionizer. 

Having just written this paper, we see in the last number 
of your Magazine a paper by J.S. Townsend on the same 
subject. We cannot but say that his views are in perfect 
accordance with ours. Woks truly 

by) 

J. Franck and W. WEsTPHAL. 
Berlin, 

Physikalisches Institut der Universitat, 
July 1911. 

LIT. On the Number of Ions produced by the Beta Rays and 
by the Gamma Rays from Radium C. By A.S. Live, IA., 
DSc., McGill Oniversity, Montreal *. 

N a previous paper ft, an account has been given of the 
determination of the coefficient of absorption by air of 

the 8 rays from radium C, and a mean value w=*004 cm.7! 
was obtained, suggesting an average path of the @ rays of 
2°5 metres in air at atmospheri ic pressure {. This led to an 
estimate of the coefficient of absorption of the vy rays in air, 
p» ='000032 em.71, somewhat lower than that given by the 
ratio p'/D=-034 of McClelland, whence p' = —-()00044, and 
yet smaller than the value derived from pu Ves O4, found by 
Noddy and Russell. In the work that follows, the inter- 
mediate value ~'’=‘000044 has been adopted. The value 
for e, the electronic charge, has been taken as 49 x 107 
electrostatic unit. 

In the present paper, experiments are described which lead 
to the evaluation of the total number of ions produced by 
the @ rays, and of those produced by the y rays, from one 
eurie of radium C; that is, the amount of radium © in 
equilibrium with one gramme of radium. ‘The heating 
effects of the 6 and y rays may thus be calculated, and also 
the average number of ions produced by one 8 particle, both 
for its average path, and for 1 cm. of path. Corresponding 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Phil. Mae. July 1911. 
t At short ranges with the active deposit of radium on aluminium 

foil I have recently found »=-012 em.~'. In this case RaB was also 
sending rays to the electroscope. 

ZO? 
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numbers, necessarily speculative in their values, have been 

estimated for the y rays. 

Electroscope. 

The electroscope was formed of a light framework of 
knitting-needles, standing on wooden i 
posts (fig. 1). The framework was ine) 
covered with aluminium leaf, ‘003 cm. LVEF 
thick, offering a slight resistance to the <4 : 
B particle, not exceeding that of a cm. 
of air. The internal measurements were 
22x 11:5 x 11:5=2910. em. The central 
axis and aluminium leaf were insulated 
by amber beads, above and below, and 
the axis passed through the upper bead 
into the air for a distance of 7 mm., and 
this exposed end was covered with an 
ordinary thimble, which could be re- 
moved temporarily for charging. The 
usual charging-key was thus unnecessary 
—a great advantage when determining 
the capacity. One division of the micro- 
scope scale corresponded to 2°65 volts. 

Capacity. 

It is difficult to determine with accuracy 
a small capacity, such as 2 or 3 ecm. 
A method is given by Harms in the Phys. Zeit. (Jan. 15, 
1904), and another by Campbell (Phil. Mac. Jan, 1911), but 
these involve, to some extent, connecting wires. 

I have found it possible to obtain the capacity by taking 
straight thin wires, of length / and radius 7, the capacities 
of which, away from conductors, are given by 

} aaa 

2 log, - 
? 

Two such wires, each of length 20 cm., having separately a 
capacity of 1°82, when placed end to end, together have 
a capacity of 3:21. When placing a vertical wire of length 
20 em. in contact with the axis of the electroscope, it was 
regarded as approximately one-half of a wire of 40 cm. 
length. There are further corrections, such as that due to 
the approach of the wire to the earth-connected upper plane 
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of the electroscope. Wires of 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 cm. 
were used, of diameter -08 cm., and a similar series of 
diameter ‘048 cm. The electroscope, of unknown capacity C, 
had its vertical system charged to potential V, and when the 
insulated. vertical wire touched it, the potential Fell ton Wi 
Thus 

CV=(C4+C'+2)V', 

where C’ is the capacity of the wire found by calculation (as 
for half a wire ot double length), and where «2 is a small 
correction, apparently varying, approximately, inversely as 
the length. A large number of simultaneous equations were 
determined from the experiments, and these were plotted 
and solved graphically. A further check on the result was 
obtained by bringing up to the top end of a wire, when in 
contact with the central axis, spheres of known radii. The 
value of the capacity was found to be 2°90 cm., with a possible 
error of about 2 per cent. 

Measurements, 

Using the well-known relation 

gSe=CV/300¢ *, 

it follows that g=292 divisions/minutes, where g is the 
number of ions per em.’ per second in the electroscope 
corresponding to a given leaf-measurement in divisions a 
minute. 

If a quantity of radium Q is placed ata distance rv from 
the electroscope, 

where g is the number of ions produced per cm.’ per second 
by the y rays from the radium C in equilibrium with the 
radium. When r is only 2 or 3 metres, we may omit e*”, 
because p’ is so small. 

In order to find the constant K’, specimens of radium of 
strengths :23, 52, 1-6, and 8°5 mg. were used. A specimen 
was placed at distances varying from 75 to 300 em. ., and was 
closely surrounded by cylinders of zinc or lead, between the 
poles of a large electromagnet. In this way the 8 rays were 
absorbed and deflected, but the correction for the absorption 
of the y rays was as small as possible. The strengths of the 
radium specimens were determined by comparison with a 

* Rutherford’s ‘ Radioactivity,’ p. 87. 
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Rutherford & Boltwood standard at McGill University, and 
with another standard which was tested at Manchester 
University by the kindness of Professor Rutherford. 

The mean result thus obtained was K’=3:74 x 10°, with a 
possible error of about 5 per cent. Thus the number of ions 
produced by the y rays from 1 curie of radium C at 1 metre 
from the source in air, at atmospheric pressure, is 3°74 x 10° 
per cm.® per second *. 

In the Phil. Mag. Sept. 1906, is an account of a previous 
determination of this constant, and the value for K’ then 
found with an aluminium testing vessel, for pure radium 
bromide, with e=3'4:x 19, was 3°1x 10°. This gives for 
radium, with e=4:°9x.10", K’=3°68 x 10°, 7) Wits ee ner 
cent. less than the present determination. I have placed 
aluminium cylinders about 1 mm. thick over the electro- 
scope used in the experiments now described, and find that 
with y rays alone there is an increase of about 5 per cent. in 
the ionization in the electroscope due to the surrounding 
aluminium cylinder, provided 6 rays are not coming from 
the source. The agreement between the old and new 
determinations is not, therefore, so good as at first appears. 
The former work, however, involved the very uncertain 
correction for a considerable absorption by lead, an error 
which has been now obviated. 

The total number of ions per second due to Q curie of 
radium C is, therefore, in air 

| Amide ww ue mas) 3 ° 
ad ! 

e 0 ? po 

On putting Q=1, it follows that N’, the total number of ions 
per second produced in air by the y rays from one curie of 
radium ©, is 

N'=47 x 3°74 x 10°/-000044=1-06 x 10" . 7 (2) 

Owing to uncertainty in the value of yw’, this may have an 
error as large as 30 per cent. 

In the work described above, the method of determining 
the capacity appeared open to criticism, although I believe 
that errors were eliminated in consequence of the number 

and variety of wires and spheres employed in the deter- 
mination. 

Professor H. A. Wilson suggested to me the use of an 

* In a paper to the Phil. Mag. Jan. 1911, I took K'=3'1 x 10? instead 
of 374 x 10”, _All the results referring to y,rays in that paper require 
multiplication by 1-2. 
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electroscope of which a disk and guard-ring formed an 
integral part. This type of electroscope proved to have 
oreat merits, and it may be found serviceable in other cases. 
It is shown in fig. 2. There are three circular plates of 

THIMGLE 

AMEER BEAD 

ALUMINUM 

CORK 

MICA APRON. 

ALUMINUM 
PLATE. 

ESOnNITE 

Wood 

eta 37 | 

aluminium about half a millimetre thick. The upper one is 
supported by knitting -needles, around which pass the 
cylindrical thin-walled sides, made of ordinary foolscap 
paper, lined with very thin aluminium-foil. The knitting- 
needles stand in ebonite posts, which support the other pair 
of circular plates. The disk was cut from the middle 
aluminium plate and suspended by a wire from an amber 
bead in the top disk. The gold-leaf was fastened to the 
middle of the wire. The disk was kept in place in the guard- 
ring by three small ebonite bridges, glued at each end. The 
lower aluminium plate was charged toa potential V, whilst 
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every other part of the apparatus was earthed. The charge 

on the central wire and disk was, therefore, a= Eas i where r 

is the radius of the disk, and d its distance from the lowest 
plate. ‘The disk and wire were then insulated, and all parts 
of the apparatus earthed. The charge on the central system 
and disk was now CY’, where C is the capacity to be deter- 
mined and V' the potential found by the position of the gold- 
leaf and from the calibration curve. In the apparatus 
employed r=5'4 cm., d=1:5 em., V/V'=3'25, whence 
Ca N58) 

At 91lem. the y rays from 8:6 mg. Ra caused an ionization 
current of 13°5 volts/min., and as the volume of the electro- 
scope was 6100 cm., g=3960. In this part of the experi- 
ment, it is necessary to surround the two lower aluminium 
plates with a collar of thin mica, shown in the figure. 
Therefore 

3960= K’ x :0085/91?, 
so that 

1 srayen 4 JON: 

This is about 2 per cent. greater than my previous value, 
3°74x 10°, Although the capacity is determined more 
seeeataly with the guard-ring and disk clectroscope, it pro- 
bably yields too large a value of K! , owing to some secondary 
radiation from the aluminium plates. The results, gave, 
therefore, a satisfactory verification of the first aol of 
determinations, 

Number of lons due to B rays. 

When an attempt is made to determine the values of 
quantities corresponding to K’' and N’, but relating to 6 rays 
instead of y rays, difficulties occur. If the radium is placed 
in a receptacle, the walls absorb some of the 8 rays, and if 
the radium is placed ona plate, there is “reflected ”’ radiation 
from the plate. The method employed to overcome these 
difficulties was as follows :— 

The number of ions per cm.? per second, produced by the 
8 rays from Q curies of radium C, at a distance 7, 18 given by 

7 ur 
=K ve at 

where K is the constant for 8 rays and uw is the coefficient 
of absorption by air of the @ rays. 
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At the same distance, with the same amount of radium C, 
we have 

= K’ : he 

using accented letters throughout for y rays, and unaccented 
for B rays. 

By division, g/g’=K/K'.e , and as K' has been found, 
suitable experiments determine K. 

1. A capsule, containing radium bromide (*33 mg. radium), 
backed by ebonite and covered with thin mica, was placed 
at 1 m. from the centre of the electroscope. The @ and y 
rays together caused a leaf-movement of 12°2 divisions/ 
minute, and the y rays alone of 0:4 division / minute. 
Since é“’=1'4, it follows that K/K’=11:8x14/-4=41. 
This is, however, too large, on account of the @ rays from 
radium B reaching the electroscope. Kovarik * has found, 
with aluminium screens, w=13 for radium C, and w=75 for 
radium B. Since ~=*0083 for air in the case of the 6 rays 
fvom, radiam (©, ~="O019 tor the 8 rays of radium B.. If 
there are equal numbers of £8 particles from these two 
products, it can be readily shown that the @ rays from 
radium € alone Bae 10°9 D/m, corrected for air-absorption, 
so that K/K'=27. This method involves some uncertainty. 

2. A glass tube containing *52 mg. of radium was placed 
at 75 cm. distance from the centre of the electroscope. The 
PB rays gave 16°), and the y rays °85 division/minute. The 
correction factor for air-abs sorption is 1°25, and for the glass 
walls about 1:40. The 8 rays from radium B were mainly 
absorbed. Thus 

K/K!= 75 x 1-28 x 140=35. 

There is much uncertainty, however, in the correction for 
absorption by the glass walls, and by the radium bromide of 
one-quarter of full strength. 

3. The most satisfactory method was the employment of a 
thin aluminium leaf (‘0012 cm.), which had received a coating 
of the active deposit when negatively charged in the air 
above a solution of 11 mg. of radium bromide in a flask. 
Alternative readings for @ and y rays, and for the y rays 
alone, were obtained, and the well-known decay-curve for 
the active deposit was plotted from the results, so that the 
ionization due to the @ rays and to the y rays respectively, 
at the same instant, could be found by interpolation. The 

* Phil. Mag, Noy. 1910. 
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leaf with the active deposit was hung bv a thread at 50 cm. 
from the centre of the electroscope. When measuring the 
y ray lonization, the @ rays were partly absorbed by a zinc 
cylinder round the leaf, partly deflected by a powerful 
magnetic field. The electromagnet and cylinder were 
removed when the @-ray ionization was measured. 

At-a time when the radium B present was 57 per cent. of 
the radium C, the 8 rays gave 11:7 divisions/minute, and the 
y rays 0°3. Hence, taking w=0033, and ~=°019 for the 
two cases 

eile eco a) eo alae 

*, #=10°9, the number of divisions a minute due to 
radium C alone, whence 

K/K!=10:9/0-2=36. 
Again, when radium B was 29 per cent. of radium © in 

quantity, the 8 rays caused 7°5, and the y rays *24 division/ 
minute, so that 

2/7 +°292/2°56=7-5)) and. ya eer 

Hence K/ K! = 778/24 30. 

The mean value obtained in this way was K/K'=34, and 
since K'=3'74 x 10° from (1), it follows that 

K=1:27 10", | re 
Hence the total number of ions produced by the B rays 

from one curie of radium C in air at atmospheric pressure is 

AnK w= 4a x 1°27 x 10"/004=40x 10%. 2 (4) 

The corresponding value for radium B is about 13/75 of 

this, or about 

O7X10" « ao ee re) 

And, due to the 8 rays from both, 4:7 x 10*. 
(4) Instead of assuming the values for mw as above, its 

value was actually determined for distances from 40 to 100 
em., amd was found to be between -012 and “O013))90hus 
magnitude suggests the joint effect of radium C and radium B. 
The value of pw did not, however, appear to decrease with the 
time as the proportion of radium C to radium B inereased. 
There seems to be, therefore, proceeding from radium C a 
large number of low velocity 8 rays, somewhat similar to 
those from radium B. If the value for K/K’' is determined 
with a value for mw intermediate between ‘004 and :012, 
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namely 008, I found from several experiments K/K'=117, 
whence K=4°35 x 10", and 

N= so 1 0F 008 = 6°3\>¢ 10** 

including the rays from radium B. 
It is quite clear that the total number of ions due to the 

8 rays from a curie of radium C cannot be easily determined 
with any great precision, but the number lies between 4 and 
6 times 10%, 

The difficulties are :— 

(1) The presence of radium B. 
(2) The complex character of the 8 rays from radium (. 
(3) The uncertainty as to the entire removal of the 

8 rays when measuring the y-ray effect. The work 
requires repetition by those who are fortunate 
enough to be able to obtain a large amount of the 
active deposit of radium. 

Average total ions for one B particle, and ions 
per unit path. 

It has been found by Makower * that a gramme of radium 
emits about 5x10! @ particles per second, and theory 
suggests that radium B and radium C beth emit 3°4 x 10"? 
A particles per second, corresponding to the known number 
of « particles. 

If that is so, 3:°4x10 8 particles from one curie of 
radium C are producing about 4x 10" ions, and therefore 
one particle produces in an average path 1-2 x 10* ions. As 
the average path is 1/-004, or 250 em., it follows that a 
£ particle produces about 48 ions per centimetre t+. If the 
radius of a molecule is taken as 107* cm., and the number 
of molecules in a em.® of the atmosphere as N=2°7 x 10", it 
follows, from the formula of Clausius, that the mean path 
between collisions by a @ particle with air molecules, at 
atmospheric pressure, is 

L=1/Naoe?=1/8500 em., 

so a 8 particle ionizes only about 48 ions cut of every 8500 
molecules which it directly encounters. Unless the @ particle 
is an adept at swerving, it must pass right through 180 
molecules for every one which it succeeds in ionizing. Or, 
on the other hand, if every collision were supposed successful 

* Phil. Mag. Jan. 1909. 
+t Of. Durack, Phil, Mag. May 1903, who found a mean path of 6 cm. 
for a B particle in air at 2 mm. pressure. 
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in ionizing, the radii of the molecules would have to be as 
small as 83 lO? vem: 

If the supposition were made that a y ray is an entity 
with a linear path, and if it were further assumed that 
3°4 x 10'° such entities were ejected from a curie of radium C 
every second, it follows that one such entity, on an average 
path of 250 metres, makes 10°6 x 10"/3'4x 10 Voris0) 000 
ions, or 1:2 ions per cm. of path. In this case only one 
collision in every 7000 is effective in producing an ion. 

In Townsend’s work on ‘Ionization of Gases by Coilision,’ 
it appears to be proved that at low pressures practically every 
encounter of a negative ion is effective in ionizing, provided 
the velocity scoot: a certain limit. In seems Conti there- 
fore, that the § particle pierces the molecule in its flight, 

‘and that ionization results only in about 2 per cent. of “the 
collisions. 

Heating Lfect. 

It has been shown by Rutherford and Geiger * that the 
a particles from a gramme of radium and from its three 
succeeding a-ray products, produce 244 x 10™ ions per second. 
The heating effect is about 110 calories per hour, the greater 
part of which is due to the e particles. It appears from 
recent work by Geiger fT that the « particles expend nearly 
the whole of their energy in ionization. It is thus possible 
to calculate from my determinations the heating effects due 
to the 8 and y rays from a curie of radium C, making the 
assumption that the energy expended in ionization is a 
measure of their heating ettects when absorbed. 

Rays. Total ions per second. Calories/hour. 

Tec bSSecCaOSBEO OBO oHBE 244 x 10** 103°5 

[Citessnendsaeossecsee 55a: 5x 1014 2°0 

7Y BU OB UGH OA Ua SER AR ete 10:2 10* 4°5 

110 

Thus, the @ and ¥ rays together contribute 6 per cent. of 
the total heat, and the y rays alone 4 per cent.{ This result 

* Proc. Roy. Soc. A. lxxxi. p. 141. 
+ Proc. Roy. Soc. A. Ixxxiii. p. 505. 
t+ Rutherford, ‘ Radioactivity,’ p. 200, has calculated the energy 

yatio for a and B particles as 83 for a B particle with velocity 15x 10%. 
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agrees well with the measurements of Rutherford and 
Barnes, who obtained an increase of about two calories an 
hour, when about one-half to one-third of the y rays were 
absorbed in a lead cylinder. 

‘The energy required to make an icn may be calculated 
from any of the above relations, and the results must, of 
course, be concordant. 

The value obtained is 5°2x107" erg per ion. If the 
work required to produce an ion is é/7, where r is the radius 
of a molecule, it follows that the radius of a molecule is 
0°46 x 10-8 em., a result of the right order, but apparently 
somewhat small. Townsend has found that the minimum 
energy required to make an ion is 2°5 x 107" erg. 

If the old view of the y rays is examined, which supposed 
that the expulsion of a 8 particle caused an electromagnetic 
pulse with uniform distribution of energy near a spherical 
shell, some remarkable results follow. The work of Wulf * 
on the penetration radiation on the Hiftel Tower indicates 
that the y rays from radium and thorium in the earth reach a 
height of 300 metres, and ionize there. This paper shows 
that the mean range of a y-ray disturbance is 250 metres. 
It has already been pointed out that Townsend found the 
minimum energy required to make an ion to be 2°5 x 10-" erg, 
and that such an ion may be produced by y rays at 300 m. from 
the radioactive source. If A is the area of the cross-section 
of a molecule, we have over a surface A at distance 250 m. 
from the centre at least 2°5x10-" erg. Therefore, over 
surface A at 1 cm. from the source there must be an energy 
Zo x 107-4 x (25,000)7; on 0156 erg. 

As about 3:4 x 10! B particles leave a curie of radium C 
every second, there will be the same number of y pulses, and 
we have 3°4x 10x -0156, or 5x 108 ergs per second, as a 
very moderate estimate of the power of the y radiation. 

But the whole power of all the radiations from a gramme 
of radium is only 1°3 x 10° ergs per second! 

It therefore seems impossible to consider the radiation as 
a spherical shell with uniform energy over the surface, and 
also impossible to contemplate the y radiation as expanding 
conically. It must be linear, whether electromagnetic or 
corpuscular. As the y radiation is mainly independent of 
the concentration at the source, it does not seem possible 
to conjure up a train of pulses, or overlapping of pulses, or 
any such interference effects to account for the energy 
necessary for ionization. 

* Phys. Zeit. Sept. 15, 1910. 
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It seems, then, correct to speak of a y ray in the sense of 
a cefinite entity carrying energy in a linear path, unless, 
indeed, most of the energy of ionization comes from the 
molecule lonized, a view which is generally rejected. 

Summary. 

1. The value of the constant K’ for y rays, which may be 
given ls theoretical definition of the number of ions produced 
per cm.® per second ata distance of 1 ecm. from a curie of, 
radium ©, in air at atmospheric pressure, is 3°74 x 10°. 
The total number of ions per second which the y rays from a 
curie of radium C could produce in air at atmospheric pressure 
is peels iQ?°. 

2. Corresponding values for the 8 rays have been found 
Dmmately, namely, K=1°3 x 10”, and N=4:0 x 10". 

3. Hence, the total number of ions made by one 8 particle 
in an average flight from radium C in the atmosphere is 
ee) eG equivalent to about 48 1ons per cm. Hence, the 
B par ticle must pass through about 180 molecules for every 
one which it ionizes, if the radius of a molecule is 107° em. 
The values in (2) and (3) are only approximations. 

4, If the y ray is an entity with a linear path, the bond 
ions per entity are 3 x 10* for an average flight, and 1-2 ions 
per cm. of path. 

5. The heating effect of the Gand y rays may be calculated 
on the assumption that ionization is a measure of the energy 
expended. If a gramme of radium, and its four succeeding 
products, have a heating effect of 110 calories per hour, then 
the distribution is somewhat as follows :— 

OC Mays wr. ose . 103°5 calories. 

Sistas ke, ee } 2°0 . 
ele Gi A ye ere : 4°) a 

6. The energy expended in making an ion is calculated as 
5°2 x 107" erg, and the radius of the molecule as 46 x 10-8, 
a result which is of the right order, but probably too small. 

Montreal, 
April, LOI, 
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LIIJ. Note on the Production of Nuclet.in Air by Intense 
Cooling. By Gwitym Owen, J/.A., D.Sc., University of 
Liverpool*. 

[° a sealed glass bulb containing moist dust-free air be 
plunged into liquid air, a dense cloud may be seen 

forming inside the bulb. On removing the liquid air and 
allowing the bulb and contents to warm up to atmospheric 
temperature, the drops evaporate and the cloud disappears. 
This effect is, of course, the cloud-like condensation which 
©. T. R. Wilsonft has shown to take place when a moist 
dust-free gas is subjected to a sudden expansion of magnitude 
1-38, the nuclei of condensation being accidental aygregations 
of water-molecules which appear to be always present in 
saturated water-vapour. If a similar experiment be tried 
with a dry gas (such as is obtained from boiling liquid air), 
then no visible cloud can be observed on cooling the bulb in 
the way described. It has, however, been shownt that even 
in the dry gas large numbers of small particles are produced 
by the cooling process. These particles are not visible 
directly, but their presence can be shown by admitting some 
of the gas into a Wilson expansion apparatus § and subjecting 
it to a sudden expansion (of magnitude 1:15 about). The 
water-vapour in the expansion apparatus thus condenses 
round the invisible particles, and a dense cloud is obtained. 
It may also be remarked that so low a temperature as that 
of liquid air is not necessary for the production of these nuclei. 
A temperature of —120° C. is sufficient. 
Now it is obvious that no definite conclusion can be drawn 

regarding the origin and nature of these nuclei produced in 
a gas by intense cooling if there is any doubt as to the gas 
being really dry. For, if the gas contains only traces of 
moisture we may explain the effect as being due to the forma- 
tion (at the very low temperature) of aggregations of water- 
molecules, too small to be themselves visible, but yet 
sufficiently large to be in equilibrium and to act as conden- 
sation nuclei. 

On the other hand, if we suppose that the precautions 
taken by Owen and Hughes to obtain dry air warrant the 
assumption that the cooled gas was as free from water-vapour 
as it can possibly be obtained, then it is necessary to consider 
the view tentatively .suggested by them, namely, that the 

* Communicated by the Author. 
t+ C. T. R. Wilson, Phil. Trans. clxxxix. p. 265 (1897). 
t G. Owen & A. Ll. Hughes, Phil. Mag. Oct. 1907, June 1908. 
§ C. T. R. Wilson, Proc, Camb. Phil. Soc. p. 333 (1897). 
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nuclei are aggregations, not of water-molecules but of air- 
molecules, brought into existence by the approach of the gas 
to its condensing point; in other words, that the nuclei 
afford evidence of the occurence of incipient liquefaction in a 
gas at a temperature well above its real liquefying point. 

An experiment to decide definitely between these two views 
would appear to be impossible, for a perfectly dry gas has 
probably never been obtained. The present note, however, 
contains a brief account of a further attempt to eliminate 
traces of water-vapour from the gas experimented upon. 
The result obtained supports the view that the nuclei are 
agoregations of air-molecules. 

Owen and Hughes (loc. cit.) obtained their dry air from 
boiling liquid air. The same method was adopted in the 
present experiment, with this difference—that the air so 
obtained was sealed up in contact with P,O; for several 
weeks before it was subjected to the cooling process. The 
amount of water-vapour ultimately left in a closed space 
containing PO; is generally regarded as being extremely 
small. This method of drying a gas is, for example, sufficiently 
effective to stop entirely several chemical actions requiring 
the merest trace of moisture, such as the combination of 
hydrogen and chlorine under the influence of light. 

The arrangement used in the present experiment is shown 
in the figure. ‘The air to be cooled was contained in the 

glass bulb F some 5 ems. in diameter, connected by a wide 
tube to a second bulb E, which served to hold the P,O;. 
The globe H is the cloud-chamber, connected to a Wilson 
expansion apparatus, and in which the air is tested for the 
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presence of nuclei after the cooling process. H was con- 
nected to FG through the long capillary tube M, the object 
of which was to prevent diffusion of moisture from H into F 
during the operation of filling the latter with dry air. 
Before the P.O; was placed in the bulb E the whole appa- 
ratus to the left of G was thoroughly dried by allowing a 
current of dry air (obtained from the liquid air stored in A) 
to stream through for a considerable time, the tubes and 
bulbs meanwhile being strongly heated with a flame. Finally 
P.O; was introduced through K which was sealed off, and 
the taps D and G closed. The efficiency of this method of 
drying the apparatus was shown by the fact that the P,O; 
preserved indefinitely its dry and powdery condition. Hence 
no appreciable amount of moisture could have remained in 
the apparatus, even before the P.O; was introduced. 

After the airin EH, F had been in contact with the P,O; 
for three weeks, the bulb F was surrounded by liquid air for 
about one minute and then allowed to regain atmospheric 
temperature. Its contents were then quickly driven into the 
cloud-chamber in the following way. Some [quid air had 
previously been placed in A and allowed to boilaway through 
C until the space between A and D was wholly free from 
dusty air. The cloud-chamber and expansion apparatus had 
also been previously exhausted to a pressure of about half an 
atmosphere. ‘l’hus when F had regained atmospheric tem- 
perature, the taps D and G were opened and the air in the 
bulbs driven by a stream of dust-free air into the cloud- 
chamber. G was then closed and the pressure in H adjusted 
so as to admit of an expansion of about 1°15, corresponding 
to a pressure fall of some 10 cm. of mereury. The result 
of this expansion was a coloured cloud, showing that the 
severe cuoling process through which the well-dried air had 
passed had resulted in the formation of a very large number 
vf nuclei. 

jontrol experiments were carried out in exactly the same 
way, omitting only the cooling of the bulb F. Under these 
conditions no drops were seen in the cloud-chamber on 
expanding. 

One other point required testing beforehand. Simple 
calcu!ation showed that the pressure of the air in EF would 
fall to about half an atmosphere when IF was surrounded by 
the liquid air. Now this fall of pressure might conceivably 
liberate dusty air or other particles from the P,O,;. It was 
shown, however, in the following way that this complication 
did not occur. The dried air in EF was expanded from 
atmospheric pressure to half an atmosphere by connecting 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 22. No. 180. Oct. 1911. 22 
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the bulb with an exhausted chamber. Dust-free air from A 
was then admitted, and the air remaining in EF driven along 
into the cloud-chamber in the way already described. No 
cloud, not even a shower, was obtained on expanding, showing 
that the fall of pressure in the bulbs had not liberated nuclei 
from the P,O;. Thus the nuclei on which the coloured cloud 
was subsequently obtained must have been the result of the 
cooling process through which the air had passed. 

Conclusion. 

The experiment shows that if dust-free air, dried by 
standing for three weeks over phosphorus pentoxide, be 
cooled to a very low temperature, such as that of liquid arr, 
large numbers of small invisible nuclei are produced in the 
gas. It is difficult, however, to decide with absolute certainty 
whether these particles are aggregations of water-molecules 
or of air-molecules. Owen and Hughes, in their original 
papers, were led to suggest the latter, that is, the azr-molecule, 
hypothesis. The result of the experiment described in the 
present note supports that view. 

Uolt Physics Laboratory, 
University of Liverpool, 

April 7, 1911. 

LIV. Molecular Attraction and the Properties of Liquids. 
By R. D. Kieeman, D.Se., B.A., Mackinnon Student of 
the Royal Society, and Clerk Maxwell Student of the 
University of Cambridge”. 

N a previous paper the writer has shown that an infinite 
number of equations can be obtained connecting the 

internal heat of evaporation or surface tension of a liquid 
with its temperature, density, and density of the saturated 
vapour f. These equations can be deduced by means of the 
law of attraction between molecules obtained from the 
surface tension of liquids on giving the arbitrary function 
in the law various appropriate forms. On equating the 
various expressions obtained for the surface tension or 
Jatent heat, useful equations equations connecting the other 
quantities relating to a liquid may be obtained t. Hxamples 
of the foregoing results are given in the papers quoted. The 
subject will be further developed in this paper. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Phil. Mag. Jan. 1911, pp. 88-102. 
¢ Phil. Mag. March 1911, p. 362. 
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As we shall frequently have to refer to the general 
equations for the internal heat of evaporation and surface 
tension deduced in a previous paper, they will be placed in 
this paper in a form convenient for our purpose. The heat 
of evaporation L is given by the equation 

p= Eva) of 8) g( 2.2). Bete 
N,W,U,v ETS cal 

A/a. le eae bh xr3(n+w 
a (2m) Xb f He > | + (7) a eA aed e ° ° (1) 

m N, W, U,V HO ye Zo 

where 

- 2 =ar/{n +w)?+w +r}, 
and 

2o= lyn Vi (n+u)?+w +r, 

m denotes the molecular weight of the liquid, and 2,/m, the 
sum of the square roots of the atomic weights of a molecule, 
T is the temperature of the liquid and T, the critical 
temperature, x, and 2 are the distances of separation of the 
molecules of the liquid and saturated vapour respectively, 
and w, the distance at the critical temperature. If the 
critical density and the density of the liquid and saturated 
vapour be denoted by p,, p;, and ps respectively, we have 

m\/3 m\1/3 m\1/3 
Le ={ — 9 &g=|—- p) and = — S 

Pe Pl P2 

The symbol | ", y im the equation is an integral and 
nN, W, U, v 

summation operator between given limits applying to the 
quantities , w, «, and v, on its right-hand side: we are not 
concerned with its exact form in this paper. This equation 
follows from an investigation by the writer *, taking the 
attraction between two molecules to be given by 

.( r) | i 7h 
ae Il g 

where z is their distance of separation. This law of 
attraction was deduced from surface tension and heat of 
evaporation data, which leaves the form of the function 

wawAh : 
—, — ) arbitrary f. do (~ 7) itrary f 

* Phil. Mag. May 1910, pp. 793-795. 
+ Loe. cit. pp. 791-793. 

Ze 2 
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Similarly we have for the surface tension » the equation 

Nise oe Se Ww, U, VU) ; } go(Z er) : anh ° : (2) 6 

=12 

where 

212=LaV {(ntuw)y+tw+r}, 

1/3 

and fa=(— hl » and { 3 pale as before, 
Pir P2 N, W, U, v 

denotes an operator between given limits. This equation 
follows from an investigation given in the same paper as 
that on the heat of evaporation. 

The various forms of the arbitrary function that satisfy 
the above equations must be found by trial: we have already 
referred to some examples at the beginning of the paper. 
But it will be easily seen that we can give the function 
almost any form we please provided its real values are not 
restricted to lie between certain limits, and it contains a 
sufficiently large number of terms or independent constants. 
Further, the equations enable us to determine the nature of 
the constants In any empirical relation of the heat of 
evaporation or surface tension with other quantities, by giving 
the arbitrary function a form that gives the relation required 
and comparing the constants obtained with those contained 
in the empirical relation. Iixamples of this will be given in 
this paper. 

Surface Tension. 
If we put 

Zag vil ciaanystite 
b( O25 |= a(1+% = Tate 5 

in the formula for the cone tension, we obtain 

el) ( aT ils 
r=( <s Cy 1+ ting + ++ +p 

where a, 4, £;..., are constants which are the same for 
all liquids. An equation of the form 7=A(1+TB) has 
already been used by physicists to represent the surface 
tension, and found to agree approximately with the facts. 
The former of the above equations indicates the nature of 
the constants involved. 

Before proceeding it will be of importance to consider a 
point in connexion w vith testing the truth of relations deduced 
theoretically. It may happen—and in most cases does 
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happen—that the empirical relation is of such a form that 
the relative value of the constants may be varied over a 
considerable range without affecting the agreement of the 
relation with the facts. In that case, slight errors in the 
data used may give rise to constants ee are far from 
being equal to those deduced theoretically. ‘The proper way 
therefore, to test whether the theoretical constants fit in 
with the iets is to assume that they do and then determine 
whether the constants which are to be the same for each 
substance (numerical factors) approximately fulfil that 
condition. In cannot be too strongly emphasized in this 
kind of work that starting out with some law and deducing 
relations from it, their good or bad agreement with the facts 
may in part be due to the mathematical form of the relations 
in connexion with the experimental errors of the quantities 
involved. 

D 
Van der Waals has proposed the equation A=C (1- = 

for the surface tension and applied it to the facts*. It was 
found that D is very nearly the same for the substances 
examined, viz., ethyl oxide, benzene, methyl formate, chloro- 
benzene, ‘carbon- tetrachloride, being equal to about 1:23; 
while the values found for C were 57°68, 69°02, 64°57, 67° 14, 
and 64°71, respectively. Assuming D constant the equation 
is obtained by putting 

in the general equation for the surface tension ; which gives 

O=1(PEV mn), 
m 

where b is a constant. The values of C for the above 
substances are thus proportional to 9°6x10~*, 12x 107°, 
9-8 x 107°, 109x107, and 10°6 x 107°, respectively. These 
values are approximately proportional to those given by 
Van der Waals. 

z4 aT 
d= Sta 1— 5 ary ia ee .) 

If we put 

the equation for the surface tension becomes 

ee oe my ( Ae a ae 

se ee ae 
* Zeitsch. f. phys. Chemie, xiii. p. 716 (1894). 

i 
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By means of equation (5) it may be transformed into 

x 2/3 
rA=k PiamP2 Cam Tea) Ceihewie e ° e e ° ° a) Oa () 

where k, a, &c., are universal constants. If we neglect the 
powers of T higher than the first and put a=1, the equation 
ior low temperatures becomes 

thy Py ais 

=k (*) leet 
which is Edtvos’ famous equation. Jt is known that it does 
not agree well with the facts near the critical point. The 
preceding equation shows what modifications must be 
introduced to obtain a better agreement. Hquation (1) is 
the fundamental form of Hdétvos’ equation based on the 
Jaw of attraction between molecules. The writer found 
that a good agreement is usually obtained by retaining only 
the first power of T, and giving @ an appropriate value. 
This is shown by Table I. which contains the value of & for 

TABLE I. 

Etnyt Oxtbe. Metuyt Formate, 
a=1:006. a— L003: 

ne k. sf ee ae 123 Ate k. 

993 | 211 | 383 | 2:06 || 293 | 1-99} 383 | 198 
313 | 211 | 393 | 2-06 | 303 | 1-99] 393 | 1-99 
303 | 2-09 | 403 | 2:03 |) 313 | 1-99] 403 | 1:98 
333 | 207] 403 | 2:05 || 323 | 1:99] 413 | 2-02 
343 | 2:07 | 423 | 2-02 || 338 | 1:99 | 423 | 1-97 
353 | 2:07 | 433 | 2:03 || 343 | 1:99 | 438 | 196 
363 | 2-07 | 443 | 2:05 || 353 | 1:99| 443 | 1-95 
373 | 2:07 | 453 | 2:07 || 363 | 1:99] 453 | 195 

373 | 1:99] 463 | 1-92 

two liquids calculated by the above formula, giving « the 
values placed at the top of the table. The data used for 
the calculations were taken from a paper by Ramsay and 
Shields *. It will be seen that & is practically independent 
of the temperature and nature of the liquid. The values of 
« for the substances ethyl acetate, carbon tetrachloride, 

* Phil. Trans. R. Soc. A. vol. clxxxiv, p. 647 (1898). 
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benzene, and chlorobenzene were found to be equal to 1:003, 

1-004, 1:002, and 1:104, respectively ; they are practically 

equal to one another, as they should be, and differ little from 
unity. The fundamental form of Hotvos’ equation, it will 
be seen, gives X= 0 at the critical point. 

It may be mentioned that a fair agreement with the facts 

is also obtained by using the empirical equation 

k 5, | 
ate cpr kl 1). 

m 
= 

Another equation for the surface tension of interest may 
be pointed out here. If gy is put equal to 

1 ‘ r 

Be .) 
Le. ( ae 

in the surface tension equation we obtain 

Verpaie Be fal 0 \¥8 aT 

r=e(T) (Vm) ) (1+ ee i ) 

By means of equation (6) it may be transformed into 

\ 1/8 T 
XK peer (1 sad ie 

P P1— P2 7 ii 

where K is a universal constant. At corresponding states 
; x =e 1/3 

we should therefore have that aaa) has the same 
P Te 

value for all liquids. That this is approximately the case is 
shown by Table II. 

JUNG owe GO 

2Te ] 3 

Sipe Pe ee mM. Pe- BS (m2) i 
| Pe Vb 

| 

GSI en See ee 311-7} 14:19] -6857| 74 | 36-28] 84107? 

Methyl formate ...... 324-7 | 19-80) 9250) 60: | 56°62| 87 ,, 

Carbon tetrachloride. | 371°0| 16°69 |1-4285| 154 | 4497| 78 ,, 

West iool| TS 1 °47°89| Si 4, 

17°78 | 9544 | 112°5| 4462) 81 ,, 
| 
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Whittaker * has shown that rA—T as =H=KLT, where 

Hi is the potential energy per cm.’ of liquid surface, and K 
is a constant which depends only on the nature of the 

1/3) 3/2 
liquid. . The writer has shown that K=M ak 

2 : c 

M=5:57x 107°. We will now find the form of the arbitrary 
function in the law of molecular attraction to which this 
relation corresponds. From equation (4) we have 

(2 /m,)’, 

where A, and A, are each the same for corresponding states 
being functions of ¢2, which in A, is a function of nm, and ng, 
und in A, a function of nz and n3, where p;= pc, pP2= 2p; 
and [T=n,;I,. We have therefore : 

> where 

noAl3 p48 

4/3 i (AAs 
ny) mils 

aq l/3. py 2/ 4/3 

B= LT =(Ai-A 2 a ) (> 4/1)’. mW ays BE 
Jt 22h) n2/3\m 

By means of equation (3) we obtain 

; 2 
B=,-15 = {«"(1— | =n 1+ My \? dx!" 

Ny ny ding 

=a 2m (— dny 1 a3 P1 @ SA ane ny nm dnz no dng m (4 Vn)" 
lil} 1 : thy where «'” is a function of $5, and this a function of mM; and 

(ny—n,). If the above two expressions for E be equated we 
get an equation containing ,, ns, and ng only, as should be 
the case since ¢, is a function of these quantities. The form 
of ¢, to which the above relation corresponds is therefore 
that which reduces this equation to an identity. 

Internal Heat of Evaporation. 

Suppose we substitute 

Be aT T? a(t 5 i or + edtin) 

for ¢, in the general equation for the internal heat of 
evaporation. We then obtain 

| /m,)? /37 ( aT BT? \ 

=e pe t+ + Te at ee), 

ae Roy. Soc. A. vol. Ixxxi. p. 21 (1908); Phil. Mag., July 19 09 
p. 89. 
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an equation that is sometimes useful. Since the heat of 
evaporation is zero at the critical point we must have 

lta+tB+y+...=0. 

An interesting case is cbtained when @, is put equal to 
1 

vue (7) in the general equation for the heat of evaporation, 
T, 

fete : At 
where (i ) is a function of The equation then becomes 

ef a ; = dl 

eles EVA $-(y,) 
where c, is a numerical constant. Substituting this value of 
L i Clapeyron’s equation 

aft dp | 
t=(7-7) (ar?) 

where p denotes the pressure of the saturated vapour, we 
obtain 

28 Ba ib dp ; 
¢1(24/m,)? (c (qr) al ae = OE: Dis abe 22) 

Dividing by T, and integrating we obtain 

? ti; Tae Pe ae T aT 

= =C+ ex(Sv/mn)*(**) (o.(7). 72? 

where © is an arbitrary constant whose value can be 
obtained in terms of the critical quantities by applying the 
equation to the critical point. By choosing the form of 

dz (5) that the above integral can be evaluated we 

can pass at once from a formula for the internal heat of 
evaporation to one connecting p and T, and in whick all the 
constants are determined. 

If we are given an empirical relation connecting p and T 
we can determine the nature of the constants it contains by 
means of equation (2). This is best illustrated by an 
example. Let us take the equation 

2 
ih 

which perhaps better than any other agrees with the facts *. 

log p=A— Clog T, 

* Winkelmann’s Handbuch der Physik, Warme, sec. edition, p. 957. 
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Substituting for p from this equation in equation (2) we 
oltain 

evar(2) (n= 
It will be seen that the right-hand side of this equation must 

be a function of the ratio -_ and we therefore have that 

B=aT,, where a and C are universal constants. Further, 
e4 contains the factor Tf, and therefore 

AT? = ¢(24/m)° ey 
Me 

The vapour pressure equation then becomes 

log p=log( Tee(3 ¢(24/m,)" @y ae — Clog T. 

The corresponding equation for the internal heat of 
evaporation is 

(Sa ayer! a) L=(--7)« e(2/m,)° (F y"(r) « 
By equating two different formule for 7 shun heat 

of evaporation we obtain a relation between the quantities 
T, Te, pis P2, and pe. We have already given examples of 
this in a previous paper. Since the equation for the heat 
of evaporation may within certain restrictions be given any 
form we please, this applies also to the equations obtained 
in the above way. An example which is of interest will be 
given in this paper. Let us put 

Z Aes peat Es.) 
in the general equation for the ei of evaporation, and we 
obtain 

aT 

aa 

ie Jeet 

L=(p.—p)a(1+ 0 +40 + oe en ma)? 
one 2 mils 

where ¢, is a numerical constant. An equation for the heat 
of evaporation which we have already established * is 

Sy re 
(= Vv my) , 
mil p28 

where cs; is a numerical constant. Hquating these two 

* Phil. Mag. Oct. 1910, p. 678. 

Li = ¢3 (py? —p’s) 
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values of L we obtain 

77 Mey hi : 
pit pik pr( 1+ 7 tie t a 

where k is a numerical constant. If the terms containing 
higher powers of T than the first be omitted, the equation 
expresses what is known as Cailletet and Mathias’ linear 
diameter law. This law agrees well with the facts. The 
nature of the constants in the equation, it may be pointed 
out, are the same as would be obtained by applying the 
equation to the critical and the absolute zero of temperature. 

We have thus another simple equation for the internal heat 
of evaporation, viz., 

EN Cfo 
L= ex(p1—p)(1+ rT): vm) Jie. 

mils 

According to this equation is proportional to 

SV)? 
mis 

for all liquids at corresponding states. That this is the case is 

shown by Table III., which contains the values of for 
Pigs 

TAsie ITT. 

= | ea pci/s —\O ne | 
L. =v m, Pe pio. mils (= Vm) OEE 

1D (as) ee res 75'44| 27-84] -2604)| 110-0) 122°8 

Carbon tetrachloride. | 39°87 | 27°30! °5576; 27'9 | 276 

evento. ena 81-73| 26°76) -3045| 103-7. 105-9 

Methyl formate ...... 92'85| 18:92| 3489] 1003, 922 

Chicrobenceno mee 65-88 31°72| -3654| 69-0 67-3 

r 

temperatures of ae obtained from the values of L calculated 

| ep ye /2 
by Mills*, and the values of (Ba/m,)?Pel") multiplied by 5711. mi 
The agreement between the two sets of values is fairly good. 

* Journ. of Phys. Chem. vol, viii. p. 405 (1904). 
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The Values of some Corresponding Quantities. 
The various formule that we have deduced from the law 

of attraction between molecules given at the beginning of the 
paper, contain a number of constants each of which has the 
same value for all liquids at corresponding temperatures, 
being functions of the arbitrary function in the law of attrac- 
tion. Expressions for these constants can be found when 
the formule apply to a liquid and its saturated vapour, that 
is, when the state of the substance is a function of the 
temperature only. We are enabled to do this owing to the 
fact that an infinite number of equations can be found con- 
necting the internal heat of evaporation and surface tension 
with other quantities. We have already deduced some 
results along this line* ; we are now able to improve upon 
and extend them. 

The fundamental equation for the surface tension deter- 
mined directly from the law of attraction between molecules 
is 

r=n"(—P) Nm 
where «’’’ is a constant which is the same for all liquids at 
corresponding temperatures f. In subsequent transforma- 
tions we will use the relations py=1p., po=nopc, T=n,T,, 
P=Ngpc, and pyo=bp,, the quantities nj, Ne, nz, m, and b being 
of course the same for all liquids at corresponding states. At 
the absolute zero we then have 

! 

1) 0° De TG) ye Saat aye iene No = Ko!’ ana (> 4/m,)? = as esi (p1 p2) (= Vm)? 
MW 

Kw" (n,; —n\? 
A= { emf b ‘) tno = aro 

and therefore 

where » is the same for all liquids at corresponding states. 
Another value for ~ may be obtained from one of the infinite 
number of subsidiary surface tension relations that can be 
found. Let us take the modified relation of Edtvos given in 
this paper. At the absolute zero this becomes 

673 9.2/8 . h:b2/3 (pi yon fap 

ms ©" (ny— ng PF(1—an3) m7 
and we therefore deduce 

(ok 2/3 
A= LUA = + gaa(™—72) (1 —ans) bro 

* Phil. Mag. Oct. 1910, pp. 491-510,. 
+ Phil. Mag. May 1910, p. 798. 

No= Ly (i aa aT) ? 
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On equating the two values of w indicated we obtain an 
expression for «'”’, 

An infinite number of expressions for «'’’ can thus be 
obtained ; and we cannot therefore determine the form of the 
arbitrary function in the law of attraction from one of them. 
This remark applies also to the other constants that will be 
considered. 

The general equation for the internal heat of evaporation 
deduced from the law of attraction between molecules is 

es { a,(2') a oe Et cay 

where A, and A, are each the same for all liquids at corres- 
ponding states *. At the ay ZeYO oe us equation becomes 

Ly = (Ay m*? —Agn i) 7 ~ = ES ane 

”. 54/3 4/3 

= (Ad'- — Ay!’ ms | a 

a 

@ Vm) ¥ 

where A,’ is the value of A, and Ay” that of A, at the 
absolute zero, Since the first of the above equations may be 
written 

ny" mils 

ae 

L=(A.— Aga ale (= /m,)?, 
mi 

we have 

IL. (Ayn,18 — Aynot?) =nL 

(A214? — Ag!'n. 9/3 )h4/3 re 

where 7 is the same for all liquids at corresponding tempera- 
tures. ‘To obtain another value for 7 let us take the equation 

L=C(p,?—p.”), 

where C depends only on the nature of the liquid t+. At the 
absolute zero we then have 

In= = Cp, pace (PrP (pr — Pa °) ‘ 

Ny 2 ng? 
and tuerefore 

i oa Lo=7Lo. 

On equating these two expressions for 7 an expression for 5 P Ui] if 
4/3 

Nig” 
Nees Nena 
( 1 wae 

in terms of n, and , is obtained. 

* Phil. Mag. May 1910, pp. 794-79 
uh JE Mag. Oct. 1910, p. 678. 

ee 
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From thermodynamics and the law of attraction we obtain 

T=1(")" (& vm). ts ee 
mm 

where H? has the same value for all liquids at corresponding 
temperatures *. At the critical point the equation becomes 

4/3 css 2 4/3 eee 

TH") (Sf my)? on, i bs) (2 n/m)”, ny*/3\m 

and therefore 

and 

Waquation (5) was proved for low temperatures, but it will be 
easily seen that if it holds for one corresponding temperature 
of a number of liquids it will hold for all temperatures, and 
the value of H? is that given above. 

From thermodynamics and the law of attraction we also 
have 

p\i3 cae 
p=we(2) (S./m,), | 

where M? is the same for all liquids at corresponding tem- 
peratures t+. At the critical temperature this equation 
becomes 

VO jo 
pe=Me() (= im) = So (S/m) 5) 

and therefore 

The values of the quantities n,, nj, nz and 4, in the above 
equations, may be expressed in terms of one of them along 
the lines indicated ia a previous paper { and in this paper. 

The Law of Attraction between Molecules stated in 
a more Greneral Form. 

The law of attraction given at the beginning of the paper 
we would expect on account of its generality to represent the 
facts only approximately in some cases. We have seen in 

* Phil. Mag. Oct. 1909, p. 509; and May 1910, p. 787. 
+ Phil. Mag. Dec. 1909, p. 903; and May 1910, p. 788. 
{ Phi. Mag. March 1911, p. 325. 
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previous papers that a better agreement with the facts is often 
obtained by using }C, instead of S4/m, the values C, being 
deduced from the experimental data. But the values of C, 

thus found differ little from those of /m,. It appears there- 
fore that } 4/m, should strictly be written } am,, where « 
denotes a constant depending on the nature of the atom. A 
better agreement of the law of attraction with the facts would 
obviously now be obtained on deducing the average values of 
a corresponding to each atom from all the available data. 
But it is probable that a still better agreement would be 
obtained by dealing with substances in groups, for it is very 
probable that the values of « are constant for the atoms of 
substances belonging to the same chemical group, but differ 
from group to group, or generally that the properties of « run 
parallel with the purely chemical properties of the substances. 

The fitth power of z in the law might perhaps in some cases 
be replaced by some other power giving a better agreement 
with the facts. But the application of the law to the facts 
shows that the modified powers of z would differ very little 
from the fifth. 

The form of the arbitrary function in the law very probably 
also depends somewhat on the nature of the substances under 
consideration. Since the law of corresponding states follows 

~ 

if the function is one of the ratios — and — ,and is thesame 
di ne 

for all substances *, a deviation from the law would indicate 
a change in the form of the arbitrary function. It will very 
probably be found when sufficient reliable data for comparison 
are available, that the substances which havea very low critical 
temperature do not fit in very well with the other substances 
in respect to the law of corresponding states. 

A more general expression for the law of attraction between 
two molecules is therefore 

Reg S,/am,)? 

vege 3). Sen Xe 

where a, y, and W are quantities which depend to a certain 
extent on the nature of the substance under consideration, 
but which as a rule differ very little from unity. The 
quantities a, y, and yy are probably each the same for each 
group of substances possessing similar chemical properties, 
and otherwise are intimately connected with the chemical 
constitution of substances. 

It should be observed that when a good agreement of the 

* Phil. Mag. March 1911, pp. 336-341. 
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formule deduced from the law of attraction is not obtained, 
this may be due in some cases to the molecules of the sub- 
stance under consideration being polymerized, and the 
necessary factors of the molecular weight, etc., taking this 
into account not having been introduced. 

The Fundamental Relations. 

Traube* has shown that the molecular volume of a molecule 
in a liquid at the absolute zero is proportional to 2 Wm. The 
nolecular volume at any temperature of a liquid may there- 
fore, according to the law of corresponding states, be written 

mat 2 ea TER p1 a 4 CO NS ees chose etey oc (7) 

e e e 1 e 

where u is a universal constant. If we substitute for ~ in 

eyuations (3) (4) (5) (6) from equation (7) we obtain expres- 
sions for T, », L, and A,in terms of mj, 71,9, nz, and n4, and T.,p., 
Xo, Lio, in terms of m,. This shows that we need not look for any 
further fundamental relations connecting the above quantities 
than the equations (3), (4), (9), (6), (7), for we could not 
expect the expression for the critical constants of a substance 
to involve fewer and more fundamental quantities than the 
atomic weights of a molecule. Kquation (7) expresses an 
independent fundamental law, and equations (3), (4), (5) and 
(6) are obtained from the law of attraction between molecules 
given at the beginning of the paper and the laws of thermo- 
dynamics. But it is found that the equations obtained on 
making the above substitution agree only roughly with the 
facts. This is due partly to the law of Traube being only 
approximately true, strictly it should be written 

Pi oy 

where @ is a constant which depends probably on the consti- 
tution of the molecule. If the more general law of attraction 
is used in deducing equations (3), (4),(5) and (6), and «and 
£8 are determined from some of the experimental data, a much 
better agreement with the facts is at once obtained. The 
values of p., T., and p. would then for example be propor- 
tional to 

m OS Gye (% Yam)? bee ae sa —+—, and ——=——~., 
>VBm (> 78m)? (& / 8m)" 

respectively. 
* Phys. Zeit. Oct. 1909, p. 667. 
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Other Relations. 

The equations (3), (4), (5), (6), and (7) are the funda- 
mental equations giving the relations between the quantities 
which they contain, and it should therefore be possible to 
reduce all other empirical relations between these quantities 
to one of these equations. We will illustrate this by some 
examples, 

Walden * has shown that the expression is equal to 
mr 

pre 
the same constant for all liquids at their boiling-points, where 
xv is the sum of the maximum valencies of the atoms of a 
molecule. Substituting for % in this expression from equa- 
tion (3), and >} Vm, for Sv, since these quantities are 
approximately equal to one another }t, we obtain, since the 

boiling-points are approximately corresponding points, that 

sap Ym, is a constant. This, it will be seen, is Traube’s 
m 
law. 1D) 

Walden also showed that =. is constant at the boiling- 

point, where L is the (total) heat of evaporation. Now the 
work done during evaporation is the same fraction of the 
internal heat of evaporation for all liquids at corresponding 
temperatures (see “ Heat of Evaporation,” this paper), and we 
may therefore substitute for L from equation (4), and sub- 

stituting for \ as before the expression becomes (2) . Now 

this is approximately constant as 7! does not vary much with 
mm 

the nature of the liquid. To conform to equations (3) and 

(4) the above expression should be written when it eel ei 
Am?2/3 ? 

will at once reduce to a constant on substituting for X and hh. 

Walden states in his paper that = is equal to the same 

constant for all liquids at their boiling-points. But this 
happens to apply only to the liquids mentioned in his paper. 
The quantity is found to be by no means constant when all 
the available data are considered. Its properties have been 
discussed in a paper by the writer {, in which a meaning of 
its constancy in the case of some liquids will be found. 

* Zeit. fiir phys. Chemie, vol. Ixy. 1908-1909, pp. 257-261. 
+ Phys. Zeit. Oct. 1909, p. 667; Phil. Mag. May 1910, pp. 784-788. 
t¢ Phil. Mag. Dec. 1910, p. 905. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 22. No. 130. Oct. 1911. 2Q 
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Deductions from the Law of Molecular ss 

Further results will now be obtained depending on the 
eneral law of attraction given at the beginning of the paper. 
Substituting the value of “L from equation (4) in Clapeyron’s 
equation we obtain for the limiting form of the equation at 
the critical point 

dp eae — yas? 

al =Pet (> my) 2a(C P) ot 1 pb 

+ Ae Bos (2 Vim)? : 

where we have put ee P2=£p;, and A,—a universal 
constant—for the limiting value of A;. By means of equa- 
tion (6) the above equation than 

dp € 
(Fr) =o. aaa) =a. We say, 

where M,? is a eT constant. The value of W, may 
be expressed 1 in a more convenient form. Kquating the value 
of L given by the fundamental equation (4) with that given 
by the equation 

ie KART log () 
m P2 

(one of the infinite number of subsidiary equations that can 
be obtained for the heat of evaporation), we obtain for the 
limiting value of A, the expression . 

RK,Tem4? 3 

(S/ my)? p04! pct? Ge 

By means of equation (5) this oe 

‘<) 

Now from equations (5) and (6) we have 

This equation applied to the facts Bice 

_ Rp. T, 
Pein FT 
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(Young and Thomas’ law), and therefore 

lal 

M? 
The value of W, thus becomes (1 +3°7K,), and since 
K,=1°'75 we obtain finally 

oF) = Ber. Fi ae T.! a 

The above equation has already been put forward as an 
empirical relation by Dieterici *, who finds that 

a 
avy oom 

(Sin) = B74, 
and thus agrees well with the equation deduced theoretically. 

eee fie 

Pes 

which may be written 

at the critical point may be obtained 
dL 

The value of e value of FA 

from the law of attraction between molecules. From equa- 
tion (4) we have 

(Vm)? £4Ay yg dAa, yn, Ardpy’? doy _ Aodpo'® dps 
i pas |) ee aie te ht ae on ad iy 

A ate ayae 1 
Now M=$( qe ee) = te m=) 

and 
Lee. iI 

oe B)= tm =) 

_ ¢b3; 1 _ dds px 

and therefore 

and 

dT ding ip dng p» FANG 

From thermodynamics we have 

a, Das aa 
at the critical point. It will now be easily seen that at the 

critical point ap =O 

* Ann. der Physik, vol. xii. 1908, p. 144. — 
2Q2 
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Consequences of an Even Distribution of Matter in Space. 

In previous papers the writer * has deduced formule on 
the supposition that matter does not consist of molecules but 
is evenly distributed in space. On making the additional 
supposition that the internal heat of evaporation consists only 
of the work done against the attraction of the elements of 
matter upon one another, it was shown, for example, that 
Lypi:=P’n, where Px; is the intrinsic pressure of the liquid 
and L, the internal heat of evaporation of unit mass into a 
vacuum. At low temperatures, when the density of the 
vapour is small in comparison with that of the liquid, L, is 
the ordinary heat of evaporation. The result is independent 
of the law of attraction between the elements of matter. The 
subject will be extended in this paper. 

From the above result it follows that the heat of evapora- 

tion is given by the expression (2 = ao where Pre 
1 2 : 

denotes the intrinsic pressure of the aha vapour and py 
its density. If we put Pny=xP», and substitute the above 
expression in Clapeyron’s equation we obtain 

ers 1 IL d 
Pn(=—= = \) = Gas ) 

s P1 a (pee (Dh aie 

At the critical point « becomes equal to unity and the equa- 

tion becomes Px, = pe— Use , where Px, denotes the intrinsic 

pressure at the critical point. Now we have seen in a 
previous part of the paper that at the critical point 

Oi 
ea = 75 Pes 

and thus Pane = —6°*5 Des 
The above expression for the intrinsic pressure may be 

written in a different form. The attraction between two 
elements of matter dz may be written p?W(dz)?. d(a, T), 
where «x is the distance of separation of the elements, p the 
density of the matter, and W a constant depending on its 
nature. ‘The expression for the internal heat of evaporation 
given in a previous paper t now becomes WKp, where K is 
the same for all matter. If K is constant, that is, if the 
attraction does not depend on the temperature, the intrinsic 
pressure may be written Zp?, where Z depends only on 
the nature of the liquid. Now the intrinsic pressures 

* Phil. Mag. June 1910, p. 840, and Oct. p. 665. 
t+ Loe. cit. 
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obtained from the preceding expressions very nearly obey this 
law. Thus the values of the intrinsic pressures in atmo- 
spheres for ether at the temperatures 273° and 373°, given by 
the expression Lp, are 2664 and 1546, while the value at the 
critical point is 235°8. The ratio of these values to the 
corresponding values of p,’ are 4916, 4148, and 3472, 
respectively, and thus approximately constant. Thus although 
matter consists of molecules, a liquid behaves approximately 
as if the matter were evenly distributed in space, and the 
attraction independent of the temperature. 

Since the density of a liquid at the absolute zero is about 
4 times that at the critical temperature, the intrinsic pressure 
in the former case.is about 16 times that in the latter. 

It is of interest that the intrinsic pressure term in Van der 
Waals’ equation of state is of the same formas the above, and 
thus corresponds to an even distribution of matter in space. 
A better agreement of the above expression with the facts 

is obtained by writing p?*? instead of p?. Since the intrinsic 
pressure is for all liquids at corresponding states the same 
multiple of the critical pressures, its general equation must 
take the form 

2°33 
P,= Ae ce ye 

The value of A when P, is expressed in atmospheres is 
6:92: 

Since L,=WKop, in the case of a liquid, we have 
L,= W Kp, in the case of its saturated vapour, and therefore 

Ly _ 1 
L, Pe 

From Clapeyron’s equation we have 

“ dp at it ia i nom 2)(2—2) 
and hence 

b= (13 »), and Ly= = (Ton —P). 

i 
since the ratio iL, from these equations is the same as that 

2 

given by the above equation. These equations must hold if 
matter is evenly distributed in space ; from what has gone 
betore we would expect them to agree approximately with 
the facts. } 

They afford a test sometimes whether matter is evenly 
distributed in space. For example, the values of p, and p 
for the vapour of water at zero are the same as for the 
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dp vapour -of ice, but a7 is larger and Ly smaller tn the ease of 

ice than in the case of water. The equations cannot there- 
fore agree with the facts in each case, which indicates that 
the matter is not evenly distributed in space in one or both 
cases. 

Cambridge, March 10th, 1911. 

LV. Production of Helium by Radium. By Prof. B. B. 
Bottwoop and Prof. E. RutHerrorp, F.2.S.* 

Introduction. 

HE connexion of helium with the transformation of 
radioactive material has been a problem of great 

interest and importance for the past eight years, and has 
been the subject of a number of investigations. 

In 1908, Rutherford and Soddy + advanced the theory of 
the disintegration of radioactive matter and suggested that 
the helium, which occurs in such relatively large quantities 
in radioactive minerals, was probably one of the products 
of transformation of the radio-elements contained in these 
minerals. In 1903, Ramsay and Soddy { showed experi- 
mentally that helium could be obtained from a salt of radium 
and that helium was produced from the emanation of radium. 
In these early experiments, the helium was present in minute 
quantity and was detected by spectroscopic tests. These 
observations were shortly afterwards confirmed by a number 
of independent experimenters. Somewhat later Debierne 
found that helium was produced also from preparations of 
actinium. 

At the time of the discovery of the production of belium 
by radium, it was of fundamental importance to fix the 
position of helium in the general scheme of radioactive 
transformations. .In 1903, Rutherford§ showed that the 
a rays emitted by radium consisted of positively charged 
particles moving with a high velocity. The determination 
of e/m—the ratio of the charge to the mass of the 2 particle— 
indicated that the « particle was of atomic dimensions and 
of apparent mass about twice that of the hydrogen atom. 

* A preliminary note on the subject was communicated by the 
Authors to the Manch. Lit. and Phil. Soc. No. 6, 1909. The complete 
paper was published in the Wiener Berichte, cxx. Il. a, March 1911. 

+ Phil. Mag. [6] vol. iv. p. 582 (1902). 
{ Proc. Roy. Soc. vol. lxxii. p. 204 (1908). 
§ Phil. Mag. [6] vol. v. p. 177 (1908). 
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From the beginning it seemed probable that, if the a particles 
consisted of any known kind of matter, they must either be 
charged molecules of hydrogen or charged atoms of helium ; 
and Rutherford * had pointed out, immediately after the 
production of helium from radium had been experimentally 
demonstrated, that the source of the helium was in all 
probability the accumulated « particles expelled from radium 
and its products. On this hypothesis, making use of the 
imperfect data available at that time, an estimate was made 
of the rate of production of helium by one gram of radium 
in equilibrium, which indicated that the amount of helium 
produced per year should be between 20 and 200 cubic 
millimetres. 7 

The importance of determining the true nature of the 
a particles led to a more accurate measurement of the 
velocities and the values of e/m of the « particles expelled 
from the different types of active matter. The value of e/m 
was found to be 5070 electromagnetic units f. 

The results indicated that the @ particle was either a 
hydrogen molecule carrying a single ionic charge or a helium 
atom carrying two ionic charges (the latter possibility being 
considered the more probable), and suggested that helium 
was a product of transformation of all types of radioactive 
matter emitting «-rays. 

The question was further investigated by Rutherford and 
Geiger f, who developed a method of directly counting the 
a particles emitted by a radioactive substance. It was 
found § that one gram of radium itself emitted 3°4 x 10” 
a particles per second and that radium in equilibrium with 
its three «-ray products emitted four times this number. At 
the same time the charge carried by each « particle was found 
to be 9:3x107!° electrostatic unit. From the various 
evidence, it was concluded that the « particles did carry two 
unit charges, and that the value of the unit charge, 7. e. the 
charge carried by the hydrogen atom, was 4°65 x 10-" elec- 
trostatic unit. The final proof of the connexion of the 
« particles with the helium atom was supplied by Rutherford 
and Royds ||, who showed that helium always accumulated 
when «@ particles were allowed to penetrate into vacuous 
space or into solid matter. It was thus definitely proved 

* Nature, vol. Ixvili. p. 366 (1903). 
+ Rutherford, Phil. Mag. vol. xii. p. 858 (1906). 
{ Proc. Roy. Soc. vol. Ixxxi. p. 151 (1908). 
§ Proc. Roy. Soc. vol. lxxxi. p. 162 (1908). 
|| Phil. Mag. vol. xvii. p. 281 (1909). 
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that the @ particle is a projected atom of helium which carries 
two unit charges. 

Rutherford and Geiger * calculated the rate of production 
of helium by radium to be expected on the basis of the above 
data. One gram of radium in equilibrium expels 13°6 x 10" 
# particles, i.e. atoms of helium, per second. Taking the 
charge carried by the hydrogen atom as 4°65 x 107”, it can 
at once be calculated from the electrochemical equivalent 
of hydrogen that one cubic centimetre of any gas at standard 
pressure and temperature contains 2°72 x10! molecules. 
As helium is monatomic, the rate of production of helium 

13°6 x 10" 
2°12 210”. 

cubic millimetres per year. 
The first direct determination of the rate of production of 

helium by radium was made by Sir James Dewar J, using 
70 milligrams of anhydrous chloride—part of the material 
prepared by Dr. Thorpe for the determination of the atomic 
weight of radium. The radium salt in the crystalline state 
was contained in an exhausted vessel connected with a 
MacLeod gauge. The salt was occasionally heated to drive 
off the accumulated helium, and other gases which might be 
present were removed by exposure to a small fragment of 
coconut charcoal cooled by liquid air. An estimate of the 
amount of hydrogen present in the gaseous mixture was 
obtained by further cooling the charcoal to the temperature of 
liquid hydrogen. 

In the first paper published it was concluded that one gram 
of radium in equilibrium produced 0°37 cubic millimetre of 
helium per day. In a later experiment t the radium was 
sealed up for a period of nine months, and the average rate 
of production of helium was estimated to correspond to 0°463 
cubic millimetres per day. It was pointed out in the second 
paper that when the results of the first experiment were 
corrected for an error in the original calculation, the rate of 
the production of helium in the first experiment corre- 
sponded to 0°499 instead of 0°37 cubic millimetre per day 
per gram of radium. The rate of the production of helium 
per gram of radium per year indicated by these experiments 
is therefore 182 cubic millimetres in the first and 169 cubic 
millimetres in the second. These values are both somewhat 
higher than the calculated quantity, viz. 158 cubic milli- 
metres. 

per gram of radium is c.c. per second, or 158 

* Proc, Roy. Soc. vol. Ixxxi. p. 162 (1908). 
+ Proc. Roy. Soc. vol. lxxxi. p. 280 (1908). 
} Proc. Roy. Soe. vol. lxxxiii. p. 404 (1910). 
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Since it is important that the rate of production of helium 
by radium should be known as accurately as possible, an 
independent determination of this magnitude has been 
carried out by the writers. Two separate determinations of 
the rate of production of helium have been made, using for 
the purpose a considerable portion of the specimen of radium 
salt kindly loaned to one of the writers by the Vienna 
Academy of Sciences. 

Preparation of Material. 

It was quite essential that the radium salt used in these 
experiments should be relatively free from radioactive sub- 
stances other than radium. The salt consisted of « quantity 
of barium-radium chloride, containing about 7 per cent. of 
the latter element, and before it came into our hands had 
been originally subjected to a partial fractional recrystalli- 
zation. It was therefore highly improbable that radioactive 
substances other than radium and the disintegration products 
of radium were present. The salt had been preserved in a 
slightly acid, aqueous solution for a period of over a year 
previous to the time when these experiments were begun, 
and had existed in the form of a crystalline salt for a some- 
what indefinite period before this. In order to remove the 
radio-lead and polonium which had accumulated during this 
interval the solution was treated as follows:—About fifty 
milligrams of antimony trichloride, ten milligrams of lead 
nitrate, and five milligrams of bismuth nitrate were dissolved 
in a small quantity of dilute hydrochloric acid, and this 
solution was added to the solution of the radium salt. The 
wixture was diluted with water to a volume of about 100 c.c. 
and an excess of hydrogen sulphide was run in. Because of 
the addition of the antimony salt, the precipitate of sulphides 
coagulated and could be readily removed by filtration through 
paper, after which it was well washed with distilled water. 
The precipitate on the paper was decomposed by warming 
with dilute hydrochloric acid to which a few small crystals 
of potassium chlorate had been added, and, after diluting 
with water, the treatment with hydrogen sulphide was 
repeated. ‘The second precipitate of sulphides was filtered 
off and the filtrate was added to the filtrate from the first 
operation. The object in adding the lead and bismuth salts 
to the original solution was to insure the complete separation 
of the radio-lead and polonium *. 

The combined filtrates from the sulphides were evaporated 

* Boltwood, American Journal of Science, vol. xxv. p. 228 (1908). 
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to dryness in a silica dish on a water-bath and the residue of 
radium-barium chloride was heated gently to remove the 
excess of hydrochloric acid and water. The dry salt was 
then placed in a cylindrical platinum capsule which was 
closed by a perforated cover. The capsule was next sealed 
up in a tube of Jena “combustion” glass (a, fig. 1). One 

end of this tube was ground to fit into a tube of soft glass b 
and the extremity of the tube a, extending into the joint 
at b, terminated in a_ slightiy curved, narrow, closed, 
capillary tube. An inward depression in the tube 6 near the 
joint made it possible, by rotating the tube a in the joint }, 
to break off the capillary extension of a and thus establish 
communication between a and ) when desired. This arrange- 
ment was designed to facilitate the removal of the helium at 
the end of the period of accumulation. The Jena glass tube 
was completely exhausted of air through the tube c, which 
was then sealed off. 

Determination of Radium in Salt. 

The amount of radium present in the salt contained in the 
capsule was determined by the measurement of the y radi- 
ation emitted after a period of over two months from the 
time of sealing up the tube. Using a thick-walled, lead 
electroscope, the y ray activity of the salt in the tube was 
compared with the y ray activity of the 3°69 milligram 
radium bromide standard of this Laboratory both directly 
and by a comparison with a third specimen of radium salt 
coutaining approximately 32 milligrams of radium bromide 
calibrated in terms of the small standard. The comparisons 
of the radium quantities were made at various distances and 
under different conditions, and gave the amount of radium 
in the salt used in the experiment as 191 milligrams (equi- 
valent to 326 milligrams of radium bromide). 
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When the experiments on the determination of the pro- 
duction of helium had been completed a further measurement 
of the amount of radium present in the salt used was made 
as follows :—The salt was dissolved in distilled water con- 
taining a small quantity of hydrochloric acid and the solution 
was diluted toa definite volume (50 ¢.c.). A small, definite 
fraction (1°22 per cent.) of this solution was removed, 
evaporated to dryness in a small glass tube, and hermetically 
sealed by fusing the glass. After a month’s time the small 
fraction was directly compared by means of the y radiation 
with the 3°69 milligram radium bromide standard of this 
Laboratory, and found to be equivalent to 4°02 milligrams 
RaBr,. The results of this comparison gave the amount ot 
radium present in the salt used as 193 milligrams. 

Collection and Measurement of the Helium. 

The helium produced by the radium salt was collected, 
purified, and measured in the apparatus shown in fig. 2. 

This consisted of a Giessler pump, P, which was used for the 
evacuation of the other portions of the apparatus. The gases 
removed by this pump could be collected when desired at D. 
The vessel M contained phosphorus pentoxide for the removal 
of water vapour. The vessel A with the attached capillary 
tubes E and e was essentially a MacLeod gauge in its design 
and operation, but in these experiments was used for the 
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measurement of volumes rather than of pressures as is the 
usual method of employing this type of apparatus. The 
volume of the capillary tube E was accurately determined 
for various lengths by direct calibration with a thread of 
mercury. The comparison tube e was made from the same 
piece of tubing as Hi and had essentially the same diameter 
and cross-section of bore, so that no correction had to be 
made for the capillary depression of the mercury in the 
tube E when the pressure of gas contained in HE was 
measured. Two side tubes entering the tube A from the 
right could be closed by glass float-valves, the lower of the 
usual design, the upper of a special design, which prevented 
the “trapping” of gas between the glass float and outer 
jacket. The lower tube extended to the phosphorus pent- 
oxide bulb M, was provided with a stop-cock a, and connected 
with the carbon tube C, which contained a few grams of 
coconut charcoal. A side tube ¢ permitted the introduction 
of small volumes of pure, dry, electrolytic oxygen at this 
point in the apparatus. The upper of the two tubes leading 
from A to the right had a thin-walled bend, U, and led 
through the stop-cock 6 to the tube M and through the stop- 
cock d to the transfer pump H. The transfer pump H was 
used for removing gas from the bulb M and introducing it 
into A and its connexions. 

Further attachments to this portion of the apparatus con- 
sisted of the burette B with sealed-in platinum wires between 
which a spark could be produced. This burette was used for 
introducing gases into the apparatus by way of the tube L 
which terminated under mercury. After sparking, the gases 
could be passed through the tube T, of hard glass, containing 
copper oxide heated to a red heat. 

The remaining portion of the apparatus, shown on the 
right, was used for examining the spectrum of the gas which 
had been measured in A. The details of its construction will 
not be described in this paper, but it is sufficient to say that 
it permitted the removal of the residual gas from the tube A, 
and its introduction into the small tube S where its spectrum 
could be conveniently examined. 

All of the different vessels, A, H, B, &c. were provided 
with Bunsen traps to prevent the entrance of air along the 
mercury columns, and the glass tubes connected with these 
extended downwards for a distance of over 76 cms. us is the 
usual practice. The extension of these tubes, the rubber 
tubes, and the mercury reservoirs attached to the lower ends 
are not shown in the diagram. 
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Calibration of Measuring Portion of Apparatus. 

As already explained the vessel A was in its general design 
similar to an ordinary MacLeod gauge. For the purposes 
of the experiments, it was calibrated in the following manner. 
The entire apparatus was completely freed from air, the 
vessel C being heated to a low red heat to remove the gases 
absorbed in the coconut charcoal, and the pressure in the 
apparatus was reduced to a very low one by continued 
pum:ing with the large pump P. The level of the mercury 
in A was raised to the point a, the stop-cocks f, d, a, and c 
were closed, and a small quantity of oxygen mixed with pure 
helium (obtained from a crystalline uraninite) was introduced 
into A through the tube L and its connexions. The stop- 
cock 6 was now closed and the liquid air was placed around 
the tube C. After about twenty minutes the mercury was 
raised in A and the volume and pressure of gas in the 
capillary tube E was measured. With the mercury still 
raised to the top of A, the stop-cocks a, b, and / were 
opened, the liquid air was removed from around C, which 
was allowed to warm up and was finally heated to a low red 
heat, and the tubes C, U, M, &c. were pumped out thoroughly. 
The stop-cocks a and b were now closed, liquid air was placed 
around ( and U, and the mercury in A was lowered to the 
point «. This permitted the helium which had been pre- 
viously trapped in E to expand into the tubes U and C. The 
mercury was again raised in A and the volume of helium in 
E was measured. The ratio of the volume of helium in E 
in the second measurement to the volume of helium in E in 
the first, was the ratio of the amount of helium trapped in E, 
on raising the mercury in A, to the total volume of helium 
contained in A and its connexions. With the mercury still 
raised in A, the other tubes were again pumped out and the 
expansion of the helium in E into the connected tubes U, C, 
was again repeated. Several operations were carried out in 
this manner giving results in excellent agreement. with one 
another, and indicating that 71°5 per cent. of the total volume 
of helium in the apparatus was trapped in the tube EH when 
the mercury in A was raised under standard conditions. 

By pumping out the tube A and its connexions to the 
highest possible vacuum obtainable by the use of the pump P, 
closing the stop-cocks a, 6, c,and immersing the tube C in 
liquid air for twenty minutes or more, it was possible to 
obtain so low a vacuum in the tube A that, on raising the 
mercury in A, no measurable increase of pressure in HK was 
indicated when the mercury was raised in E to within a 
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millimetre of the closed end. Under these conditions, by a 
long series of comparisons, it was possible to correct the 
readings in E and e for any slight differences due to small 
irregularities in the bore of EH and e. It was determined, in 
this manner, that when the tube E contained gas, the pressure 
of the gas, indicated by the relative heights of the mereury 
columns in BE and e, could be accurately estimated to within 

iW less than 0°5 mm. of mercury. 

Helium from Radium Salt. 

(First Determination. ) 
an 

SSS 

Se SST 3 The barium-radium salt (page 589) still containing a portion 
of its water of crystallization was sealed up in the tube de- 
scribed on page 590 (fig. 1) for eighty-three days. A small 
bulb containing P.O; and. another containing solid KOH 
were sealed on to the apparatus (fig. 2) at the point O. The 
tube 6 (fig. 1) was attached to the KOH tube. the radium 
tube a (fig. 1) was inserted in this, and the entire apparatus 
was evacuated down to the joint of a and 6 (fig. 1). Stop- 
cocks 7 and f were closed. The capillary tip of the radium 
tube was broken off in the joint ) and the gases in the radium 
tube were pumped out and collected at D (fig. 2). During 
the pumping process, the lower end of the radium tube and 
the platinum capsule were heated to a red heat. The water 
of crystallization remaining in the salt was driven out and 
panne? in the KOH and P.O; bulbs. The radium salt 
vas heated for about thirty minutes. A small amount of 
ei letic oxygen was added to the gaseous mixture, the 
gases were introduced into B (fig. 2) through the tube L 
and sparks were passed between the electrodes. The residual 
gases were then slowly pumped over into the tube A, through 
the tube U which was immersed in liquid air. The radium 
emanation in the gaseous mixture was condensed in the 
tube U. When the gas had been completely transferred 
into the tube A, the charcoal tube C was dipped into liquid 
air, the level of the mercury.in A being at the point a. 
After an interval of about twenty minutes, the mercury was 
raised in A and the volume and pressure of the gas trapped 
in EK was measured. The level of the mercury in A was now 
lowered to below the opening of U into A, and by means of 
the transfer pump H, the uncondensed gases in © and its 
connexions were pumped out and introduced into A through 
U. With the stop-cocks and d closed and the stop-cock. a 
opened, the liquid air was removed from the charcoal tube, 
this was heated, and the gases previously condensed in © 

Ss 
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were pumped out through the large pump. The stop-cock a 
vas closed, liquid air was again placed around the tube © 
a the mercury in A was lowered to the point « The 
gases in A were in this manner again exposed to the cooled 
charcoal, and after an interval of about thirty minutes the 
mercury was raised in A and the volume and pressure of 
gas in EK was again determined. Following this, the uncon- 
densed gases in the tube C were transferre d aa A, the 
liquid air was removed and the tube C was war medup. Any 
gases condensed in C were pumped out through the large 
pump. This cycle of operation was repeated, a total of five 
times giving a series of five separate measurements of 
pressures oni volumes. The results of the second and third 
showed a slight diminution in the values, but the last three 
were in satisfactory agreement within limits of 1 per cent. 
and indicated that ihe purification of the helium had been 
carried as far as it could be by treatment with the cooled 
charcoal. The helium in the apparatus was then introduced 
a the spectrum tube 8 and its spectrum examined. It 
ras found to be essentially pure helium. In this experiment 

no other precautions had been taken to remove the hydrogen 
from the mixture of gases evolved by the radium salt except 
the sparking of the mixture with oxygen and the exposure of 
the residual gases to cooled coconut phercoal 4 in tlhe manner 
just described. The copper-oxide tube T was not attached to 
the apparatus until after the first determination had been 
made. As it is well known, from the valuable researches 
of Sir James Dewar and others, that the treatment with 
charcoal alone is not efficient in removing the last traces of 
hydrogen under these conditions, an experiment was carried 
out to determine to what extent he presence of free hydrogen 
might have atfected the results. A small volume of hy irGaea 
was therefore introduced into the apparatus and put thr -oug h 
the same series of operations as had been carried out with the 
gases obtained from the radium salt. It was found that the 
gas remaining after the first treatment with cooled charcoal 
became rapidly less, and after three cycles of exposure 
decreased to an amount which was under 1 per cent. of the 
volume of the helium obtained from the radium salt. It 
seemed improbable, therefore, that any serious error could 
have arisen on this aceount. 

Another matter which required attention was the question 
-asto whether the -helium produced in the radium salt had 
been completely set free on heating the salt. Before the 
salt was heated, the tube containing it was carefully ex- 
amined to determine what proportion, if any, of the radium 
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emanation escaped from the solid salt and diffused into the ~ 
upper portion of the tube. A considerable proportion of the 
a particles resulting from the disintegration of such free eman- 
ation might be expected to embed themselves in the walls 
of the tube and introduce an error which could not easily be 
avoided. Measurements of the y radiation from the upper 
portion of the tube when the lower portion containing the 
radium salt was screened by a thick lead block, showed that 
the amount of emanation in the upper part of the tube was 
too small to be detected, although as little as 1 per cent. of 
the total could have been easily observed. It was therefore 
apparent that the escape of the emanation from the solid 
salt did not need to be taken into consideration. After the 
radium salt had heen heated, a further series of measure- 
ments of the y radiation was carried out, which indicated 
that the emanation had been completely separated from the 
salt by the heating process. It was therefore reasonable to 
presume that the helium also was quite completely removed 
at the same time. 

Helium from Radium Salt. 

(Second Determination.) 

In order to leave no doubt as to the influence of the 
hydrogen present in the first experiment, and to avoid all 
possibility of incompleteness in the removal of the helium 
from the salt, a second determination of helium was made 
under distinctly different conditions. The tube T containing 
copper oxide was introduced into the apparatus, and it was 
found by experiment that the last traces of hydrogen could 
be removed by passing a mixture of hydrogen with an excess 
of oxygen through this copper-oxide plug heated to a low 
red heat. 

The radium salt was sealed up for a further period of 
132 days. At the end of this time the gases, consisting 
chiefly of oxygen which had been introduced before sealing 
up the salt, were pumped out and collected. The radium 
salt was then removed from the glass tube in which it had 
been sealed, the perforated cover was taken off the platinum 
capsule, and the capsule was sealed into another glass tube 
feo) ste 
The radium capsule was placed in the bottom of the cylin- 

drical tube (fig. 3), the lower portion of this tube was 
wrapped with wet paper to prevent any heat reaching the 
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radium salt, and the upper portion of the tube (fig. 3) con- 
taining the bulb was sealed on. The object of having the 
bulb in the upper extremity of this tube was to prevent the 
eseape of the radium solution through excessive boiling 
later under diminished pressure. 

Fig. 38. 

This tube was closed at one end by one short piece of 
thick-walled rubber tubing and a screw pinchcock. ‘The air 
was completely removed from the tube, and about 30 cubic 
centimetres of a dilute solution of hydrochlorie acid was 
introduced through the rubber tubing in such a manner as 
to preclude the admission of any traces of air. The radium 
salt was now completely dissolved by gentle warming of the 
tube and the gases were pumped out of this tube, through 
small KOH and P,O; bulbs, and finally through a thin- 
walled U tube cooled in liquid air (for removing the radium 
emanation at this point) attached at O (fig. 2). These gases 
were combined with the gases previously pumped off and 
the mixture was introduced into the gas burette B. After 
passing sparks between the electrodes in B, the gases were 
drawn through the copper oxide in T (heated to low redness) 
and introduced into the measuring portion of the apparatus, 
where the volume of the helium was determined in the manner 
described under the first determination. The cycle of opera- 
tions carried out in the measurement of this second quantity 
of helium comprised three separate exposures to the cooled 
charcoal, with the removal of any condensed gases from the 
charcoal after each determination. The results obtained 
were in excellent agreement and showed no such variations 
at the start as had been observed in the first experiment, 
when the removal of the hydrogen had not been com- 
plete previous to the introduction of the gases into A. 

Phil Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 22. No. 130. Oct: 1911. 2h. 
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The results obtained in both determinations were as — 
follows :— 

First determination.—Period of accumulation 83 days. 

Volume of Helium at 0° and 760 mm. pressure. 

First measurement of series ......... 9°08 cubic millimetres. 
Second . 4p oh eee eee 6° 7 Ouaee 4 
Third os Perea veloc. ki: I) ys. ss 
Fourth a OME Sd foe? 6°54 ee e: 
Fifth is oh. a eae 660" a ¥ 

Average of third, fourth, and fifth 6°58 

Second determination.—Period of accumulation 132 days. 

Volume of Helium at 0° and 760 mm. pressure. 

First measurement of series ....... 10°32 cubic millimetres. 
Second ‘ Pane hi Ss NOs Si eae Ke 
Third s 35.) ON eRe eas LOA “3 

Average of all ...... 10°38 cubic millimetres. 

Calculation of Rate of Production of Helium. 

If wis the volume of helium produced per day by the 
amount of radium (element) present in the salt, and y is the 
volume of helium produced per day by the emanation and 
the two a-ray products. (radium A and radium C) in equi- 
librium with the radium; then when the three latter products 
are present in equilibrium amounts y= 32, or,in other words, 
the amount of helium produced by the three e products will 
be three times that produced by the radium itself. 

At the beginning of each period of accumulation, however, 
all emanation had been removed from the radium salt. The 
amount of helium produced during a subsequent period of 
T days would therefore be equal to 

7 —)t* OB [ Noy 
Day 4 (l—e jae— Te+(T- a ys Tet(T 5 Y, 

where X is the constant of change of the radium emanation, 
the unit of time being taken as the day ; for a value of T 
greater than 40 days, e—¢ is very nearly 1. 

It Qis the total quantity of helium produced in the time T, 
and the value Jw is substituted for y in the above expression, — 
we obtain 

a= [t{—]e 
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eubstituting: i in this equation the values of Q and T —— 
the two determinations, it follows that for 

First datermination w# = 0°0209 cub. mm. ;: 

Second determination 2 = 0°0203 cub. mm., 

or an average production of 0:0206 cubic millimetres of 
helium per day by the radium (element) present in the salt 
used for these experiments. 

The quantity of radium contained in the salt was 192 milli- 
grams (average of 191 and 193). The production of helium 
per gram of radium was therefore 

0°206 
192 

and per gram of radium in equilibrium with its first disin- 
tegration “products (the emanation, radium A, and radium C) 

0:107 xX 4x 365=156 cub. mm. helium per year. 

= 0°107 cub. mm. per day, 

The observed rate of production of helium is in very close 
agreement with the calculated rate of production (158 cub. 
mm. per year) referred to earlier, and confirms in a striking 
way the conclusions on which the calculations were based. 
There can be no doubt that the & particle during its flight 
consists of a helium atom carrying two unit positive charges, 
and that helium itself is monatomic. The agreement between 
calculation and theory verifies in a remarkable way the 
essential correctness of the atomic theory of matter. The 
number of helium atoms expelled per second by one gram 
of radium have been directly counted, and the corresponding 
volume of helium produced has been experimentally measured. 
From these two experimental observations, it is possible to 
deduce with a minimum of assumption the number of atoms 
of helium in one cubic centimetre of that gas at standard 
pressure and temperature. This number is 2°69 x 10”. By 
Avogadro’s hypothesis this gives the number of molecules in 
a cubic centimetre of any gas under standard conditions. 

It will be seen that this method does not involve the 
determination of the fundamental unit charge e, but that the 
value of this can be directly deduced. It is important to 
note that the agreement of the observed and calculated rates 
of the production of helium is independent of the correctness 
of the radium standard employed, for the same standard has 
been employed in both experiments. When an international 
radium standard is instituted, 1t will not be difficult to correct 
the rate of production of helium in terms of the new 
standard. 

2 H2 
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By the courtesy of Sir James Dewar we were enabled to 
compare the amount of radium employed in his experiments 
with our working standard. It was found that the quantity 
of radium used by Sir James Dewar, which was taken as 
70 milligrams of pure radium chloride, was on our standard 
equivalent to 72 milligrams of RaCl,. Expressed in terms 
of:our standard, the rate of production of helium observed 
by Dewar comes out to be 164 instead of 169 millimetres 
per year. This is somewhat higher than our value, but is in 
substantial agreement with it. 

The Production of Helium by Radium Emanation. 
A determination was also made of the amount of helium 

produced by the disintegration of a known quantity of 
radium emanation. ‘The radium emanation was obtained 
froma solution of radium salt, and was purified and separated 
from other gases by condensation at the temperature of 
liquid air. A soft glass tube was prepared, about 10 milli- 
metres inside diameter and about 8 centimetres in length. 
At one end of this tube was a ground joint with a capillary 
termination similar to that on the tube a (fig. 1). This 
ground joint fitted into another tube similar to b (fig. 1). 
The glass tube was filled about half full of melted sulphur, 
was completely pumped out and the sulphur allowed to cool. 
The purified radium emanation was introdueed into this tube 
and the tube was sealed by fusion of the glass. The tube 
was warmed until the sulphur melted. It was then allowed 
to cool and was tipped and turned in the meantime so that 
a continuous layer of solid sulphur about three millimetres 
thick was formed over the inner surface of the glass. The 
object of the sulphur was to provide an inner coating in which 
the « particles expelled by the emanation and active deposit 
would be embedded and from which the helium could be 
easily displaced when the sulphur was melted. About 194 
hours after the emanation had been introduced into the tube, 
the y radiation from the tube was measured and compared with 
that emitted by the radium standard. The results indicated 
that the amount of emanation in the tube at the start was 
equivalent to the quantity in equilibrium with 126 milligrams 
of radium. | 

Twenty-one days after the radium emanation had been 
introduced, the tube was warmed until the sulphur had 
melted and the capillary at the end of the tube was clear. 
The tube was then attached by means of the ground joint 
to the measuring apparatus, the apparatus was completely 
evacuated down to the joint, the capillary tube was broken 
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off, and the gases were pumped out and collected. During 
the pumping operation the tube was heated so that the 
sulphur melted. ‘The tube was allowed to cool and a small 
amount of pure oxygen was admitted. This was then pumped 
out and added to the gases already obtained. The gases 
were introduced into the burette B (tig. 2), were passed over 
the heated copper oxide, introduced into the measuring por- 
tion of the apparatus, and the volume of the helium was 
determined in the usual manner. The gas measured was 
then transferred to the spectrum tube S (fig. 2), where its. 
spectrum was examined and found to be that of pure helium. 
The volume of the helium found was 0°202 cubic millimetre. 
The amount of radium emanation in the tube at the start 
was the quantity in equilibrium with 0°126 gram of radium. 
The production of helium at first would therefore be at the 
rate of 0126 x3 x 0167 cub. mm. per day ; the factor 3 being 
introduced because of the three a-ray changes (emanation, 
radium A, and radium C). Owing to the disintegration of 
the emanation the production of helium will decrease, how- 
ever, and the total amount formed will be proportional 

to ~ (le), where X is the disintegration constant and 

tis the time. Taking the value of X corresponding toa half- 
value period of 3°85 days for the emanation, and taking the 
day as the unit of time, the above expression gives 5°42 ; 
i.e. the amount of helium produced in 21 days will be 

0°126 x 3x0°107 x 5°42 = 0:220 cub. mm. 

The amount of helium found (0°202 cub. mm.) is in fair agree- 
ment with the amount to be expected considering the 
experimental difficulties. 

Production of Helium by Polonium. 

A determination was also made of the production of 
helium by polonium. The sulphides of lead, bismuth, and 
antimony obtained in the purification of the radium salt 
(p. 589) were decomposed by digesting with strong hydro- 
chloric acid containing a small quantity of potassium chlorate. 
The solution was heated until the excess of hydrochloric acid 
was largely removed, and was diluted with weak hydro- 
chloric acid. This solution was poured into a strong solution 
of ammonium sulphide. The precipitated sulphides of lead 
and bismuth were removed and were again treated with 
hydrochloric acid and potassium chlorate. An excess of 
sulphuric acid was added to this solution. The mixture wis 
concentrated by evaporation and heated until the fumes of 
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sulphuric acid were evolved. To the residue, after cooling, 
small volume of dilute sulphuric acid was added and the 
insoluble lead sulphate was filtered out on a small asbestos 
filter. The lead sulphate was decomposed by warming with 
strong hydrochloric acid and potassium chlorate, sulphuric 
acid was added to this solution and the operations just de- 
scribed were repeated. The two filtrates from the lead 
sulphate were combined, heated to boiling, and a slight 
excess of ammonia was added. The small precipitate of 
bismuth salt was filtered from the solution, and was dissolved 
in dilute hydrochloric acid. The volume of this solution 
was accurately determined anda small definite fraction of 
it was removed. To the main solution 5 grams of metallic 
copper in the form of small clippings was added, the mixture 
was warmed gently and was allowed to stand for several hours 
with frequent stirring. Under these conditions the polonium 
present in the hydrochloric acid solution was completely 
deposited in an adherent coating on the copper. The copper 
was washed with water and dried. 

The copper with the polonium was introduced into a glass 
tube similar in form but smaller than that used for the 
radium salt (a, fig. 1). The air was removed from this tube 
and a very small amount of pure oxygen was introduced. 
The tube was then sealed. One hundred and twenty-eight 
days later, the tube containing the polonium was attached 
to the measuring apparatus, and the gases contained in it 
were pumped out. During the pumping process the lower 
end of the tube and the copper which it contained were 
heated to bright redness, in order, if possible, to displace 
any helium occluded in the metal. The helium contained in 
the gaseous mixture was determined in the usual manner 
and its volume was found to be 0°009 cubic millimetre. It 
was readily identified by its spectrum. 

The small, definite fraction of the polonium solution which 
had been removed before treating this solution with metallic 
copper (see above), was diluted to about 10 cubic centimetres 
with water slightly acidified with hydrochloric acid. This 
solution was introduced into a glass vessel the bottom of 
which consisted of a clean plate of metallic copper. Polo- 
nium was deposited on this plate, and the number of 
a particles expelled was kindly determined for us by. 
Dr. Geiger. The number of « particles emitted per second. 
was equal to 10'7x 10°. The fraction of the solution re- 
moved was equal to 74;. The total number of « particles 
emitted per second by the entire quantity of polonium was 
therefore 14:0 x 10°. ‘The number of a@ particles emitted per 
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second by one gram of radium has been found by Rutherford 
and Geiger to be equal to 3°4 x 10°. The amount of polonium 
present in the preparation was therefore equal to the amount 
in equilibrium with 4°1 milligrams of radium. 

The amount of helium produced by the polonium should 

be proportional to ~(1-e™), where A is the disintegration 

constant of polonium and ¢ is the time in days. The value 
given by this expression is 98; 2.¢. the amount of helium 
produced in 128 days is 96 times the amount produced per 
day by the quantity of polonium present at the start. The 
total amount of helium formed would therefore be 0°0041 x 
0°107 x 96=0°042 cub. mm. 

The amount of helium found was therefore only about. 
1/4 of the amount to be expected from the theory, but the 
discrepancy was probably due to the fact that a very large 
preportion of the « particles emitted by the polonium were 
embedded in the metallic copper. When the copper was 
heated only a portion of the helium formed from the @ parti- 
cles was set free. The experiment was therefore of value 
only in qualitatively showing the production of helium by 
polonium. 

Production of Helium in Radium D. 

Although radium D has been found to emit no a particles, 
when a specimen of this material is allowed to stand for 
some time radium E and radium F (polonium), will be 
formed from it, and the « particles from the latter may he 
expected to produce helium. The lead sulphate separated 
from the polonium solution (p. 602), and containing the 
radium D (radio-lead) from the original radium solution, 
was sealed up in an exhausted, hard glass tube for about 
110 days. The lead sulphate was then heated and the gases 
were pumped out of thetube. The residual gas not absorbed 
by cooled charcoal gave a good spectrum of helium, but its 
volume was not determined. 

Summary of Results. 

The rate of production of helium by a radium salt has 
been accurately measured and has been found to be equal to 
approximately 0:107 cubic millimetre of helium per day 
per gram of radium (element), which is equivalent to 
156 cubic millimetres of helium per year per gram of radium 
in equilibrium with its first disintegration products, the 
emanation, radium A, and radium C. 

The rate of production, 158 cubic millimetres of helium 
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per year, calculated by Rutherford and Geiger from the — 
results of their experiments on the number of a particles 
emitted by radium is in excellent agreement with the rate of 
production which has been found. 

The amount of helium by the disintegration of a known 
quantity of radium emanation has also been measured and 
has been found to correspond with the amount to be expected 
from theory. 

The production of helium by polonium and from a prepa- 
ration containing radio-lead has a!so been observed. 

Physical Laboratory, 
Manchester University. 

LVI. On the Relative Number of Ions produced by the B 
Particles from the Various Radioactive Substances. By 
H. Geiger, Ph.D., and Atois F. Kovariz, PA.D., John 
Harling Fellow of the Victoria University of Manchester *, 

Introduction. 

|i recent years many investigations have been carried out 
in order to settle definitely the number of a-ray products 

present in the different radioactive series, and to determine 
the number of a particles emitted in each transformation. 
The results indicate that probably in all transformations con- 
nected with the emission of « rays, an « particle of charac- 
teristic velocity is expelled from the disintegrating atom. In 
addition a comparison of the «-ray activities of successive 
products has led to a definite knowledge of the number of 
these products. There is little chance that a direct a-ray 
product has remained undiscovered in the radioactive series 
known at the present time. 

Our knowledge of those transformations which take place 
with the emission of @ rays is by far less definite. It has been 
suggested that in such transformations @ particles of charac- 
teristic velocity are emitted, but recent experiments have 
made this conclusion very doubtful. It appears more probable 
at present that the @ particles emitted from the same substance 
—in some cases at least—vary appreciably in speed. 

At present seven transformations are known which take 
place with the emission of £ particles of high penetrating 
power. In about as many cases the disintegration appears — 
to be connected with the emission of soft 8 rays whose 

* Communicated by Prof, E. Rutherford 
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velocity exceeds only slightly the velocity of hard cathode 
rays. 
oh to the actual number of £8 particles expelled from each 

disintegrating atom very little is known. Direct determi- 
nation of the charge, which would give such information, 
has so far been made only in the case of the active deposit of 
radium, and, at the present time, it appears to be a matter 
of considerable difficulty to carry out similar experiments 
with other radioactive materials on account of the fact that 
most of them are obtainable only in small quantities. 

In the present paper we hope to throw some light on these 
problems from other considerations. If we assume for the 
present that the ionization produced by a @ particle does not 
depend appreciably on its velocity, we can determine the 
relative number of @ particles emitted from the various 
substances by measuring the ionization produced by them. 
Consider a 8-ray product in radioactive equilibrium with an 
a-ray product. In this case the number of « particles 
emitted is identical with the number of atoms breaking up 
of the 6-ray substance. By measuring the ionization due to 
the 8 rays and dividing it by the number of « particles emitted 
per second from the substance in equilibrium, we obtain the 
ionization due to the 8 particles emitted from one disintegrating 
atom. These ratios were determined for all substances for 
which it was possible to carry out such measurements. 

Eaperimental Details. 

The experimental method of attacking the problem, as 
indicated above, divides itself naturally into two parts, 
namely: the determination of the number of «@ particles 
emitted per second and the measurement of the ionization 
current produced by the @ particles. 

The determination of the number of « particles can be carried 
out by the scintillation method or by an electrical method ; the 
latter method, being found more convenient, was generally 
used. Jn this method the active plate was placed in the centre 
of a silvered spherical glass bulb, 15:9 cm. internal diameter, 
which was exhausted in all the experiments to a pressure of 
546 cm. of mercury, thus allowing only *571 cm. of the 
range of the « particles to be eff 2ctive in producing ionization. 
At this reduced pressure saturation is easily obtained, and 
the current measured gives readily the number of ions pro- 
duced for the effective part of the range of the a particle. 
Using the data* given by one of us for the ionization 

* H. Geiger, Proc. Roy, Soc. A, Ixxxii. p. 486 (1209). 
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produced by e particles of different ranges, the number of 
a particles emitted per second from the plate was calculated. 
The numbers thus obtained were checked in several expe- 
riments by counting the scintillations produced on a zine 
sulphide screen, and a good agreement was obtained. 

An accurate determination of the 8-ray ionization is beset 
with numerous difficulties. Itis obviously necessary to cover 
the active material to absorb the @ radiation. Since in the 
thin layer of aluminium used for this purpose an appreciable 
number of 8 particles is stopped, an extrapolation must 
necessarily be made to obtain the correct value for no 
absorption. This correction was made by determining in 
each case the absorption curve of the 8 rays in aluminium. 
The method adopted for obtaining the absorption curve was 
similar to that described previously by one of us*. ‘This has 
the advantage of avoiding corrections for the reflexion of the 
8 particles by the absorbing foils. In addition the air inside 
the electroscope also absorbs some @ particles. This was 
taken into account by further extrapolation for one-half of 
the mean path of the 6 particles in the electroscope. 

The electroscope used was a copper hemisphere 20 cm. 
in diameter. The active material was placed in tne centre 
so that the average path was equal to the radius. Since 
the 8 particles are diffusively reflected from the interior 
surface of the electroscope, it was necessary to make a cor- 
rection for this reflexion. This was done by constructing 
a similar electroscope of the same size made of thin silvered 
paper in which the reflexion was very small. The amount of 
this correction was determined by finding the increased 
reflexions due to increased thicknesses of such paper. The 
correction varied somewhat for the different types of harder 
$8 radiations ; but owing to the difficulty of obtaining an 
accurate value for @ rays of different velocities, the mean of 
all the values obtained by u-ing different types of rays was 
employed in all cases. This correction was 27 per cent. of 
the ionization produced in the metal hemisphere. 

In order to check the accuracy of the numerous corrections 
which were necessary, similar experiments were made with 
electroscopes of widely different dimensions. In addition to 
the hemisphere two clectroscopes cubical in shape whose 
lengths of edge were 12°7 and 3°84 cm. respectively were 
used. The active material was placed on the top of the 
electroscopes. The average path of the 8 particles in each | 

* A, F. Kovarik, Phil. Mag. xx. p. 849 (1910). 
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was calculated graphically, and the values thus found are 
10°4 cm. and 2°94 em. respectively. 

In all cases the electroscopes were standardized in absolute 
measure, and in addition after each experiment the sensi- 
tiveness of the electroscope in use was tested by means of a 
constant preparation of RaD+ E which served as a standard. 
As will be seen from the table, the results obtained with the 
different electroscopes are in a reasonable agreement. For 
each active substance three to five experiments were carried 
out on each electroscope. 

Radioactive Substances used. 

A few details regarding the radioactive substances used in 
these experiments may be given. 

Thorium D,—The active material was thorium active deposit 
on thin aluminium-foil. Account was taken of the fact that 
two « particles are present in the active deposit. The extra- 
polation for the initial value of the @ radiation was made by 
using the exponential law, taking into consideration, of 
course, thesolt raysof ThA. Theabsorption of Th D follows 
an exponential law from the smallest thicknesses of aluminium 
that could be used up to the thickness which cut down the 
activity to less than 10 per cent. of the initial value. This 
was tested by using pure Th D obtained by recoil. 

Actinium C.—The active material was actinium active 
deposit in thin aluminium-foil. The extrapolation for the 
initial value of the @ radiation was made by using the expo- 
nential law. The absorption of the 8 rays in this case was 
also found to obey the exponential law from the smallest 
thicknesses of aluminium up to those cutting down the radia- 
tion to less than 10 per cent. Pure actinium C obtained by 
recoil was used to test this. It may perhaps be well to note 
that Act B (@ rays) and Act C (8 rays) require considerably 
different decay factors in the reduction to zero time. Intwo 
cases radioactinium preparations were used, and the rise of 
the 8-ray activity was observed for several weeks. Correcting 
for the soft 8 radiation of radioactinium and Act X the value 
of the hard or Act C radiation was obtained at the time of 
equilibrium. The number of atoms breaking up was calcu- 
Jated from the determination made of the a-ray activity 
directly after the preparation of the radioactinium plate. 
Experiments showed that there was no Act X present at the 
time. Both methods gaye the same results *. 

* This proves that radioactinium emits the same number of a particles 
as Act B, a point which has recently been questioned. - 
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Radium B.—A wire was exposed to radium emanation in 
an electric field for 5-10 minutes, in which time a sufficient 
amount of Ra A was collected. Ra B was then obtained by 
recoil from the Ra A, exposures being made from 5 to 25 
seconds. The @-ray measurements were then made imme- 
diately, and were carried on for only 3 minutes. The correc- 
tions that had to be made for the growth of Ra C within that 
time were relatively small. The number of atoms breaking up 
was obtained by measuring the «-ray activity of the RaC. Both 
the 8-ray and the a-rav activities were reduced te theltime 
of the maximum (33 minutes), at which time the two sub- 
stances are in equilibrium. The values obtained in the 
different experiments did not show the same agreement as 
was obtained in the case of other substances. 

Radium C.—This was obtained in two different ways, 
namely, by the growth from Ra B and by chemical sepa- 
rations from the active deposit, using Lerch’s method of 
separation. The absorption curve of the @ rays is complicated, 
as is well known, due to the fact that groups of 8 rays of 
different absorption coefficients are present. According to 
our experiments about 60 per cent. of the total activity, when 
corrected for absorption, is due to soft @ rays with an 
absorption coefficient w about 50, and 40 per cent. due to 
hard 8 rays with an absorption coefficient w=13°5 about. 
It is, however, possible that the whole of the 8 radiation of 
Ra C is heterogeneous *. 

Radium FE. —Radium emanation was allowed to decay in a 
sealed glass tube containing a thin aluminium foil carefully 
protected on one side by. means of paraffin. The 8-ray 
activity and the a-ray activity were observed over a period of 
nearly a year, and from the latter measurements the number 
of Ra E atoms breaking up was calculated. Two such spe- 
cimens were used, their relative activities being in the ratio 
of 40 to 1. Other experiments were made using Ra H 
chemically separated from pitchblende residues by Prof. 
Boltwood. 

Uranium X.—This is the only case in which the number 
of atoms breaking up was determined in a different way from 
that explained above. The number was calculated from the 
weight of uranium, avon ag that 1 gram of uranium is in 
equilibrium with 3° 4x1077 gram’ of radium) 7, "and )itaat 
1 gram of radinm emits 3:4 x 10! a particles. The actual 
number of UX atoms breaking up is the product of the 
weight of the uranium and the above two numbers. 

— * See also H. W. Schmidt, Phys. Zeits. vii. p. 764 (1906). 
+ B. B. Boltwood, Am, J. Sci. xxv. p. 296 (1908). 
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Some experiments were done with films of uranium of 
5°5 cm. diameter and ‘0088 grm. and ‘0036 grm. respectively 
of U;O, per sq. cm. In other experiments U X was par- 
tially separated by means of a very small quantity of iron 
from several grams of uranium nitrate. The exact fraction 
separated was determined by measuring the @-ray activity 
of the uranium nitrate solutions both before and after the 
separations of the U X. The nitrate was then converted into 
U;0, in order to determine accurately the number of « 
particles. The advantage of the second method is the fact 
that a very thin film of comparatively very active preparation 
of U X was obtained. The results by the two methods were 
In agreement. 

Soft 8 radiations from Th A, Act A, Ra D, Radioactinium. 
—The activity of the soft 8 radiation cannot be obtained 
very accurately owing to the fact that the extrapolations are 
necessarily great, and that the values of the absorption co- 
efficients are rather doubtful. In addition there is also 
another difficulty due to the presence of hard f rays, and 
the value of the soft radiations had to be obtained by the 
differential method. We may mention that in comparing 
the hard radiations with the soft radiations from preparations 
of actinium X and radioactinium we observe that actinium X 
also emits soft @ rays. 

Results. 

In order to illustrate the method of caleulation the actual 

figures of one experiment are given below fora preparation 
of actinium C. 

Tonization current in the bulb (P=5-46 em. of Hg) 
S09 LO) BS. U. 

Number of @ particles calculated, 

1:44 x 10° per sec. 
8-ray current corrected for absorption in the aluminium 

(4=28'9). : 
2 ORs SU: 

Corrected for absorption by the air in the electroscope, 
namely, for one-half of 15 em. air, 

| LOO BESS: 

Corrected for reflexion in the electroscope (27 per cent.), 
PSO Oe BS. Ul. 

‘Therefore the current produced per centimetre of path at 
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atmospheric pressure and temperature and per atom breaking 
up is 

LOSS eal ie: A/S Zug PE iosrig =O AEX 10°? B.S.U. 
Taking the charge of an electron as 4°65x10-” E.S.U. 
this corresponds to a production of 158 ions per em. of path 

’ 

in air. 

eye. | 34. | 4. | 5. | 62 A 6 | 8. 

Current per 8 Particle. Numbewcer 
= Whole 

Substance = & ee Pro- | number 
e ros] Electr. I. Electr. I1.|Electr. ITT. Average uced In of Jons 

3 (Hemi- (12°7 em.?) | (3:84 em.*) Value. a at produced. 
= 5 sp here,) nie a Re : SIE UES ! 

Actinium C ...| 28:5 | 64x10—8) 6410-8] 61x10-8| 63x10-8| 136 10-0 x 108 

Thorium D ... 16°3 6:3 ” | 6:2 ” 63 ” 6:3 or) 136 Lis 50 

Radivnl Bes. 750..| 63... Ol by ae, It Geo 133 a7 

13°5 ‘ 
Radium C ...... to 437%, SE, SP o0 + 108 Vio Teas 

50 

Radium AEG seeey see 43°3 ol 3 | 33 ” 32 ” 3°2 ” 69 ae +) 

Uranium ...... NACA | BD. 5g || BIOL Rega el mmeeeee SHO 5 78 1G See 

Thorium A fe a30 ve 20 x10—8 

‘Radioactinium. | 175 av Og ae ! 

Actinium A... 125 ae 04s. 

Radium D...... 120 wale | 05 e 

| 
NN eee 

The results obtained for the different substances are 
collected in the table above. Columns 3, 4, and 5 give the 
values of the currents due to the 8 rays for the first centi- 
metre of path and per atom breaking up, column 6 the 
mean value, weight being given according to the number of 
experiments performed with each electroscope. From these 
values the number of ions produced by a 8 particle per cm. 
are deduced and entered in column 7. From this figure the 
whole number of ions produced by a 8 particle over its 
entire path can be found by integrating over the absorption 
eurve. The figures thus obtained are entered in column 8. 
We shall first discuss the figures given in the upper part 
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of the table, which are the figures referring to the more 
penetrating radiation. It will be noticed that the figures 
(column 7) for Act C, Th D, and Ra B are nearly the same, 
and those for Ra E and Ur X are again similar, but different 
from the above; for Ra C the figure is unique. 

Several suggestions may be offered to account for the 
variations, and we intend to discuss the following possible 
explanations :— 

(1) The differences might be attributed to a variation of 
the ionizing power of the 8 particles of different speed. | 

(2) The differences might be ascribed to an erroneous 
calculation of the number of atoms breaking due to the 
presence of unknown @-ray products. 

(3) The high values might be due to the presence of B-ray 
preducts not vet known, or to the simultaneous emission of 
two f particles from the disintegrating atom. 

As to the first point, a comparison of the absorption co- 
efficients with the figures given for the ionization (column 7) 
shows that this supposition cannot account for the ditterences; 
Act C and Th D both having fairly hard radiations and Ra B 
with a much softer radiation give about the same value. On 
the other hand, Ur X emitting a radiation similar to Th D, 
and Ra E which is much softer, give a value approximately 
half that of the first-named substances. This indicates that 
a change in ionization with velocity cannot explain the 
differences. 

The second point raised above might at first appear plausible 
on account of the fact that the values for Ur X and Ra E come 
out about half of the values of Th D, Act C, and Ra B. If 
radium itself and polonium give off two «particles instead of 
one, as assumed, the figures for Ur X and Ra EK would be 
double, and come into some agreement with the other products. 
However, investigations by other observers give no indi- 
cation whatever in favour of this hypothesis. 

It appears to be more likely that the third suggestion is 
the correct explanation, although we are well aware of certain 
difficulties which arise. It appears necessary to assume that 
Act ©, Th D, and Ra B, and perhaps also Ra C, emit two 8 
particles, or consist of two successive products each emitting 
rays. The recent experiments of v. Baeyer, Hahn, and 
Meitner * on the deflexion of the 8 rays from the active 
deposit of thorium ‘can perhaps be brought forward in support 
of our view, and perhaps also the measurements of Makower fF, 
on the charge carried by the B rays from the active deposit of 

* y, Baeyer, Hahn, and Meitner, Phys Zezts. xii. p. 278 (1911). 
+ W. Makower, Phil. Mag. xvii. p. 171 (1909). 
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radium. In the experiments of Makower the value obtained 
for the charge was considerably greater than would be expected 
if Ra C emits only one £ particle. 

The average value of the number of ions produced by a 
8 particle of high speed per centimetre of path at atmospheric 
pressure is 67. This value is considerably smaller than that 
given by Durack * which is 127. In Durack’s experiments, 
however, reflexion of the 8 rays was not taken into account ; 
this reflexion increases the ionization current and decreases 
the charge which is received by the plate, and gives a measure 
of the number of 8 particles. Both these factors, if taken 
into account, would decrease the number of ions produced by 
one § particle. 

Concerning the soft radiations, we have already pointed out 
the difficulties of obtaining reliable values for the number of 
ions produced. There can, however, be no doubt, as is shown 
in the table, that with the exception of thorium A, the number 
is very much smaller than for the penetrating radiations. 
This may, of course, be due to a rapid decrease of the ionizing 
power of the 8 rays with decreasing velocity, or it might be 
possible that the soft radiations are due to products which are 
not in direct line of transformation. Sucha possibility is sug- 
gested by the recent experiments of Fajanst, which brought 
out the existence of a side product in the radium series. So 
far as thorium A is concerned, our value for the ionization 
compared with that of thorium Dis higher than that of Hahn 
and Meitner ft; but this is accounted for by the experimental 
arrangement. The recent experiments of v. Baeyer, Hahn, 
and Meitner § indicate a complexity of the rays from 
thorium A, as shown by photographs. 

SUMMARY. 

The relative number of ions produced by the @ particles from 
the different radioactive products was determined. In each 
case the number of atoms of the @ ray-substance breaking 
up was found from the number of « particles emitted by an 
a-rays product in radioactive equilibrium with the @-ray 
substance. 

The results could best be explained by assuming that Act C, 
Th C, RaB, and perhaps also RaC emit two £ particles, 
or consist of two successive 8-ray products emitting similar 

* J.J. EH. Durack, Phil. Mag. v. p. 550 (1908). 
+ K. Fajans, Phys. Zeits. xii. p. 369 (1911). 
{ O. Hahn and L. Meitner, Phys. Zects. ix. p. 321 (1908). 
§ Loe. ct. 
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types of rays. On the basis of this assumption the whole 
number of ions produced by a @ particle of high speed per cm. 
of its path at atmospheric pressure is 67. 

Our thanks are due to Professor Rutherford for his help 
and interest in these experiments. 

Physical Laboratories. ~ j pf 
The Victoria University, Manchester. fi § 

LVIL. The Ranges of the « particles from Various Radioactive 
Substances and a Relation between Range and Period of 
Lransformation.. By H. Geicer, Ph.D., and J. M. 
Nourrauti, B Sc., University of Manchester”. 

[* is well known that the @ particles from different radio- 
active substances are characterized by their ranges, 

i. e. by the distance through which they can travel in air at 
atmospheric pressure. This was first pointed out by Bragg, 
and the ranges of a number of products have been deter- 
mined by him and his co-workers. The method applied by 
Bragg to determine the ranges is well known. By means of 
a set of parallel tubes placed directly above the active plate 
a rays with practically parallel paths were obtained. The 
ionization produced by these rays was measured at different 
distances in a shallow ionization vessel, and the distance in 
air at which the ionization just disappeared was taken as the 
range of the « particles. 

It was shown by Rutherford that at the same distance 
from the source at which the a particles fail to produce ioni- 
zation they also lose their power of producing scintillations. 
The observation of the scintillations at different distances 
from the source therefore presents another way of deter- 
mining the ranges of the @ particles, and this method has 
frequently been made use of by Hahn and other observers. 
It appears, however, that the scintillations method gives 
somewhat smaller values for the ranges than the ionization 
method. 

Great difficulty has been experienced in the determination 
of the ranges of the very inactive substances uranium and 
thorium. In these cases, the methods mentioned above are 
not applicable. Estimates of the ranges of these products 
were, however, made by Braggt, but more accurate values 

* Communicated by Prof. E. Rutherford, F.R.S. 
+ W. H. Brage, Phil. Mag. xi. p. 754 (1906). 

Piul, Mag. 8. 6; Vol. 22. No. 130. Océ, 1911. 28 
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—in the case of uranium—have recently been given by 
Geiger and Rutherford*, and by Fochf. 

It would be of great importance if a method could be 
devised which would be equally suitable for the accurate 

determination of the ranges of all the known @ ray products, 
but at present no such method has been found. The main 
difficulties result from the fact that some of the products are 
gases, whilst some are very feebly active or only available in 
the presence of other a ray products. 

In the present investigation we have employed a method 
which appears specially suitable tor the determination of the 
ranges of the substances whose activities are small. The 
arrangement is indicated in fig. 1. The inside of a large 
glass bulb is silvered and connected to 
a battery of about 700 volts. The active Fig. 1. 
film is placed in the centre of the bulb 
on a small metal disk B which is con- 
nected to the electrometer by means of 
the wire H. The brass tube KK sur- 
rounding the wire, and insulated from it 
by ebonite plugs, serves as electrostatic 
protection, and prevents any electrical 
leak from the glass bulb to the wire. 
The tube passes air-tight through the 
ground-glass joint EH, which fits into the 
corresponding part I’, sealed to the giass 
bulb. The length of the wire H is care- 
fully adjusted so that the plate B is 
exactly in the centre of the bulb. If 
the pressure in the bulb is reduced the 
lonization produced by the «& particles 
will remain practically constant so long 
as the range of the « particles at the 
particular pressure does not exceed the 
radius of the bulb, viz. 7:95 em. But as soon as the pressure 
is decreased below that value the ionization current will also 
decrease. Hrom this critical pressure and the radius of the 
bulb the range of the @ particles can easily be deduced. It 
adds greatly to the accuracy of the determination of the 
critical pressure if the active layer is very thin, and if the 
area over which it is spread is small. Experiments with 
polonium showed that plates with diameters up to 2°6 em. 
could be used without introducing an appreciable error. 

I 
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wu 

H 

* H. Geiger and E. Rutherford, Le Radium, vii. p. 225 (1910), and 
Phil. Mag. xx. p. 691 (1910). 

t A. Foch, Le Radium, viii. p. 101 (1911), 
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In fig. 2 the curves for air obtained with different sub- 
stances are given. The abscisse give the pressure in 

Fig. 2. 

Uranium 

Thorium 

Th.and Ra-Th. in equilibr 

lonium 

-Radium 

r— Polonium 

Tonisation in arbilrary units. 
Radiothorium 

tems. of Range 

a) Ou) MA RIG VO One Omen od (40 OFS) AS urbane oGems. 
: Pressure 

centimetres of mercury, and for convenience also the cor- 
responding ranges reduced to 76 cm. pressure and 15° 
centigrade are marked. The ordinates give the ionization 
current measured by the electrometer for each particular 

28 2 
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pressure. It will be seen that the critical pressure is sharply 
defined in each case. 

A few details regarding the radioactive substances used in 
these experiments may be given. 

1. Uranium.—3 mgr. of uranium oxide were spread 
uniformly over an area of 2°5 cm. diameter. Hxperiments 
made with thicker films gave practically the same result. 

2. Thorium.—lIt is well known that thorium cannot be 
separated from radiothorium. Through the kindness of 
Prof. Boltwood we have, however, obtained some thorium 
which, on account of frequent precipitations over a period 
of many years, was repeatedly freed from mesothorium, and 
thus the radiothorium had practically died away. Imme- 
diately before the measurements were taken the thorium 
was precipitated several times in order to get rid of the 
thorium X and the subsequent products which might have 
been present. 

3. Thorium and Radiothorium in equilibriwm.— Some 
thorium with the radiothorium in equilibrium was separated 
from thorite mineral, and by several precipitations freed {rom 
thorium X and the following products. The curve shows 
two distinct breaks corresponding to the « rays from thorium 
and radiothorium. 

4, Ionium.—The source consisted of a small and hardly 
visible spot of ionium mixed with thorium on a thin 
aluminium-foil. The activity due to the thorium was too 
small to be detected. 

5. Radium.—A radium solution was first freed from 
polonium, emanation, and active deposit. A drop of the 
solution was evaporated on a platinum plate and the measure- 
ments taken immediately. 

6. Polonium.— ‘the polonium films were prepared by 
bringing the polonium solution in contact with a carefully 
cleaned copper-foil. By electrolytic action the polonium is 
then deposited on the copper-foil. 

7. Radiothorium.—Radiothorium was separated from a 
mesothorium preparation and freed from thorium X and the 
following products. A thin film was prepared and measure- 
ments taken at once. 

The results for the different products employed in these 
measurements are collected in the following table. In each 
case the average value of all the measurements is given and 
reduced to a pressure of 76 cm. and a temperature of 15° 
and 0° centigrade respectively. But it must be remembered 
that recent investigations have shown that actually only a 
small fraction of the « particles traverses the whole range, 
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and that on account of scattering and possibly other causes 
many are stopped at a somewhat shorter distance. One of 
us* has shown that the velocity of expulsion of the « par- 
ticles is proportional to the cube root of its maximum range. 
Thus, knowing the velocity of one product the velocities of the 
others can be deduced. Comparison is most suitably made 
with Ra C, for which the initial velocity has been measured 
by Rutherfordt and was found to be 2°06 x 10° cm./sec. The 
initial velocities of expulsion calculated in this way are added 
in the table. | 

Substance. |. Range 15°C. | Range 0° C. aoe Reralion 

7 eee 2°72 om. 2:58 om. 1-51 x 10° em./sec. 

Monium ............ 3:00 ,, Th aa alte tis thane ee 

| Radium ............ 3:30, Sais: 161x10° _,, 

fEbloniiin ...:.<7.: 377 ,, gens) | b68x10". 

hee 272 ,, 258 ,, 151x10 ,, 

Radiothorium ...| 3:87 _,, Sy Geer au ae Ber (Ua ae 

We have already mentioned the earlier estimates of the 
ranges of uranium and thorium. The range of ionium has 
been measured by Boltwoodf, that of radium by Bragg and 
Kleeman Q, that of polonium by Kucera and Masek||, and by 
Levin{], and that of radiothorinm by Hahn**. Nearly all 
the figures given in the table above are in fair agreement 
with those obtained by previous observers. In some cases, 
however, pressure and temperature of the air are not men- 
tioned, so that it is dificult to make a comparison of value 
between the present and older determinations. 

In connexion with the redetermination of the ranges of 
the a2 particles from a number of products, given above and 
in a previous paper by one of usff, we have reconsidered the 
possibility of a relation between the period of the active 
substances and the ranges of the « particles emitted by them. 

* H. Geiger, Proc. Roy. Soc. A. lxxxiii. p. 505 (1910). 
+ E. Rutherford, Phil. Mag. xii. p. 348 (1906). 
{ B. B. Boltwood, Amer. iouene ne. xxv. p. 865 (1908). 
§ W. H. Bragg and R. D. Kleeman, Phil. Mag. x. p. 318 (1905). 
|| Kucera and Masek, Phys. Zettschr. vii. p. 337 (1906). 
q M. Levin, Phys. Zettschr. vii. p. 519 (1906). 
** O. Hahn, Phys. Zeitschr. vii. p. 456 (1906). 
ti H. Geiger, Phil. Mag. xxii. p. 201 (1911). 
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Tt has been already pointed vut by Rutherford* in 1907 that | 
possibly a relation exists between these quantities. It 
appeared that the range of the @ particles was greater the 
smaller the period of transformation of the substance. There 
were, however, several products for which this relation did 
not seem to hold. 

In order to find any possible relation between the range 
and the period we have plotted in fig. 3 the logarithms of 

Logarithms of transformation constants. 

Logarithms of ranges. 

the transformation constants of the different products against 
the logarithms of the corresponding ranges for the pro- 
ducts in the uranium-radium series and in the actinium 
series. The data from which these curves are plotted are 
given in the following table. For convenience the initial 
velocity of expulsion is added as well as the half-value period 
and the transformation constant. The ranges are reduced to 
0° centigrade. 

* HK. Rutherford, Phil. Mag. xiii. p. 110 (1907). 
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b Subse Range Initial Transformation| - Half-value 
bia at 0°. eeu Constant. Period. 

| Wraninm 3... .2... (2°58 ems,| 1°51 x 10? 4-6 a a 5x 10° years | 

| US a DSA Ce EGE Mat a te - 

(eg es lorie MeGleree ca. | Url << 10 2000 years 
.—6 S 

| Ra Emanation .../3°94 ,, |1°74 ,, ,, 2-085 x 10 3°85 days 

| Radium:A......... Hs) BaMeGiui ? 625). 36510 3-0 minutes 
Radium C......... 657 1206 Hs, —— 

Meslontum ......... SOS Pa eae a 5°60 x10~° 143 days 

| Radioactinium .../455 ,, |182 ,, ,, | 41 x10 ° |195days | 
Actinium X ...... 4-17 lag he || 7:6 TOY, | | 10 D.daye 

Act Emanation...\5-40 ,, |1:93 ,, ., 18 x10! 3°9 seconds | 

Actinium A ...... i616 ,, |202 ,, ,, | 350 sho second 
Martin ©... 12 ,, 1190 ,, » | 54 x10° | 2°15 minutes 

All the products in the uranium-radium series are marked 
on the curve except ionium and radium ©. In the case of 
ionium the period has not yet been determined, but according 
to Soddy* it is between 5x 10¢ and 10° years. It will be 
seen that the numbers of the uranium-radium series lie very 
closely on a straight line. Assuming that tonium is no ex- 
ception to the rule, and taking the range of its 2 particles to 
be 2°84 cm., an inspection of the curve shows that its half- 
value period should be nearly as high as one million years. 

The discussion of radium C presents some difficulties, for 
from its range the half-value period of the product should be 
exceedingly ” short, about 10-® second. The recent work of 
Hahn and ‘Meitner+ and of Fajans } has shown that the sub- 
stance ordinarily called radium C is undoubtedly complex, and 
that the changes occurring in these substances are perhaps 
irregular. There is certainly no definite evidence yet 
available which would contradict the possibility that the 
period of transformation of the product which gives rise to 
the long-range @ particles is very short. 

It should be pointed out that a certain difficulty exists 
with regard to uranium. Boltwood§ has shown that the 
change in uranium gives rise to two « particles for one in 
each of the successive products, and this has been confirmed 

* F, Soddy, Le Radium, vii. p. 295 (1910). 
+ O. Hahn and L. Meitner, Phys. Zeitschr. x. p. 697 (1909). 
t K. Fajans, Phys, Zettschr. xii. p. 369 (1911). 
§ B. B. Boltwood, Amer. Journ. of Sci. xxv. p. 269 (1908). 
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by the scintillation method by Geiger and Rutherford*. 
This may be ascribed to the existence of two successive @-ray 
products, or to the emission of two « particles in the disinte- 
gration of each atom. This latter hypothesis is excluded by 
the experiments of Marsden and Barrattt, who found no 
evidence that two «a particles were emitted simultaneously. 
In regard to the first supposition Marsden and Barratt’s 
work also indicates that the period of the second product is 
more than a few seconds. It seems not impossible that there 
may exist two successive products, each of long period, which 
cannot be separated by ordinary chemical methods. For 
example, if the periods of these two substances were of the 
same order of magnitude the ranges of the « particles would 
differ very little and therefore be difficult to distinguish. 

In regard to actinium, it will be observed that the previous 
notation has been changed in consequence of the discovery of 
a new «-ray product following the emanation. ‘The new 
product is called actinium A, the second product actinium 
B, &. The reason for the change of nomenclature is given 
in the following paper by Rutherford and Geiger. It will 
be seen from the figure that the relation between range and 
period is again represented by a straight line falling below 
the corresponding line of the uranium-radium series. Radio- 
actinium does not he exactly on the line; this may be due 
to a slight error in the range, which is in this case difficult 
to determine. 

The nomenclature for the active deposit of the thorium 
emanation has also been changed in a similar manner to that 
of actinium in consequence of the discovery of another quickly 
decaying a-ray product, but the ranges of this product and 
of the emanation have not yet been determined with accuracy. 
Some preliminary experiments, however, made by one of us 
indicated that the numbers referring to the products of the 
thorium series also lie on a straight line when plotted in the 
same way as has been done for the uranium-radium and 
actinium series. The details will be discussed later when 
some experiments now in progress have been completed. 

The connexion indicated above between the period and 
range is at present only empirical, but it may depend on 
some simple relation which may ultimately be brought to 
light. Similar straight lines to those above would be obtained 
by plotting period against initial velocity of expulsion, since 
the range is proportional to the third power of the velocity. 

It is of interest that the relation discussed above offers a 

* H. Geiger and E. Rutherford, Phil. Mac. xx. p. 691 (1910). 
+ E. Marsden and J. Barratt, Proc. Phys. Soc. xxiii. p. 367 (1911). 
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possible explanation of the reason why no substance has been 
found emitting « rays of range shorter than 2°58cm. For 
example, the life of a substance which emitted a rays of 
range 1 cm. would be so long, and consequently its trans- 
formation so slow, that its activity would be beyond the limits 
of detection by present methods. 

Experiments are at present in progress with the view of 
determining with accuracy the ranges of the products which 
are yet uncertain. The result of such a complete investi- 
gation may |e expected to show definitely whether the relation 
given holds generally for all the substances emittting & rays. 
We are indebted to Prof. Rutherford for his help and his 

interest in these experiments. 

The Victoria University, Manchester, 
Physical Laboratories. pl 
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LVI. Transformation and Nomenclature of the Radioactive 
Emanations. By Prof. E. RutHerrorp, F.R.S., and 
Dr. H. GxtcEr, University of Manchester * 

if a recent paper, H. Geiger * has described experiments 
which show that the emanation of actinium contains a 

product ot very quick transformation, which emits « rays ot 
Jong range, 6°5 cm. in air, while the range of the & particles 
from the emanation itself i is 5°7 cm. Immediately after its 
formation, this new substance has a positive charge, and 
travels to the negative electrode in an electric field. By 
assuming that this positive carrier has the same mobility in 
alr as a positive ion produced in air, it was deduced that the 
quick product was half transformed in about 1/500 of 
second. The proof of the existence of this product at 
once explained the observation made some time before 
by Geiger and Marsden that the emanation of actinium 
apparently emitted two « ray particles at nearly the same 
time. Since the new product is almost completely trans- 
formed in 1/50 of a second after its formation, the a ray 
particle from the emanation itself would be followed within 
this interval by one from the new product, and the interval 
between them could not be detected by the eye using the 
scintillation method. In a previous paper, Geiger and 
Marsden f have also shown that the emanation of thorium 
emits two « particles in rapid succession. In this case there 
was on the average a distinct interval between the appearance 
of two scintillations on the zine sulphide screen, indicating 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
t+ Phil. Mag. July 1911. t Phys. Zeit. xi. p. 7 (1910). 
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that an a ray product was present in the emanation which 
had an average life ot transformation not longer than 
1/5 of a second. These conclusions have been confirmed by 
further experiment. As in the case of the actinium emana- 
tion the new product has a positive charge, and in an electric 
field is deposited on the negative electrode. The period of 
transformation, however, is much longer than that for the 

a corresponding actinium product. It 1s, in consequence, not 
ns practicable to determine the period of transformation by the 

method previously employed by Geiger for the short-lived 
i | product of the actinium emanation. In order to determine 

HH | the period, weak electric fields are required, and under 
these conditions the loss of charge of the carriers by re- 
combination with the ions seriously complicates the deductions 
from the experiments. In an accompanying paper, the times 
of transformation of these new products have been determined 
by a new and more direct method by H. Moseley and 
K. Fajans. It will be seen that the half-value period of 
transformation of the product in actinium is ‘002 second, a 
value in good accord deduced indirectly by Geiger. The 
corresponding half-value period for the thorium product is 
‘14 second, a value within the limit indicated by the scintil- 
lation experiments of Geiger and Marsden. 

The presence of these new products in the emanations of 
thorium and actinium can be simply illustrated by experiments 
inadark room. ‘The emanation from a strong preparation 
of actinium or of thorium is allowed to diffuse into a small 
cylindrical vessel in the centre of which is fixed a metal rod 
insulated from the cylinder by an ebonite cork. One 
terminal of a battery of about 1000 volts is connected to the 
rod and the other to the outside of the vessel. About one 
centimetre of the end of the rod is coated with a layer of 
zinc sulphide. Ina dark room without an electric field, the 
zine sulphide is seen to glow faintly due to the e rays from 
the emanation. When the rod is connected to the negative 
pole of the battery, the end of the rod is seen to light 

a brightly on the instant. This is due to the concentration of 
ail the short-lived product from the whole volume of the 
ak emanation space on to the small negatively charged rod. 

On disconnecting the battery the luminosity sinks instantly. 
By alternate application and removal of the electric field at 
rapid intervals, the luminosity is seen to rise and fall with 
it. In the case of actinium, the effect of the ordinary active 
deposit becomes evident after a few minutes by a slow but 
steady increase of the residual luminosity when the field is 
cut off. The effects are more strongly marked using the 
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emanation of thorium instead of actinium. For this purpose 
a tube containing an active preparation of radicthorium and 
mesothorium open at one end was placed at the base of the 
vessel. The emanation diffused from the tube into the air 
space. The increase of luminosity was relatively far more 
marked than in the case of the actinium emanation, a result 
probably due to the fact that a considerable fraction of the 
actinium product was transformed before the electric field could 
transport it to the negative electrode. A similar experi- 
ment was performed with a vessel containing some radium 
emanation ; but the increase of luminosity on applying the 
field was small and the decrease of luminosity after the 
electric field was cut off was difficult to detect. In this case, 
the radium A of half-value period three minutes was con- 
centrated on the rod. No appreciable effect is observed 
in any of the experiments if the central rod is charged 
positively. 

In this connexion, it is of interest to recall an experiment 
on the actinium emanation made many years ago by Giesel *. 
A narrow metal tube containing a strong actinium preparation 
at one end was placed with the open end downwards about 
5 em. from the surface of a zine suphide screen. The screen 
could be charged negatively to a high potential, and the 
cylinder connected with earth. On applying the electric field 
a luminous spot of light instantly appeared on the screen 
under the tube. Gnesel suggested in explanation that a new 
type of radiation was emitted by the emanation which he 
termed the EK rays. It has been generally assumed that the 
effect observed by Giesel was due to the concentration of 
the ordinary actinium deposit on the zine sulphide screen. 
In the light of the experiments described in this paper, there 
appears to be no doubt, however, that the luminosity was 
initially mainly due to the very short-lived product of the 
aclinium emanation. This travelled along the lines of force 
to the zinc sulphide screen and was transformed in_ situ, 
giving rise to the luminosity observed. 

The presence of the new product in the thorium emanation 
and its rapid decay can be simply shown in the following 
way. A small brass cylinder about 6 cm. long is connected 
with a strong source of thorium preparation, and the ends 
are closed by small ebonite corks. An endless wire, which 
can be kept in constant movement by means of a motor, 
passes through small holes in the ebonite stoppers. The 
outside of the cylinder is connected with the positive pole of 
the battery, and the wire with the negative pole. Under 

* Ber. d. D. Chem. Ges. xxxvi. p. 342 (1903). 
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Mi these conditions, the short-lived product of the thorium 
io emanation is concentrated on the wire. The activity of the 

wire as it passes from the tube is examined by a zinc 
sulphide screen placed close to it. It is seen that the 
luminosity of the screen falls off as it is moved along the wire 
from the end of the tube. By suitably adjusting the velocity 
of the wire and using a long zine sulphide screen placed 
close to the wire the decay of the new product is very 
strikingly and simply shown. A band of luminosity is seen 
on the screen which decreases rapidly in intensity from the 
point nearest the end of the tube. In order to observe a 
similar effect with the actinium emanation, the wire must be 

| 

I ved fae _By counti 
ni | various points along the wire it is obvious that the decay of 

moved far more rapidly. By counting the scintillations at 

ah the product can be simply determined when the velocity 
of the moving wire is known. As, however, the method is 
similar in general principle with that employed by Moseley 

! | and Fajans in the paper referred to, it has not been considered 
i necessary to give the results obtained. 

It is seen that the atoms of the new products derived from 
the thorium and actinium emanations carry a positive charge, 

| for they are conveyed to the negative electrode in an electric 
iy. field. An interesting question arises whether the concentration 

of the active deposit from these two emanations on the 
cathode depends entirely upon the transportation of the new 
products to the cathode and their subsequent transformation 
in situ. Hor example, there is at present no certain evidence 
of the sign or magnitude of the charge on the residual atom 
which will result from the transformation of the new products 
when present in the gas. This is a question of considerable 
interest, and will be examined in detail later. The experi- 
ments of Russ * and Kennedy ¢ on the actinium emanation 
have shown that under some conditions as much active 
deposit appears on the anode as on the cathode, while in the 
case of thorium, the active deposit under normal conditions 
appears only on the cathode. These differences may possibly 
receive an explanation by taking into account the difference 
in the period of transformation of the short-lived products in 
the two cases. Some experiments are in progress to examine 
these points in detail. 

a 

—— 

———— 

Nomenclature. 

The existence of two short-lived products following the 
emanations of thorium and actinium makes a change of 

* Phil. Mag. xvii. p. 412 (1909). 
tT Phil. Mag. xviii. p. 744 (1909). 
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nomenclature desirable, in order to give a definite name to 
each of these products, and to specify its position in the 
radioactive series. There seems to be no doubt that these 
short-lived products do not exist in the gaseous state, but 
behave as solids. This is borne out by the experimental 
results included in this paper, for there is no evidence that 
the products considered escape from the negatively charged 
wire except by the well-known process of radioactive recoil. 

It seems fairly certain that the new products ought to be 
included as members of the “ active deposits’”’ derived from 
the thorium and actinium emanations. They resemble the 
first member of the active deposit of radium, namely radium 
A, in carrying a positive charge, and in their concentration on 
the cathode in a strong electric field. If they are considered 
to be members of the group of products now generally 
included under the term ‘‘ active deposit,” there is seen to be 
a remarkably close analogy in the successive transformations 
of the three emanations. It is seen that the new products 
are very analogous, both as regards physical properties and 
nature of radiation emitted, to the first product of the radium 
emanation, namely radium A. It is, therefore, suggested 
that the new product in thorium should be called thorium A, 
and in actinium, actinium A. In consequence it is necessary 
to denote the products previously called thorium A and 
actinium A, thorium B and actinium B respectively, and 
similarly for the later products. 

The scheme of nomenclature proposed, starting from the 
emanations. is shown in the following table (p. 626), where the 
naiure of the radiation emitted and the half. value period of 
transformation are added. 

In this scheme, it is seen that not only are the A products 
similar in general character, but also the B products, for each 
of the latter emits easily absorbed @ rays. 

There is an apparent divergence in the mode of trans- 
formation of the third product of the three series. In the 
radium series, the product ordinarily called radium C emits 
not only « rays but also Band y rays. The third product of 
the actinium series, now named actinium C, emits only one 
type of a rays, and is followed by another product to be called 
actinium D, emitting 8 and y rays. This latter product was 
isolated by Hahn using the recoil method. In the ease of 
thorium, the transformation of the second product, thorium B, 
is followed by a product of halt-value period 55 minutes, 
which Hahn showed emitted two distinct types of @ rays, 
whose ranges in air are 5-0 and 8°6 cm. In all other radio- 
active transformations, it has been observed that each product 
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emits a particles of characteristic range. It has, therefore, 
been generaliy assumed that two successive products are 
present, one of period of 55 minutes emitting « particles of 
range 5:0 em., followed by a product of probably rapid trans- 
formation emitting « particles of range 8°6 cm. Although a 
number of attempts have been made by various observers, 
it has not so far been found possible to separate the two 
products; for they always appear together and decay together 
with the same period, and each product seems to emit about 
the same number of « particles per second. | 

Hahn has also shown that from a plate coated with the 
active deposit of thorium, a product emitting 8 and y rays 
of period three minutes can be obtained by recoil. We thus 
see that the analogy apparently breaks down at this point ; 
for radium C or actinium C emits only one type of « rays. 
In addition, in the case of actinium and thorium, the pene- 
trating 8 and y rays arise from a distinct product following 
the « ray transformation. Recently, however, Hahn and 
Meitner* drew attention to the existence of a new product in 
radium C. This has been confirmed and examined in detail 
by Fajans f, who found that the product has a period of 1°4 
minutes, and emits only 8 and probably y rays. The absorption 
of these rays is about the same as for those ascribed to ordinary 
radium C. This new product is obtained by recoil from pure 
radium C, but in exceedingly small relative quantity, about 
1/20000, measured by the B rays. In this respect, it differs 
markedly from the 8 ray products obtained by recoil from 
the corresponding products of thorium and actinium, where 
the relative quantities obtained by recoil are about 10,000 
times greater. Fajans has discussed the question of the 
position of this new 8 ray product in the radium series, and 
concludes that radium C breaks up in two distinct ways, and 
that the new product is to he regarded as a lateral branch of 
the main radium series. 

At the Radiology Congress in Brussels, the question of 
nomenclature was discussed, and it was generally agreed that 
if a product considered simple was shown to be complex, the 
original name should, if possible, be retained to signify the 
group, and that the individual components should be dis- 
tinguished by numbers. For example, there are many 
practical advantages in retaining the name radium C to 
include the two or more components that may be present. 
So far only two components. have been definitely dis- 
tinguished, and these will be called radium C, and radium (C,. 

~ * Phys. Zeit. x. p. 697 (1909). 
+ Phys. Zeit. xii. p. 369 (1911). 
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( Fajans has suggested that the name radium C, should be 
given to the new product ot period 1:4 minutes. No 

a attempt has been made in the Table to differentiate between 
iis the products of the transformation of the two component 
Li substances. The main series is supposed to follow the group 
i as a whole. 
|! In regard to thorium, it is proposed that the matter in the 
Ay active deposit, which always emits the two distinct types of 

| a rays, should be called as a whole thorium C, and that its 
possible components should be called thorium oh and thorium 
C,. This nomenclature has certain advantages, for in the first 
place on this scheme all the C products emit « rays, and the 
D products emit 8 rays. In the second place, there is at present 
no definite evidence that the components of thorium C are 
successive products in the ordinary sense. The question of the 
exact type of the transformation occurring in thorium ( is a 
difficult one. If thorium C, and Onin C, are successive 
products, it is to be expected that a considerable quantity of 
C, should be obtained by recoil under suitable conditions. 
Hahn, however, was unable to obtain any evidence of the 
separ Arion of ‘Jeorenenn C, by recoil, and in consequence con- 
cluded that the period of the latter must be very short. On 
the other hand, Geiger and Marsden failed to observe any 
double scintillations from thorium C or any groupings of 
the scintillations small intervals of time apart *. 

This evidence is difficult to reconcile with the view that 
the changes are successive in the ordinary sense. Additional 
support to this conclusion is given by the observations first 
made by Bronson, and afterwards confirmed by the scintilla- 
tion method by Geiger and Marsden, that the thorium 
emanation together with its short-period product emits four 
a par ticles iow two from the products thorium C,+ thorium 
C, in equilibrium with it. This is difficult to account for on 
the view of successive products, unless it be supposed that 
both the emanation and the new product emit two @ particles 
for one from thorium C, and one from thorium C,. The 
evidence as a whole points strongly to the conclusion that the 
products are not successive, but are connected in some unusual 
way. ‘There are several modes of tranformation possible to 
account for the observed facts; but it is desirable to delay 
the discussion of these points until more experimental data 
are available. 

As in the case of radium C, thorium D is supposed to be 
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* These experiments made some time ago by Geiger and Marsden have 
not so far been published. A more detailed account will be published by. 
them in a later paper. 
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a successive product of the group thorium © without any 
assumption whether it originates from only one of the com- 
ponents or both. The analogy between the general modes 
of the three emanations is undoubtedly very close. It 
appears very probable that the group radium C in reality 
corresponds to the group thorium C+ D, and actinium C+ Dd, 
although the type and order of the transformations appear to 
be different in each case. There are, however, still many 
questions to be closely examined before any decisive con- 
clusion can be reached. The analogy between the products 
of the emanations has been discussed in some detail partly to 
give reasons for the scheme of nomenclature adopted, and 
partly to bring out the numerous points of similarity. 

University of Manchester, 
' August 1911. 

LIX. Radio-active Products of Short Life. 
By H. G. J. Mostzy, B.A., and K. Fasans, Ph.D.* 

| saa ordinary methods by which the properties of radio- 
active substances are investigated are not suited to 

the study of products of short life. The shortest period 
hitherto measured, that of actinium emanation, period 
3°9 seconds, was determined by a method of steady flow. 

The emanation supplied at a constant rate from an 
actinium preparation was conveyed with a steady stream of 
air through a tube. The period was deduced from obser- 
vations of the concentration of the emanation at different 
points along the tube. 

Evidence, which will be discussed later, pointed to the 
existence of products of yet shorter life ; the steady flow 
method was accordingly adapted to their investigation. 

By this method the periods were determined of two pro- 
ducts, the one successive to actinium emanation, the other 
to thorium emanation. The periods were found to be 0020 
second and 0 14 second respectively. 

Throughout this paper the new nomenclature proposed by 
eathercord and Geiger f will be adopted. To avoid con- 
fusion the period will be added in brackets whenever a 
product is mentioned of which the name has been altered. 
The two products just mentioned will therefore be called 
Actinium A (‘002 see.) and Thorium A (‘14 sec.). 

The steady flow method can be used to investigate any 

* Communicated by Prof. E. Rutherford, F.R.S, 
+ See preceding gees 

iPiul. Mag. 8.6. Vol. 227 Noes0) Oct 1911. mya 
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product which can be both separated from its parent and _ 
brought to an instrument for the measurement of its radiation, 
provided the time interval is not large compared with the 
period of the product. 

For the separation, advantage was taken™ of the fact 
that the residue after the expulsion of an & particle is posi- 
tively charged, and will therefore, if driven by recoil into 
the air, be carried to a negatively charged plate. By using 
the face of a rotating disk as the negatively charged plate, 
the separated product was quickly brought to an ionization. 
vessel for the measurement of its radiation. 
The period was deduced from the loss of activity of the 

plate during the time taken to pass from the one to the other 
of two similar ionization vessels. 

The rotating disk used was built for running at high 
speeds, and was originally used by Schuster and Hemsalech 
for photographing sparks. Details of the construction will 
be found in their paper +. It could conveniently be run at a 
peripheral speed of 160 metres per second. 

The disk was turned by an electric motor, and no difficulty 
was experienced in keeping constant the speed, which was 
read from a speed counter attached to the hub of the disk. 
When working with the product thorium A (0°14 sec.) the 
speed was reduced by introducing a pair of intermediate 
wheels between motor and disk. 

Preliminary experiments showed that there were no serious 
difficulties involved in the use of the method. It was ac- 
cordingly applied to the investigation of the supposed 
anomalies f in the decay of the recoil product from the active 
deposit of actinium. 

It was next intended to search for products of short life 
associated with the emanations of actinium and thorium, the 
existence of which had been rendered probable by the work 
of Geiger and Marsden on double scintillations §. 

At this stage Geiger || by a different and ingenious method 
proved the existence of the new actinium product, and formed 
an estimate of its period. 
We are much indebted to Dr. Geiger for his kindness in 

leaving to us the further investigation of the period of this 
product. 

The following apparatus was used for investigating the 
products which follow actinium and thorium emanations. 

* Hahn and Meitner, Ber. d. D. Phys. Gesel. vol. xi. p. 55 (1909). 
jnlp brans. Ae vOl.cxcil. p. 189i 1899). 
{ Blanquies, Le Radium, vol. v1. p. 230 (1909). 
SJebiys. Zeit. vol xi..p.” (1920). 
PehilMacevolsxxii. ps 201 (1911), 
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The actinium emanation was derived from actinium purified 
in this laboratory by Prof. Boltwood * from the Royal Sociey 
residues ; the thorium emanation from a preparation of meso- 
thorium. The actinium was wrapped in blotting-paper, 
through which the emanation readily diffused; the meso- 
thorium was contained in a small open tube. Hither was 
fixed inside an ebonite box, 4X3x3cm., open at one end, 
the edges of which, covered with with velvet, pressed against 
the rotating disk, thus preventing much emanation from 
escaping. In front of the active material and parallel to the 
disk was a plate of copper gauze. When the latter was 
charged positively, the positively charged residue of the 
emanation was deposited on the face of the disk. Since 
electroscopes were affected by the vibration caused by thre 
disk when rotating at high speed, ionization boxes and an 
electrometer were used for measuring the radiation. The 
two ionization boxes were of similar size and shape. The 
bottom of each was closed with goldbeater’s-skin, which, 
while impervious to emanation, readily allowed «& particles 
to pass through, since its stopping power was equivalent to 
Jess than 2 cm. of air. © The goldbeater’s-skin was coated 
on its inner side with aluminium leaf in metallic connexion 
with the rest of the box. for measuring actinium A, the 
ionization boxes were placed side by side, and the ebonite 
box containing the actinium was close to them. In the case 
of thorium A, the three boxes were 120° apart. In either 
ease the yee were similarly situated with regard to the 
axis of rotation of the disk, the bottoms of the lonization 
boxes facing the disk at a distance of about half a centimetre. 

The shape of the bottom of an ionization box was that of 
a truneated sector of the disk, while a brass plate of similar 
shape, slightly smaller, was insulated inside the box, parallel 
to the bottom. This plate could be connected to the electro- 
meter by a wire, enclosed in a air-tight metal tube, to guard 
against induction disturbance and the entrance of emanation. 
The ionization boxes were kept charged to a potential of 
400 volts, and the current which passed between the box and 
insulated plate was measured by a compensation method, the 
plate and connected quadrants of the electrometer being kept 
during the course of a measurement at zero potential by the 
use of an induction balance fF. 

In the case of thorium A, the thorium and radium emana- 
tions—derived from the impure mesothorium—eseaping from 
the ebonite box, caused some ionization in the electrometer ; 

* Proc. Roy. Sogavyolixxxy. p. 77 (1911): 
+ Townsend, Phil. Mag. vol. vi. p. 603 (1908). 
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so that serious error due to faulty insulation would have been 
introduced had the insulated system not been kept at zero 
potential. 

The current was measured by connecting the brass plate 
to the electrometer for exactly one minute, and noticing both 
the quantity of electricity used in compensation during that 
time, and the deflexion of the electrometer-needle due to 
unperfect compensation. 

Measurements were taken in the following order at intervals 
of two minutes of :— 

I. The current through the first box due to @ particles 
from emanation and active deposit on the disk. 

II. The current through the first box with a field of 
+ 800 volts between the copper gauze and the disk. 

TIT. and LV. Similar measurements in the second box. 
In a typical experiment the following currents were 

observed: |. 298. IT. 402. Til. 183.2 2Ver2o nie 
differences between II. and I. and IV.and III. were evidently 
due to e particles from actinium A which had been deposited 
on the disk. 

The sensitiveness of the first ionization box was known to 
be 13 per cent. greater than that of the second. 

The ratio of the activities of the actinium A on the disk 
when opposite the first and second boxes was therefore 
NOD 00 xX 1:13. 

If, now, A is the decay constant of actinium A, and ¢ the 
time taken to pass from the first box to the second 

eM = “575. 
The angular separation of the two boxes was 16° 4, and 

the time of one revolution was ‘037 sec. 
Hence ¢ = °00169 sec., giving 7 = 329 (sec.)~1, and the 

half-value period log,2/A=:00211 sec. 
These measurements were always repeated about five times 

in the same order. Separate curves were then drawn showin 
the variation with time of the currents J., II., II., IV., 
and values of the decay ratio deduced from simultaneous 
values of the four currents obtained by interpolation. The 
growth of active deposit and any steady change in the depo- 
sition of actinium A on the disk were in this way allowed 
for. In some sets of experiments irregular changes took 
place, due no doubt to small changes in position of the ebonite 
box, whereby both the amount of actinium emanation 
escaping, the amount remaining as a source of actinium A, 
and the amount of activity removed from the disk by the 
contact of the velvet edging were altered. Such experiments 
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were discarded, the probable error in the mean of the various 

decay ratios obtained from the sets of readings deciding the 

value of the result. 
In this way the following values of X were obtained 

be dt. r(sec)—!. 

‘000726 sec. 0234 323 

"000843 0-316 379 

‘00169 0-562 Doz 

"00260 0-861 332 

“00405 1°56 386 

Weighted mean \=347. Hence half-value period =:00200 

sec., the error being probably not greater than 5 per cent. 

In fig. 1 the logarithm to base e of the activity (—At) is 

plotted against the time (¢). 

Fig. 1. 

OF ACTIV/TY 

L0G, 

=c 
1 2 3 4 ig 

TIME 1N THOUSANOTHS OF A SECOND 

This result is in agreement with that of Geiger * who, 

from the behaviour of actinium emanation in an electric 

field, deduced the existence of this new product and the 

order of magnitude of its period. The value given by Geiger 

as a rough estimate is, by a remarkable coincidence, identical 

with that obtained above. 
It has been mentioned in the foregoing calculation that 

the sensitiveness of the first box was found to be 13 per cent. 

* Phil. Mag. vol. xxii. p. 201, July 1911. 
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greater than that of the second. This was determined by 
continuing the deposition of actinium A until by its deeay 
a large quantity ot active deposit had been formed on the 
disk. The actinium was then removed and the currents in 
the two boxes compared, allowance being made for the decay 
in activity of the deposit. The observed difference in sensi- 
tiveness may in part have been due to imperfect adjustment 
ot the positions of the boxes, so that a little activity may 
have escaped the second box but not the first. It will be 
seen that in correcting for sensitiveness, thus determined, 
error due to faulty adjustment is at the same time eliminated. 

Jn the case of thorium A, the correction for sensitiveness 
was made in an entirely different manner. Sets of experi- 
ments were made alternately with the disk rotating in oppo- 
site directions, the ratios of the activities then giving ke, 
where é is the sensitiveness ratio. That value of & was then 
chosen which made the mean value of A from all the *‘ clock- 
wise’? experiments the same as the mean froin all the 
‘counterclockwise.’ In other respects the experiments on 
thorium A were similar to those on actinium A, but in the 
Jormer case the caiculation was simpler, since the growth of 
active deposit was usually inappreciable. Unexpected irregu- 
larities were occasionally observed, but, owing to the departure 
from England of one of the authors, it was not found possible 
to inquire into their cause. The mean value found for the 
half-value period of thorium A was 07145 second, and this 
value is thought to be correct to within 10 per cent. A more 
careful determination will, however, be made as soon as work 
on this subject is resumed. The result is in « agreement with 
the deduction of Geiger and Marsden*, that an a-ray product 
exists in thorium emanation with a period of the order of a 

fitth of a seeond. 

Huperiments with Actinium C, 

The active depesit from actinium is known i consist of 
three successive products, actinium B (36 min.), C (2-1 min.), 
and D (4:7 min.). Mlle. Blanquies, believing the @ eee 
of actinium C to be complex f, has suggested that it may 
have come from more than one product, and a product named 
actinium B, has obtained a provisional place in Mme. Curie’s 
‘ Radio- neliniion” The results of experiments made by 
Mile. Blanquies to test this question t were not conclusive, 
but irregularities were observed in the decay of actinium G, - 

* Phys. Zeit. vol. xi. p. 7 (191C). 
Tt Le Radium, vol. vi. p. 230 (1909). 
J Le Radium, vol, vu. p. 159 (1910). 
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and of the product obtained by recoil from the active deposit, 
which were consistent with tlie existence of a product subse- 
quent to actinium ©, with a period of a few seconds. 

The smallness of the observed effect would be explained 
by the fact that no measurements were taken until a minute 
after the decay had started. 

The existence of this product was therefore tested by the 
method described in this paper. 
A plate rendered active by exposure to actinium emanation 

was placed in front of the rotating disk. Opposite the disk 
was an electroscope with an opeuing large enough to receive 

o> oo) 

a fourth part of any radiation coming from the disk. The 
electroscope was fixed to a bracket projecting from a wall, 
in order to avoid the vibration set up by the rotation of 
the disk. 

When the plate was uncharged, no activity was transferred 
to the disk. On charging the plate positively, those atoms 
which by the expulsion of an @ particle had been projected 
into the air, were carried to the disk. Such atoms consisted 
of actinium D and of the hypothetical new product. Since 
actinium D does not emit « particles, the ionization in the 
electroscope would be mainly due to the new product, unless 
this product either had decayed before reaching the electro- 
scope, or belonged to some side branch from the main dis- 
integration series. The rise of activity on the disk, on 

ACTIVITY 

20 40 60 

7/ME 1N MINUTES. 

charging the active plate, is shown in fig. 2, the time 
interval before reaching the electroscope being °15 second. 
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The curve drawn has been calculated on the assumption that 
the recoil product consists entirely of actinium D, and 
the agreement between theory and experiment is seen to be 
satisfactory. 

It is to be remarked that the recoil experiments of Mlle. 
Blanquies were complicated by the presence in the recoil 
product of some actinium B. We, on the contrary, always 
obtained by recoil, either from an active plate or from a fine 
wire, actinium D alone. 

The presence of a product of short life would also he 
shown by a rapid initial fall of activity on removing the 
active source. The rise of activity on the disk was measured 
as before, until, after 15°7 minutes, the maximum was 
reached. The active plate was then earthed, and the activity 
on the disk was found to decay exponentially with the period 
of actinium D, the activity, immediately after the plate 
was earthed, being found by extrapolation to be the same as 
immediately before. 

In the light of these experiments, the observation of 
Geiger and Marsden * that 10 per cent. of the @ particles 
from actinium active deposit are emitted in pairs, seems only 
to be explained by the existerce after actinium C of a side- 
branch product of very short life. Observations have been 
made with a small ionization vessel, and the disk rotating at 
high speed, in which such a product should have been detected 
had its period been greater than 10~* second. 

A short description will now be given of a simple method 
by which products obtained by recoil may be analysed, and 
products of short life detected. The method is also suited to 
the examination of the radiation from such products. 

The bottom of an electroscope is closed by a sheet of lead, 
in which is a large hole covered over with aluminium leaf. 
The active plate, the source of the recoil, is fixed, active side 
downwards, to the lead sheet. 
Any ionization produced in the electroscope is due to 

y radiation, and to @ radiation reflected into the opening 
from surrounding objects. 

Directly underneath the opening and in full view of the 
active plate is placed a small insulated metal plate, or reflector. 
This reflector being charged to a high negative potential by 
an influence machine, attracts to itself the product recoiling 
from the active plate, and the radiation from this product 
enters the electroscope. 

Using actinium active deposit as the source of activity the 
results shown in fig. 3 were obtained. 

* Loc. cit. 
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The straight line marked “ Diffused Radiation ”’ gives the 
effect observed when tke reflector is uncharged. The upper 

Fig. 3. 

£06.49 Acriviry. 
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TIME IN MINUTES 

eurve was obtained when the reflector was charged by a 
Wimshurst machine to a potential of about 10,000 volts, the 
distance between source and reflector being 5 cm. After 
18 minutes the reflector was again earthed. By subtracting 
the diffused radiation from the latter part of the upper curve, 
the straight line marked “Act D” was obtained. It will be 
noticed that the two branches of the upper curve meet; a 
proof that no product of period of a few seconds has been 
deposited by recoil. 

Sensibility of the new method. 

A brief discussion will now be given of the possibilities 
of the new method for detection of products of very short 
life. The time interval between the formation of a new 
product and the detection of its effect depends on two factors: 
(1) the interval required for deposition of the active matter 
on the rotating disk, (2) the interval between deposition and 
Pee oni aehioh is determined by the angular distance 
of the detecting vessel from the source and ne speed of 
rotation of the ele The minimum time lost by a charged 
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atom in reaching the rotating disk is limited by the dielectric 
strengta of the air, the velocity * in an electric field of one 
volt per centimetre being about 1-4 cm. per second. The 
minimum time lost will therefore be about 10~° second. 

The time lost in reaching the measuring instrument will 
be least when the product emits « particles, and these are 
counted by the method of scintillations, Since the distance 
between source and zinc-sulphide screen need be not more 
than a few millimetres, measurements may be taken between 
10~° and 10~4 second after the separation of the product. 
It is intended by this method to extend the investigation 

into the possible complexity of radium C and of thorium © 
(period 55 min.) ; preliminary experiments, in which the 
loss-of time was much greater, having given negative results. 

It is evident, however, that for a product of which the 
parent does not emit a particles, the main difficulty will be 
in effecting the separation. 

It is intended also to use the method for studying the 
nature of the 6 radiation from radium Cat, the advantage 
being obvious of working with a source which decays to 
half value with the period of radium C, 19°5 minutes, rather 
than with that of radium C, itself, viz. only 1:4 minutes. 

By increasing the size of the ionization vessel, more than 
half of the activity of the separated product will be available 
for measurement. 

Summary. 

1. Actinium emanation is succeeded by a solid product, 
which emits « particles, and has a half-value period -0020 
second, 

2. Thorium emanation is succeeded by a similar product 
with half-value pericd 0°14 second. 

3. The product obtained by recoil from actinium active 
deposit is pure Act D. The supposed complex nature of 
Act C is therefore not confirmed. 

In conclusion we wish to express our sincere gratitude to 
Professor Rutherford, both for the loan of much radioactive 
material, and for the kind interest which he has taken in 
this research. 

Physical Laboratory, 
University of Manchester. 

* Franck, Verhand. d. D. Phys. Gesel. vol. xi. p. 55 (1909). 
+ Fajans, Phys. Zeit. vol. x. p. 872 (1911). 



LX. The Intensity of the Earth’s Penetrating Radiation at 
Different Altitudes and a Secondary Radiation excited by it. 
By Prof. J. C. McLennan and HE. N. Macatium, B.A.* 

I. Penetrating Radiation at different altitudes. 

[* a paper in the Phil. Mag. Jan. 1911, page 37, Dr. A.S. 
Hive, on certain assumptions, calculates the probable 

effect of altitude on the intensity of the y rays from radium 
C present in the earth, and obtains the values given in Table I. 
below for the ionization due to this radiation at points at 
different heights above the ground. 

In his calculations he made no correction for a decrease in 
the density of the air with increase in altitude, but pointed 
out that this would tend to augment the lower figures given 
in the table. He also stated in the paper that the number of 
ions made per cubic centimetre per second should perhaps be 
doubled if the effect of thorium in the earth were added to 
thet of radium. 

From the numbers given in the table it is clear that if the 
penetrating radiation present at the surface of the earth is 
entirely of terrestrial origin, it should be possible to detect a 
diminution in the intensity of this radiation even at moderate 
distances above the earth’s surface. 

TABLE I. 

Height in Metres. Penetrating Radiation, 

| Ratio. Jons per cm.° fer sec. 

Os. oe | 1-CO | “80 

Lede eee ‘98 78 

LOM. ara 83 67 

LC0.h FS eae | "36 29 

CQO aera ‘O01 008 

The only numbers which directly lend confirmation to 
five’s conclusions appear to be given in a paper by Wulf (Le 
Radium, June 1910, and Phys. Zeit. 15 Sept., 1910), who 
found “q”=6 for the number of ions made per c.c. per 
second by the penetrating radiation at the surface of the 

. 

* Communicated by the Authors, having been read before the Royal 
Society of Canada, May 16th, 1911. 
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earth in Paris, and “g”=3°'5 at a height of 300 metres on 
the Hiffel Tower. 

In addition to these results some observations made by 
Gockel—who noted a moderate decrease in the saturation 
current of an electroscope which he carried in a balloon 
ascent of some 4 kilometres—seem to be the only ones which 
throw any light on the question of a diminution of the inten- 
sity of the penetrating radiation with the altitude. 

In order to see if such a diminution as that indicated by 
Eve’s numbers was observable at Toronto, a series of 
measurements was made at different points, both on the 
ground and on buildings at different heights above the 
ground. 

The intensity of the penetrating radiation at different 
places was obtained by measuring with a ©. T. R. Wilson 
electrometer *, carrying a compensating electrical condenser, 
the saturation current through a mass of air confined in an 
hermetically sealed zine receiver of about 30 litres capacity. 
The zine of which the receiver was constructed was of the 
ordinary commercial variety and was not selected with any 
idea of being specially free from radioactive impurities. It 
was about 0°5 mm. in thickness. 

As V. E. Pound t has shown that 7 mm. of aluminium 
are required to completely absorb all the different types of 
8 radiation emitted by a sample of radium in equilibrium, it 
follows that the walls of the receiver used in these measure- 
ments were not sufficiently thick to exclude all radiations of 
the 8 type which might accompany, and be possibly caused 
by, the penetrating radiation. 

From observations made at Toronto at different points in 
the month of March last, selected sets of consecutive readings 
are given in Table II. 

From the table it will be seen that the value obtained for 
in a room in the physical laboratory was about the same 

as that obtained in the open space on the university lawn, 
viz., slightly over 15 ions per ¢.c. per second, The measure- 
ments made on the ice on Toronto Bay, however, gave a 
much lower value, “ q’’=9°3, than those made on the lawn, 
and confirmed the observations made by one of us and 
Mir C2 1S) Wrehtt im 1907 and 1908, when there was 
found an exceptionally low value for “q” over the water of 
Lake Ontario. 

* Proc. of Roy. Soc. of Canada, p. 85, 1908, and Phil. Mag. Feb. 
1909, p. 310. 

tr Proc. of Roy. Soc. of Canada, p. 53, 1908, and Phil. Mag: Jan. 1909, 
126) 
{ Wright, Phil, Mag. Feb. 1909, p. 310. 
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Tasxe II. 

The ice on 
Toronto Bay. : 

The lawn, | Depth of water] "City Wall. | Clock ‘ower, The Physical University reese 
Laboratory. campus. Bee train peenaey Be raeteee 

shore=400 Sau ee 
metres. 

ee UN EIS A | as EE pc | 

15:2 15°1 9°3 16:5 Lg } 

153 15-2 ae 159 12:2 

15°5 150 8:9 15-2 116 

14:9 15°32 9-0 15-7 3-7 

ial Low 98 16:3 11°8 

1355 15-2 90 16°6 12-4 

146 9-8 169 12:2 

149 9-4 15:7 118 

15:2 9°8 15°5 1271 

158 9-1 16-4 124 

Mean=15'2 [Mean=15:1 | Mean=9°'3 Mean=16°1 |Mean=121 

The observations made in a room in the basement of the 
city hall, it will be seen, gave a mean for “gq” of 16:1, while 
those made at the top of the clock tower on the building 
64 metres from the ground, gave a mean of only 12°1 ions 
per c.c. per second. 

From the evidence adduced by C. 8. Wright * it would 
appear that the ice and water in l'oronto Bay cuts off practi- 
eally all the penetrating radiation from the ground beneath. 
Assuming this to be so, we obtain from the numbers given in 
Table II. the value 5°8 for the number of ions made per c.c. per 
‘second, in the air in the receiver by the penetrating radiation 
present at the lawn, as well as by the secondary rays produced 
by this radiation at the metallic walls of the receiver, and 
probably, too, at the surface of the ground. 

The table shows also, with the same assumption, that 2°8 
represents the value for “gq” arising from the penetrating 
radiation present at the top of the city hall tower and from 
the secondary rays excited by it. These numbers show that 
the effect of the penetrating radiation and its accompanying 
secondary radiation in ionizing the air in the receiver at the 
top of the tower, was only about 48 per cent. of the effect 
produced by similar radiations on the university lawn. 

LOC, Cut. 
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This diminution in ey for an altitude of 64 metres is 
practically the same (as Table I. shows) as that calculated by 
Kve for a diminution in the earth’s penetrating radiation. 

Tt must be remembered, however, in this connexion that 
probabiy the walls of the tower itsclE were not without 
influence. The clock-tower was a sandstone structure with 
a square cross-section of about 50 square metres area, and 
while the building proper of the city hall was about 
40) metres high, the tower extended up as a column to over 
24 metres above the roof of the building. The clock-room 
in which the measurements were made was provided with 
four glass windows serving as dials for the clock, each with 
a diameter of about 5 metres. The room itself had an attic 
space above it and this again was covered with a tile roof. 
It is presumable that the walls of the clock-room emitted 
penetrating rays and also absorbed to a certain extent those 
coming from the outside. However, the ionization observed 
in the basement of the city hall was only 1 ion per c.e. per 
second greater than that obtained on the university lawn. 
Consequently the amount contributed by the tower and walls 
of the clock-room was probably not greater than 1 ion per c.c. 
per second. The absorption by the glass windows too would 
not be very considerable, and so one may perhaps, without 
sensible error, set off the one effect against the other and 
conclude that the readings obtained represent fairly well the 
relative intensities of the. penetrating radiation at the surface 
of the earth at Toronto, and at a point 64 metres above it. 

Il. Secondary Rays produced by the Karth’s Penetrating 

Radiation. 

In the discussion which has preceded, it has been assumed 
that 5°8 ions per c.c. per second represents the ionization 
produced in air confined 1 in a zinc receiver by the penetrating 
radiation present at the surface of the earth at Toronto, and 
by other radiations which it may give rise to or be accom- 
panied by. 

This value is somewhat higher than that obtained by 
Wright * in 1908 at Toronto, whose numbers show a dil- 
ference of only 3°8 ions per c.c. per second between the 
readings taken on the ice of Toronto Bay, and those taken on 
the university lawn. It must be remembered, however, that 
in his experiments the lawn was covered with a layer of ice 
and snow to a depth of 20 centimetres, while in the present 

* Proc, Roy. Soc. A. No. 577, p. 175 (1911). 
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measurements the ground was bare. This difference in the 
condition of the ground might easily account for the difference 
in the results. Further support for this explanation is found 
in the fact that in the present investigation the readings ob- 
tained in the physical laboratory were practically the same 
as those obtained on the bare lawn, while in Wright’s obser- 
vations the readings in the lahoratory were 1°7 ions per c.c. per 
second higher than those obtained on the lawn, when covered 
with ice and snow. 

The conclusion that 5:8 ions per c.c. per second is approxi- 
mately a measure of the normal intensity of the earths 
penetrating radiation is also es by some readings 
recently made (near Cape Town) by Simpson and Wright *, 
who are at present attached to the Scott Antarctic Expedition. 
In the course of some observations made by them with an 
apparatus similar to that used by us, they found a difference 
of 6 lions per c¢.c. per second between the readin gs taken 
inland some 200 miles at Matjesfontain, and those taken on 
the ‘Terra Nova’ on the open sea. 

A further point of interest which they noted in connexion 
with their observations was that the readings which they ob- 
tained on the ‘Terra Nova’ due to the penetrating radiation 
immediately on leaving land, gave a mean about 3 ions per 
e.c. per second higher than Ben they obtained some time later 
when the vessel was well out to sea. This increase they 
ascribed to the presence of radioactive matter which came 
from the atmosphere over the land and was deposited on the 
surface of the vessel when lying in port. 

This effect may possibly account for a difference between 
some numbers recently published by Pacini t in connexion 
with his observations near the naval station at Livorno in 
Italy, and those obtained at Toronto and Cape Town. In his 
measurements he found a difference of only 2°4 ions per e.c. 
per second between the readings taken on the land near the 
shore and those taken on a launch on the sea some 300 metres 
from the shore. 

The effect due to active deposits on the launch would 
naturally depend to some extent on the size of the latter, but 
on the basis of Wright’s observations, one miay perhaps 
legitimately attribute 3 ions per c.c. per soot to such active 
deposits. This would make the ionization due to the radiation 
from the land at Livorno equal to 5-4 ions per ¢.c. per second, 

* Proc. Roy, Soc, Ay Nowauieeplido LOL). 
+ Annali dell? Ufficio Centrale Meteor. e. Geod. Italiano, vol. xxxii. 

L910; pt. 1. 
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and so make the readings at Toronto, Livorno, and Matjes- 
fontain practically the same. 

It would seem then that 5°38 ions per c.c. per second may 
be taken as representing approximately the ionization pro- 
duced under normal conditions by the earth’s radiation in 
air confined at atmospheric pressure in a zine receiver similar 
to that used in the present investigation. 

Since Eve has shown that 16 ions per ec.c per second is 
all that can be estimated as being produced directly by the 
penetrating rays coming from known radioactive substances 
in the soil, it follows, therefore, that about 4°2 ions per c.c. 
per second must be accounted for by the presence of other 
types of radiation. 

From the observations made by a number of investigators, 
it is clear that one of these types is the secondary radiation 
produced at the walls of the zine receiver by the penetrating 
rays themselves. A second type which it was thought might 
possibly be present and contribute to the ionization in the 
receiver, was a secondary radiation produced at the surface 
of the ground by the penetrating rays coming from the soil. 
Some observations were taken which seem to establish the 
existence of this type. 

The measurements which led to this conclusion were made 
by taking readings on the ionization of the air in the zine 
receiver as it was gradually brought up to a high and exten- 
sive brick wall forming part of a brick building which 
bounded the university lawn on one of its sides. These 
readings are recorded in Table III. and are represented by the 
curve in the diagram. 

TApiE ane: 

Observation Station. “@” No. of ions per ¢.c. per second. 

At the centre of the lawn............ Laat 

13°7 metres from the wall ......... 15:4 

12:2 Me 5 SNE fee et 15 45 

10-7 om) ” OH ih icanoadose 16-4 

7 99 99 99 PO eee eee 16:7 

Aceon han ge Meal] elise eIaN 16-7 

SS a iss MOUS eSUNH aehass iat easa 16°59 

From the numbers given in the table it will be seen that 
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the ionization began to increase when the receiver was about 
14 or 15 metres from the wall. At the centre of the lawn 
the reading was 15:1, while at 13:7 metres from the wall it 

was 15:4. Ata distance of 10:7 metres the reading was 16°4 
ions per c.c. per second, and at 7°7 metres it was 167. From 
there on to the wall the readings remained practically steady. 
As it had been shown previously that at any one place 
readings could be taken with the apparatus which did not 
show a variation greater than 3 per cent., it is clear from the 
numbers given above that the wall emitted a radiation whose 
range extended out in the air from the wall to a distance of 
between 14 and 15 metres. The absorbing power of this 
amount of air is roughly equivalent to between 6:5 and 
7 millimetres of aluminium, and this thickness, it has been 
ointed out, is practically what Pound * found necessary to 

eut off all the radiations of the @ type issuing trom a sample 
of radium in equilibrium. 

It follows then that the wall emitted a radiation of the 8 
type which produced a conductivity in the air in the zine 
receiver corresponding to about 1'5 ions per e.c. per second. 

From the nature of the observations it is impossible to 
determine whether this radiation was emitted directly by the 
wall or was a secondary radiation produced at the wall by the 
penetrating rays present at the surface of the earth. In 
either case it seems justifiable to conclude that a similar 
radiation was probably emitted by the soil of the lawn and 
contributed to the ionization obtained in the receiver when 

* Pound, loc. cit. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 22. No. 130. Oct, 1911, ram 

ae oe 
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the observations were made there. It should be possible, 
however, to get more direct evidence of the existence of this 
8 radiation from the soil by making observations at the 
surface of the ground in a clear space and at a point directly 
above in the free air about 15 metres from the ground. 
Such measurements should not involve great difficulty, and 
it is hoped shortly to undertake them. Additional obser- 
vations will also be made to see if a 8 type of radiation is 
emitted bv the wails generally of structures which are exposed 
to the earth’s penetrating radiation. 

III. Summary of Conclusions. 

1. At Toronto the ionization obtained in air confined in a 
thin-walled zine receiver of about 30 litres capacity on the 
surface of the bare ground of the university lawn is greater 
than that obtained in the same air on the ice in Toronto Bay 
by about 5°8 ions per cc. per second. 

2. Evidence has been presented which goes to show that 
this same difference exists at Livorno, Italy, and near Cape 
Town in South Africa, between readings taken on the open 
sea and those taken on the neighbouring land. 

3. As Eve* and Simpson and Wright f have shown that 
the penetrating radiation over the ocean from radium and 
thorium in the sea is negligible, it follows that 5-8 ions per 
c.c. per second represents the average effect of the penetrating 
radiation emitted by the earth and any rays of the 8 type 
which may accompany it. 

4. The observations at Toronto give evidence of the 
existence of a radiation of the 8 type accompanying the 
penetrating radiation from the soil which produced in the 
air in the zinc receiver about 1°5 ions per c.c. per second. 

5. Assuming that Eve’s value of 1°6 ions per c.c. per 
second represents the direct effect of the penetrating radiation, 
it follows that 2°7 ions per c.c. per second must be produced 
by the secondary rays emitted by the walls of the zinc re- 
ceiver, or by these and by other radiations which may be 
emitted by the soil and which have not yet been detected. 

The Physical Laboratory, 
University of Toronto, 

May 10th, 1911. 

* Loe. cit. + Loe. ett. 
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LXI. The Variation of Ionizing Power with the Velocity of 
Cathode Rays. By J. li. Guasson, B.A., B.Se.;. 1851 
Exhibition Scholar of Adelaide University *. 

T is highly important that we should know the number of 
ions a cathode ray makes in going unit distance in a 

gas, and how this number varies with the velocity of the 
cathode ray. ‘The only experiments which have hitherto 
been made on this subject are those of Durack. He f 
reached the conclusion that one cathode ray moving with a 
velocity of 4x 10° cm. per. sec. makes *4 pairs of ions per 
em. in air at a pressure of 1 mm. of mercury. Later { 
using beta rays from radium whose velocity he estimated 
at 2°3 to 2°8 x 10° cm. per sec. he found that the number of 
pairs of ions made per cm. in air at 1 mm. pressure was 
"17. Thus increasing the velocity 6 times has decreased 
the number of ions produced 24 times. However, in both 
his determinations there are several sources of error. His 
rays were in neither case homogeneous. In his first series 
he used the Lenard rays which had come through an 
aluminium window, and which must have been fairly com- 
pletely scattered by it. The beta rays from radium which 
he used are known to range in velocity from 2x10! to 
nearly 3 x 10'° em. per second. 

Moreover, in neither series did he take any adequate 
precautions to prevent reflexion of the rays by the electrodes 
used, nor did he apply any correction factor for this reflexion. 

The present experiments were therefore undertaken to 
eliminate these sources of error. 

In order to get a homogeneous bundle of cathode rays of 
known velocity an apparatus similar to that described by 
Mr. Whiddington § was used. AB (fig. 1) represents the 
section of a solenoid 13 cm. long, wound in 3 layers on a 
brass tube of 3°70 cm. external diameter. The ends of the 
tube are flanged and are closed by glass plates waxed on so 
as to make an air-tight joint. The rays enter the solenoid 
by a small side tube E soldered on to ‘the main brass tube; 
into I} the discharge tube which is shown at D is fitted. 
The rays are deflected through a right angle by the magnetic 
field and leave the solenoid through a similar exit tube F, 

* Communicated by Sir J. J. Thomson, F.R.S. 
+ Phil. Mag.-[6] vol. iv. pp. 29. 
t Phil. Mag. [6] vol. v. pp. 550. 
§ Proc. Roy. Soc. July 1911, 
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and enter the ionization chamber I. Both the discharge 

tube and the ionization chamber are waxed on air- tight i 

the two side tubes of the solenoid with beeswax and resin. 

iomlk 

To pump td gauge. 

To earth. 

The whole apparatus could be exhausted by a Tépler 
pump and the pressure could be measured with a McLeod 
gauge whose constants had been determined before setting 
up. As soon as the current is passed through ihe solenoid 
the rays are bent round and separated into a spectrum as at 
LM, and by suitably adjusting the current strength rays of 
any desired ve elocity may be allowed to fall on the aperture 
and enter the ionization chamber. 

The velocity of the rays which enter the chamber cor- 
responding to any desired current may easily be calculated 
when we know the dimensions of the solenoid, the current 
streneth, and the value of e/m. The constants of the coil 
and he ealeulntions are given later. 

After resolution into the magnetic spectrum a small 
pencil of cathode rays of practically uniform velocity enters 
the jonization chamber through the two diaphragms a and 6. 
The hole in each of these was about 4 mm. in diameter. 
Having traversed the chamber the rays are caught in an 
ennai Faraday cylinder K. The outer hace case of 
the chamber is earthed while the YWaraday cylinder can be 
raised to a potential sufficient to saturate the gas by a 
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small battery of storage-cells @ whose other terminal is 
connected through a sensitive Nalder galvanometer to earth. 

It is necessary that the rays should cross the chamber 
in a well defined beam without undergoing appreciable 
scattering on the way by the gas left in the apparatus. To 
examine how far this condition is fulfilled a willemite screen 
was waxed on to the end of the chamber instead of the 
ebonite plug and Faraday cylinder. A clearly defined spot 
was obtained showing no signs of scattering at any of the 
pressures used in the experiments. Its diameter was less 
than a millimetre; as the opening of the Faraday cylinder 
was about 4 millimetres in diameter there is no doubt that it 
caught all the rays. 

The Faraday cylinder also does away with any effect due 
to reflexion of the rays. For of the rays which are reflected 
on hitting the top of the cylinder only those which come 
back normally can emerge from it. From the dimensions of 
the cylinder (which has been drawn to scale in the diagram), 
it may easily be calculated that the solid angle subtended at 
the point P by the aperture is less than one hundredth of 
the whole solid angle through which we may assume the 
reflected rays to be distributed. Thus the number which 
re-emerge is negligible. 

The. effective len oth of path of the rays in the chamber is 
the distance ac. There is no field inside the cylinder and 
any ions produced by the rays after passing c, whether 
before or after reflexion at P, will simply recombine and 
not affect the current through the. chamber. 

It is evident that the current through the chamber 
consists of two parts :— 

(1) the current carried by the rays themselves ; 
(2) the ionization current. 

The direction of the former is independent of the sign of 
the potential applied to the Faraday cylinder while the 
latter changes in direction when the field is reversed. By 
such a reversal of the potential of the Faraday cylinder we 
ean thus obtain both the sum and difference of the effects 
(1) anid. (2). 

Let be the number of cathode rays crossing the chamber 
per second, and « the number of pairs of ions made by one 
eathode ray in going 1 cm. in air at a pressure of 1 mm. of 
mercury, and let 7 be the length of path of the rays in the 
chamber. 

Then the current carried by the rays =ne. 
The saturation current carried by the ions =nalpe. 
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Thus when the Faraday cylinder is posta charged the 
current is given by 

C,=ne + nalpe, 

and when the cylinder is negative, 

C,=ne—nalpe. 

Thus, C= ORS ee ee 
Cae =alp(=N). 

It will be convenient to denote this ratio by N; it is 
evidently the number of pairs of ions made by a ray in 
crossing the chamber. 

From the ratio N knowing / and p we can at once 
determine a or the specific ionization produced by a cathode 
Fay. 

At pressures such as those used here ionization by collision 
comes in for comparatively low field strengths and there is 
some difficulty in determining the correct ‘voltage to apply 
to the gas in order to obtain saturation. One of the curves 

i; —C 
connecting Ce N) with voltage is shown in fig. 2, 

VALUES OF W 1N ARBITRARY. UNIFS. 
30 40 50 60 

FOLTS 

(a) S R S 

Jt will be seen that ionization by collision comes in almost 
as.soon as saturation is obtained. In these experiments a 
potential of 6 volts was applied to the cylinder. 

Results. 

The method of taking the readings is as follows. The 
apparatus was exhausted down to a pressure at which the 
cathode rays begin to be produced. ‘The current through 
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the solenoid was adjusted by resistances to a definite value 
indicated by a Weston ammeter and the values of C, and C, 
observed on the galvanometer scale. The solenoid current 
was then altered so as to cause a different part of the 
spectrum to enter the chamber and the galvanometer 
deflexions again read. Readings were taken in this way 
throughout the range of the spectrum. ‘he pressure was 
then altered and a fresh set of readings taken over the range 
of velocities obtained. 3 

In practice, the range of velocities which can be used is 
limited both at its lower and upper ends. The velocity of 
the rays produced by the discharge depends on the pressure 
in the tube. The highest pressure at which cathode rays 
appear at s was found to be:21 mm. of Hg. It was found 
that the slowest rays produced at this pressure had a velocity 
corresponding to 6 amperes, 7.e. it required a current of 
6 amperes in the solenoid to deflect them into the ionization 
chamber. The upper limit to the velocities employable is 
governed by the following considerations. To produce 
fast rays the pressure in the apparatus must be reduced and 
consequently the number of ions produced by a ray in 
crossing the chamber is also reduced, Now theoretically the 

piss (=N) are obtained when 
O,+C, 

the difference between C, and C, is as great as possible. 
For small errors in reading both C,; and C, produce a much 
greater proportionate error in their difference. So that 
when C,—(C, is small the liability to error in the value of N 
is very great. Although a few readings were taken with a 
low pressure and velocities corresponding to 10 or 11 
amperes they were discarded for the above reasons and no 
readings are given for velocities greater than 9 amperes. 

The results of the experiments in air are shown in Table I. 
Column I. gives the pressure in the apparatus in readings of 
the McLeod gauge ; column II. gives the current flowing 
through the solenoid in amperes; column III. the mean 

1 aN 

values of the ratio Sie i.e. the actual number cf ions 
Cy+C,’ 

made by a ray in traversing the chamber. 
In fig. 3 (p. 653) the values of N have been plotted against 

the pressure in the tube for different velocities of rays. It is 
evident that the number of ions made should be proportional 
to the pressure in the tube and the curves connecting the 

most accurate values of 

two should be straight lines passing through the origin of 
coordinates. The curves in fig. 3 have been obtained by 
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joining the origin to the centroids of each set of points. It 
will be seen that the points fit the curves fairly well. 

TABLE I, 

ie II. II, VG: 

Pressurein | Currentin | ©, —C, N 
mm. X900. solenoid (amps.) CEG! ==IN,. P x90 

| OO | 6 1-26 0066 
| 6:5 1:09 57 

| | Mi ‘OF ei 

| HPD 86 45 

175 Ch 1:17 067 
| bro 101 as) 
| 7 “YO 51 
| 75 ‘SO 46 

140 6 94 ‘U0067 

6-5 81 58 
fi 72 dol 

75 "64 46 

8 D8 41 
| 

105 7 as ‘0050 
Ge, ‘48 46 
8 “4.4 42 

hte) ‘40 38 

9 OO 33 

90 7 47 0052 

7:5 42 AT 
8 "38 42 

8:5 34 38 

9 *30 33 

vf) 8 32 "0043 
8:5 28 37 
9 25 33 

In order to plot the variation of ionization with velocity 
of the cathode rays, the values of N given in Table I. 
column III. have been reduced to a standard pressure by 
dividing the numbers in column III. by those in column I. 
It will be seen that the numbers obtained for each of the 
different velocities of rays agree to within about 4 per cent. 
To get the most probable value the means have been taken, 
and these are entered in Table II., column III. (p. 654) 
against the corresponding velocity in column I. 



PRESSURE IN MM. x 900 

0 50 -Q 1-5 
VALUES OF WN. 

The numbers in column II. give the velocity of the rays 
in cm. + 10° per sec. ; those in column LV. give the absolute 

N 
values of a corresponding to the values of ,—) im 

P x 900 
column III. The method of calculating these columns is 
given later. 

In fig. 4, curve I., the figures in column IV. have been 
plotted against those in column II. This curve represents 
therefore the variation of specific ionization with the velocity 
of the rays. 

In the same figure have been plotted the curves which 
would have been obtained if the ionization had been inversely 
proportional to the first and second powers of the velocity. 
‘These are shown in curves II. and III. respectively. 

i seems in this region the rate of variation is intermediate 
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A Bi Balle 

Ife ible kde TV. 

Velocity of rays Velocity in N 
in amperes. em. X 10-9. Px900. Values of a. 

; 6 4-08 -0067 2-01 

65 4-42 ‘00575 172 

7 4-76 -0051 1:53 

T5 5:10 0046 1:38 

8 5-44 “0042 1:26 ; 

ON ae 5-78 00375 1°12 

9 6:12 0033 99 

WALUVES OF O& 

5 

ee 
i 4-08 4-76 5-44 642 

VELOCITY OF RAYS IN CM. 3-10° PER SEC, ~s 

=a 
= 
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between an inverse first-power and an inverse second-power 

law and is much nearer to the latter than to the former. 

Calculation of the absolute number of tons made by a 
Cathode Ray of known velocity. 

Hitherto the values given for the number of ions and the 
velocity of the rays have been purely relative. It is im- 
portant to get some definite numerical estimate of the specific 
ionization made in air by a cathode ray of known velocity. 
he dimensions of the solenoid were as follows :— 7 

Internal diameter of windings ............ =—=i9; 10 enn: 
Hixternal diameter of windings............ ATA e 
Total number of turns in the three layers =231 
Total lenoth, ofjsolemotdi) 3. ..).0.2.--+5-+> 6 =13°0 cm. 

The calculated value of the field at the centre obtained by 
summing the magnetic force at the centre due to each turn 
over the whole length of the solenoid gives a value of 
H=20°8 gauss per ampere. ‘The field strength was tested 
experimentally with a small search-coil and a ballistic 
galvanometer, each of which had been previously standard- 
ized. With 5 amperes flowing through the solenoid the 
field strength was found to be 109 gauss at the centre and 
105 gauss at the sides. This gives as a mean 107 gauss or 
21:4 gauss per ampere. This differs from the calculated 
value by less than 3 per cent., which is satisfactory in view 
of the roughness of the winding and the degree of accuracy 
obtainable in the rest of the measurements. We may take 
the value of H to be 21 gauss per ampere—a mean of the 
calculated and experimental values. 

The radius of the cirele into which the rays are bent to enter 
the aperture is equal to the internal radius of the tube which 

was 1:77 cm. From the formula p= = we find the velocity 

of the rays is 6°8x 108xC€ where C is the solenoid current 
in amperes. 

The readings obtained for N are considered to be most 
accurate when the current in the solenoid was 7 amperes. 
For then the number of cathode rays was large and also the 
difference between C, and C, was fairly great. From 

column III. of Table II. the mean value of sa for 
7 amperes is ‘0051. < 

N 
Now a= 5). 

In all these experiments the length J was 3:00 cm. So that | 
eo. 
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Therefore 1 cathode ray moving with a velocity of 
7x 6°8 x 108=4°8 x 10° cm. per sec. makes 1'5 pairs of ions 
in going 1 em. in air at a pressure of 1 mm. of Hg. 

It is interesting to compare this value with that obtained 
by Durack. He found that 1 cathode ray moving with a 
velocity of 4x 10° cm. ‘per sec. makes “43 pairs of ions 
per cm. In the light of more recent experiments, his 
determination of the velocity may be corrected. In 

Te the formula va: Ho > be detent eee eee applying the formula v=H- >. to determine the velocity 

from the magnetic deflexion, he made ~ =10' instead of the 

more correct value 1:8 x10’. This would make the velocity 
of his rays 72x10" cm. per sec. Assuming that the 
ionization varies inversely as the square of the velocity, for 
a velocity of 11:°8 x 10° cm. per sec. we get a="97. The 
value obtained in these experiments was 15. The agreement 
is as good as might be expected. 

I desire to thank Sir J. J. Thomson for his inspiring 
interest and advice in these experiments. 

Caius College, 
July 20, 1911. 

LXI. Lhe Mode of Conduction in Gases. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

GENTLEMEN,— © / 

N a paper on “*The Mode of Conduction in Gases illus- 
trated by the Behaviour of Hlectric Vacuum Tubes” 

that appeared in the July Number of the Philosophical 
Magazine, Sir Oliver Lodge has put forward a theory to 
explain how the conductivity is produced. A good many 
theories of these phenomena have been proposed which are 
in some points consistent and founded on experimental 
evidence, but there are few in which so many imaginary 
properties are attributed io the molecules. To mention 
an instance the following passage may be quoted. “In an 
active vacuum-tube the continual presence of such ions near 
the cathode depends on their having been able to travel from 
the anode; nevertheless they are not atoms of the anode 
itself, but are gas atoms which have become positively charged 
by contact with it,—each of them having presumably given 
up an electron to the metal. 

“Tt is at the surface of the anode therefore that the sepa- 
ration of electricities really takes place, under stress of the 
applied E.M.I’. The ions then migrate to the cathode, and 
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extract from it an electron apiece, thereby becoming neutral 
again. 
on constant diffusion of uncharged atoms towards the 

anode and of positively charged ions away from it is therefore 
essential to the passage of current.” 

It is difficult to see how these effects at the anode are 
essential, as electrodeless discharges are easily produced or 
a discharge from a negative point in which there is but a 
small force at the surface of the positive electrode, and ccnse- 
quently no positive charge would be communicated to the 
atoms; but these difficulties are not the most formidable 
objection to this part of the theory. 

It may perhars be of interest to students who are confused 
with the multitude of these theories, if J mention an expe- 
rimental fact that is known to and accepted by the majority of 
physicists. No positively electrified particles are given off from 
a positively charged surface at ordinary temperatures, either 
molecules, atoms, or corpuscles of the gas in contact with the 
metal, or particles emanating from the metal, no matter how 

great ale electric force is at the surface. The only exceptions 
occur in the case of # particles from radioactive substances. 
It is possible to have a much higher electric force at the 
surface of a metal than occurs in an ordinary discharge-tube, 
and no appreciable current can be detected by sensitive 
apparatus. An experiment on this subject by J. E. Almy 
(Philosophical Magazine, September 1908) may be mentioned. 
He found that a current does not pass through air at atmo- 
spheric pressure between two electrodes at adistance apart 
of the order of a wave-length of light when the potential 
difference is 300 volts. If particles of the gas were to 
become charged by contact with an electrified Foden. the 
phenomena should have been observed under these conditions, 
as the force at the surface of the metal was of the order of 
10° or 10‘ volts per centimetre. 

JOHN S. TOWNSEND. 
Electrical Laboratory, Oxford. 

26th August, 1911. 

Reply by Sir Outver Lopes. 

Tr is plain that Professor Townsend regards with favour, or, 
shall we say, holds quite doumatieally, the opinion that 
electric convection In a partial vacuum is effected entirely 
by negatively charged carriers. That, or some approach to 
it, is the natural supposition, and may pos sibly still turn out 
to be true ; ; but recently 1 have not found it explanatory of 
the phenomena exhibited by electric vacuum-valves, and 
accordingly I have suggested another hypothesis for consider- 
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ation, on the ground that it has served as a most useful clue 
towards experiment and design of apparatus—stating it with 
brevity, as explained in my paper. 

That paper was not concerned with discharge round a 
closed contour in a self-contained completely-gaseous circuit, 
which is a simpler matter: it is manifest that statements 
about the behaviour of electrodes are not applicable when 
there are no electrodes. 

The possibility that inconspicuous positive ions may after 
all be the main carriers of current for the greater part of the 
distance between electrodes seems to me consistent with 
Sir J. J. Thomson’s old measurement of the speed at which 
positive luminosity travels from the anode in a long tube, 
which ean be conveniently referred to in his Clarendon 
Press 1893 volume, ‘ Recent Researches,’ §$ 105, 106, 107, 
p- 118; Proc. Roy. Soe. vol. xlix. p, 84. See also, as to the 
influence of bounding surfaces or discontinuities like elec- 
trodes, § 86, p. 103 of the same book. 

LXIII. Tables of Neumann Functions G,(2) and Y,(«). By 
JoHn R. Atrey, M.A., B.Sc., late Scholar of St. John’s 
College, Cambridge”. 

(A.) 
PPXHE values of the functions G,(w) and G,(a#) have been 

calculated by Aldis+ to 21 decimal places fron #=0-1 
to 6°0 by intervals of 0:1; Ina paper by Michell on “The 
Wave-resistance of a Ship,” tables of these functions in the 
form 

KJ (@)—Yo(a) and «J,(v)— Y,(a), 

where K—loe 2 — 7 i ogo eee 

were given by Smith{ from «=0-00 to 1-00 and from 1:0 
to 10:3. The calculations were carried out to four places of 
decimals with an error of one in the last place and possibly 
of two when the value of « is greater than 3 or 4. 

The following values of the Go(z) and G,(«) functions were 
calculated trom the semiconvergent series 

Go(e)=— ae 1 Po sin (0 a) + Qo cos (2— A \ 

Gi(z) = Ve P, cos (2— £ —(), sin (“= re 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Aldis, Proc. Roy. Soc. lxvi., 1899-1900, 
t Michell, Phil. Mag. [5] xlv., 7898. 

*, 
t 
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and the results verified from the relation | 

1 
GJo—Godi= or 

The G functions can also be calculated from the J functions, 
and this provides another method of verification :— 

For large values of a, 

pe) 2 { Pol) t) cos(—7)— Qo(« ) sin (w= ah 

. sin ( — 7) + Que ) cos (a= ay, 

Put Q, (2) =a su egeand: 2,(#)=— lo cds G5. 

Then 

and 

tan 6,=Q,(2) / P,(z) and @, can be found. 

Hence 

Gol) = — 7% Jy(@) tan («— 7 +60). 
Similarly, 

Gi(v)= + = J,(2) . cot (2-7 ~ 0,), 

where tame )( 2) / P(e). 

The following interpolation formule may be used in 
connexion with these tables, viz. :— 

| 

G,(2@th)= Uvgtetal —*,) ae Gol”) 

[me Eatng)-ffin3).}-0mn | 
Gigth)= et 5) +5 z(1 -*)+5,(1-5 shea. . G; (2) | 

+ {eh 55 ‘S zt ales a] J Gola), | 
| 

| 
| 
| 

| 

) 

For comparison, it may be noted that G,(v) is the 
same as 

qh 5 a(t) [Nielsen], — 5 Kila) [Graf u. Gubler], 

5 Yul) [Schafheitlin ], and — 5 Ni (v) [Jahnke u. Emde]. 
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TABLE Ie 

Greatest error 

8 

| | 
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Cup B® Ooo 

| | 

G(x). 

+ 9°4099764 

+ 1°6981963 
+ 1°2680624 
+ 09519412 
+ 06982484 
+ 0°4846062 
+ 0°2994958 
+ 071363487 | 
-- 00088409 
— 01886337 
— 0°2547254 
— 03582727 
— 04 500887 
— 05307644 
-—— 06007494 
— 0°6604050 
— 077100424 
— 0°7499480 
— 0°7804030 
— 0°8016962 
-- 08141339 
— 08180460 
— 038137909 
— 08017576 
—- 0°782367 1 
== 0°7560723 
— 0°723397% 
— 0°68473352 
— 06407463 
— 0°5919546 
— 0°5889448 
— 04823181 
— 0:4226887 | 
— 0°3606789 | 

— 0:2969150 
280):2320223 
— 0'1656211 
— 0°1013215 
— 0:0367188 | 
+ 0:0266105 | 
+ 0:0881132 | 
+ 0:1472640 | 
+ 0:2035688 
+ 0°2565683 
+ 03058419 
+ 03510101 
SE) SO Wiens 
+ 0°4277338 

+ U°4587583 

G(x). 

+ 52210521 
+ 3°6020011 
+ 2°7978873 

| 4 23113834 
+ 19798181 

+++t++t4+4+ 

acts ee It 1) Oo On O OO TS) Se Cc > Ot SS) amt SF ed 

+ 00811766 
— (:0023370 
— 0:0821170 
— 0°1578477 
— 0:2292077 
— 0:2958808 
— 0°3575642 
— 04139761 
— 0:4648616 
— 0:5099974 
— 0°5491967 
— 0°5823120 
— (6092380 
— 0°6299133 
— 0:6443225 
~ 0-6524959 
— 0 6545106 
— 0:6504898 
— 0:6406022 
— 0:6250602 

— 0°4299980 

— 0:2322629 

+10°1456967 . 

— 06041189 | 
— (57280732 | 
—=)0:9472556" | 
— 0:5120835 | 
— 04728055 | 

| — 0°3840617 | 
— 0'3354674 | 

| — 02847016 | 
+ 04846184 

“0000001. 

L. G(x). 

51 | + 05051719 
5:2 | + 05203278 
53 | + 05800453 
O+ | + 0 5843345 
o + 05332549 
5 + 0°5269145 : 
= 

APRHAOAD ADO 

HKHOSMDNAADTAONWRKOCOMABDUAHONMWHODMMAID SA 

_~ ~~ 

a ~ 

DSO DOOD ODO WO) K OO W 0 00 O Oo OAT TAF ATT AVI “T “TAI He) 
10-0 

DAAAIPWWH SH OAH HMA cp 

+ 0°5154680 
+ 0°4991149 
+ 0:4780969 
+ 0°4526952 

10432276 
+ 0°3900442 
+ 0:3535262 

| + 03140784 
+ 0:2721286 
JE (Qe 

+ 0:1857687 

+ 0:0885629 

+ 0:0407618 

— 0:0065688 

— 0:0531718 

— 0:0986050 

— 0 1424408 

— 01842752 

— 0:2237263 

-—— 0°2604405 

— 0°2940957 

— 0°3244022 
| — 0°3511068 

— 0:3739929 

| — 0°3928844 

— 0°4076450 

— 0°4181801 

— 0°424437] 
— 0°4264047 

— 03925994 
| — 3743773 

— 0 3526337 | 

2251207) 
+ 0°1825125 + 

— 04241139 | 
— 04176359 | 

| — 04070808 | 

— 03276212 | 

— 02689370 
— 02359018 

— 02986198 | 

| — 02008649 © 
 — 0°1641908 
| — 01262564 
| — 00874480 

G,(2). 

— 0:1786568 
— 0:1243919 
— 0:0699752 
— 0:0159079 
+ 0:0873194 
+ 0:0892301 
+ 0:1393663 
+ 0°1872925 
+ 0:2325990 
+ 0:2749056 
+ 0°3138641 
+ 0°3491624 
+ 03805244 
+ 0°4077 157 
+ 0°4305415 
+ 0:4488507 
+ 0:4625854 
+ 0°47 15324 
+ 0°4758218 
+ 0 4754287 
+ 0:4704202 
+ 0:4609071 
+ 0:4470397 
+ 0-4290079 
+ 0:4070381 
+ 03813912 
+ 0°3523587 
+ 0°3202622 
+ 0'2854469 
+ 0:2482808 
+ 0:2091495 
+ 0°1684534 
+ 0:1266023 
+ 0:0840132 
+ 00411053 
— 0:0017028 
— 0:0439995 
— 00853815 
— 0°1254585 
— 0-1638571 
— 0:2002230 
— 0-2342253 
— 02655609 
— 02939520 
— 0 3191542 
— 03409553 
— 0:3591787 
— 0:3736818 
— 0-3843620 
— (3911526 
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TABLE I. (continued), 

ie G(x), Gi): oF G,(2). Giz): 

10'1 | — 00481436 | — 0:3940261 || 13:1 | + 0:0894179 | + 0°3380535 
10-2 | — 0-:0087733 | — 0°3929909 || 13°2 | + 0°0553523 | + 03427052 
10°3 | + 0:03031389 | — 03880964 || 13°3 | + 0°02U9911 | + 0°5439302 
10-4 | + 0:0687201 | -- 0°3794266 || 18-4 | — 0:0132827 | + 03417416 
10°5 | + 0:1060764 | — 0°3671018 |} 125 | — 00472449 | + 0°3361863 
10-6 | + 0°1420237 | — 0°3512762 || 136 | — 00804483 | + 0°3273439 
10-7 | + 0:1762211 | — 03321368 || 137 | — 0°1126076 | + 03153250 
10°8 | + 0:2083479 | — 03099008 |, 13°8 | — 0°1434122 | + 0°3002710 
10-9 | + 02381063 | — 0°-2848144 || 13°9 | — 0:1725664 | + 02822520 
11:0 | + 0:2652257 | — 0:2571470 || 14-0 | — 0°1997937 | + 0-2617651 
11-1 | + 0°2894597 | — 0:2271953 || 141 | — 0:2248377 | + 02387317 
11-2 | + 03105979 | — 0:1952699 |, 14:2 | — 0:2474666 | + 0:2134960 
113 | + 03234589 | — 0-1617012 || 143 | — 02674724 | + 0:1863226 
11-4 | + 03428950 | — 0:1268323 || 144 | — 02846758 | + 0:1574914 
115 | + 03537937 | — 0°0910159 || 14:5 | — 0-2989253 | + 0°12730C6 
116 | + 0°3610784 | — 00546110 || 14:6 | — 03101008 | + 0:0960550 
11-7 | + 0:3647084 | — 00179793 || 147 | — 0°3181120 | + 0:0640708 
11°8 | + 03646789 | + 00185178 || 14:8 | — 03229008 | + 0:0316683 
11°9 | + .0°3610210 | + 0:0545247 || 149 | — 03244424 | — 0:0008300 
120 | + 0°3538020 | + 0°0896913 || 15°0 | — 0°3227425 | — 00331024 
121 | + 03431221 | + 01236796 || 15°L | — 03178400 | — 0:0648324 
12:2 | + 03291161 | +0°1561661 || 15°2 | — 03098044 | — 0:0957100 
12°3 | + .0°3119493 | + 0°1868435 || 15°3 | — 0°2987362 | — 0:1254361 
12°4 | +0:2918171 | + 0°2154260 || 15-4 | — 0:2847652 |, — 0:1537247 
12°5 | + 02689428 | + 02416485 || 15°5 | — 0°2680484 | — 0:1803057 
126 | + 0:2485740 | + 0°2652730 || 156 | — 0:2487694.| — 0:204927+4 
12°77 | + .0°2159819 | + 0:2860869 || 15°7 | — 0:2271358 | — 0-2273590 
12°38 | + 0°1864566 | + 03039080 || 15°8 | — 0:2033775 | — 0:2473930 
129 | + 01553051 | + 0°3185840 || 15°9 | — 0'1777434 | — 0:2648464 
13:0 | + 0°1228486 | + 03299950 || 16°0 | — 01504996 | — 0°2795630 

(B.) 

From the simple relation between the G, J, and Y 
functions, v1z. 

Y,(z) = (log 2-9) x(x) Gl), 
the values of the Neumann functions Y)(#@) and Y,(z) are 
readily obtained. Tables of the functions were calculated to 
four places of decimals by Smith with a possible error of two 
in the last figure * 

For inter polation purposes, 
Go(a) and G,(xv) may be used. 

* Smith, Messenger of Mathematics, 1897. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 22. No. 130. Oct. 1911. 2X 

formule similar to those for 
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TABLE aT | 

Greatest error ‘0000001. 

1. MiG). NG): XG ae ¥o@). 

Ol | — 2:2943346 | —J0-1399073 — 0°5219048 | + 0:1395766 
— 0°5331139 | + 0:0846015 
— 0'5388333 | + 0:0298674 
— 05391120 | — 0:0241284 
— 05340483 | — 0:0769028 
— 0°5237877 | — 01279898 
— 05085214 | — 0°1769452 
— 04884837 | — 0°2233504 
— 04639494 | — 0:2668153 
— 0°43523807 | — 0°3069820 
— 0°4026739 | — 0°3435269 
— 0°3666552 | — 03761647 
— 03275793 | — 04046482 
— 0:2858710 | — 0:4287732 
— 0'2419754 | — 0:4483766— 
— 0:1963504 | — 0:4633398 
— 0'1494645 | -- 0:4735886 
— 01017897 | — 0:4790933 
— 0:0538035 | —- 0:4798680 
— 0:0059732 | -- 0 4759716 
+ 0:0412383 | — 0:-4675041 
+ 0°:0873798 | — 0°4546088 
+ 0°1820184 | — 0:4374672 

0:1747389 | — 0:4162989 
0°2151524 | — 0°3913585 
0:2528949 03629333 
028763385 | — 03313383 
0°3190683 | — 0 2969186 
0°3469349 | — 0:2600377 
0°3710065 | — 0:2210791 
0-3910948 | — 0°1804440 
0:4070530 | — 0:1385432 
0:4187751 | — 0:0957947 
(04261976 | — 0:0526205 

O02 | — 1°5834212 | — 5-2095168 
03 | — 11547248 | — 3:5848063 
0-4 | — 0°8406008 | — 2°7746616 
05 | — 05894502 | — 22832969 
06 | —0:3788761 | — 1:°9465804 
07 | — 01973369 | — 1:6948399 
0°83 | — 0:0382373 | — 1:4937049 

+ 01024584 | — 13244417 
+ 0°2273442 | — 1:1761105 
+ 0°3381522 | — 1:0420112 
+ 0°4360782 | — 0:9179113 
+ 0°5219762 | — 0:8010938 
+ 0°5964808 | -- 0°6898135 
+ 0°6600864 | — 0:5829705 
+ 0°7132005 | — 0-4799054 
+ 0:7561814 | — 0:3802657 
+ 0°7893631 | -- 0°2839159 
+ 0°8130747 | — 0°1908736 
+ 0°8276522 | — 0:1012656 
+ 0°8334489 | — 0:0152936 
+ 0: eo oee + 0 0667906 
+ 0 82022 + 0°1447052 
+ 0: 3000183 + 0:2181536 
+ 0°7767579 | + 0:2868366 
+ 0°7448496 | + 0°3504635 
+ 07068429 | + 0:-4087597 

| + 0°6682837 | + 04614743 
+ 06147415 | + 0-5083855 
+ 0°5618064 | + 05493050 
+ 0°5050853 | + 0-5840829 
+ 0°4451982 | + 0-6126099 
+ 0°3827739 | + 0:6348198 
+ 0°3184456 | + 06506912 

NN OTT TO GN ot 
os SP 

. CED SO LO OO CH 00 OH OH WO DW WH WH OMT AI AT AT AT TT AT AT IS > So DD TIE SD MY F: ) SH mMIDSKwWDEKOODAIATKOWHCODNMSOLWNHOCODNAMIEHCNHODMODNGUP WHE 

PPR RP Ph RR BROOCH O Wee WISNWISNNNNNNWE EEE Eee 

he on ° ° e . ° ° e . . . ° ° . OOTAM EWE DODUIAKASCNWEHSCHOBDADAAWNWHOSBHAGTIAWNrOSO 
ei eet i ee 

+ 0:2528462 | + 0-6602489 0-4292992 | — 0:0094419 
+ 01866039 | + 06635634 0-4281000 | + 0:0333237 
+ 0:1208377 | + 0:6607516 (4226621 | + 0-0752684 
+ 0:0546525 | + 0:6519762 0-4130871 | + 0-1159960 
— 0:0098655 | + 06374438 0:3995159 | + 0-1551257 
— 0:0726527 | + 06174037 0°3821269 | + 0:1922965 
— 0'1331723 | + 05921463 0-3611334 | + 0-2271690 
— 0:1909188 | + 05619996 0-3367803 | + 0:2594298 
— 02454214 | + 0°5273274 0-3093440 | + 0:2887952 
— 0:2962467 | + 0:4885254 0-2791264 | + 03150089 
— 0:3430029 | + 0:4460183 || 9 0-2464545 | + 0:3378498 
— 0:3853418 | + 04002555 || 9 0:2116746 | + 0:3571306 
— 0:4229611 | + 0°3517075 || 9 0-1751518 | + 0:3727008 
— 0:4556067 | + 0°3008619 |) 9 0-1372627 | + 0:3844449 
— 0°4830736 | + 0:2482186 || 9:9 | + 0:0983933 | + 0:3922882 

10:0 | + .0:0589363 | + 0°3961925 5:0 | — 0:5052074 | + 0:1942862 |) 
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TaB_eE II. (continued). 

663 

G : | 
ae WE): “() te (az): VEE 

| 
10°1 | + 0:0192732 | + 0:3961587 || 13°1 | — 0:0647374. | — 0°3437170 
10-2 | — 0:0201652 | + 0:3922239 || 18°2 | — 0°0302316 | — 03458431 
103 | — 0:0590321 | + 03844657 || 13:3 | + 00043165 | — 0°3445304 | 
10°4 | — 0:0969345 | + 0°3729956 || 13-4 | + 0:°0385241 | — 0°3398172 
10°5 | — 01335114 | + 03579606 || 13:5 | + 00721689 | — 0°3317752 | 
106 | — 01684138 | + 0:3395406 || 136 | + 0°1048094 | — 0°3205080_ 
107 | — 02013136 | + 0°3179468 || 1387 | + 0°13861673 | — 0°3061495 | 
10°38 | — 0-2319054 | + 02934192 |) 13°38 | + 0:°1659418 | — 0°2888644 | 
10:9 | — 02599086 | + 0:2662248 || 13-9 | + 0°1938491 | — 0 2688437 

| 11-0 | — 0-2850720 | + 0-2366520 || 14-0 | + 0:2196265 | — 0:2463027 | 
11-1 | — 03071704 | + 0:2050143 || 14:1 | + .0°2430335 | — 0°2214829 
11-2 | — 0:3260159 | + 0°1716369 || 14:2 | + 0°2638557 | — 0:1946443 
113 | — 03414512 | + 0:1368628 || 14:3 | + 0°2819044 | — 0°166U660 | 
11-4 | — 03533537 | + 0:1010433 || 14-4 | + 02970207 | — 0:1360404 
115 | — 03616369 | + 0:0645397 || 145 | + 03090745 | — 0:1048760 
11-6 | — 0°3662508 | + 00277148 || 146 | + 0°3179684 | — 0:0728858 
11-7 | — 03671814 | — 0:0090675 || 14:7 | + 0°3236352 | — 0:0403916 
11°38 | — 03644508 | — 0 0454469 || 148 | + 0°3260405 | — 0:0077174 
11-9 | —0-3581170 | — 00810711 || 14°9 | + 0°38251834 | + 0:0248135 
12:0 | — 0°3482733 | — 0°1155959 |) 15:0 |. + 0°3210934 | + 0:0568804 
12:1 | — 03350455 | — 0°1486917 || 15:1 | + 0°31388332 | + 0 0881706 | 
12°2 | — 03185980 | — 0:1800459 || 15:2 | + 03034953 | + 0°1183799 
12:3 | — 0:2991043 | — 0:2093642 || 15°3 | + 0°2902029 | + 0:1472173 | 
12°4 | — 02767969 | -- 0:2363760 || 15:4 | + 0-2741069 | + 0°1744069 
12°5 | — 02519143 | — 0:2608333 || 15°5 | + 0:2553851 | + 0°1996910 
12-6 | — 0-2247227 | — 0:2825169 || 15:6 | + 0:2842402 | + 6:2228318 
12-7 | — 01955098 | — 03012348 || 15°7 | + 0:2108972 | + 0:2436150 
12°38 | — 01645802 | — 0°3168264 || 15°8 | + 0°1856022 | + 0:2618487 
129 | — 0°1322530 | — 0°3291626 || 15°9 | + 0°1586181 | + 02773702 
130 | — 00988593 | — 0°3381471 || 16:0 | + 0:13802233 | + 02900429 

= sr a 

LXIV. The Problem of Partition of Energy, eee, in 
Radiation. By Prof. W. PEpp1E * 

hs GREEMENT seems to be nearly as remote as ever 
regarding the manner in which deviation from the 

condition of equipartition of energy amongst the various 
freedoms of an apparently conservative system, in apparent 
statistical equilibrium, is brought about. The well-known 
discrepancies which occur between the actual ratios of the 
principal specific heats of gases and their theoretical ratios 
calculated, on the assumption of equipartition, from the multi- 
plicity of freedoms which radiational phenomena make evident 

* Communicated by the Author, 
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in the case of even monatomic gases, make the fact of extreme 
deviation from equipartition very evident. 

Itis fully recognized that, in very many special cases, dyna- 
mical freedoms may be entirely inoperative. So one way of 
avoiding the difficulty consists in asserting that the special 
freedoms made evident in radiational phenomena are inope- 
rative in ordinary thermal phenomena. Such a mode is unsa- 
tisfactory apart from the specification, by analogy at least, of an 
appropriate mechanism ; for the doctrine of equipartition does 
not permit mere partial inoperativeness—the inoperativeness 
must be total. Another method, adopted by Jeans, consists in 
regarding a final condition of statistical equilibrium between 
matter and ether, with consequent equipartition of energy 
amongst the freedoms, as unattainable in finite time ; so that 
the practical ‘‘ steady ” conditions, which subsist in experi- 
mental tests, and are the result of a steady supply of energy 
in one form compensating an equal steady loss in another 
form, give rise to that non-equable partitioning of energy 
amongst wave-lengths which is expressed by Planck’s well- 
corroborated law. A third method, that of Planck, locates 
the source of non-equipartition in the intrinsic nature of 
energy itself, which is postulated to be atomic, the ultimate 
unit being so large that it may only be manifested in relation 
to many degrees of freedom, some freedoms absorbing no 
units, others one, and so on. 

2. Planck’s postulate has the merit of leading to a well 
supported expression for the distribution of energy amongst 
the various wave-lengths in “ natural” radiation ; it has the 
possible demerit of necessitating discontinuities of motion en 
molecular, atomic, or, at any rate, on “‘ freedomal” scale. Yet 
it may be that the seeming demerit is not real, the discon- 
tinuities vanishing as a matter of statistics. 

Sir J. Larmor, in his recent Bakerian Lecture (Proc. R: 8. 
1909, vol. Ixxxiii.) modifies and amplifies Planck’s treatment 
in such a way as to get rid of the assumption of the finitely 
atomic nature of energy. Indivisibility of an element of 
energy is replaced by an unalterable ratio of the element of 
energy of any one type to the extent of a “ cell,” of corre- 
sponding type, in which that element is contained. The 
actual element itself may be infinitesimal ; so motional dis- 
continuities become infinitesimal. A “cell” replaces the 
“‘degree of freedom” of the previous treatment, and each 
cell is of equal opportunity or extent as regards an element. 
of disturbance, which may pass from one cell to another of a 
different type, the amount of-energy associated with it being 
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possibly altered in the process. Thus—in analogy with the 
pee of heat energy in diminished (or increased) amount 
rom a region of high to one of low temperature (or con- 

versely), in association with the necessary performance (or 
absorption) of external work—we have the transformation 
of radiation from one wave-length to another in association 
with the performance or absorption of work. The disturbance 
has equal opportunities for the occupation of each cell. These 
postulates lead to Planck’s law, the constants only having 
unportant modifications of meaning. 

3. Jeans has recently discussed Larmor’s view, and arrives 
at the conclusion (Phil. Mag. Dec. 1910) that it is neither 
possible to avoid finiteness of the element cof energy nor 
ultimate discontinuity of sether structure in relation to 
radiation if Planck’s law corresponds to the true final con- 
dition of equilibrium. That is to say, radiation can only be 
regarded as capable of existing in the ether in amounts 
which are multiples of a finite unit. 

While Jc ans’s own view (§ 1) must be recognized as indi- 
cating a possible solution of the fundamental difficulty 
regarding the partition of energy, it is not possible, because 
of our ignorance of the intrinsic nature of matter, of 
ether, and of the connexion between these, to be quite 
certain that Larmor’s view, or even Planck’s, is inadmissible. 
It is perhaps not impossible that the nature of these entities 
may impose identity between the distribution which obtains 
in the steady state under experimental conditions and that 
which would obtain in the final state of a strictly conser- 
vative self-contaived system. I therefore venture to indicate 
the following mode of considering the problem. It leads to 
an expression which differs slightly in form from that of 
Planck, but which can practically be identified with it 
throughout the range of observed wave-lengths, and which, 
with it, reduces to Rayleigh’s form when the wave-length is 
of suitable magnitude. 

4. Interchange of energy amongst freedoms of the same 
type .constitutes ordinary transmission of energy of the type 
involved ; interchange of energy amongst freedoms of distinct 
types constitutes that transmission of energy which is ordi- 
narily called transformation. When different sub-systems, 
in the equilibrium condition, are freely oren to interchanges 
of energy, a universal generalized temperature or potential, 
possessing a definite statistical value throughout the total 
system yaee that system possesses a definite ‘total amount of 
energy, must exist. : 
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Let there be altogether v subsystems, let N,.... N, be the 
numbers of freedoms in each subsystem, and let c,....¢, be 
the capacities of the subsystems for energy. If P be the 
equilibrium value of the universal potential, the amounts 
of energy, E,....H,, in each subsystem are ¢,P,....¢,P 
respectively. As in Boltzmann’s treatment, the equilibrium 
state is the most probable state ; and so, following Planck’s 
modification of that treatment, the probability being estimated 
by the number of ways in which cP units of energy can be 
contained in N freedoms, we obtain, as the condition of 
equilibrium, the equation 

is poe +¢,,P 
an =P Os CmP = 0 cer oe et) 

Now, in the condition of statistical equilibrium, as in the 
approach to it, there is constant transmission of energy from 
one subsystem to another ; and the energy tends to accu- 
mulate in those subsystems from which the rate of transmission 
is slowest. Hence the total rate of transmission tends to a 
minimum. So ?mémP being the rate of transmission from 
the subsystem m, we have, if the r’s are constant, 

v 

>” t70.-CmEr =... «a cue 
i 

These two equations imply nothing more regarding the 
potential P than that it is statistically uniform throughout 
the total system. It might be slowly varying with time. If 
we further add the condition of conservation of energy, we 
get 

S73.c,P=0. 4. an Se 
1 

The three equations give 

aes! ING 4 

BAe jp Bg, as ro (4) 

where a and b are functions of P alone. The simplest 
admissible conditions are a=aP7', b=8P7', where a and B 
are absolute constants, in which case (4) Lecomes 

Nn En=cemP=—35™—.. ss . » (4) 
ne 

€ oP iaeal 
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5. To apply this expression to the case of radiation we have 
to evaluate E,,.7m=Hy,, the energy transmitted per second 
per unit range of wave-length in the neighbourhood of wave- 
length >». We must therefore either appeal to experiment 
for the determination of the appropriate forms to be given 
to N,, and r,,in terms of A, or we must determine these by 
means of suitable assumptions regarding eether and matter 
and their connexion. Thus ifwe assume that the fractional 
rate of transmission of the energy content of each freedom 
is identical per vibration, the fractional rate of transmission 

per unit of time is proportional to the frequency, so that we 
ean write Br,_z=yA~1!, y being an absolute constant. The 
value of Nm, when the frequency is not too small, is given by 
Rayleigh’s reasoning (Se. Papers, vol. iv. p. 484, or Phil. Mag. 
xlix. p. 539, 1900) as AX~4, where A is a universal constant. 
Hence 

et pal : 
= Beet > aif Ose (erp tied) re (4) 

Ee a 

an expression which, with Wien’s displacement law holding, 
gives the well-known experimental result that the maximum 
energy is proportional to the fifth power of the absolute 
temperature provided that the latter be identified with P. 
The expression becomes identical with Planck’s if we put 
a=(); it is practically identical with Planck’s so long as «ru 
is negligible relatively to y. We must therefore recognize 
that this restriction holds throughout the range of wave-length 
to which Planck’s formula isapplicable. Outside that range 
the quantity E, becomes very small. 

If within that range PA becomes large relatively to y, the 
expression (5) reduces to Ay=!.PA~‘, which is the form 
given by Rayleigh as applicable when PA is sufficiently 
large while X is not too large. When 2 is very large with 
P not too small, (5) takes the form Aa«7!. Pr-5. 

6. The distinction between energy transmitted by, and 
energy stored in, definite freedoms is of fundamental im- 
portance. Thus (4') shows that there is not universal 
equipartition of the energy allotted to all freedoms except 
under the condition that 87,, is negligible relatively to a; 
while, on the other hand, there is equipartition univer- 
sally amongst the energies transmitted per unit of time 
if Br, is larg? relatively to a and small relatively 
my | 
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- The ratio of the energy transmitted per unit of time per degree : 
of freedom to the energy stored in that freedom takes here 
the place of the element of energy, and there is no limitation 
upon its finitude. There is necessarily equipartition of energy 
amongst all freedoms for which that ratio has one and the 
same value. | 

LXV. Supplemental Note on a Proposed Method for the 
better practical application of Fourer’s Theorem. By 
L. R. MANLOVE *. 

Pue method suggested | by the writer in the Phil. Mag. for 
July last involves this assumption :— 

*¢ When, being uncertain whether there are any real roots 
of an equation between two given consecutive integers, we 

proceed as if approximating: ‘by Lagrange’s method to the 
roots in that interval, then in case no cen roots actually 
exist we shall ultimately obtain a derivative equation which 
can be seen to have unity for the sapere limit of its 
positive roots. ’ 

No formal proof is attempted, but the following consider- 
ations show that the assumption is well founded. 
x hypothest we have a series of derivative equations none 

of which has a positive root greater than unity, and for the 
pre ent purpose we may treat these as independent equations. 

Given that an equation bas in fact no real root greater 
than unity, and that nothing further is known, what is the 
probability that it can be seen to have unity as a superior 
limit of the roots? 

Suppose that this probability is p for each rena then 
the probability of the first equation fuiling is 1—p; and the 
probabi ity of the first n equations all failing i is (1 —p)” which 
may be made as small a quantity as we please by taking n 
large enough. 

In testing the method with some scores of examples the 
writer has only i in one case found it necessary to go so far as 
the 3rd derivative equation. Of forty equations taken at 
random only five required more than one derivative to clear 
up an interval. . 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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LXVI. The Positive Ionization from Hot Salts. By O. W. 
Ricuarpson, Professor of Physics, Princeton University*. 

N two papers published in the Philosophical Magazine for 
December 1910 the author described experiments which 

were made in order to determine the value of the specific 
charge (e/m) of the positive thermions emitted by the salts 
of the alkali metals. The results of the experiments showed 
that the positive ions, in each case, were atoms of the basic 
metal carrying a single electronic charge. Since then the 
investigation has been extended in different directions. 

The Specific Charge of the Ions. 

In the first place the value of e/m has been measured for 
the salts of a number of other elements. At the end of the | 
second of the papers referred to, it was pointed out that one 
very interesting question which arises is whether the salts of 
polyvalent elements will emit ions carrying multiple electronic 
charges. The early work of Beattie showed that compounds 
of zinc were very efilicient in producing positive ionization, 
whilst the work of Arrhenius, H. A. Wilson, and others on 
the conductivity of flames and salt vapours had shown that 
similar properties were to be expected of the salts of the alka- 
line earth metals. Attention was therefore directed to the salts 
of the zinc and calcium groups of metals. All these metals 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Phil. Mag. [6] vol. xlvii. p. 97 (1899). 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 22. No. 131. Nov. 1911. Pa 
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are divalent. The results of the measurements of e/m will 
now be described briefly for each of the salts examined. The 
method was the same as that described in previous papers. 

Beryllium Nitrate.—The salt used was supplied by 
Kahlbaum, Berlin. For the freshly heated salt the follow- 
ing values were obtained :—e/m=360, and m/H=27. m/H 
is the mass of the ions which carries the same charge as a 
hydrogen atom in electrolysis. Additional measurements 
were made after 16, 23, and 39 hours’ heating respectively. 
They all gave identical values, viz., e/m=325, and m/H=29°5. 
The ionization became too small to measure after this con- 
tinued heating, and in raising the temperature the strip of 
platinum melted. 

The values of m/H for the ions Be,* and Be, , would be 
91 and 4°55 respectively. There is thus no evidence of the 
emission of these ions from beryllium oxide (into which 
beryllium nitrate is converted when heated). This was 
rather to be expected, since in the case of the salts of the 
alkali metals efficiency of thermionic emission diminishes 
rapidly with diminishing atomic weight, and the salts of the 
beryllium group are far less efficient than those of alkali 
metals of neighbouring atomic weight. 

It is probable that the ionization observed with this sub- 
stance is due to contamination with alkaline impurities (salts 
of sodium and potassium). It is to be remembered that the 
thermionic test for these substances is extraordinarily delicate, 
so that even what are ordinarily known as chemically pure 
substances may be expected to be quite impure when tested 
in this way. Quantities of the salts of the alkali metals 
which would be incapable of detection by the most delicate 
balance are capable of giving rise to a large thermionic 
current for a very long time. Mr. C.J. Davisson, working 
in this laboratory, has recently examined a specimen of 
beryllium sulphate which was supplied to him by Mr. Parsens, 
who is one of the leading authorities on the compounds of 
this element. According to Mr. Parsons the specimen in 
question is in all probability the purest specimen of a beryllium 
salt which has ever been prepared. Although Mr. Davisson 
examined the thermionic emission of this substance most 
carefully, all the ions which it gave off had a value of e/m 
exceedingly close to that given by salts of potassium, with 
which it must have been contaminated. 

More convincing reasons will be given later for believing 

* Throughout this paper a positive ion with a single electronic charge 
will be denoted by M+, and one with a double charge by M+, where 
M is the chemical symbol for the atom of the element. 
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that the thermions, which give values of m/H between 25 and 
35 or thereabouts, in cases where the chemical composition 
does not make such values probable a priorz, arise from con- 
taminations with the salts of the alkali metals. The view 
has been recently advocated by several authors that these 
ions are charged atoms or molecules of some gas, such as 
carbon monoxide, which has access to the heated salt. I 
believe this view to be a mistaken one. 

Magnesium Chloride.—The curves given by this substance 
were irregular, and made the experiments somewhat unsatis- 
factory. There is a great deal of difference between the 
salts of the same metal in this respect. Iam inclined to 
attribute the irregularity to the salt redistributing itself on 
the strip during the course of an experiment; some salts 
seem to have a tendency to collect into irregular lumps, 
whilst others form a nice uniform layer all over the strip. 

The ionization from magnesium chloride was relatively 
small. The only satisfactory experiment gave the values 
e/m=360, and m/H=27. This may have been either Mg, 
or Na,, but there was certainly no indication of Mg,,. 
The magnesium chloride used was Kahlbaum’s “ Zur 
Analyse.” 

Zine Chloride.-—The curves given by this salt were also 
somewhat irreguiar. The ionization developed at a low 
temperature and did not persist very long. The two most 
satisfactory determinations gave the values m/H=78, and 
m/H =44 respectively. The mean of these is 61 as against 
65 for Zn,. The zine chloride used was Kahlbaum’s 
granulated. 

Zinc Bromide.—After some preliminary experiments, which 
gave rather irregular curves, some very satisfactory results 
were obtained with this substance. The deflected curves 
were similar and symmetrical, and the undeflected curve 
(H=0) was similar and exactly halfway between them. 
‘The mean of two concordant experiments gave e/m=194, 
and m/H=49°4. This is almost halfway between the values 
of m/H for Zn, and Zn,,, which are 65 and 32°5 respec- 
tively. It may imply a mixture of these ions, or it may be 
due to Zn, contaminated with alkalis. 

Zine Iodide.—This substance behaved rather like zine 
bromide. ‘The freshly heated substance gave irregular curves 
which afterwards became more consistent. Two concordant 

sets of curves, which were symmetrical about the undeflected 
position, gave for the mean values e/m=234 and m/H=41°4. 
These are much nearer the values for Zn, , than for Zn,. 

Considering the results for the zinc haloid compounds 
2V 2 
ad od 
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together the average values of m/H for the positive ions they 
emit are:—for ZnCl, 61 ; for ZnBr, 50; and for Zn, 42 
There is thus an apparent decrease in the mass of these ions 
with increasing atomic weight of the haloid constituent. In 
the case of zine chloride it is clear that the bulk of the ions 
are Zn,. In the other cases they are probably a mixture of 
Zn, and Zn,,, but I do not think that this view can be 
regarded as certain until it can be demonstrated that part of 
the ionization in the case of the bromide and iodide was not 
due to alkaline impurities. The breadth of the curves for a 
given applied potential difference was least for the chloride, 
and greatest for the iodide, indicating a gradually diminishing 
degree of purity in the ionization. I was not, however, able 
to resolve the curves so as to obtain more than one hump 
with the appliances then available, although the matter will 
be investigated more fully later. 

The zine bromide and iodide were supplied by Messrs. 
Himer and Amend, with no indication as to their purity 
beyond the usual guarantee under the Food and Drugs 
Act. 

Calcium Nitrate—When calcium nitrate is heated it is 
converted into the oxide, and, as is well known, this endows 
the platinum on which it is placed with the power of emitting 
large numbers of negative electrons. When the nitrate was 
first heated a large positive ionization was obtained, appa- 
rently during the conversion of the nitrate into the oxide. 
The emission then stopped rather abruptly, and further 
heating of the oxide did not improve matters. On adding 
more nitrate to the lime and reheating very gocd curves 
were obtained. These gave the values :—e/m=222 and 
m/H=43°5. This value of m/H is sufficiently close to either 
Ca, (=40) and K, (=39), but the comparatively abrupt 
stoppage of the positive emission when the oxide state is 
reached is against the impurity explanation in this case. 
The experiments showed quite clearly that there was no 
appreciable quantity of Ca,,. The experiments just de- 
scribed have demonstrated the existence of the ion Zn,, the 
probable existence of Ca, and of Zn,,, and the possible 
existence of Mg,. It was clear that more light would be 
thrown on these phenomena by the investigation of compounds 
of some of the heavier atoms, such as barium for example, 
where the possible ions, Ba, and Ba,,, would be readily 
distinguishable from ions such as K, and Na, which arise 
from traces of the salts of the alkali metals which are always 
liable to be present. 

This part of the investigation has been continued from this 
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stage by Mr. C. J. Davisson*, who has made several im- 
portant improvements in the apparatus which I had used, 
and has made a very thorough examination of the emission 
from the salts of the alkaline earth metals. He finds that 
all the ions emitted by these salts fall into two groups: 
(1) those which have values of e/m corresponding to an atom 
of the earth metal which has lost a single electron, and 
(2) those which have values in the neighbourhood of those 
corresponding to K, and Na,, or intermediate between them. 
In point of fact nearly all the ions of the second group were 
quite close to the value corresponding to K,. The experi- 
ments with barium salts were particularly instructive, With 
a single exception all the salts tried furnished only ions of 
the type Ba,. No evidence could be obtained for the 
emission of ions of the type Ba,,, Sr,,, Ca,,, and Mg,, 
from any of the salts, although they were looked for most 
carefully by Mr. Davisson. 

The discovery by Garrettt that the pressure of the sur- 
rounding gas had an important effect on the emission of 
positive ions from hot aluminium phosphate seemed to render 
it probable that at pressures high enough to cause a con- 
siderable increase in the thermionic current, part at any rate 
of the positive ions might be expected to be charged atoms 
or molecules of the surrounding gas rather than atoms of the 
basic metal. It seemed that this question could be definitely 
settled by making measurements of e/m for the ions from 
such salts in gases at low pressures. According to the curves 
given by Garrett the ionization from aluminium phosphate 
is very much greater at a pressure of one-twentieth of a 
millimetre of air or carbon dioxide than it is in a good 
vacuum. Strictly speaking the method of measuring e/m 
assumes that the number of ions which undergo collisions 
between the electrodes should be negligible, but it seemed 
likely that the method would give fairly satisfactory results 
up to pressures of this order. I therefore suggested to Mr. 
Davisson that he should make measurements of the value of 
e/m for the positive ions emitted by aluminium phosphate in 
different gases at different pressuresf. He found that in 
air and hydrogen the value of e/m was practically the same 
at all pressures below about one-tenth of a millimetre, and 
was identical with the value in carbon dioxide at pressures 
less than about one-thirtieth of a millimetre. The value of 

~e{m which he found corresponded very closely with that for 

* Phys. Rev. vol. xxxi. p. 620 (1911). 
+ Phil. Mag. [6] vol. xx. p. 578 (1910). 
iene Davison, Phys. Rey. vol. xxxii. p. 620 ‘1911). 
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Na,, indicating that the large ionization usually observed 
with this substance is due to contamination with the salts of 
the alkali metals. A specimen of calcium sulphate, which 
he examined in a similar way, gave values of e¢/m corre- 
sponding to Ca, in air at all pressures below about 0:1 milli- 
metre. The changes in the apparent value of e/m which 
occurred at still higher pressures were such as would be 
expected to arise from the interference of the gas molecules 
with the free motion of the ions, and they do not indicate 
any change in the nature of the ions themselves, at low 
pressures, as the pressure of the gas is altered. This is true 
for such very different gases as hydrogen, air, and carbon 
dioxide. A full account of Mr. Davisson’s work will be 
published shortly, but it may be permissible to state that he 
has devised a number of other experiments which fully con- 
firm the results of those which have been described. The 
evidence in fact leaves no doubt that only a negligible 
fraction, if any, of the positive thermionic current from salts 
is carried by ions which are not metallic atoms. 

I am aware that this is a standpoint which is diametrically 
opposed to the views which have been expressed by a number 
of recent investigators of the subject*. The direct evidence 
to the contrary is, however, quite meagre. Hortonf has 
already pointed out that the hypothesis of neutral doublets 
put forward by Garrett { fails to account for one of the most 
prominent figures of the case, which is, that these substances 
emit a large positive ionization when the negative emission 
is too small to measure. Garrett has also adduced direct 
evidence that a considerable part of the emission from 
aluminium phosphate is carried by hydrogen atoms. 
Davisson has looked for this phenomenon, using a method 
which I believe to be more reliable, and has been unable to 
confirm it. 

Apart from the evidence brought forward by Garrett to 
support his hypothesis of doublets and lis experiment on the 
magnetic deflexion of the positive ions, the remaining evidence 
as to their nature is of an indirect character. The bulk of it 
relies on the effect of various agents, chiefly gaseous, in 
increasing the quantity of the emission. In the light of ex- 
periments which will be described below, it would seem to 
require great boldness to draw any conclusions as to the 

* Cf. Garrett, Phil. Mag. [6] vol. xx. p. 573 (1910). Horton, Camb. 
Phil. Proc. vol. xvi. p. 89 (1910) ; Proc. Roy. Soc A. vol. Ixxxiv. p. 433 
(1910). W. Wilson, Phil. Mag. [6) vol. xxi. p. 634 (1911). 

+ Camb. Phil. Proc. vol, xvi. p. 89 (1910). 
t Loc. cit. 
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nature of the ions from evidence of this sort. Horton’s* 
experiment showing that carbon monoxide is evolved when 
aluminium phosphate is heated is not of this character, but 
it does not seem to be to the point. Apart from the objection 
that practically everything gives off small quantities of carbon 
monoxide when heated, there is no evidence that there is any 
connexion between the emission of this gas and that of the 
positive ions. On my view of course the material nature of 
the ions would not be discovered by a spectroscopic exami- . 
nation of the gas evolved as they would collect on the 
negative electrode and stay there. 

Tonization from Salts in a Gaseous Atmosphere. 

A large number of experiments have been made with the 
object of measuring the magnitude of the positive emission 
from salts under different conditions. The apparatus first 
used was similar in principle to the arrangements employed 
by Garrett in his experiments on aluminium phosphate, and 
by Horton in his experiments on sodium phosphate. <A 
horizontal platinum strip was heated by an electric current, 
and the central portion was covered with a thin layer of the 
salt under examination. The temperature of the central 
part of the strip was obtained by a modification of Kelvin’s 
double-bridge method of measuring small resistances, the 
connexions to the strip being made by means of platinum 
wires welded on to it, at a distance from each end of the 
strip equal to about a quarter of the whole length. All the 
strips used were cut on the dividing-engine, and their edges 
were exactly parallel and 2 mm. apart. The area covered 
by the heated salt was always about 0°2 sq. cm., and the 
area of hot platinum which was not so covered, including 
the back of the strip, was always about U'6 sq.cm. The 
salt occupied the middle centimetre of the upper surface of 
the strip. 

In this investigation all the currents were measured by 
means of a Dolezalek electrometer which gave a deflexion 
of 800 mm. per volt. For currents less than 10—§ amp. the 
time-rate of deflexion was used, a one-microfarad subdivided 
standard condenser being connected with the insulated 
quadrants. For larger currents the electrometer was shunted 
with a resistance of 1 megohm or any fraction thereor, and 

the steady deflexions observed. This arrangement is very 
convenient, since, by merely changing a few keys, any 

* Proc. Roy. Soc. A. vol. Ixxxiv. p. 483 (1910). 
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A current between 10-1? ampere and 1 ampere can be readily 
aan measured by the same instrument. 
Bl The temperatures were obtained by measuring the resistance 
a of the strip at the temperature of the room and at the melting- 
Aa point of sodium sulphate, of potassium sulphate, and of 
at | platinum, and constructing a calibration curve from the data 

thus obtained. 
A number of experiments were first made with tribasic 

sodium phosphate (Na;PQ,, ¢.p., by Himer and Amend). 
The results were similar to those obtained by Horton with 
sodium phosphate. In air there was a maximum positive 
emission at 2°3 millimetres pressure when the temperature 
was 730° C. At very low pressures the emission was quite 
small, being only one-fiftieth of the maximum at 0-00002 mm. 
pressure. The value of the maximum current at this tem- 
perature was 3°3 x 10~° amp. 
A more detailed examination was made in the case of 

sodium sulphate (Na,SO,, by Kahlbaum). The salt was 
placed on the strip and melted in the air of the room before 
being tested. It emitted white fumes during the process. 
The general character of the thermionic behaviour of this 
substance was found to be similar to that of the sodium 
phosphate. When the salt was heated at a constant tempe- 
rature the emission increased rapidly during the first five 
minutes and then fell in the manner which is characteristic 
of the positive ionization from hot bodies generally. The 
following observations, taken at 1005° C., are typical:— 

Time heated, minutes ...... 2) 5: 619 || 1420S 2s GOR eis0 

Thermionic Current......... 6'0'| 25 || 26 | 23 | 22.) Tos IS so anes 

@=125x108" amp.) 

Mimierheated s:. 2h.s:22..0.02 190 | 215 | 242 | 295; 330 | 990 | 1140} 1280 

0-025 |0-:020 0.0167 

| 
| 
| Current ae 3°3 |0°86 |0:26 0:17 | 0-12 

After about 24 hours’ heating at this temperature the rate 
of decay of the emission becomes quite small, and might be 
due to loss of salt by evaporation. In these experiments 
sudden but rather temporary increases of the emission are 
apt to occur, particularly during the period between the 
lapse of half an hour and an hour and a half from com- 
mencing to heat the salt. Such increases have been omitted 
from the table as far as possible. 

As a preliminary to further experiments all the specimens 
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of salt tested were positively charged and heated for 24 
hours or more in a good vacuum until they got into a fairly 
steady state. Measurements of the positive emission were 
then made with both increasing and diminishing pressures 
of air up to about 10mm. The results do not seem to be 
absolutely definite, as the curves connecting the ionization 
and the pressure often differed considerably under what were 
apparently the same conditions. The salt behaved as though 
its nature was changing considerably during the course of 
the experiments. The rough outlines of the phenomena 
were, however, definite enough. ‘The ionization was always 
small at a very low pressure, and increased rapidly with the 
pressure at low pressures. In many cases a maximum value 
of the emission was observed at a certain pressure, although 
this did not always happen. When there was a pressure of 
maximum emission it always occurred at a higher pressure 
the lower the temperature. This point is illustrated by the 
following table, which shows (column 2) the pressure at 
which the emission was a maximum at a series of tempera- 
tures (column 1), the value of the maximum positive emission 
(column 3), and the value (column 4) of the small emission 
given at the lowest pressure (column 5) which could be 
attained by working the Gaede pump continuously: 

Pressure for : Maximum Least Least 
Temperature. | maximum ives) Weegee: Pp : 

Ean cia mission. mission. ressure. 

-ll —13 
730° C. 20 mm, 167X10 = amp.| 8X10 ~— amp./0:00003mm. 

1005° ©, 4mm. | 35x107° amp.| 2x10—9 amp.0:0003 mm. 

1160° C. 0:2 mm. 78x 10m, amp. 3x10! amp.\0°0003 mm. 

A similar displacement of the maximum emission towards 
higher pressures at lower temperatures was found by Garrett 
to be exhibited by aluminium phosphate. 

This maximum emission at a certain pressure does not 
appear to occur at a low temperature with a specimen of the 
salt which has been heated for a Jong time at a high tempe- 
rature. A specimen which had been heated for considerable 
periods at temperatures as high as 1160° C. gave the 
tollowing values of the thermionic current at a series of 

pressures at 730° C.: 

Pressure) (UUs) ee Om ONmenee jae 2 tA "75 4b “Zon 4 Ole 

@uirentie..:.ccycyse 25 388 42 41 Ai) AG) was AG SO) 20a 

(1=4x 100 ar amp.) 
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The order from left to right is the order of the observations 
in time. The slightly higher values with diminishing than 
with increasing pressures is a spurious effect, caused by the 
temperature having undergone a slight increase temporarily 
while the pressure was being reduced. Subsequent experi- 
ments, made at a higher temperature (1160° C.), in such a 
way that the temperature was kept constant by a continuous 
regulation of the controlling resistances, as the pressure was 
altered, showed that there was a slight difference in the 
position of the ascending and descending curves, but in the 
other direction. The curve for ascending pressure indicated 
rather bigger values of the emission at a given pressure than 
the descending curve. This experiment was carried out with 
a specimen of the salt which had been heated for a long time. 
Continued heating only seems to remove the pressure of 
maximum emission when the test is made at a low tempera- 
ture. A specimen which had been heated continuously in a 
vacuum for four days still gave a quite definite maximum in 
the neighbourhood of 0:16 mm. both on the ascending and 
descending pressure curves at 1160° C. The maximum 
pressure was somewhat higher for the ascending than for 
the descending curve; in all probability this only means that 
the true equilibrium was not completely reached when the 
observations were taken. 

The maximum in the pressure curves does not appear to 
be due to lack of saturation of the thermionic current. I 
have examined this point most carefully by taking a separate 
current-E.M.I". curve for each point on the pressure-current 
eurve, It occurs with voltages which are too small for 
ionization by collisions to be a factor, and, in addition, the 
shift of the maximum with temperature is against this 
explanation. | 

The following numbers are typical of the results obtained 
with a specimen of sodium sulphate at 1160° C. which has 
been heated for a long time at that temperature: 

Pressure increasing. 

Pressure (mm)... “Ol 7084 913 318 260 31) SAGi Glo meees 

@urrenb)ieieeits aes 67 TN A TT 82) BE Ba iG lean 

In this experiment the heating current was continuously 
regulated so that practically no fluctuation occurred in the 
temperature whilst the pressure was being varied. 

Experiments with water vapour—Immediately after the 
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experiment which gave rise to the preceding numbers, the 
effect of water vapour on the emission was tried. Successive 
increments in the pressure were obtained by connecting to a 
small side chamber, which was exhausted except for the fact 
that there was a small quantity of water in the bottom of it. 
The approximate values of the pressures after the addition of 
water vapour were obtained from the depression of a baro- 
meter column. The values of the thermionic current with 
increasing pressure were as follows:— 

Pressure (mm.) ... ‘Ol 65 ui 14 16 18 21 22 

SUTHEMG:  . 5. ...05500s 86 203 144 118 OF (9S... wi Sats 16 

(1=1:25x107° amp.) : 

The first reading at 0°01 mm. corresponds to the air initially 
present in the apparatus. On pumping out the water vapour 
the following values of the emission were obtained at the 
pressures stated :— 

Fressure(mnis.)... 22 10 65. 5 4 3 Aron) totes 

Guerentic. i s.cc0s 5.00 75 1380 174 250 260 3806 340 456 550 520 

(1=1:25x 107 © amp.) 

Pressure (mms.) ... ‘15 ‘030 ‘005 

ET ENG Succ sede ss 490 410 220 

(1=1:25x 107° amp.) 

The maximum emission in water vapour is thus about five 
times as great as in air at this temperature. ‘The pressure of 
maximum emission also appears to be somewhat higher 
(about *5 mm. as against *2 mm.). 

This treatment with water vapour apparently produced a 
permanent change in the salt, as the maximum emission in 
air when measured at the same temperature was found to be 
only 1:2 x 1077 amp. as against 1-2 x 10-° amp. previously. 

The mode of variation with the pressure at very low 
pressures has been examined very carefully, as it seemed 
that this would be likely to throw some light on the nature 
of these rather involved phenomena. The only conclusion 
that I have been able to come to is that at very low pressures 
the emission is a linear function of the pressure. This isa 
state of things that would occur on almost any view of what 
is going on. At very low pressures the phenomena seem 
very variable ; sometimes a change of pressure from about 
00005 to °O1l mm. would increase the emission by a factor 
of eight, whilst at others it would scarcely affect it. I have 
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been quite unable to locate the determining cause of this 
difference under conditions which were apparently identical. 

When the salt was heated to a higher temperature than 
that at which observations were taken, it was always found 
that the emission was greater than would otherwise have 
been the case. This eftect, which persists for some time, 

| has been observed, by Horton, to occur when sodium phosphate 
ali is heated. 

Ha No negative emission, comparable in amount with the 
| positive, was observed during these experiments with sodium 
| sulphate, though it was frequently looked tor when the 

| \ | conditions seemed favourable. 

i) Heperiments with a Platinum Tube. 

||| A general survey of the experiments on sodium sulphate 
hl which have just been described, together with the rather 

ia similar results obtained by previous observers working with 
eit a similar type of apparatus on aluminium phosphate and 

: / | : sodium phosphate, did not seem to point to any very definite 
1) conclusion as to the nature of the action by which the pressure 
il of the gas gives rise to such great variations in the amount 

iia of the positive emission. It seemed likely that more light 
vi iil might be thrown on these phenomena if the measure- 

ments were made under conditions differing as widely as 
possible from those which had held previously. With this 
object in view a new apparatus was constructed. The salt 
(about one gram as a rule) was placed in the bottom of a 

ei hi platinum tube which was closed at one end. The closed end 
eal was tapered somewhat and the dimensions of the tube, 

| a neglecting the taper, were:—length 25 cm., outside diameter 
2 cm., and wall thickness ‘02 cm. In the early experiments 
this tube was heated directly in a Heraeus platinum resistance 
furnace, but it was found to collapse under the heat. It was 
therefore placed, after trying several other materials, in a 
mild steel tube which served as a crucible. The steel tube 
was drilled out of 12 inch mild rod, so that the platinum 
tube went into it with a loose sliding fit. About 13 inches 

Ht of the crucible was left solid at the bottom, and a hole about 
| 1/2 an inch deep was drilled to receive the end of a platinum 

platinum-rhodium thermo-couple. This was standardized 
! against a platinum resistance thermometer obtained from the 
| Cambridge Scientific Instrument Co., and known to be right. 

The Heraeus tubular furnace was placed vertically, the 
crucible and connexions being at the top, and the thermo- 
couple coming out at the bottom. The ends were closed 
with sheet asbestos, and the space between the porcelain 
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tube of the furnace and the crucible was packed with 
kieselguhr. It was thought that this arrangement would 
protect the iron from the action of the air. The projecting 
end of the crucible was kept cold by means of a water jacket, 
so as to admit of the central electrode being cemented in 
with sealing-wax. The central electrode itself was a brass 
tube 1 cm. outside diameter, closed and tapered at the lower 
end, and was brazed into a wider tube a little narrower than 
the steel crucible. The electrode was insulated from the 
crucible by means of a glass bush in the sealing-wax joint. 
It was cooled by a blast of air blown down the inside of it 
through an axial glass tube, and also by a forced draught 
driven against brass flanges soldered to the upper projecting 
parts outside. Water cooling could not be used conveniently 
as it was necessary to insulate the inner electrode from the 
crucible. With this arrangement the central electrode was 
always axial to the platinum tube, and, in sealing it in, matters 
were arranged so that the end of the brass tube was about 
6 mm. above the surface of the salt. A side tube leading 
from the wide part of the inner electrode enxbled the 
crucible and contents to be connected to a Gaede pump and 
exhausted. 

At room temperatures the apparatus was perfectly air- 
tight, but at high temperatures a little gas leaked through 
the hot steel. At 980° C. it was not possible to pump down 
to less than 006 mm. If the gas thus evolved came from 
the air outside it would presumably be a mixture of carbon 
monoxide and nitrogen, since the oxygen of the air would 
combine with the carbon of the steel during the transference. 
This leakage was much less at lower temperatures, and it 
seems highly probable, as most of the experiments were 
carried out at temperatures under 800° C., that most of the 
gas which appeared to leak in was evolved by the heated 
salts. 

Some experiments were also made with a hot platinum 
electrode insulated on quartz. These were not carried very 
far as it was found that salt was deposited on the inner 
electrode, and that there was always a leak both ways which 
increased rapidly with increasing potential difference. The 
results of these experiments are difficult to explain, except 
on the view that when the hot salt is bombarded by positive 
ions the emission is increased, even when the applied potential 
difference is considerably less than that required for the 
positive ions to produce fresh ions by collisions in the ordinary 
way. 

Preliminary experiments were first made without any salt 
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in the platinum tube. Before each experiment the tube was 
cleaned by boiling in hydrofluoric acid, nitric acid, and dis- 
tilled water in succession. Similar treatment was also 
accorded to the platinum strips which were used in the other 
type of experiment. Current-E.M.F. curves taken at a 
temperature of about 940° ©. and a series of different pres- 
sures gave the numbers in the following table:— 

WiGIES Cc duweesscener ses tees se 40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 360 

Pressure=‘0075 mm. ...... 1 1:28 145 1:57 168 177 190 215 231 

do. =about’5mm.... 1 1:25 144 154161 1:90 2:45 3:47 5 

Oop O 1 WINS: 25: nis 1:1:29 1:53. 1°71 1:80 183 185 2:55 

The three lower rows give the thermionic currents (positive 
emission) at the respective pressures when the voltage applied 
is that at the top of each column. The unit of current is 
about 10-7 amp. Saturation was never reached, strictly 
speaking, in these experiments, as the current always in- 
creases slowly with increasing voltage. The mode of variation 
does not differ much at different pressures for voltages 
under 200, so that it seemed reasonable to suppose that a 
comparison of the thermionic currents at a constant voltage 
in the range between 40 volts and 200 volts would be a fair 
way of testing the thermionic emission at different pressures. 
In each test of the pressure variation, experiments were 
made both with 40 and also with 160 volts applied potential 
difference, in order to make sure that the applied voltage was 
not an important factor in the results. With the empty 
platinum tube the pressure of the air had very little effect 
on the positive emission, either with 40 or 160 volts applied 
potential difference. A specific test at 945° C. with 160 volts 
gave acurrent of 21°7 divisions (1 div.=1:25 x 10-° amp.) at 
0:01 mm. pressure, and 21°8 divisions at 12:0 mm. pressure. 
The results obtained with the lower voltage and with changes 
to intermediate pressures were similar, except that slightly 
larger increases were usually observed. The increases might 
always have been accounted for as experimental errors, but 
it is significant that out of 6 sets of observations every one 
showed a slight increase with increased pressure. This result 
is consistent with the author’s earlier experiments* on the 
ionization from pure platinum in air, according to which 
the effect of the air on the pure platinum itself should have 
called for a current of one-half to one division in the case of 
these observations. It is clear that in these experiments the 
emission from the empty platinum tube was greater than 
that which would have arisen from pure platinum at the 

* Phil. Trans. A. vol. cevii. p. 40 (1906). 
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same temperature, but no systematic attempt was made to 
reduce it, as it was quite small compared with the effects 
produced by all the salts investigated, with one exception. 

The experiments with the different salts will now be con- 
sidered in the order in which they were carried out. In 
every case current-H.M.F. curves were taken at three dif- 
ferent pressures: (1) at the lowest pressure attainable by 
working the Gaede pump continuously, usually about 
0-004 mm., (2) at a pressure between 0°5 and 0°8 mm., and 
(3) at a pressure between 5 and 10mm. This was done 
before the experiments on the variation with air pressure 
were carried out, in order to make sure that there was 
nothing exceptional about the relation between the current 
and the voltage. The dependence upon pressure was ex- 
amined under constant potentials of 40 and 160 volts 
respectively, and in each case with both rising and falling 
pressures. As a rule a series started with the highest 
attainable vacuum, so that the first observations were with 
increasing pressures. 

Sodium Sulphate—The current-E.M.I’. curves were so 
similar to those with the empty tube as to call for no special 
description. In this case the current-pressure curves were 
taken by starting from the highest pressures. The steady 
values with +40 volts applied P.D. are viven in the following 
table in the order in which they were taken. 

Pressure (mm,) ...... Soleo: oka Ss, LY s03a°. O06; 0048 

G@urenb o2.-cc0+.+- Aomeregy oa Beer 25 hoe | oe a 
(1=1:25 x 1078 amp.) : 

Actual Temperature, 797... Tear er abe ats 795 
degrees centigrade. 

PIECSSWYE cio ecs vaieleoiseis Ot Osie Ob tea hOr 198 16 76 

RB MIGRENE \sanancse'sscnciee 28° (28'D)) 29) 30. 86D. 44 52 56 

Actual temperature... 797 ... ... bela), tates a 799 

The general course of the readings with +160 volts was quite 
similar, namely, 

PPPEESUNG scce--cascetasessa 78 G61 425 315 22 156 -90 -40 -10 -006 

RE EP EI aercieiealsieis lias i aielsie 36°9 35°2 32°2 28:2 24-4 203 17:2 13°7 13-2 120 

CLUIAEMPerAbUES bs GROG cas) desl MEO. woe.) oa el) TT 

Pressuness) OOD) Ode 9 22 \ Osho l hs) dG) 2:50 1383s 5:2) Go Sal 

Current... 116 11°5 11:3 13:1 146 156 16°77 156 15°5 151 145 

Actual tem- 767... Sia (Be Sap ay elder AT ae RE (6-4 oOiR Pee Caer ALD.) 
perature 

* Reading rose slowly from 24 to 27. 
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These results are particularly instructive. In the ex- 
periments with +40 volts the temperature was very constant, 
the extreme variation being 4° C. There is, nevertheless, a 
considerable difference between the emission at a given 
pressure on the outward and return journeys. This is owing 
to a decay of the emission with time. This can be eliminated 
witn sufficient accuracy by taking the mean of the two 
curves. In the experiments with +160 volts there was a 
rapid fall of temperature, the extreme variation being 63° C., 
which caused a greater relative difference between the out- 
ward and return curves. This again should be eliminated 
along with the time changes by taking the average. When 
this is done it is seen that the general march of the curve is 
the same as that of the average curve with +40 volts. This 
shows that the effect on the mean curve of a steady drift in 
the temperature is practically negligible ; and it is important 
because it was found impossible to keep the temperature 
constant owing to lack of steadiness in the supply of current. 
Both of the above cases, however, are extreme samples ; in 
nearly all the other experiments there was a drift of between 
ten and twenty degrees. In the experiments with almost 
all the other salts the conditions in the series of experiments 
with +40 and +160 volts were practically identical, except 
for the difference in voltage, and in nearly every case the 
curves were indistinguishable, except for a difference in the 
absolute value of the currents. In considering them it will, 
therefore, only be necessary to refer to a single voltage, 
except where there are special reasons for doing otherwise. 

Returning to the mean curves for sodium sulphate, it will 
at once be observed that they are quite different from those 
obtained by the strip method. In the first place the emission 
‘is not sensitive to small changes in the pressure at low 
pressures. A change from 0°004 mm. to 0°15 mm. pressure 
only inereases the emission from 28 to 31 divisions, whereas 
in an experiment by the strip method ata similar tempera- 
ture an increase of pressure from 0016 mm. to 0°15 mm. 
more than doubled the emission. Some typical cases are 
exhibited graphically in fig. 1. Curves 1 and 2 in this 
diagram were both obtained by the strip method at 730° C. 
In the case of curve No. 1, which gave a maximum ioniza- 
tion at a pressure of 20 mm., the specimen was comparatively 
fresh, whereas in the case of curve No. 2 it had been heated 
for a long time and at high temperatures. Although these 
curves differ considerably from one another, they both differ 
from No. 3 in being much more sensitive to changes of 
pressure at the lowest pressures. 
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When the pressure was increased in the tube apparatus 
the immediate response was in the direction of reduced 
emission. A slow increase subsequently occurred which 
carried the current to a higher steady value than that which it 

‘8 

EMISSION (ARBITRARY UNITS 

tas) =) 

FRESSURE (MMS) 

had at the lower pressure. This effect was always observed 
except at the very lowest pressures, and it occurred with all 
the salts investigated. The converse effect occurred on re- 
ducing the pressure ; the emission first increased and then 
fell to a steady value. The effect with increasing pressure 
might conceivably be due to a reduction in the temperature 
of the surface of the salt produced by letting in the cooler 
air ; but this seems unlikely when one considers the small 
amount of air let in at any one stage, and the fact that the 
heating apparatus was getting rid of one kilowatt of power, 
most of which, in all probability, went into the water-cooler. 
It is also difficult to see how an explanation along similar 
lines could account for the converse effect which occurs on 
reducing the pressure. Another explanation of these effects 
will be considered below. 

Tribasic Sodium Phosphate—The current-H.M.F. curves 
given by this substance were quite similar to those obtained 
in the two cases already described, the main difference being 

that there was still less variation from one pressure to another. 
The curves showing the variation with pressure, however, were 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 22. No. 131. Nov. 1911. 22 
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quite different, both from the curves given by sodium phos- 
phate by the strip method and from all the curves given by 
sodium sulphate. Curve No. 2 on fig. 2 shows the mean 
eurve with +40 volts. The mean curve with +160 volts 

FosiT/vE LMISSION. 

a 
SRESSURE (MILLIMETERS) 

was practically identical with this except for a difference in 
the absolute values of the currents. ‘The mean temperature 
during this experiment was 775° ©. with a steady drop 
of 15° C. from the beginning to the end. Curve No. 1 
(fig. 2) is taken from Horton’s paper and was obtained at 
800° C. by the strip method. His currents seem a little 
larger than mine after allowing for the different temperatures 
and size of apparatus, but he does not say which of the phos- 
phates of sodinm he used. The lowest pressure in the tube 
experiments was ‘005 mm. and the emission was greatest at 
this pressure. It fell rapidly to a minimum at 175mm. 
and after that rose very slightly. In the strip experiments 
the emission is least at the lowest pressure, undergoes a rapid 
increase to a maximum at 2°3 mm. and then falls off slowly. 
The behaviour is almost the exact opposite of that given by 
the experiments with the tube. 

On taking down the apparatus after this experiment, the 
inner electrode was found to be covered with a thin layer of 
salt which had a fishy smell and deliquesced rapidly. 

Aluminium Phosphate—The salt used was supplied by 
Kahlbaum. A sample from the same stock was used by 
Mr. Davisson in his measurements of e/m for the positive ions 
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from this substance. According to Mr. Davisson’s experi- 
ments the value of m/H for the carriers from this material 
was 22, indicating that they were atoms of sodium. ‘The 
current-l}.M.F’. curves were similar to those already obtained, 
except that the straight part of the curve had a rather steeper 
slope and there was more variation from one pressure to 
another than the average. This might be explained if the 
central electrode were nearer to the platinum tube than 
usual. 

Two current-pressure curves with +40 and +160 volts 
were taken at temperatures a little under 800° ©. Thev 
were practically identical. The results of the one with +160 
volts are exhibited.in fig. 3. Curve 1 gives the currents 
with increasing, and curve 2 with diminishing, pressures. 
There was a gradual fall of temperature during this experi- 
ment from 789° C. to 774° C. Curve 3 is taken from Garrett's 

Fig. 3. 

FostT/Veé LM/SSION. 

PRESSURE (70MS.) 

paper and represents the emission as measured by the strip 
method at 1005° C. If the data were reduced to the same 
conditions I think my currents would be larger than those 
obtained by Garrett at all pressures. Curve 4 will be 
considered later. 

The chief difference between curve 3 and the mean of 
curves 1 and 2 is in the behaviour at low pressures. The 
tube method shows no indication of the large increase to a 
maximum given by the strip method under these conditions. 
On the contrary there is a uniform diminution of the emission 

2Z2 
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as the pressure is reduced to atmospheric. At atmospheric 
pressure the current was less than 10~-° ampere. ‘The first 
explanation which occurred to me was that the actual 
pressures were not so low as those measured in the tube 
experiment owing to the evolution of gas in the apparatus 
and leakage through the iron tube under the influence of 
heat. This explanation does not appear to hold, however, for 
the measured pressures were as low as ‘005 mm. when the 
pump was working continuously, and it took several minutes 
for enough gas to accumulate after the pump was stopped to 
show a pressure of 0-1 mm. ; whereas the maximum observed 
by Garrett at 1005° C. was at about 1:6 mm. and would 
probably be at a still higher pressure at the lower temperature 
of these experiments. It is important also to remember in 
this connexion that the experiments with the empty tube bad 
indicated that the gas which leaked through the hot steel 
crucible was probably small in amount compared with that 
evolved by the heated salt at these low temperatures, so that 
the larger leak at lower pressures is not likely to have been 
caused by the peculiar properties of such gases. On taking 
down the apparatus after this experiment there was no 
deposit in the inner electrode, but the apparatus had a faint 
smell reminding one of that of soot. 

Beryllium Sulphate, BeSO,.—xperiments were made on 
a specimen of this salt which was kindly furnished by 
Mr. Parsons and which was supposed to be especially pure 
froma chemical standpoint. The value of e/m for the positive 
ions was determined by Mr. Davisson and found to corre- 
spond to potassium. The emission investigated is presumably 
that from beryllium oxide since the sulphate loses SO; and 
is converted into the oxide at high temperatures. The 
current-E.M.F. curves were similar to those given by 
aluminium phosphate. 

The effect of pressure on the emissium from beryllium 
sulphate is shown by the full curves in fig. 4. The actual 
values plotted were obtained with +40 volts on the tube, 
but precisely similar results were obtained with +160 volts. 
The temperature rose gradually from 822° C. to 839° C. 
during this experiment. The unit of current is 2°5 x 107° 
amp. ‘The main features of the curves are a small drop in 
the emission with increasing pressure at low pressures leading 
to a minimum value in the neighbourhood of 1 mm., followed 
by a gradually diminishing rate of increase to much higher 
values at higher pressures. There is no indication of a 
pressure at which the emission is a maximum under 25 milli- 
metres. Hxperiments were not made at pressures higher 
than this. 
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Barium Sulphate, BaSO,.—In all the experiments with this 
substance exactly one gram of it was used. The specimen 
of salt first used was supplied by Kahlbaum. Davisson’s 
experiments have shown that the positive ions emitted by 

Fositivé EM/ss/on. 
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this substance are atoms of barium with a single electronic 
charge. The current-H.M.F. curves were similar to what 
would be obtained by taking the average of these given by 
the salts already examined. 

The relation between positive emission and air-pressure 
below 25 mm. is shown by the dotted curve in fig. 4. The 
unit of current is 2°5 x 10-9 amp. and the temperature during 
this experiment varied only between 760° ©. and 762° C. 
The mean curve is similar to that given by beryllium sulphate 
(or oxide) except for the absence of the minimum at about 
1mm. _ It will be observed that the ascending and descending 
branches cut one another. This was frequently observed 
with barium sulphate, but not with any other of the salts 
tried. This salt seemed to evolve less gas than most of those 
previously examined as it was possible to pump down to 
pressures as low as ‘001 mm. 

Barite, BaSO,—It seemed desirable to test a sample of 
barium sulphate from some other source ; so a specimen of 
the mineral barite from Hartz, Prussia, was examined. One 
eram of it, finely powdered, was placed in the bottom of the 
platinum tube. The mineral has not yet been analysed. 
It looked pure, but was not transparent. 
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In the vrevious experiments the length of time the salt 
had been heated before the observations were taken was not 
recorded. It varied from 4 to 8 hours, according to the 
convenience of the observer and the time required for steady 
conditions to be obtained. Jn the present experiments a 
record was kept of the time which elapsed in this way. 

Current-E.M.F. curves were taken after about 10 hours’ 
heating. They showed a better approach to saturation than 
any which had been obtained previously as the following 
numbers testify. 

Woltage tne cs.” 0 40 80 £120 160 200 240 320 400 

Current, pressure | 9 1 1-095. 106 1-03 a:10. 01-12 eee 
=(0°0015 min. 

do, 0°38 mm. ...... 0 1.108 Pb Tis” Pee eee eae 

do. 9°'4 mm. ...... O° 41 (12) T1825. sl a Saeee 

The eurrents which are given in the three lower rows have 
been arbitrarily reduced to equality at 40 volts. The order 
of magnitude of the unit is 107-7 amp. Although the 
temperature was only 785° C. in this experiment it was 
observed that there was a negative emission of about 5 x 10-7 
amp. This negative emission is very much larger than the 
platinum alone could give rise to at that temperature, and it 
seems probable that the heating in a vacuum had partially 
converted the barium sulphate into barium oxide which was 
giving rise to the large negative emission which Wehnelt 
showed to be characteristic of that substance. It is curious 
that the positive emission should be easier to saturate in the 
presence of this large negative emission, but I have frequently 
noticed that the current saturates more easily after continued 
heating. This is one of several features of the relation 
between the current and electrometive force in the case of 
heated salts which seems worthy of further investigation. 

The positive emission after the barite had been heated for 11 
hours is shown in curves I and 2 of tig. 5. Curve 1, points 
thus, xX, corresponds to increasing, and curve 2, points 
thus, ©, to diminishing pressures. ‘he temperatures in this 
experiment fell steadily trom 783° C. to 772° OC. This curve 
is quite different from the one obtained with the chemical 
barium sulphate. I think, however, that the difference is 
due to the difference in the previous history rather than to 
the different composition of the material, as the same sample 
of barite later on gave a curve which was similar to those 
which had been obtained from the barium sulphate. Curves 
i and 2 show a greater sensitiveness to changes of pressure 
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at low pressures than has been observed in any other case by 
the tube method, but the seusitiveness is still much less than 
that obtained in most cases by the strip method with the 
various salts which were tested by it. 

100 

Positive LEMISSion. 
20 

0 5 10 15 20 25 
FRessuRE (“ ms.) 

At the end of the last experiment the thermionic current 
was 1°75 X 10-7 amp. when the apparatus was pumped right 
down to 0:002 mm. Air was let in toa pressure of 1 mm. 
when the emission increased to 3°2x1077 amp. On in- 
creasing the pressure to atmospheric the steady emission was 
found to have diminished to 5°5x 1LO-S amp. When the air 
was pumped out again the emission remained fairly constant 
until a pressure of about 10 mm. was reached, when it fell off 
steadily until the value 1°75x10-$ amp. was reached at 
0-004 mm. A current-pressure curve was then taken imme- 
diately and gave the following values :— 

Pressure (mm.) ........- ‘004 °66 1°63 29 57 83 20 9:4 7-75 4-48 1°83 -87 -004 

Positive Hmiss. \ 
3 LNGa sl easy TOP LOS ii Glo! 15) 2132 1O-op A aa 

Gie= 2510 ” amp.) i q : 

Actual Temperature... 775° C. 775° C. line G | 

The mean curve obtained from these numbers only varies 
from 13 to 17 between ‘004 and 25 mm., and exhibits a steady 
rise from 0 to 6 mm., after which it remains practicallv 
constant. The substance had been heated for about 13 hours 
at the close of the last experiment. It was now heated in a 
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vacuum for 14 hours more and a test made at 797° C., which 
gave the following values for the mean curve :— 

Pressure (mm.).....-.-+ COO ee A VD eh ee 8. 10> (16) “25 
Positive Emission 
(=63x107? amp.), | 26 88 46 55 58 60 61562 60 55 35 30 

This curve has a flat maximum at 6 mm. pressure and 
is intermediate in character between the first curves and 
those given by barium sulphate prepared chemically. 

Immediately after this experiment air was let in to atmo- 
spheric pressure, when the emission dropped to 4 divisions on 
the above scale of current. On reducing the pressure it rose 
slowly to 15 5 divs. at 15 mm., but part of this may be due 
to equilibrium not being fully attained at the lowest pressure. 
On further evacuation the current became steady at 15 divs. 
at 0°004 mm. A pressure curve was then taken which is 
shown in fig. 5. The ascending points are shown thus @, 
and the descending points thus ©. The dotted curve repre- 
sents the mean: it is practically a straight line parallel to 
the pressure axis. The temperature in this experiment was 
fk aya Op 

Several points stand out quite definitely as a result of these 
experiments with barite. After exposure to air at atmo- 
spheric pressure the emission is comparatively small and 
varies very little with the pressure from atmospheric pressure 
down to 0003 mm. ~One experiment showed an increase and 
the other a deerease on evacuation from atmospheric pressure, 
but the change in both cases was small. When the power 
of emission has been reduced in this way it is recovered again 
by long continued heating at low pressure. 

The most natural interpretation of these results is that the 
barium sulphate is decomposed by continued heating in a 
vacuum and forms a substance which has a greater thermionic 
activity. I am inclined to suspect that this substance is 
barium sulphide as the tubes usually smelt of sulphuretted 
hydrogen when they were taken down. If that is the case, 
the effect of heating in air at atmospheric pressure would be 
the reconversion of the sulphide to sulphate. On this view, 
the true emission from the sulphate is the smaller emission 
which is obtained after exposing to air at atmospheric pressure 
and which varies very little with the pressure of the gas in 
the apparatus. 

The effect of Hydrogen.—If there is anything in the above 
view a greatly increased emission should be obtained by 
reducing the sulphate in an atmosphere of hydrogen. A 
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number of experiments were therefore made in this gas. 
Although the results obtained are very complicated they are 
quite clear as to the point that heating in an atmosphere of 
hydrogen greatly increases the emission. In the following 
descriptions the currents are in terms of scale divisions 
one division being equal to 1°25 x 10~® amp. 

At the commencement of the experiment the air was 
pumped down to a pressure of ‘003 mm. and the emission 
was then 22 divisions. The temperature was 800° C. 
Hydrogen was then let in to a pressure of 11 mm. and the 
emission rose almost immediately to’ 110 divisions and then 
more slowly, so that at the end of 40 minutes it had become 
268 divisions. The hydrogen was then pumped out, the 
current and pressure being observed from time to time. 
There was an increase with diminish ng pressure to 5 mm. 
when the emission was 390 divisions. It then fell gradually 
to 114 divisions at 0°003 mm. More hydrogen was then 
admitted when it increased to a temporary maximum of 350 
divisions at 7 mm. pressure. ‘The decrease was very slight, 
however, and on admitting more hydrogen the emission 
began to increase again more rapidly than the pressure. At 
224 mm. it had reached 3100 divisions. The temperature 
only varied 3° from 800° during these experiments. The 
pressure slowly fell a little after each admission of gas, 
showing that the hydrogen was being converted into water 
which was being absorbed by the phosphorus pentoxide bulb. 
After admitting hydrogen to a pressure of 348 mm. the 
apparatus was left for two hours. On returning, the tempe- 
rature had fallen from 798° to 768°, the pressure was reduced 
to 323 mm., and the emission had increased to 6000 divisions. 
The hydrogen was then pumped out, when the emission fell 
to a minimum of 2100 divisions at 1500 mm. followed by a 
maximum of 5300 divisions at 20 mm. and a rapid drop 
thence to 145 divisions at 0:005 mm. Air was then let in to 
atmospheric pressure when the emission fell to 20 divisions. 
The temperature had dropped to about 730° by this time. 
On pumping out the air the emission rose slowly to a 
maximum of 53 divisions at 30 mm. from which it fell, 
slowly at first and then more quickly, to 15 divisions at 
0-006 mm. 

When the apparatus was taken down the cold electrode 
had been blackened by the sulphuretted hydrogen. The 
lower end was covered with a saline deposit, much dis- 
coloured, which smelt strongly of hydrogen sulphide. An 
examination of the substance left in the tube indicated that 
it was principally barium sulphide with some barium sulphate 
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Mj and barium oxide and a trace of polysulphides. There was 
1) no evidence of the presence of sulphites or thiosulphates. 

General Survey of the preceding Experiments. 

The results which have been obtained are extremely 
complex and difficult to unravel. I think this is largely due 
to the very complicated chemical actions which take place at 
these high temperatures. Of the complexity of the chemical 
actions which occur there can be no question. For example, 
when the tube with the hot platinum electrode insulated on 
quartz was taken down, after an experiment in which sodium 

i | sulphate had been tested in air at low pressures, the following 
' observations were made. The central electrode smelt strongly 

of HS. The lower end was covered with a black deposit and 
the upper end with a red salt. The crevices between the 

Ht | platinum and the quartz were full of a white salt which was 
a yellow where it touched the platinum. The black and. red 

deposits were mixed with a background of white deliquescent 
aa salt. All of these substances must have been formed by the 

i) action of the salt vapours on the hot platinum, as there 
was nothing on the central electrode when it was put into 

| the tube. 
agli To help towards a more comprehensive view of the pheno- 
vt il mena rough data bearing on the absolute value of the currents 

| obtained have been collected in the following table (pp. 696 
i & 697). The substance tested is given in the first column. The 
| second column gives the least pressure at which observations 
LB eould be made, and the third the value of the current at this 

i | Hl pressure. The fourth gives the pressure of maximum emission 

| rea | where it occurred, and the fifth the value of the maximum 
ia emission. The sixth column gives the temperature at which 

i the observations recorded in the preceding columns were made. 
| | The eighth column states whether the observations were made 

\) by the strip or tube method, and the tenth column gives the 
| value of the highest observed rate of emission reduced 

roughly to equal areas, and a standard temperature of 
Hh) 800° C. 
| The numbers in column 10 are to be regarded as indicating 
i only orders of magnitude on account of lack of precision 

in the data. The variation with temperature of the emission 
from these substances is not known, but it was assumed 

I that fair results would be obtained by taking 1t to be 
the same as that of aluminium phosphate in each case. 

ft According to Garrett’s observations the emission from this 
Mh substance doubles for every 30° rise of temperature in the 

ES z 
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neighbourhood of 900° C. The reduction to equal areas is a 
still less definite matter. It is not yet certain whether the 
emission is due to the salt directly or to the interaction with 
the platinum of vapours which it gives off. 1 think there is 
a considerable amount of evidence that the latter is an 
important factor. I have therefore reduced to equal areas 
of platinum surface and have taken the effective area of the 
platinum tube to be 60 sq. cm. In the case of the strips the 
area of both sides has been counted. The other observers do 
not seem to have recorded the area of the strip covered by 
the salt, but it is probable that if equal areas of salt were 
_compared the values in column 10 would be altered relatively 
in favour of higher values for the platinum tube. 

One of the most striking features of the numbers in column 
10 is the comparatively small difference in the greatest 
currents given by the different salts when tested by the tube 
method. With the exception of pure aluminium phosphate, 
which will be considered below, the smallest maximum 
emission is given by BeSO, (or BeQO) with 14x 107" amp. 
and the largest by BaS0, (barite, but probably due to Bas) 
with 190x 10720 amp. Te the emission after heating in air 
at atmospheric pressure is taken to be that characteristic of 
BaSO, then this substance would be the least efficient with 
an emission of only 7x 1071° at 800° C. I have not found 
the phosphates to be especially efficient. 
A comparison of the muximum currents obtained by 

the two methods indicates that the tube causes a greater 
emission than the strip when equal areas are compared. 
Horton’s measurements with sodium phosphate are an 
exception in this respect, but the salt he used was, of course, 
a different specimen from that tested in the tube experiments. 

~ My experiments with trisodium phosphate gave much smaller 
currents at the same temperatures than those recorded by 
Horton for “sodium phosphate.” 

One advantage of testing the emission by two widely 
different methods such as those which have been described, 
and at the same time making tests on a number of different 
kinds of salts, is that it offers some chance of a separation of 
the physical from the chemical effects. One would expect 
that effects which were physical in their origin would depend 
upon the method of testing employed, but would be inde- 
pendent of the nature of the salt. Conver sely effects which 
arose from chemical changes might be expected to vary con- 
siderably from one salt to another, but not to depend so much 
upon the method of testing employed. 
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The effects which seem to depend rather on the mode of 
testing than the nature of the material employed are :— 

1. By the strip method a very small emission occurs at 
very low pressures which increases rapidly with increasing 
pressure. The tube method makes the emission much less 
sensitive to variations in the pressure at low pressures, the 
changes being sometimes in one direction and sometimes in 
another. 

2. In the tube experiments the immediate response to 
increasing the pressure is a diminution in the emission, 
followed later by the change which is characteristic of the 
steady end condition. The converse effect occurs on 
reducing the pressure. 

3. The emission per unit area of the hot platinum seems 
on the average to be greater with the tube method than with 
the strip method of testing. 

The chemical effects are evidently very involved. On the 
whole there is a greater tendency for the emission to be 
diminished with increasing pressure in the case of the phos- 
phates than in the case of the sulphates. In the case of at 
least one of these substances, however, we shall see that the 
emission is not due to the substance itself but to something 
mixed with it. The emission from the reduction products of 
barium sulphate is greater than that from the sulphate itself. 
The emission from the latter probably varies very littie with 
the pressure of the surrounding air. 

Observations on Aluminium Phosphate. 

Tt will be remembered that Sir J. J. Thomson found that 
this substance gave rise to a much greater emission of positive 
ions than a great number of representative salts which he 
tested under similar conditions. My experiments, however, 
do not indicate that the specimen of aluminium phosphate 
which I used was remarkable in thisrespect. This difference 
coupled with the fact, established by the experiments of 
Davisson mentioned above, that the carriers of the ionization 
from our specimen of aluminium phosphate had a value of 
m/H equal to 22, led to the view that the emission of positive 
ions ordinarily observed with aluminium phosphate is due, 
not to the salt itself, but to something mixed with it. 

To test this view it seemed desirable to prepare aluminium 
phosphate, if possible, in a way which would ensure freedom | 

from contamination with other imorganic impurities and 
especially with the salts of the alkali metals. There seemed 
a reasonable chance of this if the salt were prepared from 
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materials all of which had undergone distillation. This was 
done by the action of ammonia on a mixture of dry aluminium 
chloride with excess of orthophosphoric acid. The dry 
aluminium chloride and phosphorus pentoxide were supplied 
by Eimer and Amend and had been made in Germany. The 
erthophosphoric acid was prepared by boiling ihe phophorus 
pentoxide in distilled water. The ammonia solution was 
analysed and contained 28 per cent. of NH; and 0:0004 per 
cent. of non-volatile matter. It was added cold to the. 

mixture of the solutions of aluminium chloride and ortho- 
phosphoric acid, which had a temperature of about 40° C. 
The mixture was stirred constantly and the ammonia was 
added until the precipitation was almost but not quite 
complete. The precipitate was thoroughly washed on the 
filter with boiling distilled water. It was divided into two 
parts, one of which was allowed to remain pasty and the 
other dried in an air oven at such a temperature that a piece 
of filter-paper placed over it was slightly charred at the 
edges after about two hours’ drying. 

0-2 gram of the dry phosphate, about the same amount as 
had been used in working with Kahlbaum’s phosphate, was 
tested in the platinum tube apparatus in the usual way. It 
was found that it did not give rise to thermionic currents of 
the order of 107* amp. until temperatures above 1000° C. 
were reached. The mean current-pressure curve at 1050° C, 
is given in fig. 3 (curve 4). Reduced to a temperature 
of 80U° C. this would correspond to about 1/150 of the 
emission given by Kahlbaum’s aluminium phosphate, which 
in the light of the work of other observers appears to have 
been small rather than the reverse. It is not even certain 
that this small emission was due to the aluminium phosphate 
itself as it was less than what would have been given by the 
platinum tube alone at the beginning of the experiments. 
No doubt the emission from the platinum had fallen, but 
there is no evidence to show how much. 

The small emission from the pure aluminium phosphate is 
not due to its having been dried, for the paste was tested b 
the strip method and found to give a small emission. There 
was a measurable current during the early stages of the 
heating, but it soon died away to a very small value. A 
temporary emission of this character would have escaped 
notice in the tube experiments. 

There are an enormous number of slightly different 
aluminium phosphates, according to the chemical handbooks, 
and the differences between the different samples might 
conceivably be due to differences in chemical constitution. 
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I think the fact that the phosphate with the large emissivity 
gave off ions for which m/H does not correspond to any of 
the chemical constituents of the substance rules this view out 
of court. 

Liffect of an Electric Field on the Decay of the Emission. 

In 1906 * the writer showed that the rate of decay of the 
positive ionization from a new platinum wire is greater when 
the wire is positively charged than when it is charged 
negatively, indicating that the ionization is not due to the 
platinum alone, but to some foreign matter present in it, 
which is emitted in the form of positive ions and is thus 
unable to escape when the wire is negatively charged. ‘This 
effect has recently been confirmed by Dr. W. Wilson t, who 
has adopted the explanation of it given by the writer. 

This property, which in the case of pure platinum is con- 
fined to new wires, that is to say, to wires which have not 

Hl | been heated for a long period of time with a positive charge 
i on them, occurs at low as well as high pressures. I have 

| i frequently found it to be well developed in a good vacuum. 
ai) It also occurs in the case of heated salts, and I think it may 

be made use of to obtain valuable information about the 
mechanism of the emission in the case of these bodies. A 

ho number of experiments have already been made with alu- 
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bi | minium phosphate which exhibit a very different behaviour 
| I | in this respect under different conditions. In some cases the 
H | emission appears to be due to a vapour which is strongly 

i | | ionized, whilst in other cases the ionization would seem to be 
| | Wi very feeble. ‘hese experiments will be considered more 
i fully in a later paper. 

i General Discusston. 

| While the results of the experiments which have been 
i described are quite bewildering in their complexity when 
i considered in detail, I think certain facts and principles are 
i established by the evidence brought forward in this paper, 

| which will prove to be of fundamental importance in the 
| further development of this subject. In the first place all 
' the direct evidence which appears to be trustworthy points 
i tothe view that the positive ions emitted by heated salts are 

metallic atoms. These are not necessarily atoms of the salt 
: which appears to be under examination, but may be atoms 

4 of some other metal whose salts are present as an impurity. 

* Phil. Trans. A, vol. ccvii. p. 30 (1906). 
t Phil. Mae. [6] vol. xxi. p. 636 (1911). 
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Until new direct evidence to the contrary is presented, I think 
it is necessary to accept asa fact the statement that the positive 
ions emitted by heated salts are charged metallic atoms. 

Another proposition which it is necessary to admit the 
truth of is that the ionization emitted by heated salts is not 
always due to the salt which is believed to be under exami- 
nation, but may arise from minute quantities of other sub- 
stances which are present as impurities. The evidence in 
this direction in the case of aluminium phosphate appears to 
be overwhelming. | 

The points which remain to be considered are, I think, 
of a more speculative character. As far as the relative 
efficiency of the different salts in emitting positive ions is 
concerned it seems to the writer that what is required for a 
good emitter is a combination of volatility in the possible 
compounds formed together with high electro-positiveness of 
the metallic constituent. Thus barium sulphide, which is more 
volatile, is apparently more efficient than barium sulphate, 
and this in turn is more effective than barium oxide which 
gives a large negative but no positive emission when pure. 
In the series of the alkali metals the most electropositive 
are the most efficient emitters, and the same is true in the 
alkaline earth group. The zinc haloids are very efficient and 
they combine the qualities postulated. In discussing a 
question of this character it is of course necessary to rule out 
of court substances like aluminium phosphate which are not 
self emitting. 

A large number of facts which are otherwise very difficult 
to explain can be reconciled by the view that the ionization, 
in certain cases at least, is not emitted directly from the 
heated salt but by the action on the platinum of vapours 
which the salt evolves. In the first place this would explain 
the very small ionization at very low pressures which is 
observed by the strip method. The vapours diffuse away 
from the strip before they have time to get ionized. The 
eftect of increasing the gas pressure is to prevent the vapour 
from diffusing away from the strip, and so the ionization 
increases. In the tube method the vapours are unable to 
diffuse away from the hot platinum, and so there is very 
little change of the emission with changing pressure at low 
pressures. It is very difficult to account for this great 
variation with the pressure at low pressures, obtained by the 
strip method, on any other view except by falling back on 
chemical changes. These would have to act in the same way 
in such different gases as air, oxygen, hydrogen, carbon 
monoxide, and carbon dioxide, for such different salts as 
sodium phosphate and sodium sulphate and the impurities 

wil, Mag. 3. 6. Vol. 22, No: 131, Nov, 191k, 3 A 
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present in aluminium phosphate, and at the same time behave- 
quite differently for all salts and gases in the tube experiment 
from what they do in the strip experiment. 

This view would also account for the sudden apparent drop 
in the emission when the pressure was increased in the tube. 
experiment. The vapour in the tube would be compressed. 
into the bottom and so would have less platinum surface to 
act on. The converse phenomenon on lowering the pressure 
is also readily explained in this way. The instantaneous 
effect on lowering the pressure is smaller than the opposite 
effect when the pressure is raised, as it should be. 

The greater effect, even when reckoned per unit area of 
platinum, as obtained by the tube method is readily explained 
in this way, and is quite incomprehensible on the opposite 
view The smallness of the electrode compared with its 
surroundings enabies the vapour to diffuse away very readily 
in the strip experiment, whereas convection currents carry 
it up against the hot platinum walls in the tube experiment. 

‘The very varied curves obtained by changing the pressure 
at constant temperature with different salts and with the 
same salt after it has been treated in different ways seem to 
be symptomatic of chemical changes. By that, I mean that 
they are probably accompanied by changes in the composition 
of the material which correspond to the curves in some way. 
This gives a very natural explanation of the variability and 
complexity of the curves, as the chemical actions are probably 
quite different in the different cases and extremely complex 
in every case. One of the difficulties of the subject is that 
practically nothing is known about the mechanism of chemical 
reactions at high temperatures. All the information available 
relates to those of the end products which happen to be 
formed in comparatively large quantity. | 

The statement that the pressure changes are in all prob- 
ability symptomatic of chemical action is quite apart from 
the important question as to whether chemical actions of the 
ordinarily recognized types at high temperatures are accom- 
panied by the emission of positive ions. The very vigorous 
emission observed when barite was being attacked by 
hydrogen tends to support this view, but it may have been 
that the hydrogen was facilitating the formation of some 
relatively volatile compound of barium and thus enabling it 
to reach the platinum surface. The action of water on 
sodium sulphate is another case of the same kind. ‘There is, 
of course, no doubt that ionization is an important feature of 
many chemical actions at high temperatures, the cases of 
flames, the oxidization of phosphorus, and the. action of 
phosphorus on hot platinum furnishing well known examples. 
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The chemistry of the emission of positive ions from salts is, 
however, still unsolved. The reaction might for example be 
a catalytic one of the type 

Ba+Pt=Ba,+H+Pt 

where E stands for a negative electron which goes over to 
the platinum and carries the current, the metal (barium in 
this case) being liberated by ordinary chemical actions 
which do not involve the transference of electric charge. 
Personally, however, I am inclined to suspect that in some 
way tons play a very fundamental and important part in 
chemical actions at high temperatures, just as they do in 
solutions at ordinary temperatures. 

On the whole there is no reason for supposing that there 
is any essential difference between the mechanism of the 
large positive emission from freshly heated metals and that 
observed with salts. They both have the same general 
characteristics, namely: (1) an initial exponential decay 
with time followed by a slowing otf*; (2) occasionally the 
variation with time is more complicated, an intermediate 
rise to a maximum being observed t+; (3) the decay with 
time is quickest when the body is positively charged and is 
retarded by a negative charge f{; (4) both vary with the 
temperature according to a formula of the type a62e~*, where 
a and.b are constants § ; ; (5) in neither case is there any 
simple relation between chemical action and thermionic 
emission || ; and (6) the kinetic energy of the thermions is 
much the same in both cases 4. 

The very small ionization which is observed when an 
“old” platinum wire is heated in different gases{t and 
which is a function of the pressure is, I think, quite different 
from anything which has hitherto been observed with salts. 
It seems probable that in this case the positive ions will turn 
out to be atoms of the surrounding gas, but ail the existing 
evidence as to their nature is indirect. The difficulty in 
measuring the value of e/m for them lies in the smallness of 
the currents. 

In conclusion I wish to thank my assistant, Mr. E. 8. 
Taylerson, and my former assistant, Mr. Comnals Bol, for 
their he!p in taking the observations. 

Palmer Physical Laboratory, 
Princeton, N. J 

* O. W. Richardson, Phil. Mag. [6] vol. vi. p. 80 (1904). 
O. W. Richardson, C. R. Liege, p. 50 (1905). 
O. W. Richardson, Phil. Trans. A. vol. cevii. p. 1 (1906). 
OOW. Richardson, B.A. Reports, Cambridge, 1904, p. 472. 
R. J. Strutt, Phil. "Mas. [6 vol. iv. p. 98 (1903). 
aC: Brown, Phil. Mag. [6] vol. xviii. p. 649 (1909). 
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LXVIT. Note on the Diffusion of Neon through Hot Quartz. 
By O. W. Ricuarpson, Professor of Physics, and R. 
C. Drrro, Fellow in Physics, Princeton University *. 

ie the course of some experiments which were undertaken 
to try to detect the presence of the heavier inert gases 

(xenon, krypton, argon, and neon) in minerals, we have 
observed that neon diffuses through red-hot quartz tubes. 
The possession of a similar property by helium has been 
known for some time, and appears to have been observed first 
by A. Jacquerod and F. L. Perrot f. 

The method originally adopted consisted in heating the 
mineral in a closed silica-ware tube, initially exhausted. 
After the heating, the gas evolved was drawn off into a large 
exhausted reservoir. It was subsequently compressed into 
another heated quartz tube containing metallic calcium. Both 
the calcium and the mineral were heated to a temperature of 
about 1000° C. After exposure to the hot calcium, the gas 
was forced into a narrow capillary tube, where its spectrum 
could be examined by means of a Hilger wave-length 
spectroscope. Our experience is that hot calcium absorbs 
all the chemically active gases completely except hydrogen. 
We tried different temperatures between 800° C. and 1200° C., 
but always found that the calcium hydrogen compound exerted 
a dissociation pressure which, though minute, was large enough 
to be troublesome. We could not use higher temperatures 
on account of the silica-ware tubes becoming soft and 
collapsing ‘under the atmospheric pressure. The hydrogen 
contamination was got rid of by forcing the gas into a small 
tube provided with a platinum tube heated by an electric 
current. The hydrogen diffused out through the hot platinum 
and burnt in the air of the room. These processes were gone 
through until we got a good clean spectrum showing the 
mercury lines and the lines of the inert gases present. As 
a rule the primary hydrogen lines were also visible, but not 
always. 

The presence of neon in our apparatus was first noticed 
when a specimen of witherite from Northumberland, England, 
had been heated for along time. We subsequently succeeded 
in proving that this mineral did not give off neon, and then 
tried the experiment with a new silica-ware tube which did 
not contain, and never had contained any foreign substance. 
After the exhausted tube had been heated for about one hour 
the gas was drawn off and examined. It was found to give 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
t Comptes Rendus, cxxxix. p. 789 (1904). 
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a faint “blue argon ” spectrum with the yellow helium line. 
After about three hours’ heating the helium spectrum was 
fully developed, and the strong neon line at 5852 was well 
marked. The tube was then left hot allnight. Next morning 
the helium and neon spectra were both quite strong, all the 
prominent neon lines being easily recognized. We could 
not be certain of any increase in the intensity of the blue 
argon spectrum which was present, either in this or in other 
similar experiments. This is important since it proves that 
the helium and neon had not leaked into the apparatus through 
the sealing-wax joints which connected to the two quartz 
tubes. In that case the argon spectrum should have increased 
proportionately with the others. This possibility is also 
exciuded by the fact that the helium and neon present in the 
air cannot be detected spectroscopically in presence of the 
very large excess of argon which accompanies them. We 
have tested this question several times very carefully by 
examining the spectrum of the inert gases of the atmosphere 
under conditions similar to those which prevailed during the 
other experiments. We were never able to detect even the 
strongest helium and neon lines. The faint argon spectrum 
which was observed arose in all probability from the trace 
of air absorbed by the walls of the tubes before the heating 
commenced. 

It is clear from these experiments that neon diffuses through 
quartz at about 1000° C., but its coefficient of diffusion is 
smaller than that of helium. This follows since the helium 
is visible first, although there is about ten times as much 
neon as helium present in the atmosphere. Of course helium is 
more sensitive to the spectroscopic test than neon, but it does 
not seem likely that this will account for the facts, as the strong 
neon line appears at about the same time as the weak helium 
lines, in spite of the disparity in the amounts of the two 
gases present in the atmosphere. Arguing from the general 
similarity in the properties of the inert gases, it would seem 
likely that argon also would diffuse through hot quartz. If 
it does, the coefficient of diffusion must be very small, otherwise 
accumulation of argon would certainly have been observed in 
these experiments. This question is by no means easy to test 
experimentally, as there is always the possibility that a minute 
accumulation of this gas might arise from defective air- 
tightness of the apparatus. 

It seems likely that an easy method of measuring the 
amount of helium and neon in the atmosphere might be based 
on this property of diffusion through heated quartz. By 
attaching a quartz tube heated to a constant temperature to 
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a large reservoir, and observing the quantity of inert gas 
which had accumulated after a series of suitable intervals of 
time, it would in all probability be possible to deduce from 
an examination of the results, not only the final equilibrinm 
amount of helium and neon together, but also the quantities 
of the two individually, as “well as their coefficients of 
diffusion. 

Palmer Physical Laboratory, 
Princeton, N.J. 

LXVIIU. The Induction-Coit. By EK. Taytor Jonsus, ).Se., 
Professor of Physics in the University College of North 
Wales, Bangor, and D. Wi. Roperts, B.Sc, Fellow of the 
Universite y of Wales * 

[Plates XII. & XIII.] 

f) ioe experiments described in the present paper were 
ade with the object of determining the elements 

(periods, amplitudes, damping-factors, and phases) of the 
two electrical oscillations which are set up in the secondary 
of an induction-coil when the primary current is interrupted, 
and of calculating hence the maximum value of the 
secondary potential and the potential at any time during the 
oscillations. 

The principal difficulties connected with the calculation 
of the secondary potential of an induction-coil are (1) the 
determination of the effective self- and mutual-inductances 
of the coils 2 (2) ) the determination of the capacity of the 
secondary coil : the first owing to the want of proportionality 
between magnetic induction and magnetizing force in the 
iron core, the second owing to the smallness of the capacity 
and to the fact that the capacity is distributed along the 
coil. Some attempt was made in the experiments described 
below to overcome these difficulties, but there are other 
circumstances, including condenser losses, hysteresis, and 
irregularities in the working of the interrupter, which will 
have to be taken into account, or avoided, before a complete 
solution of the induction-coil problem can be reached. 

The papers of Oberbeck +, Walter ¢, and Lord Rayleigh §, 
on induction-coil potentials are well-known and are theretore 
only mentioned here. 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ Oberbeck, Wied. Ann., lxii. p. 109 (1897) ; Ixiv. p. 198 (1898). 
t Walter, Wied. Ann., lxii. p. 8300 (1897) ; Ixvi. p. 623 (1898). 

_ § Rayleigh, Phil. Mag., ii. p. 581 (1901). 
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General Description of the Method. 

In a former communication one of us* arrived at the 
following expression for the difference of potential at the 
terminals of the secondary of an induction-coil at any time 
¢ seconds after a current 7% is interrupted in the primary :— 

. £ (9,40, _ 
2V.= 7 ae a - *)sn( —8) Z ( ny cos a hl | 

ps t (0,40, 
a MT vipa te) ee ee tC 

(T?—T?)cos 8’° coat ) 

where M is the mutual inductance of the primary and 

secondary coils, 

0, == 2R,C,, 0, = +RC, 

1/27T and 1/27T’ are the frequencies of the two oscillations 
calculated from the well-known expression for coupled circuits 

8771? = nue nde ae ety — J/ 1 (ec ped al L nore t| 

1—/? (eC) i Cae L,C, LC, LC, 1,0, J J’ 

k being the coupling coefficient M/./T,Ly. 

The quantity @, and the phase-angles 6, 6’, are to be 
calculated from the constants of the circuits as described in 
the former paper above referred to. R,, Ro, C,, Co, Ly, L, are 
the primary and secondary resistances, capacities, and self- 
inductances. 

In the paper referred to the above expression (1) was 
worked out for an aircore induction-coil with various 
condensers in the primary and secondary circuits, and the 
curve of secondary potential plotted from the results. The 
curve was also obtained photographically in each case by 
means of an electrostatic oscillograph, and was found to 
agree closely in its general form with the curve calculated 
from (1). The differences were mainly in the damping 
factors, and these discrepances probably arose from losses 
in the primary condensers. 

Strictly speaking, the expression (1) is not applicable to a 
coil with an iron core, owing to the variable permeability of 
iron ; all that can be expected is that suitable mean values 

* KE. T. Jones, Phil. Mag. January 1909, p. 28. This expression for 
the secondary potential was obtained by an application of Drude’s 
‘Theory of the Oscillation Transformer,’ Ann. der Physik, xiii. p. 512, 
1904. 
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of the inductances may be found which will serve for the 
evaluation of the periods and amplitudes during at least a 
portion of the time of discharge. ‘This was borne in mind in 
the experiments described below, and it was intended as far 
as possible to determine the mean inductances corresponding 
to the early portion of the discharge, since this portion 
includes the maximum secondary potential which is the 
quantity of greatest importance in an induction-coil. 

The inductances of the primary and secondary coils were 
determined by electrical oscillation methods ; a condenser of 
known capacity being connected to the primary (or secondary) 
coil, and the curve of secondary potential being photographed 
and measured by methods which have been described in 
detail in former papers * 

It was thought that ‘by measuring that portion of the 
damped oscillation-curve in which the current amplitude was 
approximately the same as in the early part of the double- 
period discharge, appropriate mean values of the inductances 
would be obtained, since the iron core passed through the 
same series of magnetic states in both cases. It was scarcely 
to be expected that this plan would lead to very accurate 
results, but it was hoped that it would suffice for the 
purposes of an approximate estimation of the secondary 
potential. 

The coupling coefficient of the two coils was determined 
by finding the period of the oscillations of the secondary 
circult, connected to a condenser, with the primary open 
and closed. The ratio of the squares of these periods is 
then (1—A?). 

The value of the expression (1) was worked out for two 
induction-coils, a 12-inch spark coil by Max Kohl, and an 
18-inch coil by the same maker. Inthe experiments with the 
smaller coil a condenser was connected to the terminals of the 
secondary coil ; otherwise the secondary capacity would have 
been so small that one of the oscillations would be too rapid to 
be accurately recorded by the oscillograph. In the case of the 
larger coil it was unnecessary to connect a condenser to 
the secondary, but the primary capacity was larger than is 
generally employed with induction-coils. 

In these experiments the electrostatic oscillograph was 
provided with a steel strip under great tension in order to 
bring the amplitudes of the curves down to moderate 
dimensions. ‘lhe metallic parts of the instrument were el 
sheathed in ebonite, and the terminals well separated, i 
order to prevent sparking. 

* It. T. Jones, doc. cit. pp. 838-385; and Phil. Mag. August 1907. 
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The interrupter consisted of a copper rod making contact 
with the interior of an iron vessel containing petroleum. 
The rod was raised automatically, as the reflected rays of 
light were crossing the photographic plate, by a lever placed 
beneath the rotating mirror. 

Eaperiments with a Condenser in the Secondary Circuit. 

When a condenser is connected to the terminals of the 
secondary, the capacity of the secondary coil only comes in 
as a small correction, and it is unnecessary to know its value 
very accurately. It consists partly of the internal capacity, 

- depending upon the capacity of one section of the coil on the 
next and upon the number of sections, and partly of the 
external capacity which depends upon the position of 
the coil with respect to other bodies and especially with 
respect to the primary coil. The methods by which these 
capacities were determined were described in a previous 
communication * 

Case I.—In the first experiment with the smaller in- 
duction-coil the primary was drawn out of the secondary 
until the curve of secondary potential, as shown by the 
oscillograph, had a simple and well-marked form, cor- 
responding probably to some simple ratio between the two 
frequencies of oscillation. This case was intended as a 
preliminary test of the method. 

The photograph is shown in Plate XII. fig. 8. The current 
broken in the primary circuit was 5°05 amperes, and the 
ordinate of the curve represents the square of the secondary 
potential at any subsequent time. The curve was photographed 
for four different values of the primary current ip ranging 
from 2°8 to 5°05 amperes, and the general form of the curve 
was the same in ull, only the amplitude varying with the 
eurrent. ‘The amplitude of the first wave in each was 
measured on the negative with a travelling microscope and 
the values found were, within 4 per cent., proportional to 
the squares of the primary currents. 

The lower curve in the photographs represents the oscil- 
lations of a 768 tuning-fork photographed simultaneously. 
Immediately after these curves were obtained another curve 
was photographed showing the secondary potential for an 
air-core induction-coil with known capacities and inductances 
in its circuits. This curve was similar to one of those 
discussed in the previous paper above referred to, and to 
which the expression (1) may be assumed to apply. By 

* E. T. Jones, Phil. Mag., August 1907, p. 248. 
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both measuring and calculating the maximum amplitude i in 
this curve the aldatromerce may 7 therekore be standardised. 

The iron-cored induction-coil was again connected to the 
oscillograph and photographs obtained for the purpose of 
measuring the primary and secondary inductances, the 
coupling coefficient, and the capacities if these were not 
already known. The values of these constants in the. present 
case were as follows :— 

L, ='02342 henries. 
L,= 258°3 
M=1°811 
2 =(0°5424 

oy) (SCr= 1:95 microturads: 

= 00004748 

This value of C, includes the capacity of the electrometer 
and of the secondury coil. The resistances of the primary 
and secondary coils were 0°32 and 14000 ohms. 

The two frequencies of oscillation, calculated by (2), were 

t= 2al az. R= (alas 

49 

9) 

39 

and the expression (1) for the secondary potential, taking 
the primary current 2% as 5°05 amperes, becomes in volts 

2V,—= 15230 e ™ sin (86453t—0°55) 

—4910 e © sin (266334t—1°72), 

in which é is the time in seconds after the interruption of 

the primary current, and the angles are given in degrees. 
This was worked out for a meee of values of t, the Sethe 

squared and plotted in a curve the early portion ‘of which is 
shown in fig. 1. 

Fig. 2. 

OTe ROMS AGA SMES SO ema Sr Nae TS 
7. 1N THOUSANDTHS OF 7 /N THOUSANDTHS OF 

A SECOND. ya) 

N,=2936°4, n,=737 0, 1, = 219'8, n, =642°3, 

y — Af) « - HA fy 14— OW oval. ; i)=4°02 amp. 

The agreement between this curve and the photograph in 
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Plate XII. fig. 8, is evidently sufficiently close to justify the 
application of the method to the present case. The damping 
of the waves is much greater in the photograph than in the 
calculated curve. ‘This is also the case in the other experi- 
ments described below, and is to be expected since the only 
cause of damping taken into account in the calculation is 
that which arises from the resistances of the circuits. 

The calculated maximum value of the secondary potential 
is 19650 volts, and the amplitude of the first wave in the. 
photograph is 0°9276 cm. Now the standardising curve 
obtained with the air-core coil showed that a deflexion of 
0-3032 cm. in the photograph corresponds to 10200 volts. 
Hence taking the deflexion as proportional to the square of 
the potential, the amplitude of the first wave represents a 
maximum potential of 17850 volts. 

When it is remembered that the damping due to hysteresis 
and condenser losses have been entirely neglected, the 
agreement between the calculated and observed values of 
the maximum secondary potential is perhaps as close as 
could be expected. 

Case IJ.—This case is similar to the first except that the 
primary coil with its iron core was placed further inside the 
secondary in order to increase the secondary self-inductance 
and the coupling coefficient. The secondary capacity (a 
variable condenser with paraffin-oil dielectric) was adjusied 
so as to give a form of oscillograph curve slightly ditterent 
from that of Case J. The constants of the circuits were :— 

L,='02331 henries. 

L,=428'1 - 
M2436 9 

k? =0°5949 
C,=15°95 microfarads. 

C,=0-000499 _ ,, 
R,, R, as before. 

The frequencies, calculated by (2), were 

y= 219°8, nN, = 642°3, 

und, with 7j=4'02 amperes, the expression for the secondary 
potential in volts is 

9V.= 15320 e7°*™ sin (79146¢—0°51) 

eeOAT en) sim O12 27 eg) 
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The curve representing the square of this expression is 
shown in fig. 2, the corresponding photograph in Plate XII. 
fig. 9, and again there is close agreement in the form of the 
curve. 

The maximum secondary potential (calculated) is 20085 
volts, the observed value (by comparison with the curve 
given by the air-core coil) 17250 volts. 

Case I1J.—The primary coil was placed fully inside the 
secondary so as to give the maximum values of the secondary 
self-inductance and the coupling coefficient. Owing to 
sparking between the plates of the oil condenser this was 
replaced by a leyden-jar. The constants for this case 
were :— 

LL, ='02303 henries. 

ook 

Miah Og 

P=) S040 

(\,;=15°95 microfarads. 

Co 0080516 | 

R,, R, as before. 

99 

9 

The ratio of the frequencies was considerably greater than 
in the previous cases, their values being 

n=O ys) keke: 

With a primary current of 8°5 amperes the expression for 
the secondary potential is 

2V.=30090 e-°""” sin (61232t —0°55) 

—5640e'™ sin (327157t—2-9). 

The curve representing the square of this expression is 
given in fig. 3, and the corresponding photograph in 
Plate XII. fig. 10. Though there are ditterences in detail, 
in general form the resemblance between the two curves is 
close, and there is also good agreement, in this as well as in 
all the other cases, between the calculated and observed 
values of ¢ at which the potential is zero. The calculated 
value of the maximum secondary potential is 31730, the 
observed value 26500 volts. : 

The greatest spark-length observed in this case between 
two brass spheres, each 2 centimetres in diameter, was 
8:5 millimetres, 
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Fig. 3. 
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n,=170'1, 2, =908'8, iy =8'5 amp. 

Case IV.—This differs from the last only in the use of a 
smaller capacity in the secondary circuit, its value being 
"0002213 microfarad. The frequencies were 

= 235072, N= 1444-7, 

and with ij=6°75 amperes the secondary potential is given 
by 

2V,=32411 e~*"™ sin (82888t — 0°29) 

—5168e 1 sin (520086¢— 1-82). 

The maximum value of this expression, which occurs at 
the second peak of the curve, is 36060 volts. The curve is 
shown in fig. 4 (p. 714). 

Several photographs were taken for this case, and though 
similar in their general features they differed considerably 
from one another in detail. Sometimes the first peak was 
equal to or higher than the second, sometimes the peak in 
the second principal wave was higher than both maxima in the 
first. These differences arise apparently from irregularities in 
the working of the interrupter, which seem to atfect chiefly 
the amplitude and phase of the more rapid oscillation. The 
photograph in Plate XII. fig. 11 shows the type which 

occurred most frequently. By comparison with the air-core 
coil the highest point of the curve was found to correspond 
to a secondary (observed) potential of 27560 volts. 
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The greatest sparking-distance between the two spheres 
under the circumstances of this experiment was found to be 
1 centimetre. ; 

= 23072, \) io 144-7) = Orion ain: 

It will be observed that in all the above cases the calculated 
value of the secondary potential is considerably greater than 
the observed value, and that the percentage difference 
increases with the potential. 

Experiments with no Condenser in the Secondary Circuit. 

If the condenser is removed from the secondary circuit of 
the smaller induction-coil, one of the oscillations becomes 
too rapid to be faithfully recorded by the oscillograph. The 
18-inch spark coil was therefore used for the three following 
cases, its secondary having much greater self-inductance and 
capacity. 

In order to work out the expression (1) for these cases it 
is necessarv to know the value of the effective capacity of 
the secondary coil with greater accuracy than was required 
in the former cases. After several methods had been tried for 
the determination of this quantity, the following was finally 
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adopted. The condenser having been disconnected from the 
primary circuit, a current was passed through the primary 
coil and the curve of secondary potential, produced at its 
interruption, was photographed. Under these circumstances 
the oscillations of the system depend only on the constants of 
the secondary circuit, and should give the value of the 
product of the self-inductance and capacity of the secondary 
coil. The photograph showed, in fact, a single damped 
oscillation with period lengthening as the oscillations died 
away owing to the variation in the permeability of the core, © 
The period was measured in the early part of the curve, 
where the amplitude is large, and was found to be ‘001763 sec. 
Taking this as being equal to 27 ,/ L2C., we have 

LyCo—0-787 . 1077. 

A condenser, of small known capacity C,’, was then con- 
nected to the secondary coil and the period of this circuit, 
with the primary open, determined. This gives in the same 
way the value of L.(C,+C,’). From these two results the 
values of L, and ©, can be determined. The values so found 
were L,=2350 henries, C,='0000335 microfarad. These 
values were used in working out the expression (1) for the 
following three cases. It may be noticed, however, that it 
is not so important to know the values of L, and QC, separately 
as it is to know their product ; C, occurs separately only in 
the damping factors of the two oscillations represented 
by (1). 

The se!lf-inductance of the primary coil was determined 
by connecting to it the largest capacity available (20°7% 
microfarads), and photographing the curve of secondary 
potential produced at the interruption of a current in the 
primary. The curve obtained shows a double oscillation ; 
but, since L,C, is much greater than L.Cy, one of the oscil- 
lations has a much longer period than the other, and it is not 
difficult to determine the frequency of the slower oscillation 
from the photograph. On substituting in the expression 
(2) we obtain the value of Ly. 

As the potentials obtained in the following experiments 
were higher than those in the former cases, the oscillograph 
was made less sensitive by withdrawing the attracting plate 
toa greater distance from the steel strip. To prevent sparking 
inside the instrument the attracting plate was enclosed in a 

thicker sheath of ebonite. The distance of the edge of the 
plate from the strip was about 7 mm. 
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Case V.—The constants for this case were : 

L,=0°1974 henries. 

Me—2a00 a 

};= 15-95 microfarad. 

C5=30000339). 

i=) 8142- 

M =19°44 henries. 

R,=1°90 ohms. 

y= OOOO): 

1, =4°3 amperes. 

The expression (2) gives for the frequencies 

i868, | ht, — aoa: 
By (1) the secondary potential is 

2V,=46950 e— 46 sin (82033 ¢—0:05) 

— 3143 e—®7 sin (478548¢ —0°8). 

The curve representing the square of this expression is 
shown in fig. 5, and its maximum value is 48960 volts. The 

| 
Tig. 5. 5 
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2, = 88-98, n, =1329°3, q,=4°3 amp. 

photograph is given in Plate XIII. fig. 12, but it should be 
stated that the amplitude of the short wave varied consi- 
derably in different photographs, it being sometimes larger, 
sometimes smaller than is here shown. As in some other 
cases, these variations appear to arise from irregularities in 
the action of the interrupter. 
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The oscillograph was standardised in this and the two 
following cases, not directly with the air-core coil, but with 
the coil and condensers used in Case ITI., the greatest deflexion 
for a current of 8°5 amperes in that case being taken as 
representing 26500 volts. A comparison of the curves leads 
to 39480 volts as the greatest observed value of the secondary 
potential, which is again considerably below the calculated 
value. 

The sparking-distance between the two spheres with the 
same primary current was found to be 1°6 centimetres. 

Case VI.—In order to approximate more closely to the 
ordinary working conditions of an induction-coil, the pri- 
mary capacity was now considerably reduced in value. This 
has the effect of increasing the secondary potential, and at 
this stage it was noticed that at high potentials a brush 
discharge took place freely between the ebonite sheath 
enclosing the attracting plate of the oscillograph and other 
parts of the instrument. The attracting plate and its con- 
necting rod were therefore provided with still thicker coverings 
of ebonite, and the terminals of the instrument were removed 
to a greater distance from each other, in order to diminish as 
far as possible the leakage due to this cause. 

The primary capacity was in the present case 3°89 micro- 
farads, which gives, by (2), using the values given under 
Case V. for the other constants of the circuits, 

n= 1744, ela. 

The expression for the secondary potential in volts is 

2V.=216501,e-*! sin (62770¢—0°1) 

— 2753 re? sin (493452¢ —0°83), 

where 7) is the primary current in amperes. The curve 
representing the square of this expression was drawn for 
io = 2°25 amperes, and is shown in fig. 6 (p. 718). 

Photographs were taken at the interruption of various 
currents in the primary circuit. One of these is shown in 
Plate XIII. fig. 13. The curves obtained were all of the 
same type, only the amplitude varying with the primary 
current. The greatest ordinate in each photographic curve 
was measured and compared with that of the standardising 
curve. The results are contained in Table I., in which the 
first column contains the values of the current interrupted in 

Pial, Mags 6; Voln 22. .No. bal Won Loins) 30k 
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the primary circuit, the second the maximum potential calen- 
lated by (1), the third the maximum potential deduced by 
measurement of the plates. 

Fig. 6. 
30;— 

VOLTS 54000 

29 

10) | 2 3 4. 5 

7. IN THOUSANOTHS OF A SECOND. 
Ox 

n, = 174-4, No= 1371, tj= 2°20 amp. 
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The greatest spark-length observed between the two spheres 
with the current of 5:1 amperes, was 7:3 centimetres. 

The observed value of the secondary potential is in this case 
greater than the calculated value. Probably the calculated 
value is too small, owing to the fact that the expression (1) 
does not correctly represent the phase relation of the two 
oscillations, as we see by comparing the photograph PI. XIII. 
fig. 13, with the calculated curve fig. 6. 
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Case VII. The primary capacity was further reduced, its 
value in this case being 2°933 microfarads. Taking the 
other constants as before, we have 

n, =198'2; N= 1388, 

and the expression for the secondary voltage is 

2V,= 24730 ipe? 9 sin (71359 t—0°12) 
— 3530 ine sin (499860 — 0°83). 

The curve, calculated for i~=3°4 amperes, is shown in fig. 7. 
Bigs! 

7 /N THOUSANOTHS OF A SECOND. 

n, =198:2, nN, = 1388, Z)=3'4 amp. 

The photograph shown in Plate XIII. fig. 14 is typical of 
the oscillograph curves obtained in this case. Itagain differs 

from the calculated curve in the relative phases of the two 
oscillations, and this probably accounts in part for the differ- 
ences between the observed and calculated maximum voitages 
given in Table I. 
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F Maximum Potential in volts. | 
0? 

| am peres. Cale: Obs. 

2-74 75630 | 70440 
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510 140800 142400 
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With the current 5:1 amperes the greatest sparking-distance 
between the two spheres was found to be 11:2 centimetres. 

Tosum up, the results given above show that the expression 
(1) represents in its main features the wave of potential at 
the terminals of the secondary coil when a current is inter- 
rupted in the primary, and that it also gives the order of 
magnitude of the maximum secondary potential. In each 
of the cases described above some uncertainty with regard to 
the maximum potential arises from the fact that the amplitude 
of the oscillograph curve is not always the same with the 
same primary current ; and although each curve was photo- 
graphed a number of times and the curve of greatest amplitude 
selected for measurement, we could never be quite certain 
that the greatest possible amplitude was actually obtained. 

Similar differences are observed with other kinds of in- 
terrupter. In Plate XIII. fig. 15, are shown the curves of 
secondary potential at two successive interruptions of the 
primary current produced by a motor mercury-interrupter 
of the centrifugal type. The coils and condenser in action 
at the time were the same as in Case VII. 

Bangor, July 1911. 

LXIX. On the Spectra of the Hlectrodeless Ring Discharge in 
certain Gases. By H. Donaupson, B.A. (Camb.), B.Sc. 
(Lond.), Scholar of Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge *. 

i an ordinary discharge tube with electrodes, the inter- 
pretation of the differences in the spectra of a gas in 

different parts of the tube is rendered difficult by the 
separation which takes place between the positive and 
negative ions. 

It was thought, therefore, that a study of the spectra of 
gases in the oscillatory ring discharge, in which a permanent 
separation between the ions would be unlikely, might afford 
useful information concerning the dependence of the spectra 
upon the strength of the ionizing field. 

Apparatus. 

The bulbs in which the discharge was obtained were usually 
about 8 cm. in diameter and were surrounded by a coil of 
half a dozen turns of well insulated wire wound closely so 
that the depth of the coil was about 2cm. The plane through 
the centre of the coil parallel to the windings was also a 

* Communicated by Professor Sir J. J. Thomson. 
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diametral plane of the bulb and was vertical. The method 
of getting the oscillatory discharge in this coil is shown in 
the diagram. 

a, b, a’, b', are the terminals of two leyden-jars, a’, 6 being 
connected to the secondary of a Cox induction-coil, and a, 6, 
to an adjustable spark-gap 8. To this spark-gap were 
connected also the terminals of the coil D, which was placed 
round the discharge-bulb B in the manner described. 
Variations in the intensity of the discharge through D were 
obtained by altering the frequency of the hammer-break of 
the induction-coil, the length of the spark-gap, and the size 
of the leyden-jars. In the experiments the spark-gap varied 
between 2 and 15 mm., and the leyden-jars were usually 
two gallon jars. 

The exhaustion of the bulb and the apparatus was carried 
out by a Toepler mercury pump, and then by charcoal and 
liquid air, exhaustion to a pressure below that at which any 
discharge would pass being obtained in each case before the 
admission of the gas to be examined. 

The observing spectroscope was a Hilger constant-deviation 
instrument in which the wayve-lengths of the lines observed 
could be read directly from a graduated revolving drum. 
In all cases the gases admitted to B had been dried by passing 
through, and being left for some time in contact with, one 
tube of calcium chloride and two tubes of phosphorus pent- 
oxide, each about 50 em. long. 

Method of Experiment 

When the discharge-bulb had been exhausted as above 
some of the gas to be examined was admitted to the apparatus, 
which was then gradually exhausted by liquid air and 
charcoal until the highest pressure at which the true ring 
discharge would pass was reached. If the spectrum of the 
discharge gave no indication of the presence of elements 
other than those composing the gas under observation, the 
pressure of the gas in the bulb was lowered gradually until 
no discharge could be obtained, and the spectrum observed at 
the different stages of this exhaustion. This process was then 
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repeated, and the effect of variation in the length of the 
spark-gap and the frequency of sparking was studied. 

In all cases, at pressures considerably above the highest at 
which the ring discharge took place, a feeble electrostatic 
discharge was seen in the bulb, due to the windings of the 
surrounding coil not being all in one plane, but “this was 
never used in observations of the spectra. 

Results. 

Residual Air :—The apparatus was washed out several 
times with air before exhaustion.. The spectrum of the 
discharge was chiefly the positive band spectrum of nitrogen 
at the highest pressures at which the true ring discharge was 
obtained, and the colour of the ring was red. At lower 
pressures many of the nitrogen lines appeared and became 
very bright as he lowerdimit of pressure was reached. The 
negative. band spectrum never came out distinetly, even if it 
were present at all. 

Air in which phosphorus had been burned to remove 
oxygen was then tried and gave the same spectra, a spiral 
immersed in liquid air being inserted between the inlet 
apparatus and the bulb to remove the phosphorus and 
mercury vapours. 

Both with residual air and with this deoxygenized air there 
was an orange after-glow, which persisted brightly for about 
half a minute atter nie clecint ic field was removed, and faintly 
for a much longer time. ‘This afterglow was oer down 
a tube about a metre long in line oh the collimator of the 
spectroscope. While the discharge was still running the 
same orange colour could be seen in the centre of the bulb, 
and its spectrum was continuous throughout the yellow-blue 
region, but had two places of maximum intensity. As soon 
as the discharge was cut off, the continuous part of the 
spectrum died “Orme but the regions of maximum intensity 
remained as the spectrum of the true after-glow, in the form 
of two bands, diffuse on either side and having their centres 
approximately at wave-lengths 5760 and 5378 tenth-metres, 
and having a breadth of about 10 such units. 

As the first occasion on which this afterglow was observed 
was one on which there was a possibility of the presence of 
phosphorus vapour, an entirely new apparatus was set up, 
but the spectrum remained unchanged. 

Hydrogen :—The gas was prepared by the action of pure 
dilute sulphari ic aeicl to which a trace of copper sulphate 
solution had been added, upon pure metallic zinc. In the 
outer of the two rings which constituted the discharge, all 
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four hydrogen lines appeared at every electric intensity that 
could be used, though at the highest pressures for the 
discharge the secondary spectrum was also quite bright. In 
the inner ring at the pressure for the best discharge, using a 
short spark, only H, and H, were present. On increasing 

the spark length H_ and H, appeared and became brighter 

as the spark was still further increased. This association 
of H with H, and H, with H, had been observed previously 

on several occasions with preliminary residual air-bulbs, but 
in those cases it was always H, and H, which appeared with 
the shorter spark gap. Z 

Carbon diowide:—The gas was prepared by the action 
between a solution of pure sodium carbonate and pure dilute 
sulphuric acid. As in almost every gas, the discharge at the 
highest pressures was always reddish in colour, probably 
owing to the presence of a trace of water vapour, but the 
true colour of the carbon dioxide discharge was dark blue, 
changing to whitish blue as the pressure decreased, or as the 
spark-gap and frequency of sparking increased. 

The spectrum observed was, in every case, the carbon band 
spectrum although all possible variations of electric intensity, 
by varying spark-length, spark frequency, and size of leyden- 
jars were tried. 

Carbon monowxide:—The gas was prepared by the action 
between pure strong formic and sulphuric acids, and on its 
way to the discharge bulb passed through a spiral tube 
immersed in liquid air, to remove such impurities as mercury 
vapour. 

Until the apparatus had been washed out some few times 
with carbon monoxide, the spectrum observed was always 
the carbon band spectrum. When the carbon monoxide was 
more pure, the spectrum of the discharge, when a small spark- 
gap and small leyden-jars were used, was still the carbon 
band spectrum, but as the spark-length was increased to 
about 4 mm. the Swan spectrum began to appear and grew 
in brightness relative to the carbon band spectrum as the 
spark was still further lengthened. The appearance or 
disappearance of the Swan bands could be obtained by 
altering the spark-gap about i mm. at the critical length. 

At lower pressures, the Swan bands were obtained without 
so great a lengthening of the spark-gap. The spectrum was 
the same when large jars were used, but in this case the 
spark-length could not be made so great and the Swan bands 
were never quite so bright as with the smaller jars. 

Oxygen.—The gas was prepared by heating pure potassium 
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permanganate, and was left in contact with solid potash for 
some time before it was admitted to the apparatus. The bulb 
in which the discharge was secured was first exhausted and 
then washed out six times with oxygen, exhaustion to a 
pressure below that at which any discharge would pass being 
carried out after each washing. When the pressure of the 
gas in the bulb was just low enough for the true ring 
discharge to pass, the colour of the ring was brick-red, 
especially on the inner edge, and the spectrum seen was the 
compound line spectrum. On reducing the pressure, a fairly 
bright continuous spectrum appeared in the blue, superposed 
on the compound line spectrum, and this further developed 
into bright oxygen bands, those having their centres at 
wave-lengths 5590 and 5245 being especially distinct. 

At a still lower pressure, the bright lines of the elementary 
line spectrum began to flash out brightly at certain instants 
when the discharge was running well, and ultimately they 
became steadily bright while the intensity of the bands 
decreased. ‘The violet lines of the elementary line spectrum 
were especially bright. The only line which persisted 
throughout the whole range of pressures was the red (6157). 

An attempt was made to produce the changes in the spectra 
at a medium pressure merely by varying the spark-gap and 
the frequency of sparking. By increasing these, it was 
found that the elementary line spectrum appeared at a 
higher pressure than that at which it appeared with smaller 
spark-gap and frequency. The band spectrum remained in 
this case with the larger spark-gap, but rather more faintly. 

Argon :—Certain colour changes occurring in the ring 
discharge in argon have already been obtained and described * 
and an attempt was made to repeat those observations and to 
examine the colour changes spectroscopically. The argon 
first used contained a small percentage of nitrogen which 
appeared in the spectrum of the light from the inner part of 
the bulb during the discharge. 

At no pressure could any trace of the red argon spectrum 
be seen, but the blue spectrum was very bright, about 30 
lines being measured. A portion of the argon, mixed with 
pure oxygen, was then sparked for three hours over potash. 
The excess of oxygen was removed by phosphorus, and the 
argon remaining was used for the discharge, after the bulb 
had been washed out several times with it. In this case, at 
the highest pressures, the ring was red and of the 12 lines 
measured every one belonged to the red argon spectrum. 
At an intermediate pressure the number of bright lines 

* Strutt, Phil. Mag. xlix. p. 293 (1900). 
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increased and about 50 were measured, distributed amongst 
the red and the blue spectra. At the lowest pressures, all the 
1ines belonged to the blue spectrum, but there was practically 
nothing to be seen in the region between wave-lengths 5879 
and 5144. An afterglow having the same orange colour, and 
giving the same spectrum as the afterglow described in the 
case of air, was observed in this purified argon at all pressures 
except the higher and lower limits. | 

In addition to the above gases were tried hydrochloric and 
hydrobromic acids, sulphur dioxide, and carbon disulphide. 
In the case of hydrochloric acid at medium pressures the ring 
was bluish on the outer edge and reddish on the inner, the 
difference in colour being due, apparently, to the presence of 
the hydrogen secondary spectrum in the inner part of the 
ring. At low pressures the red colour disappeared and the 
olue extended nearly to the centre of the bulb. The spectrum 
of the blue part of the ring was the four-line spectrum of 
hydrogen and the chlorine line spectrum. Hydrobromic 
acid behaved in a similar manner. The sulphur compounds 
always gave the sulphur line spectrum and never the band 
spectrum. In the case of carbon disulphide, the bulb was 
coated inside with a deposit of sulphur after the discharge 
had been running. The spectrum of the carbon was the 
ordinary band spectrum, and not the Swan. 

Conclusion. 

These experiments clearly indicate a dependence of the 
spectrum of a gas on the electric field responsible for ionizing 
the gas. In most cases the results support those obtained 
previously from observations of the discharge spectra of 
gases in tubes with metal electrodes*. In such tubes the 
intensity of the electric field has been shown to be greater 
round the cathode than in the positive column, and should 
also be greater in the intermittent spark discharge with 
a leyden-jar in circuit than in the continuous discharge. 
Now in the case of oxygen, the presence of four different 
emission spectra under different conditions has been shown] ; 
the elementary line spectrum in the leyden-jar discharge, 
the band spectrum in the negative glow of the continuous 
discharge, the positive line spectrum in the positive column 
in a narrow tube, and the continuous spectrum in a wide 
tube with a weak discharge. In the ring discharge the 
elementary line spectrum is characteristic of the discharge at 

* Stead, Proc. Roy. Soc. lxxxv. (1911). 
+ Schuster, Phil. Trans. elxx. p. 37 (1879), and others. 
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the highest electric intensities used, the band spectrum at 
intermediate intensities, and the compound line spectrum at 
the lowest intensities. The only possible difference between 
the results obtained by the two methods is connected with 
the continuous spectrum, which in the discharge tube appears 
at the Jowest intensities and in the ring discharge at an 
intensity between those for the compound line and the band 
spectra. As considerable doubt has been cast upon the 
existence of a continuous spectrum in pure oxygen in a 
discharge tube *, it is probable that the one observed in the 
ring discharge is independent of that in the tube discharge. 
The existence of a band spectrum occupying a position 
intermediate between two line spectra of the same element 
is interesting in view of suggestions that have been made to 
ascribe line spectra to atomic, and band spectra to molecular, 
systems. 

Another case which is interesting from the point of view 
of the ring discharge is that of the Swan spectrum and the 
carbon band spectrum. The Swan spectrum only appears in 
carbon monoxide when it is very nearly pure, and then at a 
high intensity, and we may have the same bulb showing the 
carbon band spectrum at a low intensity and the same, mixed 
with the Swan spectrum, at a higher intensity. As, under 
the influence of the discharge, carbon dioxide would dissociate 
into carbon monoxide and- oxygen, it would obviously be very 
difficult in this case to get a sufficient electric intensity in the 
carbon monoxide itself to cause the appearance of the Swan 
spectrum. This would also be the case with any impure 
carbon monoxide, and therefore it would seem possible that 
the carbon band spectrum and the Swan spectrum may be the 
low and high intensity spectra of the same substance, though 
these experiments afford no clue as to whether that substance 
is carbon monoxide, or carbon in some other form. 

In the cases of nitrogen and residual air the ring discharge 
is peculiar in that it has never shown any clear evidence of 
the presence of the negative band spectrum, the variation 
from the positive band spectrum to the line spectrum taking 
place directly. A bulb containing cyanogen, which was not 
sufficiently pure to give its own band spectrum, showed a 
change from the positive to the negative nitrogen band 
spectrum with increasing electric intensity, but this was 
never observed in nitrogen itself. ‘The general results agree 
with those given by discharge tubes in assigning the positive 
band spectrum in nitrogen to the weakest ionizing fields, and 

* Baly, ‘Spectroscopy,’ p. 448. 
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the line spectrum to the strongest, between them being the 
negative band spectrum. 

The ring discharge would appear to be a somewhat powerful 
method of examining the spectra of slightly impure, or of 
mixed, gases ; as in several cases, particularly those of argon 
and oxygen, the characteristic spectra of the elements have 
appeared at stages of purity at which they would have been 
quite absent in the ordinary vacuum-tube discharg>. 3 

In view of the influence of electric intensity on spectra, it 
would be interesting to study by this method the spectra 
given by a gas having multiple spectra, when that gas is 
mixed with traces of different impurities. 

In conclusion, I wish most heartily to thank Professor 
Sir J. J. Thomson for the suggestion at which these experi- 
ments were begun, and for his kindly interest and advice 
throughout their progress. 

Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, 
May 8, 191 

LXX. On the Separation of Spectra in Compound Gases. 
By G. Strap, B.A., formerly Scholar of Clare College, 
Cambridge* 

N a previous paper+ I have described some experiments in 
which evidence was obtained that a process somewhat 

akin to electrolysis can occur in gases at low pressure. 
Compound gases or vapours through which an electric dis- 
charge is passed at a pressure of the order of a millimetre 
usually show the spectra of certain constituents better deve- 
loped at the anode, whilst the spectra of other components 
appear more brightly at the cathode. Moreover elements 
which show a preference for the anode are such as must be 
supposed on chemical grounds to carry a negative charge, and 
vice versa. Thus in the case of hydrogen chloride the hydr ogen 
spectrum is seen chiefly at the cathode and chlorine lines 
mainly at the anode. Thisis partly analogous to what occurs 
in the electrolysis of a solution of concentrated hydrochloric 
acid. The present paper gives an account of further work 
on the same subject, and for a description of the apparatus 
and method of manipulation the former paper must be 
consulted. 

G.) Hthane.—The gas was prepared pure by the action of 
distilled water on zine ethyl. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
Tt Proc. Roy. Soc., August 1911. 
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When the coil was first turned on the Swan spectrum was 
seen at both poles, but after a few seconds it was replaced at 
the anode by carbonic oxide bands, and at the cathode by 
the ‘ four-line ” spectrum of hydrogen. There was no trace 
of the latter at the positive pole, but there were faint indi- 
cations of the carbonic oxide spectrum at the negative 
electrode. 

(il.) Héhylene Dichloride.—Initially the Swan spectrum 
was visible at both electrodes, but in a short time chlorine 
lines and the ordinary hydrogen spectrum appeared at the 
cathode, whilst carbonic oxide bands together with a faint 
secondary hydrogen spectrum were seen at the anode. 
Carbon was gradually deposited on the walls of the tube. 

(iil.) Mthylidene Dichloride-—The behaviour of this vapour 
was precisely analogous to that of ethylene dichloride. Thus 
there is no difference spectroscopically to be observed between 
these two isomerides. 

(iv.) Carbonyl Chloride (phosgene gas)—At the anode 
bright carbonic oxide bands were observed, whilst chlorine 
lines showed brilliantly at the cathode. The separation of 
the two spectra in this case was practically complete. There 
was no deposition of carbon on the walls of the tube. 

(v.) Mercury Dimethyl.— Liquid air was used to freeze out 
any mercury vapour which might come over from the Topler 
pump. The liquid was admitted into an exhausted bulb 
through a tap in the usual way (see previous paper), except 
that mercury could not be used here to displace the air from 
the bore of the tap. This air was therefore removed by 
running a little of the mercury dimethyl] itself through the 
tap, the bulb being then re-exhausted by means of charcoal 
and liquid air. 

At first when the discharge was passed the mercury lines 
(5791, 5769, 5461, 4358) appeared very brilliantly at both 
poles, and they were accompanied on the positive side only 
by a pure Swan spectrum, 2. e. pure in that there was no trace 
of the carbonic oxide spectrum. No hydrogen lines were 
seen until the coil had been running some seconds, when they 
appeared chiefly at the cathode. After a short time the 
pressure diminished, and carbonic oxide bands became visible 
at both electrodes. The greater the initial pressure the longer 
it took before the spectrum of carbonic oxide was seen. 
Finally a condition was reached in which hydrogen showed 
mainly at the cathode, and carbonic oxide principally at the 
anode, whilst mercury lines were visible faintly at both 
electrodes. 

(vi.) Aniline—At the cathode the four-line spectrum of 
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hydrogen was very brilliant, and was accompanied by some- 
what faint negative bands of nitrogen. At first the Swan 
spectrum was seen for a few seconds at the anode, but it was 
rapidly replaced by carbonic oxide. There were also very 
faint traces of a number of bands in the violet, most pro- 
bably constituting part of the positive pole spectrum of 
nitrogen. There appeared to be no tendency to deposit 
carbon on the walls of the discharge-tube. 

Thus it seems as though the electropositive amido-group 
had a tendency to go to the cathode, and the benzene nucleus 
to the anode. This would explain the presence of the spectra 
of hydrogen and. nitrogen at the negative pole, and of carbonic 
oxide at the positive pole. 

(vii.) Hthyl Hther—When the coil was first turned on the 
Swan spectrum was bright and the carbonic oxide spectrum 
faint at the positive pole, whilst at the cathode the converse 
was true. After afew seconds the Swan spectrum at the 
anode was replaced by carbonic oxide bands, whilst at the 
cathode the ordinary spectrum of hydrogen became visible. 
No carbon was deposited on the wails of the tube, but, in 
spite of this, decomposition apparently took place, for the 
passage of the discharge caused a considerable permanent 
rise of pressure. 

(vili.) Methyl Sulphide—Initially both poles showed Swan 
bands, but these were rapidly replaced at the cathode by 
carbonic oxide and the four-line spectrum of hydrogen. 
Later on sulphur bands appeared at the anode, and after 
remaining fairly bright for some minutes at length gave place 
to the carbonic oxide spectrum. Decomposition took place 
fairly readily and carbon was deposited on the sides of the tube. 
Thus in methyl sulphide sulphur shows a preference for the 
anode just as in the case of hydrogen sulphide and carbon 
disulphide. 

(ix.) Chloroform Vapour in a very short tube.-—A tube was 
used in which the electrodes were only about 1°5 cm. apart. 
With pressures of the order of 0°5 cm. and a weak discharge 
perfectly normal results were obtained. When, however, 
the pressure was taken down to about half a millimetre, and 
a heavy discharge was sent through the tube, the discharge 
became completely oscillatory, in spite of the “point and 
plane ”’ spark-gap in use. The anode and cathode could be 
distinguished no longer, whilst the positive column practically 
disappeared. In these circumstances chlorine lines appeared 
throughout the tube, and very little could be seen of the 
carbonic oxide bands which are normally present in the 
positive column. 
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General Remarks.—In my previous paper (doc. cit.) L have 
shown that, when a discharge is passed through hydrogen 
chloride, the chlorine spectrum appears at the anode, whereas 
in chloroform, chlorobenzene, stannic chloride, &e., it is 
found chiefly at the cathode. I have also pointed out that 
chemical considerations indicate very conclusively that the 
chlorine in hydrogen chloride carries a negative charge, but 
that in the other substances referred to it carries a positive 
charge. She results of the work described in the present 
paper show that the chlorides of ethylene and ethylidene, and 
likewise phosgene gas, behave in a manner analogous to that 
of chloroform &e. Thus it would seem very probable that 
the sign of the charge carried by the atoms is of fundamental 
importance in connexion with the separation of spectra in a 
discharge-tube. 

At the same time it appears impossible to regard this as 
the only cause of the differences in the spectra at the anode 
and cathode, since such differences are often found in an 
elementary gas. Thus in oxygen the negative pole shows a 
band spectrum and the positive pole a line spectrum ; in 
nitrogen the band spectra at the two electrodes are altogether 
different, whilst in hydrogen I have found perfectly definite 
differences. Professor Sir J. J. Thomson also showed a good 
many years ago that the spectra of this gas at the two 
electrodes are not identical. The anode favours the pro- 
duction of the secondary spectrum of hydrogen, and is 
particularly unfavourable to the blue line H (4861) of the 
ordinary spectrum. The four-line spectrum is well developed 
at the cathode, the blue line being here especially bright. 
Now we can scarcely regard the blue line as being due to 
positively charged hydrogen atoms and the red line He (6563) 
to negatively charged hy ‘drogen atoms, because these lines 
both belong to the same spectral series, and therefore must 
be presumed to have the same origin. Hence the differences 
in hydrogen can be hardly assigned to electrochemical 
effects. 

Now it is known that the secondary hydrogen spectrum is 
favoured by a weak discharge and the primary spectrum by a 
strong discharge. Again, in oxygen the negative band 
spectrum has been obtained away from the negative pole, 
indeed in the absence of any poles at all. Thus Donaldson * 
got it with the electrodeless ring-discharge at an intensity 
intermediate between that required for the compound line 
spectrum and that necessary to produce the elementary 
line spectrum. It seems therefore that the intensity of the 

* Vide supra, p. 724. 
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discharge is a most important factor. Now small intensity 
implies low (electrical) temperature ; and it is known that 
the effective temperature of the anode is much less than 
that of the cathode. Therefore it appears likely that there 
are at least two causes of the differences between the anode 
and cathode spectra of gases, viz.:— 

(a) The inequality of temperature (and potential gradient) 
at the two electrodes. 

(b) Theelectrochemical character of the denen concerned. 
Kayser, in his great Handbuch der Spectroscopie, somewhat 

boldly asserts that (a) alone is effective*. He is led to this 
conclusion, apparently, by an experiment of Morris-Airey’s f 
which seems to be antagonistic to (b). A discharge was 
passed for some time through a tube containing hy drogen 
and a little chlorine. The tube was then divided into two 
portions, and the chlorine spectrum was found to show the 
same intensity at the anode of each half tube. It is claimed 
that this proves there is no appreciable separation of hydrogen 
and chlorine by a process of the nature of electrolysis. But 
this conclusion does not appear to me to be justifiable. Might 
it not be almost as weli said that, because in the electrolysis 
of dilute sulphuric acid bubbles ‘of oxygen can be seen only 
at the anode, therefore no oxygen exists anywhere else in the 
voltameter ? Just as oxygen may be present in the liquid 
without being detected by eye, so may the chlorine be dis- 
tributed throughout the tube, and yet not show its spectrum 
except where its ions are being discharged, viz. at the anode. 
Further, even granting that this experiment does prove the 
absence of a pr rocess resembling liquid electrolysis, it is still 
far from legitimate to assume that (a) is the only ‘cause, for 
the scope of () is not by any means limited to pure ‘electrolysis 
(i.e. apr oe subject to Paraday’s laws). 

That (a) alone is quite incapable of explaining the facts 
seems perfectly clear. Otherwise how is it that in no case 
has an electronegative element been found spectroscopically 
only at the cathode, or an electropositive one only at the 
anode? Why should electronegative elements in nearly 
every case show a preference for the positive pole, and electro- 
positive elements for the negative pole? When a substance 
which, like chlorine, is normally electronegative is known 
from chemical evidence to be acting as an electropositive 
element, it is seen by the spectroscope at the cathode instead 
of as usual at the anode. If appreciable separation occurs at 

* Kayser, Handbuch der Spectroscepre, vol. 1. pp. 174, 175, 
+ Morris-Airey, Drude Ann. 1. 1900, p. 466; also Phil. Mag. [5] xlix. 

Pp: 307 (1900). 
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all, elements always go to the pole that is of opposite sign to 
the charge which chemical considerations indicate they carry. 
Were Kayser’s view of the matter correct, all these curious 
facts, so far from being explained, must be supposed to be 
merely the result of chance. Moreover, there would appear 
to be a fatal objection to the view that the differences in the 
spectra at the two electrodes are to be ascribed solely to 
temperature differences. Take the case of carbon disulphide. 
With the hammer-break no sulphur bands are seen at all ; 
and this is true also for the Wehnelt interrupter so long as 
the current is kept small. But as the temperature is 
gradually raised by increasing the current, the band spectrum 
of sulphur appears at the anode. Now if this be a pure tem- 
perature effect, why do not the sulphur bands show first at 
the cathode, since the latter is always hotter than the anode ? 
This objection (if valid) also disposes of Kayser’s explanation 
of the lingering of spectra when the coil is reversed (see 
previous paper), viz. that as the temperature at the electrodes 
cannot change suddenly, the spectra cannot do so either. A 
similar argument is afforded by hydrogen sulphide. Hence 
the hypothesis (a) can hardly be regarded as otherwise than 
inadequate ; in other words, some further explanation is 
necessary. Tor this, I believe that (>) in the main suffices. 
It is not asserted that there are no difficulties connected 
with (6); it is claimed that (a) is insufficient, and that (6) is 
in some way involved. — 

To give a perfectly satisfactory and complete explanation 
is a matter of extreme difficulty, and indeed is probably an 
impossibility in the present state of our knowledge. It is 
not known with any certainty what are the processes involved 
in the production of spectra, and there are many questions 
to be answered in connexion with the structure of a vacuum- 
tube discharge. Why is there a definite positive column ? 
Whatis the meaning of the negative glow? Why do certain 
parts of the tube give out little or no light (Faraday’s and 
Crookes’s dark spaces). So long as there is any doubt about 
these points we cannot account in detail for the phenomena 
described in this paper. 

In framing any explanatory hypothesis certain points must 
be borne in mind :— 

(1) There is a kind of electrolysis or pseudo-electrolysis 
taking place. 

(2) The intensity of the discharge is of fundamental im- 
portance, probably because high intensity is associated with 
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high temperature. The effective temperature at the cathode 
is higher than the effective temperature at the anode. 

(3) In general (though not always) the cathode spectrum 
is seen throughout the negative glow, whilst the anode 
spectrum is found all along the positive column. 

(4) The current can be carried through the tube inde- 
pendently of ordinary matter, viz. by corpuscles ; and hence 
pure electrolysis is impossible. We cannot expect to find 
Faraday’s laws obeyed. 

It is perhaps legitimate to go so far as to say that in all 
probability positive ions move under the influence of the 
electric force towards the cathode, and negative ions towards 
the anode, as in the case of liquid electrolysis. If the usual 
theory of the production of spectra be accepted (2. e. that 
the essence of the process is the discharge of ions), it must 
be supposed that the discharge of positive ions takes place 
throughout the negative glow, whilst negative ions lose their 
charges in the positive column. If we then consider the 
process to be analogous to electrolysis of solutions, we mnst 
regard the whole negative glow as constituting the cathode, 
and the positive column as equivalent to the anode. 

Summary. 

It has been found that when an electric discharge 1s passed 
through a gas at low pressures the spectrum of the glow 
around the cathode differs from that of the light from the 
neighbourhood of the anode. In compound gases the spectra 
which appear at the cathode are due to atoms which, from 
chemical considerations, must be supposed to carry a positive 
charge. Similar remarks apply to the anode. It is thought 
that the principal factors which determine the differences in 
the spectra at the two electrodes are :— 

(1) The difference in temperature and electric force at the 
two poles. 

(2) Lhe electrochemical character of the elements concerned. 

These experiments have been conducted throughout in the 
Cavendish Laboratory under the direction of Professor Sir 
J.J. Thomson, whom [ take this opportunity to thank for 
his numerous suggestions and kindly interest in the work. 

Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge. 
July 6th, 1911. 

Phil. Mag. Ss 6. Vol, 22;,No. 1315 Nov, 1911. 3.C 
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LXXI. On the General Problem of Photographic Reproduction, 
with suggestions for enhancing Gradation originally invisible. 
By Lord Rayuries, O.M., FLS.* 

N copying a subject by photography the procedure usually 
involves two distinct steps. The first yields a so-called 

negative, from which, by the same or another process, a 
second operation gives the desired positive. Since ordinary 
photography affords pictures in monochrome, the repro- 
duction can be complete only when the original is of the 
same colour. We may suppose, for simplicity of statement, 
that the original is itself a transparency, @ g. a lantern-slide. 

The character of the original is regarded as given by 
specitying the transparency (t) at every point, 2. e. “the ratio 
ot light transmitted to light incident. But here an ambiguity 
should be noticed. It may be a question of the place at w vhich 
the ane notped light is observed. When light penetrates a 
stained glass, or a layer of coloured liquid contained in 
a tank, ihe (inaction of propagation is unaltered. If the 
incident rays are normal, so also are the rays transmitted. 
The action of the photographic image, constituted by an 
impertectly aggregated deposit, differs somewhat. Rays 
incident normally are more or less diffused after transmission. 
The effective transparency in the half-tones of a negative 
used for contact printing may thus be sensibly greater than 
when a camera and lens is employed. In the first case all the 
transmitted light is effective; in the second most of that 
diffused through a finite angle fails to reach the lens. In 
defining ¢—the transparency at any place—account must in 
strictness be taken of the manner in which the picture is to 
be viewed. Thereisalso another point to be considered. The 
transparency may not be the same for different kinds of light. 
We must suppose either that one kind of light only is em- 
ployed, or else that ¢ is the same for all the kinds that need 
to be regarded. The actual values of ¢ may be supposed to 
range from 0, representing complete opacity, to 1, repre- 
senting complete transparency. 

As the first step is the production of a negative, the 
question naturally suggests itself whether we can define the: 
ideal character of such a negative. Attempts have not been 
wanting ; but when we reflect that the negative is only a 
means to an end, we recognize that no answer can be given 
without reference to the process in which the negative is to 

* Communicated by the Author. | 
+ In the extreme ease a negative seen against a dark backeround and 

lighted obliquely from behind may even appear as a positive. 
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be employed to produce the positive. In practice this 
process (of printing) is usually different from that by which 
the negative was itself made; but for simplicity we shall 
suppose that the same process is employed in both operations. 
This requirement of identity of procedure in the two cases is 
to be construed strictly, extending, for example, to duration 
of development and degree of intensification, ifany. Also we 
shall suppose for the present that the exposure isthe same. In 
strictness this should be understood to require that both the 
intensity of the incident light and the time of its operation be 
maintained; but since between wide limits the effect is known 
to depend only upon the product of these quantities, we may 
be content to regard exposure as defined by a single quantity, 
viz. intensity of light x time. 

Under these restrictions the transparency ¢’ at any point 
of the negative is a definite function of the transparency ¢ at 
the corresponding point of the original, so that we may write 

EPG Nee le Gat ot b) Saul Shas a1) 

f depending upon the photographic procedur2 and _ being 
usually such that as ¢ increases from 0 to 1, t’ decreases 
continually. When the operation is repeated upon the 
negative, the transparency ¢’’ at the corresponding part of 
the positive is given by 

fees (7) INE ileal eal ake Oia 62) 

Complete reproduction may be considered to demand that at 
every point ¢”’=¢. Equation (2) then expresses that ¢ must 
be the same function of t’ that t’ is of t. Or, if the relation 
between ¢ and ¢’ be written in the form 

CMe ye le sn) ON 

F must be a symmetrical function of the two variables. If 
we regard ¢, ¢’ as the rectangular coordinates of a point, 
(3) expresses the relationship by a curve which is to be 
symmetrical with respect to the bisecting line ¢/=¢. 

So far no particular form of f, or F, is demanded ; no 
particular kind of negative is indicated as ideal. But certain 
simple cases call for notice. Among these is 

ie Ae Wane ae Swed ee aes See (4) 

which obviously satisfies the condition of symmetry. The 
representative curve is a straight line, equally inclined to the 
axes. According to (4), whent=0, t/=1. This requirement 
is usually satisfied in photography, being known as freedom 

3C2 | 
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from fog—no photographic action where no light has fallen. 
But the complementary relation t’=0 when ‘=1 is only 
satisfied approximately. The relation between negative and 
positive expressed in (4) admits of simple illustration. If 
both be projected upon a screen from independent lanterns of 
equal luminous intensity, so that the images fit, the pictures 
obliterate one another, and there results a field of uniform 
intensity. 

Another simple form, giving the same limiting values as 

(4), is 
ee 1 se 

and of course any number of others may be suggested. 
According to Fechner’s law, which represents the facts 

fairly well, the visibility of the difference between ¢ and 
t+dt is proportional to dt/t. The gradation in the negative, 
constituted in agreement with (4), is thus quite different 
from that of the positive. When t is small, large differences 
in the positive may be invisible in the negative, and wice versa 
when ¢ approaches unity. And the want of correspondence 
in gradation is aggravated if we substitute (5) for (4). All 
this is of course consistent with complete final reproduction, 
the differences which are magnified in the first operation 
being correspondingly attenuated in the second. 

If we impose the condition that the gradation in the 
negative shall agree with that in the positive, we have 

dtji=—atl ft; . ee) 

tC = Oe rr) 

where C is a constant. This relation does not fully meet the 
other requirements of the case. Since ¢’ cannot exceed unity, 
¢ cannot ke less than C. However, by taking C small enough, 
a sufficient approximation may be attained. It will be re- 
marked that according to (7) the negative and positive 
obliterate one another when suverposed in such a manner 
that light passes through them in succession—a combination 
of course entirely different from that considered in connexion 
with (4). This equality of gradation (within certain limits) 
may perhaps be considered a claim for (7) to represent the 
ideal negative; on the other hand, the word accords better 
with definition (4). 

It will be remembered that hitherto we have assumed the 
exposure to be the same in the two operations, viz. In pro- 
ducing the negative and in copying from it. The restriction 
is somewhat arbitrary, and it is natural to inquire whether it 

whence 
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can beremoved. One might suppose that the removal would 
allow a greater latitude in the relationship between ¢ and ¢’; 
but a closer scrutiny seems to show that this is not the case. 

The effect of varying the exposure (e) is the same as of 
an inverse alteration in the transparency; itis the product et 
with which we really have to do. This refers to the first 
operation ; in the second, ¢’’ is dependent in like manner 
upon e't’. For simplicity and without loss of generality we 
may suppose that e=1; also that e'/e=m, where m is a 
numerical quantity greater orlessthan unity. The equations 
which replace (1) and (2) are now 

(ee it) haat a (8) 
and we assume that f is such that it decreases continually 
as its argument increases. This excludes what is called 
in photography solarization. 
We observe that if ¢, lying between 0 and.1, anywhere 

makes ¢/=¢, then m must be taken to be unity. For in the 
case supposed 

(=f()=fAmt) s 
and this in accordance with the assumed character of f 
cannot be true, unless m=1. Indeed without analytical 
formulation it is evident that since the transparency is not 
altered in the negative, it will require the same exposure to 
obtain it in the second operation as that by which it was 
produced in the first. Hence, if anywhere t’=¢, the ex- 
posures must be the same. 

It remains to show that there is no escape from a local 
equality of fandz’. When ¢=0, t/=1, or (if there be fog) 
some smaller positive quantity. As ¢ increases from 0 to 1, 
t' continually decreases, and must therefore pass ¢ at some 
point of the range. We conclude that complete reproduction 
requires m=1, 2. e. that the two exposures be equal ; but we 
must not forget that we have assumed the photographic 
procedure to be exactly the same, exceptas regards exposure. 

Another reservation requires a moment’s consideration. 
We have interpreted complete reproduction to demand 
equality of ¢” and¢. This seems to be in accord with usage; 
but it might be argued that proportionality of t/ and t’ is all 
that is really required. Tor although the pictures considered 
in themselves differ, the effect upon the eye, or upon a photo- 
graphic plate, may be made identical, all that is needed 
being a suitable variation in the intensity of the luminous 
background. But at this rate we should have to regard a 
white and a grey paper as equivalent. 
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If we abandon the restriction that the photographic process 
is to be the same in the two operations, simple conclusions of 
generality can hardly be looked for. But the problem is 
easily formulated. We may write 

Paf(e),  tat/=A(et), - . «tg 
where e, e’ are the exposures, not generally equal, and fA, /% 
represent two functions, whose forms may vary further with 
details of development and intensification. But for some 
printing processes 7, might be treated as a fixed function. 
It would seem that this is the end at which discussion 
should begin. When the printing process is laid down and 
the character of the results yielded thereby are determined, 
it becomes possible to say what is required in the negative; 
but it is not possible before. 

In many photographs it would appear that gradation tends 
to be lost at the ends of the scale, that is in the high lights 
and deep shadows, and (as a necessary consequence, if the 
fuil range is preserved) to be exaggerated in the half-tones. 
lor some purposes, where precise reproduction is not desired, 
this feature may be of advantage. Consider, for example, 
the experimental problem, discussed by Huggins, of photo- 
graphing the solar corona without an eclipse. The corona is 
always present, but is overpowered by atmospheric glare. 
The problem is to render evident a very small relative dif- 
ference of luminous intensity. If the difference is exag- 
gerated in a suitably exposed and developed photograph, so 
much the better. A repetition of successive copyings might 
render conspicuous a difference originally invisible. At each 
operation we may suppose a factor a to be introduced, a being 
greater than unity. After m copyings dt/t becomes a’dt/t. 
Unless the gain each time were very decided, this would be 
a slow process, and it would be liable to fail in practice owing 
to multiplication of slight irregular photographic markings. 
But a method proposed by Mach* and the present writer fT 
should be of service here. By the aid of reflexion light at 
each stage is transmitted twice through the picture. By this 
means alone a is raised to equality with 2, and upon it any 
purely photographic exaggeration of gradation is superposed. 
Three successive copyings on this plan should ensure at least 
a ten-fold exaltation of contrast. 

* Eder’s Jahrbuch f. Photographie. 
ft Phil. Mag. xliv. p. 282 (1897) ; Scientifie Papers, vol. iv, p. 833. 
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Another method, simpler in execution, consists in super- 
posing a considerable number (nr) of similar pictures. In 
this way the cortrast is multiplied n times. Rays froma 
small, but powerful, source ot light fall first upon a celli- 
muting lens, so as to traverse the pile of pictures as a parallel 
beam. Another condensing lens brings the rays to a focus, 
at which point the eye is placed. Some trials on this plan 
made a yearago gave promising results. Ten lantern-slides 
were prepared from a portrait negative. The exposure 
(to gas-light) was for about 3 seconds through the negative 
and tor 30 seconds bare, 7. e. with negative removed, and the 
development was rather light. On single plates the picture 
was but just visible. Some rough photometry indicated that 
each plate transmitted about one-third of the incident light. 
In carrying out the exposures suitable stops, cemented to the. 
negative, must be provided to guide the lantern-plates into 
position, and thus to ensure their subsequent exact super- 
pesition by simple mechanical means. 

When only a few plates are combined, the light of a 
Welsbach mantle suffices; but, as was to be expected, the 
utilization of the whole number (ten) requires a more 
powerful source. Good results were obtained with a lime- 
light ; the portrait, barely visible at all on the single plates, 
came out fairly well under this illumination. If it were 
proposed to push the experiment much further by the combi- 
nition of a larger number of plates, it would probably be 
advantageous to immerse them in benzole contained in a 
tank, so as to obviate the numerous reflexions at the surfaces. 

It has been mentioned that in the above experiment the 
development of the plates was rather light. The question may 
be raised whether further development, or intensification, 
might not make one plate as good as two or three superposed. 
I think that to a certain extent this is so. When in a recent 
experiment one of the plates above described was intensified 
with mereurie chloride followed by ferrous oxalate, the 
picture was certainly more apparent than _ before, when 
backed by a sufficiently strong light. And the process of 
intens:fication may be repeated. But there is another point 
to be considered. In the illustrative experiment it was con- 
venient to copy all the plates from the same negative. But 
this procedure would not be the proper one in an attempt 
to render visible the solar corona. For this purpose a good 
many independent pictures should be combined, so as to 
eliminate slight photographie defects. As in many physical 
measurements, when it is desired to enhance the delicacy, 
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the aim must be to separate feeble constant effects from 
chance disturbances. 

It may be that, besides that of the corona, there are other 
astronomical problems to which one or other of the methods 
above described, or a combination of both, might be ape 
with a prospect me: attaining a further Advance 

Aug. 1911. 

a Lf LXXII. A Relation between Tension and Torsion. By R. A. 
Hovusroun, M.A., D.Sc, Ph.D., Lecturer on Physical 
Optics in the University of Glasgow *. 

N this Journal (“On Magnetostriction,’ Phil. Mag. xxi. 
p- 78, 1911) I recently} gave a simple relation connecting 

magnetostriction with the change of magnetization produced 
in a wire by stretching. I desire here to call attention to a 
similar relation connecting the torsion of a wire with its 
tension. ‘This relation appears to me to be wholly new. 

Suppose that a wire is hanging vertically, its upper end 
being fixed, and that its lower end is acted on by a stretching 
force F vertically downwards and by a couple L. Let «z 
be the inerease of length and @ the angle of twist at the 
lower end. 

If U denote the intrinsic energy of the wire, 

dU=Fdz2+Ldé 

Ov 00 ay Se a8 + OF aL j+ (Sy a ie or dL) 

"i =(F 22 +h )ar+ ( Ss bs Loe) ab. 

Since this is a perfect differential, 

o (PSE +L =F (Pot +8) 
oi Nae te oF)” OF oL 
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This is the new relation referred to. 
It also comes very simply from consideration of a cycle. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ In the Bevbldtter (1911, xxxv. p. 717) Prof. R. Gans states that the 

former paper is inaccurate emer asthe volume is taken independent 
of stretching force and field strength. But the terms thus introduced 
can be neglected. 
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The same cycle is represented in the figure both on the Fx 
and L@ diagrams, A, B, C, and D corresponding on the one 

JC 

O 

diagram to A’, B’, C’, and D’ on the other. The work done 
in the cycle must be zero. The two parallelograms are tra- 
versed in opposite directions; hence their areas must be 
equal. 

pee 
ABCD = dil <7 ab, 

and ! STONY foley A'BCD >F 

Therefore, on equating, 

ee oz 
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There are no measurements available for testing the relation. 
I. G. Coker (Wdin. Trans. xl. p. 263, 1901-02) has tried both 
the effect of tension on torsion and torsion on tension, but the 
results are hardly greater than the error of observation. 

In any case oF ae be extremely difficult to Botenitte 

experimentall y- 

LXXIT. On the Origin of Cometary Bodies and Saturn’s 
Kings, By. Wunry Winpwn, 2Sc., D.C.L:, FBS. 

(Plates XIV. & XV.] 
S the first Halley Lecture which I delivered before the 

University of Oxford in May last t contained some 
matters new to astronomical science, it has appeared to me 
that an abridgment of the lecture, with some additions 

* Communicated by the Author. From the Manchester Memoirs, 
vol. lv. 1910, no .1. 

+ Clarendon Press. Frowde. 1910. 
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which have since presented themselves to me, would be of 
value in continuation of my papers recently published by 
the Society *. 

While the principle of dualism is abundantly manifest in 
every department of knowledge and fully recognized in the 
attractions and repulsions in molecular physics, the pheno- 
mena of the repulsive energy of celestial bodies have so far 
been unduly obscured by the more general principles of 
moving force and the attraction of gravitation. 
The doctrine that the solar sy stem, as at present consti- 

tuted, was formed by the successive condensations of a 
nebular substance rotating about a central position, has been 
more firmly established during recent years through the 
great advances mae in stellar photog raphy, by which many 
of the nebule are visualized in various stages of evolution 
as right- and left-handel spirals, and clearly indicating the 
direction of their revolutionst. 

The more interesting of these nebulee are M.31 Andromeda, 
M.51 Canum, M.100 Come, M.74 Piscium, and many others 
from which the origin of planetary systems may be inferred 
with the same degree of probability as in the historical 
sequences obser valle in chemistry, geology, biology, or in 
any other department of the natural sciences. 

That the subsequent condensations of planetary nebule 
into spherical bodies would be attended by the evolution of 
an amount of heat sufficient to make them vividly incan- 
descent, is an obvious conclusion drawn directly from ex- 
perimental science. It will be further evident that, after 
the heat of compression had attained its maximum, the self- 
luminous planets would ultimately become dark bodies through 
the radiation of their heat inte free space. 

It is verv generally admitted that the sun, notwithstanding 
his vast dimensions, would, by continucus loss of heat, 
ultimately become a dene body like each member of the 
planetary system. It is also known that the internal parts 
of the sun are in a gaseous condition and under immense 
pressure. Some idea of the repulsive force exercised by this 
pressure may be formed from the ejection of enormous 
masses of incandescent gas from thle surface of the sun to 
the height of 200,000 miles, with an estimated velocity of 
166 miles per second f. 

* Manchester Meroirs, vols. li. liv. 1909, 1910. Phil. Mae. [6] 
Volst xvint. xix) QO9) TO: 

T “ Celestial Photographs,” by Isaac Roberts, F.1.S., vols. 1. u. 1893, 
1899. 

{ Young, American Journal of Science, 1871, p. 468. 
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Assuming the secular cooling of the sun to be continuous, 
the liquefaction and final solidification of his outward parts 
would follow in natural sequence in accordance with common 
experience of cooling bodies, while the central parts would 
remain in their primitive gaseous condition. From strict 
analogy, it may justly be inferred that all the planetary 
bodies have gone through the same stages of cooling as those 
outlined in the instance of the central Bedi 

The notion that the earth and, inferentially, the other 
planets are solid bodies throughout, finds no support from a 
reasonable consideration of the constituents of the earth’s 
crust, so far as they are accessible to observation. The late 
distinguished Professor of Geology in Oxford University 
(Sir Joseph Prestwich), in his classical woik on Chemical, 
a and Stratigraphical Geology, has clearly demon- 
trated from the uplift of continental areas and mountain 
fee the welling out of basaltic lavas over many thousand 
square miles of surface and of great thickness, that a com- 
paratively thin crust enveloping a fluid interior is a necessary 
condition to satisfy the requirements of geologists and 
physicists. More significant still is the succession of foldings 
of the earth’s crust and stratigraphic contortions of small 
curvature, both of which features indicate a thickness of 
solid ‘crust less than twenty-five miles. How far the im- 
prisoned gases at the centre of the earth and the aquecus 
vapours near the surface may have contributed respectively 
to produce these geological changes, it is unnecessary now 
to discuss, but in the instance of the moon, which has neither 
water nor an atmosphere, the evidence of intense volcanic 
action manifested on its surface can only be accounted for 
by the ejective force of the gaseous substances in its interior, 
similar to that by which the incandescent gases from the 
surface of the sun are projected. 

The fine series of photographic enlargements of the moon 
executed by MM. Loewy and Puiseux, of the Paris Obser- 
ratory, show the greater part of its surface, from the equator 
to the poles, covered with extinct volcanoes in every stage 
of formation, similar to those on the terrestrial globe. Some 
of these volcanoes are twelve thousand feet in height, with 
their craters upwards of forty miles in diameter, and are 
striking evidence of the immense repulsive force which pro- 
duced them. 

It has for a long time been considered on good evidence 
that the planetoids between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter 
(now numbering more than 600) are the fragments of a large 
planet which had formerly revolved in an orbit about the 
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same distance from the sun as Ceres, and had been shattered 
by some internal convulsion. This hypothesis was put for- 
ward by Olbers the discoverer of Pallas in 1802, and was 
made the subject of a memoir by Lagrange, in which he 
determined the explosive force necessary to detach a fragment 
of a planet that would cause it to describe the orbit of a 
comet. The nebulosities of the dense atmospheres of some 
of these planetoids concealing their disks indicate an incipient 
change of planetary into cometary bodies. 

Attempts have been made during recent years to discredit 
the explanation offered by Olbers of the origin of the plane- 
toids, by assuming that the annulus or convolute of nebular 
substance failed to resolve itself into a sphere, but was broken 
up into a number of small bodies. 

There is no inherent improbability in the idea of a nebular 
convolution resolving itself into a number of discrete spherical 
bodies, as many of such are to be seen in the convolutions of 
spiral nebulee, of which M.100 Comee and M. 74 Piscium are 
the most striking examples. The convolutions of these 
nebulee contain nebular stars which are involved symmetri- 
cally, and follow the curvature of the convolutions. M. 100 
Comee is further interesting from the fact of its showing 
elongated fissions of the convolutions previous to their de- 
velopment into spherical bodies. Such discrete bodies, 
revolving in a circular orbit of the same diameter, would, by 
their mutual attractions, ultimately coalesce to form a single 
planet, as postulated in my paper in connexion with the 
contraction of the radius vector of Neptune*. 

As the orbits of all the planets are nearly in the plane of 
the ecliptic, and also of comparatively small eccentricity, it 
would become necessary to further assume that ail the rings 
of discrete bodies should revolve in the same plane of the 
ecliptic, and in orbits nearly circular as do the other plane- 
tary bodies; but Olbers found that Pallas had the large 
orbital inclination of 34°°7, and many others are inclined 
from 26 to 15 degrees. 

The eccentricities of some of the planetoids are also very 
large, that of Althra being 0:380, Juno 0°257, and Pallas 
0°238. The periodic times vary between 7°86 years (Hilda) 
and 1:75 years (ros) with the correlated large differences 
in their mean distances from the sun; Hilda being 3:95 
astronomical units, and Eros only 1:46 units, which thereby 
intersects the orbit of Mars, 1°52 units. 

The large differences observable in the elements of the 

oe Memoirs, vol. liv. 1910. Phil. Mag. [6] vol. xix. 1910, 
p. 604. 
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planetoids clearly indicate them as fragments of a large 
planet, in accordance with the conclusions arrived at by 
Olbers in 1802. The illustrious astronomer further assumed 
that the orbits of all the fragments would intersect each 
other at the point where the explosion occurred. Subsequent 
observations have, however, shown (which I shall confirm 
further on) that this supposition, while applicable in many 
instances, does not hold good as a generalization. 

It will now be evident, without further discussion, that 
had the exploded major planet been a solid body throughout 
as hard as steel, it would still be revolving in its orbit, and 
would thus have deprived the world of an interesting chapter 
of astronomical science. 
A review of the history of cometary astronomy brings out 

the remarkable fact that, while much has been written on 
the nature and motions of comets, few, if any, serious attempts 
have been made to account for their origin. The general 
opinion of modern astronomers, in accordance with the views 
of Kant* and Laplacet, is that these bodies are strangers 
to the solar system, which have been captured in the course 
of their lawless wanderings from the depths of the stellar 
universe. 

The principal objection to this supposition is the immense 
distance of the solar system from the fixed stars. ‘The best 
determination of the distance of the nearest of them was 
made by Dr. Gill at the Cape of Good Hope in 1881, which 
showed that « Centanri bad a parallax of 0°75, indicating a 
distance of about 25 billion miles, or 9000 times more distant 
from Neptune than that planet is from the sun. As the 
attraction of gravitation at the orbit of Neptune is only one 
forty-second millionth of that at the solar surface, the attrac- 
tive force at the distance of the fixed stars may be considered 
a negligible quantity in determining the motions of cometary 
bodies having their origin in other planetary systems. 
Granting for the moment that comets actually belong to 
other stellar systems, the problem of their origin and forma- 
tion would still present itself for solution to earnest inquirers 
into the nature and causes of things. 

The discoveries in cometary astronomy, more especially 
those of Schiaparelli, that the orbits of certain comets are 
identical with those of well-known streams of meteors, as 
instanced in the comets of Tempel and of Biela in relation 
to the November meteors, clearly point to the conclusion 
that the place of origin of these erratic bodies is within the 

* Kant’s ‘Natural History and Theory of the Heavens,’ Chapter 3. 
| + Laplace’s Systéme du Monde, 1824, 
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confines of the solar system, and that they have, consequently, 
always been members of if Moreover, all meteoric bodies, 
as is well known, are mechanical mixtures of elementary 
substances or their compounds, and further indicate them as 
the ejectamenta of planetary bodies. 

That comets are planetary ejectamenta, principally from 
the larger planets, may be justly inferred from the prodigious 
force manifested by the ejections from other celestial bodies 
to which attention has already been directed. 

The determining cause of the ejection of a comet from any 
planet would be found in the conjunctive attractions of one 
or more of their number acting upon that part of the surface 
from which the cometary matter was ejected. The orbital 
direction of a comet would be determined solely by the 
position of the breach in the crust in relation to the orbital 
motion at the moment of discharge. The motion would be 
direct when its discharge coincided with the orbital motion 
of the planet, and retrograde when it was in the opposite 
direction, as shown in the annexed plate (Pl. XIV. fig. 1). 
And, according as the Eee was more or less at right 
angles to the plane of the planetary orbit, so would the angular 
direction of the comet in relation to the ecliptic be determined. 
The discharge of cometary bodies from vents in high planetary 
latitudes would necessarily have the greatest inclination to the 
ecliptic. It may be observed in this connexion that some of 
the large craters on the moon’s surface, and of the terrestrial 
active volcanoes, Hecla and Mount Hrebus, are also in high 
latitudes. 

To those who are not familiar with the problems of 
experimental mechanics, it may be of some advantage to 

co) 

demonstrate more fully the direct and retrograde motions of 
cometary bodies by further illustrations than those shown in 
my Halley lecture. 

It is common knowledge, based on well-established obser- 
vations, that the axial and orbital rotations of all the planets 
are in the same direction, the sun also revolving on its axis 
in the same direction as the planets. 

As a consequence of the common direction of the axial 
rotations, the circumferential parts revolve in opposite direc- 
tions to each other, as will be seen in the annexed diagram 
of the sun and Jupiter (Pl. XIV. fig. 1). Hence, while the 
circumferential parts of the planets next to the sun revolve 
from west to east, the sun apparently revelves from east to 
west, as 1s manifest from the motion of the dark spots across 
the solar disk. 

That the circumferences of moving circles rotate about 
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their centres in contrary directions at opposite extremities 
of their diameters is an axiomatic truth which finds its 
concrete expression in the diagram referred to. This geo- 
metrical relation is also practically illustrated in the reaction 
steam engine of Hero of Alexandria, in which a hollow globe 
is made to revolve by two jets of steam issuing In contrary 
directions from opposite extremities of its diameter. Other 
instances of direct and retrograde motion may also be seon 
in the catherine wheels of ordinary firework displays, and 
in hydraulic turbines with multiple jets around the circum- 
ferences, 

Halley’s original conception of concentric spheres rotating 
within the earth, with a ditterential motion, is fruitful in 
leading to the further idea that the ejection of comets from 
a planet may be periodic from causes within itself, in like 
manner to the eleven years maximum sun-spot ejections of 
elementary gaseous substances®. For it is only necessary to 

assume that, after the ejection of cometary matter through 
the double thickness of two concentric shells, the differential 
motion would retard, or wholly prevent, the further dischar ge 
until the vents were again coincident. 

The planet Jupiter, from his vast dimensions, is the most 
interesting member of the solar system for the study of 
planetary ‘and cometary evolution. The great red spot on 
his surface is generally considered to be caused by luminous 
rapours at great depths within the globe, if not by the actual 
incandescent crust of that part of the planet. The great 
extent and permanency of this spot indicate it as the Tocus 
of one of the vents through which comets and cometary 
satellites have been ejected at different periods of the history 
of the planet. 

It is now generally recognized that certain groups of 
periodic comets are associated in some w ay unknown with 
the larger planets respectively; the comets of short period 
belonging to Jupiter, as nearest the sun, and the long period 
comets (of which Halley’s is the most notable member) to 
Neptune and intermediate planets. 

All the motions of periodic comets are well explained on 
the assumption of their moving in elliptical orbits more or 

* Repeated attempts have been made to establish a causal connexion 
between the periodic times of Jupiter and sun-spot frequency. The 
absurdity of this notionis at once apparent from the fact that the 
sun rotates on his axis about 173 times during one revolution of the 
planet and, consequently, every part of the solar surface is presented in 
succession through nearly every two degrees of the Jovian orbit. The 
like demonstration is equally applicable to other members of the solar 
system.—H. W. 
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less elongated, but the vast tabulated periodic times of comets 
supposed to move in parabolic and hyperbolic curves are 
necessarily ultra-speculative. 

As the attraction of solar gravitation extends far beyond 
the orbit of Neptune, the motion of a body on the line of an 
open curve would ultimately be arrested, and a comet would 
necessarily return over the same track, approximately, with 
a retrograde motion as an unknown member of the solar 
system. Halley’s comet, however, is considered to move in 
an elliptical orbit, and has, therefore, the longest periodic 
time of which astronumers have certain knowledge. 

As the principle of conservation holds good alike for 
celestial and terrestrial bodies, the moving force of comets 
will not exceed the attraction of gravitation beyond the limits 
of the solar system, and will be much less through the con- 
version of molar into molecular motion by friction of the 
discrete particles of cometary matter among themselves 
during the act of ejection, as also from the resistance of the 
medium through which they move in their orbits, and 
especially near the sun. 

The principle of conservation, as will be obvious, will hold 
equally for the comets ejected from the planets of other 
stellar systems. Hence the absurdity of bringing cometary 
bodies into the solar system which contains within itself the 
power of evolving its own comets. Moreover, it will be 
further evident that this immigration motion might be ex- 
tended to include the earth and other planets as bodies from 
other stellar systems, captured by the sun in their wanderings 
from outer space. 

Jupiter, with his system of satellites, 1s generally regarded 
as a miniature solar system formed by the successive con- 
densations of a nebular substance surrounding the planet. 
The laws of attraction, moving force, and Kepler’s laws have 
the same relations among his satellites as in the planetary 
system. The binary progression of the periodic times of the 
three adjoining major satellites, lo, Huropa, and Ganymede 
(which are very nearly in the ratio of 1, 2, 4), indicates an 
orderly process of evolution similar to that of the binary 
progression of the planetary distances. 

The erratic movements and irregular orbits of the three 
outer Jovian satellites recently discovered have, however, 
presented a new problem for solution in connexion with the 
nebular theory of the evolution of satellites, as it wag found 
that the orbital motion of the outermost one was in a 
retrograde direction. 

An attempt has been made to explain the- anomaly by 

sd 
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assuming that Jupiter at an earlier period of his history 
performed a semi-revolution about his polar axis, and that 
all the inner satellites turned over, in like manner, in 
opposition to the orbital direction of their erratic outer 
member. | 

An insuperable objection to this ingenious hypothesis is 
the absence of any causal connexion between the assumed 
inversions of the axial motions of planets, together with their 
satellites, and their orbital revolutions, and, consequently, 
leaves untouched the problem of the retrograde orbital 
motion of a satellite, which it is the precise object of the 
hypothesis to explain. The fallacy involved in the scheme 
will at once be apparent when applied to the orbital rotations 
of all the planets which are clearly independent of the 
positions of their axes of rotation in relation to the plane of 
the ecliptic. And here it may be useful to apply Newton’s 
‘First rule of reasoning in philosophy,’ as laid down in the 
‘ Principia’ that, ‘‘ we are to admit no more causes of natural 
things than such as are both true and sufficient to explain 
their appearances ; for Nature does nothing in vain, and 
more is in vain when less will serve, for Nature is pleased 
with simplicity, and affects not the pomp cf superfluous 
causes.”’ 

I have already said that when a comet is ejected from a 
planet opposite to the orbital motion its direction would 
be retrograde to that of the planet from which it was 
ejected. 

The orbital velocity of Jupiter being eight miles per 
second, a body ejected from its interior at a much greater 
velocity (which I will call the critical velocity) would, by 
the diminished attraction of the planet, conjointly with the 
action of solar gravity, revolve with a retrograde motion in 
an irregular and much enlarged orbit in accordance with the 
observations (Pl. XIV. fig. 1). And if ejected with a velocity 
much greater than that necessary to retain it within the 
sphere of the planet’s attraction, the body would move in a 
separate and elliptical orbit as a comet. 

Considering the comparative minuteness of Jupiter’s three 
outer satellites, which are estimated to be less than thirty 
miles in diameter, and that the orbits of J. VI. and J. VII. are 
both inclined at 30° to the plane of the ecliptic, and have 
nearly the same periodic times and distances, these small 
bodies are hardly entitled to rank as satellites, but may 
rightly be regarded as planetary ejectamenta. Nevertheless, 
the discovery of them is of great importance, as furnishing 
another indirect proof of the planetary origin of comets. 

ial. Mages Oy V ole 224) Now lois Nou Vii). 3D 
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Applying the foregoing principles of direct and retrograde 
motion of cometary bodies to the explosion of a whole planet 
between Mars and Jupiter, the fragments projected opposite 
to the orbital motion would be retarded, and by the action 
of solar gravity revolve ina smaller orbit than that of the 
planet befcre the explosion. On the other hand, the motion 
of the fragments coincident with the orbital direction would 
be increased, and by the diminished action of the sun’s 
attraction, revolve in a larger orbit in accordance with the 
observations. In neither of these cases, however, would the 
orbits of the fragmentary bodies again intersect each other 
at the point of the planet’s orbit where the explosion 
occurred. 

All the observations which I have made on the evolution 
of the Jovian satellites and cometary ejecta, are applicable 
alike to the Saturnian and other systems of planetary satel- 
lites. The evidence of orderly progression in the periodic 
times of the inner satellites of Saturn differs in one respect 
from that indicated by the satellites of Jupiter in similar 
positions, as the times of revolution of the first and third 
satellites are in the ratio of 1 and 2, and the times of the 
second and fourth are also in the same ratio, as was first 
pointed out by Sir John Herschel™. 

Notwithstanding that the actual surface of Jupiter is 
covered with dense vapours of great depth, just as the ter- 
restrial globe at one period of its history was enveloped with 
an atmosphere of aqueous vapour which has since condensed 
to form the oceans, several facts, in addition to those ad- 
vanced, indicate that the Jovian planet has a solid crust of 
considerable thickness. 

The remarkably bright round spots which suddenly appear 
on the planet at irregular intervals, and have been described 
by Lassell, and also by Dawes, as having some resemblance 
to lunar craterst, indicate considerable volcanic activity 
below the atmospheric envelope. The eruptive matter from 
the Jovian craters also produces the appearance of belts on 
his outer surface, as well as those seen on Saturn and Uranus. 
That these belts and bands are caused by volcanic dust 
ejected to great heights from the interior parts of planetary 
bodies is highly probable from observations made on the 
great eruption of Krakatoa in 1883. 

The ejecta from this volcano reached a height of more 

* ‘Outlines of Astronomy,’ p. 368, 1864. 
+ Monthly Notices Roy. Ast. Soc. vol. x. 1850; zbzd. vol. xviii. 1857. 
t “The Kruption of Krakatoa and Subsequent Phenomena,” Report 

of the Krakatoa Committee of the Royal Society, 1888. 
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than 30 miles, forming a belt 20° wide on each side of the 
equator, and made two successive revolutions round the globe 
in the course of twenty-five days. The optical phenomena 
attending the eruption also included blue, green, and copper- 
coloured suns, similar to the transient colours observed on the 
belts of Jupiter. 

The problem of the origin of Saturn’s rings has for a long 
dime engaged the attention of natural philosophers, but no 
solution has yet been offered of sufficient importance to gain 
the general assent of astronomers. The first of these attempts 
was made in 1755 by Kant in his ‘ Natural History and 
Theory of the Heavens,’ wherein he assumes that Saturn at 
an early period of its history had the characteristics of a 
comet, and moved in an orbit of great eccentricity. That 
its tails gradually contracted upon the planet to form a 
cometic atmosphere of vapours which subsequently changed 
into the form of a ring entirely separated from the body of 
the planet. 

In the ‘Systéme du Monde’ of Laplace the rings are 
supposed to be the original nebular substance uncondensed 
into the form of satellites. This opinion has since been 
strongly held by astronomers and other scientific investi- 
gators, and utilized as an illustration of the nebular theory 
of the origin of planetary systems. 

Recent spectroscopic and mathematical investigations have, 
however, shown that the rings consist of a vast number of 
minute bodies, in confirmation of the views previously 
advanced by J. D. and J. Cassini in the ‘Memoirs of the 
French Academy of Sciences,’ in 1705 and 1715. 

In neither of the explanations of the origin of Saturn’s 
rings by Kant and Laplace is there any suggestion of the 
interior of the planet as being the birthplace of these singular 
appendages. It is therefore with some amount of ditfidence 
that I venture to athrm that they are the ejectamenta of 
Saturn when its diminishing energies were insufficient to 
eject a cometary satellite, or a comet with its train of meteo- 
rites beyond the sphere of its gravitational attraction. And 
here it may be well to remark that all meteoric and other 
small discrete bodies are not formed directly from the 
universal nebular substance, but are necessarily fragments 
of the solid or liquid parts of a globe, which had a long 
previous history, involving the evolution of the several 
series of elementary substances of which the globular body 
was composed. 5 

The dimensions of Saturn’s rings are drawn up in the 
following table for a new determination of the times of their 
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revolutions, and are based upon the commonly accepted 
equatorial diameter of the planet=73,860 miles or the semi- 
diameter of 36,930 miles. 

ELEMENTS OF SATURN'S RINGS. 
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The dimensions have been calculated from scaled measure- 
ments which I have made of reproductions of the fine photo- 
graphs of Saturn taken at the Lick* and other observatories 
during recent years, and which surpass in accuracy those 
caleulated from observations and micrometric measurements. 

The radial dimensions of the rings on the line of the 
equatorial diameter of the planet have the same proportional 
relations at different angles about this diameter, and con- 
stitute the basis of the method of measurements which I 
have adopted. 

In accordance with the notation of O. Struve, now generally 
adopted, I have designated the rings A, B, and C in the 
order of their distances from the planet (Pl. XIV: fies 2) 

* Todd, ‘ Stars and Telescopes,’ 1900. 
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_ The velocity with which a body is ejected from the interior 
of a planet, as I have said, determines whether it shall be 
designated a comet, a cometary satellite, or a cometary ring. 
If the latter, it w ill be obvious that, eae whatever part of 
the Pinel erence of the planet the disehiar ge takes place, the 
ejected matter will necessarily move in The same direction as 
the axial rotation. Moreover, if the discharge continued 
without interruption during one or more rotations of the 
planet a complete ring of discrete bodies would be formed in 
accordance with the accepted theory and observations. 

It will be turther evident from the three orders of 
cometary discharge specified above, that the formation of the 
outer ring A preceded that of the next inner ring B, as 
shown by ‘the interval of 2585 miles of clear space between 
them. 

That the second ring was formed some time subsequently 
to the first, is highly probable from the long period of inter- 
mittent discharges observable in terrestrial voleanoes, and 
also in celestial explosiv e action, of which there are abundant 
instances in planetary volcanoes and variable stars. 

That the third and dusky ring C of Saturn represents its 
last and final effort of cometary evolution is shown by the 
wide separation of the discrete bodies of which the ring © 
is composed, and further indicated by its semitransparency 
through which the body of the planet is distinctly visible. 

I have not included in the table of distances the now well- 
recognized subdivisions of the exterior ring A and of the 
dusky ring C, so distinctly seen in the photographs, but they 
are panacea tly definite for a measurement to be taken of 
their width, which is approximately 230 miles. 

The thickness of the rings is dificult to determine on 
account of the great distance of Saturn from the earth, and 
has been estimated by Herschel as not exceeding 250 miles. 
Assuming this value to be approximately correct, the vent 
in the crust of the planet through which the matter of the 
rings was ejected may not have Seer larger than those from 
which it is assumed the outer satellites of | Saturn and Jupiter 
were also ejected. 

The polar compression of Saturn is well determined by 
the photographic method when the edge of the ring alone 
is visible, and is in the ratio of 10 to 11 of the equatorial 
diameter. The value of ie compression from good obser- 

vations varies between <—~ and : 
Q: is LOA a 

Turning | now to the times of revolution of Saturn’s s rings 
respecting which there are wide differences of opinion, arising 
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from the fact that there are no distinctive marks on their 
surfaces from which their rotations can be determined. \ 

Laplace and also Herschel were content to consider the 
rings as one body, and both assigned the period of its 
rotation to be 10 hours 32 minutes, as being the time of a 
satellite revolving at the same distance as the middle of its 
breadth. 

Later investigators have, however, found it necessary 
to recognize, from the discrete constitution of the rings, 
the different times of revolution of their outer and inner 
circumferences, but have still treated them as one body, 
and assigned a period of 12 hours 5 minutes for the outer 
circumterence, and 5 hours 50 minutes for the inuer edge of 
the dusky ring C. 

From the fact that the ring A is separated from the inner 
ring B by a clear space of 2585 miles, the time of its revolution 
may be determined independently of the times of B and C. 

As the ring A is postulated to be the first annular ejection 
from the planet, its outer edge would be the extreme limit 
of the ejective force, and it would consequently revolve in 
the same time as a satellite at the same distance, in accord- 
ance with Kepler’s third law. Now the period of Mimas, 
the first satellite of Saturn, is 22 hours 37 minutes, hence 
we have for the outer edge of the ring a periodic time of 
12 hours 48 minutes ; and 11 hours 45 minutes as the time 
of rotation at the middle of its breadth. 

Dealing with the second ring B in the same mannner, we 
have for the outer edge a period of 10 hours 9 minutes, and 
for the middle breadth, 8 hours 24 minutes as the period of 
revolution. 

The determination of the time of revolution of ihe dusky 
crape ring C presents some difficulty on account of the wide 
separation of the discrete particles of which it is composed, 
and its apparently ciose contact with the interior of the ring 
B, but as by Kepler’s law the time of revolution of the 
interior of B would be 6 hours 44 minutes, the exterior parts 
of C may be assumed to revolve at the same rate, and the 
inner edge of © in 5 hours 15 minutes. 

From the principle of the transformation of energy it 
may be rightly inferred that some of the molar motion of 
the vast assemblage of discrete particles constituting the 
rings would be converted into heat, with a consequent slow 
contraction of their orbits. The observations coilected by 
QO. Struve in favour of such contraction have been discussed 
by astronomers, but without so far arriving at any definite 
conclusion. 

e a - 
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The resemblance of Saturn’s rings to the Zodiacal Light 
is briefly indicated by Kant in a short chapter of his ‘ Theory 
of the Heavens,’ in which he accounts for its origin by 
assuming that the fire of the sun raises from its surface 
vapours similar to those which formed Saturn’s ring, and 
by their motion around the sun formed an expanded plain 
in the plane of the sun’s equator, or in the figure of a convex 
lens. : 

Modern investigators have since carefully observed this 
singularly interesting object, and mostly agree that it is a vast 
accretion of cometary and meteoric particles from outer 
space and extending beyond the earth’s orbit, but none of 
them, so far as I know, has suggested the interior of the sun 
as the place from which the Zodiacal substance has been 
ejected. 

That cometary and meteoric matter may have contributed 
to the volume of discrete bodies surrounding the sun and 
extending to some distance within the orbit of Mercury has 
some degree of probability in its favour, but the extreme 
tenuity of the outermost parts of the Zodiacal substance, 
together with its immense distance from the central body, 
appears to me to be better accounted for on the supposition 
of its consisting of the lighter elementary substances in a 
state of extreme sub-division ejected during solar eruptions, 
as in the instance of the ejection of enormous masses of 
hydrogen observed by Young which 1 have already 
adduced. 

LXXIV. Limitations imposed by Slip and Inertia Terms upon 
Stokes’s Law for the Motion of Spheres through Liquids. 
By H. D. Arnon, Fellow in Physics in the University of 
Chicago™. f ¢ ‘ 

ECENT investigations have shown that Stokes’s law 
for the motion of spheres in fluids is less general in its 

applicability than has hitherto been assumed. The importance 
ot these investigations has lent interest to a determination of 
the limits within which the law may be applied, and of the 
error introduced when these limits are exceeded. Liquids 
of moderate viscosity lend themselves most readily to deter- 
minations of this kind, since in them spheres of considerable 
size will move with easily measurable velocities, and 
especially since the viscosities of these liquids may be very 
simply found with a high degree of accuracy. It is the 

* Communicated by Prof. R. A. Millikan, 
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object of this paper to discuss the departures from Stokes’s 
law due to the velocity of the spheres and to slip at the 
interface of sphere and liquid. 

The force which opposes the steady motion of a sphere 
through a viscous liquid as deduced by Stokes* on purely 
theoretical grounds is given by 

F=67prv 

where w is the coefficient of viscosity of the fluid, 7 the 
radius of the sphere, and v its velocity. From this it follows 
that if a sphere of density o is moving in a liquid of density 
p and is acted on by no external force except gravity, since 
its motion will become steady when the impressed force is 
balanced by the viscous resistance, that is when 

4 
amr (o—p) g=67 pro, 

its terminal velocity will be given by 

In the mathematical derivation of the original formula 
certain assumptions are made, notably 

1. That the discontinuities of the fluid are small compared 
with the size of the sphere. 

2. That the fluid is infinite in extent. 
3. That the sphere is smooth and rigid. 
4, That there is no slip at the surface between sphere and 

fluid. 
5. That the velocity of the sphere is small. 
Cunningham f has investigated theoretically, and Millikan ¢ 

experimentally, the effect of a violation of the first assumption, 
and they have shown that in the case of a very small sphere 
falling in a gas, there is a considerable departure from the 
value | given by the original formula. In the present investi- 
gation, however, we are dealing only with liquids, and with 
spheres of comparatively large size, so that we may consider 
this assumption as sufficiently justified. 

The second assumption has been investigated both theo- 
retically and experimentally by Ladenberg §, who found that 

* G. G. Stokes, Mathmatical and Physical Papers, iu. p. 59. 
ct Cunningham, Proc. Roy. Soc. ser. A, 1xxxill, pp. 857-865 (March 

1910). 
t Phys. Rev. April 1911. 
§ R. Ladenberg, Ann. der Phys. xxii. p. 287 (1907), and xxiii. p. 447 

(1907). 
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if the liquid is contained in a cylinder of circular cross- 
section ot radius R, and of length L, the simple formula 

should be modified is read 

reali. 2gr"(a—p) — 

9(1 +245 \(1 sea a 

Using this corrected form he examined the viscosity of 
Venice turpentine, using a series of steel spheres, and 
obtained the value 1343, whereas the value found by the 
capillary tube. method at the same temperature was WBQ5: 
This seems to have been the first direct comparison of these 
two methods, and their agreement to within 1:3 per cent. 
shows the validity of the corrected formula in the case of 
liquids of very high viscosity. As Ladenberg points out, 
this boundary effect may account for the results obtained by 
©. Jones*, who used spheres of mercury in glycerine, and 
found viscosity values so high as to cast considerable doubt 
on the validity of Stokes’s law. 

Experiments with liquids of low viscosities were carried 
out by Allen+, using air bubbles, and spheres of amber and 
parafiine, in water and in aniline. His results vary widely 
among themselves, but in general seem to confirm the simple 
formula. With the air bubbles in aniline, however, the 
velocities observed were uniformly higher than those com- 
puted. This is more striking when we consider that the 
formula should give the Maximum terminal velocity (pro- 
vided there is no surface slip). If, instead of the value of 4 
used by Allen, we substitute the more probable one obtained 
by extrapol: iting trom Wijkander’s{ tables to the tempera- 
ture 9°8 at which Allen worked, we find his values for the 
observed velocities to be from 10 per cent. to 30 per cent. 
higher than those calculated, a departure not easily attributable 
to experimental errors. 

Allen also investigated the effect of increase of size upon 
the terminal velocities, but as most of his observations were 

* O. Jones, Phil. Mag. xxxvii. p. 451 (1894). Cf. also K. Schottner, 
Beibl. ii. p. 60. 

Note: I have repeated these experiments using solid spheres, and have 
obtained the following values for the viscosity of elycerine :— 

Memperature is. 978 —oo a 6-0) 202-0" 222-0 80°-0 
Miseosiby: s.,. 188 105 EO aut LO ie Oly acts 

That these values are on the whole a little lower than Schottner’s may 
be due to impurities in the glycerine, as no precautions were taken to 
guard against'traces of water. 

+ Phil. Mag. 1. p. 823 (1900). 
t Berdl. vu. p. 11 (1879), 
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with radii so great that Stokes’s law no longer held even 
approximately, they do not serve to define the region of 
validity of the simple formula. 

As to the existence of surface slip, experimenters seem about 
evenly divided. In general, however, the more sensittve the 
experimental method used, the smaller the assigned value of 
the coefficient has become. If, instead of the coefficient of 
slip, we use the coefficient of sliding friction, the form 
ot Stokes’s law becomes * 

LATE C0) | po 
eye a ee ohn 

which for 8 infinite reduces to the original form, but for 8 
zero gives a value 50 per cent. higher. We see at once that 
if 8 has a finite value, even though it be very large, this 
correction factor should become appreciable tor a sphere of 
sufficiently small radius in a liquid of high viscosity. This 
gives a very sensitive method of detecting the presence of 
slip, somewhat similar to that used by Whethamf in the 
analogous case of flow through tubes. It has hitherto 
suffered under the disadvantage that no experimental veri- 
fication of this theoretical correction factor has seemed 
possible. The proof of the correctness of the factor in the 
case of air bubbles, however, where, as will be shown later, 
the apparent value of 8 may be nearly zero, completely 
removes this objection, and allows the use of the formula to 
determine £. 

Condition (5) is imposed to simplify the mathematical 
analysis, since it allows us to neglect terms of the order of 
the square of the velocity. These terms have been called 
the inertia terms. It can be shown that the solution may be 
expected to hold only when the velocity is small compared 

with oe The value of » for which ae is called the 

critical radius, and will be designated by r. Various ob- 

servers have assumed that the upper limit of radius for which 

the simple formula may be used is of the order = (Laden- 

berg), to iis (Zeleny). 

It is the first object of this experiment to find the upper 

radius limit of applicability of the simple law in terms of r. 

* Basset, Treatise on Hydrodynamics, vol. il. 
+ Proce. Roy. Soc. xlviil. p. 225 (1890). 
{ Lamb, Hydrodynamics, 
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Method and Apparatus. 

If from the observed times of fall of spheres of various 
sizes we compute the apparent viscosity coefficient of the 
liquid by Stokes’s law, and if we plot these values as functions 
of the radii, we should be able to determine the radius 
at which the computed values begin to depart from the 
actual value as determined directly by the capillary tube 
method. 

Spheres.—Among the kinds of spheres used may be men- 
tioned mercury, platinum, iron, Rose metal, wax, spheres of 
oil in water, and spheres of water in oils. Mercury proved 
unsatisfactory for several reasons, especially because of the 
difficulty in diameter measurements. Iron and platinum 
spheres could be obtained only in large sizes, and were used 
merely to check other observations. The most satisfactory 
results were obtained with spheres of wax and of Rose metal. 
The method of making these spheres will be referred to 
later. 

Temperature.— As the change of viscosity with temperature 
is very rapid in the more viscous oils, it is important that 
the temperature be maintained constant to within at least 
one-tenth of a degree during the experiments. This was 
done by means of an electric heater and a fan for maintain- 
ing the circulation of the air. With this arrangement the 
temperature as shown by a thermometer strapped to the fall 
tube could be maintained with the desired degree of accuracy 
for indefinite periods, providing that the room was always 
slightly warmer than the outdoor air. 

The Fall Tubes—Three glass tubes were used of Jengths 
about 70 em., and of internal radii A=0°22 cm., B=0°547¢cm., 
C=1'63 cm. These were etched with fine lines as nearly as 
possible at right angles to their axes, and were mounted 
vertically in adjustable supports. With the adjustment 
properly made the spheres fell very accurately along the 
axes of the tubes, but check experiments showed that even a 
very considerable deviation from an axial course produced 
no noticeable change in velocity. 

Velocity—To comply with condition (5) it is necessary to 
work with small velocities. There are three factors by which 
this may be brought about ; a liquid may be chosen witha 
very high coefficient of viscosity ; the spheres used may be 
of nearly the same density as the liquid: or spheres may be 
used of extremely small radii. In practice these three 
factors must be so balanced as to minimize the total error 
introduced in the three measurements. In timing a stop- 

a 2. 
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watch was used, and thus considerable chance of error was 
introduced in the case of short fall times. In general the 
times may be considered accurate to the nearest fifth of a 
second, although the occasional errors must be much greater 
than this. 

Density—The densities of the oils were found by the 
pyknometer method at the temperature at which they were 
used. The methods of determining the densities of the 
spheres will be referred to later. It is important to notice 
that it is the difference of the densities of the sphere and of 
the liquid that oceurs in the formula. If, therefore, we 
attempt to obtain small velocities by making (o —p) small, 
we must make the density determinations with great pre- 
cision, and the question of the homogeneity of the spheres 
becomes of importance. 

Radius.—Radii measurements were made with a micro-~ 
meter microscope just before each sphere was placed in the 
fall tube. With spheres of the size used there is little chance 
of error unless the surface is highly reflecting, as is the case 
with mercury. 

Viscosity.— A. very simple form of Poiseuille’s apparatus 
proved sufficiently accurate for this purpose. A glass tube 
2°2 cm. in internal diameter and 45 cm. long was bent at 
right angles near one end, and fitted with a perforated 
stopper through which a capillary tube could be inserted. 
With the capillary clamped in a horizontal position, the 
vertical tube was filled to a height “A” with the liquid under 
investigation. By placing a beaker in contact with the tube 
near its outlet the liquid flowed steadily down the side, 
obviating any error which might be introduced by the for- 
mation of drops. Experiments with different heads of the 
liquid showed the back pressure to be negligible. To guard 
against errors due to irregularities in the “capillary bores two 
tubes were chosen, their average internal diameters were 
found by mercury columns, and they were then checked 
against each other by a dobor min ation of the viscosity of 
colza oil. The Table I. (p. 761) shows that the values agree 
as closely as could be specie from the probable errors in 
height and temperature measurements, and justifies the use 
of either tube separately. 

Rose Metal in Colza Oil. 

The Rose metal spheres were made from metal cast a 

number of years ago for another purpose. It had been 
turned up in two cylinders , and hence its density could be 
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5 TaB_e I, 

fey Radius. | Length. da Time. | Mass, HB. | 

Lae | 09275 | 7435 | 369 uoU | 10-241 | -6958 | 
Ne x ‘ e , | 10263 | -6943 | 
Oh eae : F ye : 10-289 | -6953 | 
(se a Pies F 2 , | 6987 |} -6954 || 

| TH. ....../ 05624 | 6260 | 395 | 1000 | 2046 | -6939 | 
Apa I lola aI : . 2933). -Oogty | 
eI a INGA EY op lia i! ‘ x 2-943 | 6946 | 
| ie ion ’ : A 2929 | -6980 | 
Eee mere ss , i 2937 | 6962 | 

Average 1 =0°6956 +0024. 

determined from its computed volume as well as by weighing 
in air and in water. The average density thus determined 
was 9°718+°003. 

This metal melts at about 82° C. and is quite fluid at the 
temperature of boiling water. It was placed in a small test 
tube drawn out to form a short capillary, and the whole 
suspended in a glass tube about 70 cm. long and 3 em. in 
diameter. The large tube was then filled with water, and 
heat was applied in such a way that the upper end was kept 
at 100° C. while the lower end was at about 60° C. The 
molten metal was forced out by compressed air, and settled 
in the form of spray, the drops being sufficiently cooled to 
maintain their spherical shape by the time they reached the 
bottom. The success of this method depends on the rela- 
tively slow motion of the spheres, and on the slight tempe- 
rature gradient of the water through which they fall. The 
slow and uniform cooling tends to produce homogeneity of 
structure, while the low velocities allow the retention of an. 
almost perfectly spherical shape. With a capillary of the 
proper size a single casting gave a large number of spheres 
with radii from -002 em. to “1 em. Many of these spheres 
showed surface pits, but from the large number prepared it 
was not difficult to pick out sufficiently perfect specimens 
of any desired size. Check experiments with badly pitted 
surfaces showed, however, that no appreciable change in 
velocity could be attributed to these surtace irregularities. 

In a series of observations with these spheres the tempe- 
rature was maintained as nearly as possible at 21°4 C. At 
this temperature the density of the colza oil is °9166. In 

——e 
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tion. 

Rose Metal spheres in Colza oil. 

Mr. H. D. Arnold on Stokes’s Law for 

the table of results (Table II.) column 3 gives the values of 
Hs computed from the simple formula, and column 4 the 
value wy given by Ladenberg’s corrected form of the equa- 

TABLE II. 

of 
Sphere 

0:0668 
| 0:0644 
00630 
0°0619 

0:0613 
0:0609 
0:0594 
1)-9562 
0:0554 
0:0538 
0:0530 
0°0525 
0:0523 
0:0522 
0:0515 
0:0510 
0:0497 
0°0494 
0:0488 
0:0487 

0:0468 
0:0467 

0:0464 
0°0462 
0-0450 
0:0437 
0:0432 
0:04.23 
0:0420 
0:0411 
0:0408 
0 0403 
0:0400 
0-0399 
0:0397 

00395 
0-:0880 
0:0379 

Radius |... 

DOSOOGOW HW IIRARARH OOWKCOKODNMOM OOO QNe ode 

Vise. by 

pokes ‘Ladenberg’s | 
law. 

0-941 
0-938 
0-975 
0-922 
0-939 
0°954 
0-916 
0-917 
0-898 
0-894 
0-902 
0-892 
0896 
0-899 
0882 
0-910 
0-875 
0-895 
0 876 
0-910 
0-896 
O°867 
0-840 
0-875 
0°857 
0°857 
0-827 
0-856 
0°849 
0-821 
0-809 
0-799 
0-811 
0-817 
0-814 
0:827 
0-808 
0-817 
0813 
0-793 

Corrected | 
value by | 

formula. 

0°755 
0-719 
0-736 
0-735 
0-722 
0-724 
0-712 
0-718 
0-726 
0-722 
0-727 
0-731 
0-718 
0-741 
0-713 
0-731 
0-720 
0-747 
0-738 
0-764 
0-697 
0°727 
0-711 
0-713 
0-691 
0-718 
0-714 
0-692 
0-684 
0-677 
0-688 
0-694. 
0-693 
0-704. 
0-688 
0-696 
0-696 
0-684 

Radius 
of 

Sphere 
in cm. 

0:0372 
0.0368 
0:0363 
6°0355 
0:0351 
0:0348 
0:0335 
0:0329 

0:0310 
00301 
0:0292 
00289 
/0:0285 
00284 
0°0283 
0:0267 
0:0254 
0:0252 
C0227 
0:0224 
0-0209 
0:0208 
0-0200 
0:0190 
0-0178 
0:0171 
0-0168 
0-0164 
0-0161 
0-0151 
00147 
0-0144 
0:0143 
00110 
0-0104 
0:0102 
0:00912 
0:00651 

Time of 
fall 

in sec, 

16-4 
165 
17:0 
17-4 
18°1 
186 
20-0 
20°4 
22°9 
24:2 
26°1 
25:9 
26°5 
26°8 
27°4 
32:7 
32°9 
345 
41:3 
42°4 
47-1 
47-0 
52-2 
58:7 
64°3 
68°8 
736 
76°5 
79°8 
90-9 
93:6 
99:3 
99°8 

167-0 
188-1 
195:5 

—l 

Vise. by 
Stokes’s 

law. 

0813 
0-801 
0-803 
0804 
0-801 
0-807 
0-804 
0-791 
0-789 
0°786 
0-798 
0-775 
0-771 
0-775 
U'787 
0°855 
0-761 
0°785 
0 763 
0°763 
0°737 
0 729 
0748 
0:759 
0-730 
0-721 
0-745 
0°737 
0-741 
0:743 
0°725 
0738 
0°733 
0-724 
0:729 
0729 
0°724. 
0-712 

Tube B was used, the length of fall being 53°4 em. 

Length of Fall 53°4 em. 

Corrected 
value by 

'Ladenberg’s 
formula. 

0699 
0689 
0:693 
0696 
0-694 
0-700 
0701 
0691 
0°694 
0°694. 
0-707 
0-688 
0°686 
0689 
0699 
0°748 
0685 
0°707 
0°694 
0°695 
0°675 
0668 
0°688 
0701 
0678 
0-671 
0-693 
0 688 
0692 
0697 
0681 
0694 
0°688 
0-691 
0698 
0°698 
0°696 
0692 

Average of the last 50 observations in the last column 0°6930. 
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These results are shown graphically in fig. 1, the upper 
curve showing ps ard the lower pr. It is seen that pr 
remains approximately constant up to the radius r;,=°042 cm. 

FROSE METAL /N COLZA O/L 
Ut by Stokes law - upper curve 
At by Ladenberg - lower curve 
Me by Foisenille - 0-696 
Diameter of tube - 0-547 cm. 
Length of fali - 53-4 - 
Critical radiws F 
Soop 

ViscosiTy 

0 “Ol 02 -03 04 05 ‘06 C%t.-07 
- AADIUS (Nv CM. 

The average of the values for radii less than 7, gives 0°6930, 
agreeing closely with the value 0°6957 given by the capillary 
tube method. This isan excellent confirmation of the validity 
of Ladenberg’s correction for an oil of less than 1/2000 the 
viscosity of Venice turpentine. 

As it was conceivable that the rise of the lower curve 
might be due to the tailure of Ladenberg’s correction rather 
than to the influence of the inertia terms directly, a further 
test of the validity of the correction was made with tubes A 
and C. The results are plotted in figs. 2 & 3 (p. 764), where 
the curves have the same significance as in the previous figure, 
A and A’, C and C’, referring respectively to the values of 
ps and of py obtained with the two tubes. The curve A’ 
begins to rise at about r=0°32 cm., that is, when the ratio 
r/R is about 1/10. Since the tube is very small this rise is 
probably due to the failure of the correcting factor, hence it 
is not effective for values of » which make the ratio greater 
than this. With tube © the ratio becomes 1/10 only when 
r=0'16, hence the rise of C’ at r=-045 can be attributed 
only to the inertia terms. This, it will be noted, is very 
nearly the value of 7, obtained with tube B. It would appear 
from this, since the computed value of 7 is ‘066 cm., that the 
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inertia terms become effective when the radius is about 

seven-tenths of the critical radius. 

POSE METAL IN COLZA OIL 
Ye by Stokes Law - tipper curve 
A by Ladentberg - lower curve 
Le by Poiseitille - 0-696 
Diameter flibe 0-22 cry 

LYSCOSITY 

= Cc me cS Ox (S} | aw cS (Sy & & >) 

FPROWWS 1N CAL. 

_ ROSE METAL IN COLZA OIL 

Ab by Stokes Law -tapper curve 
y by Ladenterg - lower CLIVE 

Gi ze by Forsenzile -0-696 
Diameter flabe 1-63 cm. 

Pe ae 

Se — 

2 
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\ fi 
iscostTy 
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=) © ins) Be) 

ro) B : fe On 

: 5 

“01 “02 03 a 06. C7&-07 
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Experiments with other Oils. 

1A | Experiments with linseed oil whose viscosity as found by 

Poiseuille’s method was 0°535 gave results in close agreement 
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with those obtained with the colza oil. In fig. 4 it Is seen 
that the lower curve begins to rise at about r=0°04. The 

rate of departure from the straight line is very nearly the 

same as in fig. 1. 

FlosE METAL IN LINSEED OIL 
Jt by Stokes law - upper curve. 

by Ladenberg - lowercurre. 
“4 by [oisentlle - 0-535. 

Viscosity 

0) -O1 -O2 -03 -04 05 -08 -07 
‘frapivs IN <M. 

In working with oils of low viscosity it was necessary to 
have spheres of less density than the Rose metal. For this 
purpose some beeswax was melted in an alcohol-water mixture 
whose density was slightly less than that of the cold wax. 
The drops obtained by shaking the mixture cooled in very 
perfect spherical shape and proved to be of fairly uniform 
density. Their density was taken as that of an alcohol 
mixture in which they remained suspended, and was found 
to be 0:9410 at 20°-0 C. 

Results obtained with these spheres in a transformer oil of 
density 0°837, and of viscosity 0°070, are shown in fig. 5 
(p. 766). The effect of the inertia terms becomes apparent at 
7 =0°042 as in the previous cases. The discrepancies among 
the observations in this case are easily accounted for by the 
possible variations in the density of the different spheres, 
since (—p) is only 07113, and a variation of 0:1 per cent. 
in density would make a difference of one per cent. in the 
result. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 22. No. 131. Nor. 1911... 3 E 
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Fig. 5. 

Wax In TRANSFORMER O/L. 
by Sfokes law - wuppercurre 

iv by Ladenterg - lowercurve 
/- ty Foisenille - 0-070 

WiscasiTy 

0 Ol 02 03 04 05 06 07 
Frags in CM. 

In fig. 6 are shown the results of similar experiments in a 

mixture of alcohol and water of density 0°828 at the tempe- 

rature 20°°0 GC. Here the deviation from the straight line 

Fig. 6, 
05 

War InN DILUTE AlcoHoL. 
Jt by Stokes lau - wpper curve 
it by Ladenberg + lower curre 

041— “Density of mixture 0-828 
Lempe TACUTE = 

oO fo 

WISCOSITY , 

“Ol 

-06 “07 04 °05 
FRDIUS tha CH. 

comes at r=0°016 cm. The terminal value of the curve at 
r=( gives as the viscosity of the mixture ‘0190, which is in 
agreement with the value given by Traube for a mixture of 
this density. ni 
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Table ILL. summarizes these results, giving the viscosities, 
the computed values of 7, the radii 7, at which the inertia 
terms become apparent, and the ratio of these last two, which 
gives the upper limit of applicability of the formula in terms 
of the criticai radius. Through the range of viscosities 
covered, this upper limit seems to be independent of the 
coeflicient of viscosity. 

Taper LLL, 

| Critical - 
Viscosity. Radius 11: r, |r. 

r. 

Gn eee | -695 066 | -042 | 6 
Linseed oil .........+4. 535 054 CAO to Aree a 

| Transformer oil ...... ‘070 (“OBS 043 63 

Alcohol and water ...| 019 | 026 016 62 

Surface Slip. 

In no case was there any tendency for the value of u 
computed from the motion of the spheres to fall below that 
obtained by Poiseuille’s method. - This means that even for 
the smallest spheres used the factor 

pe 
if; ee BUS EE 

Y Br+2p 
does not differ from unity by more than the errors of obser- 
vation. In the case of colza oil, where the smallest radius 
used was ‘0065 em., if we assume that a deviation of 2 per 
cent. due to slip could have been detected we see that 8 must 
be greater than 5000. 

Of the several observers who have obtained values for P, 
Petroff* has assigned to it the largest, namely 700. With 
this value the smailest sphere used in colza oil should have 
given mw about 10 per cent. less than the actual value, a 
deviation which could not have escaped detection. The 
evidence that the value of 8 is higher than that ob- 
tained by Petroff is not as conclusive as could be desired, 
for it is conceivable that the roughness of the surface of 
the spheres may have influenced the results. But as the 
surfaces appeared fairly smooth under the microscope, and 
especially as after the most careful polishing there must 

* Fortschr. der Phys. vol. 1. 1897, p. 391, 
3 H 2 
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always remain irregularities of molecular size which might 
still be efficient in preventing slip, it does not seem un- 
reasonable to compare these results with those obtained with 
somewhat more highly polished surfaces. A further con- 
firmation of the high value of @ was found in experiments 
with the same spheres in castor oil of viscosity 7-0. The 
lack of evidence of slip in this case implies 8 greater than 
50000. It should be remarked that as far as these or any 
previous experiments are concerned, 8 may still have a finite 
value, and indeed according to the neice theory of fluids it 
is inconceivable that it should be infinite. The experiments 
simply fix a limit which the value must always exceed, and 
it 1s quite probable that for sufficiently minute spheres this 
factor would become of importance. It is interesting to 
note the resemblance between the factor here used to correct 
for surface slip and that arrived at by Cunningham * from a 
quite different standpoint. 
- In an attempt to investigate the slip at other surfaces, 
spheres of various lquids were used in liquids of nearly the 
same densities. But here another disturbing factor enters, 
as one quickly realizes when he watches the rise of a drop of 
alcohol through olive oil. The outer layer of the drop is 
dragged away by the oil, and eventually breaks up imto a 
chain of minute droplets. ‘This wearing away of the surface 
would give the same effect as surface slip, but seems to be 
more than offset by the accompanying distortion of shape. 
The net result is a great irregularity in the results with 

‘S) 

different spheres, and a computed value of w usually somewhat 
too high. 

Some preliminary experiments on the simultaneous motion 
of air bubbles and mercury spheres in the same tube were 
made in the hope that by thus entirely obviating the tempe- 
rature factor, the method might be made sufficiently sensitive 
to detect much smaller slip effects. It at once appeared 
that the apparent slip at the surface of the air bubble was 
infinite in some liquids and zero in others. This wholly un- 
expected phenomencn gives us a method of verifying the 
correctness of the theoretical slip correction factor. 

For this purpose a tube 2-4 cm. in internal diameter, and 
27 cm. in length, was sealed to a narrow tube about 10 cm. 
in length and the outlet fitted with a glass stopper having a 
fine capillary opening. This opening was suttciently small 
to retain the liquid and assured atmospheric pressure through- 
out the tube. The narrow stem was for the purpose “of 
retarding the motion of the bubble so that it might not be 

* Loc, cit. 
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admitted to the main tube until any turbulence introduced 
by inverting the tube should have subsided. The procedure 
then consisted in obtaining a small bubble in the s‘em, in- 
verting the tube, and timing the transits across fine lines 
etched on the main tube. ‘The tube was again inverted and 
the bubble allowed to come to rest when about one-third of 
the return distance had been traversed, where it was measured 
as it rested against the side of the tube. This completed one 
observation. ‘he bubble was then returned into the stem 
and the operation repeated until, owing to its erosion, the 
bubble had become too small to follow. 
The chief errors in this method are introduced in the 

‘measurement of the size of the bubble, and in the assumption 
of no circulation in the liquid. The flattening of the bubble 
against the side of the tube becomes noticeable with the 
larger bubbles, hence we have to restrict ourselves to small 
ones. The errors due to circulation need be feared only in 
liquids of low viscosity, for observations on small specks of 
lint introduced into the tube showed that the turbulence 
caused by slowly inverting the tube had, in the case of the 
more viscous liquids, completely y vanished before the bubble 
had emerged from the stem. With the less viscous liquids, 
however, this is the main source of error. 

The square of the radius of the bubble was found to 
diminish uniformly as the total distance traversed increased, 
the rate of decrease being independent of the velocity, that 
is, of the time. That this diminution is-due to a surface 
erosion similar to that observed in the passage of the drop of 
alcohol through olive oil seems obvious, since a bubble would 
sometimes remain for several hours at rest and show no 
decrease in size, while one trip along the tube would result 
in a very marked decrease. The rate of deerease is quite 
different in different oils, but does not seem to depend 
primarily on the amount of air coniained in the oil. 

By plotting the squares of the radii as ordinates and the 
number of trips, or the total distance traversed, as abscissa, 
we obtain a curve from which may be determined the pro- 
bable radius at the time when the velocity was recorded. 
For most cases it is sufficient to take the radius as that given 
by the curve for the point half-way between the lines of 
transit. But with very small bubbles where the fractional 
decrease in radius is large for a single trip, a closer approxi- 
mation is obtained by assuming the relation d7?/dz =constant, 
and thus computing the probable radius. If a and bare the 
radii obtained from the curve for the first and second transits 
respectively, in any one observation, and if the ratio U?/a? is 
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i the radius of the constant sphere which would have traversed 
Ha the distance in equal time is given by 
} f 
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curye V the velocities of a bubble of air in olive oil. The 
consistency of the observations allows a very accurate com- 
putation of the apparent viscosity. In fig. 8, curve I. shows 
the values of ~ computed from the simple form of Stokes’s 
law, and curve II. shows the corresponding values after 
applying Ladenberg’s correction. The upper and lower 
straight lines give respective ely the values of w and of 2/3 p 
from “eapillary tube measurements, the upper corresponding 
to no slip and the lower to infinite slip. It will be noticed 
that the observed values lie wholly within these latter two 
lines. 

Fig. 9 shows similarly the results of an experiment with 
linseed oil. The observed values fall but slightly below 
those obtained with the capillary tubes, in marked contrast 
to the results with olive oil. 

The curves of figs. 8 and 9 are typical of those obtained 
with all the liquids ‘used. It would appear that in liquids of 
the type of olive oil the coefficient of slip is a function of the 

called B, it follows on the assumption of Stokes’s law that, 
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radius, increasing with decreasing radius. A possible ex- 

planation of this might be looked for in the formation of a 

Fig. 8. 2 
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considerable thickness of film around the bubble which, as 
the bubble became smaller, might effectively increase its 
mass, and which would nevertheless remain unnoticed in the 
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‘diameter measurements. A simple computation shows, how- 
ever, that the factor of increase in apparent viscosity due to 
a film of thickness ¢ surrounding a sphere of radius 7 is ¢/7; 
hence to account for the observed increase the thickness of 
the film would have to be equal to half the radius of the 
sphere. Moreover, on such an assumption the apparent 
viscosity would become abnormally large for very small radii, 
and this is not the case. 

A more probable assumption seems to be that with large 
bubbles there is no appreciable film separating the air from 
the oil, but the oil next in contact with the air holds fast to 
a thickness of air approximately equal to the radius of the 
sphere of action of the oil molecules. The actually moving 
part of the air bubbles is therefore, on this assumption, 
moving in contact with a stationary air surface, and we 
would expect the coefficient of sliding friction to be the 
same as the coefficient of viscosity of the air. This latter 
value would be too small to detect in this experiment. If 
we assume, however, that as the sphere becomes smaller a 
film gradually forms, eventually enclosing the air in a per- 
manent sack, we see that this sack would move upwards as 
a solid sphere, and we would have approximately the con- 
ditions of no slip. 

This matter of the formation of films has recently been 
investigated by Schutt-and by Ramsden. The latter assumes 
that films are formed from material which is in the liquid, 
and which enters the film because in doing so it tends to 
minimize the energy of the film. It is apparent on this 
hypothesis that the smaller the bubble the thicker and more 
permanent the film would become. In addition, the slower 
motion of the small bubbles would be less likely to result in 
a tearing away of the film when once it was formed. An 
assumption of this kind accounts readily for the maximum 
and minimum values of the viscosity curve in olive oil, but 
it is not so evident that the curve would pass continuously 
between the two values. One would rather expect that there 
would be a point of discontinuity corresponding to the first 
formation of a permanent film. 

This idea of a permanent film fits particularly well the 
results in linseed oil. Of all the oils used this one has the 
greatest film-forming power. Indeed, films may be formed 
on a wire loop and remain intact for twenty minutes in the | 
open air. Correspondingly, we notice that there is no marked 

evidence of slip between the air and this oil, a result which 
would follow if the surface film remained intact even with 
Jaree bubbles. 
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Among the liquids used aniline approaches most closely 
to linseed oil in its film-forming properties. It will be re- 
membered that it was with aniline that Allen obtained such 
irregular results. Fig. 10 shows the results of observations 

Fig. 10. 
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on an air bubble in this liquid. Both curves are irregular, 
but as a rule the low points of ‘the velocity curve correspond 
to points on the r’ curves where the radius is diminishing 
‘most slowly. These results are easily explained on the as- 
sumption that a film forms with a great readiness in this 
liquid, but is also easily destroyed. The slow velocities and 
slight decrease in size correspond, then, to the existence of a 
film; the high velocities and faster decrease to the absence 
of a film. This explains how Allen could obtain some velo- 
cities so much larger than those computed on the assumption 
of no slip, and yet obtain others so nearly in agreement with 
the computed values. | 

Of the oils used, linseed oil and glycerine showed least 
evidence of surface slip; castor oil, colza oil, machine oil, 
cottonseed oil, and paraffin oil agreeing more nearly with 
olive oil in their behaviour. Since, however, the amount of 
slip is a function not only of the kind of oil but also of the 
size of the bubble, it would be meaningless to speak of the 
coefficient of slip of a particular oil. Our picture of the sur- 
face conditions which give rise to the appearance of slip 
would, indeed, lead us to predict that the slip at the surface of 
a sufficiently large bubble would appear infinite in any liquid. 
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Radit of Molecular Attraction. ny 

It is interesting to consider the significance of the rate of 
diminution of the air bubbles. As has been stated, this is 
but slightly dependent upon the rate of diffusion of the air 
in the oil, but seems, on the contrary, to depend for the most 
part on the adhesion of a film of air to the oil surface. IE 
this is the case, the film would be of a thickness proportional 
to the sphere of action of the oil molecules, and indeed would 
be expected to be to a first approximation equal to the radius — 
of the sphere of action. It is easy to get an idea of the 
thickness of this film. We have seen that if we represent 
by « the distance traversed by the sphere, 

dr/dx=c, 
whence 

2 ne ad d(4arr*) 
DO on a ae 

dz 
== Oa 

dx 

This states that the diminution in volume is just sufficient 
to provide a lining of thickness ¢ for the tube of radius r 
through which the sphere is moving. The value of c¢ 
actually obtained from the curves is of the right magnitude 
to verify our assumptions, as will be seen from the following 
values :— 

Olivetoul ne. 3°6 x 10-6 

Colza oil-....; syeon elle 

Castor oles 10:0. 10-2 

Although there are several factors whose omission prevents 
us from concluding that these values are actually the radii 
of molecular attraction in the different oils, the cluse agree- 
ment of these values with those ordinarily assigned from the 
results of utterly different types of experiments is quite re- 
markable. It may be that further experiments along this 
line will result in a method of determining at least the ratio 
of the spheres of attraction in some of the oils which are 
most amenable to this process. 

Summary. 

It is possible to make metallic spheres sufficiently small 
and uniform in density and in surface texture to allow of the 
verification of Stokes’s law in the less viscous oils. 

One of these spheres may be used instead of the capillary 
tube method to test the rate of variation of viscosity with 
temperature or with pressure, with probably greater accuracy, 
and certainly with greater ease and rapidity. 
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Ladenberg’s correction for the effect of the walls of the 
fall tube is independent of the viscosity, and holds for 
spheres of radii not greater than one-tenth the radius of the 
tube. 

Stokes’s law, with the above correction, holds in the less 
viscous liquids to within at least one-half of one per cent. 

The inertia terms begin to have an appreciable effect 
when the radius of the sphere 1s about six-tenths of the 
critical radius. 

The coefficient of sliding friction at the surface of the 
solid spheres used is certainly g greater than 5000, and pro- 
bably greater than 50,000. 

The theoretically derived formula involving the coefficient 
of sliding friction holds in the case of complete surface slip. 

The slip at the surface of a bubble of gas rising through 
a liquid may be either approximately zero or infinite. This 
can be explained from the film-forming properties of the 
liquids, and hence we may explain the irregularities of previous 
experiments on the rise of air bubbles. 

A consideration of the erosion at the surface of an air 
bubble leads to the possibility of a new method of deter- 
mining the relative spheres of molecular attraction in 
liquids. 

In conclusion the author wishes to express his thanks to 
Professor Michelson and the staff of the Ryerson Laboratory, 
and especially to Professor Millikan, at whose suggestion 
and with whose direct and inspiring supervision this work 
was carried out. 

LXXV. The Mobility of the Positive Ion in Flames. By 
S. G. Lussy, M.A. (Sydney), Emmanuel College, Cam- 
bridge, Barker Graduate Scholar of the University of 
Sydney *. ‘ 

(1) Introduction. Fol 

ibe determination of the mobilities of the ions produced 
when certain salt vapours are introduced into a Bunsen 

flame has occupied the attention of many experimenters since 
Arrhenius + first set this type of work on an exact basis. 
Most observers, however, have confined their attention to the 
negative lon, owing to the rapid growth of our knowledge of 
the negative electron. It has now been demonstrated beyond 

* Communicated by Sir J. J. Thomson. 
+ Arrhenius, Wied. Ann. 1891. 
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all doubt by Gold * and H. A. Wilson ¢ that in high tempe- 
rature flames the negative ion is a pure electron. Within 
the last few years, however, the attention of physicists has 
been transferred to positive carriers of electricity. The 
present paper gives an account of some measurements made 
on the mobility of the positive ion in a Bunsen flame. whose 
temperature could be varied within fairly wide limits. Obser- 
vations were made at intervals of about 200° on all salts whose 
conductivity was high enough for accurate measurement. 

The first determinations of the velocities of flame ions were 
made by H. A. Wilson t, whose results may be summarised 
thus :—In a Bunsen flame at 2000° C. all salts of all metals 
of the alkali and the alkaline earth groups produce a positive 
ion whose mobility is 62, and a negative ion whose mobility 
is 1030 em. a second under an electric force of 1 volt per 
centimetre ; in hot air at 1000° C. positive ions of the former 
group have a mohility of 7:2, those of the latter group 3°8, 
whilst both groups give a negative ion whose mobility is 26. 
It is now known that these results are inaccurate owing to 
serious errors introduced in the determination of the potential 
gradient in the flame. In the negative measurements a 
uniform gradient was assumed, whilst in the positive mea- 
surements the gradient was plotted, but only in the pure 
flame, whereas the salt bead introduced in the experiment 
very appreciably alters the distribution of potential in the 
flame. An indirect determination of mobility was made by 
Marx $ from considerations of the potential gradient in a 
flame in which salt vapours were sprayed. In order to make 
his experiments amenable to mathematical treatment, Marx 
was obliged to assume that all the ionization took place in 
the flame, and none at the surface of the electrodes. The 
values of the positive mobility thus obtained were very 
variable, ranging from 120 to 340, with a doubtful mean 
of 250. This method is very interesting from the theoretical 
point of view, but is too indirect to give accurate results. 
The only other measurements which concern us are those of 
Moreau ||, who simplified matters by assuming a uniform fall 
of potential in the flame, thus deducing a mobility of 80 at 
2000° C. Thus all three of the results quoted suffer by 
reason of incorrect values given to the potential gradient in 
the flame. The order of the errors introduced is illustrated 

* Gold, Proc. Roy. Soc. xxix. A. (1907). 
+ Wilson, Proc. Roy. Soc. lxxxii. A. (1909). 
f{ Wilson, Phil. Trans. A. (1899). 
§ Marx, Ann. der Phys. ii. p. 790 (1900). 
|. Moreau, Ann. de Chim. et Phys, 1902. 
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by the following example; under certain conditions, the 
aathor found that in a pure flame the minimum gradient 
was 6°5 volts per cm., in a salted flame only 0°7, whilst an 
assumption of uniform gradient led to 22. The magnitude 
of the error will depend on the temperature of the flame; at 
temperatures below 1150° absolute it was found that the 
three cases quoted above would give similar results. 

(2) Leperimental Details. 

The method employed in the present series of measurements 
was that adopted by Wilson in 1899. Two electrodes are 
placed horizontally above one another in the flame, and the 
current between them is measured for different potential- 
differences—the upper plate being charged positively. A 
small bead of salt is then introduced into the flame just 
beneath the upper electrode, and the current measurements 
are repeated. When the potential-difference is great enough 

co} > 

to drive back the positive ions against the uprush of the gas, 
the current suddenly increases. “The exact potential required 
is obtained by comparing the two current curves. Knowing 
this critical voltage, one can obtain the minimum electric 
force in the flame; if then the upward velocity of the flame 
gas is known, a simple calculation gives the ionic mobility. 

For a full account of the experimental arrangeients 
referenze must be made to a preliminary’ paper by the 
author *. The alteration in temperature was effected in 
three ways:—(1) By altering the relative proportions of 
gas and air; (2) hy raising or lowering the burner ; and 
(3) by altering the mesh of the lower electrode. By com- 
bining these three devices it was found possible to secure 
a flame at temperatures ranging from 1150° to 1950° 
absolute. 

(3) Account of Observations. 

At the very first temperature investigated, viz. 1450°, 
search was made to see whether the mobility of the ions cae 
duced by the salts of a given metal depended on the particular 
salt used. Potassium was chosen, because its conductivity is 
high and its salts are easily procurable. The following salts 
were carefully tested :— 

RECO. NOH’ K Ol KBr hit 24 Simple salts. 

KoMn.O,; ® NaCO; ; Ko Pe(ON), ...... Complex salts. 

Qther salts, e. g. the nitrate, were tried, but had to be 

* Camb. Phil. Soc. xvii. 1, p. 26 (1910). 
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rejected on account of their extreme volatility. In no case 
were the variations in the critical voltage deduced from the 
current curves outside the limits of experimental error. A 
typical curve is shown in fig. 1, in which ordinates represent 
current and abscissee the potential-difference between the 
electrodes. 

Fig. 1. 

Current in Pure and Salted Flame. 

CURRENT IN AMPERES x 107 

iat) 

40 80 120 [6a 200 

POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE IN VOLTS. 

A complete investigation of all the suitable salts of the 
conducting metals was then made, experiments being made 
at intervals of about 200°. The salts available for use at 
each temperature of course varied according to the tem- 
perature. As the temperature is reduced, the number of salts 
suitable for exact work diminishes, owing to the fact that the 
melting-points of many salts are above the flame temperature. 
On the other hand, many salts which at high temperatures 
are too volatile to employ prove very useful at low tem- 
peratures. At 1150° it was rather difficult to work with 
divalent metals (barium, strontium, and calcium) as their 
conductivity is so low; the chlorides of barium and strontium 
were the most reliable, whilst no calcium salt at all could be 
used. The only calcium salt that could be employed even 
at the highest temperature was the chloride; it was found 
necessary to dry it immediately before use. Thus for any 
generalization made about divalent metals there is not very 
strong direct evidence in the case of calcium. No trivalent — 

salts could be found with conductivity high enough or vola- 
tility low enough for measurements of mobility. If one could 
be discovered, it would be possible to investigate the relation 
between valency and mobility at low temperatures. 

SS ee a SS 
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Following is the list of the salts used :— 
CsCl; Cs,COsz, , 

RbCl; Rb,COQOs, 

KCl; K,CO3, &e., see above, > Monovalent metals. 

NaCl; Na,CO;; NaOH, 

MBr;. bi,sO, i 

BaCl,; BaCQs, p) 

SrCl,; SrCOs, \. Divalent metals. 

CaCl. J 

It was found that from 1300° upwards all these salts pro- 
duced ions of the same mobility; below 1300°, however, the 
monovalent metals led to a greater mobility. 

(4) Variation of Current with Temperature. 

The saturation current in the flame fell off very rapidly 
with the temperature, so that at low temperatures a very 
sensitive galvanometer was required. In the earlier work a 
d’Arsonval instrument giving 10° scale-divisions per ampere 
was employed; at low temperatures it was replaced by a 
Nalder instrument 15 times as sensitive. On account of 
the small distance between the electrodes (about 3 em.) 
saturation is closely approached with a fairly small voltage. 
With 100 volts between the electrodes, the current generally 
attains three parts of its saturation value. As no figures 
connecting flame temperature with saturation current have 
yet been published, I give below in Table I. the mean values 
deduced from a large number of curves. No special attention 
was paid to this branch of the work, but it was thought 
desirable to put the results on record. The effective area of 
the electrodes was about 2 sq. cm.; the values given are for 
the total current. 

TaBue I. 
Saturation Current and Temperature in Pure Flame. 

Temp. Abs, Saturation Current. Log. of Current. 

1150° 35X107—° amp. 54 

1220 51 71 

1300 107 105 

1370 150 118 

1450 230 136 

1700 600 ; 178 

1950 1500 218 
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In fig. 2 the logarithms of the currents are plotted against 
the corresponding temperatures. It will be seen that the 
linear relation connecting these two coordinates is. very close. 

Fig. 2. 

Current and Temperature. 

LOG. OF CURRENT. 

1000 {100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900 
TEMPERATURE ABSOLUTE. 

This suggests that the current increases with the temperature 
according to an exponential law. The values for the current 
at the two lowest temperatures do not lie on the curve. ‘This 
is due to the fact that these two values were obtained with a 
different cathode, whose mesh was finer than in the other | 
case. : 

(5) Determination of Potential Gradient. | 

The minimum potential gradient in the flame was deter- 
mined in the way indicated previously *. In most cases a 
quadrant electrometer of low sensitiveness was used. A 
constant potential-difference was maintained between the | 
quadrants, whilst the search-wire in the flame was joined to 
the needle. The instrument used gave deflexions directly 
proportional to the potential up to 120 volts. i 

‘The readings were remarkably constant for the salted flame, 
but not quite so good for the pure flame. The potential- 
difference applied between the two electrodes in the flame was 
that found experimentally (see fig. 1); it was the minimum 
required to drive back the positive ions against the flame 
oases. 

- 

Oe ee 

ye eee 

* Proc. Camb, Phil. Soe, i. p. 26 (1910). ' 
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The potential curves thus obtained for the salted flame 
exhibit three marked characteristics: (1) a small anode fall ; 
(2) a region of small constant electric force (this is the 
quantity required for determination of mobility) ; and (3) a 
very sudden cathode drop. As the temperature is reduced, 
the following modifications occur :—(1) the anode fall in- 
ereases slightly; (2) the region of constant electric force 
contracts, and the force itself increases ; and (3) the cathode 
fall becomes less abrupt. Finally, when a temperature of 
1150° is reached, the second and third branches of the curve 
merge into one straight line, but the anode fall persists. On 
account of the presence of the salt bead, no readings could be 
taken within less than 4 mm. of the anode. Thus it seems 
as if below 1150° one can regard the fall of potential in a hot 
gas as uniform. Wilson” made this assumption in working 
with hot air at 1270°, in which case it is not quite true. Spe- 
cimen results at four temperatures are plotted in fig. 3, in 

Fig. 3. 

Fall of Potential in Salted Fiame. 

POTENTIAL IN VOLTS ~ 

5 10 15 20 25 30: 
DISTANCE -ROM ANODE /N MM. - 

which ordinates represent potential and abscissze distances from 
the anode. ‘I'he results obtained at the other temperatures are 
intermediate in their characteristics, and are omitted to avoid 
crowding the curves. For convenience in plotting, all the 
curves have been reduced to a common potential-difference 
between the electrodes, viz. 100 volts, though it must be 
understood that the potential actually applied in each case 
was that just required to reverse the motion of the positive 
ions. ‘The temperatures stated are the mean values tor that 
part of the flame in which the minimum electric intensity 

* Wilson, Phil. Trans, A. 1899. 

deh Mago s5 6. Nol. 22. Nowigt. Nov. Voit. lah 
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occurs. The temperatures were measured with a thermo- 
couple whose members were platinum and platinum-rhodium. 

4 The couple was standardized by the melting-points of very 
small beads of various salts. The curves shown agree roughly 
with some given by Marx (/oc. cit.), who sprayed salt vapours 
into his flame, and thus got an evenly distributed source of 
ionization, very different to the case in which a small salt 
bead is placed under the upper electrode. On account of 
this difference in the method of ionization, one would not 
expect very close agreement of Marx’s curves with those of 
the author. Marx did not state the temperatures at which 

ij his curves were taken, but merely indicated the appearance 
of the electrodes—white-hot, red-hot, &c. 

(6) Velocity of the Flame Gases. 

The determination of the upward velocity of the gas was 
made from a comparison of the pressures of the air and the 
gas, and exact measurement of the volume of air used. For 
this purpose a water-gauge was used to determine the 
pressures of the gas and the air, or both combined, just 
before entering the burner; all three were read by a 

ah cathetometer. The flow of air was obtained from the rate 
of fall of the cylindrical holder which supplied it. 

i (7) Results obtained. 

lau In Table IT. below are collected the final results obtained 

TaBLE I].—Mobilities of Positive Ions. 

Hi. (a) Monoyalent metals. (0) Divalent metals. 

Hi i, iL, III. IV. Vv. VI. 
| 

il Thue’ |. qectile Bowe..| Velocity. | MObility. | siarime aut 
Mi ee — — 

it 1950° 0°61 volts/em. | 214cm./sec.| 350 100 TOO eee 

11) 1700 0-65 210 320 915 | 93 
1 1450 0-71 206 290 83 86 
li) 1370 1-58 181 115 33 83:5 
ihe 1300 | 387 164 42:5 121 | gis 
4 1220 |(a) 7-18 ee (a) 25-5 (e)73 1 ee 
ie - (b) 9:16 (b) 20°5 (b) 5°8 

| Vi 1150 |(a) 17-0 207 (a) 12-2 (a) 35 77 

at ” (0) 3:3 (b) 6:2 (b) 1:8 
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at various temperatures. The temperature stated refers to 
the mean value for that portion of the flame in which the 
minimum gradient occurs. In the last column are given the 
relative mobilities on the assumption that the mobility varies 
as the square root of the temperature. 

It will be seen by comparing columns V.and VI. that at 
the three highest temperatures given the mobility varies very 
approximately as the square root of the temperature. This, 
it will be shown later, denotes an ion of mass equal to that 
of a hydrogen atom between these limits of temperature. 
Below 1450° the mobility falls off very rapidly, until at 1150° 
it only retains a few per cent. of its former value. Had the 
law k=kyJ/ @ persisted, the mobility at 1150° would have 
fallen to only 77 per cent. of the highest value. It is obvious 
that extensive clustering setsin at temperatures under 1450°. 
By representing the results graphically (wide fig. 4), it is 

Fig, 4. 

Variation of Mobility and Temperature. 

MOBILITY 

300 600 909 1290 1500 1800 
TEMPERATURE ABSOLUTE. 

seen that this clustering commences at about 1400°. Down 
to 1300° ions from all metals give the same result, but at the 
two temperatures examined below 1300° it was found that 
the iens produced by the divalent metals had a smaller 

3F 2 
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mobility than those produced by the monovalent metals. © At 
A | 1150° the ratio of the two mobilities is very closely 2 to 1. 
i | This confirms a result obtained by H. A. Wilson quoted 
| before, viz. that in hot air at 1270° monovalent metals gave 

an ion moving twice as quickly as that coming from divalent 
metals. A fuller discussion of results is given in the next 
two sections. 

(8) Structure of the Positive Ion Flame. 

In order to form some theory as to the nature of the ion 
we require to know its mass, or else its “electric atomic 
mass.’ This can be calculated approximately from the 
mobility by using Langevin’s simple formula for the mo- 
bility 4=Xe/mv, where the quantities have their usual 
significance. This formula involves the following assump- 
tions :—(1) that the velocity of the ion due to the electric 
field is negligible in comparison with its thermal velocity of 
agitation ; (2) that the ion comes to rest after each collision; 
and (3) that the charge of the ion does not affect its mean 
free path (as deduced from the kinetic theory of gases). In 
the present experiments the first assumption is amply justified. 
The second cannot be absolutely true, but we can form a 
rough idea as to the nature of the error involved. ‘The 
question of the “persistence” of velocity of uncharged 
molecules after collision has been investigated by Jeans %, 
who shows that, on the average, there is a tendency for a 
molecule to persist in moving along its original path after 
collision with 40 per cent. of its original velocity. If the 
colliding body is much smaller than “the molecule, the per- 
sistence is only 33 per cent., if much larger 50 per cent. In 
general, the effect of this persistence of velocity is to increase 
the free path; e.g. as regards calculation of viscosity, this 
increase is 25 per cent. The order of this increase is much 
the same in all kinetic theory calculations. Now, coming to 
the third assumption, we find ourselves faced with corrections 
of a different order and a more doubtful nature. It was first 
shown by Langevin{ that the effect of endowing a molecule 
of a gas with a charge is to decrease its free path; this 
decrease is due to the mutual induction between ion and 

Hi | molecule. It can be shown that if 2’ is the free path of a 
charged molecule, and A that of an uncharged molecule, 

* Jeans, ‘Dynamical Theory of Gases,’ p. 236. 
la} t+ Langevin, Ann. de Chim. ct Phys. vii. p. 28 (1998). 
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then 

f r M 
eee sl 
py = ie 

where M,;=mutual potential energy of ion and molecule at 
collision, 

M,=kinetic energy of molecule. 

: K-1 @& 
Langevin shows that M,= Fey eet 

where K =specific inductive capacity of the gas, 
nm =number of molecules per c.c., 
” = distance apart of ion and molecule at collision. 

The difficulty in applying this correction is the uncertainty 
as to the value of 7; since M, varies as the fourth power 
ot r, any error in the value of 7 is quadrupled in the result. 
To iilustrate the matter, let us take the case of air at normal 
pressure and temperature. We find that M,/M,=3°3 if the 
ion is a single molecule, 2. e. if the distance apart at collision 
is put equal to one molecular diameter. In this case electric 
attraction decreases the free path 4°3 times. If, however, 
the ion consists of a single layer of molecules grouped round 
a central molecule, 2. e. (27 +1) molecules in all, the value 
of M, is reduced 16 times, and is only 0°2; so that the free 
path is reduced only 20 per cent. If we calculate the 
mobility in each case, we find it approximately the same for 
both. In the first case the mobility 

Xr hee <(. ) 
A mv \4:3/7 

and in the second case 

i M2), 
Vv \om 

the slight change in the ratio (A/v) due to the size of the 
cluster being of a much smaller order than the other 
correction. ‘This ambiguity in the interpretation of mobility 
experiments seems inevitable. A single molecule ion has its 
free path diminished by electric induction to such an extent 
that it behaves like a cluster ion which, on account of its 
large size, is scarcely affected by induction. Wellisch* has 
interpreted his mobility experiments as supporting the idea 
that the ion is a single molecule. At ordinary temperatures 
ihe agreement between experiment and such a theory is very 

* Wellisch, Phil, Trans. A. (1909). 
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fair in the case of many gases ; but an examination of the 
law connecting mobility and temperature seems to decide in 
favour of the clustertheory. If the ion is a single molecule, 
then its mobility varies as X/v, 1. e. as the square root of the 
temperature ; this change will be slightly complicated by 
the change in M,/M,, which, as is shown below, decreases 
directly as the temperature. The general effect would be 
that the mobility would increase at a rate somewhat quicker 
than the square root of the temperature. The experiments 
of Phillips *, however, show that between very wide limits 
of temperature the mobility increases directly as the tem- 
perature. These results help us to decide the ambiguity as 
to the nature of the ion in favour of a cluster. 

At the temperature of flame experiments the effect of 
electric induction is extremely small even for a single mo- 
leculeion. Itis sen that M, is independent of temperature, 
since (IK—1) and » vary in the same way; and as M, varies 
directly as the temperature, therefore the ratio of M,/M, 
decreases directly as the temperature increases. Lor air 
at 0°, M,/M,=3:3, for air at 2000°, M,/M,=0°4; that is, the 
free path of a molecule would be decreased about 40 per cent. 
This effect would be annulled by that due to persistence of 
velocity, which, as we have shown, makes the free path 
increase about 25 per cent. 

To sum up our discussion as to the fundamental assumptions 
involved in equating the mobility of an ion to XrAe/mv at 
flame temperature, we conclude that the error is at the 
most only about 25 per cent., and is most probably far 
less. 
We have now to substitute in this formula the values of r 

and v proper to a foreign body moving amongst the molecules 
of a given gas. If the mass of the foreign body, 7. e. the 
ion. is m,, the mass of a molecule m,, and the number of 
molecules per ¢.c. 1s mg, then the free path of the foreign 
body (Ay) is given by 

1 +o2\° nv & D/A 2 mW 
Ay l—=qn? nat ne ae ale 

My 

where @,=diameter of the ion, 

Gye a molecule. 

Putting m o 
= = we amd) == 0. 

My (oF 
a 

* Phillips, Proc. Roy, Soe, A. ]xxviu, (1906), 
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this becomes 

where A, is the mean free path of a gas molecule, and 
Sa OY OMS eee 

Also an assumption of equipartition of energy gives 

2 anole 
Mj Uy == MQVd° 5 

whence finally the mobility 

= eal zity Vi Ve ed i's 
* Mg l+y/- a(1+u) 

=K,. vy) -$(~). 

In this result suffix 2 refers to the molecule, whilst the 
two factors W(y) and (2) give the corrections due to the 
size and mass of the ion being different to those of the molecule. 
Jf we knew in general terms the relation between the size and 
the mass of a molecule, we could solve this equation directly 
and find the mass of an ion as soon as we knew its mobility. 
In the absence of such knowledge we are driven to make 
tentative solutions. As the flame gases are mostly air, we 
shall assume the kinetic constants of air in our solutions. 
Taking the resuit obtained at 1950°, viz. a mobility of 350, 
such a high mobility suggests a very small ion, so we make a 
tentative solution of the mobility of a charged atom of 
hydrogen. ‘The following data are used :— 

R09 lO em: 

On le) = emi. /sec: 

An sao NOE 
My 29 

} at 1950° abs. 

in E.S. units. 

Whence the mobility K,=320 cm. a second. The expe- 
rimental value obtained is so close to this that one concludes 
that at 1950° the positive ion either is, or else has the same 
mass as, an atom of hydrogen. Further, according to the 
formula proposed, the mobility should vary as D/v, 1. e. as 
the square root of the temperature. A reference to the 
results (Table II., columns V. and VI.) shows that this 
relation actually does hold true very closely between 1950° 
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and 1450°.. Thus it appears that at high temperatures the 
mass of the positive ion remains unaltered, and is equal to 
that of a hydrogen atom. Relow 1400° the mean size of the 
ion increases rapidly. Let us assume that $(x) and wW(y) 
are equal to unity, 7. e. that the ion Is one molecule. We 
find, on solution, that an ion of specific mass 36 has a 
mobility of 12:2, which is the value obtained at 1150°. 
Within the limits of error this might represent a molecule of 
either nitrogen or oxygen—both of which are present in the 
flame, or else a molecule of carbon dioxide, or two molecules 
of water vapour—these being the two main products of 
combustion. Probably ions of al]] these types are present. 
The most obvious way of accounting for the decrease in 
mobility is to suppose that clustering commences round the 
high temperature ion as nucleus. At moderately high tem- 
peratures only a few such clusters exist, on the average, at 
any instant; but as the temperature falls the number of 
clusters increases until we reach the stage noted at 1150° 
when every ion is a single molecule. At any intermediate 
temperature we should have some simple ions and some 
clusters 3 e. g. at 1300° the mobility is only 42, which means 
that approximately six ions out of every seven consist of a 
single molecule (see Table IT., columns V. and VI.). Thus 
at any such temperature we must imagine a constant combi- 
nation and dissociation between the high temperature ion and 
a molecule. If the simple ion is actually a charged atom of 
hydrogen, this may be conceivable; if not, we have to 
explain how the positive charge can leave one body and 
transfer itself to another. The question will be touched on 
later in more detail. 

As the temperature falls still lower, we know from the 
experiments of Moreau* and McClelland f that the size of 
the ionic cluster increases very rapidly—in fact, as the fifth 
power of the temperature. If we take McClelland’s highest 
result—a mobility of 0:23 at 500°—and the author’s lowest 
result—a mobility of 12 at 1150°—this fifth-power law fits in 
very well. This law of temperature change is very different 
from that found by Phillips (loc. ct.) for ions produced by 
Roéntgen rays in gases, in which case the mobility varies 
directly as the temperature. The tendency to cluster is far 
stronger in flame gases than in ordinary pure gases. ‘This is 
probably due to the products of combustion; for de Broglie ft 
has shown that if a flame ‘produces condensable products of 

* Moreau, Ann. de Chim. et Phys. 1906. 
McClelland, Phil. Mag. July 1898. 
de Broglie, Journ. de Phys. Dec. 1909. hee 
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combustion, jarge neutral bodies are formed which combine 
with extreme rapidity with small ions; if no condensable 
products are formed, there is no tendency to cluster. 

Besides the well-known electropositive nature of hydrogen 
in the electrolysis of solutions, there is a certain amount of 
experimental evidence supporting the view that the high 
temperature ion is actually an atom of hydrogen. The 
strong tendency of by drogen to carry a positive charge is 
exhibited by some experiments on the positive discharge from 
sodium phosphate made by Horton *. It was found that on 
introducing hydrogen into the exhausted discharge-tube, the 
positive current was increased 80 times. Carbon monoxide 
(which on other grounds Horton considers to be the positive 
carrier in his experiments) only increased the current 7 times. 
Garrett + measured the mass of the positive carrier from 
aluminium phosphate, and found it to be that of an atom of 
hydrogen. Richardson{ discovered that in the case of 
heated platinum a large amount of hydrogen escapes in the 
form of positive ions. His later experiments, which con- 
sistently reveal a positive carrier of specific mass about 30, 
seem to indicate that these charged atoms (or molecules) of 
hydrogen have a very strong tendency to combine with some 
larger molecule. The only other case in which the positive 
carrier has been investigated is that of canal rays. Here 
again a particle of unit mass always occurs, no matter what 
may be the gas experimented on ; 1n addition to this particle, 
the atoms of the gas occur with a positive charge. On the 
whole, it seems most probable that the small positive carrier 
which so eften occurs is actually an atom of hydrogen. As 
hydrogen is present in the flame, there is no difficulty in 
explaining the source of the positive carrier ; how to explain 
the method by which the hydrogen atoms acquire their charge 
is more doubtful. 

It has been suggested frequently that ionization in a flame 
is brought about by chemical action induced by high 
temperature. In a recent paper Bloch § has examined a 
number ot low-temperature flames (the so-called ‘ Soba hone 
escence ” of sulphur, phosphorus, &c.), and found that, with 
the sole exception of phosphorus, chemical aetion is not 
accompanied by ionization. It is, of course, quite possibie 
that at higher temperatures chemical action is so intense that 
ionization is produced by mechanical rupture of the surface 

* Horton, Camb. Phil. Soc. xvi. p. 1 (1910). 
+ Garrett, Phil. Mag. Oct. 1910. 
t Richardson, Phil. Trans. A. p. 207 (1906). 
§ Bloch, nu. de Chan. et Phys. April 1911. 
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of the molecules. An alternative method of ionization that 
may be suggested is that when the metallic salts are intro- 
duced into the flame they expel electrons which ionize by 
impact. If, however, these electrons are in equilibrium with 
the molecules of the flame gases, ionization by impact does 
not appear to be possible. The equivalent potential fall-of an 
electron in temperature equilibrium may be deduced from 
the energy relation Ve=3mv*. At 2000° we find that V is 
only 0°25 volt. At ordinary temperatures a potential drop of 
at least 5 voltsis necessary for ionization by impact. Thus it 
appears that in a flame the electrons cannot 1onize by impact 
unless either their velocity exceeds the equilibrium value, or 
else the energy required for ionization is much less than at 
normal temperatures. ‘These two points can only be settled 
by further experiments. 

The simplest conceivable type of ionization would be 
the separation of the metal salt into two ions, a positive 
metal ion and a negative acid radicle. That positively 
charged metal atoms exist in the flame seems fairly certain ; 
for Lenard has shown that the salt vapour which exhibits the 
characteristic coloration in the flame is positively charged. 
It has, however, been established that the coloration of a 
flame is quite independent of its ionization*. For instance, 
if chloroform be sprayed into a salted flame, the coloration 
disappears, but the conductivity is scarcely affected. These 

ggest very strongly that besides the metal ions 
(which cause the characteristic colour), some smaller ions are 
present which produce the conductivity of the flame: all 
observers agree that the salts of all alkali metals produce an 
ion. of the same mobility; lithium with an atomic mass of 7, 
for example, produces a similar ion to czesium whose atomic 
mass is 133. Professor Wilson ft has recently made an 
attempt to explain this by supposing that the ions are really 
metal atoms, but that the charged life of the ion increases 
with the atomic mass of the metal. To get the apparent con- 
stancy of mobility that is observed, one must assume that 
the charged life of the atom varies as the square root of its 
mass. The experimental test that Professor Wilson has 
deduced for this law leads to values of the “ true’? mobility 
which are three times greater than those deduced from the 
equation k=re/mv ; such a discrepancy seems too large to 
justify the law suggested. Franck and Pringsheim{ have 
recently examined a flame consisting of hydrogen and chlorine. 

* Smithells, Wilson, and Dawson, Proc. Roy. Soc. lxiv. 1898. 
+ H. A. Wilson, Phil. Mag. June 1911. 
t Franck and Pringsheim, Deutsch. Phys. Ges. xiii, p. 8 (1911). 
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They found that if a salt bead were introduced, the negative ions 
were much larger than the positive. On account of the strong 
attraction of the chlorine atoms for electrons, the negative 
ions were atoms of chlorine, the positive ions being most 
probably the hydrogen atoms. The exact mobilities could 
not be determined ; but it was found that the positive ion 
had less than one-tenth the mass of the negative ion, 7. e. the 
chlorine atom. All the experimental evidence at our disposal 
leads one to imagine that the positive flame ion, though pri- 
marily due to the metal salt, is not an atom of the metal, 

_ but some smaller body that is always present in the flame. 

Summary. 

(1) The mobility of the positive ion due to salt vapours in 
a Bunsen flame has been measured at intervals of temperature 
ranging between 1150° and 1950° absolute. 

(2) Down to 1300° all salts of all conducting metals produce 
the same ion; below this temperature the ion due to mono- 
valent metals has a greater mobility than that due to divalent 
metals. 

(3) Between 1950° and 1400° the mobility varies as the 
square root of the temperature, and corresponds closely to 
that caleulated for a hydrogen atom. Below 1400° the 
mobility drops very rapidlv, as if extensive clustering took 
place. 

In conclusion I desire to express my thanks to Professor 
Sir J. J. Thomson for his encouragement and advice during 
the course of these experiments. 

LXXVI. The Motility of Positive Ions produced from Honiea 
Aluminium ae ae in Gases at Low Pressures. By 
Georce W. Topp, W.Se., B.A., 1851 Hehibition Scholar of 
Birmingham University ; ; Hmmanuel College, Cambridge *. 

Introduction. 

Ae the present time, when practically all phenomena 
connected with the passage of electricity through 

gases can be explained by the presence of ions, any experi- 
ments which bring to light new properties concerning ions 
are valuable. Most of what is known of the structure 
of ions has been obtained from determinations of their 
mobilities. The present paper is concerned with the mo- 
bilities of the positive ions in gases at low pressures. Over 

* Communicated by Sir J. J: Thomson, F.R.S. 
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a wide range of pressures Rutherford *, Langevin f, and 
Wellisch ¢ have shown that the product of pressure and 
mobility is constant for a particular gas. Langevin took 
observations down to a pressure of 7°5 cm. of mercury, and 
found in the case of the negative ions in air and carbon 
dioxide when the pressure was below 20 em., that the 
product of pressure and mobility increased rapidly with 
diminution of pressure, while in the case of the positive ions 
there was only a tendency to increase. Kovarik § has 
determined the mobilities of the negative ions in air and 
carbon dioxide down to pressures of 1 em., and he finds that 
the product of the pressure and mobility continues to increase 
very rapidly. 

The writer has shown || that the mobility of the positive 
ions produced by means of X-rays in gases at low pressures 
obeys the inverse pressure law down to a few milimetres of 
mercury. ‘The experiments could not be carried further 
owing to the fact that the ionization produced by X-rays 
becomes very feeble at low pressures. 

From his experiments, Langevin came to the conclusion 
that the abnormal increase in the mobility at low pressures 
was due to the dissociation of groups of molecules, of which 
he considered the ion to consist at higher pressures. There 
is evidence also, at any rate for the negative ion, for the view 
that the ion consists of a single molecule with a corpuscle 
attached, and that the latter at low pressures is continually 
migrating from one molecule to another, thus existing for a 
fraction of time in the free state. 

It would be interesting to see whether the positive ion 
behaves in a manner similar to the negative ion at low 
pressures. The difficulty in such an investigation is in 
obtaining a sufficient number of ions to work with at low 
pressures. It is well known, however, that certain salts 
when strongly heated yield a copious supply of positive 
electricity, and this fact solved the difficulty. The experi- 
ments described in the paper last quoted were continued, 
using as a source of positive ions strongly heated aluminium 
phosphate an especially good salt for the purpose—with the 
object of measuring mobilities at much lower pressures. 

* Camb. Phil. Soc. Proc. ix. p. 410. 
+ Annales de Chimie, vii. p. 23 (1903). 
t Vhil. Trans. A. ceix. p. 249. 
§ Phys. Rev. xxx. 4, p. 420. 
|} Camb. Phil. Soc. Proce. xvi. p. 21. 
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Apparatus and Methed. 

A diagrammatical representation of the apparatus is shown 
in fig. 1. Pwasa carefully insulated metal plate surrounded 
by a guard-ring and connected to a tilted electroscope. At 
a distance of 5:0 cm. below P and parallel to it was a metal 
gauze G which could be connected to a source of alternating 
potential, of which the maximum could be altered as desired 

_ by means of the potentiometer arrangement at R. This was 

Fig. 1. 

\ 

a copper sulphate resistance with its ends connected to the 
terminals of the alternating circuit, one of which was earthed. 
In most of the observations this alternating circuit was ob- 
tained from the town mains, but in some of the later obser- 
vations the alternations of the field were produced by means 
of a rotating commutator which will be described later. By 
moving the copper disk d up or down in the solution, varying 
alternating potentials were tapped off for the gauze G. 
About a centimetre below the metal gauze were two thin 
strips of platinum on which aluminium phosphate had been 
deposited. These strips of platinum could be heated toa 
desired temperature by passing a current through them from 
an insulated battery of accumulators A, which was connected 
to the positive terminal of the cells C, so that the strips were 
always at a constant positive potential above the gauze G. 
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Thus when the platinum was heated a constant stream of 
positive ions was directed to the gauze and into the alter- 
nating field between it and the electroscope plate P. 

If w= velocity of the ion per volt per centimetre, and 
d = distance between the gauze and the electroscope plate, 
then, if al any instant the gauze is at a potential H, the 
velocity of the ion at that instant will be uH/d. 

Let the potential KE = $(t) where $(t) is a periodic function 
of the time. 

For an ion to reach the electroscope plate we must have 
4 

gael BY sigh TN. $0 dt 
where T is the period of alternation of the electric field. 

t 
In most of the experiments H = Ky sin oT : 

hence d= ue 
dw 

a” 
or a ET 

The voltmeter gives the “ effective ” vaJue e of the alterna- 
ting potential, hence, if the instantaneous value H= Hsin pt, 

then E,= V2.e. No correction was made for induction 
between the plates, the correction amounting to less than 
one per cent. The distance between the eiectroscope plate 
and the gauze was d=5:0 cm., and the number of alter- 
nations per second was 90, so that the mobility is given by 

5010 
—— ° 

é 

In making a determination of the mobility the pressure 
was brought down to required dimensions by means of a 
mercury pump and read on a McLeod gauge. The electro- 
scope was then insulated and the alternating potential 
switched on. If this potential was more than sufficient to 
make the ions getting through the gauze travel the distance 
d in T/2 the leaf would move across the scale of the electro- 
scope. With the maximum alternating potential less than a 
certain critical value there would be no charge communicated 
to the electroscope. At each pressure a curve was drawn 
showing the relation between the current communicated to 
the electroscope and the effective value e of the alternating 
potential, and where this curve cut the axis (P, fig. 2) gave 
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ee 
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the critical value of e from which the mobility for that 
pressure was determined. 

Fig. 2. 
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In some later experiments the alternating field was pro- 
duced by means of the commutator shown in fig. 3. The 
shaded portions represent metal and the unshaded portions 
insulation. Brushes in contact at A and B were connected 

to an insulated source of potential. Two more brushes were 
placed at C and D at a distance apart equal to that between 
the centres of consecutive metal strips, so that when A was in 

Fig. 3. 

connexion with C, B would be in connexion with D. One of 
these, say C, was connected to earth and the other, D, to 
the potentiometer R (fig. 1), the other end of the latter being 
earthed. The commutator was driven by an electric motor and 
the speed regulated by adjusting the gear and current. Such 
an arrangement gave a curve of potential thus (fig. 4) :— 

Fig. 4. 

The points m, n, 9, p were equidistant. 
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Tt has been shown that for an ion just to reach the plate 
of the electroscope 

wie Uu z 

= Ee d a, Pi ) dt 

U 
ee [area now], 
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see shaded portion above, 
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where n is the number of alternations per second, 

_ And? _ 100n 
eirel) RICl By iG ne ° 

The mobility was obtained in the usual way by plotting 
the curreut to the electroscope and the maximum alternating 
potential, while the number of revolutions of the commutator 
per second was maintained constant. The rate of rotation 
was tested before and after every reading with a stopwatch. 
With this commutator one could obtain up te 450 alternations 
per second. 

Haperiments. 

There was no difficulty in making observations at much 
lower pressures than in former experiments. The stream of 
positive ions could be regulated by altering the heating cur- 
rent through the platinum strips to give any convenient rate 
of deflexion of the electroscope leaf in any gas. Using the 
town mains as the source of alternating potential mobilities 
up to five or six thousand centimetres per second could be 
measured, and with the more rapid alternations produced by 
the commutator one could measure mobilities of fifty thousand 
centimetres per second. As the electroscope plate required 
about O°1 volt to carry the leaf across the timed portion of 
the scale, readings were not taken with alternating potentials 
having a maximum of less than one volt. A fuither limit 
was imposed on the observations by the increase in the mean 
free path with diminution of pressure. When the distance 
between the plates was less than about fifty free paths, 
readings were not taken. 

In the first experiments a curious result was found. As 
the pressure was lowered the mobilities increased inversely as 
the pressure until about one millimetre was reached. At this 
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point the mobility of the ion reached a maximum value and 
then continued to fall gradually as the pressure diminished. 
The position of this maximum varied in different gases and 
slightly in the same gas. It was found later that this fall in 
mobility was due to the presence of water vapour. When 
great care was taken to dry the gas by allowing it to stand 
over phosphorus pentoxide for several days, and when the 
pressure in the apparatus before the introduction of this dry 
gas had been kept below 0°001 mm. of mercury by means of 
a charcoal tube and liquid air for some hours, it was found 
that the mobility continued to increase and at a greater rate 
than the inverse pressure law requires. Fig. 5 is a curve 

Fig. 5. 
1500 

B00 

200 

pressu re mm. —> 

showing the relation between the mobility and pressure for 
air when water vapour is present. The pressure at which the 
mobility begins to fall is in the same region as that in which 
the product of the pressure and the mobility begins to increase 
for the dry gas. 

At ordinary pressures water vapour has practically no 
effect on the velocity of the positive ion, while it invariably 
retards the negative ion. 
When the pressure was in the neighbourhood of 0-1 mm., 

it was noticed that ionization by collision of the positive ions 
took place if the maximum alternating potential was suffi- 
ciently great. The negative ions produced having presumably 
much bigger mobilities reached the electroscope plate in 
greater numbers than the positive ions, thus giving a negative 
charge to the leaf, so that the curve OPQ (fig. 2) would 
suddenly bend over at Q and cross the axis of potential. The 
effect diminished and disappeared as the free path arrived at 
dimensions comparable with the distance between the plates. 
Pit Mag. S. 6, Vol: 22) Newtaly Nour T9tt 3G; 
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The results of the experiments with carefully dried gases 
are given in the following tables. Those marked * were 
obtained with the commutator. 

Air. CO,. 

Pressure. | Mobility. | Product. Pressure. | Mobility. | Product. 

; 5°15 mm. 146 74-7 
Sages sae ie 9:43 319 G73 

3-02 nase 101 “99 895. | ees 
1-20 Q76 105 "750 1280 96°5 
1:13 918 104 ‘600 2640 158 

“875 1715 150 “482 4190 203 
-600 3830 930 * -410 5060 207 

572 4990) 249 393 6590 258 

* -540 6810 268 935 9810 231 
“452 7590 340 * 190 27200 51d 

* -260 10800 389 * 145 25600 Syl 

* 200 17500 350 * -J20 51800 621 

% 9155 30200 467 © Fil OS 71900 741 

2.150 47600 714 
aa it) () 74100 890 
a S10) 68600 822 Chik 
* -115 67800 780 

Pressure. | Mobility. | Product. 

4:31 mm. 326 141 
3°60 384 138 

SQs. 2-78 524 146 
2-20 709 156 

op 1:80 900 162 | 
Pressure. | Mobility. | Product. 1:55 1310 992 

— 125 | 2470 310 
3°24 mm. 138 446 | “O75 3980 3a8 

2771 WOT <4 42-4 *820 5710 471 
1:96 219 43:0 
1Ue2XG) 357 42°8 MMi... 0... 

1:02 440 44-9 : 
890 487 39-9 Hp. 
*675 S62 42-0 - 

Ss ie ey Pressure. | Mobility. | Product. 

a ae, Bes 122mm.) 330 | 403 
280 4005 110-2 vee es ae 
262 Bi20 | 150 ee ie i 0A 705 978 690 

a 6:10 1970 1200 
a, | 4°65 3480 1620 
i *1-63 14100 2300 
) *1°25 19200 2400 
i * -260 21800 1890 
| * -700 29100 2040 
ti * +540 43700 2360) 
h * +450 45200 2030 

i | * +400 867002 | 3470? 
0), 
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The curves showing the relation betwcen the pressure and 
the product of the pressure and mobility for the various 
gases are shown in fig. 6. It will be noticed that the 
pressure at which the product begins to increase rapidly is 
approximately inversely as the density of the gas. 

mobility x pressure 

0 05 LO 5 20 25 30 35 4/0 “es 

P ressure mm. 

The values for the mobilities at the higher pressures are 
practically the same as for the ions produced by X-rays, 
indicating that the particles which are ejected by the 
aluminium phosphate transfer their charges on collision to 
the gas molecules. In the author’s previous paper on this 
subject the product of the pressure and mobility for hydrogen 
was rather low, and did not increase in the same region of 
pressure as it has been found to do in the present experi- 
ments. This was due to the fact that no care was taken to 
use dry and pure gas in the former experiments. 

Some experiments were made to see whether the mobility 
depended on the rate of ace of the field. It might 

3G 2 
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be possible that the positively charged particle emitted by 
the heated phosphate required a finite time for the ionic 
cluster to form round it. In that case, as soon as this finite 
time became comparable with the time taken by the ion to 
travel between the plates, the mobility would show an 
abnormal increase. ‘Typical results with air at pressures 
above and below that at which the mobilities begin their 
abnormal increase, are given in the following tables. The 
mobility did not depend on the rate of alternation of the 
field. 

Pressure = 1°585 mm. 

Rate of alternation | Critical potential Mobility. 

(2). (Ko). 

25 3°88 644 

38 58 708 

41 601 . 681 

86 136 630 

115 AW Gs: 658 

169 25°4 665 

Pressure = °742 mm. 

n. E). U. 

96 3°82 2520 

111 482 2280 

149 6°35 2350 

180 8:16 2210 

2040. 8°20 2490 

The results of the experiments point to some change in 
the structure of the positive ion at low pressures. It may be 
(a) that the ion isa cluster of molecules which eventuall 
breaks up into a single charged molecule, or ()) that there is 
a positive unit smaller than the molecule which at low 
pressures is able to migrate from one cluster of molecules to 
another. It is interesting with regard to (>) that Lusby * 

* Camb. Phil. Soe. xvi. p. 26. 

ee 
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has shown that the carrier of the positive current in flames 
above a certain critical temperature is independent of the 
salt introduced into the flame and the flame-gases, and is of 
the mass of a hydrogen atom, while below the critical 
temperature the carrier is much more massive, and depends 
on the salts used in the flame. 

Size of the Ion.—WLangevin has deduced from the kinetic 
theory of gases the formula for the mobility of anion k=ed/mv. 
It would be interesting to calculate the approximate values: 
of the masses of the ions in the various gases using this 
expression, and to compare them with the masses of the 
molecules. In the expression for the mobility % and » 
represent the mean free path and the velocity of thermal 
agitation of the ion. The mean free path of a molecule in 
a gas in which there are n, molecules per unit volume, each 
having a diameter ps, is given by 

mare — Ti Pong V2. 

The mean free path of an ion of mass m, in the gas whose 
molecules have, say, mass mp, is given by 

eee Pi + pe mM, + M2 
SN Gece LL Rsaer care rare 4 Tee! 2 Mg 

where p, is the diameter of the ion. Hence the ratio dv for 
the molecule to that of the ion is 

Bea / Ea Vee [mt 
2 pe Dieta 2) ps 2m, -’ 

since m,v,7 = m,r,”. The relations between the mass and 
diameter for the ion and molecule are not known, so that a 
definite value cannot be given to this ratio; but the trial of 
probable values will show that for an approximation no very 
grave error will be committed in assuming it to be unity. 
in the following table (p. 802) the mass of the ion has been 
obtained from & = ed/mv, assuming the ratio A/v to be the 
same for the ion and molecule. 

Calculating m from the formula k = eA/mv, it appears 
that the ion at ordinary pressures consists of a group of 
several molecules round the positive charge, and at very low 
pressures the group dissociates into a less complex group. 

In the cases of air, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen, the 
experiments were carried out to as low a pressure as possible. 
There is a suggestion of a flattening in the air-curve when 
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the product of pressure and mobility has a value of about 
360, and the same thing occurs in the case of carbon dioxide 
at approximately 240. If these bends in the curve are real, 

Mass of Ue 
Gas. | molecule A(0® & 760) v(0°). 

AY ek Ordinary press.| Lowest press. 

aga eae 2 1780 169800 | 25 (12 mols.) | 5( 2 mols.) 

CH esa G 800 60000 | *96:( Ge). )¥| 29 Gea 

Asis, Fae 29 960 44700 |216( 7% 7.) ) | 24 ealaueme 

COP. tr 44 650 36100 |243'¢ 5) | al 25) aes 

SOs: 64 470 29800 |361(6 4, ) 07 ( 2a as y 

it means that the ion at that stage of its dissociation becomes 
very stable, and resists disintegration until the pressure is 
lowered further. This stage in both air and carbon dioxide 
corresponds to an ion consisting of about two molecules. 

In the case of hydrogen the product of pressure and 
mobility remains fairly constant between 4‘0 mm. and Q°5 mm. 
pressure, and it could not be ascertained whether the mobility 
increased again at lower pressures because the limit of the 
apparatus had been reached. This stage in hydrogen also 
corresponds to about two molecules to tlie ion. 

Note on the Carriers of the Positive Charge 
from Hot Salts. 

Although several experiments have been made to deter- 
mine what actually is the carrier of the positive charge, the 
question is still uncertain. Sir J. J. Thomson *, who first 
measured the ratio e/m for the positive particles from an 
iron wire and a carbon filament, found that m was about 
26 times the hydrogen atom, and he suggested that the 
carrier might be the molecule of carbon monoxide, because 
the spectrum of a discharge in the tube gave the carbon- 
monoxide lines. Richardson+ has shown that the mass of 
the positive carrier from heated metals is independent of the 
metal, and is the same as that found by Sir J. J. Thomson. 
He suggested that the carrier was a common impurity in all 

* ‘Conduction in Gases,’ 1906, p. 148. 
T Phil. Mag. xvi. p. 740 (1908). 
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the metals used, and was probably the atom of sodium. 
The spectroscopic work of Horton* points to carbon 
monoxide as the carrier, while Garrett t, from measurements 
of e/m, finds positive particles as small as the hydrogen 
atom. 

In some experiments on the positive leak in different 
gases, Horton { has found that carbon monoxide has a great 
attinity for the positive electricity from a heated phosphate, 
so that when carbon monoxide is present in a gas the positive 
leak is practically wholly carried by the carbon-monoxide 
molecules. 

It is well known that the carbon-monoxide spectrum 1s 
invariably visible in a discharge-tube. Heating the tube or 
prolonging the time of discharge makes the spectrum more 
pronounced. In his experiments on the variation of the 
positive leak from metals with the pressure, Richardson § 
found that heating the walls of his tube with a Bunsen 
burner enormously increased the leak. In one instance 
where the pressure before heating was 0°0005 mm., heating 
for a few minutes increased the leak from 2°2 x 107 amp. 
to 5X 107° amp., 7.¢., 20,000 times, while the gas from the 
walls only sent up the pressure to 07001 mm. He men- 
tioned that this did not depend on the cleanliness of the 
tube. Exactly the same effects were produced after the 
tube had been boiled several times in pure nitric acid and 
rinsed out many times in distilled water. When the walls 
were kept cool by a water-bath no such effect was noticed. 
This emission of carbon monoxide from the walls of a glass 
tube when heated, or during a discharge, probably accounts 
for Horton’s result with the spectroscope. 

As regards the mechanism at the surface of the platinum 
and the phosphaie which produces the positive electrification 
nothing is known. Wilson || points out in a paper recently 
published that aluminium phosphate gives no positive leak 
when heated on a Nernst filament, so that the platinum must 
‘play an important réle in the ionization of the gases present. 
He attributes the increase in the positive leak produced by 
moisture to the reaction of traces of carbon in the platinum 
with the water-vapour giving rise to carbon monoxide and 
hydrogen which readily carry away the positive electricity. 

co) e e 

The evidence seems to show that if carbon monoxide 

# Proc. Roy. Soc. A. Ixxxiv. 1910. 
7 Pini Mag. xx, p./oS82 (1910). 
{ Proc. -Camb: Phil. Soc. xvi. p. 89: 
Sein RranswAGreewal pe 1! 
| Phil. Mag. xxi. p. 634 (1911). 
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forms a sufficient proportion of the gas present its molecules 
carry the positive current. At the pressures used in the 
experiments described in the present paper, where the 
proportion of carbon monoxide from the walls of the vessel 
would be exceedingly small, the positive current is carried 
by groups of the gas-molecules. 

Conclusions. 

i. The positive electricity emitted by heated aluminium 
phosphate forms ions in the gas present identical with the 
ious produced by X-rays, showing that the positive particle, 
whatever it is, which is emitted from the salt hands over the 
charge to the gas-molecules on collision. 

2. The mobility of the positive ion is inversely propor- 
tional to the pressure of the gas down toa certain low 
critical pressure approximately proportional inversely to the 
density of the gas, below which pressure the mobility 
increases very rapidly. 

3. The presence of water-vapour, which has very little 
effect. on the mobility of the positive ion in regions where 
the inverse-pressure law holds, has a big effect when the 
pressure is below that region, making the mobility less than 
that required by the inverse-pressure law. 

4, The rapid increase in the mobility at very low pressures 
may be due to the cluster of molecules forming the ion 
breaking up into a less complex group; or it may be due to 
the existence of a positive unit which exists in the free state 
for a short time at low pressures ; or both these possibilities 
may hold good. Calculating the mass of the ion from the 
formula k = ed/mv gives numbers indicating that the ion 
consists at ordinary pressures usually of about six molecules, 
and in the case of hydrogen of about twelve, round the 
positive charge. These groups break up at low pressures, 
giving an increased mobility. 

5. In the cases of air and carbon dioxide the measure- 
ments at the lowest possible pressures show that the positive 
charge is carried by something less than the molecule of the 
gas. This may be due to the existence of a universal 
positive unit, or it may be due to hydrogen which the 
platinum probably contained. 

In conclusion, the author expresses his sincerest thanks to 

Professor Sir J. ‘ae Thomson for his kind encouragement and 

persistent interest in the experiments. 
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LXXVII. The Radioactive Properties of High Temperature 
Flames. By H. Carver, A.R.C.Sc., B.Sc., Royal College 
of Science, London*. 

Object of the Hxperiments. 

ee is at the present time no well-authenticated case 
where radioactivity is called into existence by any 

artificial process. All the known phenomena in this branch 
of science are due to the spontaneous atomic disintegration 
observed in the naturally active substances. 

If such an atomic disintegration can, under any circum- 
stances, be set going artificially, it seems likely that this 
would oecur in cases where large quantities of energy are 
being set free in a small volume. Such cases are those of 
the electric arc, the spark, and the oxyhydrogen and oxy- 
acetylene blowpipe flames. 

It is practically impossible to test with any great refine- 
ment for the emission of « radiation in any of these processes, 
on account of the enormous ionization of non-radioactive 
origin already present. Very searching tests can, however, 
be made for 8 radiation, which may “be looked for at a 
convenient distance from the place where energy is being 
dissipated. Such tests form the subject of the present paper. 

General Description. 

A gold-leaf electrosecope was used throughout the tests, 
the method of procedure, stated very generally, being to 
compare the rate of leak of the electroscope when under the 
influence of the source with the rate of leak obtained when 
the electroscope was shielded from the action of the source. 

The cases investigated were the electric arc, the oxy- 
hydrogen and oxyacetylene blowpipe flames, and the electric 
spark. 

The chief difficulties encountered were, practically speaking, 
common to all the cases, and were: heating of the electro- 
scope by the source, causing temperature variations through- 
out a test, the presence of ionized air near the electroscope, 
and, in the case of the spark, choice of a suitable cover for 
the electroscope. 

The arrangement of the electroscope is shown in the 
diagram attached (fig. 1), and this is, te a large extent, self- 
explanatory. 

* Communicated by the Hon. R. J. Strutt, F.R.S. 
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ron (cont... 
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It consisted of an electroscope in a cubical sheet zine 

case ©, provided with an insulated charging-rod R. The 

insulation of the electroscope was provided by the sealing- 

wax sleeve S. A thermometer T, reading up to 380° C., 

passed through the case and was fixed in position by paraffin- 

wax. The case was provided with two windows of sheet 

mica and a microscope with an eyepiece scale. 
The cover of the electroscope, L, consisted of a diaphragm 

of thin metal mounted between two plates of zine or card- 

board for support. This cover and all joints in the case of 

the electroscope were rendered air-tight by a thick layer 

of paraffin-wax, thus precluding ail possibility of ionized air 

entering the electroscope. 
Temperature changes were guarded against by fitting a 

cover provided with a jacket for circulating water over the 

whole of the apparatus.. This cover was painted dead black 

inside, so as to diminish internal reflexion and prevent phloto- 

electric effects from disturbing the test. 

The eyepiece scale was illuminated by a 16 c.p. electric 

Jamp placed about 5 feet from the apparatus. This lamp 

was kept on throughout the tests, so that the illumination 

inside the case was always the same. 
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The Direct-current Are. 

A hand-feed arc-lamp of the type generally used for 
projection purposes was used. The base-plate of this lamp 
was screwed to the side of a small table, and in this way the 
are was brought over the cover of the electruscope, and no 
trouble experienced with shadows from the frame and 
mechanism of the lamp. The distance between the are and 
cover was 7 inches. A steel tube 5 feet in length and 
1} inch in diameter was fitted directly over the arc to assist 
in removing ionized air from the neighbourhood of the 
electroscope and to reduce the heating eftect. 

A. sheet of copper foil 0°06 mm. thick soldered between 
two pieces of sheet zinc was first used as a cover, but a 
sheet of thin tinfoil mounted with cardboard was afterwards 
substituted. 

The method of carrying out the test was as follows: the 
electroscope was charged and the circulating water turned 
on some time before the apparatus was required to get rid 
of soaking effects in the insulation of the electroscope and to 
allow a steady temperature to be attained. The electro- 
scope was never allowed to become completely discharged to 
overcome the soaking effect. After a steady state had been 
reached, readings of deflexion, time, and temperature were 
taken at 10 minutes’ interval, over periods varying from one 
to two hours. A thick block of iron was then placed 
between the cover of the electroscope and the arc, and 
a blank experiment run with all the other conditions 
precisely the same as before. By this means any light 
or heating effects were eliminated, so any difference found 
between the two rates of leak must have been due to 
the passage of ionizing rays through the cover of the 
electroscope. 

As a confirmation, and in order to test the accuracy with 
which the rate of leak would repeat itself, variations in the 
method were made as follows: a blank test was run followed 
by an exposed test, two blank tests were run consecutively, 
and two exposed tests consecutively. 
A large number of tests were run in this manner and 

curves of time and deflexion plotted in each case. Hxamples 
of these are given below (Table I. and fig. 2). 
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Test 1.—Arc: Exposed test followed by blank test. 

Electroscope exposed. 

Time 
(minutes). 

Deflexion. 

18-95 
18°15 
17°6 
16-95 
16°25 
15'9 
15:05 
14:3 
14°15 
13°9 
13°15 

Co): 

14°4 
14:6 
143 

14-7 
14:8 
14-75 
14°8 

14°83 
148 
14°85 

Mean 14°7. 

Temperature 
° 

Time 
(minutes). 

De flexion. 

19°0 
18°5 
18:05 
17°55 
17-05 
16°65 
16-1 
15°6 
15:0 
145 

Electroscope shielded. 

Temperature 
(SA Oy 5 

14°8 
146 
14°7 
14:7 
14:8 
14°85 
148 
148 
14°83 

Mean 14°75. 

Test 2.—Are: Shielded test followed by exposed test. 

Electroscope shielded. 

0 19°95 15°5 
10 19°6 156 
20 19:1 15°45 
30 18-9 15°5 
40 18:5 155 
50 18:1 15°55 
60 Wi9 15°65 
70 17°5 156 
80 ELD 15 45 
90 169 156 

100 16°65 15°65 

Mean 15°55. 

Test 3. 

0 72 ESB: 
10 16°95 16°03 
20 168 16-2 
30 16°35 15:9 
40 15:95 15:7 
50 15:4 15:9 
60 15°05 16°05 
70 14°55 16:1 
80 141 16°1 
90 13:95 16-03 

Mean 16:0 

20°75 
20°2 
19°85 
19°15 
18°95 
18:45 
18-05 
17°85 
2D 
16°95 

16°05 
15:9 
15°3 
14:9 
14-25 
13°95 
13°25 
12°95 
12°5 

Electroscope exposed. 

15-7 
15°45 
15°3 
15°35 
15°35 
15°4 
15°57 
156 
15°55 
15°5 

Mean 15°5 

Arc: Two consecutive exposed tests. 

16:1 
16°05 
16:07 
16:07 
1671 
16:0 
16:0 
15°97 
15°95 

Mean 16:05 

$$ 
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Tas iE I. (continued). 

Test 4.—Are: Two consecutive blank tests. 

Electroscope shielded. | Electroscope exposed. 

Time . Temperature Time . Temperature 
(ainutes))) D°O2 | go). | Gninutes). | oo 

0 17°55 16°65 0 Vere 16°75 
10 16°75 16°35 | 10 17-05 | 16°6 
20 15°9 16°55 20 16°5 17-0 
30 156 16°65 30 16:1 17°25 
40 1571 16°8 | 40 16-05 17°15 
50 14°95 16°55 | 50 15°85 16°75 
60 14:55 16:2 | 60 15:2 16°8 
70 14:05 16-2 70 14-95 all 
80 13°5 16°6 80 14:3 Alife 5) 
90 isl 16°95 90 14:5 16°85 

Mean 16:55 Mean 16°95 

2° 49 co BO 1/06 120 140 160 180 
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Conclusions. 

Only very small differences between the two rates of leak 
were obtained, and these lay within the limits within which 
two tests carried out under precisely the same conditions 
could be made to fall. 

This showed that no ionizing rays capable of penetrating 
a thin sheet of tinfoil, after traversing the small distance in 
air between the are and the cover, necessary on account .of 
the great heating effect, were given off from the are. 

The Oxy-Coal-gas Blowpipe. 

The general arrangement of the apparatus used in this 
case was exactly the same as in the previous one, except that 
a cowl of tin plate was fitted to the bottom of the chimney 
to adapt it for use with the long narrow blowpipe flame. 

An ordinary injector blowpipe was used coupled to the 
gas-mains and an oxygen cylinder. This was held in a 
clamp above the outer case of the electroscope, the distance 
between the flame and the cover being 5 cm. 

As in the last case, tests were run with blank test following 
an exposed one and wice versd, the procedure throughout 
being the same. 

The Oxyacetylene Blowpipe. 

The same arangement was again used. The same blow- 
pipe was used and fed with acetylene from a 60 cub. ft. 
cylinder of dissolved acetylene supplied by the Acetylene 
Illuminating Co. 

A non-return water-valve included was in the circuit as a 
safety device, but it was chiefly used as a manometer for 
regulating the acetylene supply. Some trouble was ex- 
perienced through the popping back of the flame due to 
overheating of the blowpipe, but this was overcome by 
cooling the nozzle by means of strips of copper-foil dipping 
into a dish of cold water, which was frequently refilled. 

The distance between the flame and the cover was again 
about 5 cm. 

At first a good deal of trouble was experienced in getting 
reoular readings, but this was overcome by paying special 
attention to the temperature regulation. The same procedure 
as in the previous tests was adopted. 

Examples of curves and readings obtained from the two 
blowpipes are given below (Table II. and fig. 3). 
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Test 6.—Oxyhydrogen blowpipe 
by exposed. 

Hlectreseope shielded. 

0 19°5 16°15 0 
10 18°95 16°2 10 
20 18°55 1671 20 
32 18-1 160 30 
40 17:9 15°95 41 
50 17°25 15°95 50 
60 17:0 16-0 60 
70 16°6 16:05 70 
80 1671 16°15 80 
90 15°95 16°15 80 

Mean 16°05 

Test 7.—Oxyacetylene blowpipe : 

(0° C.). 
Temperature 

13'1 
13°2 
13°55 
13°55 
13°25 
13°15 
13°4 
13°55 

Mean 13°35 

Tasue II. 

Test 5.—Oxyhydrogen blowpipe: exposed test followed 

3 y blank. 

Electroscope exposed. Electroscope shielded. 

Time : Temperature||/ Time : 
(minutes). a eeezion.: (O2;€7): (minutes). Bee. 

oF 1 ees 134 0 18-9 
10 18°6 13°35 10 18°15 
20 18:05 13°15 20 17:9 
30 17 65 13-15 30 17°85 
40 17-05 13°2 40 17°5 
50 16°9 13°35 52 17:09 
60 16°45 13:3 64 16-4 
70 16:05 13:1 70 16:2 
79 15°9 13:1 79 1671 

Mean 13°25 | 

: blank test followed 

Electroscope exposed. 

19-4 
18°95 
18°25 
iGo 
17°25 
17:0 
16°65 
16°25 
15°95 
15°55 

16:2 
15°95 
15-9 
15-95 
15°95 
16°05 
1671 
161 

16:2 

Mean 16°05 

exposed test followed 
by blank. 

Electroscope exposed. Electroscope shielded. 

0 19°95 148 0 20:2 14:7 
11 195 14:55 10 19°9 14:8 
20 19°] 14°55 26 19°83 153 
3 18°9 146 30 19°45 47, 
40 18:6 14°85 A492 19:05 14:8 
50 18:25 148 50 18:9 15:25 
60 18:05 14:8 72 18°65 14:45 
70 17:9 14-7 

Mean 14°65 
Mean 14°85 
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TaBLE IT. (continued). 

Test 8.—Oxyacetylene blowpipe : blank test followed 
by exposed. 

Electroscope exposed. Electroscope shielded. | 

Time . Temperature Time . Temperature 
femmes). | Detexion. | (92.0), |li(minutes). | PPO". | “(0° G). 

0 20°4 15°95 0 19:03 15°6 
12 19°95 16°15 10 189 15 85 
20 Gy tee 16:3 20 18°35 156 
30 19-4 163 31 18:1 16°15 
40 19:3 16:3 40 18:05 15°95 
50 18°95 15'8 50 17°8 16°15 
60 18°65 16°35 60 17°45 16:3 
70 18°4 16°3 70 1715 16°05 

Mean 16:2 Mean 16°0 

Fig. 3 
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Conclusions. 

The curves obtained from the two blowpipes show’ 
practically no difference between the two rates of leak. The 
results are more conclusively negative than those obtained 
from the arc, as a much smaller distance between the flame 
and the cover of the electroscope could be used. 

The Electric Spark. 

For these tests a 6-inch spark-coil with hammer break 
run from an 18-volt supply was used. Brass reds were fitted 
to the ends of the ordinary sparking terminals, to bring the 
spark over the cover of the electroscope. A condenser was 
placed across the spark-gap, which was about 1 mm. in length. 

The same arrangement of electroscope and water-jacket 
adopted in previous cases was used. In order to decrease 
the distance between the spark and the cover of the electro- 
scope a small hemispherical bowl of iron fitting in the hole 
in the water-jacket was used as the sereen in the blank 
experiments. The spark was kept on continuously, so that 
the conditions of the two tests were exactly similar. 

The chief difficulty in this part of the work was found to 
lie in the choice of a sate A cover for the electroscope. 
The copper-foil used in the previous experiments and a thick 
tinfoil mounted with cardboard showed no difference 
between the rates of leak in the blank and shielded tests. 
A thinner tinfoil and very thin aluminium leaf mounted 
with cardboard were found to give way very quickly, probably 
on account of hot particles of brass thrown off from the 
electrodes and the impact of the spark. When working with 
these defective covers very large rates of leak were obtained 
in the exposed experiments, probably on account of the 
entrance of lonized air into the case of the electroscope, and 
due to the action of entladungstrahlen. 

Finallv, a more satisfactory cover was made by fixing a 
sheet of aluminium leaf to each side of a square piece e of 
wire gauze, mounting this with cardboard, and waxing to the 
case of the electroscope as before, 

To minimize the possibility of entrance of ionized air into 
the chamber of the electroscope, the steel chimney used for the 
other experiments was fitted, an auxiliary draught being 
provided by a small gas-jet burning at the end of a fine 
glass tube inside the chimney. 

Shielded and exposed curves were now obtained as before. 
in which there was no appreciable difference between the two 
rates of leak. 

The distance between the spark-gap and the cover was 
2k ; ; 378) Cli. 
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Specimens of these results are given below (Table II. and 
fig. 4). 

Tasue Ill. 

Test 9 ae 2 Cover of copper-foil. 

Electroscope exposed. Electroscope shielded. 

Time | | Ded ‘Temperature Time | emetices Temperature 
(minutes). ~~ © ar | (U° C.). || (minutes). eer (O> C5); 

ee 239. Tego ee OL sak soaeg aes 
21 1 22:05 1445 | 26 i 22:65 14-2 
36 i 22 14°35 | 51 21°9 14-25 
a p 21-9 14°25 | 74 poll Io 14°35 
70 21-2 14:25 | 85 | 20°95 144 
93 fe Zuo 14-4 | 

| | ieee! | Mean 14:4 | 

Test 10m stark « cover of thicker tinfoil. 
Bs 7 Paras. | A 

0 rales) 14:8 | 0 ig wills es | 14-7 
bi 1 20:0 14-7 Ge Kal R08.) 1k ase 
66 195 14-75 37 20 | 14-7 
83 ip 19:05 147 | 69 Pore Or ot 14 55 

| Tine eter halve iets 
| wens | Mean 14°65 | 

Test 11.—Spark: cover of aluminium leaf with 
Wire gauze, 

Electroscope shielded. | Electroscope exposed. 

Meee tl * ee WS Megs it pore 16-5 
90 peels) 16°45 23 |) 2456 16°55 
36 We 213 165 | 58 2) 164 

| | Mean 16°5 | | | Mean 16°5 

Test 12.—Spark : cover of aluminium leaf with 
7 wire gauze. 

0 | 250 17-6 0 | 25°4 17:8 
Bat}. 22-9 17-7 ae ae a 17-9 

| 4900) 28-9 — 
| 
| Mean 17°85 

Mean 17-65 || 
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Conclusions. 

These results show that the amount of 6 radiation given 
oft from the spark is exceedingly small, if any at all exists. 
lt is most certainly not large enough to account for any 
appreciable fraction of the ionization preduct. 

In conclusion, I wish to express my thanks to Prof. Strutt 
for the valuable advice he has offered throughout the work, 
and the continued interest he has taken in its progress. 

XV Whe Mone of Conduction in Gases. 

| A To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

GENTLEMEN,— 

ie the reply by Sir Oliver Lodge toa letter I wrote to 
the Editors on the mode of conduction in gases, pub- 

lished in the last number of the Philosophical Magazine, it 
is stated, “It is plain that Professor Townsend regards with 

| 
7 
4 
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favour, or, shall we say, holds quite dogmatically, the opinion 
that electric convection ina partial vacuum is effected entirely 
by negatively charged carriers.’ 

This statement is incorrect, as I never held such an opinion, 
and no such explanation of electric convection is to be found 
in any of the papers I have written on that subject. 
How inconsistent the above statement is with the theory 

of sparking which I have published, may be seen if I mention 
the simplest case of the application of the theory of ionization 
by collisions to the explanation of the sparking potential for 
parallel plates ina gas, at pressures above the critical pressure. 
All the leading features of the phenomena can be explained 
on the supposition that equal numbers of positive and negative 
zons are generated by the collisions of the ions with the 
molecules of the gas. A preliminary account of this theory 
was given in the ‘ Hlectrician,’ April 3rd, 1903, and it was 
more fully described in a paper published in the Philo- 
sophical Magazine, November 1903, and in subsequent com- 
munications, 

The underlying principle, which is not of dogmatic origin 
but is founded on experimental evidence, is as follows. 
When negative ions are set free froma metal plate by the 
action of ultra-violet light, and travel through a distance d 
to a parallel plate under a constant force x inna gas at 
constant pressure ?, the number of ions n that arrive at the 
positive electrode is given by the formula n=ne*’, where 
Np is the number of ions set free from the negative electrode, 
the remainder m(e*?—1) being the number generated j in the 
gas. The quantity « represents the number of positive or 
negative ions generated per centimetre by the collisions of a 
negative ion with molecules of the gas, and can easily be 
determined for any given force and pressure. The formula 
for n holds for short distances ; but when d becomes large 
the action of the positive ions begins to have an appreciable 
effect on the currents. If 8 is the number of positive or 
negative ions produced per centimetre by a positive ion in 
traversing a centimetre of the gas, then the total number 
of negative jons arriving at “the positive electrode is 

(a—B)e(s-8)4 
a — Be Bd ? 

of n for the shorter distances as 8 is small compared with a. 
The effects of the positive ions may thus be obtained from 
the currents obtained with the larger values of d when the 
conductivity is maintained with potentials less than the 
sparking potential, by the multiplication of the ions set free 
by the light from the negative electrode. 

=, the two formule giving the same values 
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The values of @ and 8 can thus be determined for any 
force X and pressure p, and it will be seen that when the 
distance between the plates is further increased, and the 
point is reached which makes the quantity Be¢-4 equal 
to a, the denominator of the above fraction vanishes, so that 
n becomes infinite, and a current continues to flow in the 
gas when the action of the light is stopped. According to 
the theory, therefore, the sparking potential for the distance 

d,is XX dj, d, being given by the equation d\= ne = gloe(3). 

When tested experimentally it has been found that the 
sparking potential for the distance d, agrees accurately with 
the theoretical potential in the fifty or sixty cases in which 
the theory has been tested with various gases at different 
pressures. All the ions in the discharge are on this theory 
generated from the molecules of the gas, so that positive and 
negative ions in equal numbers take “part in conducting the 
electricity. Other theories may possibly be pro; osed which 
will account equally well for the observed phenomena; at the 
present time I know of none that do, as the opinions or views 
‘such as those mentioned by Sir Oliver Lodge are founded on 
very loose arguments w hich break down immediately they are 
looked into carefully. : 

Sir Oliver Lodge in his recent letter maintains that there 
is something in his theory of the action of the “ inconspicuous ” 
positive ions, as he has found certain passages with which it 
is consistent in the volume of ‘Recent Researches’ pub- 
lished by Professor Sir J. J. Thomson in 1893. No doubt 
the further one goes back the more likely is one to find 
something consistent with the properties attributed to the 
‘inconspicuous ” positive ions; but even in 1889 no theory 
of the kind was generally accepted ; and in a remarkable 
paper published by Giese (W. Giese, Annalen der Physik und 
Chemie, xxxvil. pp. 576-609, 1889) it was shown most defi- 
nitely that explanations of the conductivity of gases founded 
on the theory that molecules or ions become charged by 
contact with electrodes were absolutely inconsistent: and it 
is interesting to note that it was on the principles formulated 
by Giese to explain the phenomena of the conductivity of 
flames that much of the modern advance in the theory of the 
Conductivity of Gases has been made. 

JOHN S. TOWNSEND. 
Electricai Laboratory, Oxford. 

7th October, 1911. 
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LXXIX. Notices respecting New Books. 

Gesammelte Abhandlungen von FRigpRIcH Koutrauscn. Edited by 
Wituetm Hartiwacus, ADOLF HEYDWEILLER, Kart STRECKER, 
and Orro Wiener. First volume. With a portrait of the 
Author. Pp. xxxv+1108. (Leipzig: J. A. Barth, 1910.) 

HIS collected edition of the scientific papers of the late Dr. 
Kohlrausch represents his life-work. His last manuscript 

was finished scarcely two weeks before his death in January 1910, 
and during the previous Christmas-time he had been planning 
fresh work in collaboration with Dr. Griineisen. No more fitting 
monument then could be erected to him than that formed by 
bringing together his various contributions to science. The pre- 
sent volume includes only the first portion of his numerous inves- 
tigations, viz. those dealing with Electricity, Heat, Optics, absolute 
electrical measurements, and miscellaneous topics. The second 
volume will contain his papers on Electrolysis. In each of the 
above subjects the separate papers are in general arranged in the 
order of their first appearance ; a list of the papers in this order 
serves as a general index. A second list is included, giving all his 
papers in order of appearance. The number of each page of the 
journal, in which any part originally appeared, is given by a 
ammber inserted in square brackets in the text; ; so that a 
reference to the original can be quoted from this collection itself. 

A glance through this collection is suflicient to remind one of 
the important part which Kohlrausch has plaved toward making 
physics into an exact science. Probablv the most noteworthy of 
his contributions under this head are those on the electrochemical 
equivalent of silver (pp. 668-726) and on the absolute value of 
the electrical conduciivity of mereury (pp. 763-885). Both of 
these investigations reveal the nature of the man. Of work of a 
less precise nature we may cite his investigations on “ elastisclie 
Nachwirkung,” occupying practicaily the whole of the first 162 
pages of this volume and including his earliest published work. 
These are only particular instances; his varied activities will be 
better gauged from the statement that 113 separate productions 
are quoted in this volume alone. Every physical investigator will 
be glad to have them in their collected form. 

Outlines of the Theory of Electromagnetism. By GitBerr T. 
Watkur, M.A., Sc.D., RS. Pp. 52. Cambridge University 
Press, 1910. 3s. nett. 

Tis small book consists of a summary of a series of lectures 
delivered before the Calcutta University. It does not claim to 
any originality except in the mode of presenting the subject. It 
forms a most convenient ontline of the subject on vectorial lines. 
The first chapter is as useful an introduction to vector analysis as 
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we have seen. The author is very clear in the way in which he 
demonstrates the insufficiency of the Maxwell-Hertz equations for 
moving media, and outlines the electronic theory of Lorentz. 
Perhaps it is mainly a question of taste, but we do not like the 
use of the term polarisation instead of induction. We are in the 
habit of regarding the term 471 as standing for polarisation. 

LXXX. Proceedings of Learned Societies. 

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

April 26th, 1911.—Prof. W. W. Watts, Sc.D., M.Sce., F.B.S., 
President, in the Chair. 

[Continued from p. 468. ] 

Dr. J. D. Fatconzr, M.A., F.G.S8., gave an account of the 
Geology of Northern Nigeria, illustrating his remarks by means 
of lantern-shdes. He pointed out that the Protectorate of 
Northern Nigeria covers an area of about 255,000 square miles, 
over half of which crystalline rocks are exposed at the surface. A 
series of hard banded gneisses of an Archean type is intermingled 
with a series of quartzites, phyllites, schists, and gneisses of sedi- 
mentary origin, in such a way as to suggest that the two series, 
while originally unconformable, have been at a later period affected 
by a common folding and foliation along axes which are predo- 
minantiy meridional in direction. ‘The two series have also been 
pierced by numerous igneous intrusions of a granitic type, which 
are subdivided into (1) an older, wholly or partly foliated group, 
and (2) a younger non-foliated group, characterized by the pre- 
dominance of soda-bearing types. 

Folded and faulted rocks of Cretaceous age are found in the 
valleys of the Benue and the Gongola, They consist of a lower 
series of sandstones and grits, in places salt-bearing, and an upper 
series of limestones and shales with numerous fossils of Turonian 
age. These Cretaceous rocks are overlain unconformably by a 
horizontal series of sandstones, grits, conglomerates, and ironstones, 
which in Sokoto province contains intercalations of Middle Eocene 
limestone. Considerable volcanic activity occurred during Tertiary 
times, and gave rise to extensive fields of basaltic lava in Bauchi 
and Borau, as also to numerous puys of trachyte, phonolite, olivine- 
basalt, and nepheline-basalt throughout Southern Bauchi, Muri, 
and Yola. Repeated minor oscillations of the crust occurred during 
the latter part of the Tertiary Era, and culminated in the elevation 
of the Bauchi plateau, the depression of the Chad area, and the 
establishment of the present river-system. 
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LXXXI. On the Amount of the Radioactive Products present 
in the Atmosphere. By S. Krnosuira, 8. NIsHikawa, and 
S. Ono*. 

Introduction. 

(1) if is well known that in 1901 Ester and Geitelt+ 
collected radioactive matter from the atmosphere 

on a negatively charged wire, in exactly the same way as 
Rutherford{ had done for thorium deposit. This active 
matter was shown later by Bumstead§ to consist of the 
active deposits of both radium and thorium, which originated 
in the corresponding emanations present in the atmosphere. 
A number of experiments on this subject have since been 
made at various parts of the earth’s surface, the dependence 
of the amount of deposits on the meteorological conditions 
being chiefly investigated. Although this method is supposed 
not to be suited for determining the amount of the emanation 
itself, it is the only way of estimating the relative amounts 
of the radium and thorium emanations in the atmosphere. 
This has been done by Dadourian|| and W. Wilson{, to 
whose work references will be made later. 

* Communicated by Prof. E. Rutherford, F.R.S., having been read 
» on the 8rd June at the Tokyo Mathematico-Physical Society. 

+ Elster and Geitel, Phys. Zett. ii. p. 590 (1901). 
t Rutherford, Phil. Mag. Jan. and Feb. 1900. 
§ Bumstead, Amer, Journ. Sci. vol. xviii. p. 1 (1904). 
li Dadourian, Le Radiwm, April 1908 
{| W. Wilson, Phil. Mag. Feb. 1909. 
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Our principal object in the present experiments was to find 
the relative amounts of these two emanations at Tokyo. We 
have then attempted to elucidate the procedure of deposition 
of the active matters on a negatively charged wire. 

When this paper was ready to appear, T’raité de Ladio- 
activité, by Madame Curie, came in our hand, in which 
similar problems are dealt with*. We have, however, treated 
the problem from a different point of view, of which the full 
account will be here given. 

Heperiments. 

(2) Two copper wires, each ‘5 mm. thick, 27 metres long, 
and insulated at both ends, were horizontally stretched in 
the N.S.-direction between two posts at the heights of 6-5 and 
1-5 metres respectively from the ground in Ais south yard 
of our laboratory building. These wires were connected to 
the negative terminal of a Wimshurst machine driven by a 
motor and maintained at a potential of about —11,000 volts, 
which was measured with a Kelvin electrostatic voltmeter. 

When the wires had been exposed to the atmosphere for a 
definite time (usually 4 hours, in some cases 24 hours), thev 
were removed, and the middle portion, 20 metres long, of 
each was quickly coiled round a brass cage 9*2 em. square, 
which was then introduced into a square electroscope with 
sides 11°3 em. The activity of the deposits on each wire 
was then measured in the usual way for about a day. We 
expressed it in terms of the scale divisions on an ocular 
micrometer divided in 3); mm. passed by the gold-leaf per 
second. As a matter of fact, the rates of dise sharge of the 
two electroscopes were not exactly the same. We have, 
therefore, reduced them to a common standard by the aid of 
the y-rays from a radium preparation placed at equal dis- 
tances from the electroscopes, when the wires were not 
active. The four rods constituting the side-frames of the 
cages were pee each with 55 grooves in regular 
intervals of & em., which served to keep a wire in the same 
definite position. 

The decay-curve of the activity thus obtained can be 
satisfactorily explained by the assumption, as has hitherto 
been made, that radium A and thorium A were deposited on 
the wire during exposure. 

Although we were not able to measure accurately the 
activity of the radium A, on account of its rapid decay 
few minutes being unavoidably lost in winding the wires in 
electroscopes—the activity due to radium C and also to the 
thorium deposits, and consequently their corresponding values 

* Traité de Radioactivité, vol. 11. p. 484 (1910). 
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for an infinitely long exposure, could be easily deduced with 
fair accuracy from the decay-curves. 

The experiments were commenced in April and finished 
in December 1910*. Some of the results are given in 
Table I. (p. 824). The meteorological data in the table are 
taken from ‘ Mouths Report of the Central Meteorological 
Observatory of Japan.’ The observatory is situated about two 
miles south of our laboratory. 

In this series of experiments the time of exposure was 
A hours, 7.e. from 9 A.M. to L P.M., except in the second 
observation on the 19th, in which it was from 2 to 6 P.M., 
and the corresponding values in Column X. must be under- 
stood as those at 3 and 5 P.M. 

(3) The Table shows that, in this series of experi- 
ments :— 

(a) the activities due to the radium C in equilibrium were 
3°14 and 3°33 respectively for the upper and lower wires, 
on the average (it may be added that the average values in 
all the series of our experiments were 4:06 and 4-28 8 respec- 
tively for the upper and lower wires) ; 

(d) their extreme values were as 3:1 (those in all the 
series of the experiments were as 9:1) ; 

(c) the ratio of the amount of the radium C on the upper 
and lower wires was nearly constant and equal to *95, on 
the average ; 

(d) the activities due to the thorium deposits were 1°34 
and 2°62 respectively for the upper and lower wires, on the 
average (those in all the series of the experiments were 1:08 

and 2°20 respectively) ; 
(e) the relative Bnouuis of the thorium deposits on the 

upper and lower wires were by no means constant, but 
varied over a wide range on different occasions, and thonetne 

(f) the relative amounts of the radium and_ thorium 
deposits were not constant, but depended on the height at 
which the wire had been exposed. 

Theoretical Considerations. 

(4) Considering the comparatively slow rate of transfor- 
mation of the radium emanation, and the existence of some 
convection current of air even on calm days, it will be 
reasonable to suppose that the amount of the emanation does 
not appreciably vary within a few metres above the earth’s 
surface. Let Ne denote the number of atoms of the emanation 
in each c.c.of air. These uniformly distributed atoms of the 

* One of us (S. Ono) having left the Laboratory in July 1910, we were 
assisted in the later part of the experiment by Mr. I. Sone, to whom 
our thanks are due. 
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emanation produce atoms of radium A zn situ, and these in 
turn quickly change into atoms of radium B, and so on. 
Consequently, the distribution of the atoms of radium A 
must be very nearly uniform, and their number in each c.c. 

pee 
A 

of the emanation and of radium A respectively. 
(5) Rutherford * has shown that the carriers of the active 

deposits of radium and thorium move through a gas under 
an electric field with a velocity v which is proportional to 
the intensity F at that point, thus 

| cakl. 

It was found that & is nearly the same for the carriers of 
both radium and thorium deposits, and equal to about 1°3 cm. 
per second for a potential gradient of 1 volt per em. in air at 
standard pressure and temperature. 

These particles, in addition to the action of the electric 
field, may be conveyed by a current of air. 

(6) Starting from the above assumptions, we shall find 
the number of the particles of radium A deposited on unit 
length of a wire in unit of time, when it is stretched ata 
height of h above the ground, and raised to a negative 
potential —V. 

For convenience of calculation, it is assumed that the wire 
is infinitely extended with the charge — y per unit length. 
We shall first consider the case in which a wind of velocity 

w is blowing horizontally in the direction of 
Fig. 1. x, perpendicular to the length of the wire. 

Take the axis OX on the section of the surface 
of the earth by a plane perpendicular to the 
length of the wire, and OZ on the vertical 
line passing through A, the position of the 
wire. Let A’ be the image of A with respect 
to OX, so that 

,if Ag and Xx are the constants of transformation 

OA=OA’=h. 

The component-velocities of a particle at 
point P(a, z) are given by 

dx Chere 
A = 2pk( -*) + w, 

dz z+th. 2z—h 
——— oy — ee 
dt 2uk( v2 42 ) 

* Rutherford, Phil. Mag. vol. v. p. 108 (1903). See also Franck, 
Verh. d. D. Phys. Ges. Oct. 1909. 
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where r and 7’ are the distances of P from A and A’ 
respectively. 

It wiil be seen that the motion is analogous to an irrota- 
tional motion of liquid in two dimensions, and there exists a 
velocity-potential 

t 

p= —2pk log = — Wl’, 

which satisfies the equations 

o¢ Fa dz 

aah en 

The stream-function vw, which is orthogonal to the function 
¢, can be represented by 

ve = — 2k (0’— 0) —wz, 

where @ and @ denote the angles which r+ and r’ make 
e . . : =) 

respectively with the axis of 2. 
To show. the path of the particles, we have, in fig. 2, 

and 

Fig. 2 2: =: 

Z 

T 
R x SSS 

Ss nT S ———= == = 

S a a 

Se 
T aan 

OA =h=1S0 cm. 

2uk= 1456 cm.bersce. 

w =Il27cm. per ses. 

= —— — Xx 

0 

graphically traced the curve y=const., or 

2uk(0'—0)+wz=c, 

where ¢ is a parameter. 
Let a, 2) be the coordinates of a point at which the particle 

has no velocity, 7. e., the velocity of the particle due to the 
electric field is equal and opposite to that due to the wind. 

They are found by solving the equations 

Oman 
ar = 0 and Ae =f), 
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Remembering that 7? =a? + (e—h)? and r? =? + (2+h)*, and 

writing p for a eae we get 
ch 

Le ae 
= (/LEp*—1), FIV eer Se ey 1) 

If 79, 79°, , and 0, are the values of 7, 7’, 0, and 6! respec- 
tively for c=<, an 22 ah hen 2 

12 en seal, mee a 

Zryro P 
cos (4,' — 4) = 

Therefore a branch of the curve which passes through 2, 29 
is given by the equation 

Bier). cos eT V1+p—1 —| +; By Ye vi+p" P. pal) 0, 

P ae 

and graphically represented by RPy. It will be seen that 
the other branch R,P, can be represented by 

98 —(cos VAP) bon) 4 2 (5 ery er = a p 

These curves divide the space into two regions. All the 
particles within the region RP R,, such as at S or S;, reach 
the point A, 2. e. they are caught by the wire, while those 
outside the region, such as at T’ or Ty, escape from it. We 
shall call the region within the surface RP)R,, the “‘ effective 
region.” 

(7) Since XENge is the number of particles of radium A 
produced per second per c.c. of air, that produced in an 
elementary volume ds, ds, dl at P will be 

AEN«E ds, ds, dl per second, 

where ds, and ds, denote the line-elements of the curves 
=const. and y=const. respectively, and / denotes the 
distance measured in the direction of the wire. 

After an interval of time ¢, which is taken by these 
particles to reach the wire, the number will be decreased to 

AENE om ds, ds, dl, 

provided that the recombination of the particles with the 
negative ions present in the air be disregarded, 
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Since the velocity of the particle /, say, is equal to 

_ oP ov = ac oge we get 

5 ds» wilt dss ayy td rigs oP x) dd 

felocity ) ab GE, eo: =a 

as we may put ¢6=—~ at A for the calculation of ¢. 
Therefore the number Q of the particles deposited on unit 

length of the wire in unit of time is 

=raNe {f Thal ds, dsg=AgNg Ny : —ra[ Fabry 

mare alow Mle bib, ee 

The limits of integration y,, 2, and ¢,, which are functions 
of pk, h, and w, must be so taken that the integration 
extends over the whole effective region RPoR,. 

If this boundary curve RP R, does not cut the axis of « 
at a finite distance, then 

ro dg 
py=n > é ae te J? =) 

Therefore 

a AENE 
NA 

It must be noticed that the above expression is independent of w. 
Tf the boundary curve RP,R, does cut the axis of 2 at a finite 
distance, then Q will be less than the value above obtained. 

(8) We shall now find the condition that RP, does not 
cut the axis of a ata finite distance. The condition will be 
satisfied if 6'’—@=27 for values of z such that 0<z<h, 
bec 

Vitpa-l 2) / Vitp ti 2a < cos-! ea 
P ie 2 

Or. wpe Loy OF (Aw aaa at. A 

Consequently, if wF a on per second, then the 

boundary of the effective region tends to become parallel to 
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OX. From the values of h, k, and mw which will be given 
later on, it is found that 

Auk — ° ey == 5 ae 8 cm. per sec. for h=650 cm., and 

Auk . ~ 

pains Sa EN Ss ela F ‘ Nie 5 f b =10 4 Teen 40'0 cm. per sec. for h=150 cm., 

when the wires are charged at —11,000 volts. It will be 
seen that a slight wind is sufficient to satisfy that condition. 

(9) As a special case, if w=0, @=const. represents a 
system of circles which have their centres on the axis of <, 
and y=const. another system of circles which pass through 
A and have their centres on the z-axis. In this case the 
limits of integration with respect to ¢ are to be taken from 
—x to 0, the value of ¢@ at the surface of the earth, where 
the stream-lines end. Thus 

y , Lacie d 
Q= ih {ine rae, oo a. 

Ma Jy, J 
Now, since ds,= sec 0 dr' = sec & dr, 

dp= 2k (% - ) =—* a ds, 1 rr 

Tr 
° ds, = Awkh dd. 

me yy 
Similarly, ao — Tan dyp, 

ee 1L6u7k7h? 
fae pepe? 

"0 dd a0 piy!? h? 

LAeTON ose ae Ti MEISE —XxX cot x), 

Ee) OV ap et de where  x=ar—O Dio 

Therefore 

2ukrAeNp (7 nex LN ew cota y, ea 4 1=< DHE A x co v bay, 

TL 

It may be noticed that the second term under the integral 
sign diminishes rapidly as A increases. 
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On evaluation it was found that 

: AEN 
Q=°25 x 4arpok = = for h=h,=150 em., and 

A 

BR Ni ~ 

O="75 x Lyk ®® for h=h, 650% ome 
A 

(10) When the wind is in any other horizontal direction 
we can consider separately the eftects of two component 
velocities ws and w, perpendicular and parallel to the direc- 
tion of the wire respectively, the latter of which, however, 
will have no effect on the value of Q, the case being the 
same as that in which there is no wind. We may, therefore, 
conclude that the number of the particles of radium A deposited 
per second on each centimetre of the wire is 

E = Awk ey } AENeE 

if Ws / ALD XA? ()=4orpk . AR 5 and 

ek SNe Re 1) : AENE — A= AE Ng 
Re a , ee) ae 

if 0 \ 45 XR seen NA \@N i ce 

for h=150 cm., 

for h=650 cm. 

(11) The result can be obtained from another consideration. 
From the equations already obtained for the boundary curves 
RP, and R,Po, it is easily seen that the depth of the effective 

Amrwk 

UW 
region is at w= —«, for which #’—@=2r7, provided 

that the curve RP,R, does not cut the axis of 2 ata finite 
distance. Since the velocity of the particles at z=—© is 
ws and in the direction of the «-axis, 

Amrwk 
ah ~vWs= k ware ATT 

s 

is the quantity of air which crosses the section of the effective 
region of unit width at «c= — in the direction of # in each 
sec., or, in other words, the quantity of air contributing to 

AENgE 
the deposit on each cm. of the wire per second. Since 

NA 
is the number of atoms of radium A in each cubic centimetre 
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of the air in equilibrium, 

is the number of particles of radium A deposited on the wire 
per em. per second, or that of radium A or radium C break- 
ing up per second on each em. of the wire in equilibrium, 
provided that there has been no recombination between the 
particles and the negative ions present in air. We have 
thus come to the same result as had already been arrived at 
in Art. 7, equation (B). 

(12) In the actual case some of the particles do not reach 
the wire, as they are neutralized on their way to it by uniting 
with the negative ions present in air. 

It will not be convenient to solve equation (A) by intro- 
ducing the correction due to the recombination. Firstly, 
the production of ions isnot uniform. It is extremely intense 
near the wire on which the active deposits are already col- 
lected. Secondly, the negative ions are, as soon “s they are 
produced, set in motion, the path of which is represented by 

the equation 
— 2uk (0 —@)+wz=const. 

The problem is complicated since the recombination takes 
place while the varticles of radium A and the negative ions 

ure both in motion. 
An approximate solution can, however, be obtained from 

the consideration described in Art. 11. Let Na,+ be the 
number of the particles of radium A per cubic centimetre of 
the atmosphere in equilibrium when there is no electric field. 
Then, on the assumption that they can be treated as ordinary 
gaseous ions, we have 

dN 2 

mer * =AgNe—AaNa, + —anNa, + =0, 

where « is the coefficient of recombination, and » the number 
of the negative ions present in each cubie centimetre of air. 

If ¢ is the rate at which the negative ions are produced, 

=, /2. Therefor n /e. nerefore, 

Ae Niey 2 tee 
Naan - AW) / ale 

According to the investigations of Rutherford and others*, 

* Rutherford and Cooke, Amer. Phys. Soe. Dec. 1902. McLennan, 
Phys. Rev. iv. (1903). McClelland, Phil. Mag. July 1904. Wright, 
Phil. Mag. July 1909. 

Na,+= 
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g is due partly to the penetrating rays coming from the 
active matters contained in the soil, and partly to the presence 
of the radium and thorium emanations and their successive 
products of disintegration in the atmosphere. 

(f yx, ya, and yc are the total numbers of ions produced 
in the whole range by each a-particle emitted from the 
radium emanation, radium A, and radium C respectively, and 
y their sum, and if yz’, yz’, and yc’ are those for the thorium 
emanation, thorium B, and thorium C respectively, and y' 
their sum*, then g is approximately given by 

— g=AENg (7) +rz Ng’ (y’) +9: 

where Ax’ is the constant of transformation of the thorium 
emanation, Ng the number of atoms of the thorium emana- 
tion per cubic centimetre of air, and q the number of the 
negative ions produced per second by the penetrating rays. 

Therefore 

ENE ce 
Aa ta/aa/AgN pg (y) tAg Na’ (y) + 4% 

is the number of the charged particles of radium A in air in 

equilibrium, and this must be substituted for \eNe in the 
expression for (). a 

From his experiment on a similar subject, Eve ft concluded 
that the collecting distance of a wire raised to —10,000 volts 
was about 40 to 80cm. It appears to us more reasonable 
to introduce the notion of the contributing volume than that 
of the collecting distance used by him. 

Amount of the Emanations present in the Atmosphere. 

(13) We have so far expressed the electric force in terms 
_ of the charge per unit length of the wire. If —p; and —p, 

are the charges per unit length of the wires at heights /, 
and h, respectively above the ground, then the potential V 
at any point is given by the equation 

reli) Py LUD) 

V= 2 log r,! + 2p, log ryt? 

where 7; and 7, are the distances of the point from the wires 
respectively, and 7,’ and 7’ those from the corresponding 
images of the wires with respect to the surface of the earth. 

* Since 4 a-particles are apparently emitted from the thorium emana- 
tion for one from thorium B or C, y,=4yr'+ys' +yc’- 

t Eve, Phil. Mag. July 1905. 
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Since at the surface of each wire V=—11,000 volts and 
h,=650, hg =150 cm. and the radius of the wires=°025 cm., 
we have 

pi—480 aud. p,=560- 

A simple consideration shows that the expression for Q 
for each wire remains the same when there are two wires 
placed in a vertical plune, as long as w, is greater than 

4 wk : 
ose em. per second. Of course, when the potential of 
"4-Le U 

each wire is given, its charge mw is affected by the presence 
of the other. 

(14) We have,on the other hand, determined the magnitude 
of the current observed in the electroscope by a method 
devised by Eve*,using 6°4 mgs. of radium bromide, which was 
kindly standardized for one of us by Professor Rutherford, 
and found that the unit of the activity we have used corre- 
sponded to 

4°52 x 10-8 amp. 

(15) Now, when the radioactive equilibrium is established 
on the wire, the number of atoms of the radium A or that of 
the radium C breaking up per second per centimetre was 

Auk 

415 XA 

Suppose that 2 cm. of the wire is introduced into the 
electroscope in the way already described. One half of the 
a-particles emitted from the deposit are stopped in the wire 
itself, and only one half of the remainder are shot out into 
the space bounded by the cage, and a fraction of the ioniza- 
tion due to these a-particles is effective in producing a 
current, as some of the particles travel only a fraction of 
their range through that space. From the dimensions of the 
cage and the range of the a-particles, we have estimated this 
fraction to be about ?, for those emitted from radium C. 
Assuming that this is ?, for the present, the current I which 
is observed in the electroscope produced by the ionization 
due to the radium C will be 

shown to be 4zrukNa, +, provided that w,7, 

AEN: 
T=R.4rphk.l.e.r, = ee : 
MON Na I gN() +e Nel) + 0 

where e is the charge on an ion and R is the ratio of the 
effective ionization to the total ionization of the «-particles, 
and equal to 3.5.2=,', as mentioned above. 

* Eve, Phil. Mag. Jan. 1911. 
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Since the life of the thorium emanation is extremely short, 
its distribution in the atmosphere will be far from being 
uniform. However, on the assumption that its amount per 
unit volume is the same at equal heights, we get similarly the 
expression I’ for the current due to the thorium deposits, as 

_NEN's 
Nal + V ar/eNw(y) +H Ne ty’) +90’ 

in which 2X,’ denotes the constant of transformation of 
thorium A, and R’ the ratio of the effective ionization to the 
total ionization of the e-particles emitted from thorium B 
and thorium C. At the present stage of accuracy we may 

/ 

V=R'.4arpk.l.e(y,x +90’) 

put ey =1. 
say 

As is seen from (a) and (d), Art. 3, 

1=4:06 x 452 1078 =1°84 x 10> ain 

= 1-08 x 4252 0 S49 aly ae 

for the upper wire, and 

L=4:28 x 2-02 x 105R=1-93 xd amp 

YVSH220% 4°52) dO 5B = 99 x AO ane 

for the lower, on the average. 
Calonlating from the ees of these and p’s and the 

following data 

YeE= 1-74 Oe. yu’ = 2°02 x 102 ile 

ol lero x 1ORy: Yn = ESL Se kOe 

hee vol = 2:27 x 10°F, 
== 9*)8x 110-° (sec.—),, An =1°31 x 10-3 (Geena. 

tage «105? )(sec:— 4) i Ny’ = 18): x07? Geemas 

F==2000.cnx., e@= 4:65 K 105 ese ee 

k= Neo, (o=2 Oe a= 3420 e= 1-60 xme 

* Geiger, Proc. Roy. Soc. vol. Ixxxii. July 1909. 
+ These values are obtained by inter- and exterpolaticn from the 
ae of yE, yA, Xe. 

{ Rutherford and Geiger, Proc. Roy. Soc. vol. 1xxxi. p. 162 (1908). 
§ This is the value calculated by Eve (Phil. Mag. Jan. 1911) from 

the data found by Wright (Phil. Mag. Feb. 1909). 
|| We have, for the present, taken the value of Townsend for dust-free 

air (Trans. Roy. Soc. vol. Ixxxi. p. 170). 
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we obtain 

=°090, at the height of the upper wire, and 

Np= ‘082, at that of the lower ; 
E 

a = 13,000, for the effective region of the upper wire, 

B je Caan boe vicinity of the height of 6°5 
snivirae above the ground, and 

ve 6, 500, for that of the lower wire, 2. é., In the 
E vicinity of the height of 1:5 metres. 

The greater value of N, corresponding to the upper wire 

15 

satisfied during exposure. Taking a var estimated cor- 
rection due to hic cause into account, we find 

Ne=about ‘1. 

implies that the condition ws 7 — 7 7, has not been quite 

Discussion of the Results. 

(16) The amount of the radium emanation in the atmo- 
sphere is to be directly measured, either by absorption in 
coconut charcoal or by condensation at the temperature of 
liquid air, as has been done by Eve*, Ashman, and Satterly¢. 
Their results are shown below. 

OG:3 Hope OE 

| | | | 
Average amount of | Ratio of the 

| Observer. radium emanation | extreme Ve Maccalitye: 
per cubic metre. values. 

| | SI) OA | 
| My Clete eee 60 x 10 curies | ret | Montreal | 

| | | 

[eAshimamn 2.2 <. 89x107}? ra | 4°4:1 | Chicago | 
| | | 
| = -12 | | 
 Satterly ...... 105 x 10 MS bi 10/24 | Cambridge 

| | 

\ 

Taking the mean of the above three, the average amount 

of the sunameeon in the air near the ear es aiihetes becomes 

83 x 107” curie per cubic metre, 

which corresponds to about 1:4 atoms of the ante per 
¢.c., 7. é., about 14 times the value we have calculated. 

* Eve, Phil. Mae. Oct. 1908. 
+ Ashman, Amer. Journ. Sci. vol. xxvi. (1908). 
{ Satterly, Phil. Mag Oct. 1908 aud July 1910, 
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As the direct measurement of the emanation content of 
the air at Tokyo is at present lacking, it is difficult to assert 
that Ne is actually smaller here than at the places above 
mentioned. From the fairly good agreement of the three 
observations made at the widely different parts of the earth’s 
surface, it might be thought that its value at this locality 
would be also of magnitude of the order of 1:4. 

(17) There are certainly some errors in the calculation, 
as, in the actual case, the wires were stretched between the 
posts quite near the building, and the direction of wind was 
not always horizontal. But errors due to these causes would 
not be so much as to account for the observed difference. 
A view, which naturally suggests itself to reconcile the 

calculated value to the value 1:4 found at the other places, is 
that the particles of radium A, like ordinary gaseous ions%*, 
do not remain the same, but may come into aggregation 
with dust particles or become nuclei of condensation of water 
vapour t,- before they are transformed into the atoms of 
radium B. 

It would not at present be possible to form a definite idea, 
in what manner and what rate these changes take place. 
However, when a large number of chances are considered, 
the rate at which the particles of radium A change from its 
initial state of formation into radium A’, sav, of mobility £, 
would be proportional to the total number N of the particles 
of radium A which remain unchanged. Thus considering 
together the recombination with the negative ions previously 
discussed, we get 

a =—AN, 
dt 

in which X can be regarded as a constant as long as the 
atmospheric conditions remain the same. 

Since the atoms of radium A are undergoing disintegration, 
we have, in the equilibrium state, 

AuNE. 

AaAtXr 
AgNe=AgN+AN=(Ay +A)N, or N= 

If &’ is very small compared with & or 1:3, the expression 

* Langevin, C. R. p. 232 (1905); Langevin and Moulin, Le Radium, 
p. 218 (1907) ; Pollock, Le Zadiwm, p. 129 (1909). See also Langevin, 
en Chim. et Phys. p. ‘289 (1903); Sutherland, Phil. Mag. vol. xxxvi. 
p. 507 (1893), and vol. xviii. p. B41 (1909) ; W éllisch, Proc. Roy. Soe. 
vol. lxxxii. p. 500 (1909), and Verh. A D. Phys. Ges. p. 159 (1911). 

+ Ratherford, ‘R Rdioachive Transformations,’ p. 207 (1906). 
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for () becomes approximately 

ANENE* . AENE ei steadkar Omen 2 Q=4iry Asta instead Q=4rp Ee oe 

The calculated value of Ng can be brought into agreement 
with those directly found at the places already web eiel to 
by taking ) about 13 times the value of Xa, or, in other 
words, if the half-value period of radium A in tie initial 
state be taken about 14 seconds. Of course the value of 
here given only indicates the order of magnitude. 

(18) If the last-view is correct, the relative amount of the 
radium and thorium emanations is to be calculated approxi- 
mately from the following equation 

yo AENE é Ne Ag ye + yc! 
i VB Gis YC Nee Nia Nee Ds it NE Vo ; 

From the average values given in (a) and (d), Art. 3, 

N eh: 
WN.’ =47,000 for the upper wire, 2. e. in the vicinity 

2 of the height of 6°5 metres above the 
ground, and 

Ns 24.000 for the lower wire, 7. e. in the vicinity 
of the height of 1°5 metres, 

(19) By making use ef a similar formula, W. Wilson f 
found the relative amount of the two emanations at Man- 
chester to be 37,000. It may be mentioned that the formula 
used by him hi ad been deduced from Dadourian’s assumption 
that, when the radioactive equilibrium is established on the 
wire, the number of atoms of the deposit breaking up per 
second is equal to that of the emanation in that vicinity, 
which is AyNg according to our notation. Thus there is a 
fundamental difference between our arguments and those 
of the latter. It would be evident that AgNe is the number 
of atoms of the emanation breaking up or that of radium A 
producing per e.c. of air, but not the number of atoms of the 
radium A deposited on the wire or that of the radium C 
breaking up per sec. per cm. of the wire in equilibrium. 

(20) Whatever may be the nature of the change in 

* It may be recalled that, in the case of ordinary gaseous ions in the 
atmosphere, while there are 40 to 50 times as many heavy ions as the 
small ones, the mobility of the former is only a fraction of one-thousandth 
of that of the latter. It follows, therefore, that the product of the 
number present and the mobility for the heavy ions is negligibly small 
compared with that for the small ones. 

+ W. Wilson, /. c. 1 Dadourian, /. c. 

2 a ATG Se Or V Oly 22. Now War, Dec. LOM: By IN 
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mobility, the theory explains why the variation of the rela- 
tive amount of the radium deposits on the upper and lower 

wires, Qn say, ought to be as observed. According to 
9 ; 

the calculation, Q should be equal to py: #.=°87, if 
ee TH Res ‘ 

LO aera which is 10°8 cm. per sec. for the upper wire, 

and 40:0 em. per sec. for the lower. Therefore, if w.<40 em. 

a rel » (Q, : > per sec., 6 will be greater than the above value. In the 

limiting case, in which there is no wind at all, or the direction 

of the wind coincides with that of the wire, then Q should 
Sig 7) CMe ° . : Qe 

be *87X .5= =2-6. Consequently, in ordinary circumstances, Op 

Q: a a will lie between *87 and a value a little greater than that. . 
As is seen from Column IV. Table I., it varied from :90 to 
1-01 on different occasions, as is to be expected. 

(21) We have already mentioned that the distribution of 
the thorium emanation in the atmosphere cannot be uniform. 
Moreover, it is not probable that thorium A having the 
period of 10°6 hours is in radioactive equilibrium with the 
emanation in situ. Consequently, the ratio ot the amounts 

of deposits on the upperand lower wires or ~~, will not be as 
e. e e 2 e 

pa: Pz, but will vary much with the vertical component velocity 
of the wind, which is in a fair proportion with the horizontal 
component velocity, Hxperiment showed that this was the 

/ Oo; Ne : 
case. Q,’ varied within the wide range between ‘24 and 

2 

"72, as can be seen from Column VII. Table I. To show 
/ 

the variation of st with the velocity of wind, the following 

figures are taken from the same table. 

TasBLeE III. 

| GG. ee 94| 66) -87| -67| -72/ 62, 31) 3 
Order of magnitudes. 10ers ont Osea aa 

| Order of magnitude... 10/6 |4 |2 |1 13 |9 17 18 {& 

6 

| Mean vel. of wind .../1-2 |3:5 |36 |65 10-1| 48/19 |32 |31 35 
D 
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We see that the ratio and the wind velocity arrange them- 
selves practically in the same order. 

Consequently, the relative ionization of the thorium and 
the radium types depends on the height at which the wire 
has been stretched. 

Summary of the Results. 

(a) The decay curves show that the particles of radium A 
and thorium A are deposited on a negatively charged wire 
but not other products, such as radium B, radium C, «ce. 

(b) According to the theory put forward, the number of 
the particles of radium A deposited per second on unit length 
of the wire should be a definite quantity, depending on the 
mobility of the particles, the height of the wire above the 
ground and its charge per unit length, but not on the velocity 
of wind, if its component perpendicular to the length of the 
wire is seater than a certain value. 

(c) If the mobility of the particles of radium A be sup- 
posed to be constant and equal to 1:3, the average amount 
of the radium emanation present in the atmosphere at Tokyo 
should be about 

5x 10-” curie per cubic metre. 

(d) On the assumption that the amount of the thorium 
emanation per unit volume is the same at equal heights, the 
ratio of the amount of the radium emanation to that of the 
thorium is estimated to be 

13,000: 1, in the vicinity of the height of 6°5 metres 
above the ground, on the average, and 

6,500: 1, in that of the height of 1°5 metres. 

(ec) When we compare the amount of the radium emana- 
tion thus obtained with those found at Montreal, Chicago, 
and Cambridge, we find that the former is much smaller 
than the latter. If the actual amount of the emanation at 
this locality be of the same order as that at the places just 
referred to, we should suppose that the particles of radium A 
become, while suspending in the atmosphere, heavier particles 
at arate much quicker than that at which they are transformed 
into atoms of radium B. 

(f) If this is the case, the ratio given in (d) becomes 

47,000: 1, in the vicinity of the height of 6°5 metres 
above the ground, and 

24,000: 1, in that of the height of 1:5 metres. 

(7) A fallin atmospheric pressure seems to have the tendency 
31K 2 
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of increasing the amount of deposits. This, however, must 
be due to an increase in the amount of the emanations them- 
selves. It may be added that the range of variation of the 
amount of the radium deposit observed is practically the 
same as that of the amount of the emanation observed by 

Satterly. 

In conclusion, we wish to thank Professor Tanakadate for 
placing the resources of the Laboratory at our disposal, and 
Professor Nagaoka and the other professors in the Laboratory 
for their valuable suggestions during the progress of this 
investigation. 

Physical Laboratory, University of Tokyo, \ / j 
June 1911. \ i 

LXXXIT. The Solubility of Radium Emanation. Appt 
of Henry's Law at Low Partial Pressures. By R.W. Boyur, 
M.Sc., Ph.D., 1851 Hehibition Science Scholar of MeGill 
University *. 

Introduction. 

Ne ae of the solubilities of radium emana- 
{ion in some common liquids have already been made 

by a number of experimenters. The results have served to 
give an approximate idea of the solubility of the gas, but 
they have in themselves showed such wide variations that no 
reliance can be placed on any particular figure. The previous 
determinations were made with the small quantities of 
emanation such as are measured by means of an ordinary 
emanation electroscope, that is to say, the equilibrium quan- 
tities of about 10~° or 10-° mgm. of radium, ‘The experiments 
involved more than one transference cf emanation to the 
measuring electroscope, or electroscopes, with the consequent 
losses of emanation in the conducting and drying tubes. 

Since large quantities of radium have become available, 
the y-ray electroscope has come to be used for quantitative 
measurements of emanation. In this method the vessel 
containing the emanation is simply brought near enough to 
the electroscope to cause a satisfactory ionization by the 
y rays sent out by Ra, and this ionization is compared 
with that produced by a standard quantity of radium at the 
same distance from the electroscope. The emanation cannot 
be measured until at least four hours after admitting it into 
the containing vessel. After this period radioactive equilibrium 

* Communicated by Prof. E. Rutherford, F.R.S. 
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is established, and the amount of RaC is proportional to the 
emanation present. 

The sunplicity and fair accuracy of the instrument are 
great advantages, but the chiet advantage is that measure- 
ments can be quickly and easily taken without actually 
drawing tie emanation into the electroscope. Much time 
and labour are thereby saved, and there are no corrections to 
be applied for loss of emanation in the conducting tubes, and 
in the necessary drying oc the gas in which the emanation is 
contained. 

Von Traubenberg was the first to find that radium emana- 
tion distributed itself in a definite manner between water 
and air in contact with one another. From the behaviour 
of the emanation in experiments which he performed he 
concluded that the emanation, like other gases, was absorbed 
by a liquid, and on a basis of the validity of Henry’s law he 
determined the coefficient of absorption or solubility. 
Henry’s law states that the amount of gas absorbed is pro- 
portional to the pressure, and from it follows the law of 
distribution, viz., that the ratio of the concentrations of the 
gas within and without the liquid is a constant. In this 
sense the coefficient of solubility is defined as the ratio of 
these concentrations. 

In the case of the radioactive emanations it is, of course, 
difficult to work without some gas acting as carrier of the 
emanation, and the coefficient of solubility is defined as 
follows :—Let a volume of liquid 7, be in contact with a 
volume of gas v2, and let a quantity of emanation distribute 
itself between them, so that after equilibrium is established 
e, will be the emanation contained in the liquid, and eg that 
, Grae f a 

. In the gas. Then —! will be the concentration of emanation in ss 
1 

the liquid, and = the concentration in the gas. The ratio 
Vo } 

of these concentrations, viz. “' © is the coefficient of 

solubility. Uy} U2 | 

By Henry’s law this ratio, at any one temperature, should 

be independent of the concentration of the emanation, and 

of the nature and pressure of the containing gas ; it should 

depend only on the nature of the absorbent. The ratio, 

however, should decrease as the temperature rises. It 1s 

known that Henry’s law fails as the liquid approaches satu- 

ration. Practically the law only holds for dilute solutions 

in the case of gases which do not react chemically with the 

absorbing liquid. These two conditions are fulfilled ideally 

by radium emanation, and in consequence we should expect 
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the law to hold exactly. The agreement amongst their own 
results, which former experimenters must have obtained, is 
good presumptive evidence that the law is valid; but un- 
fortunately these experimenters differ serious)y one from 
another, and no exact information concerning any one tem- 
perature can be taken from their results. For example, the 
values of the coefficients at ordinary, or room, temperatures are 

from Von Traubenberg* 0°33 to 0°36 
Mirela: 1s) ue ie eae 0:30 to! 0-38 
iokmianm a 2) 0-24 
omen Sr iene 0:27 (at Toate 

It will be seen later that much depends on what is meant 
by “ordinary temperature.” There is an increase in the 
coefficient of 25 per cent. while the temperature changes 
prom: is. to, ll C: 

By the methods afterwards described it is easy to put 
Henry’s law to simple and direct test, and to show that in 
the present conditions it holds exactly. It is desirable that 
a correct value of the solubility of the emanations in water 
and a few other liquids should be known, especially over the 
range of ordinary working temperatures. 

Methods of Experiment. 

The solubility may be determined by very simple methods, 
which may be described-as follows :— 
ABC and DEF are two bulbs of the same length, but not 

Fig. 1. 

o— -—— —— - 2) 

necessarily of the same diameter. The first bulb is fitted 
with an ordinary two-way stopcock B, and the second with 

* Phys. Zeit. v. p.1380, March 1 (1904). + Weener Ber. exiii. p. 1829 (1904), 
t Phys. Zeit, vi. p. 337 (1905). § Phys, Zeit. ix. p. 6 (1908). 
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a three-way stopcock E. These stopcocks are joined to the 
bulbs as closely as possible, and the glass tubing connected 
with each stopcock is only about 1°5 cm. long. 

For convenience we shall call the bulb ABC the mi. ving 
bulb, and DEF the sampling bulb. 

Hie, Aliintes of the) bullos and the tubing connected with 
them must be known. These are conveniently determined 
by completely filling with mercury at a definite temperature 
and weighing the inercury. 

Before a series of experiments the bulbs were thoroughly 
cleaned, dried, evacuated, and then weighed. In lubricating 
the stopcocks as little grease as possible was used. Itis essential 
that the stopcocks foal beable to maintain a vacuum in the 
bulbs, and this point was always tested before experiment. 

To perform an en the mixing bulb was evacuated, 
and the emanation to be used was admitted into it. The 
required amount of absorbing liquid was then forced slowly 
into the bulb by the pressure of the atmosphere, and air, or 
other gas, was allowed to fill the bulb to the pressure required. 
When other gases than air, or air at pressures other than atmo- 
spheric, were to be employed as carriers of the emanation, the 
necessary apparatus for the purpose was constructed and used. 

After admitting the emanation and the absorbing liquid 
into the mixing bulb, both mixing and sampling bulbs were 
joined together by about two centimetres of very tightly 
fitting pressure-tubing TT, in the manner shown in the 
diagram (fig. 1). Inor der that the joints should be perfectly 
airtight the pressure- tubing was secured by wire and wax so 
that when tested the joints showed no leak whatever. The 
three-way stopcock attached to the sampling bulb was next 
attached to a Toepler pump, and the interior of the sampling 
bulb and connexions were exhausted, the stopcock of the 
mixing bulb still being kept closed. The three-way cock 
was then closed to the open air and disconnected from the 
pump, after which the bulbs were placed in a bath maintained 
at the required temperature of experiment. The manner of 
connecting the bulbs together made the whole quite rigid, 
and shaking could be performed by a suitable mechanical 
contrivance or by hand, whichever was the more convenient. 

The temperature bath used in these experiments was a 
thermostat controlled by a toluol bulb with attached electric 
relay and electric heating device. Usually the temperatures 
were constant to 0°1 C., but sometimes on account of the 
sticking of the relay there was a larger variation, but never 
ereater than 0°2 C. 

Although the equilibrium distribution of emanation is 
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quickly established, the bulbs were left in the temperature 
bath for an hour or more (sometimes as much as two or three 
hour Ss), and very frequent shakings were given. This length 
of time in the bath ensured that the aloe bing liquid had 
taken up the proper temperature. After shaking, the bulbs 
were allowed to stand in the bath for ten minutes, which 
allowed the bubbles of gas suspended in the liquid i come 
to the surface. 

From this point on an experiment may be proceeded with 
in one or the other of two ways. 

Method 1. Holding the bulbs vertically in the bath, with 
rhe sampling bulb uppermost, the interiors of the two bulbs 
are put in connexion by opening the stopcock of the mixing 
bulb. The gas in this bulb then expands and occupies the 
free space of the two bulbs together. The two stopcocks are 
then shut, thus enclosing the contents of the respective bulbs. 

Method 2. With the bulbs vertical and the mixing bulb 
uppermost, the stopeock of the mixing bulb is opened, thus 
allowing the liquid inside it to be forced by the pressure of 
the gas above into the lower, evacuated, bulb. ‘Ihe volume 
of the absorbing liquid used should be, preferably, just a 
little more than the volume of the sampling bulb and con- 
nexions, so that the sampling bulb can be completely filled. 
After this expulsion of liquid both stopcocks are closed. 

Both the operations just mentioned take place in a second 
or two, so that there is no time for the emanation to stream 
out of the liquid and form a new equilibrium. When the 
stopcocks are closed, the bulbs are taken from the bath and 
disconnected by removing the pressure-tubing. The end 
tubes are dried out with blotting-paper, and “the bulbs are 
set aside for at least four hours, after which their emanation 
contents are measured by means of the y-ray electroscope. 

The coefficients of solubility are calculated as follows :— 

Let A=vol. of the mixing bulb, 
B=vol. of the sampling bulb, 
T=total vol. of both bulbs plus their connexions, 
V = total vol. of absorbing liquid used, 
v= Vol. of absorbing liquid left in the mixing bulb 

after the experiment, 
vg=vol. of absorbing liquid found in the sampling 

bulb after the experiment, 
r=the ratio of the emanation in the mixing bulb to 

that in the sampling bulb after the experiment, 
c=the emanation per c.c. of the gas in the mixing 

bulb before expansion, 
S =the coefficient of solubility. 
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Method 1. In the mixing bulb V is the volume of the 
liquid, and A—V the volume of the gas. After equilibrium 
there will be (A—V)ec units of emanation in the gas and 
VeS in the liquid. The gas is expanded from a volume of 
A—V to a volume of T—V, so that the density is reduced 

oA Ve ae 
in the ratio T_vV =K. 

Therefore, on closing the stopcock there will be in the 
mixing bulb (A—v,)ke units of emanation in the gas, and 
vcS in the liquid. Hence the total emanation in this bulb 
equals (A—v,)ke+ 708. 

Similarly, the emanation carried by the gas into the 
sampling bulb will be (B—vr,)kc, and by possible small drops 
of liquid which have been blown over into this bulb vcs. 
The total equals 

(B—ve)ke+ vecS. 

Sinee the ratio of the emanation in the two bulbs equals r 

we have 

(A —1)k ao WS 

(B—u)ktuS ’ ee 

the ¢ cancelling out. From this formula 8 ean be calculated. 

As an example a determination at 14° ©. is given; the 
following are the data :— 

i ay noes. 

Be 18-37 39 

V=18°72 oe 

Bi — LON 56 

b= O08 9 

p== 430 

P= 6 

Therefore S=0-299. 

Method 2. In this method, alihough the expulsion of liquid 
causes the gas in the mixing bulb to expand, ail of it remains 
in the bulb. Therefore, on closing the stopecck there will 
be in this bulb (A—V)e units of emanation in the gas, and 
v,cS in the liquid. The total will be (A—V)e4 eS. 

The emanation going to the sampling bulb will simply be 
voc. Hence in this case 

BUSS OY Bees 
( me I et an eae ih 104 (2) 
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For example, in a determination at 14° C., 

N= Gorlls ec: 
V=12°2 uf 

om 1290s 
v= 1013 ke 
P= OO 

Thus 50-306. 

In Method 1, without very appreciable errors, Dj== V5 
FOL pune Ikea ie 28 Bs similarly, in Method 2° 7, =Bawiihe 
ratio » must be measured very correctly for use in the 
formulze above, more especially in formula 1, where dif- 
ferences appear in the numerator and denominator of the 
expression for 8. The quantities V, 7, and vg can be quickly 
and conveniently determined by Seine belle weighing the 
bulbs before and after placing them in the temperature bath, 
and subtracting the respective weights of the empty bulbs. 
The specific gravities of the absorbing liquids must be known 
or must be determined. 

Method 1—the sampling of the gas-phase—is more suitable 
when the gas takes a greater share of the emanation than 
the liquid, that is, generally speaking, when the coefficient 
is less than unity. "This is the case of water and of aqueous 
solutions of salts. 

Method 2—the sampling of the liquid-phase—is better 
used when the liquid takes the greater amount of emanation. 
This is the case of many organic liquids. By choosing the 
more suitable method, errers due to the mechanical s suspension 
of drops of liquid in the gas-phase, or of bubbles of gas in 
the liquid-phase, may be minimized. Also, after a few trial 
experiments, it is possible so to select the sizes of the bulbs 
and the amount of absorbing liquid as to have nearly the 
same quantity of emanation in both mixing and sampling 
bulbs. This makes it possible to obtain nearly equal rates of 
movement of the gold-leaf in the electroscope, and thus avoid 
possible instrumental errors. 

In the case of water below ordinary temperature, the two 
methods agree very well, as is shown in the examples already 
given, and in the following which refer to 0° ©. : 

By Method 1. By Method 2. 
A= ia 2 exes = onlieeees 
B= 2201 wae Vi 2053 oe 
Vie oO Ds SOD 3. 
Ge JUS 7 5)5) a So Or Silas 
p=) OF O21 jes oll] 
[Pees (ALIS 
jem JESSE 

pO ou) 
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Precautions and Errors. 

A few preliminary experiments showed that the solubility 
varied with temperature more markedly than former results 
led one to suppose. They also showed that equilibrium of 
the emanation between the water and gas-phases was fairly 
quickly established. If the admixture of gas and liquid by 
shaking is effective, as it must be with bulbs of the shape 
shown, vit is necessary to wait only a few minutes after the 
absorbent has taken up the temperature of the bath. In one 
series of experiments shaking was carried on for 8 and 
for 24 minutes; the same results were obtained for the 
coefficient as when the mixing bulb was left in the bath for 
18 hours. 

In order to secure good y-ray observations the mixing and 
sampling bulbs should not be too large. The mixing Dulbs 
used in the experiments were of volumes 37:22, 33: ey and 
26°01 c.c.; the sampling bulbs of 25°77, 24 98, 18°87, and 
10°97 c.c. respectively. The length of i bulbs was 8 cm. 
Any one of the mixing bulbs could be used with any one of 
ihe sampling bulbs as experiment required. 

In taking the y-ray measurement four observations of 
ionization were taken for each bulb, viz. when the stopcock 
was vertically above and also vertically below the bulb, and 
the same when ithe bulb was reversed. In laying aside the 
bulb to wait for radioactive equilibrium they were always 
placed so that the stopeocks hung vertitally below the bulb ; 
this ensured a symmetrical distribution of the active deposit. 
If this precaution is not attended to, but a bulb containing 
liquid is left lying on its side, there will be less Ra C on the 
part of the wall in contact with the liquid than on the oppo- 
site part in contact with the gas. When the y-ray observa- 
tions are taken this difference evil cause, if the distance from 
the electroscope is small, a discrepancy in ionization readings 
on reversal of the bulb. 

There is always a slight error which is caused by the 
small absorption of y rays in the liquid contained in a bulb ; 
but the error is very small, and in these experiments is 
certainly less than half of one per cent. The y-ray readings 
varied a little Jess than one per cent. between extremes, and 
they were always corrected, so that the emanation contents 
of both mixing and sampling bulbs referred to the same 
time. 

The experiments are liable to an error due to the suspension 
of small bubbles of gas in the liquid. ‘This error affects the 
measurements of solubility of any gas in any liquid, and toa 
certain extent cannot be avoided. The lubricant used on the 
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stopcocks is to some extent an absorbent of the emanation, 
but the extremely small amount of it exposed to the emanation 
in these experiments could not have been the cause of any 
appreciable error. 

On the whole the accuracy expected was about 1:5 per 
cent., and this is about the range of agreement shown in the 
results given later. 

The tact that the emanation produces small quantities of 
hydrogen and oxygen by its action on water, and that the 
a rays produce ozone, should not affect the results. It will 
‘be shown that the nature of the gas, or mixture of gases, 
holding the emanation has no effect on the coefficient, at 
least within the experimental error. It might be remarked 
that when air or oxygen was used as holder of the emanation 
there was a very strong odour of ozone on opening the 
bulbs. 

In the different experiments with distilled water, the 
results of which now follow, the ratio of volume of water to 
volume of gas within the mixing bulb varied between 0°5 

amid 22 

RESULTS. 

(1) On Henry’s Law. 

The experiments to show the constancy of the coefficient 
of solubility were carried out at 14° C., using air as the gas 
holding the emanation. 

It was found that with the same pressure of air but 
different concentrations of emanation, or with different 

Abeyeavia de 

Temperature 14° C. 

| | 

Concentration. 
| Pressure of containing Emanation per ¢.c._ 

re fe J oe 

Gas in cm. Hg. 
Coefficient, 

of solubility. 
| of gas. 

| : 183 eee ihiemeeee: 0-301 
145 0-076 0-299 
81-6 0-41 0-300 
76-0 ead 0-300 
62-0 0-017 0-309 
36° 0-21 0-303 
14-7 0-20 0-307 

| 9-0 0-041 7 0-302 

* [The curie is defined (following the suggestions of the Brussels 
Conference) as the quantity of emanation in radioactive equilibrium with 
one gram of radium element. One millicurie is 1/1000 of this unit. ] 
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pressures of air and about the same concentration of emana- 
tion, the same values of the coefficient were obtained within 
the error of experiment. Table I. gives a number of results 
showing that pressure and concentration of emanation can 
be changed together without altering the result. Most of 
the experiments were carried out by Method 1 described 
further back, but a few were by Method 2. 

In the above the coefficient remained constant within ex- 
perimental error, although the air-pressures varied from 183 
to 9 em. Hg, a ratio of 20 to 1, and the concentrations varied 
irregularly from 1°81 to 0-017 millicuries per ¢.c., a ratio of 
108 to 1. 

It will be noticed in Table I. that with one or two excep- 
tions the coefficients appear to be lowest in the case of the 
highest pressures. This is probably accidental, and no special 
interence can be drawn, since the values show n do not differ 
from the mean by more than the experimental error. 

With regard to the concentrations mentioned above, it is 
interesting to calculate the partial pressures of emanation 
they denote. The volume of 1 curie of emanation is 0:6 
cubic mm.at N.T.P. Assuming Boyle’s law, the above con- 
centrations mean a variation of partial pressure of emanation 
from 0:0008 mm. He to 0°000008 mm. Hg. Taking the 
number of molecules per c.c. of a gas at atmospheric pressure 
to be 2°8x 10", these concentrations are equivalent to a 

variation from 3x 108 to 3x10" molecules of emanation 
per c.c. With any ordinary gas it would be impossible to 
perform corresponding experiments at such extreme tenuities, 

Experiments were also performed with other gases con- 
taining the emanation. Since the attraction by the small 
mass of a gas is not comparable with that of the greater 
mass of a liquid no differences in the coefficient should be 
found provided that the gas does not change materially the 
nature of the absorbent. The results of one experiment with 
each gas are given in Table II. 

TaBLe II. 

Temperature 14° C, 

Gas. | Pressure. | Coefficient. 
| | 

Pure | Oxygen | 80cm. Hg | 0304 
| Gases Hydrogen DAE a dole | 0-308 
| | Carbon dioxide | Tar he Nave | 0-307 

| Mixtures | Coal gas [Peet hte 0:306 ‘ | | 

| . H 

| Coal gas and air) 76 __,, | 0-299 | 
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This table shows that the coefficient remains constant, 
within experimental error, although the nature of the gas is 
completely changed. Both tables show definitely that Henry’s 
law is valid. 

(2) The Variation of the Solubshty with Temperature. 

Experiments were carried out with air and distilled water 
from 0° C. to 39°%1 C., the air containing the emanation 
being at atmospheric pressure. At about 50° C. and higher 
the same methods cannot be used, on account of the running 
of the lubricant of the stopcock "and breaking down of the 
vacuum. The chief essential of the experiments is that the 
vacuum in the sampling bulb should be maintained during 
an experiment, otherwise the values obtained for the co- 
efficient would be too high. The results are shown in 
Table III., which gives ouly the means for the different 
temperatures, but the range of temperature was traversed 
twice, 

ADeGarcaoe JOU 

ist | 
Henisen ature, Cision Lemipen ature. | Coefficient. | 

Geo. 7" Os08 Teele.) en 
4-3 OA 2E 6 22050 | 0-245 | 
D7 0398 | 26°8 0°206 | 

10-0 0-340 | 316 0-195 
14:0 0-308 | 34°8 | 0-176 

30°2 | 0-170 
Wi oes Oel OO | 

| | 

From the figures of Table IIT. the solubility-temperature 
eurve Is plotted and shown in fig. 2 (p. 851). “The variation 
with temperature is quite marked, and does not agree with 
the former results published by Hofmann * 

(3) The Solubility in other Liquids. 

The solubilities in a few organic liquids were measured. 
In these cases stopcocks could not be used, for the liquids 
dissolve the tap grease and thus cause the bulbs to leak. In 
consequence, light pressure-tubing with screw-clips was 
used instead of stopeocks. The tubing was secured to the 
bulbs by wire and the joints were waxed so that on testing 
the bulbs were quite airtight. A three-way tap, held between 

* Loc, cit. 
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the bulbs by the pressure-tubing, allowed exhaustion of the 

sampling bulb previous to an experiment. 

Biome. 
0-6 

a — | ees te 
a eo ae 
0-4 

re SOLUBILITY 

o N 

Oo 5 /O 45 20 25 SO SS 40 

TEMPERATURE. 

In the case of these organic liquids, which absorb the 

emanation so strongly, the better method to use is Method 2, 

previously described. Possibly, on account of the use of 

rubber tubing instead of stopeocks, the results are not quite 

so accurate as those in the case of water; the error, if anything, 

would make the results a little too high. The solubilities are 

given in Table IV., and refer to PASC: 

TABLE LV. 

Absorbing power 
eed. . | Coefficient of compared with 

aaree pee: Gr. at 14° C-| solubility. that of water 
at. 14° C. 

emer | reer) uP) rae)! one 
C,H,O | 

| Amyl alcohol ...... a 0-817 | 9°31 30 7 

C5H,,0 | | | 

TRL ae la eet 0-871 | 13-7 | 45:2 | 
| C,H, | | 

These figures suggest the probability that there are some 

organic liquids which absorb the emanation even more 
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strongly than toluol; higher members of the benzene series, 
for instance, might be examples. 

Determinations of the coefficient were also made with 
mercury and with sea-water. It was desired to find if the 
former absorbed, or occluded, the emanation to any appre- 
ciable extent, and measurements on the latter had a bearing 
on the values of natural ionization found over the ocean 
and the disparity between these values and those over the 
land. 

The observations with mercury showed that it does not 
absorb the emanation to an appreciable extent, and that in 
the experiment any emanation which was mechanically 
suspended in the mercury was not enough to be detected 
within the error of experiment. When the y-ray measure- 
ments were made care was taken not to disturb the mercury 
in the bulb from the position it had when the bulb was laid 
aside to wait for radioactive equilibrium. This prevented 
the occlusion of some of the Ra C in the mercury, and 
the consequent appreciable absorption of y rays by the 
latter. 

The sample of sea-water experimented on was taken from 
a river estuary in Wales; its specific gravity at 14° C. was 
1:022. The value obtained for the coefficient (one deter- 
mination) was 0°255. This is a very appreciable absorption, 
and its value must have a bearing on the results obtained 
for the natural ionization and amount of radioactive products 
in the atmosphere, over the ocean and over the land. Both 
these quantities vary between very wide limits; but it is 
certain that, on an average, they are less over the ocean than 
over the ion: The facts have been well brought out ina 
recent paper by Simpson and Wright*, who showed in 
addition that generally the natural ionization and the amount 
of radioactive products increased as land is approached from 
mid-ocean. The natural ionization is to some extent dependent 
on the quantity of radioactive products, and this latter to 
some extent on the amount of radium emsenation present. 
On account of the absorbing power of the ocean there should 
be less emanation per unit mole of air over the ocean than 
over the land, whence the greater part of the emanation is 
supplied ; and for the same reason this quantity of emanation 
should increase as land is approached from mid-ocean. Pro- 
bably this is not the only explanation for the disparity 
mentioned, but certainly it is a contributing effect. 

* Proc Roy. soc. barxy. p.lqodioul): 
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Conclusion. 

Within the limits of experiments previously stated, it is 
found that in the case of radium emanation Henry’s law is 
valid. In comparison with many ordinary gases the emanation 
may be considered fairly soluble. 

It is interesting to compare the solubility of the emanation 
in water with that of some common gases, adopting the same 
definition of the coefficient of solubility as above. The 
following table shows approximate values which refer to the 
condition of an atmosphere of the gas in question pressing 
on the surface of the absorbing liquid. The temperature 
chosen is 14° C, 

Gas. Coefficient of solubility. 

PV UEOMEM Yn oa5..2hes es 0-02 
Niirog@em 0. Wee .ucet 0-02 
Oye i de ttt Sot 0-04 
Hithwyleme iscoAss stk... Ot 
INTE SORIDE oa. yen ict 0-28 
Nitrousroxmdes.:.2s\el.0. O-81 
Carbon dioxide ......... Let 
Sulphuretted hydrogen a8) 

For emanation, the coefficient at 14° C. is 0°303, and it 
decreases from 0°507 at 0° to 0°153 at 40° C. 

At 14° C.a quantity of emanation will distribute itself 
between.equal volumes of water and a gas so that about one- 
quarter will go to the water and three-quarters to the gas. 
At 0° C. one-third will go to the water and two-thirds to 
the gas. 

Of the other liquids examined it is found that mercury 
does not absorb the emanation, and that sea-water of specific 
gravity 1022 at 14° UC. absorbs about 0°84 times as strongly 
as water. Organic liquids absorb very strongly. At 14° C. 
ethyl alcohol (absolute) absorbs 24 times, amyl alcohol 31 
times, and teluol 45 times as strongly as water. 

The interest of experiments such as the above is not 
confined entirely to considerations of radioactivity. The 
experiments described were performed on a gas at partial 
pressures of from 8x 1674 to 8x 107* mm. Hg, and it was 
found that under these conditions one of the ordinary gas 
laws holds good. At these extreme tenuities, researches on 
the physical and physical-chemical properties of gases by all 
other methods are barred to us by experimental limitations. 

Evibeitag Ss. 6. Vol: 22. Ne, 132 Dec LOU. 3 I 
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The present experiments are an illustration of the fact that 
by using the emanation of radium, researches on gaseous 
properties may be carried into new regions ; and work, quite 
impossible with ordinary gases, becomes practicable and 
easy by virtue of the very simple and convenient property 
of ionization. 

The writer wishes to express his indebtedness to Professor 
Rutherford for the very frequent supplies of emanation, and 
also for his very helpful interest and advice. 

, University of Manchester, 
| July 1911. 
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LXXXIT. The Difference in the Photoelectric Effect caused 
by Incident and Emergent Light. Part II. By Orvo 
STtuHLtMaNN, Jr., AA., Haperimental Science Fellow, 
Princeton University *. 

Introduction. 

‘a a previous communication } the writers howed that when 
a beam of ultra-violet light, frum an iron are, impinges 

on a film of platinum so thin that its absorption can be 
neglected, the photo-electric effect caused by the emergent 
beam is greater than the photo-electric effect caused by the 
incident beam. 

Thus for platinum sputtered from a cathode on quartz 
plates in vacuo, the ratio of the emergent photo-electric 
effect to the incident photo-electric effect was as 1°17 to 1:0, 
when the absorption of the millimetre quartz plate on which 
the platinum film was mounted was allowed for. 

Shortly after a preliminary account of part of the matter 
described in the above paper had been published {, a notice 
appeared in ‘ Nature’ by R. D. Kleeman §, who also found 
that this want of symmetry between the emergent and 
incident photo-electric effect existed when ultra-violet light 
fell normally on thin films of platinum sputtered im cacuo. 
By using a rather thick sputtered film of the metal which 
allowed only 55 per cent. of the incident light to pass 
through, he found that the ratio of the emergent to the inci- 
dent photo-electric effect was as 1:15 is to unity, without 

* Communicated by Prof. O. W. Richardson. 
+ O. Stuhlmann, Jr., Phil. Mag. xx. p. 331, Aug. 1910. 
t Nature, May 12, 1910. 5 
§ Nature, May 19,1910, Also later Proc. Roy. Soc. A., vol. Ixxxiv. 

(1910). 
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allowing for the absorption of the film and the 0°3 mm. 
quartz plate on which the film was mounted. 

Had thinner films of platinum been used and allowance 
been made for the absorption of the light by the quartz, I 
find that his value would have increased from 1°15 to unity 
to 1°17 to unity for the ratio of the emergent to the incident 
photo-electric effect. He repeated his experiments in vacuo 
and found that they checked his previous values when air at 
atmospheric pressure was in his apparatus. 

In view of this work it was thought unnecessary to repeat 
the above experiments 7m vacuo, since as they stand they are 
confirmed by Kleeman’s results. His measurements were 
made by an electroscope method which is quite different from 
the one used in this investigation. 

Some years ago Hallwachs * showed that a photo-electric 
effect could be obtained with a silvered quartz plate when the 
light was incident through the quartz. This he suggests can 
be explained in two ways: either the light passes through 
the silver and liberates electrons at the rear surface of the 
metal, or the electrons acted on by the light at the incident 
surface have velocities great enough to carry them out 
through the rear side. A similar effect was found by Rubens 
and Ladenburg f with gold-leaf. 

They found that the ratio of the photo-electric effect in 
front and behind was 100 to 1:0, while the fraction of the 
ultra-violet light transmitted, photo-electrically measured, 
was one one-thousandth. That they did not and could not 
have foreseen that the emergent photo-electric effect was 
greater than the incident effect has been pointed out by 
Kleeman tf. 

The object of the present investigation is to determine the 
magnitude of the ratio of the emergent to the incident photc- 
electric effect for as many characteristically different metals 
as practicable. In this connexion the phrase photo-electric 
effect is to be understood as the total electronic emission due 
to light of standard intensity. 

Method of Experimenting. 

The same apparatus and method of experimenting was 
used as in the first paper on this subject §. A beam of ultra- 
violet light from an iron are was passed along the common 

* Hallwachs, Tagbl. d. Heid. Nat. Ver. S. 24 (1890). 
+ Ladenburg, Deutsch. Phys. Gesell. Verh. ix. p. 24, § 749-752 (1907). 
ile Lae. evk. . 
§ O. Stuhlmann, Jr., Phil. Mag. xx. p. 383, Aug, 1910. 
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axis of two brass cylinders placed horizontally end to end. 
These were insulated from their supports by quartz stays. 
In the centre of each cylinder perpendicular to the ray, a 
quartz plate one millimetre in thickness was suspended and 
was covered on one of its faces with a thin film of the metal 
under investigation, obtained by sputtering from a cathode in 
vacuo. The films were maintained at a constant negative 
potential of 200 volts. Hach cylinder was connected to 
one set of quadrants of a Dolezalek electrometer giving 
716 divisions deflexion per volt at a scale distance of one 
metre, with a constant potential of 80 volts on the neadle. 

It may be of interest to add that a phosphor-bronze strip 
suspension was used in the electrometer. Any desired sensi- 
tiveness could be obtained by gradually reducing the breadth 
and thickness of the strip by dissolving it away with dilute, 
warm nitric acid. 

The tandem arrangement of mounting the plates (see fig. 1) 
allowed one to use a differential method. It consisted in 
measuring tor various thicknesses of metal films the saturation 
current for two successive positions of the plates. 

Fig. 1. 
tt}e>Earth 

LIGHT. | 
>—_—_—_—_—————_ 

The plate A was always maintained stationary with the 
film side facing the light. The second plate could be rotated 
about a vertical axis so that the film suecessively faced 
towards the light (B,) and away from the light (Bj). 

: en apc) 
In the first case the ratio of the ionization a was measured, 

giving the ratio of the emergent effect at B to the incident 

. 2 B e 

effect at A. In the second case the ratio a was obtained, 

viving the ratio of the incident effects for the two plates. 

asd 5 B a 
Hence the ratio —! to gave the value of the ratio of the 

Ay kT 
emergent effect to the incident effect at the same plate B. 
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This method avoids any difficulties which might be caused by 
fluctuations in the illumination. 

The absorption of the thinnest films became a negligible 
eb) 

quantity because the ratio ne when plotted against the 
2 

thickness of the films, approached a limiting value as the 
thickness was indefinitely diminished. Hence the limiting 

fey vane arises 
2 

from a true difference in the ionization produced by emergent 
and incident light of equal intensity. 

value corresponds to the case in which the value 
2 

Data. 

The metals investigated for the difference in the photo- 
electric effect caused by the incident and the emergent light 
include magnesium, copper, zinc, silver, tin, platinum *, lead, 
and iron. In addition selenium, arsenic, and carbon gave 
unsatisfactory results. Selenium could not be sputtered in 
vacuo owing to its low melting-point. The cathode became 
distorted, in consequence of heating by the current, before any 
satisfactory films could be deposited. Carbon gave very 
satisfactory films of uniform texture, but its photo-electric 
activities are so small that the results became worthless 
owing to the fact that the magnitude of the results was never 
greater than the experimental error. 

The above metals were chemically pure and were supplied 
by Kahlbaum, Berlin, except silver which was commercial 
“ Fine Silver,”’ and was supplied by a local firm. 

It was desirable wherever possible to test such metals as 
exhibited the most diverse chemical and physical properties. 
Here one is limited by the possibility of sputtering, rapidity 
of oxidation, lack of photo-electric response and rapidity of 
fatigue. . ae B ry , 

The values of the ratios — and — obtained for a series of 
A J 

films of different thicknesses and for the metals cited above, 
are given in the following tables. The third column headed 

B 
B. gives the ratio of - 

2 
photo-electric effect to the incident effect at the same film. 

1 to a or the ratio of the emergent 

B au 
The last column gives the values of log a? which is pro- 

portional to the optical thickness of the film plus that of the 
quartz plate used, as was shown in the first paper on this 

subject. 
* For data on platinum see pt. 1. loc. evt, 
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Log B,;A proportional | 
to thickness of film. 

Log B,/A proportional 
to thickness of film. 

Magnesium. 

B,/A. B,/A. B,/B,. 

1-00 “99 + 1-01 

1:06 1:02 1:04 

12d 119+ 1-04 

115 119 "965 

1:37 132 GOS 0 ee 

1:27 1-34 ‘948 

Jopper. 

B,/A. B,/A. B,/B,,. 

1:09 1:07 1:02 | 
1:23 aly 1:05 
1-31 1-24 1:05 
1:28 1:24 1:03 
1:38-+ 1-29 1:03 

1:37 134-4 1-02 
1-41 1:37 1:03 
1:46 1°43 1:02 

138+ 1:54 904 
1:23 1-71 718 
1°25 1-71 7 Oi 
1-29 1-76 732 
1:23 178+ 689 | 

Zine. 

B,/A. B,/A. B, /B, 

1:20 113 1:06 

Loc: 1-254 1-064 

1°38 1°35 1:02 

1°45 1-37 1 06 

12 1-45 1-05 

Ww 1-68 1:02... | 

153 L74 org | 

030 
"068 
093 
093 
‘Vi 
°129 
"129 
"137 
"J55 
188 
2383 
°233 
*246 
"252 

Log B,/A proportional 
to thickness of film. 

053 

096 

130 

137 

162 

225 

aa 

—_—— --—. 
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Silver. 

Log B,/A proportional 
B,/A. B,/A. B,/B,. to Tied ieee of filin. 

118 1:20 ‘985 ‘O79 | 

WAS 1:33 1:01 124 | 

1:42 1-41 1:00 149 

1-64 1-66 ‘987 220 

1°62 168 ‘961 D25 

| 

ina: 

Log B,/A proportional 
BA B,/A. B,/B,. tu thickness of film. 

1:26+ 1:16 1:09 "064 
digs} 1:20 1:08 “079 
1 35 NA Nera! "083 | 
Lol 1:20 1:09 079 
1-37. 1:29 1:06 “110 
1:57 143-4 1:09 malay 
1:65 148+ Leet alia 
irl 1:56 1:09 NG 
1-74 lay Ty) "196 
1°80 1°68 1:07 °225 
190 167+ is 295 
1:87 168+ EI 220 
sit ties 1:05 238 
179 1°82 ‘984 "260 

Lead 

Log B,/A proportional 
B,/A. B,/A B,/B, 0G thickness of film. 

Lhe 1:07 1:04 029 

1:23 112 1:10 "O49 

1:19 114+ 1-04 "057 

1324+ 1:24 1:07 "093 

1:38 1:25 1:10 097 

1-50 Te | "995 ag 

ieo3 1:69 "905 228 

a9 
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Tron. 
a | u 

| , 
i | Log B,/A proportional 

| eye. B,/A. B,/B,. to thickness of film. 

114 1:18 67 072 

L 121 153 983 089 

es 1e2s ‘976 107 

il 1-25 1-30 961 | 113 

| 1-26 1:31 962 | ANT 
i | 

1:22 1-45 “841 | ‘161 
{ 
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Hence a graph (see figs. 2, 3, 4) of’ the ratio of the emergent 
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to the incident effect plotted against Jog B,/A will be identical 

in form with that plotted against thickness. 

Fig. 4. 

TIN 
FECT. 

wn 

SILVER: 

Bs NCIDENT EF S S. S 8 

RATIO OF EMERGENT 10 | 

oO 

. SS 0 030 060 090 120 150 80 20 240 270 30 
LOGARITHM B/a~ THICKNESS. 

It is seen that all the curves possess a common form, such 

that, as the metal decreases in thickness the emergent beam 

gradually becomes more prominent in its effect, until a 

certain thickness is reached where the ratio of the emergent 

to the incident effect attains a constant value. To this con- 

stant value must be added the absorption due to the millimetre 
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quartz plate upon which the metal films are mounted. The 

corrected values thus obtained * are given in fig. 5. 

* Fur method and data see pt. i. Joe. cit. p. 338. 
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The correction curve for tin and the original or uncorrected 
curve for platinum, upon which experiments were carried on 
to deterniine this absorption of the ultra-violet light by the 
quarz, happen to give identical values. The broken line is 
here used to call attention to the fact that the original un- 
corrected curve for platinum and the correction curve for tin 
are identical. 

Conclusions. 

If the metals are arranged in the order of their atomic 
weights and also according to their position in the periodic 
system as given in the table below, one notices that there is 
a periodic increase in the ratio of the emergent to the inci- 
dent photo-electric effect as one ascends through the periods 
of the table. 

Metals | ae eget, | Aeon ee 

Ti eee Mg 1-06 (ea ea 

TT. Period 2 ag NN (2p MeN ee 

liveecod Hi lew | rea, a ese ieee 
Zn Bel 653 | 170 

ia Beco eee ean 1-07 1079 | lool 
Sn 115 1185 | 97 

WME Porod yon ey (Cr Gees | an 

i. Domed hes Geeta. | ae 

This becomes more apparent when the values for the ratio 
of emergent to incident photo-electric effect are plotted 
against their atomic weights as in fig. 6. 

tron, although of a higher atomic weight than magnesium, 
has a smaller forward effect. ‘The increase in atomic weight 
from zine to silver is large, yet the forward effect of silver 
has very much decreased. ‘The increase in the effect from 
copper to zine is about the same as that from silver to tin, 
while the value for lead, three periods removed, drops to a 
value nearly equal to that of zinc in the fourth period. 

This seemingly points to a periodic variation of the forward 
effect with the change in the atomic weight, and likewise to a 
more rapid variation at the end than at the beginning of a 
period. In the last column of the above table the ratio of 
the effect to the atomic weight has been tabulated. It will 
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be observed that the ratio has a constant value in each period. 
One cannot, however, feel certain that this is a universal law, 

Fic, 6. 
Lc 

petglente 
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a 
80 

RATIO OF EM 

20 

60 
“00 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 ico 180 290 220 

ATOMIC WEIGHT. 

since it has only been possible to test it in the case of two 
groups with two elements in each group. Moreover the 
ratio’ of the emergent to the incident effect never differs 
much from unity and there is no very great difference in the 
values of the atomic weights of the elements in a given 
group. Thus the range of possible variation is rather 
restricted. 

Since it is known that the incident photo-electric effect 
increases with decreasing wave-length of the incident light, 
it may be that the ratio of the emergent to the incident effect 
would be constant for monochromatic light, so that the 
present variations in the above ratio of emergent to incident 
effect for the various metals might be attributed to a selective 
photo-electric activity on part of the films used. For 
instance, platinum might respond photo-electrically more 
easily to shorter wave-lengths than magnesium and hence 
give a greater value for the ratio of the emergent to the 
incident effect. At any rate this is a possibility which 
should be carefully investigated. For this reason the inves- 
tigation will be continued with the object of determining the 
value of the above ratios for variations with the wave-length 
of the incident light. 

From the existence of similar effects to those here described, 
in the case of the y-rays and Réntgen rays, Bragg has con- 
cluded that these radiations are of a corpuscular character. 
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The results of the present experiments indicate that that 
part of Bragg’s argument applies with equal force to the case 
of the radiations which produce the photo-electric effect. 
Since the photo-electric effect can be produced with visible 
light in the case of sufficiently electro-positive metals, and 
since there is a continuous gradation between such cases and 
the effects here investigated, there seems to be no valid reason 
for supposing that the difference between the emergent and 
incident effect is not characteristic of both ordinary and 
ultra-violet light as well as the more penetrating radiations 
examined by Bragg. If it stood alone this investigation 
would be a strong argument in favour of the unitary theory of 
light. The objections to such theories on other and ap- 
parently more fundamental grounds are very serious, as 
Lorentz has recently shown. Under the circumstances it 
seems desirable to postpone further discussion pending the 
accumulation of more experimental evidence. 

This subject and its method of investigation was suggested 
by Prof. O. W. Richardson and earried to its present stage 
under his direction. I wish to thank him here for his 
valuable assistance, advice, and encouragement throughout 
the course of this work. 

Palmer Physical Laboratory, 
Princeton University, 

Princeton, IN-Ji. UES. Aq - 

LXXXIV. A Structural Theory of the Chemical Elements. 
By J. W. Nicwouson, M.A., D.Se.* 

rEXHIS paper gives a preliminary account of a structural 
theory of the chemical elements, which derives them as 

compounds, in a certain sense, of primary forms of matter. 
It is possible, on certain views, to accomplish this for the 
simpler elements, and to a greater degree, of course, for 
those which are more complex, the degree of complexity 
being measured by the atomic weight. 

falculations of the atomic weights of these hypothetical 
constructions, even in the simplest cases, can give results 
in sufticient and indeed unexpected accord with the best 
chemical determinations. The groupings of primary forms 
for the elements as arranged in the Periodic Table show 
curious systems which appear to shed light on the mutual 
relations of the elements. This is more especially the case 

* Communicated by the Author, having been read at the meeting of 
the British Association at Portsmouth, 1911. 
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in the radicactive elements, and it will be seen that a con- 
sistent scheme for these transformations can be founded 
upon the views advocated in the paper—a scheme which 
readily removes many of the outstanding difficulties. It 
has not been possible, for reasons of space, to treat these 
elements at all completely in the paper ; but sufficient 
indications of this point have been given, and the subject 
will be treated in greater detail later. 

Elements which appear out of their places in the Periodic 
System always appear to need a characteristic construction 
of a somewhat different type from that of the class of 
elements with which they are associated, and with which 
the chemist is unable to find a clear connexion. It may 
be said that exactly in proportion as a set of elements do 
form a real chemical class, it has been found possible, as 
the result of an sien examination, to endow the set 
with constitutions of a similar nature. Moreover, with 
elements for which the chemical determination of the atomic 
weight has been carried out to the second decimal place, 
it has been possible only in a few cases to find a choice of 
formuls which would yield this value equally well. 

It is perhaps necessary to point out at once to what extent 
the paper is speculative. This character must largely belong 
to it -because the subject is treated only from the point of 
view of atomic weight. But the results are capable otf 
verification in other ways, some of which are indicated. 
In particular, the actual existence of the primary substances 
has been verified by a mathematical investigation of their 
spectra, to be published independently, which shows that 
they are the origin of the unknown lines in the spectra of 
the nebule and of the solar corona. 

The acceptance of these results involves secondary con- 
sequences of a far-reaching kind. In the first place, the 
nature of the positive electricity i in the atom is determined, 
and tound to be that supposed by Sir J. J. Thomson in he 
paper of 1904*. That is to say, positive electricity is re- 
garded as existing in uniform volume distributions, whose 
volume is proportional to the positive charge. But in the 
conception of the structure of a simple atom there is a 
difference. Sir J. J. Thomson treated the electrons in the 
atom as revolving inside the positive sphere, which was of 
atomic size. On the view developed in this paper, positive 
electricity exists in units very small in radius compared even 
with the electrons, and is the source of nearly the whole mass 
of the atom. The revolving system is therefore a planetary 

* Phil. Mag. March 1904. 
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one, and it is noteworthy that Rutherford*, in a recent 
paper, has concluded, from the evidence furnished by 
experiments on scattering, that the planetary system is 
the most probable. But although the size of the positive 
units is so different, Thomson’s conception of the uniform 
volume distribution is essential to the calculations of the 
present theory. 

In a complex atom, built up of simpler systems, the 
assemblage of positive ‘charges is in many respects similar 
to the assemblage of electrons which revolve round them, 
and it is not unlikely that many of the positive charges 
would also revolve. But they are not all of the same size, 
although the difference in size is not great. Their mass is 
SO oreat that a disturbance which could expel one of them 
from an atom would also expel many of the attendant 
electrons, and it would be impossible to isolate a positive 
charge. LHvidence for the existence of such positive electrons 
should be furnished by certain experimental results ; and 
this has recently been the case. In particular, a paper by 
Py of. R. W. Wood ft may be mentioned. 

The phenomena of radioactivity afford abundant evidence 
in the same direction. For example, the radium emanation 
has been shown, by the work of Ramsay and others, to belong 
without doubt to the argon group of inert gases, and to be a 
true element for which a vacant space has existed hitherto in 
the Periodic Table. Yet it gives off the simpler atom of 
helium. Unless the constituents of this atom already exist 
us a group, in unstable equilibrium with other groups, in the 
atom of the emanation, it 1s difficult to imagine by what 
means it can be detached as such when a really definite 
conception of the processis intended. Hvidently the diificulty 
is extreme on Sir J. J. Thomson’s view of the atom, which, 
it must be borne in mind, was only a provisional one adopted 
mainly for purposes of mathematical simplicity. It is none 
the less extreme on Rutherford’s more recent view, a revival 
of the suggestion of Nagaoka, of a simple Saturnian system 
in the atom, involving only a single positive nucleus. 

The mode of analy: sis adopted i in this paper has neverthe- 
less, by way of test, been applied to such a system ; but it 
has been found impossible from such a conception to obtain 
atomic weights in good accord, or in some cases in any accord 
at all, with chemical determinations for the simpler elements. 
Similar application has been made to other conceptions of 
positive el surface distributions of 
uniform density,—and with the same lack of success. On 

* Phil. Mag. May 1911. t Phil. Mag. Feb. 1908. 
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the whole, the investigation has established, with some 
thoroughness, that the atomic systems dealt with in this 
paper are, from the point of view of atomic weights, the 
only type which atoms can have on the basis of a purely 
electrical theory. We have indicated already some other 
considerations tending in the same direction. 

Another consequence of the adoption of these views is the 
acceptance of the fact that all inertia is due to electric charges 
in motion. Much controversy has centred in this question, 
but, at present, the main trend of opinion is against the 
existence of any other kind of inertia. Larmor, in his theory 
of the ether, has adopted this view, and although attempts 
have been made to explain the results of Kaufmann on rapidly 
moving electrons by the help of Newtonian inertia, it is found 
that Bucherer’s work gives the most satisfactory theory of these 
experiments. This work is based on the contraction formula 
for electrons in motion, and on the supposition that all inertia 
is of the electricaltype. There is no necessity to give further 
references on this point. 

The Primary Substances, or “ Protyles.” 

The simple elements, from which, or rather from the con- 
stituents of which, we propose to construct all the others, 
consist of single rings of electrons rotating round small nuclei 
of positive electricity. These nuclei are small compared with 
the electron, and furnish nearly the whole mass of the atom. 
The number of these substances whose existence is declared 
is four; but only three are used in the following constructions. 
This number is fixed by no other consideration than that more 
than three are not necessary : as regards the fourth, more will 
be said later. Moreover, it is remarkable that if the next 
model simple atoms, in order of mathematical simplicity, are 
examined, they are found to be quite useless for all the 
elements of low atomic weight, which constitute the real 
test, and it is not possible, for example, to obtain the 
atomic weights of beryllium, boron, and carbon from any 
compound of protyles involving the next two from those 
considered in the paper. 

The first of these primary substances is an atom containing 
a single ring of two electrons rotating round a positive 
nucleus. When this paper was communicated to the British 
Association, it was suggested that this element would be 
coronium, the unknown substance (or one of them) present 
in the solar corona. Subsequent work on its spectrum, which 
at that time was incomplete, has justified this supposition. 
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It has been shown by G. A. Schott that a system of rotating 
electrons would rapidly lose energy unless arranged in rings. 
From the point of view of the present paper, the actual 
arrangement does not require consideration ; but it is to be 
noted that the atoms with which we deal can be made to 
have the necessary permanence by this simple hypothesis. 
This can be seen intuitively, in fact ; for if electrons are 
rotating at equal distances round the same circle, they each 
have an acceleration of the same amount towards Ale centre, 
and the vector sum of these accelerations is zero. This is 
Larmor’s condition for the absence of radiation. 

This condition cannot be fulfilled for a single electron ; so 
that the first primary substance must have two, as we have 
supposed, if an electrically neutral atom of the simplest kind 
is to be formed. 

The second primary substance has three electrons, and a 
corresponding nucleus of a size,and with a charge therefore, 
sufficient to make the atom electrically neutral. This Mes 
been taken as hydrogen in the paper. 

Itis impor tant at this point to preclude a misunderstanding ; : 
for it 1s not intended to state that a hydrogen atom contains 
three electrons. It certainly contains a very small number, 
whatever its constitution. In order to find a basis for the 
reckoning of atomic weights, we have subsequently taken 
such a unit of w elght that the protyle with three electrons 
has a weight 1°008, the atomic weight of hydrogen, and the 
weights of the other elements are referred to this scale. 
Compounds are constructed with the weights usually given 
as atomic; so that the elements, except perhaps hydrogen, 
all have the correct atomic weights relatively to one another. 
It remains to secure that they shall be correct relatively to 
that of hydrogen. If hydrogen is the substance with three 
electrons, this is secured automatically ; but if it is more 
complex, say equivalent to two atoms of this substance, 
all the groupings in the subsequent formule merely require 
multiplication by two. We definitely assume that hydrogen 
is either this substance ora polymer (not quite in the chemical 
sense), but nothing more definite until further examination 
has been made. But in order to work out a theory, it is 
ecnvenient to suppose this substance to be hydrogen, with 
this reservation. 

The third primary substance contains four electrons, with 
the corresponding positive charge in the nucleus. It is 
identified, with mathematical justification, as nebulium—the 
source of the principal lines in the spectra of nebule. 

The fourth substance similarly contains five electrons, and 
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is provisionally called protofluorine, mainly for lack of a 
better name. The name has been used before for a hypo- 
thetical element with an atomic weight nearly the same. 
No chemical similarity to fluorine is necessarily denoted. 
This element appears to be present strongly in the solar 
corona”, 

The investigations of the spectra of these elements are to 
be communicated to the Royal Astronomical Society, and 
will Eegeanly be published in part before this paper. 

The Nature of ‘ Compounds.” 

When an element is said subsequently to be a “‘ compound ” 
of simpler elements, the statement does not relate to a com- 
pound as ordinarily known to chemists. Something of 
more intimate nature is indicated. On the modern view of 
chemical affinity, valency is believed to be a capacity for 
taking up or giving off a certain number of electrons, so 
that when two elements, or ions, have opposite charges, they 
may be held together in a compound. The “residual” 
attraction of two molecules may also form an effective 
compound, as in Sir J. J. Thomson’s discussion of the 
probable nature of chemical action. But in ail truly che- 
mical compounds, the separate atoms of the elements concerned 
must be supposed to preserve their identity, though held 
together by chemical forces, that is to say, electrical forces 
of a particular kind. 

This is illustrated from the fact that compound gases have 
a ratio of specific heats determinable from the number of 
atoms in the molecule. Now the radium emanation or 
niton belongs to a group of gases whose other members 
are monatomic, and this gas is capable of giving off helium— 
a fact which is difficult to explain if it be monatomic. The 
difficulty can be evaded by supposing that the atom of the 
gas contains all the components of the atom of helium, but 
not as a compound, in any ordinary sense, of the atom of 
helium with something else. In suitable circumstances, 
these components are excluded together as a helium atom; 
but while in the atom of niton they are more intimately 
related to the major part of the atom. Niton could therefore 

* The strongest lines in the coronal spectrum are due to this sutstance, 
and it is therefore perhaps advisable to interchange the names coronium 
and protofluorine ; but in this paper the names used when the paper was 
read have been retained in order to avoid confusion. 

+ Vide ‘The Corpuscular Theory of Matter.’ 

Ptevages. 6. Vol..22. No, 132. Dec. 1911. 3M 
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behave as a monatomic gas, as there is every reason to suppose 
that it would if the experiment were possible. 

Many suggestions could be made as to the probable nature 
of a compound of this kind. For example, if an element 
consisted of a compound of nebulium and _protofluorine, 
it might have an atom made up of two coplanar rings of 
four and five electrons respectively, and two positive nuclei. 
The essential feature is that these two nuclei should not 
coalesce into one. The separate elements are there in a 
sense, but not in the chemical sense, in which the two 
elements would exist side by side as separate units, held 
together perhaps by the transfer of an electron from one to 
the other. 

It is needless to dwell at any length upon the question of 
energy. The knowledge that an immense amount of energy 
is liberated in Dlkontige transformations, and that their 

rate of progress is apparently quite independent of external 
conditions, such as temperature, which influence ordinary 
chemical action, is sufficient to indicate the difference be- 
beet the two types ott compound.” When expressions like 
‘““compound”’ and ‘‘ protyle” are used, it is on account of 
their convenience, and their nei eati ne of meaning require 

emphasis. 

Atomic Weight. 

The weight of an atom, always determined from its inertia, 
may be regarded as the sum of the inertias of all its positive 
and negative charges. If the positive charges have a much 
smaller. radius, their inertia will greatly ov erweigh that of 
the electrons, and we may neglect the latter for the present. 
The motions to which a nucleus is subject will always be 
slow in comparison with the velocity of light. Let a be its 
radius, and e the charge on an electron. If there are n 
electrons in a neutral atom of a primary simple substance, 
the positive charge 1s ne, and the inertia will be proportional 
to n*e*/a by the narra fanmade for slow motions. 

If the positive electricity has a uniform volume density, 

its volume is proportional to ne, and therefore a to n®, 

Thus the inertia is proportional to#. ‘That of a compound 
atom containing several nuclei associated with rings ot 
electrons will be proportional to 

5 
> ne. 

Assuming that the hydrogen atom has three electrons, the 
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relative weights of the atoms of the primary substances 
are 

Coronium . . n=2, nt = 3°1748, 
Hydrogen . . n=3, n? = 6°2403, 
Nebulium  . . n=4, n? = 10:079, 

Protofluorine . n=5, n? = 14°620. 

It is usual to take the atomic weight of oxygen as 16; so 
that hydrogen has an atomic weight 1008. ° On this scale, 
we find :—- 

Atomic weight of Coronium =) “91282, 

S f Hydrogen meee 

Zs - Nebulium == O20), 

Protofluorine = 2°3615. 
9) 99 

The atomic weight of coronium is approximately the value 
assigned by Mendeléef to a hypothetical element. Nebulium 
may be the element predicted with an atomic weight nearly 
equal to 2. 

Compound Atoms. 

FTelium.—The terrestrial element succeeding hydrogen is 
helium, whose atomic weight, as eet by the International 
Committee for the present year, is 3°99. 

Again neglecting the weight ‘of the electr ons, we find by 
addition that the weight of an atom consisting of one atom 
of nebulium and one of protofluorine is 3° 9896 or 3°99. 

Helium can therefore be expressed as a simple type of 
compound atom. With the symbols Cn for coronium, Nu 
for nebulium, and Pf for protofluorine, we may write 

He = Nu+Pyf, 

where the equation is not to be interpreted in the chemical 
sense. 

Before considering other elements, we must take account 
of the inertia of the electrons. An estimate of its magnitude 
may be obtained by the supposition that they are moving 
slowly. It may be shown by a consideration of the spectral 
lines that the velocity of the electrons in an atom of nebuiium 
is about ‘004 C, where C is the velocity of light. The nature 
of the inertia-formula is such that this can be effectively 
treated as slow, in the computation of a small effect of this 
kind. 
Now the mass of a slowly-moving electron is 6.10~* gram, 

and the mass of a hydrogen atom is 1*1.10~-*4 gram, accor rding 
a M2 
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to the best estimates. The fraction of the weight of the atom 
due to its three electrons is therefore practically 1°67. 107%, and 
therefore, if 1:008 be the atomic weight, the weight of the 
corresponding nucleus is only 

(1:008)(1—:00167). 

The revised weights of the nuclei of the other simple atoms 
become therefore 

Cn ="51196, ° Naj=1°625455 (Pi = aaoe 

Adding the weights of the electrons in each case, on the 
appropriate scale -00056 for each electron, we have the 
following results :— 

Atomie weight of Coronium = °513l, 
s o Hydrogen = 1005) 

ie mK Nebulium = ro2nen, 

As z. Protofluorine = 2°3604, 

the alterations affecting only the third decimal place slightly. 
The atomic weight of helium now becomes 3°9881, or 

again 3°99. 
It may be shown that this value persists even if the 

electrons move so fast as to double their inertia. This would 
approximately be the case if the velocity of an electron were 
4/5 of that of light. 
We proceed to the consideration of other simple cases 

before attempting to construct a general scheme. When the 
helium group enters, it is not implied that this group is always 
intended rather than its two component groups, which may 
be differently situated in the atom. 

There is a fairly general suspicion that many of the 
elements may be composed of helium and hydrogen. This 
view receives some support from the following consi- 
derations. 

In constructing the elements, coronium is not used. This 
reduces the number of primary substances to three. The 
possibility of fortuitous equalities of numbers is thereby 
greatly reduced. Coronium must be retained as a substance, 
but it does not seem to have a necessary function in the 
construction of others, being, like the possible primary sub- 
stances with six and more electrons, rather a hindrance 
when the attempt is made to construct the simpler compound 
elements (with the exception of lithium, a doubtful case) by 
its combinations with others. It is possible that it is con- 
cerned in the composition of the very rare elements, such as 
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cerium, neodymium, and praseodymium and their group, 
for these elements occur somewhat strongly in the sun, 
where coronium undoubtedly exists. If so, some light 
would be thrown on the apparent lack of places in the 
Periodic Table for these elements. The atom of coronium 
would be by no means so permanent as those of other sub- 
stances, on account of its comparatively rapid radiation. 

Argon.—Vhe atomic weight of argon has been determined 
with greater accuracy than those of the other inert gases, 
and the International Committee now adopts the value 39°88. 
This is exactly ten times the value we have obtained for 
helium, and we may write 

Ao LOHe 

as a provisional representation. The fact that small quanti- 
ties of argon usually occur in mineral springs which are rich 
in helium is somewhat suspicious, and when helium is 
formed in radioactive processes, it is not unlikely that minute 
quantities of argon should accompany it, if the constituents 
of the argon atom are the same, in greater number, as in the 
case of helium. ‘There is some reason to believe that all the 
inert gases are products of radioactive changes, and the 
question will be considered in greater detail later. 

Beryllium.—The combination 3P£+2H would have an 
atomic weight 9:097, or 9°10, the International value for 
beryllium. 

Boron—tThe International atomic weight of boron is 
11:00. The combination 2He+3H gives this value exactly. 

Carbon—tThe value of the atomic weight of carbon is 
12:00, although the best chemical determinations indicate a 
value slightly higher. The number 12:008, where the last 
ficure may be smaller, may be obtained from the compound 
2He + 4H. 
Nitroyen.—2He+6H gives a value 14:02. Values have 

been obtained by experiment ranging from 14:05 (Stas) to 
just below 14:01. At present this is the scheduled value, 
but it is not regarded as certain. 

Oxyyen.—d3He+4H gives 15°996, or 16°00, the value 
proper to the accepted one for hydrogen. 

Fluorine.—The atomic weight of fluorine has not been de- 
termined recently. It is given as 19-0, the second decimal 
being small but uncertain. The combination 8He+7H 
gives 19:020. 

Neon.—The scheduled atomic weight of neon is 20:2, 
Watson’s recent determination giving 20°21. The com- 
bination 6(P£H) gives 20°21, and will be taken subsequently 
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as representing neon. Apparently the group (PiH), has 
considerable significance in atomic structure, according to 
the present theory. 

Sodium.—The atomic weight of scdium is slightly greater 
than 23, but not so great as 23:01, according to current 
chemical opinion. The value 23° 008 is given by the group 
4He+7H. 

Muagnestum.—This is an element, like beryllium, which 
cannot be composed from the helium and hydrogen groups. 
Its atomic weight is 24°32, a value given exactly by 
2H+5He+ Pt. 
Lithum.—We have considered ail the known elements 

with atomic weights less than 25, with the exception of 
lithium, and the addition of argon. Lithium is the element 
which. has presented the only diffieulty, and it is possible 
that this difficulty is only apparent. Until very recently, 
the atomic weight of lithium was believed to be greater 
than 7. A recent determination with caretully prepared 
material, however, gave 6°94, at present the accepted value. 
It is not unlikely that the actual value may be even smaller. 

The combination 3Nu+2H gives 6°90, and He+3H gives 
7:01, the older value. ‘The first combination gives the best 
result, and is used later. If it should be the case that the 
second protyle is not hydrogen, but in a sense half of it, 
so that all groupings should be doubled, this difficulty is 
removed on addition of the two groups. At present the 
question must be left open, but there is some reason to 
believe that the latter view is correct. 

THe Inert GASEs. 

After this preliminary sketch, we may proceed to a 
detailed theory of a definite group of elements in the Periodie 
System, and for this purpose we select the inert gases, in- 
cluding the radioactive emanations. They are a very funda- 
mental type of matter, and the groupings which are found 
to be effective in representing them, from the point of view 
of atomic weight, have an important place in the suggested 
constitution of the other classes of elements. Too much 
stress must not be laid, in many cases, on the particular 
arrangements selected, which are purely speculative and 
provisional, but it seems probable that they may represent 
something in the structure of the atom, from the constant 
recurrence of those which are effective. It may be claimed 
that they introduce a system into the Periodic Table which 
does not appear to be fortuitous, at the same time enlarging 
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the scope of the table. In the atom, they may be regarded 
as partially isolated from the rest, though not preserving 
their identity so completely as in an ordinary chemical com- 
pound. A rearrangement typical of radioactive change may 
be capable of rejecting a group, which may appear as an 
a particle. It is possible, as we shall see ‘later, to give a 
speculative theorv of some of the radioactive processes on 
this basis, which, however crude and incapable of verification 
in its present for m, is certainly not in opposition to any of 
the phenomena known with certainty. Its capacity for veri- 
cation is, however, in some respects very real, as will appear. 
The investigation: also serves the purpose of indicating some 
lines on which valuable experiments might be made. 

As an example of this, we may cite the generally accepted 
view that all 2 particles are positively ‘charged atoms of 
helium. The value of e/m for these particles 1 is not regarded 
as certainly accurate, and serves merely to indicate that they 
are of atomic size. The belief that they are helium rests 
entirely upon the spectroscopic investigations of Ramsay and 

others with regard to the products of disintegr: ation of niton 
or radium emanation, and the more recent work of Ruther- 
ford and Royds referring only to a particular case*. These 
experiments. prove that “helium is one of these products, but 
they certainly do not prove that all the @ particles from the 
radium or thorium series consist of helium. There is, in 
fact, strong reason to doubt this view, and it will be sufficient 
to mention only two facts in this connexion. 

In the first place, not only was the helium spectrum 
obtained in these experiments, but three other lines, of wave- 
lengths 6180, 5695, and 5455 which have never been iden- 
tified. ‘hese results have been confirmed, and certainly 
seem to indicate a gas otber than helium or any known 
terrestrial substance. The same spectrum is found for the 
gas liberated by solution of radium bromide. 

The excess of hydrogen liberated in experiments with the 
emanation has also never been explained satisfactorily, and 
there is some doubt whether it is due entirely to moisture 
which has found its way into the apparatus. The writer 
feels compelled to express the belief that some & particles are 
not helium, but hydrogen and other substances, more espe- 
cially nebulium, or more probably Nug, another elementary 
vas, and it is very desirable that more spectroscopie work 

* A paper by Rutherford and Boltwood (Phil. Mae. Oetober 1911), 
which has appeared since this was written, gives much more definite 
proof, but it again does not show that the helium may not be a modified 
a particle in many cases. 
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should be done in all possible cases. It seems not unlikely 
that some of the lines of the nebular and coronal spectra 
would be found, just as helium has been found. 

Some calculations which may be made from the experi- 
mental results are very significant, and one or two may be 
cited as illustrations. Jn the first place, though the methods 
of finding e/m for the « rays from radium have been criti- 
cized, they have led to very concordant results. Rutherford’s 
original investigation by the electric method gave e/m=6.10%. 
The photographie method of Des Coudres gave a value 
6°4.10%, and this was confirmed later by Rutherford by a 
combination of the magnetic deflexion and the heating effect, 
which gave 6°5.10%. This agreement is remarkable, and 
certainly an indication that the results are probably correct. 
Now the value of e/m for a hydrogen atom with the elec-~ 
tronic charge, as in electrolysis, is 9°62.10%. Taking 

e/m = 6°4.10° 

for the « particle, its mass becomes therefore 1-5 times that 
of the hydrogen atom. If it has a double charge, this 
becomes 3 times that of the hydrogen atom. This does not 
point to helium as the « particle, but to the gas Nuy, which 
we may call Dinebulium, with an atomic weight 3:25. This 
may be the origin of the three spectral lines already men- 
tioned. There is evidence that the a particles from the 
emanation differ either in mass or velocity from those of 
radium. Rutherford has concluded that they have a smaller 
velocity. It is possible, however, that they have a larger 
mass, and really consist of helium. 

One more calculation of considerable interest may be 
given. Becquerel has coneluded that the amount of devi- 
ation, ina given magnetic field, is the same for the @ rays 
of polonium and redium. ‘This means that the momentum 
mV of the rays is the same. But the « rays from polonium 
are much more readily absorbed, and therefore ap} arently 
m is greater for these rays. In Rutherford’s treatise * a 
comparative table of the absorptions is given. Tor a single 
thin layer of aluminium foil, the ratio of decrease is, for 
polonium, °41, and for radium, ‘48. Afterwards polonium 
rays cease to follow the exponential law. Ina single thin 
layer, it cannot be very invalid to suppose the decrease pro- 
portional roughly to the velocity, or the time which it would 
take a ray to get through. If, then, the e ray from radium 
is really dinebulium, that from polonium has an atomic 

* “ Radioactivity,’ p. 162. 
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weight 3°25x48—41 or 3°8. This is consistent with the 
theory that the polonium a rays are actually helium. 

This digression has been somewhat long, but it serves a 
useful purpose. Nebulium and protofluorine, even if not 
primary substances from which others are built up in this 
particular way, are not hypothetical, as a consideration of 
spectra shows. 
We may now proceed further with the main argument. 

Of the inert gases, we have already considered helium, 
argon, and neon. 

‘Krypton and Xenon.—The inert gases may be divided 
into the argon and neon groups, if the arrangement in 
double columns of the Periodic Table be adopted, that is to 
say, the arrangement which places potassium, rubidium, 
and cesium in one subgroup, and sodium, copper, silver 
in another of the same column. In the argon subgroup, 
the sequence is argon, krypton, xenon, an unknown gas, 
and niton. The only other member of the parallel group at 
present known is neon, and it is followed by four vacant 
spaces. Sir William Ramsay has suggested that the vacant 
spaces should be occupied by emanations, possibly present 
in the atmosphere, but decomposed during the process of 
separation. We shall endeavour to fill these spaces, guided 
in our selection of formule by the groupings of primary Patoms 
found effective for other elements. 
We consider krypton and xenon in the first place. Argon 

has already been classified as Hej, and neon as (PfH),. It 
is preferable to write 

A = dies, Ne = 2(Bi H)s, 

for the groups He, and (P£H)3; appear to have some 
significance. 

Consider now the groupings 

d{Nu,(PEH)3}, 5{He,(PEH) 5} 

with an obvious relation to each other and to those of argon 
and neon. If they represent elements, the calculated atomic 
weights of these elements are respectively 83°08 and 130°28. 
The present International atomic weights of krypton and 
xenon are 82°9 and 130-2, which, allowing for errors of 
experiment, especially likely in the case of krypton, are in 
very close accord with these calculated numbers. Without 
further discussion, we shall consider these formulze to repre- 
sent the atoms of krypton and xenon. 

Passing now to the neon group, the first vacancy occurs 
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just before copper in the Periodic Table, and the hypo- 
thetical element has been predicted to have an atomic weight 
about equal to 63. The formula 

X,=2{He,(PfH),. Nu,(P£H),} 
which we select, in accordance with necessary selections for 
other elements, gives an atomic weight 62°88. The unknown 
gas is called Xj, and it is possible that the incomplete group- 
ings involving Hes, Nu, are a criterion of instability. The 
possibility of a decomposition of this gas into the other inert 
gases with necessary stability is evident from the formula. 

teturning to the argon group, we note that the gas pre- 
ceding niton has a predicted atomic weight of about 176, by 
the usual method of the Periodic Table. This value has been 
mentioned, for example, by Sir William Ramsay. Calling 
it Xs, we may try a formula 

X, = 5{ He, (PfH); . Nu,(P£H)3}, 

giving the atomic weight 173°5. It contains a possibly 
unstable group, and may readily decompose into the inert 

gases of the atmosphere. 
An alternative formula is 

= 2{2Nu,(Pf£H), . 3He,(PfH);} 

with an atomic w eight 175. The latter is preferable, but a 
real decision could “only come with a knowledge of the gas. 
The second formula may iulustrate a relation ith niton, ad 
it notably combines the double grouping ot the neon series 
and the quintuple one of the argon series, besides giving a 
better value for the atomie w eight. 

It is worth the trouble to continue these speculations 
regarding unknown gases, though briefly, since one of them 
1s ‘generally believed to be the emanation from actinium. 

The next vacancy in the neon group immediately precedes 
silver, and the corresponding gas should have an atomic 
weight of about 106. We sug west 

X,=2{He,(P£H), . 2Nu,(P£H),} 
or 

X;=2{Nu,(PfH), . 2He,(PfH);} 

with an atomic weight 105°6. These might be different 
elements, with the same groupings arranged differently. 
Examples of this are not unknown, and the case of uranium 
and uranium XX may be cited. 
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These gases contain, throughout the series, a possibility of 
disintegration into the gases of the atmosphere. 

Another vacancy precedes gold in the Table, the probable 
atomic weight concerned being 197. We suggest the gus 

X,=2{He,(P£H), . 4He,(PfH);} 

with an atomic weight 126°76, exhititing both the double 
and quintuple groupings of the more primary groups. | 
We have passed over a vacancy on the horizontal row con- 

taining a series of the metals of the rare earths. There is a 
current view that samarium {150° 4), europium (152-0), and 
gadolinium (157°3) form a triad in the last column of the 
table, like iron, nickel, and cobalt, or osmium, iridium, 
and platinum. Terbium (159°2) then appears in the column 
with copper, silver, and gold, and should be preceded by an 
inert gas of the neon group with an atomic weight nearly 
equal to 158. If this view be accepted, the only compound 
of the usual groupings which is available is, with atomic 
weight 157°6, 

De 4f He,(Pf H)s ° Nu,(Pf£H)s}. 

which is not quite in line with the general scheme. 
Buta consideration of the table appears to indicate that 

the true value should be nearly 153, it the successive differ- 
ences are accounted in the usual way. The position of the 
rare earths is a baflling problem, and there is certainly no 
resemblance between eonnenn on the hand, and copper, 
silver, and gold on the other. In fact, the rare earths all 
resemble lanthanum, the first member of their series, in 
properties, and there is considerable justification for the 
proposal which has been made to extend the row to 16 
instead of 8 members at this stage of the table. Quite apart 
from the present theory, it does not seem that terbium can 
retain its place, on purely chemical grounds, in the alkali 
eolumn. We shall suppose, therefore, that 153, the value 
naturally suggested by the Periodic Table, is the proper 
approximate ‘atomic Ww eight of the gas now in question. We 
suggest therefore the for rmula 

X,=2{2He,(P£H);. 3Nu,(P£H)3} 

with an atomic weight 152°49. There are other important 
considerations in oe of this formula, which cannot be 
discussed at present without undue digression. They will 
be dealt with to some extent later in the paper, and more 
specially afterwards, We may, however, state that there is 
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considerable reason for the belief that this gas is the actinium 
emanation. 

Thorium Emanation.—If the thorium emanation is derived 
from thorium by the expulsion of two « particles, both being 
helium atoms, the atomie weight of this emanation is about 
224°4, or very close to the value for niton. The decimal in 
the atomic weight of thorium is not definitely settled, but it 
is evident that the atomic weights of the two emanations are 
within a few units of each other, and this fact renders it 
possible to take up a definite position with regard to them. 

If the Periodic Table is to be accepted at all, it is evident 
that it contains no places for two inert gaseous elements so 
close together. Thorium emanation, though more unstable, 
is as much an element as niton. ‘The suggestion may be 
made that the atomic weights of these emanations are 
identical, but that they consist of the same groupings in the 
atom arranged differently, in a more stable manner in the 
case of niton. Examples of elements with identical atomic 
weights are familiar in radioactive transformations. The 
case must occur whenever one element is derived from 
another by the expulsion of @ particles and y rays only. 
Two such emanations could break down in different ways. 

This seems to be the only possible solution of the difficulty, 
and it is a matter which could perhaps be tested by spectro- 
scopic work. For it involves the conclusion that the « 
particles from thorium and radium are not of the same 
character, if thorium is really the active constituent in its 
preparations. 

Actinium Emanation—A probable constitution of this 
emanation has been suggested, which leads to an atomic 
weight of 152°49. It is possible to obtain some degree of 
experimental verification of this value. Of the various 
attempts which have been made to find this atomic weight, 
that of Russ* appears to be the most satisfactory. The 
method of diffusion was used, and special precautions taken 
against unusual behaviour of small quantities of gas. Russ 
also performed experiments confirmatory of the method, and 
his final conclusion was that the thorium emanation is 
1-42 times as heavy as that from actinium. The thorium 
emanation, in any case, has an atomic weight of about 222, 
and this leads to a value about 155 for actinium emanation. 

This is sufficiently close to the value we have suggested, 
and decides the place of the emanation in the table. The 
atomic weight of actinium itself is therefore about 160. A 

* Phil. Mag., March 1909. 
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precise value cannot be given until the nature of its @ radia- 
tion is established. Without entering into a discussion at 
this point, the opinion may be expressed that these @ rays 
consist perhaps of Nu,, with atomic weight 3°25, which could 
easily be mistaken, except spectroscopically, for helium. 
There is some reason to believe that this gas may be respon- 
sible for the three spectral lines mentioned in an earlier 
section. 
Radium Emanation or Niton.—In discussing a _ probable 

constitution of niton, we shall suppose that it is derived from 
radium by the expulsion of an atom of helium. On this 
point possible doubt has already been expressed, for reasons 
only partially indicated, though the indications given show 
that the 2 particles from radium and its products cannot all 
consist of helium. The value of the atomic weight of lead 
is another indication. The paper of Rutherford and Royds 
on the collection of the particles in a vessel may prove the 
matter in this special case. But if we adopt the usual view 
as a working hypothesis, the atomic weight of the emanation 
would be 222-4, if the atomic weight of radium is 226-4 as 
determined by Mme. Curie. The nearest value wiich can 
be obtained on the present scheme is given by 

Ra Km= 2{2Nu, (Pf£H)s ° 3He, (PfiH) shy 

with an atomic weight 222°81. It can be arranged in other 
forms, one of which might be the thorium emanation, and 
is, in itself, quite consonant with the scheme, preserving the 
double and quintuple groupings. It sull does so if arranged 
as 

Ra Em=2{ He, (P£H);.4He,Nu, (PfH)s}. 

Until further evidence concerning the @ particle is available, 
this formula, in one form or another, will be adopted. If 
the atomic weight of helium be added, the atomic weight of 
radium becomes 226°80. This is very close to the value 
given by Thorpe’s experiments, as described in a recent 
Bakerian Lecture. The formula is well in line with the 
scheme, but it does not exhibit radium as a transformation 
product of uranium if only helium is removed in the form 
of « particles. 

If this value be correct, it reduces the discrepancy between 
the atomic weight difference of radium and lead, and the 
weight of the five helium atoms supposed to be ejected in a 
final transformation from radium to lead. The atomic 
weight of lead is given as 207°1, and with the value 226-80 
for radium, the five @ particles should weigh 19:70, which 
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is very nearly the value for five helium atoms. The 
ordinary value for radium gives only 19°3. But this point 
must not be dwelt upon, as it seems probable that all the 
particles are not helium, and there may be more than five. 

The results of this examination of the inert gases may be 
collected into the following table, as a representation of the 
first column of the Periodic Table. The practical value of 
the atomic weight, when one is generally accepted, is placed 
in brackets. 

Grroup TI. 

Neon, 2(PfH),, 20:21 (20: 2) 

Argon, 5He,, 39°88 (49°83) 

Krypton, 31 [04 (BF1),} , 83°08 (82:9) 

Xi=2{ He, (PFH),. Nu, (Pree) Gass 

| X,=2/ He, (PfH)3.2Nu,(PfH);}, 105+6 

ae a He 1 PHL} 130: 0°28 (I 30:2) 

| AcEm =2{2He, (PfH),.3Nu, (PfM)s}, 152-49 

2N 04 (BED 3He, (en), up 175-0 

te Hes (PfH)3.4He (PFH),}, 196-76 

Niton, 2{2Nn, (PEED. ‘3H, (PTD, i 999 

Other Groups of Elements. 

After this sketch, necessarily somewhat brief. of the group 
of inert gases, we may proceed to consider other groups of 
elements with chemical similarity. Only those of accepted 
atomic weights are considered, and in particular, all the 
elements of the rare earths are ignored, since they are 
uncertain both in atomic weights and positions in the table. 
It must be stated that in many cases the suggested groupings 
are entirely provisional, and put forward partly to indicate 
the possibility of the process, Many considerations, atomic 
volume for example, would be necessary before anything of 
a final character could be attempted. But on the whole the 
system cannot be wholly fortuitous, and the results are 
suggestive In many ways. 
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Lithium, Potassium, Rubidium, Caesium.— For these 
elements the following formule may be suggested :— 

fathinm, HoNu;= 6:90 (6-91), 

Potassium, 2{ Nu, (PfH);| H.Nu,Pf;=39-08 (39-1), 

Rubidium, 4{ Nu, (PfH);} He,H;= 85°44 (85°45), 

Caesium, 4{ He, (PfH);}{ Nu, (P£H)3}He;=132°81 (132-81). 

The case of lithium has been discussed already. The 
formule present a definite scheme of development with 
atomic weight increasing, and their groupings have obvious 
relations with those of the inert gases. ‘The relations among 
the metals themselves are of the kind which would be ex- 
pected on the view that the elements are the representatives 
of definite positions of stability which have been reached in 
an evolution of matter from its simplest forms. The pro- 
perties of these stable systems may be expected to recur at 
certain intervals, for example, alkaline properties and their 
chemical associates recur with the groups just written. 
Other groups of a similar kind might be written down with 
perhaps similar properties, bat capable possibly of only a 
transitory existence, as in “We case of radioactive products. 
The discover y of radioactivity has already led, as Sir William 
Ramsay pointed out in his Presidential Address to the British 
Association at Portsmouth, to the isolation of twenty-seven 
new ‘elements,’ many of sedanele have been shown to possess 
definite chemical properties. The Periodic Yable cannot 
take account of all unstable as well as stable elements, except 
on the view that the complete table should contain many 
times the present number of elements, in which the present 
set would be but isolated units, and such that the table 
should find places for whole groups at present unknown, or 
perhaps represented by a single member, as possibly, ap 
example, in the case of sodium or manganese. 

The real existence of a general scheme of this kind is an 
immediate deduction from the growing belief that all matter 
is to a certain extent radioactive. Campbell has detected 
the effect even in potassium, which perhaps gives a series of 
products for which the present table has no place. Radio- 
activity can easily be overlooked if the velocity of the ex- 
pelled ‘particles is below a certain value. It is a process of 
devolution of matter, and if the « particle were endowed 
with considerable mass it could not be detected. A gas like 
neon may be an & particle from certain kinds of matter, and 
it is probable that all the inert gases are waste products of 
this nature, which have accumulated in the atmesphere. 
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Their absence from the solar spectrum is significant, and 
perhaps an indication that in this case the process of devolu- 
tion has not gone far. If they are radioactive products, the 
fact that their groups are so effective in the constructions 
for other elements has an important significance. If an 
atom of caesiuin, for example, gave off the group Hes, the 
remainder might disintegrate into krypton and xenon, 

| without any possible detection by experiment. 
ny Sodium, Copper, Silver, Gold.—These metals occupy the 
qi other sub-group in column 2 of the table, and are not closely 

related chemically, even in respect to valency. Sodium 
presents much more similarity to the alkali metals, but is 
devoid of some of their characteristic properties—it does not, 
for example, form alums. In the alkali group, lithium 
itself is somewhat exceptional, especially as regards its 
spectrum, as Hicks* has shown recently. The formula as- 
cribed to it is not quite similar to those of the allied metals, 

i as it only contains two of the primary substances. 
ih Similar remarks apply to sodium in the present group. 
| It is chemically unlike copper, silver, and gold, and it has 

been found impossible to obtain a formula quite in line with 
those of the other metals, nor conversely, to endow them 
with formule similar to that of sodium. It seems likely 
that sodium is the only stable representative of a whole 
group of elements. The formule suggested for the present 
elements are :— 

Sodium, {Nu, (P£H);}H,Nu,. PfH,=23°008 (23:0), 

Copper, 2{He, (PFH)3} Pf. (PEA), = 63°57 (63°57), 

Silver, 4{Nu, (PFH);!2{ Nu, (P£H)3}He, . (PEH),=107 89 (107-88), 

Gold, 8{ He, (P£H);}2{ He,Nu, (PfH);}Nu, (Pi),=197°3 (197-2), 

where the formula for sodium has a pronounced similarity 
to that of potassium in the previous section. 

Beryllium, Calcium, Strontium, Barium, Radium. —The 
spectrum of beryllium is abnormal in the same manner as 
that of lithium, and is not of the same type as those of its 
associated members of the table. This peculiarity has been 
pointed out to me by Prof. W. M. Hicks, who has not yet 
published his investigations of these series. We may expect 
to find a similar divergence in its formula, and this occurs. 

* Phil, Trans. A. 19C9. 
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The suggested formule are :— 

bemyiim, Pi. or Pf (PiH),=—9:10 (9-1), 

Calcium, 2{Nu, (PfH),}(PfH); Nu,=40°084 (46-09), 
S¥ontium, A{ Nu, (P£H);}{He,Nu, (P£H);}Nu;He, = 87°64 (87°63), 

Barium, 4{ He, (PfH)3}{ He, (P£H)3} Pfs; He, =137°37 (137°37), 
Radium, 8{He,Nu, (PFH);}2{ He, (PfH)3} He; = 226°8 (226-4). 

Beryllium diverges very much in the same way as lithium, © 
containing only two primary substances. It involves Pf;H, 
in place of Nu;H,. That it should have a different valency 
from lithium may be seen. Even to protofluorine and 
nebulium themselves definite valencies can be aseribed on 
mathematical principles, but this question lies outside the 
range of the present preliminary exposition of the theory. 
The valency of an element will have no immediate relation 
to the valencies of other and simpler elements which could 
be formed by an arbitrary selection of some of its groups. 
Valency is, of course, not an idea which can be attached 
with any meaning to a group like, for example, Hes, unless 
the arrangement in this group be specified, anil unless it be 
unaccompanied by other groups. Perhaps this remark is 
necessary to emphasise the distinction between compounds 
in the present sense and chemical compounds. 

The formula for radium is obtained on the supposition 
that its « particle is helium. 

Magnesium, Zinc, Cadmium, Mere uUry. —These metals occupy 
the other half of the column containing the calcium group, 
and possess a certain degree of similarity, especially zine 
and cadmium. The suggested formule are :— 

Magnesium, NuHe, (PfH).= 24°32 (24°32), 
Zine, 2{ He, (P£H)3}Nu, (P£H).= 65°36 (65: auye 

Cadmium, 4{He, (PfH)3;}He,Pf, (PfH),=112°43 (112°40), 

Mercury, 8{ He, (Pf{H)3}2{Nu, (PfH);|H,He, (P£H), = 200-1 (200). 

The formula for magnesium is somewhat different from 
the others, but there is a corresponding chemical difference. 
Beryllium and magnesium have much in common, and the 
formula tor beryllium may be written as Pf (Pf£H)., which 
is very similar to that of magnesium. The other three 
formulze follow the usual line of development, with a corre- 
sponding gradation of chemical properties. 

Nitrogen, Phosphorus, Arsenic, Antimony, Bismuth.— 
Columns 4 and 5 of the tabie do not contain many elements 
whose atomic weights have been determined with sufficient 

Pid Mag soe, Vole 22. (Nos 132) Dees 1911. 3 N 
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accuracy. They are accordingly passed over in the present 
sketch, and we proceed to column 6. In this column elements 
like vanadium and niobium will not be considered. They 
are classed with nitrogen, to which they have little resem- 
blance, except perhaps in the formation of salts similar to 
the nitrates, and of oxychlorides. But phosphorus, arsenic, 
antimony, and bismuth form a_ series whose properties 
change continuously from non-metallic to metallic. Nitrogen 
is also, in some respects, a starting-point of this series. The 
suggested formulee are :—- 

Nitrogen, H, . He,H,=14-02 (14:01), 

Phosphorus, { He, (P£H)3;} HesH =31-05 (31:04), 

Arsenic, 3{ He, (PfH)3}{ Nu, (P£H);}Pf,NuH =74-96 (74:96), 
Antimony, 3{ He, (P£H)3}2{ He. (P£H)3}Nus;H =120°22 (12022), 

Bismuth, 8{ He, (Pf£H)3}4{ Nu, (P£H)3} Nu, (P£H).= 208-08 (208). 

The formule for phosphorus, arsenic, and antimony have 
much in common, but that for bismuth is more reminiscent 
of some of the preceding metals, though at the same time 
not unlike the others of its group. The factor 3 in the inert 
gas groupings appears for the first time in arsenic and 
antimony, semi-metallic elements. It appears again in the | 
next group of elements. | 

Oxygen, Sulphur, Selenium, Tellurium.—Of these four | 
elements of column 7 of the table, the last three form a 
pronounced chemical series. Oxygen has little real relation | 
to the others, and certainly none to chromium, molybdenum, 
and tungsten, which are its actual companions in the sub- 
group. It is probable that it ought to have a column of its 
own. But just in so far as nitrogen is, in some respects, 
allied to phosphorus, so is oxygen to sulphur. It is very 
easy, for example, to replace oxygen by sulphur in many 
classes of organic compounds. The formula might therefore 
be expected to show some relation to the other three. The 
following may be suggested :—— 

Oxygen, { Nu, (PfH);}NuH=16-00 (16-00), 

Sulphur, { He, (P£H);} HeH,= 32-06 (32-07), 

Selenium, 3{ Nu, (P£H),}2{ Nu, (PfH),;} NuH=79-20 (79°20), 7 
Tellurium, 4{He,Nu, (P£H)3}2{ He, (P£H) 3} He H2=127°5 (127°5)s 

There is a curious similarity between the formule for 
selenium and arsenic, and in fact between the last two sets 
of formule. In each case it is accompanied by a gradual 
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transition to the metallic state, selenium and _ tellurium 
having metallic varieties. 

Fluorine, Chlorine, Bromine, Iodine—Chlorine, bromine, 
and iodine form a well-defined chemical series, but fluorine 
is in some respects isolated, though quite fairly in accord 
with the others. But it has many exceptional properties, 
such as its extraordinary affinity for silicon. These elements 
are accompanied in the column by manganese, which cannot 
be regarded as related to them. The following may be 
suggested :— 

Fluorine, Nu (P£H);. H, (NuH),=19-02 (19:0), 
Chlorine, 2{ Nu, (P£H)3} H, (P£H).=35:47 (35°46), 
Bromine, 4{ Nu, (PfH)3;}H,Pf, (P£H).= 79°93 (79°92), 
Iodine, 4{ He, (PfH),} He, (PFH),.=126°92 (126°92). 

In the case of fluorine, the atomic weight is not known 
to the second decimal, so that the alternative 

Fluorine, { Nu, (PfH)3}P£ Nu, =18°98, 

is also worthy of consideration. These are the only two 
alternatives. 

Chromium, Manganese, Iron, Nickel, Cobalt—These metals 
occupy paradoxical positions in the table. Chromium appears 
as related to oxygen, and manganese to fluorine, while iron, 
nickel, and cobalt appear as a triad after the eighth column. 
It is significant that all appear consecutively in a rew. 
Chromium is further associated, with some chemical corre- 
spondence, with molybdenum and tungsten. No analogue 
of manganese has been discovered, and it is followed only 
by vacant spaces. 

There is a considerable similarity amongst these metals, 
for example in their capacity for forming salts such as the 
bichromates, permanganates, and ferrates. Moreover, iron, 
nickel, and cobalt are the magnetic metals. These con- 
siderations point to some factor in their constitution which 
has not occurred in the groups of elements already discussed, 
and it is noteworthy that an application of the usual groupings 
is not very successful. The best representations found are 
as follows :— 

Chromium, 4He,{ He, (PfH)3|H,=52:00 (52-00), 
Manganese, 6He, . Pfs =54°938 (54-93), 

Iron, 6He,. He» =55°84 (55°85), 
Nickel, 4He,{ He. (P£H),} HePf, = 58°69 (58°68), 
Cobalt, 4He,{ He, (PEH);} HHe,=58°97 (58:97). 

ow 2 
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These form a very definite system, with the pecularity 
that the usual groupings are replaced to a great extent by 
helium groups. W hen the sugvested constitution of argon, 
5) Hes, is considered, it is seen that they do not glen. ine 
usual relation to the inert gases. 

Perhaps this preponderance of helium, that is to say, of 
the positive charges of only two types which may be the 
nuclei of the helium atom, may be responsible for the peculiar 
properties and isolated position of these elements. It is 
especially noteworthy that the formula for iron consists only 
of these. 

Uranium.——-Perhaps a suggestion with respect to the re- 
lation between uranium and actinium may be made at this 
point, though itis highly speculative. If the present atomic 
weight of uranium, recently determined carefully, be accepted 
it is in accordance with the constitution 

Uranium, 8{Nu, (PfH);}4{ HegNu, (PfH);}2{ He, (PFH)3} = 

giving an accepted value exactly. This formula is a 
multiple of 3. Actinium is believed to be a branch product 
of the activity of uranium, and there is certainly a con- 
siderable gap between the ‘akomic wel ights. An instability 
arising in an atom of uranium may in certain cases cause 
instability j in a neighbouring atom, or the unstable atom may 
be projected into. the. stable one, so that they break up 
together. If this should happen three atoms or more ofl 
new substance may be formed, presuming that the result is 
aioe @ imei Oe allemurie, Mle vena ADE were formed the 
atomic weight of the substance would be 2 of that of uranium, 
or 159-00. Its constitution might be arranged as 

6{Nu, (PfH),}4{ He, (PfH)s}Nu,, 
derived directly from the formula for uranium. The escape 
of two @ particles of constitution Nu, and atomic weight 
3°25 would then leave the substance already indicated as the 
probable actinium emanation. If four @ particles escaped 
each might be nebulium. 

Itis noteworthy that in the September number of the Philo- 
sophical Magazine I Mr. G. N. Antonoff describes experiments 
which seem to indicate a branch product UrY derived in small 
quantity from uranium. ‘This product appears to give off 
a rays, but not to the extent expected from the @ radiation. 
If it be tbe parent of actinium, perhaps these a rays are not 
from UrY, but from one of its products. 

At this point it is convenient to close the present paper. 
The views which have been advocated are capable in several 

238°50, 
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ways of experimental test, more especially in connexion with 
spectroscopic work of the kind already done by Ramsay, 
Soddy, Rutherford, and others. They do not appear to be aut 
variance with any established experimental result where 
comparison is possible, and they may serve to suggest useful 
directions of experimental inquiry, or the outlines of an 
interpretation of radioactive changes. It may be noted that, 
according to these views, the number of electrons in an 
atom is roughly proportional to the atomic weight. The 
ratio is generally about 2° ae rather smaller than Crowther’s 
estimate. 4 ; 

= as oo — 
== —--- — — = $$$ 

LXXXV. On Electrostriction. By HK. P. Apams, Ph.D., 
Professor of Physics, Princeton University *. 

i isaaes object of the present paper is tue development of 
formule for some important cases of electrostriction, 

particularly those involving cylindrical condensers. M. P. 
Sacerdotet found the elongation per unit length of a charged 
cylindrical condenser to be 

e=(qth)ge(z)> - ee) 

where E is Young’s modulus, K the dielectric constant, and 
d the small thickness of the dielectric, and k, a constant 
involving the dependence of K upon the state of stress in 
the dielectric. This expression was obtained by the energy 
method; when applied to a finite portion of an infinitely 
long cylinder there is some doubt as to the validity of this 
method. In the present paper this and other problems are 
solved by means of the general equations of equilibrium of 
elastic solids. An entirely different result is obtained for 
the elongation of a charged cylindrical condenser, and this 
has an important bearing upon the interpretation of the 
experiments of Prof. L. T. Moret, who concluded that the 
whole elongation he obtained could be accounted for by 
the heat developed as a result of the high difference of 
potential it was necessary to employ; this conclusion is 
supported by the result of the present investigation. 

It is well understood now that the system of stresses in 
dielectric media formulated by Maxwell is only approximate, 
no account being taken by him of the change in the dielectric 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ ‘Recherches T} héoriques sur les déformations électriques des diélec- 

triques solides isotropes.’ Paris, es No. 1012, 1899. 
{ Phil. Mag. [5] 1. p. 198 (18 300) ; [6] vi. p. 1 (1908) ; x. p. 676 (19054). 
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constant resulting from the strains in the dielectric. Fora 
homogeneous uncharged isotropic dielectric the three cem- 
ponents of the force acting on unit volume are* 

, 1 O° Oreo {i Be B= ggg @t2) {Sw ay asp ho > © 
where R is the resultant electric intensity measured in 
electrostatic units, and 6, and 6, are two material constants 
which may be defined as follows :—Let, in the notation of 
the theory of elasticity T, er: ...... €xy be the strain components, 
and let the z-axis be taken in the direction of the electric 
intensity at a given point of the medium. ‘Then 

oK 6 ok ok Hs 

Oezr a Oey Ose i | (3) 

dK _ aK _dK yg s I Me 
Oe, Obezxe Olzy peat 

while the derivatives of K with respect to the other strain 
components all vanish for an isotropic medium. 

The complete system of stresses in an uncharged homo- 
geneous isotropic dielectric is given byt 

D) K 79 792 Ws 5 1 v's 72 P= ee (X?— Y? ia ZL?) — oa (X76, + Y76, + 276.) | 

Py= ge (2-2 X)— © (V8, + 298, + X,) 
>) K ig, 79 9 1 7, Ta P= = (Key?) (275, 4 8 eon) | 

Om Oo 
is i Gs) 

Pye= 7 YZ+ © (8-8) YZ | 

aes oe ual am | Pi.= 7 ZX + = -(8,~8,)ZX | 

KS il : | 

X, Y, Z being the three components of the electric 
intensity R. 

* Pockels, Encuklopiidie der mathematischen Wissenschaften, Band v., 
Heft 2, p. 350. The units employed in this article are different from 
those here employed, thus accounting for the factor 4% in this and the 
following equations. 

+ Cf. Love, ‘The Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, 2nd ed. 
t Cf. Peckels, é. ¢. ; 
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1. Elongation of a Cylindrical Condenser with 
Adherent Armatures. 

Let a be the internal and 64 the external radius of the 
dielectric tube. The equations of elastic equilibrium in 
cylindrical coordinates are 

oe +2407 = —I, 

1 
(A +22 — 244, 2 (or) =-F, 

wis the radial and w the axial displacement, A the cubical 
dilatation, and » the 6-component of the rotation. 

Oy) yO 
and eee ; 

pee 04 Se oy 
02 Or’ 

F, and Fz are the radial and axial components of the force 
acting on unit volume of the tube. To solve these equations 
we assume that there is a uniform axial displacement, w=ez, 
where e isa constant, the elongation of unit length of the 
cylinder, which is to be determined. We assume also that wu 
is independent of z, which will be the case only for an in- 
finitely long cylinder, but will be approximately satisfied for 
a vylinder long compared to its radius when the end effects 
may be neglected. We thus have 

—_— 2 en) +e, 
r Q? 

a=0. 

If V is the difference of potential between the coatings, 

ee Neal § 
Blob bia) a (5) 

Then by (2) 

b) 
ye 

ye 

and the single equation of ee is 

fe) O(7u) \ 7 1 Sit 65) 
Pee Bae “(28 a) ~~ Sar ry 

S7(6, +62) log r 
6r(X+2p) 47 ’ 

its solution is 

ey ee mos 
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A and B being integration constants to be determined by the 
conditions at the sone surfaces of discontinuity. 

The normal traction over the surface r=const. counted 
positive for a tension is 

“EA tne.) a 

The normal surface traction at a surface separating a con- 
ductor from a dielectric is, for a cylindrical surface 

“yi ev Ab if Uy Y v Y 

Fr=—<(-P.7"?,, ih, ~ Pay + 7 Py ? 

where the electric stress components P,,, &c., are to be 
evaluated for the dielectric, since in the conductor the electric 
intensity vanishes. Putting X=w«R/r; Y=yR/r, we find 

by (4) 

K,=— 5—;(K-—6,). . . . .93 96 

Equating (7) and (8) to each other for r=a and r=6 in 
turn, we find 

$76; + 62) {1- 2b b? log a—a* log b ahaa” 

16m Noo 1) See ee TUBE PV Byes 

BO + 8) Se log he r- A= 

one) Sa N+2y V—a’ 

For an open tube the longitudinal traction must vanish. i I S 
ence 

a= * 2 (0) + (4 4) =). df Nes (alals) 
, : 

This gives 

4 (Or + 83)r ee AA+ i6ar(n+ 2 a) A he ema 

Hence 

S?(0; + 85) he Now De _ p(3r + 2p) 

Sm(rA+2 2m) A+p OF —a 272 N+ fb 

This cannot be satisfied for a tube of finite thickness. If 
d=h—a is small we can put r=a. We thus find, keeping 
terms of the first power only in d/a, 

Aa ti 2 : 
(0; 405 )e d a tk \ 9> 

AG I Sir ae ee (fe Ce 
Ss H 
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L(3rX+ 2p) in which E, Young’s modulus, = 
Ase 

and o, Poisson’s 

ratio, =5 FORE a)’ 

(12) is the final expression for the elongation per unit 
length of the thin dielectric cylinder w hen char ged to a 
ditference of potential V. If the dielectric constant does 
not depend upon the strain, 7. e. if 6;=6,=0, the elongation 
vanishes. In order to compare this with Sacerdote’s expres- 
sion (1) we must neglect the second term in brackets in (12) 
so as to apply the formula to an infinitely thin cylinder, and 
we must also determine the constant fk; in terms of 6, and 6,. 
In Sacerdote’s notation, a traction T perpendicular to the 
electric intensity causes a change in K 

while a traction T’ in the direction of the electric intensity 
causes a change 

OK 
ay ial. 

Using (3) and the stress-strain relations of the theory of 
elasticity, we find 

ee aq (h- —doo— a6) 

MMe ies ft) ale (13) 
= ‘6 — ) ke KE (Oy 2062) 

or 

KE(2ck, + kg—ohks) > 

oi t—a@— 6 
= e e ° e (14) 

iy tS 
l—o—2oa 

Equation (1) may then be written 

1 : 
aaa on +6 ° ° ° Ae 

“= Sb 7) {K+8 A )} ee 

This is the expression given by Pockels*, following essentially 

the argument of Sacerdote. According to this formula, if 

6 0 the elongation does not vanish, but reduces to 

Ke nv : 
Bae Sen (Ci) she . ‘4 avn hte > (16) 

eB eu ps ao. 
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In order to obtain (15) by the method used in this paper 
it is necessary to equate the longitudinal traction expressed 
by (11) not to zero, as has been done, but to the reversed 
longitudinal electric stress, Pzz, given by (4), which gives, 
in this case, 

S? 

(K+ 6,) pean 

When this is done the expression (15) for the elongation of 
an infinitely thin cylinder readily follows, if terms in d/a are 
neglected. But this procedure is equivalent to assuming 
that the stresses of electric origin are held in equilibrium by 
elastic stresses. Maxwell* himself expressly warned against 
this. In the case of a fluid the error in this procedure is 
self-evident, for the only elastic stresses possible are pressures 
equal in all directions which cannot hold in equilibrium the 
system of electric tensions along the lines of force and 
pressures perpendicular to them. 

That the elongation must vanish when there is no de- 
pendence of the dielectric constant upon the state of strain 
may be seen in another way. Apart trom the change in the 
dielectric constant any elongation is due merely to the attrac- 
tion of the oppositely charged armatures. This attraction is 

2 

the resultant of the force ms acting normally outwards 

from each unit surface of the conductors, s being the surface 
density of the charge. The surface densities on the inside 
and outside coatings are 

KV(1+ 5.) KVa(1+ £) 
Aad and Adhd 

respectively, to the same degree of approximation we have 
been using. Hence there is uniform pressure of amount 

KV» 1+ : 
aS Ca 

inside the cylinder, and 

KV%0?(1 aL e 

Le 87rb?a? 

* Treatise, vol. i. p. 165. Cf. also Pockels, f.¢. Art. 2. 
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outside. The elongation is given by* 

sat A( pa” Sie) a 

aC aang 
We thus have the important result that the elongation of 

a charged cylindrical condenser is due wholly to the changes 
in the dielectric constant resulting from the strain in the 
dielectric. | 
We have no means at present of determining the amount 

of elongation, expressed by (12), to be expected. The com- 
bination 6,—o(6,+6,) may be determined from the experi- 
ments of Wiillner and Wien +t on the change in capacity of 
cylindrical glass condensers when stretched. The capacity 
is given by 

Pi fees 
ee log b/a’ 

where J is the length of the coated part. Let T be the 
tension applied. The ratio 6/a is unaltered by a simple 
longitudinal traction, so that the whole change in the capacity 
is given by 

=a re : 2 
pe Moe ola (Kol+ lék) 

Ab 

ee (edi ad A= a | yo OF liam 2 2) 

Hence we get 

OC] ane b 
oy = px (K+8—08)—08)). e e e (17) 

The following table gives the average values of 
62—0(0,+6.) calculated from the results of their experi- 
ments. The first column gives the designation of the glass, 
the second Young’s modulus determined by stretching, and 
the third the dielectric constant. 

* Love, J. c. p. 141. 
+ Annalen der Phystk, xi. p. 619 (1908). 
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UAB IE 

Glass. EK. ike 6, — o(0,+6,). 

SRUPT MRC ee ae 6-41 10"! 7-73 - 10-68 

Spee oy 6:26 8:60 —U-94 

SUB me ile een 5:51 6:99 —0-45 

rat Sik all baie 6:83 6:57 —0 67 

10! Azzy Loe e720 661 2-54 

LOND) aa crue 5712 7-22 _ 2:57 

Gee Rew 2574 On | — 9:85 

=O 

The glass which Prof. More used in his experiments was 
apparently more like one of the first two in this table than 
any of the others. So that while $,+06, cannot be deter- 

mined, it is very probable that it is much smaller than K, 
and therefore the elongation of a charged open cylindrical 

condenser given by (12) will be much less than that given 

by (16), the expression which Prof. More attempted to 

verity. 

Dy Cylindrical Condenser with Non- Adherent Armatures. 

Some of Prof. More’s experiments were made with cylin- 
drical condensers, the armatures being separated from the 
dielectric tube by an insulating liquid. Let K, as before, 
be the dielectric constant of the solid tube, and K’ that of 
the liquid. For a fluid §,=6,. Let 6; be the common value 
of these two constants for the liquid. Let f and g be the 
internal and external radii of the liquid, a and 0, as before, 
those of the solid tube. The electric intensity in the solid 
1s now 

Ree OY, ies 
rar 

Xr ee 

K' log—-+K log nie 
bf 

and in the liquid 

fr RV a ee 
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By means of (4) we find the normal traction at a surface 
separating two dielectrics to be 

ee (K —6,)S? (K'—63)8” 
Sarr” Sarr? 

The surface conditions then give 

mee io). § 9 me Mile eto} Ll. (K—6,)8S? (K’—683)8” 
L67(A+2u) Veal reve (pay ols a Sar , 

?(6, + 6.) 
rn A= — J 2 ela Ca orm ero 2,) 

and the condition that there be no longitudinal traction 
gives 

_ _ 5%, +8)o 
ie STv’H 

Tt has been assumed that the solid tube is so thin that terms 
in dja may be neglected, d being, as before, the thickness of 
the solid tube. Substituting the value of S already given 

Ad WK”? (0, + 65)a 

i Ve Sara? | (K’'— K)f +Klog gif} 
(18) C— 

If, as in Prof. More’s experiments, K = K' | 

2 EGE 
e= Sa Ha*(log olf)? ss ° e e « (19) 

3. Increase in Internal Volume of a Charged Spherical 

Condenser. 

The solution of this problem differs from that of the 
cylinder in that it may be obtained exactly. For an in- 
finitely thin spherical shell Pockels* gives the solution 
obtained by means of the general equations of equilibrium 
of an elastic solid. For the following it will be useful to 
to have an expression carried to one degree higher of ap- 
proximation, keeping terms of the first power in d/a. The 

* DL. es Art, Oo: 
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solution is found to be 

on} ala [Rates etava(ce Ay 
ere. C0) 

where w, is the displacement of the internal radius, a, of the 
shell. ‘The solution of the same problem obtained by Sacer- 
dote by the energy method agrees with this when the proper 
changes in notation are made. Thus in the case of a con- 
denser formed of closed surfaces no objection can be found 
to the use of the energy method. The increase in internal 
volume is given by 

do _ Bis 
(2) a 

If there is no dependence of K upon the strain so that 

6, =6,=0, 

a= (+) alg ae ee ot - Qy 

It is interesting to show that the same result follows by 
considering the attraction of the oppositely charged con- 
ductors, as was done iu the case of the cylindrical condenser. 
There are uniform pressures, p;=KV’b?/87a7d* inside and 
po=KV?a?[87l7d? outside. In this case we have* 

1 = pya® — pb? We 1 ab?(p;—po) 1 

3\ + 2u b—aP Au —a aq?’ 
a 

Substituting the values of p, and po just given we get, after 
some reductions, (211). 

4. Wallner and Wien’s Experiments. 

Wiillner and Wien+ measured the increase in internal 
volume of a cylindrical condenser whose ends were closed by 
hemispherical condensers of the same internal radius and 
thickness of dielectric. There is some uncertainty as to the 
conditions that must be satisfied at the junctions of the con- 
densers ; the simplest condition, which also appears to be 
the most natural one, is that the form of the tube shall 
remain unchanged on charging. ‘This requires that the dis- 
placement of the internal radius of the cylindrical part shall 
be equal to the corresponding displacement of the spherical 
part. The former is found to be, by means of (6), (9), 

* Love, J. ¢. p. 139. 
tT Annalen der Physik, ix. p. 1217 (1902). 
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(iG), (5), 

ue=() a(1+c) eerie = a (8; +8) (K+ = as 
d 83H it 

Equating this to (17) we find 

et NES ok is a) e=(7 ) — {K+8-o(8,+8)} 

It is interesting to note that this is the expression found by 
the energy method for the elongation of an infinitely thin 
cylindrical condenser open at the ends (cf. eq. 15). The 
whole increase in internal volume of Wiillner and “Wien’s 
tubes is now given by 

6v=2ra(l+ 2a)uat+ ra’le, 

or 
WA2 2 X 

se=(7) ip (K+ 8:—o(8, +6:)] (314 de) 

+t en ca (42a) }, (22) 

Putting in this 6,=6,=0 we get an expression which differs 
from the one obtained by Wiillner and Wien only in the 
small term involving the ratio d/a. The reason for the dif- 
ference lies in the fact that the condition at the junction 
assumed by them is such as to distort the shape of the 
tube. 

Inasmuch as 6, and 6, enter into (22) in a different com- 
bination from that in (17) it might seem that the electro- 
striction experiments of Wiillner and Wien, combined with 
their experiments on the change in capacity by stretching 
would enable 6, and 6, to be determined separately. But 
the term in (22) involving 6, and 6, in a different combina- 
tion from that in (17) is multiplied by the small factor d/a, 
and the experiments are not certain enough to justify any 
conclusions drawn from such a calculation. It is of interest 
to neglect the term in d/a in (22) and ealeulate the values 
of 6,—0(6,+6,) from the electrostriction experiments on 
closed glass tubes. The following table (p. 900) has been 
prepared in this way, giving this expression for the same 
kinds of glass tubes as were used in the capacity de- 
terminations. 

The agreement is seen to be fairly good for the three last 
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TaBuE if, 

Glass 6, -—0(0, +0,) 

BPH Re oe ne nae 1°35 

Su ciE Tests STIR ee oree — 2:89 

TO uBL aR ies ae 9-10 

Oya ee —9-47 

12) Da aR abbeee ie ce | —3-78 

1G. is aR RETNG ees — 3:56 

kinds of glass; for the others, the changes in capacity, and 
hence the quantity 6 GSS is so small that very small 
experimental errors aaoat have a large effect in the deter- 
mination of it. 

LXXAXVI. Vhe Effect of Magnetic Fields on Metallic 
Resistance. By C. W. Huavs * 

[Plate XVI] 

\ | UME ROU S investigations have been made on the change 
of resistance which different metals undergo when they 

are placed in a magnetic field. Some experimenters have 
taken up the case w here the magnetic field is applied parallel 
to the direction of the current in the metal, and otbers have 
studied the effect when the field is perpendicular to the 
current. This latter transverse effect has been most com- 
pletely worked out for different metals by Grunmacht. The 
Jongitudinal effect is not so thoroughly understood, because 
it is more difficult to use a large magnetic field in this case, 
and hence the change of resistance to be measured is very 
small. Williams ft, using a solenoid, has studied nickel and 
iron for small longitudinal magnetic fields. Barlow §, 
Patterson ||, and Owen 4 have employed an electromagnet 
and so obtained results for large magnetizing forces ; but 
the uncertainty or incompleteness of these results makes a 

* Communicated by Prof. E. P. Adams. 
* Annalen der Physik, xxii. p. 141 (1907). 
{t Phil. Mag. vi. p. 693 (1903); ix. p. 77 (1905). 
§ Roy. Soc. Proc. lxxi. p. 80 (1902). 
| Phil. Mag. 11. p. 643 (1902). 
q\<Phil Mac iexa! p22 (OI): 
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further study of this side of the problem seem well worth 
while. Then, too, only the strongly magnetic metals have 
been carefully examined in longitudinal fields; little is known 
of the behaviour of the para- and diamagnetic metals. The 
experiments to be described were undertaken with the idea 
of making a comparative study of the longitudinal and 
transverse effects in strong and weak fields, and for some 
other metals besides the ferromagnetic ones. 

The apparatus used for measuring the resistances and 
changes of resistance was essentially a Wheatstone’s bridge. 
Coils of constantan wir e, each of 3 ohms resistance, made up 
three arms of the bridge; in the fourth was eee the 
metallic conductor to be. examined. The coils were fixed to 
a hard rubber base and immersed in oil to maintain constant 
temperature. Variable resistances were arranged as shunts 
around one arm, and by changing one of these fosistances by 
a fairly large amount balance could be secured when the 
conductivity of the metallic specimen changed only very 
slightly. When the effect was too small for this method, 
deflexions of the galvanometer were observed, and change of 
resistance computed by calibrating the galvanometer. 

The ealvanometer was of the four-coil astatic needle type, 
provided with a triple shield of soft iron, so that the strongest 
outside field produced no appreciable effect. It was connected 
up to have a resistance of 3 ohms, and could be made sensitive 
to 5x 10-1 ampere. 

For producing the magnetic field either an electromagnet 
or a solenoid could be used. The solenoid was 1 anes in 
length, had 33 turns per centimetre, and could produce fields 
as large as 2200 c.a.s. units. It was constructed around a 
brass tube, inside of: which a smaller tube was fixed. The 
space between the two tubes was kept full of cold running 
water, and the metal under examination was contained inside 
the inner brass tube. ‘This inner tube could be filled with 
oil, so that the heating effects of the solenoid current were 
reduced to a minimum. 

The electromagnet produced fields as large as 10,000 when 
the pole-pieces were about + centimetres in diameter and 
2 centimetres apart. This was the distance used in most 
eases. The pole-pieces were fitted through apertures in oppo- 
site sides of a brass box, and this box was filled with water 
or oil, so that when the metal to be examined was placed 
between the poles it was immersed in the liquid. Stirrers 
‘driven by a fan-motor could be used to keep the liquid in 
motion, so that little trouble’ arose in this case oe om tempe- 
rature variation of the metal specimen. 

Dinter Mage S10. V ols 22.0 Nowta2. eee Qin, 3 0 
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The metals to be examined were arranged in different forms, 
depending upon the field desired and the character of the 
metal. Iron, nickel, and cadmium were drawn out into fine 
wire, and for the strong fields of the electromagnet were 
stuck with shellac in a zigzag fashion upon one side of a strip 
of mica about 2 cm. square. This thin strip could then be 
mounted on a brass plate, placed between the poles of the 
electroma gnet, and arranged to turn so that the direction of 
ihe current in the zigzag wires could make any desired angle 
with the magnetic field. 

For the small fields of the solenoid the same specimen 
could be used without modification in measuring the effect of 
a transverse field. It was simply mounted on the end of a 
circular hard rubber block and lowered into the solenoid. 
For longitudinal magnetization in these small fields the wires 
were supported ina » framework consisting of two circular 
hard-rubber blocks—the blocks just fitting the inner tube 
of the solenoid—held apart by three brass “rods. The wires 
were connected in series by soldering short copper wires of 
negligible resistance across the ends. In cases where sagging 
of the wires occurred the solenoid was set up ver tically “and 
weights arranged so that the wires were kept taut. 

Manipulation of the Heusler alloy was much more difficult, 
owing to the extreme hardness and brittleness of this substance. 
The alloy was obtained from Kahlbaum, and came cast in the 
form of blocks. A thin section was cut from a block with a 
diamond saw and cemented to a glass plate. After being 
ground thin, narrow strips were cut from the section by the 
use of a small file, and these strips were mounted on mica or 
glass in the desired position and soldered in series, after 
having their ends plated with copper. ‘The total resistance 
thus secured was rather small, as it was not advisable to use 
very many strips; but the magnitude of the effect was so 
great that no trouble arose from this source. 

The difficulties of the experiments arose chiefly from the 
smallness of the effects to be measured. In spite of all pre- 
cautions temperature changes affected the metals to a certain 
extent. Usually after balance was secured the galvanometer 
showed a slow and steady drift to the right or left, depending 
upon whether the metal was growing colder or warmer. By 
regulating the flow of water between the tubes of the solenoid 
it was possible to check this drift, or at least the galvanometer 
could be kept slowly vibrating between two limits. Then by 
making observations each time the galvanometer came to the 
same limit the effect of temperature changes was practically 
eliminated. 
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It was impossible to get purely longitudinal fields in the 
electromagnet. With the pole-pieces necessarily so far apart 
it was inevitable that the field should be non-uniform. In 
addition, the method of arranging specimens introduced a 
small transverse component where the wires bent in a zigzag 
fashion were doubled back upon themselves. This effect was 
reduced toa minimum by using fine wire and few turns. Its 
magnitude could be very closely estimated by comparing with 
the results obtained in the smaller uniform fields of the 
solenoid for the same metal mounted more perfectly. 

In taking readings, the resistance was first measured 
without the magnetic field, again when the field acted on the 
metal, and finally another reading was taken without the 
field. In all cases the magnetizing current was left on for 
as short a time as possible so as to prevent heating effects. 
The magnetic field of the electromagnet was measured with 
a bismuth spiral. 

The data secured can best be examined when dR/R, the 
change of resistance divided by the resistance in zero field, 
is plotted against H, the magnetic force. 

Pruarr XVI. 

iest, lron. 
I. Longitudinal field, using solenoid. Temp. 23°. 

Soft Norway iron wire, diam. 0°032 em. Resistance 
2°89 ohms. 

II. Longitudinal field, using solenoid. Temp. 23°°5 
Piano wire, diam. 0°U25 em. Resistance 3°86 ohms. 

Fig. 2. Iron. 
Ill. Longitudinal field, using electromagnet. Temp. 23°. 

Soft Norway iron wire, diam. 0°017 cm. Resistance 
3°53 ohms. 

IV. Angle of 45° between current and field, using electro- 
magnet, Same specimen as in III. 

Hie, ron. 
V. Transverse field, using electromagnet. Same specimen 

as III. 

Fig. 4. Nickel. 
I. Longitudinal field, using solenoid. Temp. 23°. 

Diam. 0°050 cm. Resistance 1°25 ohms. 

Fie. 5. Nickel. 
II. Longitudinal field, electromagnet. Temp, 25°5 

Diam. 0:017 cm. Resistance 2:75 ohms. 
III. Angle of 45° between current and field, using electro- 

magnet. Same specimen as II, 

302 
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Fig. 6. Nickel. 
IV. Transverse field, electromagnet. Same specimen as II. 

Fie. 7. Cadmium. 
.[.. Longitudinal field, solenoid. Temp. 17°. 

Wire, diam. 0:034 cm. Resistance 1°72 ohms. 
If. Transverse field, solenoid. Temp. 17°. 

Strips. Resistance 1°31 ohms. 
Fig. 8. Cadmium. 
Tif. Longitudinal field, electromagnet. Temp. 23°. 

Wire, diam. 0014 cm. Resistance 1-84 ohms. 
IV. Transverse field, electromagnet. Same specimen as ITI. 

Fig. 9. Heusler alloy. 
I. Longitudinal field, solenoid. Temp. 21°:7. Resistance 

0:68 ohm. 
Fig. 10. Hensler alloy. 

IJ. Transverse field, solenoid. Temp. 21°2. Same spe- 
cimen as I., differently mounted, 

Fig. 11. Heusler alloy. 
III. Longitudinal field, electromagnet. Temp. 23°. 

Resistance 0-68 ohm. 
IV. Transverse field, electromagnet. Temp. 22°4. Same 

specimén as III. 

In addition to the results as plotted, the transverse effect 
for the Heusler alloy was measured for different fields up to 
30,000, and curve IV. was found to remain a straight line 
up to that point. Also, as the alloy was mounted in the 
form of rather large flat bars, it seemed possible that the 
magnetic field might be aecied by the form of these bars. 
To test this a specimen was made up from iron in exactly 
the same manner and a set of measurements made, but the 
curve obtained did not differ appreciably from IIT. for iron. 

As curve II. for cadmium was obtained with the metal in 
the form of flat strips and curve I. with wires, a new set of 
observations of both transverse and longitudinal effects was 
made for a given field in the solenoid, using the metal in the 
form of wire in each case. The means of a large number of 
trials gave dR/R=4°65 x 10~° fora longitudinal field of 1400, 
and for the transverse field of the same strength dR/R was 
found to be 5°42x107% This result is more trustworthy 
than the results shown jin curves II]. and IV. in larger fields, 
because in the solenoid the field is uniform over all parts of 
the specimen. 

It is very evident by comparing curves I. and III. for iron 
and J. and II. for nickel that a certain error is introduced 
wherever the electromagnet is used, because of the non-uniform 
field. The pole-pieces were so far apart that the bending of 
the lines of force introduced a small transverse component ; 
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and this, coupled with the transverse field where the wire 
was bent back upon itself, undoubtedly lowers the maximum 
and causes the slight drop in the curves. Curves IV. for 
iron and III. for nickel show the effect of increasing this 
transverse component. 

On the other hand, if the pole-pieces are set closer togethe1 
the lengths of the metal wires used must be correspondingly 
decreased, and errors due to inaccurate setting are increased. 
EK. A. Owen* used wires about 1 millimetre long, and 
obtained curves for nickel and iron in large magnetic fields. 
For nickel he found the change of resistance ee 
maximum at a field of 2800, nd then decreasing steadily 
aminimum., Forironthe maximum came at 1900; the curve 
then turned downward and became a straight line, so that 
dR/R diminished as much as 18x 10-4 from a field of 1900 
to one of 30,000. Clearly, Owen’s results do not agree with 
the curves Dhramed above for longer wires ; they are even 
inconsistent with the more accurate measurements obtained 
when the solenoid was used. Curve J. for iron continues 
horizontal after passing Owen’s maximum at 1900, and 
curve I. for nickel shows no signs of a downward tendency 
at 2200. The slight drop of iat (iron) and II. (nickel) is 
much less pronounced than the slope of Owen’s curves ; and 
furthermore, this drop is a very evident result of a transverse 
component. It seems probable that with very short wires 
the tield may be affected by polarity of the metal ; and this, 
combined with the difficulty of setting suca Shane wires 
parallel to the field, will undoubtedly explain Owen’s results. 

The conclusions arrived at may be stated as follows :— 
The increase of resistance of iron and nickel in longitudinal 

magnetic fields approaches a maximum, but does not grow 
Jess after reaching the maximum. For transverse magneti- 
zation of these metals there is, as found by Grunmach, first 
an increase and then a decrease of resistance as the magnetic’ 
field increases. 

For cadmium the increase of resistance in both longitudinal 
and transverse fields is, as demanded by Drude’s theory, 
approximately proportional to the square of the field strength. 
The transverse effect is the larger. 

For the Heusler alloy there is decrease in resistance in both 
Jongitudinal and transverse fields; and for large fields the 
change is proportional to the field strength. In the case of 
longitudinal magnetization, however, the “effect may appr oach 
a maximum, as measurements eomld, not be made in larger 

* Phil? Mac. xx p..122 (1911). 
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fields than 10,000. The behaviour of the Heusler alloy is of 
special interest, being so much unlike that of the other metals, 
and with the exception of the Kerr effect, this is the only 
respect in which its magnetic properties are markedly differ wat 
from those of iron. 

Application of these results to the electron theory of 
metallic conduction is rather unsatisfactory. On this theory 
H. P. Adams * has derived an expression for the change of 
resistance of a metal in a transverse field, 

R 7 ie i 

Here Ris the resistance, T the free period of an electron, and 
ol the change in the free period due to the molecular rear- 
rangement produced by the magnetic field H. This equation 
satisfactorily explains results. For a longitudinal field 
similar expression can be derived. Here the electron pursues 
a spiral course about the lines of magnetic induction, so that 
there is an increase of resistance resulting from the changed 
motion. Corresponding to any change in the free period of 
an electron the expression for the change of resistance may 
be derived in the form 

aR _ at 
Tel 

Here 6T is of somewhat broader significance than in the pre- 
ceding formula, It includes the change of free period due to 
the altered path of the electron as w ell as the change due to 
modified molecular structure. A longitudinal field should 
thus produce a greater effect than a transverse field ; and this 
is contrary to observed facts. By assuming that the molecular 
rearrangement due to a transverse magnetic field produces a 
greater increase of free period than that due toa longitudinal 
field, the two equations above can be taken as expressing 
experimental results. However, the effect of magnetization 
on the molecular structure of a metal is of so complex a nature 
and is so little understood that the equations probably tell 
only a small part of the story. 

The experimental work was suggested by Professor EH. P. 
Adams, and his advice has been of the greatest help throughout 
the experiments. 

Palmer Physical Laboratory, 
Princeton University. 

" Phys. Rey. xxiv. p: 428 (1907). 
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LXXXVII. On the Emission of Electrons by Metals under 
the Influence of Alpha Rays. By H. A. BumsTEap*. 

‘i was observed by Bragg and Kleeman f{ that when a thin 
sheet of a metal, such as gold, was interposed in the 

path of a pencil of «-rays, the diminution in range produced 
was less when the metal sheet was far from the source of 
rays than when it was near ; in other words, the rays seemed 
to be “stopped” less by the metal when they were going 
slowly than when they were moving with greater speed. 
T. S. Taylor {| made a careful study of the phenomenon and 
found that this differential effect increased regularly with the 
atomic weight of the metal. Substances whose atomic 
weight was much greater than that of air showed the effect 
very markedly ; substances, such as paper, whose average 
atomic weight was nearly equal to that of air did not show 
the effect at all; and when a layer of hydrogen was used 
instead of a solid obstacle, the effect was reversed. By 
plotting the ionization curves of the a-rays in air and in 
hydrogen, Taylor showed that there was exactly the same 
relation between the ionization in the two gases at different 
parts of the range as between their relative stopping powers. 
Where the ionization in hydrogen was greater than in air, 
the hydrogen was more effective in retarding the rays, and 
vice versa ; and the numerical ratios for the two effects were 
equal, These results led naturally to the hypothesis that the 
energy lost by the «-particles in their progress through a gas 
was mainly, if not wholly, consumed in the production of 
jons, and that where the ionization was great (as at the 
“knee” of the Bragg curve) the «-particles lost energy 
more rapidly than where the ionization was less. As the 
knee is more conspicuous in hydrogen than in air the relative 
stopping effects of these two gases are easily accounted for 
on this hypothesis. 

Shortly afterward, Geiger § published the results of a 
repetition of Rutherford’s measurements of the velocities of 
the «-particle at different points in its range. The measure- 
ments were made under more favourable conditions than 
were possible at the time of Rutherford’s original experi- 
ments, and Geiger was able to show that the loss of energy 
by the particles in passing through a Jayer of air was at least 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Phil. Mag. x. p. 318 (1905). 
{ Amer. Journ. Sci. xxviii. p. 857 (1909); Phil. Mag. xviii. p. 604 

(1909). 7. 
§ Proc, Roy. Soc. Ixxxiii. p. 500 (1910). 
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approximately proportional to the ionization produced in that 
layer, and was not the same for equal paths in air at different 
parts of the range as Rutherford had supposed. The large 
value of the ionization as the a«-particle approaches the end 
of its range involves a correspondingly rapid diminution of 
iis energy, and this rapid expenditure of energy in ail 
probability brings the a-particle to rest at the end of its 
range instead of leaving it with a residual velocity after it 
ceases to ionize, as Rutherford at first supposed. 

_ The continuity of the effects observed by Taylor with 
hydrogen, air, and. various metals of increasing atomic 
weiglit made it probable that, in solids as well as gases, the 
a-particles expend their energy in a process analogous 
to gaseous lonization, and that this process follows a curve 
similar to the ionization curve in gases. Just as the curve 
for air has a less conspicuous knee than the hydrogen curve, 
so, from the stopping effects, we should expect the “‘ ionization 
curve” of gold, for example, to show less projection than the 
air-curve. According to this view all atoms are less effective 
in retarding swift a-rays than slow ones; but heavy atoms 
are relativ ely more effective in stopping the swift rays than 
the light atoms, while they are on more nearly equal terms 
in their effect upon the slower rays. This view accounts 
satisfactorily for the results obtained by Taylor. 

The following experiments were undertaken to obtain, if 
possible, some direct evidence of the existence of an ionization 
process in metals subjected to a- ne) and to see whether it 
varied with the speed of the rays in a manner analogous to 
the ionization which the rays pr oduce in gases. It has been 
known for some years that a source of a-rays, or any solid 
struck by them, emits slow-moving electrons (called 6-rays 
by Sir J. J. Thomson who discovered them). If the atoms 
of solids are ionized by the e-rays one would expect that 
some of the electrons set free in the process from the atoms 
near the surface would escape from the metal, and that the 
number escaping would. be more or less nearly proportional 
to the number of atoms ionized. Accordingly, measurements 
were made of the number of electrons escaping from a thin 
metal foil when struck by a-rays at different points in the 
range. 

In order to avoid possible complications from the effects 
of 8- and y-rays, polonium was used as the source of a-rays. 
Professor Boltwood kindly separated the polonium from a 
solution of radio-lead and it was deposited on the end of 
a. copper plug, 4 mm.in diameter. The first preparation was 
not very strong and it was necessary to use a system of small 
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capacity in making the electrical measurements. The 
following form of apparatus was used ifig. 1). 

A piece of thin aluminium leaf E, ‘004x 107* cm. 
thick, is stretched over the flat brass ring D, which has 
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a clear opening of 3°2 cm. The brass rod which supports 
the ring passes through the base-plate C, and is insulated 
from it by amber, ebonite, and an earthed guard-tube ; the 
joints are made air-tight with sealing-wax. A cylindrical 
cover B rests on the base-plate, the two surfaces in contact 
being ground to each other and made tight with rubber stop- 
cock grease. ‘The interior is connected by means of the tube 
L with pump, gauge, and charcoal-bulb. The copper plug 
P, which has the polonium on its lower end, is supported by 
a little tripod, and there are punch marks in the top of the 
cover into which the feet of the tripod fit, so that it can be 
removed and replaced in the same position. ‘The distance 
from the polonium to the top of the cover is 6mm. In the 
cover, just below the polonium, are nine holes, 1 mm. in 
dicmeter, to permit the passage of the a-rays ; these holes are 
covered by aluminium foil, 8°65 x 1074 em. thiek. This foil 
was some that was supplied with tubes intended to demon- 
strate Lenard rays; it was the thinnest I could find which 
was not full of boles, and its effect on the range of the 
a-particles was equivalent to that of 1°47 cm. of air. It was 
fastened down to the top with a ring of low melting sealing- 
wax, which was then covered with stopcock grease. 

The rod which supports the ring and aluminium foil 
was connected to the gold leaf of an electroscope which had 
been made some time before in this laboratory. It may be 
regarded as developed from a Wilson tilted electroscope in 
the same manner that a twinned crystal is developed from an 
ordinary one. ‘The two plates H and H’ are charged to 
equal and opposite potentials (usually 200 volts) as in Hankel’s 
electroscope. The gold leaf is-kept in the middle by means 
of the levelling-screws, and the sensitiveness (and stability) 
are easily altered by raising or lowering the leaf by means of 
the milled head M. The latter adjustment is the chief 
convenience of this electroscope. ‘The sensitiveness of such 
an electroscope is a very indefinite thing; it depends upon 
the degree of instability of zero point and deflexion that one 
can permit, and this, in turn, depends on the greater or less 
protection of the case from rapid changes of temperature, 
currents of air, &. This double electroscope appears to 
have some slight advantage over Wilson’s form; when the 
two were mounted side by side under the same conditions 
the double electroscope had a sensitiveness about three times 
that of the tilted form, for equal stability. As used in the 
present experiments, the capacity of the leaf and its con- 
nexions was about 5 cm. and the sensitiveness was so adjusted 
as to give about 25 or 380 divisions on the scale in the 
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microscope for 071 volt. The key R, which was connected 
to a potentiometer arrangement, allowed the leaf to be 
insulated, grounded, or charged to any desired potential, and 
the volt-sensitiveness was taken immediately after each 
reading. 

The case containing the aluminium foil electrode was 
exhausted, while the charcoal-bulb was heated, to a pressure 
of a few thousandths of a millimetre, and the bulb was 
cooled with liquid air. The bulb was between the case and 
the pump and thus formed a trap for the mereury vapour. 
Two litres of liquid air were used which lasted for about ten 
days. For that length of time the air-pressure could 
be kept continuously below ‘0001 mm. The pressure of the 
mercury vapour in the case must have been very small under 
these conditions. What vapour there was from the rubber 
stopcock grease used to cover the joint between the base- 
plate and cover must have been constantly distilling over 
from the case into the bulb; that its amount was small is 
shown by the fact that no visible traces of the grease could 
be seen in the charcoal-bulb after a week or more of this dis- 
tillation, although in the same time drops of mercury 
of considerable size had distilled over from the pump. 

When the a-rays from the polonium were admitted into 
the case through the aluminium-covered hoies in the top, 
both the insulated electrode and the case emitted clectrons 
under their action. In order to separate the two effects it 
was necessary to charge the case; when it was charged 
positively, the electrons which were set free from the case 
were prevented from reaching the electrode, and the latter 
received a positive charge due to the loss of electrons from 
its two surfaces ; when the case was charged negatively, the 
electrode received electrons from the case and emitted none 
itself. With +25 volts on the case the current of electrons 
from the aluminium foil was fully saturated, and it was not 
increased by the application of +200 volts. With +6 volts 
the lack of saturation was about 7 per cent. On the other 
hand, with a negative potential on the case it was distinctly 
more Gicicull to reach the saturation value ; with —25 volts, 
the current was 20 per cent. less than with — 200 volts. The 
probable cause for this difference will be discussed in the 
next paragraph. 

When the case was charged negatively, the current was 
approxunately twice as oreat as when the case was charged 
positively. Thus, apparently twice as many electrons were 
emitted by the case under the influence of the a-rays as from 
the two sides of the aluminium-foil electrode through which 
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the rays passed. This difference persisted when the case 
itself was lined with aluminium foil, so it was not due to a 
specific difference between aluminium and brass. It is 
probable that the explanation of this difference as well as 
the difficulty in obtaining negative saturation mentioned in 
the last paragraph is to be found in the construction of the 
cover and the apertures through which the rays enter the 
exhausted chamber. Many of the rays, passing in a diver- 
gent pencil through the aluminium foil which covers the 
holes, strike the sides of the holes and do not reach the 
electrode. They thus lberate a number of electrons from 
the case and no corresponding ones from the electrode ; and 
to draw all of these superfiuous electrons from the small 
apertures in the top of the cover requires a considerably 
greater potential-diiterence than when they come from the 
electrode. 

In order to find out whether the observed currents really 
had their source in the metals and were not due to residual 
gas or vapour, the foil was removed from the ring electrode. 
(The apertures in the top of the cover were so placed that the 
geometrical beam of rays fell entirely within the ring.) 
Under these conditions, the current with the case charged 
positively fell to 4 per cent. of its former value, while with a 
eee potential on the case the current was 90 per cent. of 
whatit had been before. This slight falling off in the negative 
eurrent was doubtless due to the fact that the ring electrode 
was less efficient in catching electrons from the case than 
when it was covered with foil. Of the small positive current, 
part at least was due to the rays which struck the brass rod 
which supported the ring (see fig. 1), so that we may 
be quite sure that the oas-effect contr ibutes not more than 2 
or 3 per cent. to the currents observed with this apparatus. The 
absence of positive particles justifies’ the further conclusion 
that the eflect produced by the a-rays on a metal consists in 
the direct expulsion of electrons, and not of neutral pairs 
which afterwards break up. As will be seen later, there is a 
very close relationship between this metal effect and the 
ordinary ionization of gases by a-rays; and the result 
just given renders it at least unlikely that neutral pairs are 
emitted when gases are ionized by a-rays as has been some- 
times assumed in the ease of other ionizing agents. 

A further test of the relative importance of the metal and. 
gas effects was made by measuring the current at different 
gas pressures up to 0'2 mm. The result may be expressed 
by the linear formula 

i= A+By, 
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where z is the current, p the pressure, and A and B are 
constants. In the apparatus described, Bp was equal to A 
when p = ‘068 mm., so that even with a pressure of several 
thousandths of a millimetre, the gas effect was small in com- 
parison with the metal effect. 

The above measurements (which were incidental and some- 
what rough) permit an estimate of the number of electrons 
emitted when one a-particie passes through the aluminium 
foil electrode. The a-rays were at a point in their range 
corresponding to a distance in air from the polonium of 2-07 
em. At this point in the range Geiger’s * results show that 
an a-particle produces about 4000 ions per mm. of its path 
in air at standard pressure. In the present case, the depth 
of the ionization-chamber was 40 mm.; most of the rays 
passed through somewhat obliquely and the average distance 
traversed was about 45 mm. At a pressure of ‘068 mm. the 
ions per e-particle would be 

45 x ‘068 
4000 —760 = 16. 

Half of these (the positives) reached the electrode and gave 
an effect equal to that of the electrons which left it. The 
number of electrons leaving both sides of the foil for each 
a-particle passing through it is thus approximately eight f. 

The foregoing preliminary experiments having shown that 
the effects observed in the electroscope were due to the 
emission of electrons from the surfaces of the metal, the 
speed of the 2-particles was varied by interposing sheets of 
aluminium foil between the polonium and the cover of the 
exhausted chamber. Foils of two different thicknesses were 
used ; the thinner was 0°64 x 1074 cm. in thickness and its 
approximate air-equivalent, according to ‘Taylor’s results, 
was 0°116 em.; the other was 3:2 x 107* cm. thick and was 
equivalent to 0°58 cm. of air; it happened to be just five 
times as thick as the first foil. 

With the case charged to + 40 voits, the current of 
électrons from the electrode was measured as successive 
layers of foil were interposed. The current increased until 
five or six of the thin foils had been added, after which it 

* Proc. Roy. Soc. Ixxxii. p. 486 (1909), 
+ Hauser, Phys. Zettsch. xii. p. 4€6 (1911), whose paper appeared after 

the completion of these experiments, finds that about 20 electrons are 
emitted from one side (the emergence side) of an aluminium foil 
for each a-particle, 
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rapidly decreased. Curve I. (fig. 2) shows the result of a 
series of such measurements made on Jan. 12,1911. In the 

cM. 
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Curve If. Thorium Active Deposit. 

figure, the currents in volts per minute are plotted as 
abscissee, and the number of lavers of foil as ordinates; in 
order to facilitate comparison with the ionization curve of 
polonium, however, the scale of ordinates indicates the air- 
equivalents of the foils. Hach plotted point is the mean of 
from three to six separate observations, taken in various 
orders and with frequent returns to the measurement of the 
current with no foils, to check the constancy of the electro- 
scope readings. Several repetitions of these measurements 
gave entirely similar results. 

Before entering the case the e-rays passed through 0:6 em. 
of air and through the thick aluminium foil which covered 
the holes in the top and whose air-equivalent was 1:47 em., 
so that, with this apparatus, only the upper part of the 
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polonium curve can be obtained. To obtain z-rays of greater 
range, I used the active deposit from the thorium emanation 
which emits a-rays of two different speeds ; the rays from 
thorium B have a range in air of 5:0 cm., and those from 
thorium ©, of 8°6 em. An additional advantage is the slow 
rate of decay of the thorium active deposit which falls to 
half value in 10°6 hours. 

A small quantity (“activity of 2-4 mg. RaBr.”’) of 
Professor Hahn’s mesothorium, obtained from Knofler & Co. 
of Berlin, was available. This was placed in a small eylin- 
drical cup of platinum with a hemispherical bottom, and was 
slightly moistened to increase its emanating power. The top 
of the cup was closed with a rather thick stopper of ebonite, 
in the centre of which was a hole through which passed a 
copper plug of the same dimensions as that on which the 
polonium had been deposited (4 mm. in diameter). The 
lower end of this plug was flush with the bottom of the 
ebonite stopper which was ae Eh) between the top 
and bottom of the cup. By this arrangement, when the cup 
was charged to +80 volts with Eee to the copper plug, 
most of the lines of force which passed through the emanation 
fell upon the end of the plug and the greater part of the 
active deposit was collected there. After an exposure of 24 
hours-the accumulated deposit was sufficient to give very 
good readings in the apparatus described above, though 
somewhat less than had been obtained with the polonium. 
As there is an appreciable amount of radium with the meso- 
thorium, it is necessary to wait about two or three hours 
before beginning measurements, in order to allow the radium 
active deposit to decay toa small value. 

Series of observations were made in the same manner as 
with the polonium except that the thicker aluminium foil 
alone was used. On account of the decay of the active 
deposit it was necessary to complete a series within a reason- 
able number of hours, and it was desirable to repeat each 
measurement several times to guard against possible 
vagaries of the electroscope. Hach reading was corrected 
in the usual manner for the decay of the active deposit. 
Curve II. (fig. 2) shows the result of the series of Mar. 9, 1911, 
which is ty pical of other similar series. The two ss Teriees » 
are distinctly shown and their position is in excellent agree- 
ment with the ionization curve in air given by Hahn* 

It appears from these experiments that (as was anticipated) 
the secondary 6-radiation from the aluminium varies with 

* Phys, Zeitsch. vil. p. 415 (1906). 
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the speed of the a-rays producing it ina manner entirely 
analogous to the variation in the gaseous ionization under 
like conditions. But the possibility of an error in this con- 
clusion here suggests itself. When the e-particle is not near 
the end of its range it passes through the thin aluminium 
electrode and the latter receives its positive charge solely 
on account of the electrons emitted by it. Near the end 
of the range, however, some of the a-particles (those 
entering most obliquely) will stop in the foil, and it is 
possible that the observed increase in the positive charge 
acquired by the electrode is due to the positive charges on 
these a-particles and not to any true increase in the 6-radi- 
ation. It is easy to test this by charging the case negatively 
and measuring the negative charge received by the electrode 
from the electrons emitted by the case, for under these cir- 
cumstances the stoppage of a-particles by the electrode would 
decrease, instead of increasing, the effect. Unfortunately 
when this was tried a decisive result was not obtained. The 
current observed in the electroscope remained nearly constant 
while several foils were interposed and then fell off more 
eradually than with the positive charge on thecase. As will 
be shown in the following pages, however, this was not due 
to the cause suggested above, but was in all probability the 
result of the construction of the chamber. As has been 
pointed out, many of the a-rays must have struck the sides of 
the holes in the top at various angles up to grazing incidence. 
Thus the electrons emitted from the case were not all pro- 
duced by particles moving with approximately the same speed, 
but by particles whose velocities varied considerably. Hence 
the effect was somewhat analogous to ionization curves ob- 
tained when the pencil of rays is not limited to a small angle 
by a “ Bragg screen.” 

However, “it was necessary to investigate the matter further. 
As a more infence source of radiation was desirable, Professor 
Boltwood was good enough to attempt the preparation of a 
much stronger deposit of polonium. By a special method 
he succeeded in depositing upon a 4 mm. plug as much 
polonium as would be in equilibrium with about 0°6 mg. of 
radium, ea yet having so little foreign material with it that 
it appeared as a mere discoloration upon the copper. With 
this preparation, the difficulties of the experiment were 
greatly lessened; an electrometer could be used instead of 
the electroscope and much lar ger and steadier readings could 
be obtained. 

In order to avoid the difficulties mentioned above, which 
prevented satisfactory readings when a negative potential 
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was put on the case, the experimental arrangements were 
altered. 
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The polonium-coated plug P (fig. 3) is placed within the 
evacuated chamber ; it is surrounded by a brass cylinder C, 
whose opening limits the cone of rays so that they fall within 
the ring E which supports the aluminium-leaf electrode. 
Two other rings F and FE" above and below the electrode ata 
distance of 7 mm. are also covered with the aluminium leaf ; 

_ they are in metallic connexion with each other and with the 
ease. The brass disk D is divided into six equal sectors ; 
one of these is left blank so that the rays may be stopped, 
while the five others have holes through them 1:3 cm. in 
diameter. ‘These five holes are covered respectively with 2, 

tenet. Mag..S56. Vol. 22. No. 132. Dee 1911: avd? 
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3, 4, 5, and 6 layers of the thicker aluminium foil whose air- 
equivalent is'58em. The disk can be rotated about its axis 
which passes through the cover-plate with a cone bearing, 
made tight by rubber stopcock grease. A dial, D’, enables 
one to set the disk so that the different layers of foare 
interposed, or the rays stopped altogether by the blank 
sector. The electrode is insulated from the case by amber, 
guard-tube, and ebonite, and the joints made tight by sealiny- 
wax; it was connected with a Dolezalek electrometer which, 
with 80 volts on the needle, had a sensitiveness of ana 
650 mm. divisions per volt. It was necessary to reduce 
somewhat the current-sensitiveness of the instrument; for 
this purpose a small mica condenser of about 150 em. capacity 
was put in parallel with the electrometer. 

With a positive potential on the case, the saturation 
current was reached with 40 volts ; and when the brass sector 
was interposed in the path of the rays the current fell toa 
negligible value. On the other hand, it was impossible to 
approach saturation with a negative potential on the case, 
even at —320 volts; the negative current when the rays were 
stopped by the disk was alway s large (20-40 per cent. of the 
total) and increased with the negative potential on the ease. 
This part of the current was due to the electrons set free 
between the polonium and the disk; by subtracting this from 
the currents obtained with the foils interposed it was possible 
to eliminate this disturbing portion of the negative current. 
What was left consisted of the electrons from the two foils 
on the rings F, F’, and from the surfaces of the disk-foils 
furthest from the polonium. 

With this apparatus, practically identical results were 
obtained whether the case was charged positively or 
negatively; that is to say, whether the electrode emitted 
electrons or received those given off by the other aluminium 
foils. In the following table (p. 919), the results of various 
series of measurements are given. In order to facilitate com- 
parison the currents are reduced to the same scale, that ob- 
tained with 2 foils (the smallest number used) being taken 
as 100 in each case. 

These results leave no doubt, I think, that the increase in 
the secondary 6-radiation is real, and is not due to the charge 
on the «particles themselves. The descrepancy between 
the positive and negative currents when six foils are inter- 
posed is easily explained. With a negative charge man 
of the electrons come from the foil on the disk D; with 
a positive charge they all come from the electrode H, and 
to reach this the e-rays must penetrate the foil F (air- 
equivalent = 0°116 cm.). With 6 foils interposed we are in 
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TABLE I. 
Nl | 

Volts Number of Foils. | 

Date. on 

Case 2, 3 4 5. Bt | 

Mine -i60 | 100- | 107-2 | 1185 | 107 .|')39 | 
Pai 2. —160 | 100 | 10! 118-2 | 107 54 

May i272... +80 | 100 | 1045 | 1162 | 1068 | 38-7 
1 LO) aye 1046 | 119 1086 | 55:5 

Fame O! s..2.. Be 80.) 100 106 118 109 | 395 
a ZO) io 100 10£5 | 119 110 51:8 

99 the nearly horizontal “top” of the curve, and a small 
difference in the ranve makes a considerable ditterence in 
the effect *. 

In order to test the effect with another metal, three gold 
leaves were put upon the rings EH, F, and I" instead of 
aluminium. ‘These leaves were ‘09 x 1074 em. thick and had 
an air-equivalent of approximately 0:05 em. (abont half of 
that of the aluminium leaf). The emission from the gold 

* An effect probably due to this increased emission of electrons with 
diminishing speed of the a-particles was observed by Aschkinass (Ann. 
d. Phys. xxvii. p. 377 (1908)). He was measuring the charge of the a- 

. particles after passing through various thicknesses ‘of aluminium, and had 
a transverse magnetic field to curl up the 6-rays. The a-rays passed 
through an aluminium window into a separate chamber and fell upon a 
copper plate. Iiven without a magnetic field the plate acquired a positive 
charge ; when a small thickness “of aluminiuin was in the path of the 
rays, the magnetic field increased this positive charge, but only slightly 
(evidently the number of electrons emitted by the window and falling 
upon the plate was in excess of the number emitted by the plate itself 
but this excess was not enough to neutralize the charge carried by the 
‘a-vays). When the a-rays had to pass through a thicker layer of alum- 
inium, the application of the magnetic field diminished the positive charge 
acquired by the plate (in this case, the electrons emitted by the plate 
appear to be in excess of those received from the window). The author 
draws the conclusion that “with diminishing speed of the primary a- 
particles, it appears that the intensity of the secondary radiadon in- 
creases, at first slowly, and finally considerably.” It does not appear that 
the conclusion is altogether justified by the experiment; the 6-radiation 
from the window seems to have been left out of consideration ; the most 
that can be concluded is that there is a differential effect as between 
copper and aluminium. 

Another effect which is doubtless due to the same cause was observed 
by Duane (C. 2. elxvi. p. 1088 (1908)). He found that the ey 
radiation ceases a little less bik at the end of the range than th 
charge on the a-particles. As he weet an unlimited beam of rays , this 
result may well have been due to the increased emission of electrons near 
the end of the range = 
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electrode was about 13 per cent. less than from the aluminium 
but the variation with the speed of the a-rays was very nearly 
the same. In the following table are given the averages for 
all the experiments with both metals (with positive potential 
on the case); the currents with 2 foils are called 100 a 
before. Included in the table are two series of ona 
measurements. These were made by removing the foil from 
the electrode E, admitting a small quantity of air (pressure 
‘032 mm.), and charging the case positively. The first of 
the two ionization measurements is with the aluminium leaf 
on F and F’, the second with the gold leaf. 

“Uareroia: JOE. 

| WG. elders, 2 3. 4 5 6 
[eee ROL PL sg el RNS ICE 1 ee re | ELT 

Hal eet aR | 1@0'. ‘|. 1052") 10755 | anor aan 

Golda’. .3 Suan ccd OO 1056 | 1182 | 115°6 72:2 
| 

eal) Ae 100 11075) 0, Wee 143 573 

eg) Tete font Nae | 100 110 130 143 96-5 
| 

i As will be seen, the course of the series with the two metals 
1 is nearly identical ; the differences in the last column are to 
Ul be attributed to ae oreater stopping-power of the aluminium 
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the two metals on the ring F. Fig. 4 gives a graphical 
reprsentation of these results; it is to be remembered, 
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however, that the ordinates of the different curves are not 
exactly adjusted to each other, on account of the differences 
just mentioned. It is indeed impossible to make satisfactory 
correction for these differences without knowing the relative 
values of the “incidence” and “emergence”? 6-radiation ; 
for, between the generation of the two, the «-rays pass 
through the leaf on the electrode, in the one case aluminium, 
in the other case gold. It is plain, however, that this 
correction (if it could be made) would bring closer together 
the two curves in their decreasing portions, while it would 
not much affect their increasing portions where they are 
already in close agreement. 

The results of Taylor, mentioned at the beginning of this 
paper, would lead us to expect that the metal curves would 
lie to the left of the air-curve and have a less pronounced 
knee, as appears to be the case. But they give equal grounds 
for anticipating that the gold curve should be to the left of 
that obtained with aluminium, and this is not confirmed by 
the experiments. Quite apart from these somewhat hypo- 
thetical considerations it does not appear probable that two 
metals which differ so much in atomic weight and in other 
properties should give effects so nearly identical ; the ion- 
ization curves in different gases are markedly different even 
when the gases differ much less from each other than gold 
and aluminium. The close similarity observed with the two 
metals gives rise to the suspicion that the electrons we have 
been measuring are emitted, not from the metals themselves, 
but perhaps from a layer of adsorbed gas which is the same 
in both cases. J have not yet had an opportunity to test this 
possibility, or to obtain the ‘ionization curves” of other 
metals, but I hope to do so shortly. The observation of 
Aschkinass (p. 919, footnote) seems to indicate that copper 
and aluminium would not give identical results. 

Conclusions. 

1. The emission of electrons by aluminium and gold foils 
under the influence of «-rays (secondary 6-rays) varies with 
the speed of the a-rays in amanner entirely analogous to the 
variation in the gaseous ionization produced by a-rays. The 
emission at first increases and then rapidly decreases as the 
a-rays near the end of their range, and the curves obtained 
show all the characteristics of the ionization curves in gases 
first obtained by Bragg. 

2. The curves lie within (to the left of) the corresponding 
curves for gases and have a less conspicuous “ knee.””? So 
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far they are in agreement with the known results on the 
retardation of a-rays by metals, and with the hypothesis that 
the loss of energy by the a-particles is due to an ionization 
of the metallic molecules. But the close similarity in the 
behaviour of gold and aluminium is not in accordance with 
this view. 

3. In view of the dissimilarity in the ionization curves of 
different gases, the agreement in the curves obtained for 
aluminium and gold is unexpected, and leads to the suspicion 
that the observed effects may not be due to the metals them- 
selves, but perhaps to a layer of adsorbed gas in both cases. 
A further investigation of this question will be undertaken 
shortly. 

Sloane Laboratory, 
Yale University. 

August, 1911. 

—<————— 

LXXXVILI. On a Relation between the Atomic Volumes and 
the Spectra of Elements. By R. Rossi, M/.Se.* 

I’ the recent theories explaining the possible origin of 
series of lines in spectra, the one which most seems to 

agree with experimental facts is due to Ritz f. 
Ritz considers an electron vibrating in a magnetic field of 

oO 

strength H, the frequency of vibration being 

yo 
me 

ew. : 
where ee the ratio of the charge to the mass of the 

UC 

electron in electromagnetic units. The field H can be 
ascribed to elementary molecular magnets in a line, the 
electron being on their axis, at a distance * from the nearest 
pole. The field is then expressed by 

if IL 

a +n( 3 (Pe rs 

+p being the magnetic charge on each pole, J the length of 
the magnet, supposed to be made up by these elementary 
magnets. If /=ns, where n is an integer and s the length 
of an elementary magnet, and if we write r=as we get 

* Communicated by Prof. E. Rutherford, F.R.S. 
t+ ‘Magnetische Atomfelder und Serienspektren,’ Ann, der Physik, xxv. p. 660 (1908). 
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e 1 1 : v= — 2 ee ’ al 2. on *se 

MC S” 1a (a+) 

an expression almost identical with 

L 1 EON (ia a oe 
v=No(_ pea 

being Rydberg’s formula to represent a series of lines in 
spectra; a and 6 are constant for each element, N, is con- 
stant for all elements. Both formule approach a limit for 

n==, and we should expect is equal for all elements. 52 
The limit approached by Ritz’s equation is 

WO Gee 

which is the root of the spectrum series. a is the ratio of 
the distance of the electron from the nearest magnetic pole 
to the length of one of these elementary magnets. We 
might expect this ratio, or consequently the root of the 
series vo, to be some function of some atomic dimension. 
This seems to be the case, for if we plot on two orthogonal 
axes the logarithms of the roots of the series and of the 

Fig. 1. 

09 1:0 2 1-4 16. i) log ? 

atomic volumes, the points representing elements of the same 
family lie very nearly in a straight line (fig. 1). In other 
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words, for every group of elements the root of the series can 
be expressed by 

i oT 

v being the atomic volume, A and B constants. 
Thallium falls out of this rule altogether, and in the following 

calculations was neglected. ‘Table I. gives the values of 
log y,— log A 

to show the deviations from the above law. 
log v 

TABTE 

Li +166 | Cu) Mg -277 | Al Zn 157 | O ‘516 
049 290 

Na 179 | Ag] Ca 274 | In Cd 156 |S ‘ds 

K - 176 Sr 275 | Tl ... | Hg 157 |Se <5ii 

Rb -178 

Cs ‘181 

Vo is the mean of the roots of the two branch series, and was 
taken from Kayser’s Handbuch der Spectroscopie; the atomic 
volumes were taken from Meyer’s ‘ Theoretical Chemistry.’ 
The deviations are rather large for Li and Na, but otherwise 
fall within the limits of-the possible error made in the deter- 
mination of the factors necessary for the calculation of the 
atomic volumes (atomic weight and specific gravity). 

The following (Table II.) are the values of the constants 
A and B fer the different families of elements. 

TABLE AML, 

dee Cu, Ag.| Mg, Ca, Sr. | Zn, Ca, Hg. |Al, In. O,8, Se. 

43150 | 34910 | 82600 60310  |81100) 83560 

Hs eee 049 275 157 920! +517 

For the trunk series of the alkali metals, the deviations 
from the above law are even larger than for the branch series, 
and it is therefore doubtful whether such relation should hold — 
for the trunk series also. It may, however, be remembered 
that, through the Rydberg-Schuster Jaw, the common root 
vy, of the two branch series which we have so far been con- 
sidering also represents the range of frequencies of the 
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trunk series, so that the latter also is indirectly connected 
In some way with the above atomic volumes’ law. 

Tt was next tried to find a law connecting the two con- 
stants A and B. The larger A, the larger is B, but they 
cannot be connected by any simple mathematical relation. 
B seems to be increasing by a definite amount as we pass 
from group to group. For if we draw some parallel equi- 
distant lines representing the ditferent families of elements 
(corresponding to the vertical columns of Mendeléeff’s tables) 
and plot on these the values of B, we find that the points thus 
obtained lie near two parallel lines (ne) 

4t Cu Mg Zp Au 

In conclusion, the constant a of Ritz’s formula can be 
expressed as a function of the atomic volume, so that whether 
these fields of magnetic force are due to elementary magnets, 
or as imagined by Ritz to solids of revolution charged with 
electricity at their surface and in rapid rotation round their 
axis, there seems to be a connexion between their dimensions 
or configurations and the volume of the atom containing 
them. 

Manchester University, 
October 1911. 
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LXXXIX. Rays of Positive Electricity from the Wehnelt 
Cathode. A Preliminary Note. By Cuas. T. Kyrep, 
Ph.D., Assistant Bacio of Physics in the University 
of Illinois, U.S.A.* 

[Plate XVII. ] 

NHE object of this note is to describe briefly the 
Ht work that has been in progress at the Cavendish 
Laboratory during the past year, on the measurement of the 
properties of the Canalstrahlen when a Wehnelt or hot 
lime cathode is employed. In 1904 Professor Wehnelt Tf 
observed these rays experimentally. Up to that time he 
was not able to get a sufficiently clear outline on the screen 
to enable him to make measurements. 

The success attending the measurement of the rays f of 
positive electricity, in ‘the case of an ordinary perforated 
cathode, by putting the photographic plate inside the 
discharge tube suggested that the same method might be 
employ ed to advantage in measuring the properties ‘of the 
slower moving carriers that are produced by the hot lime 
cathode. Harlier in the year numerous attempts were made 
to get photographie records in this way but without success. 
The inference was that if carriers are present they do not 
possess energy enough to affect the photographic plate. To 
overcome this difficulty I next arranged to increase their 
velocity by means of an accelerating condenser. 

Jee, Je 

The general arrangement he the apparatus is sketched 
diagrammatically in fig. 1. It consists, briefly, of a hot 

* Communicated by Sir J. J. Thomson, F.R.S. 
y A. Wehnelt, Ann. d. Phys. vel. xiv. p. 464. 
10 dla AS Thomson, Phil. Mae. vol. xviii. Dee. 1209 ;) voles Oo 

1910; vol. xxi. Feb. 1911, 
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lime cathode ©, back of which is placed the accelerating 
condenser Ac. In line with these are placed the nearly 
coterminous magnetic and electrostatic fields. Beyond, and 
fairly close, is the photographic plate P. The diameter of 
the containing cylinder is about 9 em. With this arrange- 
ment I got the first definite evidence of the positive carriers 
on June Ist of the present year, and photographs that 
admitted of exact meisurement followed a few days later. 

It was soon observed that with high accelerating fields 
sharp photographs resulted only w hen the plate P is but 
a few cms. from the emerging beam. At 3 em. the photo- 
graphs are blurred and indistinct. To date, 26 photographie 
plates have been exposed under varying conditions of 
discharge, magnetic and electric fields, accelerating field, 
and distance of plate from the emerging beam. On many 
of the plates more than one exposure was made. Of the 
above number I have only 7 plates on which the lines are 
clearly enough cut to measure accurately. 

The vacua employed were the highest that could be 
obtained by the aid of liquid air and charcoal. For these 
vacua, in the apparatus as I have it constructed, 15 to 18 
hundred volts are required to start the discharge even though 
the platinum cathode be initially at a cherry-red heat. 
However, when once started, the terminal petential dit- 
ference often dropped to one-quarter of the above value. 
Slight fluctuations in the heating current produced corre- 
spondingly large fiuctuations in the discharge. This is due 
to the lime cathode evolving gas very freely when heated. 
In my apparatus the evolution of gas at white heat was 
much more rapid than the two charcoal bulbs in liquid air 
could absorb, in fact at times the charcoal seemed to refuse 
to absorb it at all. 

The magnetic field was measured by means of a Grassot 
flux-meter and a triangular coil. The equation * that 
applies is 

I= aly (I—a#)H de, 

0 

where I is the magnetic induction through the coil as 
measured by the flux-meter. 

Tor the electrostatic field I at first made use of the well- 
known equation Tf 

e po (Sta) Ce 
* J, J. Thomson, Phil. Mag. Dec. 1909. 
va le Thomson, ‘Conduction of Electricity through Gases,’ 2nd ed. 

p- 121 (1906). 
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A much more accurate one would be a by the 
application of the Schwarzian transformation * ; however, 
the necessarily large distance apart of the plates forming 
the boundaries of tie electrostatic field makes the application 
of this transformation difficult if not quite impossible. 

From the theory of the action of magnetic and electric 
fields on electrified carriers 1n motion we ihawe the equations 

ee IR Ae ae ale eae ae 

Ay B eb. & 

Ginn yo A gale ( 
19 

De he Be ee es 

where A and B are constants depending upon the electric 
and magnetic fields and the geometrical data of the discharge- 
tube. The constant A may be written as the product of we 
constants thus 

A = XK, 

where X is the potential difference divided by the distance 
between the plates, and K, is a constant depending solel 
upon the geometrical data of the discharge-tube. for the 
reason stated above the value of K, for my apparatus as 
given by equation (1) is in question. J determined it 
experimentally by passing a beam of cathode rays through 
the system and measured the electrostatic displacement on 
the photographic plate, and also the minimum spark potential 
required to produce this displacement. These together with 

Be ee 
710 

for cathode rays gave the value 

K, (corrected) =1°87, 
against 

K, (uncorrected) =1°8. 

The corrected value of K, was used in the ealculation of the 
data that follow. 

All the photographs show two and on several plates three 
and four lines. These vary greatly in sharpness and 
intensity from plate to plate. Two types of curves were 
obtained. First those that are straight lines passing out 
from the origin, and second parabolas having their heads in 
the same: vertical line. 

Curves of the first type are the most likely to occur 

* J. J, Thomson, Phil, Mag. vel. xx. Oct. 1910. 
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especially if low potential differences are used in accelerating 
the carriers. The data relative to the two most prominent 
lines on plate 18 are as follows :— 

| 
; ped balsas ¢ E <5: Square | Ya mM Re ee ered e ) (=) ’ : : eS Ge ae - ~ | —t#—e a | ~ | b q 

Yb. ve ‘ | of ratio. oD 2 2 oe X10". x 10%.) X 104, | x 108. 
| 

a | ; Ble ee | 241] 155) 234 | 236 155/ 87/ 37) 39 | 26 | 32 | 23 

Ol} 174 ‘98 2°34 2°66 | 1:74 6°9 | 29 | 44 2-9 42 18 

In this photograph the accelerating and electric fields 
were 1158 and 153 volts respectively. The following data 
taken from plate 26 represent a set of curves that approach 
the second type. The corresponding accelerating and electric 
fields were 1548 and 171 volts. 

; Square Uy | Ya | Yu Ope | Up Va (< ) | (<) 

Yo. Ya. PEeURC Me Wee | 7 gz | \mlo a | “alg i ‘i of ratio.| 2 | 2 | aX a | <10T Selor Gs oat 

Be memes eee ee) BT) satees | OSQ 1 Jed | SOP ee ee 
| 

es eer |. | 200 | one | 916 | caseen | Su) eee 

mde | O89 | 174 2:01 oy | 224 | 15 8-79 | 2) 36 96 48 

480 | 348) 1°40 1:90 34 | 25 | 16°3 8°65 | 56 4-0 91 47 

From an inspection of the table for plate 18 we see that 
: ‘ : en 

the velocity of the carriers remains constant as 2 and — in- 
DL 

crease ; however, in plate 26 the velocity falls off as x 
. . é . . 4 

increases while ~ — , remains (nearly) constant. To get curves 

of type 2 it is necessary to use a stronger accelerating 
field. The stronger this field the nearer the heads of fhe 
parabolas are pushed towards the origin. At this writing 
I have not been able to use fields above 1548 volts because 
of fogging due to internal sparking. 
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Plates 18, 20, 24.4, and 26 4 are typical photographs, and 
are enlar ged and reproduced in figs. 2, 3,4,and 5 (Pl. XVII.). 

For plate 20 (fig. 3) we have 

P.D. between plates... =156 volts, 

coined eee Jas) OO Dae 
Hence, ee eM Mi JOE... 

yp e zaeeceese eseeereere e = £5 Che) 

The data for this plate corresponding to an electrostatic 

deflexion z=4°5 mm. are given in the following table :— 

e 
v from curve X10". veale. x10". | x10!.| Elect. atomic weight.) Klement. 

op 4:59 "95 1:05 H+ 

219) 310 "45 2-2 e+ 

1:30 19 “166 6:0 C++ 

a teh 057 | 175 ae 

In the above it should be remarked that there was some 

uncertainty in setting the measuring instrument on w. This 

set of curves belongs to type 1. The heads of the para- 
bolas are shown but feebly in the photograph and not at all 

in the reproduction. It is interesting to note that the 
o 

velocities given in the second column, calculated by means 

Wy) of the energy equation 
ia 
WHT! 

a 1] 2m. 
NM 

i} Hi 
t 

f 

Hi are in each case greater (by about 40 per cent. for this 
il plate) than the corresponding values given by measurements 
Nf ii = 

made on the curves. This is as it should be, for we expect 
Ve the carriers te be slowed down considerably by impact with 
Haan AN 

el the molecules of the remaining gas in the tube. The fourth 
WV column contains the electric atomic weights *. They show 
Mh that the curves are most likely due to the hydrogen atom, 

ul the hydrogen molecule, the atom of carbon with two charges, 
i] and the atom of oxygen with one charge. 
al The results Caleited from the Pensuice mene made on 

i) * J.J. Thomson, Phil. Mae. vol. xxi. p. 234; Feb. 1911. 
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photographic plate 26, the last plate exposed, are as 
follows :— 

Exposure a. Exposure 3, 

| | | | | 
PAD. v from) veale. | @ 10! | Elec. ||v from! v cale.| 2 x 10! | Elec. | 
mm. |Curve.| curve | X 10%. \m “latomic | curve | x 107. |72 “atomic 

107.) weight.) x 10°. weight. ; 
—|—————_ | — —-— | 

140 | dD HOV |) 03 91 DU BG aa 94>) 1-0GH 
a 40 | 38 47 2° h 4-0 3°8 TG | Dede 
ay 22 21 alc PLOW 2 48 Dare rere *5°88 | 
a, 18 1:2 OOK | LOI. | 

174 |b mor 96 | 1:04 | 
a 3°6 3°8 48 2:08) 3:89) 4:1 DO ely decd 
ay Deh Na 2 “AN *5'88 || 2-2 aa: 183 *D4 
a, ‘ei, 1-6 025 | 40:0 || | 

ao. | ||. eee 
a 33 3°9 ae) SOG. Geena 48 | 2-06 
ay 1 Sh eee 16 SP eS) 23 1s. |) *o0 

ee) 10 | 12) 046 | 21-7 | -95) 10°) 048 | o32 

265 | 6 | | 
a ae | O19 ‘Ol 1:96) 3:1 4°] “bo i) eSil 
eae is | 23 18 | 55 | 18 | 23 18 | AS 
“Ay foo «Lol 043 | 232 | 11 1:35 ‘059 | 17-0 

| 

Two successful exposures of 45 minutes each were made 

on this plate. I calculated the values of v and < for four 

distances taken at random from the y-axis. The curve a, 
shows double at the distance w=1'74 mm. in exposure a, 
and distinctly double, except at the extreme end, in exposure 
b. Note the calculated velocities given in the second column. 
Near the y-axis these values are less than the velocities 
calculated from the curve. ‘This indicates that the curves 
are not parabolas as you approach the origin but degrade 
into straight lines. The data for both exposures show this. 

Lastly I have collected in one table the electric atomic 
weights calculated from the curves on the seven photographic 
plates. Plates 21, 23, 24, and 26 have two exposures each. 
The values calculated for a given curve are placed in the 
same column even though they were in several instances 
smaller or larger than the average for that column. In 
plate 26 the values marked with an asterisk indicate single 
settings on a double curve. If a redistribution of the values 
in this table were made several would fall in adjacent 
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columns. Thus the value 6°58 should go to the adjacent 
column or even to the second adjacent one. Similarly the 
value 7°7 should be moved over two columns, and farther 
down 71 and 7:2 to the adjacent column. Again the value 
17 at the bottom of the table might well represent oxygen 
and be moved one column back. The distributed places in 
the table are indicated by a F. 

Plate. || x in Evecrric Atomic Wetert. 
mm 

17 | 2:65" W282 SAWP) eC) 
" 3°84 | 166 | 4:54 
: 4-90 | PssieeRey ie Sx7/ 
18 3°38, || 1-05 |. 3'Z “ue 12 
D0. Nee) e105") 272 6 17 
DNa |) 235 || 87 | 227 
» | 255 | 107 | 28 
‘ Depa Ac03: | Dal 

Spa sou| 193°) oe 
DP ES Zile Wace 
| coe 1:96 | 3-46 22°7 
a 3340) 217 | 346 
24a || 1:48 SOA esate t 

2) | 18 ae a2 
3 OSE | 16 | 47 
3:86 1:63 | 47 
O45) O07 es ee 50 
26a 1-4 VU Dee e721 | tall W 

; 1:74 || 1:04 | 2-08 | *5°8e Re 40 

a Peet 2-0 2 gad O17 
i 265 || ... | 1:96 as) 23-2 

bi) DCU leet) lc Oth al eel *°88 
| ti ” LGA Wei ene 181 *O't 

NA, De | 2-06 5:5 ee ho 
Hi} Hy lie-65 | 181 55 + |} 417 

Hi, | H, (H+ | @) | Cz4)/NgsO., | Ch On cans 
i | 1 2 Cy wae 7 ars i | 16 | @) | 44 

AE | 

"i : 
i Thus the photographs taken collectively show the two 
\ hydrogen lines, a line of atomic weight 4, the carbon atom 

with two charges, the carbon atom with one charge, the 
oxygen atom with one charge, another line that was visible 
on three different plates of atomic weight 22, and a final 
line corresponding to CO, with one charge. 

— 

i Summary. 

mt The present investigation may be summarized as follows:— 
; 1. The velocity of the carriers of positive electricity in 

the case of the hot lime cathode is not great enough to affect 
Wh) a photographic plate upon which they may strike. 
| 

3 

} 
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2. These slow moving particles can be accelerated at will, 
the minimum potential difference required to give them a 
sufficient velocity to affect the plate being about 500 volts 
per centimetre. 

3. There is secondary radiation present as well as 
primary—both straight lines and their continuations as 
parabolas are shown on a oy of the photographs. 

A. The value of e/m is the same for the various carriers as 
that found by Sir J. J. Thomson in the case of the positive 
‘ays formed by the ordinary perforated cathode with high 
potential discharge. 

5. The greater the acceleration the more clearly cut and 
well defined are the photographs, also the nearer ‘the para- 
bolas extend to the origin. 

6. This investigation does not show a negative counter- 
part to any of the curves. 

7. The work thus far has been with residual air only. 
In conclusion I wish to express my appreciation to 

Professor Sir J. J. Thomson for the problem and the main 
line of attack, also for the facilities of the Cavendish 
Laboratory that he so kindly placed at my disposai. 

August 17, 1911. 

XC. On the Application of the Theor y of Chemical Potential 
to the Thermodynamical Theory of Solutions. By Sita 
SHorter, B.Sc., Assistant Lecturer in Physics in the 
University of Leeds.——Part I. The General Theory of 
Chemical Potential in a Binary System. Osmotie Pressure 
and Vapour-Pressure of Solutions *. 

IBBS’S Theory of Chemical Potential f is a very power- 
ful instrument for the solution of many thermodynamical 

problems. ‘This instrument, however, seems never to have 
been applied to the solution ‘of many important problems in 
the Theory of Solutions. Thus many attempts have been 
made to deduce an expression connecting the osmotic 
pressure and vapour-pressure of a concentrated solution. 
Nearly all the expressions which have been deduced are 
approximate ; one well-known expression is quite wrong. In 
only one case ¢ has an exact expression been deduced con- 
necting the osmotic pressure and vapour-pressure of a 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ “On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances,” Collected 

Works, vol. i. p. 55. 
t Porter, ae Soc. Proc. A. vol. Ixxix. p. 519 (1907), 

HS) — 

tit 
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solution of a single involatile solute. By means of the 
Theory of Chemical Potential an expression of a very general 
nature connecting the vapour-pressures of two solutions and 
the pressures under which they co-exist in osmotic equilibrium, 
can be deduced with extreme ease, not only in the special 
case ot one involatile solute, but in the general case of any 
number of involatile solutes. Other problems, such as the 
conditions of co-existence of a liquid and vapour under dif- 
ferent pressures (the effect of pressure on the vapour-pressure) , 
the effect of gravity on a solution, &c., may also be solved in 
a simple manner hy this method. The author proposes to 
treat these questions in a later communication. 

Summary of Notation. 

The following are the chief symbols used in this paper :— 

M, the mass of the solvent Sg ; 
M, the mass of the solute §, ; 

= MG the concentration of the solution ; 
M, 

W the volume of the solution ; 
II, the vapour-pressure of the pure solvent ; 
II the vapour-pressure of the solution ; 

v(s, p, @) the specific volume of a solution of concentration 
s at a temperature @ and under a pressure p ; 

7(0, », 8) the specific volume of the pure solvent ; 
Fo(s, p, @) the chemical potential of the solvent in a solution 

of concentration s at a temperature @ and under 
a pressure p ; 

Fils, p, @) the chemical potential of the solute in the 
solution ; 

fo(9, p, @) the chemical potential of the solvent in the pure 
liquid state ; 

Pao.» =P fle) 
I'\(p, @) the chemical potential of the solvent in the pure 

rapour state ; 
V(p, 9) the specific volume of the solvent vapour ; 

Q(s, p, 6) the osmotic pressure of a solution of concentration 
Hl s at a temperature 0, when the pressure on the 
ih pure solvent is p. 

The symbols v, fo, Po, &e., will sometimes be used alone 
when there is no doubt as to the particular values of the 
variables involved. 
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The Theory of Chemical Potential in a Binary System. 

Before considering the applications of the Theory of 
Chemical Potential, we will giv ea brief account of Duhem’s * 
development of the theory in a binary system. 

If the external generalized forces acting on a system are 
constant, the oe for equilibrium may be expressed in 
the following manner 

het A denote the | energy of the system, @ the 
absolute temperature, @ the entropy, and yp the’ potential of 
the external generalized forces (7. e. the sum of the products 
of the forces and the corresponding generalized coordinates), 
and let 

m= U—0o—vw. 

The necessary and sufficient condition for equilibrium is that 

in any virtual isothermal modification of the system 

Sb >0. 
The function ® is called by Duhem the Total Thermo- 
dynamical Potential of the system. 

Consider a homogeneous system coneinine tw o components, 
So, which will be called the solv ent, and §,, which will be 
called the solute. Let the masses of these components be 
M, and M, respectively. Let the volume of the system be 
W, and suppose it to be subjected to a uniform pressure p. 
Then we have 

b= U—dd4-pW. 

If we consider ® as a function of Mo, M,, p, @ it will be 
homogeneous of the first degree in My and M,, and can there- 
fore be written in the form 

o® o® ou, lo + aM, M,. 

ap oe | : ) | Now 5M, iG) = 5M, will be homogeneous functions of Mo 

and M, of zero degree, and can therefore he written in 
the forms /)(s, p, 6) and j,(s, p, @) respectively, where 

s= 7. Since evidently 
My 

20h 5 of 
SM, aM, oM,oM,’ 

it can easily be proved that 

Ofo _ nel L 
Os Ree 

* La Mécanique Chimique, vol. ii. pp. 1-10. 
oe 
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Consider two homogeneous systems at the same temperature 
and under the same pressure, the first containing masses M, 
and M,+6M, respectively of the components S, and §,, and 
the second masses My) and M,—6M,. If these two systems 
are put into communication we shall have finally a homo- 
geneous system containing masses 2M) and 2M, of the 
components. This irreversible process of uniform mixing 
must result in a diminution of the total thermodynamical 
potential, so that we must have 

(2Mo, 2M, p, 8) << B(Mg, Mi +6M,,p, 0) +®(Mo, M,—8M,, p, 9). 
From this we may readily prove the inequalities 

r 
Oe 

If v(s, p, @) denotes the specific volume of the solution we 
have 

fo(ss p, 8) <0. 

- = (M,+M,)o(s, p, 6)- 

By differentiating this equation with respect to Mo and 
introducing the variable s, we obtain the equation 

sf p, 0)=v{s, p, P)—s(1+s) 2. 2(6, p, OF. 

1 : : tee 
The value of AYE may be obtained in a similar manner. 

The functions /o(s, p, 6) and f\(s, p, @) are called the 
chemical potentials of the components of the system. The 
importance of the chemical potential lies in the fact that if a 
system consists of two or more homogeneous parts in equili- 
brium, the chemical potential of any component must be the 
same in all parts of the system, so long as the motion ofa 
quantity of that component from one part to the other isa 
possible virtual modification of the system. This follows 
from the general condition of equilibrium. 

The Efect of a Finite Change of Pressure on the Chemical 
Potential of the Solvent in the Solution. 

In the previous section we have shown that the value of 

Hi ) 2 fle p, 9) can be calculated from simple experimental data. 
yu 
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As this quantity plays a very important part in the subsequent 
theory, it will be denoted by the special symbol Po(s, p, @). 
If the volume W of the solution is regarded as a function of 
My, My, p, and @, it can be shown that 

oW 
OM, = Pots; P> Gy: 

This quantity is evidently positive and of the same order of 
magnitude as the specific volume of the pure solvent. In 
eases where the change of volume on solution is small the 
two quantities are approximately equal. 

In the case of a liquid mixture, the changes of pressure 
involved in the phenomena under consideration cause only a 
very small change in the density, so that we have approxi- 
mately 

ols; P2 0) —fo(s, Pw 0) = (po—p1) Pols, Pu 0). 

If we write 

i 
P.( 5 >)Po9s vA — eta) Tr Goo: 

uP2 

1 Puls, «, Oda, 
eed 

we have the exact equation 

Sols, Pr 0) —fol(s, Pi 0) = (Pr — p1) Pos, Pi? P2) 0) ye (1) 

The quantity Po(s, pi>pe, 8) may be called the mean value 
of Py between the pressures p; and py. 

An expression for this mean value may be obtained if we 
assume that 

v(s, p, @)=v(s, w, 0),1—-B(p—a)$ 

where @ is the compressibility of the solution and a any 
convenient pressure, which in this case we will assume to 
be atmospheric pressure, since the density measurements 
necessary for the calculation of Py will have been mada 
under atmospheric pressure. 

Assuming that ae is independent of the pressure it can 

readily be shown that 

f + Pe ¢ 
acs P1>P2) f)— Fas, ®, 0) rN pes ; (2) 

where 
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In the special case where s=0 the function Py becomes equal 
to the specific volume of the pure solvent, and if we adopt a 
similar notation for the mean value of this latter quantity 
we have 

( 

v0, Pr>Pa 8)=0(0, a, @) ) 1~p (24?) | ° 

where {yp is the compressibility of the pure solvent. 

The Thermodynamical Theory of Osmotic Pressure. 

Consider the pure solvent at a pressure po in equilibrium 
with the solution at a pressure p, the two being separated by 
a membrane permeable to the solvent only. The chemical 
potential of the solvent must have the same value in the 
solution as it has in the pure liquid state. Hence we have 

Fo(9, po, 0) = To(s, P» 0). 

Since the chemical potential of the solvent decreases with 
increase of concentration, and increases with increase of 
pressure, p must be greater than py. The difference p—py is 
determined as a function of s,,and @ by the above equation. 
We will denote this difference by Q(s, yo, @), or by QO simply, 
when it is not necessary to specify the particular values of 
the variables. ‘The above equation may be written in the 
form 

Fol, Po, F)=fols, pot Q, @) - 5. | st ahem) 

The quantity Q(s, 7, 8) is usually called the osmotic pressure 
of the solution. ‘This term is rather misleading, since given 
values of the temperature and concentration do not fix the 
value of O. It is necessary to specify in addition the pure 

solvent pressure. The value of yn Po, 9) is easily 
Po 

calculated. If an increase 6p, in the pure solvent pressure 
causes an increase 6Q in the osmotic pressure, we have 

Jo (O, Po ae O05 0) =fo(s, Po ole OV ate 0) ain 60, 0). 

Hence we have 

0 uti Ew 10, Por 9) a ra: 400, OC) = Pe uet ae Py: 

The theory of chemical potential shows clearly that 
vsmotic pressure cannot be regarded as a specific property of 
the solution. The osmotic pressure is simply the increase of 
pressure necessary to counteract the lowering effect of the 
addition of the solute on the chemical potential of the solvent. 
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The relation between this lowering effect and the compen- 
sating pressure increase is shown by the following equation, 
which may be derived from equation (4) by means of 
equation (1), 

Fo(O, 7, 9) —fo(s, Po, 8) =Q(s, p 9, 8) Po(s, PoePo+Q, A). (5) 

The Thermodynamical Theory of Vapour-Pressure. 

Tf the pure liquid solvent and its vapour are in equilibrium, 
the surface of separation being plane, the pressure of the 
system is determined as a function of the temperature by the 
equation 

So (0, II, @) =F) (IIo, @) eS eR (6) 

where F,(IIp, @) is the chemical potential of the solvent 
vapour at a pressure II) and temperature @. 

If the solution and the solvent vapour are similarly in 
equilibrium, the pressure is determined as a function of the 
temperature and concentration by the equation 

Toss II, ()) ec th Q). e ° ° ey e ° (7) 

If V(x, @) denotes the specific volume of the solvent vapour 
at a pressure w and temperature 6, we have 

(lee - 5, Fala, @)=V(u, 8). 

Hence we have, from equations (6) and (7), 

ae 

fo(, ILo, 8) —Jo(s, Ip, @) =| V (x, 0)da% — (II) — 11) Po(s, Ho, 
II 

Since V(x, 6) is always greater than Po(s, 2, @), I,—TII is 
always positive, 7. e. the effect of the addition of the solute 
is to lower the vapour-pressure. 

The lowering of the vapour-pressure and the osmotic 
pressure are both closely related to the lowering of the 

chemical potential of the solvent. A relation between the 
two will be deduced in the next section. 

The Relation between the Conditions of Osmotic Equilibrium 
and Vapour-Pressure. 

If we suppose that in the case of osmotic equilibrium 
between the solution and the pure solvent the latter is under 

0). 

(8) 
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a pressure equal to its own vapour-pressure, equation (a) 
gives the value of 7)(0, II), 9) —/o(s, Il), @) in terms of the 
osmotic pressure. If we equate this to the value given in 
equation (8) we immediately obtain a relation between this 
special osmotic pressure and the vapour-pressure. A much 
more general equation can, however, he deduced without 
difficulty. Suppose that we have a solution of concentration 
s undera pressure p in osmotic equilibrium with a solution 
of concentration s’ under a pressure p’. Let and Il’ be the 
respective vapour-pressures of the two solutions. A relation 
between these four pressures may readily be deduced from 
the three equilibrium equations 

fols, p, N=fils, p's 4), 

Jo(s, TL, =F, (IL 8), 
fos, L140) = Foals eh 

These three equations may be combined so as to form a single 
equation containing three potential differences, whose values, 
in terms of quantities which may be measured exper imentally, 
are given by the equations 

fo(s, p, 9)—fo(s, II, 8) =(p—II) Po(s, Ip, 8), 

Fo(s' a0 6) —fo(s', I ep —II’) Po(s’, +p’, 8), 

vil’ 

FCI, 2)— Far, a= \ MiGe Oda: 
If 

H On substituting these values in this equation we obtain the 
i equation 

H ud 
\ V (a, 0)de=(p~IDP,(s, >p, 0)—(p’ -IE)P,(s', Ip’, 6). ta 

i II 

i ee 
Ny This equation (which, of course, is exact) may be regarded 
1 as the fundamental equation connecting the vapour-pressures 
Ni of two solutions and the pressures under which they co-exist 
Ih in osmotic equilibrium *. 
tii) If we suppose that s>s’, then p>p’; and rearranging the 

| terms of the equation so as to involve dir ectly the difference 

real * If the concentration of one of the sulutions is made equal to zero, and 
1) the two terms on the right-hand side of the equation are written in the 

iy form of definite integr als, we obtain Porter’s result (doc. ct.) connecting 
the osmotic pressure ¢ “and vapour-pressure of a solution. 
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of pressure p—p’, we obtain the equation 
TL’ 

(vee, Oda 
ie AT AS Pols tae) p Tae (5; ee gy + (p!—ID’) 0 os 

P,(s, Hp, 0) 
A ig [i ihe, . . If we make s’=0, the osmotic difference of pressure 

becomes the so-called osmotic pressure of the solution and 
the equation becomes 

IT, 

Bite, @)dxc 
v 

G(s, 20, 6) (0, o—>Por 9) _ 

This equation may be put into a form suitable for practical 
calculation by substitution of the values of P,(s, II+p, 6) 
and v(0, IIp>~, 7) given by equations (2) and (3). In this 
way we obtain the equation 

II, 

V(a, Oda 
IT 

PG af) 
v 0, Ws 0) Wee) ¢ + (mT) | pe 1} <(—T). 12) 

where 

e=t(p+ll)—a and &=4( +h) -a. 

If we neglect the second and third terms and also the com- 
. . 3) . . . 

pressibility factor in the first term, we obtain an approximate 
value ©, given by the equation 

Tl, 

| NiGe ne \des 

ee ae 
opty Pols, Ce Q) 

In general it will be sufficiently accurate to calculate this 
value first, and then apply two corrections (1) a compressi- 
bility correction, equal to O,A{#(p,+0,+ U)—a}, (2) a 
pure solvent pressure correction equal to the second term of 
the above expression with the compressibility factors omitted. 
Since the ratio of II,—II to © is of the same order of mag- 
nitude as the ratio of the specific volume of the liquid to 
that of the vapour, the third term is negligible in all crdinary 
cases, 

D 

l Ly aa), (10) 

_ = ec ee 
ai Po(s, IIl>p, @) A (Po i) i Po(s, II+p, 0) uy (II) —TII). (11) 
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The Comparison and Tabulation of Experimental 
Results. 

Vapour-pressure and osmotic pressure measurements form 
two independent methods of investigating the thermo- 
dynamical properties of solutions. The simplest method of 
comparing and tabulating such results is to calculate from 
the experimental data the lowering of the chemical potential 
of the solute at some standard pressure (atmospheric or the 
pure solvent vapour-pressure) *. These calculations may be 
performed by means of equations (5) and (8). In the case 
of concentrated solutions it is impossible to measure the 
ordinary osmotic pressure. A possible way of carrying out 
the osmotic investigation of such solutions is to measure the 
equilibrium pressures of successive pairs of a series of 
solutions of gradually increasing concentration (starting 
from the pure solvent). If for example in each measurement 
the weaker solution was under atmospheric pressure, we 
shonld have 

Fo(9, @, 0) —fols1, OW, C= OnE (Sis > + QO), @), 

Jon GF 0) — fol Sa; @, 0) =O 2Po(so, a>a+ On, 0), 

* 

To (Grete w, 0) — fo(Sns BW, 0) =), Po(sn, o>at+O0,, 0), 

where 5), So)... 5S, are the successive values of the con- 
CEM NETO MTC) yates. Q,, are the successive osmotic 
differences of pressure. The value of /o(0, a, 0) —/o(sn, @, @) 
may thus be found by adding the quantities on the right- 
hand sides of the above equations. It is perhaps hardly 
necessary to remark that the osmotic pressure of the strongest 
solution is not equal to the sum of the successive osmotic 
differences of pressure. 

The University, Leeds, 
June 30th, 1911. 

i * The fact that the thermodynamic potential is a more suitable mag- 
Wi nitude to deal with than the osmotic pressure in the case of conc -entrated 
a | solutions, was pointed out by Duhem several years ago (La Mécanique 

1H Chimique, vol. 11. p. 70). 
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XCI. Some Further Problems connected with the Motion of 

Charged Spheres. By G. H. Livens, B.A., Fellow of 
Jesus College, Cambridge ; Lecturer in Mathematics, Sheffield 
University *. 

I. The Vibration of a Charged Conducting Sphere. 

GLANCE at the method previously employed to solve 
L . . 

ab. the case of the uniformly accelerated motion of the 
charged sphere, will suftice to show that it is merely the 
simplest of the soluble cases. In fact, the solution of 
the problem for any acceleration can be at once obtained, 
provided only that it is such that the displacement of the 

e . . a . 

centre of the sphere in a time comparable with — is small 
Cc 

compared with a. ‘The solution for uniform motion was 

obtained. by integrating the surface condition 

af’ (ct) +af'(ct) + f(ct) -eE=0, 

where & was taken to be 4st?.. The solution consisted of a 
vibratory part not depending on €and the particular integral. 
In the general case 

E(t 

E =| | s dt dt, 
0~0 

and the success of the solution merely depends on being able 
to carry out these integrations and then in obtaining the 

particular integral of the above differential equation with 
the form of & thus obtained. As a case let us assume that 

Ss 

cost. 
0 

The particular integral is then easily seen to be 

“ 

an? Cita 
1— —,- )cosnt+ — sin nt 

es e 
f(ct) = we a 

( 

i, OED D 2 9 
no aN Gist 

it re Ta TU = ome 
Ga Cc 

The complementary integral representing the vibratory 
part of the solution will be exactly the same as before. IE 
sis small enough the solution thus obtained will apply for 
any period of time, because the displacement of the sphere is 
always small. Thus the vibratory terms represented by the 
complementary function will ultimately decay and become 

* Communicated by the Author, 

suprteeribmenpeatiatccieaattit tee ae ae ee 

t 
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negligibie and we can leave them out of the discussion. 
Thus the solution is obtained with 

2 

Da? an Ae 
(1- Jos ni + — sin nt 

e 3 éS Cc 
k= 3 

J ) Cn? an? — atnt* 
i— 2 re ay, C C 

The density on the sphere is just as before 

Qf/! 3 il (.-% ="), 
Agr \ a a 

and the force on the sphere in the direction of motion is 

pee A ae 
= Act). 

This gives 

an? CHU 
5) 2 (l= 2) Cos nt -- soininae 

Pp 2 é G C 
eh TEE) > Ls « 

@ ac ON). Catia ae 
This is the effective force resulting from the motion and 

is the force which would be required to produce it. The 
motion can be interpreted as a solution of the dynamical 

equation 

méE+kE=P, 

wherein an? 
2 2 dae: 2 C 

DOR Reha an? \? — a2n? 
as 9 ) + a 2 

Cc ¢ 

Ahi Al 

2 @ Cn 
a = 

oO UC 
2 2. 9. 2 2.99 

y an ann” 

it ea 9 + 9 
Cc Cc" 

. e e na . ° e 

and P is the force above investigated. If — is small this is 
C practically 

2 
i= = 

3 ac” 

ie 2 
_—- 3) 
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results which agree well with those obtained by Lorentz on 
more general srounds. 

The mean rate of radiation calculated from the Poynting 
vector is easily seen to be 

1 a 

an atnt\’ 
1——, + -—> 

c ¢ 

. ° OTb =. 

which agrees with Larmor’s general result when — is small. 
¢ 

Walker works out the case of the sphere under the action 
of a given periodic force. The results can easily be deduced 
from Giibse given above. Thus if we use 

P=)2 cos nf, 

} 

| 

then using the same m and & as before the solution for & is 

ae az “cos (nt +€), 

where tempest 

and the mean rate of radiation is 

1 é r” 3 a7r2 

3 Side C Ae 

and is independent of n. 

Il. The Slow Rotation of Charged Spheres. 

Walker works out first the case of the rotation of 
perfectly conducting sphere rotating about a diameter. It 
is, however, difficult to imagine what the motion of the 
sphere has got to do with any motion of the electricity. 
‘I'he conductor, being perfect, is such that any charge on it 
is freely movable. A char ge on a perfect conductor ex- 
periences no resistance to its motion due to the conductor. 
Thus for a slow rotation the motion of the conductor and the 
motion of tle charge are independent of each other, and 
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the conditions of the one cannot be determined from those 
of the other. 

The case of a dielectric is, however, different. The charge 
is here rigidly attached to the boundary and must move 
round if the sphere is rotated. 

Adopting a similar notation to that employed i in previous 
papers and following Walker’s method closely, we assume 
the field to be of the form given by 

ye sin a rap on tater 
2e@ S aa Ep tf), 88M, tof’ +f), y=0, 

outside ‘ ae and inside 

ce! sin 0 
X=Y=0, Z=—s [73 u" + $2") + r(g— 42) |, 

2 cos @ 

fhe 

p=" [> 2(by’ + h2'') + 7( y= — $s!) + bit $e]. 

f is a function of (ct—r), dy; of (c’t—r) and gy of (ct +7), all 
being supposed to be-small quantities proportional to the 
angular velocity w, and squares of are neglected. | 

Since the field must be finite at the origin we must have 

b(ct)-+-o3(ct)=0. i (1) 

Wh The normal component of the magnetic force is continuous 

| at r=a. Thus 

i of +/=a$'—b)+bitdn- 6 ~ @ 
Hi and this, according to Walker, also secures the continuity of 
Wi the tangential component of electric force at r=a 

Ny, The ‘discontinuity ot the tangential component of the 
magnetic force determines the surface current which is a 

= Ex — $2) + Git o, | , 

ve to the rotation of the uniform surface charge o = a i 

i rotating with the sphere. Thus if is the angular velocity 
ih of the ‘sphere, supposed to be rotating round the polar axis, 

we have 

<= = af + af" + f— | a2” + dy!) + a(b,— 2!) +h.4+¢.], 
a 
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or using the relation (2) above 

= Se ieee leer 

The tangential component of the electric force is 

We — "(a of"+f') 

and the total couple on the sphere is 

. ZCC (en as 
cha sin 0ds= — ae (a/ +f"). 

These results are quite general. Now let us try a solution 
of the conditions when the sphere has a uniform angular 
acceleration round the axis equal to w. The conditions to 

_ determine /, d; and ¢, are then 

af +f = alg — $2’) + $+ po 

eat 

ve —$,"— $2" = —- 

The particular solution of these conditions is found to be 

1 ea’@ 
iict—7) =i 5 3 ( t—r), 

1 ewK?,, 
di(ct—r) AB ace ys 

) Ki, ga(cttr) = — OF (ttn. 
C2 

where K = -, is the specific inductive capacity of the sphere, 
Ge 

Tn addition to this particular solution we have an oscillatory 
‘part represented hy the complementary integral of the 
conditions. This is obtained by trying solutions of the con- 
ditions with w=0 of the form 

(_—— 

f(ct—r) = Ae : 

rn! ct—r 

d(ct~r) = Be or I 

rv! ee 

d(ct+r) = —Be 3 
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which satisfy all the conditions if Xc=X'c’ and also 

AQ+1) =Bla's+De*+a'—e"], 

AN = BN? het aes 

which leads to a period equation for X of the form 

, K'n 
har Ie a eae 

This equation has only one real root, a negative one whose 
numerical value is less than K~? and which therefore becomes 
very small if K is large. All the other roots are complex 
and represent oscillations in the field. 

The problem has therefore been completely determined as 
far as we are able to go. If we assume that the damped 
oscillations represented by the complementary integral of the 
conditions become evanescent before the solution here given 
ceases to hold, we can go one step farther. 

Neglecting these oscillations, the couple necessary to keep 
the sphere going is : 

and this determines the effective inertia to the motion which 

arises from the electric charge. 

This paper concludes my immediate object of interpreting 
the principal results of Walker’s paper without any of the 
complications caused by introducing the material mass of 
the sphere. The results are ull capable of a reasonable 
interpretation without this complication and they then lend 
their support to the idea of a purely electromagnetic 
constitution of the electron. 

Sheffield, May 1911. 
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XCII. On the Periodic Times of Saturn's Rings. 
By HEnry Wipe, DS¢, D.C. 2 RS. 

| i my paper on the “Origin of Cometary Bodies and 
Saturn’s Rings,’ read before the Society in October 

last | a new determination was made of the periodic times of 
the rings, based on the commonly accepted distance of Mimas, 
3°36 Saturnian units. This element of the orbit was derived 

from observations made by Herschel and subsequently 
adopted by all astronomical writers. 

Recent observations of American astronomers with more 
powerful telescopes and under more favourable conditions, 
have reduced the distance of Mimas from the planet to 
3°16 units, with the consequent increase in the times of 
rotation of the rings. 

The difference between the older and later determinations 
is sufficiently large to induce me to place on record for com- 
parison the results computed from both observations and 
Kepler’s third law, as shown and demonstrated in the 
following tables :— 

Distances of Mimas=3°36 and outer edge of ring A=2°3. 
Ciiga'36° ; 2°38" +5 22h. 317m: : : w=12h, 482m. for A. 

Distances of We ot 36 and inner edge of ring C=1°27. 
(2pes-oo° 2 1270? :: 22h. 37m. : ety 52m tonC. 

Distances of Mimas=3'16 and outer edge of ring A=2°3. 
(yma: 16? 2°3° 2 22h. 377m. v= 14h. 42m. for A. 

Distances of Mimas=3:'16 and inner edge of ring C=1°27. 
(momiGe = 1-27? 2 22h. 3f4m,: 25h. 45?mytorC: 

The unit distance, 3°16, for Mimas necessarily involves the 
correlative reduction of the distances of the other Saturnian 
satellites, as now set forth in the tables of these elements 
published by American astronomers. 

That Saturn’s rings are ejectamenta from the interior of 
the planet is further evident from the fact that no causal 
connexion subsists between their times of rotation and that 
of the planet itself, as the inner edge of the ring C has a 

* Communicated by the Author. From the Manchester Memoirs, 
vol. lv. 1910-11, no, 14. 
+ Manchester Memoirs, vol. lv. 1910-11; Phil. Mag. November 1911. 

ee iid. iWiag. S. 6. Vol. 22. No. 132. Dec. 1911. 3 R 

~ ae eee 
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periodic time of only 5 hours 45 minutes, while the axial 
rotation of Saturn is 10 hours 13 minutes. 

The same conclusion may also be drawn with reference to 
the origin of the two satellites of Mars, as Phobos has a 
pericd of only 7 hours 39 minutes, while the axial rotation 
of the planet is 24 hours 37 minutes, 

The comparative minuteness of these bodies, which are 
estimated to be less than 10 miles in diameter, dice them 
as ejectamenta rather than the successive condensations of a 
nebular substance surrounding the planet. 

Saturn’s dusky ring and the inner satellite of Mars are the 
only bodies in the solar system that revolve in a shorter time 
than their primaries. 

ELEMENTS OF SATURN’S RINGS. 

Mimas=3'16. 

Distance from centre Time of 
of Saturn. | Revolution, 

Rings. Sat. Units. Miles. Jase. (ite 

Re RIOR Aev ate ue sea 2°30 84,987 lt 4 

Brea ili Mae se cose cere 0:26 9,602 ate 

Mid=breaditiy 2.0...6..0-0 2G 80,138 12 5m 

nnberiOnvAl ateckssoeece: 2-04 (Ovear ll 44 

Iibervaloeese.oe roe 0:07 2,085 cy Be 

RCEMTOL Wer deen caries elke 1:97 (2,702 ah tae s: 

Bread ig Oe a Gk. Seek oe 0-47 17,357 Lee 

Mid-breadth’ .......2..:. 1-735 64,073 Oy 12 | 

imMEORON eee 1°50 55,399 Ue ape 

iRaberrany © etyeeecactn- 1°50 55,3895 1 28 

Beatin cae wee carck O23 8,493 | sa se 

Mad=breadth: @y.)...20. =. 1385 51,148 6 33 

Tniterioni© ans. eeeee WG 46,901 5 45 

Ball Space Glssecsessesee- 0:27 9974 a de 

Sate Wal eerie eae sheer 1:00 36,930 10.613 

Mamas: Gey ee aaseeal 3:16 116,698 By ey 
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. XCIL. Notices respecting New Books. 
A History of the Theories of Hither and Electricity from the 

Aye of Descartes to the close of the Nineteenth Century. By E.T. 
Wauirtaker, Sc.D., PLS. Pp.xv+475. London: Longmans, 
Green & Co. Dublin: Hodges, Figgis & Co., 1910. Price 
12s. 6d. nett. 

T is not often that an historian exhibits an equal insight into his 
subject to that which Dr. Whittaker shows in this remarkable 

work. In reading it one is over and over again struck with 
wonder at how he has found time in the midst of his other duties 
even to collate the vast amount of material which the book 
contains. But it is not a mere collection. Each stage in discovery 
is subjected to a clear criticism which places it accurately in 
relation to preceding and subsequent discoveries. The whole must 
have involved a most painstaking examination of even out-of-the- 
way and little known theories over which “the iniquity of oblivion 
has scattered everywhere her poppy.” ‘The result is a volume 
which will be cf immense value to the physicist in giving him a 
clear conception of the nature of the gradual advance which has 
taken place from the time of Descartes onwards. It may be 
divided roughly into two portions, viz., that dealing with light, and 
that dealing with electricity: these, of course, run side by side 
and ultimately coalesce into one subject. One important point in 
the treatment is that in the presentation of the mathematical 
development, the notation and method of proof are in every case 
modernised so that they become immediately iutelligible. This 
is done without sacrificing in any way the original character of 
the argument, so that nothing essential is lost and much is 
gained in the way of lucidity. As an illustration of the exhaustive 
way in which Dr. Whittaker deals with a subject, take the case 
of the pressure of light. On this subject ‘‘an experiment was 
performed in 1708 by Homberg, who imagined that he actually 
obtained the effect in question; bnt Mairan and Du Fay in the 
middle of the century, having repeated his operations, failed to 
confirm his conclusion.” ‘The subject was afterwards taken up 
by Michell, who ‘some years ago,’ wrote Priestley in 1772, 
‘endeavoured to ascertain the momentum of light in a much 
more accurate maimer..... He exposed a very thin and 
delicately-suspended copper plate to the rays of the sun concen- 
trated by a mirror and observed a deflexion.....’ A similar 
experiment was made by A. Bennet [the inventor of the gold-leaf 
electroscope] who directed the light from the focus of a large lens 
on writing paper delicately suspended in an exhausted receiver ‘ but 
could not perceive any motion distinguishable from the effects of 
heat.’” These experiments were made of course in connexion 
with the corpuscular theory, and Bennet concluded from his 
negative result that *‘ heat and light may not be caused by the 
influx or rectilineal projections of fine particles but by the 
vibrations made in the universally diffused calorie or matter of 
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heat or fluid of light.” Young came tothe same conclusion. ‘ But 
Euler many years before had expressed the opinion that lght- 
pressure might be just as reasonably expected on the undulatory 
as on the corpuscular theory.” ‘‘ Euler..... accounted for the 
tails of comets by supposing that the solar rays, impinging on the 
atmosphere of a comet, drive off from it the more subtle of its 
particles.” Then follows a full exposition of the contributions of 
Maxwell, Bartoli, Boltzmann, and a reference to Lebedew’s 
earlier work. The full experimental verification, of course, belorgs 
to the twentieth century. 

The most interesting and certainly the most important part of 
this history deals with the development of electrical theory from 
the time of Maxwell onwards. Maxwell had added a displacement 
current to the conduction current; FitzGerald added the 
convection current, o W ; Hertz and Heaviside showed that in the 
case of moving media the term curl (D.W) must, in accordance 
with their couceptions, be added in order to obtan the total 
current—. ¢., that a dielectric which moves in an electrie field 
is the seat of an electric current which produces a magnetic field 
in the surrounding space. Later on, Lorentz replaced this last 
term by curl (P.W) which implies that the moving dielectric does 
not carry on the ethereal displacement but only carries along 

| the charges which exist at opposite ends of the molecules of the 
j | | ponderable dielectric and which are represented by P, the polari- 

| zation. The subject is too complicated and the different issues 
that arise far too numerous to be summarised here; but Dr. 
Whittaker leads the reader on from point to point till (at any rate 

M4 if he has been long enough acquainted with the subject) he seems 
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to live over again the developments that have taken place but 
with the fuller understanding which the author’s critical acumen 
imparts. 

The book is excellently edited. We notice ‘conduction’ instead 
of ‘convection’ on p. 3867 (beneath the first formula). The use 
of an unmistakable small numeral one to stand for current looks 
very odd in formule ; it has apparently been adopted because the 
dot of a small i would be mistakable for time-differentiation 
since the fluxional notation is commonly adopted. Perbaps the 

(ay niume of the eldest Becquerel should have been mentioned im 
Mi - connexion with the earliest experimental work in thermo- 

i electricity. Poincaré’s criticism of Maxwell’s stresses probably 
does not come within the time-rarge of the book but might 
perhaps be alluded to in a footnote. The present writer has 
endeavoured to recall the early work on those parts of the subject 
with which he is most familiar; but in each case on turning up 
here he has found at least as much as he had recollected. | 

It should be added that the book is not intended for an elementary 
student. A man will require some considerable general knowledge 
before he will be able satisfactorily to tackle it; but to the 
properly equipped man it is a mine of erudition and carefully 
reasoned criticism, 
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May 2th, 191 1—Prof. Wi We Watts,Sce.D., M:Se., F.1R.S., 
President, in the Chair. 

. BS following communication was read :— 

-_ £On the Geology of Antigua and other West Indian Islands, 
with Reference to the Physical History of the Caribean Region.’ 
By R. J. Lechmere Guppy. 

After noticing the work of former observers on the geology of 
Antigua, the author gives a brief description of the turmations 
of that island, showing that it is divided into three principal 
regions—(1) the Volcanic (or Igneous) Region; (2) the Central 
Plain ; and (3) the Calcareous Formation: the first-named being, 
according to previous authors, the oldest, as it is pre-lertiary, 
and the others following in succession. ‘The Calcareous Formation, 

hitherto considered the newest, contains fossils, of which the most 
remarkable is a species of Orbiteides. After a discussion of these 
formations, and especially of the evidence tor the so-called ‘ Oligo- 
cene’ age of the Calcareous Formation, the conclusion is reached 
that this formation is the oldest—not the youngest, and is probably 
Kocene or older. ‘he island was raised above sea-level by the 
development of the great Antillian dislocation, which is described, 
and divides each of the islands of Guadeloupe and Antigua into two 
parts, of which the eastern is calcareous and the western volcanic. 
In Antigua the Central Plain intervenes between the two parts, 
while in Guadeloupe they are only separated by a narrow channel, 
In support of this proposition the physical features of Autigua are 
discussed, and it is shown that the island has not been submerged 
since the volcanic period. 

The pesition and age of the Scotland Series of Barbados are then 
discussed, and that Series is shown to be Eocene, the lower beds 
being possibly Cretaceous and being a remnant of the Atlantis 
Continent. 

The extension, age, and position of the Orbitoides Bed of Trinidad 
are next dealt with, and some further remarks are added on the 
physical history of the Caribean Region. 
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dispersion, 503, 

Stokes’s law for the motion of 
spheres through liquids, on, 755. 

Stuhlmann (O.) on the difference in 
the photoelectric effect caused by 
incident and emergent light, 854. 

Suspensions, on bifilar, 453. 
Sutherland (W.} on weak electro- 

lytes and towards a dynamical 
theor y of solutions, 17. 

Swann (Dr. W. F. G.) on the mae- 
netic field produced by a charged 
condenser moving through space, 
150; on the longitudinal and 
transverse mass of an electron, 
223. 

Temperature and molecular attrac- 
tion, on the relation of, 84; on 
a thermostat for controlling the, 
of a room, 211. 

Tension and torsion, on a relation 
between, 740. 

Thermostat for controlling the tem- 
perature of a room, on a, 211. 

Thomas (H. H.) on the Skomer 
volcanic series, 465. 

Todd (G. W.) on the mobility of 
positive ions from heated alu- 
mium phosphate 1 in gases, 791. 

Tolman “(Dr. R. C.) on non- 
Newtonian mechanics, 458. 

Townsend (Prof. J. 8.) on charges 
on lions in gases, 204; on the mode 
of conduction in pases, 656, 816. 

Transformation and nomenclature 
of the radioactive emanations, on 
the, 621. 

Trowbridge (Prof. A.) on groove- 
form and energy distribution of 
diffraction gratings, 634. 

Ultra-violet light, on the intensity 
of the, emitted by an electrical 
discharge at low pressures, 412. 
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Uranium, on the disintegration pro- 
ducts of, 419. 

Vacuum valves, on electric, 1. 
Valency, on the question of, in 

gaseous lonization, 547. 
Vaporization of liquids, on the latent 

heat of, 268. 
Vincent (Dr. J. H.) on electrical 

experiments with mercury con- 
tained in tubes, 506. 

Wade (A.) on the eastern desert of 
Keypt, 467 ; on the rocks of north- 
eastern Montgomeryshire, 467. 

Wehnelt cathode, on rays of positive 
electricity from the, 926. 

Westphal (Dr. W.) on the question 
of valency in gaseous ionization, 
547. 

END BX 

Wheeler (Prof. L. F.) on the re- 
flexion of light at certain metal- 
liquid surfaces, 229, 

Wilde (Dr. H.) on the origin of 
~ cometary bodies and Saturn’s 
rings, 741; on the periodic times 

- of Saturn’s rings, 949. 
Wire gratings, on polarization of 

undiffracted long-waved heat rays 
by,.322. 

Wood (Prof. R.W.) on the resonance 
spectra of iodine vapour and their 
destruction by gases of the helium 
group, 469. 

X-rays, on the mode of ionization 
by, 222. 

Zinc, on the positive ionization from 
salts of, 669, 
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